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xiv

Introduction

The basic question this book seeks to answer is, “What basis did early mod-
ern beliefs about witchcraft and magic have in reality?” To answer this ques-
tion, it focuses on a detailed study of trial records from the Duchy of
Württemberg, a medium-size principality in southwestern Germany that
conducted a moderate number of prosecutions, and evaluates the events
and experiences reported in them in the context of Württemberg’s judicial
administration, socioeconomic development, and provincial culture; the
findings of historical studies of other parts of Germany and Europe; and
interdisciplinary investigations into the activities and phenomena they
describe. The results of this investigation indicate that early modern
Europeans’ fears of malefic magic reflected both actual practices and poten-
tial harms more than previous accounts have suggested; that belief in the
Devil and witch Sabbaths not only contributed to but also reflected the per-
ceptual and cognitive processes by which people construct their experience
of reality; that beneficent magic was both pervasive and more potent than
heretofore appreciated; and that while the European elite’s campaign to
repress popular magic during the period did not succeed in eliminating it,
the effort did succeed in marginalizing it and thereby contributed to the
eventual triumph of disbelief in modern culture.

Determining what was real about early modern witchcraft and magic
involves addressing three more specific questions. First, to what extent did
people really engage in and experience the things contained in the beliefs?
Second, to what extent did their activities have real effects, and their per-
ceptions reflect objective events? Third, to the extent that their perceptions
did not reflect external reality, what were the actual sources and nature of
these subjective experiences? The book’s purpose in answering these ques-
tions is both to help satisfy the curiosity many people have about the real-
ity of the phenomena involved and also, by establishing that there was more
to the beliefs than scholars have generally assumed, to enrich the discussion
of the wider role and significance of witchcraft and magic in early modern
society and culture, and of the reasons for and consequences of their even-
tual decline as well.

In seeking the answers to these questions, this study employs two basic
methodologies. First of all, it is centered on a close reading of judicial
records preserved in Württemberg’s archives. The core of the study is a series
of systematically sampled trials, supplemented by material drawn from an
extensive reading in additional records. These are carefully examined to dis-
tinguish as far as possible what people actually did and what they experi-
enced from what they later only claimed from fear, pain, perversity,
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expediency, or suggestibility. As a general rule, tortured testimony is
excluded from consideration, and all other evidence is evaluated with a con-
sciousness that not only can less blatant pressures and inducements influ-
ence what people say, but also that judicial records by their nature
emphasize certain things and disregard others and, in the end, are written
by one party in a contentious interaction. Nevertheless, a substantial
amount of credible testimony is contained in the records, which generally
helps answer the first question, the extent to which people really did and
experienced things contained in their beliefs about witchcraft and magic,
and it also helps answer the second question, the extent to which these
activities had real effects (for example, by demonstrating the actual use of
poisons) and were based on actual experiences (as when a partner in illicit
sex was afterward understood to have been the Devil). The information thus
gleaned is connected to the evidence of similar and related activities and
experiences in other parts of Europe and discussed in relation to broader
sociocultural trends so that the results of this intensive local study have 
a significance beyond the specific incidents and provincial culture involved. 

The second methodology the book employs is to conduct interdiscipli-
nary investigations into the types of activities and experiences revealed by
the archival research. The specific disciplines involved vary depending on
the nature of the activities and experiences in question, but include in
particular recent work on psychosocial factors in health and disease and
nonconscious interpersonal communication, new studies of cognition and
perception, contemporary research into consciousness and alternate states
of consciousness, and scientific investigations of fringe phenomena. These
investigations contribute additional insight into which unusual perceptions
could have been of objectively real physical phenomena (like when what
appears to have been ball lightning, an unexplained but widely accepted
physical phenomenon, was seen near the grave of a recently buried
woman), which activities could have had real results, and what those
results might have been (as when expressions of anger appear to have trig-
gered stress-reactions contributing to illness, or when divination seems to
have elicited unconscious knowledge through ideomotor activity). When
the evidence suggests that an experience did not reflect an external event,
interdisciplinary insights can help explain how such perceptions arose and
why they were taken to be important sources of knowledge by the people
who experienced them.

While these two methodologies address the basic questions the book seeks
to answer, they are not sufficient to accomplish its larger purpose, which is
to show how the answers they supply impact the broader historical under-
standing of witchcraft and magic and their relationship to early modern
society and culture as a whole. Therefore, the book also draws liberally on
approaches used in other, more standard historical studies. For example, it
discusses intellectual and legal history, starting with the general European
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xvi Introduction

background and moving to the specific situations in southwestern Germany
and Württemberg, to show the interplay of popular and official beliefs and
their relationship to the legal system as background to the cases that are
studied in detail. It includes statistical information about witch suspects,
accusers, and beneficent magicians in systematically sampled trials to help
determine their social positions in their communities, and it considers how
magical beliefs and practices fit into the larger context of popular culture. By
integrating interdisciplinary investigations involving the cognitive and
other sciences and more traditional social and cultural approaches, the book
develops a richer picture of the specific cases being investigated while con-
veying their implications for our broader understanding of early modern
witchcraft and magic.

By focusing squarely on what was real about early modern witchcraft and
magic, The Realities of Witchcraft and Popular Magic in Early Modern Europe
adopts a significantly different perspective than most other scholarly his-
torical treatments. A glance at some of the most notable recent English and
American works on the subject highlights this difference. Alison Rowlands’
Witchcraft Narratives in Germany (2003), for example, seeks to explain why
one German city near Württemberg did not experience many witch trials,
assuming that such trials were displaced expressions of “social and psychic
tensions” in which the participants “pursued strategies, expressed emotions
and negotiated conflicts” that were only obliquely manifested in accusa-
tions and confessions of witchcraft (p. 1). Walter Stephens’ Demon Lovers
(2002) interprets demonology as a desperate attempt to defend supernatural
delusions, while Hans Peter Broedel’s The Malleus Maleficarum and the
Construction of Witchcraft (2003) traces the interplay of elite and popular
beliefs in the creation of that seminal witch tract. Michael Bailey’s Battling
Demons: Witchcraft, Heresy, and Reform in the Late Middle Ages (2003) focuses
on Johann Nider’s earlier work in the context of late Medieval religious ten-
sions, and Gary Waite’s Heresy, Magic and Witchcraft (2003) offers a broader
interpretation of the witch trials as manifestations of religious tensions and
confessional conflict. Lyndal Roper’s Witch Craze: Terror and Fantasy in
Baroque Germany (2004) explains witchcraft accusations in terms of “passions ...
derived from deeply rooted fantasies,” while Stuart Clark’s Thinking with
Demons (1996) argues explicitly against attempts to discern reality in witch-
craft beliefs. All of these works raise interesting issues and offer stimulating
insights, but all work within well-established social, intellectual, and psy-
chological traditions that focus on the elements of unreality rather than the
aspects of reality in beliefs about witchcraft and magic. 

The current study does not exist in isolation, however. Robin Briggs’
Witches and Neighbors (1996), while it shares the basic assumptions of the
works mentioned above, uses a focused study of witch trials in Lorraine, like
Württemberg a center of widespread but not virulent prosecutions, as the basis
for a generalized depiction of witchcraft beliefs in popular culture in the
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core areas of persecution: western and central Europe. Eva Pócs’ Between the
Living and the Dead (1999), which is more specialized but also more ground-
breaking than Briggs, concentrates on an area peripheral to the main perse-
cutions, Hungary, and is therefore able to bring to light popular beliefs and
practices involving witches, healers, and other magical folk that 
were obscured by the prevalence of the witch stereotype and the use of
torture in the core areas. In a sense, the present work seeks to combine the
strengths of these two works, including elements of each that the other
lacks – information about the core areas that is in Briggs but not Pócs, and
insights about popular magic beyond witchcraft that are in Pócs but not
Briggs–while going beyond them by undertaking explorations of the origins
and nature of magical beliefs that neither attempts. The present work also
has affinities with Carlo Ginzburg’s l benandanti (1966, translated as Night
Battles in 1985) and Ecstasies (1991) and Wolfgang Behringer’s Shaman of
Oberstdorf (1998), which are more narrowly focused but specifically treat ele-
ments in popular culture as actual experiences rather than simply folk
beliefs.

One very recent book, Emma Wilby’s Cunning Folk and Familiar Spirits:
Shamanistic Visionary Traditions in Early Modern British Witchcraft and Magic
(2005) appeared too late to be consulted for this study, but according to an
online review by Moira Smith, it discusses witches’ familiar spirits, a concept
most characteristic of English witchcraft, as “remnants of pre-Christian
belief and practice,” an instance of a “transhistorical and transcultural”
shamanism “that survived amongst the folk” in the form of “vision experi-
ences of British cunning folk who regarded the fairy folk as sacred spirits.”
The review criticizes the book for some methodological flaws–specifically
an oversimplified presentation of shamanism as a transcultural phenome-
non, and assumptions that current folklore connects in some direct way to
prehistoric religion, that popular and elite culture exist in substantial isola-
tion from each other, and that contemporary tribal religions can be used in
a straightforward way to illuminate prehistoric European religions–but
whatever the merits of this critique, it sounds as if the book does present
some additional evidence of shamanic activity in the British Isles and may
find support in places from the interpretation developed here. 

While looking at the relationship of the approach employed in the pres-
ent work to other recent studies conveys something of its implications,
these are most apparent in considering the relationship of its two method-
ologies to the larger tradition of scholarship on witchcraft and popular
magic as a whole.

The first methodology, close reading of archival materials to determine
what people actually did and experienced and what effects those actions
and experiences had, is a basic historical practice that would be totally unre-
markable in an investigation of almost any other topic. In the case of witch-
craft and magic, though, while close reading of archival materials is not
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unusual, reading them to determine what was really going on is less common,
for historians have traditionally started from the assumption that at bottom
nothing real can have been going on, and therefore have focused on
explaining why people would hold delusional beliefs and engage in ineffi-
cacious activities. Of course, they have always recognized that some real
activities and experiences were involved, but traditional rationalists explic-
itly regarded them as superstitious nonsense, while the leading romantic
scholar, Margaret Murray, constructed a credulous interpretation of witch-
craft beliefs that, when it was debunked, effectively discredited attempts to
discern aspects of reality in them for a generation. Social historians recog-
nized that there was a certain amount of real activity recorded in the
archival materials they analyzed, but they focused their attention on the evi-
dence of mechanisms by which other, to them more significant, processes
like class conflict or gender oppression were re-directed into witchcraft accu-
sations, and tended to treat any actual activities as secondary by-products of
these social forces. Postmodern historians have adopted the cultural rela-
tivism of anthropology and the epistemological relativism of semiotics,
which have enabled them to make considerable progress in establishing
people’s actual beliefs and practices, but the implication of this approach
(and frequently the explicit position as well) is that the beliefs are produced
by the logic of narrative and the interdependence of cultural forms essen-
tially independent of anything that might have actually happened.

In terms of discerning the aspects of reality in early modern witchcraft and
magic, recent historical work, not only that of Pócs, Ginzburg, and Behringer
mentioned above, but also of historians such as Keith Thomas, Willem de
Blécourt, Owen Davies, Gábor Klaniczay, and the whole school of German
historians who focus on witchcraft in the context of “everyday life,” such as
Reiner Walz in Hexenglaube und Magische Kommunikation im Dorf der Frühen
Neuzeit and Eva Labouvie in Verbotene Künste, has been particularly fruitful in
the area of popular magic, where the existence of beneficent practices and
practitioners has been established with relatively little controversy. The exis-
tence and, more importantly, significance of malefic magic is a touchier sub-
ject, however, for there is an understandable reluctance to “blame the
victims” of persecutions that have been recognized as misguided and unjust
for centuries. The historians who have explored beneficent magic have done
much to show how witchcraft fit into normal life, but their emphasis is still
on explaining witchcraft fears rather than examining malefic practices.
Nevertheless, evidence of actual malefic practices is scattered throughout the
historical literature, and discussed more directly in Chadwick Hansen’s
Witchcraft at Salem and a few recent works like Giovanna Fiume’s “The Old
Vinegar Lady,” Ingrid Ahrendt-Schulte’s Zauberinnen in der Stadt Horn, Richard
Kieckhefer’s Magic in the Middle Ages, and Hans Sebald’s “Justice by Magic.”
It is also, as we shall see, revealed by a dispassionate reading of the records of
small trials. Therefore, the most notable contribution of the close archival
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readings to determine what people were really doing and experiencing conveyed
in the following chapters is to show what maleficium actually involved and the
extent to which it was a real factor in early modern peoples’ individual and
communal lives. Without in any sense attempting to justify the early modern
persecutions, the book provides new insights into why the fear that fuelled
them existed and what their consequences were.

The second methodology employed in this book, interdisciplinary inves-
tigations into the types of activities and experiences revealed by the archival
research, sheds additional light on maleficium, because the research into
psychological factors in disease and subliminal communication suggests
that it was far more potent than is generally acknowledged, being rooted in
the ability of threat displays, unconscious as well as conscious, to induce
chronic stress, independent of the belief-system or psychological health of
their target. Additional interdisciplinary investigations explore the nature
and significance of the experiences related to diabolism; the efficacy of div-
ination, healing, and other forms of beneficent magic; and the neurocogni-
tive basis of disbelief. A number of historians have reported on examples of
people who really had experiences they understood to be magical, but
attempts to understand what these involved, how people could have expe-
rienced them, and what effects they could have had are few and far between.
Traditional rationalists regarded such experiences as ephemeral, either
fraudulent or manifestations of some pathology. Romantics portrayed the
experiences as physical events as far as possible, explaining the demonology
as a misunderstanding of their true nature (peasant rebelliousness or an
underground, prehistoric pagan religion) and offered little insight into the
roots and nature of the physically impossible features beyond the suggestion
of the influence of hallucinogenic drugs. Social scientists have developed
models of the psychological processes by which social conflicts could be
sublimated into witchcraft accusations, but their explanations for magical
experiences, to the extent that they attempted or implied them, have
generally involved emphasizing the degree to which they were based on
rationally intelligible misrepresentations such as fraud or therapeutic decep-
tion and then falling back on vague speculations about pathology or drugs.
Postmodern scholars extend their agnostic approach from the external effi-
cacy of magic beliefs to their internal psychology, treating belief as sufficient
to account for reported experience, and paying little heed to the difference
between construction of a narrative and the process of perception. 

In recent times, a number of historians have evinced interest in under-
standing the roots and nature of experiences like, as opposed to beliefs
about, demonic possession (Moshe Slutovsky in “A Divine Apparition or
Demonic Possession,” for example) and the “Old Hag” syndrome (particularly
Owen Davies in “The Nightmare Experience, Sleep Paralysis, and Witchcraft
Accusations”). However, so far these investigations have been relatively
isolated and ad hoc, with some reviving psychoanalytic interpretations and
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others drawing eclectically on cognitive materials. The Realities of Witchcraft
and Popular Magic in Early Modern Europe is intended to provide a broader,
more cohesive theoretical framework for this latter approach, for, while the
impetus for the various interdisciplinary investigations the book includes is
the specific evidence found in the archival material, the investigations are
not unrelated. Instead, research into the relationship of mind and body in
disease, the workings of perception and cognition, and the effects of alter-
nate states of consciousness like dreams, trance, and intoxication leads to 
an interconnected body of recent work by cognitive and cross-cultural
psychologists, neuroscientists, psychological anthropologists, and even cog-
nitively oriented scholars of religion that has changed our understanding of
how humans think and experience the world so substantially that it has
been labeled the “cognitive revolution.” For a long time, this work in the
cognitive sciences and the cultural approaches that currently dominate
historical scholarship have been seen as antagonistic, but recently attempts
have begun to bring them together, to show how cognitive structures, per-
ceptual processes, and cultural constructs interact in shaping human under-
standing and experience. Some examples of this trend that proved
particularly helpful for the present study include Brad Shore’s Culture in
Mind: Cognition, Culture, and the Problem of Meaning; Merlin Donald’s A Mind
So Rare: The Evolution of Human Consciousness; Michael Winkelman’s
Shamanism: The Neural Ecology of Consciousness and Healing; Charles Laughlin,
John McManus, and Eugene d’Aquili’s Brain, Symbol, and Experience, and
Alexander Hinton’s Biocultural Approaches to the Emotions. The Realities of
Witchcraft and Popular Magic in Early Modern Europe seeks to contribute to this
movement by drawing from and at the same time adding to the growing
body of literature on the relationship between cognition and culture. Its
final goal is to help open up an historical dimension to this interdiscipli-
nary discussion while developing a fuller and richer “realist” understanding
of witchcraft and magic.

xx Introduction
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1

Part I The Reality of Maleficium

Introduction

The Latin word maleficium originally meant “wrongdoing” or “mischief,” but
in Roman times it came to be specifically associated with harmful magic.
Most agricultural peoples have believed that injury can be inflicted via occult
means, and have tried to defend themselves against it by utilizing protective
magic, appeasement, and various forms of counteraction including counter-
magic, spontaneous physical retribution, and formal legal sanctions.
Correspondingly, early Roman law outlawed harmful ritual magic, sorcery,
because of the injury it was thought to inflict on individuals. Later, imperial
Rome persecuted magical practitioners more generally as a threat to political
stability, and the Judeo-Christian tradition regarded any ritual magic as a
moral lapse, so when Rome adopted Christianity Theodosius’ law code sub-
stituted maleficium in place of the more neutral word magia, categorizing all
magic, whatever its intent or effect, as harmful. Medieval law codes and
theology maintained the idea that all magic was to some degree harmful, but
generally treated magic used to cause injury more seriously than magic used
for benign purposes. Late medieval demonologists like Heinrich Kramer, the
author of the Malleus Maleficarum, argued that all magic was equally harmful
because it involved the agency of demons and at least an implicit pact with
the Devil, and their arguments led to a strengthening of laws in this direc-
tion, but the moral equivalence of all forms of magic never won general
acceptance in early modern Europe’s elite, let alone its popular, culture.
Most witch accusations made by commoners concerned harmful magic, and
most witch trials included charges of maleficium, harms inflicted through
occult means.1

There was no single law against witchcraft in early modern Europe, and,
in fact, there was no single legal definition of the crime. Statutes varied
enormously in their wording and significantly in the substantive impor-
tance they placed on different aspects of the generalized belief. However,
there was no question of the crucial role of malefic acts, whether because of
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2 Realities of Witchcraft and Popular Magic

their inherent harmfulness or as evidence that the suspect was “given to
Satan.”2 The example of the steps that led to the proscription of witchcraft
in Württemberg illustrates the idiosyncratic process by which demonologi-
cal theory influenced legal practice, while highlighting both the centrality
of maleficium and continuing uncertainty about the role of the Devil. In
1532, Charles V promulgated the Constitution Criminialis Carolina, a model
law code for the jurisdictions contained in the Holy Roman Empire. Dubbed
the Carolina, the code stipulated that “when someone harms people or
brings them trouble by magic, one should punish them with death, and one
should use the punishment of death by fire. When, however, someone uses
magic and yet does no one any harm with it, he should be punished other-
wise, according to the custom of the case.”3 The Carolina thus proscribed
harmful magic in clear and unequivocal terms, but sidestepped the issue of
nonharmful magic. In 1667, the Duchy of Württemberg implemented the
suggested reforms in its Sixth Provincial Ordinance, adopting the Carolina’s
prohibition of harmful magic “almost word for word,” while creating a more
complex compromise regarding magic without harm in which a pact with
the Devil alone was to be prosecuted and punished as severely as malefi-
cium, but magic involving neither a pact nor injury was to be dealt with
more leniently.4 Here again, the issue of maleficium seems to have been
clear-cut, while the question of witchcraft without harm involved a com-
promise between those who held that any dealings with the Devil were
equally bad and those who argued that beneficent magic was less bad than
malevolent magic.

As in most jurisdictions, the Württemberg statute did not specify exactly
what constituted harmful magic. Instead, commoners who suspected their
neighbors, local officials investigating complaints, ducal officials supervis-
ing the trials, and the legal experts at the University of Tübingen who
reviewed them at critical junctures all worked from a common fund of
knowledge that mixed in different degrees local traditions, regional pam-
phlet literature, and the Europe-wide demonology. Witches were generally
thought to use magic to influence the weather, interfere with smaller-scale
domestic processes like churning butter and brewing beer, harm farm
animals or prevent them from producing eggs or milk, cause impotence in
men or frigidity in women, and injure people through illness or accidents.5

The means by which they were thought to work their maleficium included
secret spells and incantations; actions and gestures; potions, salves, and
powders; magically potent objects; a look, breath, touch, or blow; public
verbal curses; and the sheer power of their ill will. Some of these means
involved deliberate rituals, which anthropologists and historians call sor-
cery, while others manifested an inherent power in the witch, referred to as
witchcraft; but while early moderns recognized the potency of both means,
they did not consider the distinction crucial. Evidence of sorcery would cer-
tainly strengthen an accusation, but it was by nature often not available,
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and was not necessary to sustain a charge of maleficium; the correspondence
of an expression of ill will followed by some injury was the most typical
basis for an allegation.

In the first chapter of this section, we will look at the variety of injuries
and expressions of ill will that were connected to allegations of maleficium
that precipitated small trials or came out during their course. In contrast to
most previous historical discussions, however, we shall do this with an eye
toward discovering what was really going on, both in terms of the extent to
which suspects really did express ill will in various ways, and in terms of the
extent to which these expressions of ill will really could have caused the
harms intended. In the second chapter, we will look at the social context of
these expressions and their consequences: how they fit into the larger con-
stellation of interpersonal conflicts typical of village and small urban com-
munities in early modern Europe; how they related to social characteristics
like class, gender, and age; and how they related to the mass witch prosecu-
tions that swept up dozens, and even hundreds, of victims at a time in a
relentless cycle of denunciation and torture so horrifying that it came to
dominate our understanding of witchcraft to the point that it has hindered
for centuries our ability, our very willingness, to see the real activities and
their real consequences that lay at the root of the phenomenon.

While both chapters draw upon a wide reading of materials in the archives
of the Duchy of Württemberg, they center on a detailed analysis of a
systematic sample of 29 trials labeled as witchcraft or a pact with the Devil
in the archival index. The sample was drawn from the cases contained in the
records of the Ducal High Council, “Malefizsachen,” A209. The sample was
stratified chronologically, with the specific cases chosen at random within
three strata. One was chosen from the four before 1590 (25%), 20 of 132
between 1581 and 1669 (15%), and 6 of 49 after 1670 (12%). The reason for
the stratification was to ensure representation of early and late trials; the rea-
son for the slight overrepresentation of cases in the middle section is that
examination of the index of concilia concerning witchcraft and related in
the University of Tübingen’s legal archive indicated that a number of cases
from this period were contained there that were not contained in the High
Council’s archive, and so the actual number of trials in the duchy in this
period is actually slightly underrepresented by a sample drawn from the
High Council’s records.6 The sample was used as the basis for a considerable
amount of quantitative analysis of judicial and social aspects of the trials in
my dissertation “Witchcraft in Early Modern Wuerttemberg,” but since
these characteristics have been fairly well established since it was written
(see especially Brian Levack, The Witch Hunt in Early Modern Europe), these
analyses are drawn on here as appropriate to support the present inquiry
and the sample is mainly used to give a general quantitative structure to the
discussion in order to counteract the subtle biases that a lack of attention to
quantities can introduce into analysis. The cases are listed in the appendix.
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In addition to the witchcraft sample, a similar sample was taken of 21 out
of 48 cases labeled zauberei, magia, or other general terms for magic in the
archival index. Upon examination, about half were found to basically be
late witch cases, but the government’s changing terminology (discussed in
Chapter 8) led the archival indexer to label them more vaguely as magic.
The other half were a combination of beneficent magic cases generally
designated by more specific labels like “blessing” and “treasure-hunting”
and a miscellany of other magical practices and unusual occurrences. The
latter group is utilized with the samples of specific beneficent practices in
Part III, as explained in the introduction there, while the witch-like cases
were not analyzed systematically, but instead are drawn upon like the
numerous other cases read unsystematically to supplement the systematic
sample.

4 Realities of Witchcraft and Popular Magic
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5

1
The Varieties of Maleficium

Historians have long recognized that some people in early modern Europe
did attempt to perpetrate maleficium, but have downplayed it both because
their focus has generally been on the dysfunctions of early modern society
that led to the widespread indiscriminate witch persecutions and because its
has generally been regarded as essentially ineffectual, as strong at most as
the weakness of the people against whom it was directed. Indeed, the main
focus of their attention, as with other social scientists, has been on the
reasons why people say that they are the victims of occult attack.
Explanations have included fraudulent self-interest, the projection of anger
or guilt onto the object of the anger or guilt, a way of accounting for inex-
plicable misfortune, the workings of a self-referencing symbol system, and
“infantile fantasy.”1 Confessions of witchcraft are correspondingly treated as
some sort of cognitive malfunction resulting from either some individual
psychological or some more general cultural defect: the confession is either
an ex-post-facto bid for attention or a narcissistic delusion of control to
compensate for powerlessness.2 To the extent that people did suffer misfor-
tune related to perceived maleficium, this is explained as a result of their own
weakness; “fears,” it has been noted, “have genuine power against the sug-
gestible.”3 Even postmodernist analysis tends to reinforce this basic view, for
while it takes the position that “reality” is just a sociocultural construct, this
ends up just being another way of explaining how the people involved in
witchcraft cases didn’t know what was really going on.4

Evidence contained in the stratified random sample of trials conducted in
the Duchy of Württemberg between 1565 and 1701 considered in light of
recent advances in cognitive and medical science, however, suggests that
these various explanations, while they do a good job of explaining certain
phenomena associated with witchcraft and magic beliefs, are seriously
incomplete.5 The reason is that they start from the basic assumptions that
occult attack was uncommon, that it was usually ineffectual when it
happened, and that when it was effective it was only as effective as the
purported victims let it be. All three of these assumptions, however, are
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wrong. Occult attacks may not have been as common as some early
moderns feared, but they were an integral part of early modern life; many of
them had genuine physical or psychological power; and this power was to a
significant degree independent of the beliefs, fears, or psychological weak-
nesses of the people on the receiving end.

Table 1.1 shows the various types of accusations that were made in the
course of the 27 cases:

6 Realities of Witchcraft and Popular Magic

Table 1.1 Accusations of maleficium

Type of injury Primary Secondary Total

Theft 2 2 4
Arson 0 1 1
Poison 7 6 13
Assault 5 5 10
Occult injury 6 18 24
Harm to animals 3 21 24
Total 23 53 76

Source: Sampled witchcraft cases (see the appendix).

Primary accusations refer to those which precipitated trials, while secondary
accusations are older allegations that surfaced during the course of a trial.

Several things are immediately apparent from this table. First of all, some
of the types of maleficium that were part of the general discourse about the
crime are not here, specifically weather manipulation and interference with
domestic production (there was one allegation involving impotence, which
is included in the occult injury category). There were a couple of spectacu-
lar trials involving allegations of weather manipulation early on in the
region, but their absence from the sample of trials, as well as the impression
given by a less systematic reading of a much larger number of trial records
in the ducal archive, suggests that trials involving this form of witchcraft
were infrequent at most in Württemberg. In the case of Württemberg this
might be attributable to a local theological tradition discounting witches’
power over the weather, but a similar pattern of a few spectacular trials
centering on weather magic seems to have obtained in some other parts of
Europe like Scotland and Hungary, while the great majority of trials centered
on other things.6 Similarly, interference with domestic production was also
reported in the pamphlet literature, particularly in England, but appears to
have been no more frequent in actual trials there than in Württemberg.7

Secondly, the great majority of accusations were concerned with injury to
people and animals, which is also consistent with patterns noted elsewhere.8

Theft and arson were the only forms of damage to inanimate property
reported, and there were only five reports of these among the sampled trials
(and only another two mentions of witchcraft and theft and one of witch-
craft and arson in the archival index cataloging Württemberg’s judicial
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records from the time). Moreover, the specific circumstances of these accu-
sations further reduce their apparent importance. The charge of arson was
just a secondary accusation.9 Both of the primary accusations linking theft
and witchcraft (as well as the only other two mentions of the two crimes
together in the archival index) occurred relatively early, before 1620. In the
earlier of the sampled cases, a woman named Barbara Tolmayer was arrested
in the town of Freudenstadt for theft; she was accused of witchcraft because
her husband had recently been executed for the offense in the nearby town
of Balingen, confessed to witchcraft under torture, but seduced her jailer and
escaped.10 In the second case, a young woman named Maria Braittingen was
arrested for stealing in the village of Eberspach in 1619 and volunteered that
she had had sex with the Devil.11 In neither case does the theft appear to
have been put forward as substantial evidence in support of the charge of
witchcraft. In the first, it may have contributed to the impression of
Tolmayer’s bad character, but her husband’s conviction and execution
appear to have carried more weight, while in the second case the theft and
the girl’s refusal to admit it even when the missing items “were all found
with her” led the constable (Vogt) of Blaubeuern, who was questioning her,
to remark “that she appeared to be no Christian, but rather given to Satan
himself,” which precipitated her confession that she had already slept with
him “in the form of her boyfriend.”

The two secondary accusations involving theft did involve a crime
often connected to witchcraft, stealing milk, but in one case the allega-
tion appears to have concerned a physical rather than magical crime,
while in the other it is ambiguous. In the first, the accuser said someone
“broke in and took the milk” from his cow, while in the other the accuser,
a 71-year-old woman named Agnes Fritz, said that another old woman,
73-year-old Agatha Stosser, must have stolen cream from her because she
sold much more than she could have gotten from her own cow.12 We shall
see in Chapters 5 and 7 that other allegations of milk stealing came to
light in other jurisdictions and during trials in Württemberg of beneficent
magicians accused of using divination and counter-magic against it that
clearly assumed that magical means had been used, but the contribution
of such concerns to witch trials themselves appears to have been quite
limited.

The third thing that is immediately apparent in Table 1.1 is that it includes
a number of offenses that, like surreptitious milking, are not, to modern eyes
anyway, particularly magical: in addition to theft and arson, poisoning,
assault, and, depending on the circumstances, harming animals. We may
wonder about allegations involving occult bewitchings, how they would
work and if any significant number of people would attempt to perpetrate
them, but poisoning and assault are concepts whose mechanisms we can
understand, and whose occurrence we should be able to evaluate unclouded
by uncertainty about what they entailed.

The Varieties of Maleficium 7
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Poison and assault

Allegations of poisoning precipitated the greatest number of trials of any
single accusation, and they also comprised a number of secondary denunci-
ations. In about half the cases, including most which began trials, the vic-
tims did not actually die, but just became ill. In several cases, it appears that
the “poison” was actually intended to benefit the victims. For example, this
was the conclusion a young woman named Johanna Fehlen came to when
she discovered a white powder at the bottom of a glass of wine given to her
by an older woman, Barbara Schmied, at Barbara’s nephew’s wedding.13 It
was probably also the case when the suspect in another of the sampled cases,
Anna Schnabel, brought a neighbor named Margretha Ruchhinbrodt some
disgusting soup when Margretha was sick.14

In other instances, it is not clear whether the suspect actually gave the vic-
tim poison at all. In 1659, the pastor in Geradstetten, a village near Schondorf,
Johannes Brand, accused a woman named Maria Laichlin, whom he thought
his sister-in-law Susanna Catharina was spending too much time with, of poi-
soning the young woman with a piece of bread. She had become weak and
disoriented while returning home after going to borrow some milk from
Maria’s one day, and later had seizures, became paralyzed, and suffered from
pain and hallucinations. However, the case dissolved when witnesses could
not agree whether Maria had given Susanna Catharina any bread, poisonous
or otherwise.15 Similarly, the charge made by Hans Rolf Kellern that Catharina
Freyberger sold him poisoned cheese that made him and his wife sick col-
lapsed in the face of both her apparently genuine surprise upon arrest and the
testimony of a man who had eaten her cheese without ill effect.16

Sometimes it is difficult to judge what the suspect intended. In 1688, an old
widow named Anna Serrin gave a teenage girl named Anna Maria, who lived
nearby in the village of Wasserstetten, a piece of stale bread saying it was too
hard for her to eat, after which the girl “was driven from inside to hop and
jump bizarrely.”17 She then set out to collect a debt owed to her father by a
man who lived in the village of Dottingen, an hour away, “without telling her
father,” and on the way she said she met a man with a “red beard and hair”
who told her of a horse master she could go to, to get some money. She fol-
lowed his instructions, but when she got there, she acted “as if she didn’t know
what she was doing.” The man reappeared to her, but the horse master said it
was “only an hallucination.” Some people tried to get her to go home, but “out
of the earlier compulsion to jump around, she sprang in the river named the
Lauter, which fortunately wasn’t deep.” Her father finally caught up with her
and brought her home, where she told him “she doesn’t know why she was
overcome by this desire to jump,” and that he shouldn’t worry about money
since he would soon get more. She acted unusually secretively and somewhat
wild for a number of days more, and “one could not anger her in the least, or
else she’d become very abusive, which she was not like before.”

8 Realities of Witchcraft and Popular Magic
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While it is not possible to definitely diagnose Anna Maria’s problem, her
wild, compulsive behavior and hallucinations make it sound like she could
have suffered from ergot poisoning. Ergot is a fungus that grows on grains
containing several alkaloids related to LSD that cause similar, although
weaker, effects.18 When consumed in bread, it can cause either gangrenous
ergotism, known as St. Anthony’s Fire, or convulsive ergotism.19 Both cause
delirium and hallucinations, but the former goes on to cause a sensation of
burning inside, dry gangrene, and the loss of fingers, toes, and even limbs,
while the latter causes at most convulsions. At times entire communities in
premodern Europe appear to have suffered from accidental ergot poisoning,
which has led some scholars to suggest that this was the cause of the witch
fears and trials.20 While this claim seems overly ambitious, given that the
great majority of trials clearly do not contain evidence of ergotism, it may
well have been the cause of some witch panics and trials. In this case, it
seems quite likely that ergot is what caused the girl’s strange behavior and
perceptions, but we cannot know whether Anna Serrin knew the bread was
contaminated. She admitted she had given Anna Maria the bread, but
insisted she “had put nothing bad in it.” As is often the case with suspected
poisoning, it is impossible to know for sure.21

In certain cases, however, the charge of malicious poisoning was credible,
and in several of the sampled cases it was almost certainly true. To begin
with, both naturally occurring and synthetic poisons were available, and
there is no question that they were used.22 In 1674 Anna Maria Schilling
accused Barbara Gessler of giving her a poisoned apple, and two neighbors
came forward with stories of earlier incidents when Barbara was suspected of
poisoning people she was ostensibly nursing.23 After Anna Maria died, the
doctor who examined her body said that she had succumbed to poison, but
it was impossible to determine where it had come from. Less mysterious was
the source of the poison that afflicted a young boy, Jakob Endriss, in 1628.
His step-grandmother, Maria Schneider, the mother of his father’s second wife,
had prepared a soup for him, and when he became ill, a doctor “found . . .
that something wrong had been given to him in his food.”24 Jakob told the
investigating constable that Maria had earlier threatened to “feed him lye”
and when the official questioned her, “at first she did not want to admit any
knowledge of a soup,” at all. Confronted by the testimony of other witnesses
against this transparent lie, she “finally . . . acknowledged her guilt.”

We know that poisoning is possible and that it works through biochemi-
cal actions that are as a rule independent of the victim’s state of mind, but
the administration of poison is by its nature surreptitious and so, as the
examples discussed above illustrate, is often difficult to verify.25 Assault, on
the other hand, is a more open form of attack which could also, as Table 1.1
shows, be linked to witchcraft. For example, in the earliest of the sampled
cases, an elderly woman named Magdelena Horn confessed in 1565 to
having struck a boy so hard that he died several days later, and when the
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magistrates of Cannstatt investigated, the mother said that he had com-
plained of her assault, but when he died she did not pursue the matter.26

Similarly, the one assault that precipitated a case was also confirmed. It
occurred after Katharina Masten, a 71-year-old wife of a carter and citizen of
the village of Metzingen, went to a neighbor’s house to collect a debt he
owed. When a servant girl in the household, Catharina Baitinger, told her
that he was not home, Katharina barged into the kitchen and began to take
food as compensation. The girl tried to stop her, insisting that she would
have to pay for the food. The next day, when Catharina was walking alone
on a secluded path in the woods, Katharina approached her, demanding
the money once again. Catharina said that she would get it after her chores
were done, but Katharina became angry and began to berate and hit her,
knocking her down. When the magistrates investigated, Katharina denied
that the incident had taken place, but witnesses placed her at the scene of
both the argument and the subsequent assault, while a smith reported that
“she had told him she had given the girl what she deserved.”27

Most of the secondary allegations of assault seem to have involved rela-
tively limited injuries. One of the secondary allegations against Catharina
Ada, a woman accused in 1628 of bewitching a neighbor, was made by a ser-
vant girl who said simply that Catharina attacked her in the street for say-
ing she was a witch, while another servant girl said that Catharina’s
daughter Margaretha slapped her three times on the arm for saying that all
witches ought to be killed.28 In 1681, a soldier’s son claimed that Agnes
Langjahr, a woman being investigated for poisoning an ox and killing a girl,
hit him in the face.29 In 1701, Barbara Dannenritter accused Anna Maria
Rothin of grabbing her arm and causing it to hurt a lot, and another woman
said she had hit her arm, which made it go lame.30

Two other assaults by Anna Maria Rothin were said to have caused the vic-
tims’ deaths, though. George Klingen claimed that Rothin had stroked his
wife’s thigh, which caused her to become so crazy that she hanged herself,
and Conrad Herwick testified that his wife became lame and eventually died
because Anna Maria had smeared something on her. The doctor the magis-
trates consulted about the original charge informed them that “some doctors
report of a powder which the witch spreads in her hand” before grabbing her
victim, which, he observed, “the investigation makes not a little suspect.”31

Indeed, a suspect in an investigation three years later in Herrenberg, a woman
named Agatha Weil, admitted to having committed 10 acts of maleficium,
nine by smearing an ointment on people, mainly children, which caused
them to become lame and some to die.32 Three instances were so old that the
magistrates could not check out her stories, in one case the person denied that
anything had happened, but in the other five witnesses confirmed that the
maladies Agatha claimed to have caused had in fact occurred.33

The use of a powder or ointment makes these cases seem more like poi-
sonings than assaults, except for several considerations. First of all, it is hard
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to imagine that early modern commoners had access to a poison so potent
that the small amount that might be absorbed through the skin would be
fatal. Secondly, if there was such a poison, it is hard to see how it could have
been used as described since that involved the suspect smearing it first on
her own hand. And, third, the first suspect did not die from the direct effects
of any sort of chemical agent, for she became crazed and then hung herself.
All these considerations make it seem much more likely that the ointment
was the same or similar to the ointments that, as we shall see in Chapter 4,
some people in the region appear to have smeared on themselves to induce
hallucinogenic experiences. The most commonly used ingredients,
Solanaceous plants like datura, henbane, nightshade, and mandrake contain
the alkaloids atropine, scopolamine, and hyoscyamine that mimic the neu-
rotransmitter acetylcholine.34 By occupying the receptor sites on neurons
for acetylcholine, the chemicals in the witches’ salves disrupt the flow of
information in both the central and peripheral nervous systems. Applied
locally they “have a paralyzing effect in small amounts,” and if the chemi-
cal was carried into the bloodstream to the brain it could also have caused
more generalized neurological disruptions resulting in disorientation and
delusions.35 Such an experience might well terrify an unknowing and fear-
ful victim, accounting, for example, for George’s wife’s craziness and suicide,
and quite possibly for Conrad’s wife’s lameness and death. It seems unlikely
that such ointments account for all or even most of the maladies attributed
to a witch’s touch, but it seems probable that they were responsible for some.

Occult injury and psychosocial factors in disease

Thus, while assault with an ointment might be considered a type of poison-
ing, it would seem to have at least as much relation to another type of
maleficium which is here referred to as occult injury. The category includes all
references to harms inflicted without any physical medium of attack being
specified, about one-third of all the sampled malefic accusations. In a few
cases, so little information is given about the incident that it is possible that
some physical mechanism may have been involved but was not mentioned,
as when Wolf Körner said that Maria Rau was “not a little suspect” when he
“lay sick for eight weeks” without specifying why he suspected her or what
he thought she had done, and when Johann Koenbeckhen testified that
Magdelena Kochen had made him lame after he refused to let her bake bread
in his oven.36 In most of the incidents in which no mechanism was specified,
though, the wording suggests that injury was thought to have resulted from
an occult power exerted by the suspect, as when, during a trial in Leonberg
in 1701, a man named Michel Gansslen claimed that the suspect, Anna
Maria Rothin, had once bewitched him, but then helped him to get better.37

And in still other instances the allegations included specific details about the
circumstances in which it originated and the nature of the malady, like the
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one that precipitated the trial of Agatha Sacher in Dornstetten in 1611. In
this case, she had been jilted by a man named Ziegler, who then became
engaged to another woman.38 Agatha was said to have said that “she wanted
to hurt Ziegler’s fiancé,” and when she attended the wedding festivities,
“after some time Ziegler’s bride became so crazed that finally she thought she
must kill herself.” She was taken to a doctor, who declared that “her spirit
had been taken,” and treated her with a potion.

Historians have come to recognize that psychological processes can have
somatic effects; Joseph Klaits mentions how “belief in a witch’s ability to do
evil could give her real power” through “psychosomatically induced symp-
toms,” while Robin Briggs similarly speaks of how “expressions of ill-will can
have genuine power against the suggestible.”39 This effect is linked to the
social explanations of witchcraft as one of the ways in which people project
their own anger or guilt onto a scapegoat figure, and to the cultural
approach to the topic as an artifact of a predisposing belief system. However,
while a cultural predisposition certainly did contribute to some peoples’ psy-
chosomatic reaction to social conflicts, causing them to generate “accusa-
tory symptoms” as a way of pushing culpability onto their opponent, the
way in which these and other historians discuss psychosomatic processes
indicates that their ideas are based on an older understanding of psy-
chophysical processes which limits and distorts the role that they played in
witchcraft beliefs. Classic psychosomatic theory was rooted in Freudian
dynamics, and posited that a wide variety of ailments were symbolic soma-
tizations of repressed psychological processes. However, in the 1970s and
1980s, this understanding of the relationship between the mind and body
was recognized as having been applied far too indiscriminately, and it is now
seen as just one, and far from the most important, of three ways in which
psychological processes can cause or contribute to somatic complaints.
Called “somatoform disorders,” this class of psychophysical ailments
include somatization disorder, conversion disorder, and pain disorder,
which are all conditions in which somatic symptoms appear, but there is
either no organic disorder or organic damage cannot account for the sever-
ity of the symptoms. Somatization disorder is a prolonged condition that
includes multiple physical symptoms like gastrointestinal distress, vomiting,
dysmenorrhea, and pain in the sex organs or the extremities, and until
recently was linked to histrionic personality disorder, what used to be called
hysteria. Conversion disorder, which involves an organically inexplicable
malfunction in a motor or sensory system, also used to be thought of as a
symptom of hysteria, but it is now understood to occur “in the context of
virtually any character structure,” including those that do “not manifest
serious character pathology,” in response to “unresolvable or inescapable
stress.” In an analogous way, pain disorder involves painful sensations either
in the absence of an organic problem or in excess, considering the nature
and extent of actual physical damage.40
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The physiological processes that produce the somatic symptoms in soma-
tization and conversion disorders are not known, but the physiology of pain
is somewhat better understood. Whereas pain was once thought to be felt in
direct response to (and in direct proportion to) a signal from a nerve ending,
the current medical consensus assumes that these signals are mediated by 
“a spinal gate (SG) mechanism . . . controlled by nerve impulses that descend
from the brain” which can intensify or suppress them. A newer theory sug-
gests that the involvement of the brain is even greater than in the SG model,
positing that pain is actually a complex construct created by the brain, com-
bining “psychological, neurochemical, and neurophysiologic influences
functioning as systems and subsystems that interact to activate or modulate
the pain experience.” Whether the mechanism is mediation or construction,
though, there is no question that “pain is . . . a class of behaviors that can, by
virtue of selective reinforcements, come under the control of the patient’s
social environment,” reflecting a person’s “learning history, socialization,
social identity, and cultural predisposition to behave in certain ways in par-
ticular circumstances” as well as any “disturbed biological process.”41

In a similar way, whatever the physiological mechanism underlying conver-
sion disorders, they are generally understood to be a “response to an intrapsy-
chic conflict which is engendered by certain social stresses and expressed in
particular cultural contexts.” They occur “across generations, classes, and
cultures,” but their “form . . . reflects local cultural ideas about acceptable and
credible ways to express distress.” Somatoform disorders have been called “a
nondiscursive protolanguage,” for they manifest a “psychosocial need or
conflict” in order to “express ... emotions or ... evoke nurturance ... [or] punish
or blame others.”42

The sampled trials include a number of accusations that appear to have
been based on somatoform disorders, in particular conversion symptoms
and pain disorder. For example, in a case from Sindelfingen in 1628, Anna
Rueff, a cow herder’s wife, accused Catharina Ada, a pig herder’s wife who
was already strongly suspected of witchcraft, of coming to an annual event
in which the cow herders’ wives divided up a gift of bread from the people
whose animals their husbands tended, “where she did not belong,” and
“without an invitation stood to her right and helped to divide the bread.”43

Anna, who clearly resented this intrusion and also knew of Catharina’s
malign reputation, said that this action caused her “head to hurt somewhat
and the next day” she “became lame on her right side,” the side where
Catharina had stood. In another case, during an investigation precipitated
by allegations that Magdelena Kochen had harmed a neighbor’s cow after a
dispute, another neighbor, Georg Seeger’s wife, said that some time previ-
ously Magdelena had caused her leg to hurt, and then made it worse with
an attempted cure.44 Further, a former resident of Sulz, Johann
Koenbeckhen, sent a letter testifying that Magdelena had made him lame
after he refused to let her bake bread in his oven.45 In a third case, 72 years
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later, a woman named Anna Kliegstein accused Anna Maria Rothin, who, as
we have already seen, was suspected of injuring several women with her
touch or a salve, of having caused her arm to go lame 15 years previously,
and a soldier reported that she had once placed a curse on him that caused
him to go lame.46 Finally, a year before Agatha Sacher was said to have
bewitched her ex-boyfriend’s bride, an old man had claimed that “during
harvest-time” Agatha, whose father had been burned as a witch and whose
grandmother had died in jail while awaiting trial, and who had claimed to
be able to work magic as a girl, had “put a sheaf [of grain] from a wagon on
his head to carry,” but he “immediately felt such a pain in his thigh that he
could not walk, and had to put the sheaf down.”47 He became bedridden
and maintained that she had caused it until he died.

Given that somatoform disorders involve not only symptoms that occur
when there is no organic problem, but also symptoms that are excessive con-
sidering the nature and extent of actual physical damage, it seems significant
that in all of the other sampled allegations of assault except the servant girl’s
report that Catharina Ada attacked her in the street involved paralysis or
intense pain. In some cases, particularly when the suspects were young
adults, the reported effect may have reflected purely mechanical trauma, as
when a young woman named Margaretha Stuertzen accused a 25-year-old
man named Hans Rueff, who had recently married someone else, of grabbing
her by the arm and causing it to hurt terribly and become lame.48 Physical
trauma may also have been the cause of an injury that Christoph
Schweickhlen said his neighbor Agatha Stosser inflicted on his son Hans
Conrad when she grabbed his arm, although Stosser was 73, and, further-
more, Schweickhlen said that Stosser accompanied her physical action with
the words “Hans Conrad, go in and tell your father this woman is a witch!”
so the boy’s psychological reaction very likely intensified the perceived
pain.49 The psychological element seems particularly likely since the pain
went away later when Stosser was induced to stroke it while saying, “little
boy, it’s nothing and, God willing, won’t hurt you.” Similarly, in all of the
other instances the assault was said to have caused notable pain or paralysis
that appears “in excess considering the nature and extent of” the attack, and
therefore probably involved a significant psychological component. The girl
who said Catharina Ada’s daughter Margaretha slapped her three times on
the arm said that this “caused the whole arm to hurt and become lame, and
ultimately her entire side began to hurt.”50 Catharina Baitinger, the servant
girl who tried to keep Katharina Masten from collecting the debt owed by her
master, said that the older woman’s blows had caused her to become “so limp
that she could only crawl away.”51 The boy, who said Agnes Langjahr hit him
in the face, said that it caused him to become lame, but then he became
better when she rebuked him for accusing her.52

We have already seen that the salves some suspects appear to have
smeared on their victims probably worked at least as much through their
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psychological as their chemical effect, and some of the more conventional
poisonings seem to have worked at least partly in this way as well. Certainly
the ergot-laced bread that Anna Serrin appears to have given the teenage girl
Anna Maria, whatever her motive, presented more of a psychological than a
physiological danger to her. In the case in which the pastor Johann Brand
alleged that Maria Laichlin had poisoned his sister-in-law Susanna
Catharina by giving her a piece of bread, as we have seen, witnesses denied
that the woman had given the girl any bread at all, and the malady may
have resulted from the young woman’s distress at being the object of a
power struggle between her sister’s husband, in whose house she lived and
to whose authority she was therefore subordinated, and Maria Laichlin,
whom she liked to visit despite her brother-in-law’s opposition.53 Similarly,
when Rolf Kellern and his wife became ill after eating the cheese given to
them by Catharina Freyberger, their discomfort probably resulted from their
own suspicions about it, since another man ate some with no ill effects. In
some cases, like when Maria Schneider put poison in her step-grandson’s
soup and when Anna Maria Schelling succumbed to poison that may or may
not have been in the apple Barbara Gessler gave her, the poisons involved
appear to have been potent in-and-of themselves, but in other cases, like
Susanna Catharina’s and the Kellerns’, psychological forces rather than
biochemical ones appear more likely to have caused the symptoms attrib-
uted to poisoning.

While somatoform disorders clearly played a significant part in generating
witchcraft suspicions, they are not the only way that psychological and
psychosocial factors influence health, and were not the only source of accu-
sations or the root of belief in witchcraft.54 While “psychosomatic” is often
used for somatoform disorders, the term is generally reserved in medical usage
for the second form of somatic distress influenced by psychological
processes: “disorders which, although of an unquestioned organic physical
nature, are also strongly influenced by emotional and psychosocial factors.”
The term “psychophysical” is used interchangeably for these disorders, and
“examples include bronchial asthma, peptic ulcer, migraine, hypertension,
colitis, menstrual disorders, sexual dysfunction, skin diseases . . . and very
many more.” The physiological ways through which psychological
processes contribute to these somatic ailments vary from case to case, but in
general they are thought to be byproducts of the direct physiological effects
of stress. The word “stress” is commonly used loosely to indicate psycho-
logical pressure or tension, but in medical terms the stress response is
“a nonspecific automatic biological response to demands made upon an
individual” involving a series of changes in the nervous and endocrine systems
that prepare the body for strenuous activity. These changes have great value
when dealing with intense physical challenges, but they can have negative
side effects when they are too acute or chronic, and as a consequence stress
“is considered to play the key role in the psychological etiology of disease.”
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Many of the changes that make up the stress response are related to specific
maladies. Stress causes the back muscles to tense, for example, which is
thought to cause as many as 95 percent of backaches. A similar process
causes tension headaches. Stress causes the heart rate to increase and blood
vessels to contract, so chronic stress can contribute to hypertension and
other forms of heart disease. Acute stress can trigger cardiac arrhythmias,
which can cause “sudden death” in people with coronary artery disease.
Stress also increases the amount of immunoglobulin E in the bloodstream,
which is associated with allergies. Changes in saliva as part of the stress
response can even contribute to tooth decay. Stress effect on the gastroin-
testinal system can cause or contribute to a variety of ailments ranging from
diarrhea to ulcers. Stress curtails the body’s production of testosterone, which
can result in sexual dysfunction in men and women. There is still debate
among medical researchers over the exact roles that genetic predisposition,
physiological weakness, and psychological distress play in these and other
psychophysical disorders, but there is no question that while “biological
factors are important, . . . psychological variables, are also crucial.”

Research has shown that people across cultures and social groups have a
physiological susceptibility to stress-related somatic disorders, but there is
variation in what events are stressful, to what degree they are stressful, and
what somatic symptoms they generate.55 The existence of culture-specific
diseases suggests that cultural labels can “influence the perception of expe-
rience and shape the somatic experience and symptomology of illness,” but
few strong correlations between specific stressors and specific disorders have
been found. The process by which the psychosocial stresses cause or con-
tribute to somatic disorders is clearly not straightforward; it involves a com-
plex interplay between cultural, psychological, and physiological factors.
On the one hand, the importance attached to different stressors varies from
person to person, reflecting a combination of individual psychology, social
pressures, and cultural expectations. On the other hand, the bodily systems
most susceptible to damage from stress also vary from person to person,
reflecting some combination of individual physiological and psychocultural
predispositions.56

While psychological influences on bodily health can be generated by
purely internal psychological processes, they can also be triggered by envi-
ronmental factors, including interpersonal and social ones. In fact, a great
deal of research on the influence of psychological stress on somatic health
is based on correlating incidence of disease with stressful life situations. It
has revealed that people are more likely to suffer from physical disease if
they have recently experienced some significant disruption in their life.
Furthermore, while much attention has been focused on major life events,
“research into stress shows that it’s not always the major events, but some-
times the minor hassles, that can accumulate and cause problems . . . Various
studies have showed that hassles are strongly related to episodes of illness,
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even when there are no major life events to consider.” Furthermore, “one
group of researchers found that hassles have a greater impact on health than
do major life events – and that the influence of major life changes may actu-
ally be . . . because they cause an increased number of minor hassles.” There
is no question that psychosocial stressors can cause and contribute to phys-
iological maladies, and these psychosocial stressors include not only major
life events, but also incidental hassles in day-to-day living.57

In an example of psychosocial influence on health of particular interest in
relation to witchcraft beliefs, one of the early researchers working on the
correlation between life stress and illness noticed that “a person often
catches cold when a mother-in-law comes to visit.” He went on to say, only
partially tongue in cheek, that “patients mentioned mothers-in-law so often
that we came to consider them a common cause of disease in the United
States.”58

While symptoms typical of somatoform disorders predominated among
those discussed in the sampled cases, some of the ailments ascribed to
witchcraft sound more like psychophysical complaints. For example, the
pain in her head that Anna Rueff said Catharina Ada caused by barging in
where she was not invited and standing right next to her may have started
as a psychophysical tension headache, with the intense pain and paralysis
conversion symptoms built upon it. More clear-cut is a case from Ebingen in
1622. During the wedding festivities of Konrad Streich and Ursula
Wahnhaasen, when Konrad walked past Anna Gebhard on his way to lunch,
she grabbed his trousers and made some bawdy comments.59 He laughed at
her horseplay along with the other guests, but when he passed by later, she
slapped him on the back and made more suggestive remarks, and “suddenly
such a fright came over him,” that “he lost his manhood and thereby became
impotent.” While the evidence suggests that Anna Gebhard meant no harm
with her ribald horseplay, it is perfectly possible that it contributed to, and
may have even caused, Konrad Streich’s impotence, for, as we have seen,
“sexual problems . . . have been reported . . . to be associated with personal
distress.” More specifically, in men, “erectile problems tend to be associated
with fear,” fear of failure, fear of inadequacy, or, in Konrad’s case, the fear
that came over him as a result of Anna’s harassment.60 However, impotence
is now understood not to be a conversion reaction, but rather to be a psy-
chophysical problem, a result of hormonal changes brought on by the stress
reaction.

Even more dramatic evidence for the probable effects of psychophysical
processes is provided by some of the instances in which the cause of death
was attributed to witchcraft. In the case in which Anna Rueff “insisted that
the swine herder’s wife” Catharina Ada “had inflicted” on her headache,
lameness, and pain when she intruded on the cow herders’ wives’ ceremony
and stood “hard on” her right “side,” for example, the woman’s “suffering
increased day by day . . . so that the following Thursday evening she became
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crazed, would not eat, talk, or listen, but shouted and bellowed, until she
died on Saturday.”61 While it is impossible to know for certain what killed
the woman, the timing of the onset and course of her ailment and the com-
bination of her clear anger toward Ada and her fear of her certainly make it
possible that the stress induced by their encounter caused or contributed to
her “miserable and pitiable” demise. The phenomenon of “voodoo death”
in which a person put under a curse does die has long been recognized. It is
not “uncommon in villages of Western countries,” while “what has puzzled
Western observers . . . is its relative frequency among primitive people.”62

Early medical explanations for it tended to focus on psychodynamics, treat-
ing it either as some sort of conversion reaction or a result of autosugges-
tion, more recent work suggests that it is related to severe disruption of the
autonomic nervous system. Current medical opinion now attributes “sudden
death” to ventricular arrhythmia, a heart attack induced by “an electrical
accident” that causes “chaotic ventricular activity that does not effectively
pump blood throughout the body and thus quickly produces collapse and
then death.”63 While such arrhythmias most frequently result from ischemic
heart damage due to atherosclerosis, “central nervous system activation of a
cognitive type could produce lethal arrhythmias in people without organic
heart disease.” Our popular image is that heart attacks occur at a moment of
severe emotional shock, but the background to cardiac arrhythmias is gener-
ally a debilitating demoralization: “‘giving up’ is a prominent premonitory
finding in people with emotional correlates of sudden death.”

It is possible that Anna Rueff’s symptoms, her refusal to “eat, talk or lis-
ten” and her shouting and bellowing were purely manifestations of psycho-
logical distress leading to a cardiac arrhythmia; it is also possible that she
was suffering from some debilitating and painful organic disease. However,
this possibility does not preclude an important role for her encounter with
Catharina Ada in the onset and course of her ailment, for the stress response
is also responsible for the third way in which psychological processes can
directly influence physical health. In addition to triggering the various
changes in the autonomic nervous and endocrine systems responsible for
the psychophysical disorders discussed above, the stress response also sup-
presses the immune system, which may make the body more susceptible to
a wide range of diseases including “cancers, infectious diseases, allergies, and
autoimmune disorders.” Furthermore, while much attention has been
focused on the impact of chronic stress, “stress doesn’t have to be chronic
to compromise the immune system,” for the vulnerability lasts many hours
even when the stress response is brief. This link between stress and immuno-
suppression is one of the main reasons why “psychological factors are
potentially important in all disorders.” And interestingly from the point of
view of witchcraft beliefs, sources of stress vary in their effects on immunity,
and “stressful events that are interpersonal in nature . . . are more likely to
depress the immune system.”64
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Historians have noted that witches were commonly blamed for a wide
variety of ailments that could not be readily explained, particularly when
their onset seemed connected to some interpersonal altercation.65 Among
the sampled cases, for example, during the investigation of Maria Laichlin
for poisoning Johannes Brand’s sister-in-law, Laichlin’s friend Maria Rau was
also investigated, and Michael Brien testified that some months after he
quarreled with her his wife became so sick she was bedridden, and “the doc-
tor and barber he consulted told him that it was caused by magic.”66 While
Brien’s wife apparently recovered, in other cases suspects were blamed for
people’s deaths, and the circumstances suggest that this third form of inter-
personal psychological influence on health, compromised immune func-
tion, may well have been a factor. For example, another charge against
Catharina Ada was that she had put a curse on a refugee from Freiburg who
became severely ill, swelled up, and died. Since swelling is neither a typical
conversion symptom nor associated with heart problems, it seems most
likely that Catharina’s curse contributed to the man’s vulnerability to some
other disease.67 Similarly, Andrea Leichten said that Agnes Langjahr’s harass-
ment of his family so disturbed his daughter that she refused to go outside,
and eventually died.68 It is possible that the girl suffered a fatal cardiac
arrhythmia, but since it is most common when there is predisposing heart
disease that is more strongly associated with older males than female
children, it is at least as likely that Agnes’ hostility contributed to the girl’s
death by inducing stress that reduced her immune competence and made
her vulnerable to some form of infectious disease.

In addition to these direct effects of psychological processes on bodily
functions, there are other, indirect ways in which the psyche influences
somatic health. “Personality traits or copying style” and “maladaptive
health behaviors” are among the “psychological factors affecting medical
conditions;” the latter may be at least partially responsible for the process of
“wasting away” to the point of death that is observed in some objects of
curses.69 Suicide is another cause of death that obviously stems from psy-
chological problems, and we have seen that Georg Klingen said that his wife
became distraught and hanged herself after Anna Maria Rothin stroked
down her thigh.70 Even accidents can be a means by which psychological
processes influence health. Recent research has shown that stress makes
them much more likely. Researchers in one study, for example, successfully
predicted from information about nurses’ emotional circumstances which
ones “would be involved in a rash of accidents or job-related errors.”71 An
example of this in relation to witchcraft was contained in an incident that
took place in 1673 in the village of Hörterichshof, near Bottwar. A young
woman named Anna Barbara complained that a “useless, uncouth fellow”
named Viet Grossman had been following her and had grabbed her, which
she said caused her hands, arms, and face to hurt and swell. The healers she
consulted, however, pointed out that she had reddish, yellow, and bluish
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spots on her arms, “and thought it could easily have been caused by . . . a cut
by something unclean,” since she worked “in a filthy vineyard.” While it is
possible that Anna Barbara’s symptoms resulted directly from her distress
over Viet’s assault, it is also possible that they resulted indirectly from it, that
she was involved in a “job related” error, as the healers suggested, because
of her emotional circumstances.72

It is clear that psychological factors have a wide and pervasive influence
on health, causing some disorders and contributing to a broad range of
others. Recent estimates of the proportion of diseases with significant psy-
chological roots go as high as 90 percent. Psychological problems not only
make people think they are sick, they actually make them sick, sometimes
alone and often in combination with other agents. Sometimes maladies are
symbolic expressions of these psychological problems, but more often they
are manifestations of the effects of stress, either the direct manifestation of
the physiological changes it engenders or a byproduct of its suppression of
the immune system.

Furthermore it is equally clear that interpersonal relations can be an
important source of physiological stress.73 As we have seen, numerous mod-
ern studies point to a correlation between disruptions in social relations and
psychophysical problems. The emotional triggers of stress stimulated by
social influences are many and varied. Fear is the most obvious one in con-
nection with witchcraft, but it is by no means the only psychological state
that causes stress. Less focused feelings of anxiety, anger, loneliness, depres-
sion, despondency, resentment, and frustration at a lack of social, economic,
or political power have also been linked to increased susceptibility to stress-
related disorders. A person does not have to believe in magic or fear witch-
craft in order to be physically affected by another person’s hostility. On the
contrary, fear of malefic magic reflects the fact that any strong negative
emotion provoked by another person’s attitude or actions can cause or con-
tribute to any one of an extremely wide range of physical disorders.74 Early
modern people were being neither cynical nor credulous in insisting that
disrupted social relations could affect them in ways that were physically
detrimental. Nor were they simply enacting some sort of self-fulfilling cul-
tural expectation. In a variety of ways, only some of which depend on any
sort of cultural predisposition, psychosocial conflicts can cause or contribute
to illness, accidents, and reproductive problems, the very problems most
commonly attributed to maleficium.

Ill will and interpersonal communications

However, the concept of maleficium involves both less and more than social
influences on health and disease. It involves less because it involves only a
subset of the possible social situations that potentially generate stress: the
social stresses generated by interpersonal conflict. And it involves more
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because it involves the idea that the illness, accident, or reproductive prob-
lem results from the projection of ill will by the opponent in an interper-
sonal conflict. Modern studies connecting psychosphysical maladies to
social relations tend to deal with statistical correlations because it has been
axiomatic among educated Westerners since the end of the witch hunts that
people are physiologically isolated from each other and that psychological
problems are necessarily a manifestation of the pathology or cultural pre-
disposition of the person experiencing them. But it also used to be axiomatic
among educated Westerners that psychological influences on health were
limited to a small number of hysterical pseudo-illnesses, and only recently
has educated Western opinion regained awareness of the pervasive interac-
tion between mind and body in normal human life. This reversal should
make us chary of discounting out-of-hand premodern ideas about the
projection of ill will, and, indeed, there are several reasons to believe that
there is more to this notion than historians and other social scientists have
traditionally allowed for.

To begin with, some of the activities ascribed to accused witches were
obvious expressions of ill will and a desire to inflict harm, especially assault,
poisoning, ritual spell casting, and curses. Poisoning is generally intended to
be surreptitious, of course, but in one case, at any rate, a poisoner was said
to have told her victim what she had done afterwards: in 1628 Catharina
Bertschen testified that four years earlier her husband had “come home very
sick” one day and “said he was going to die” because Catharina Ada had
insisted that he eat some food she had prepared and then “had assailed him
saying he would die,” which he did.75 Furthermore, if the method of delivery
was smearing an ointment on the skin, as Anna Maria Rothin was accused of
doing, then, as we have seen, the awareness that one had been poisoned
would probably have been the most potent contributor to any subsequent
illness. Similarly, if the “poison” was an hallucinogen in a food, as the bread
Anna Serrin gave the teenage girl appears to have been, and the bread
Johannes Brand said Maria Laichlin gave his sister-in-law Susanna Catharina
most likely would have been, given her symptoms, if the older woman gave
her anything at all, then any illness that resulted would have been the result
of the fear and dismay experienced by the recipient upon realizing that she
had been given something irregular to eat, as well as any fear caused by the
unusual sensations, perceptions, and thoughts it engendered.76

Assault, on the other hand, is by nature overt, and while we tend to
assume that the physical contact is the essential element and any psycho-
logical effects are inherently secondary, even more than with poisonings,
the sampled cases suggest that there was actually a spectrum of possible
relationships between the physical and psychological dimensions of an
assault, and between the psychological predisposition of the victim of the
assault and the intentions of the perpetrator. At one end were incidents like
when Magdelena Horn hit Peich Elsa’s boy so hard it killed him, where it
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seems probable that the main force of the attack was in the physical blow,
and the “occult” (hidden) element that made it an instance of maleficium,
rather than just a physical assault was the fact that it was delivered surrep-
titiously against a child. In the middle were incidents where physical force
and psychological forces would seem to have both contributed substantially,
like when Hans Rueff was said to have grabbed Margaretha Stuertzen so hard
her arm became lame, or when young Margaretha Ada paralyzed the arm of
the servant girl who said that all witches should be killed by hitting it three
times. Here the emotional relationship between the attacker and the victim
seems to have been at least as important as the physical force; while we tra-
ditionally focus on the psychological characteristics of the victim as the
source of the attack’s emotional power, in the circumstances described, and
given what we now know about the power of disturbed interpersonal rela-
tions on health, we need to recognize the role of the emotional message
being sent by the attacker in these incidents. This effect is conveyed even
more strongly by the cases at the end of the spectrum in which the physical
effect of the attack and the emotional culpability of the victim appear to
have been substantially overshadowed by the attack’s psychological effects,
as when the servant girl 71-year-old Katharina Masten hit for refusing to let
her collect the debt her master owed became “so limp that she could only
crawl away.”77 While it is always possible that the woman got in a lucky
punch that stunned the girl, it is hard to see how a woman of Masten’s age
could have so overpowered a teenage girl through physical means alone. For
her part, the girl had had the gumption to stand up to the older woman on
two occasions, so she does not seem to have been a fearful or weak-willed
person; the fact that the older woman was not reputed to be a witch makes it
even more unlikely that the girl was simply succumbing to her own supersti-
tious preconceptions. Instead, it appears to have been the ferocity of the
woman’s assault, the raw emotional pressure it exerted, which reduced the girl
from a determined defender of her masters’ interests into a helpless wreck.

Overt spell casting was another form of attack associated with maleficium
that was an explicit expression of dislike, although in there was no physical
mechanism associated with it. One of the sampled cases included allegations
that involved an explicit magical ritual, an incident that was a secondary
accusation against Agnes Langjahr, who was being investigated in 1681 for
killing a girl, as we have seen, and also for poisoning an ox.78 While the offi-
cials investigated, they found that one of the allegations against her came from
Christian Cammer, a judge in her village, who said that the year before she
had come into his house, ignoring their warnings to stay out, gone to the
room where a woman who had given birth three days before lay, and “placed
three eggs in her lap.” In German folklore witches were thought to use eggs
to transmit their spells, and placing noxious items in bed was a common
way to cause people to become ill.79 New mothers and newborn babies were
thought to be particularly vulnerable to magical as well as physical dangers,
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and, indeed, the woman did sicken and die after flying into an uncontrol-
lable rage and verbally and physically attacking her husband, who also
“fell into a painful and miserable sickness.”

The other explicit form of attack involved the use of language: uttering
curses and making threats.80 The association of witches and curses has been
a staple of historical interpretation at least since MacFarlane (working from
Reginald Scot and George Gifford) pointed to the “classic” situation in
which a poor old woman was refused charity and uttered a curse in retalia-
tion, which led to a denunciation when some misfortune followed.81 In this
view, the curse was the overt connection between the original incident and
the purported consequence, but only in the subsequent interpretation of the
events. We have seen, however, that interpersonal conflict can, in fact, cause
and contribute to a variety of maladies, and while one “goal of cursing” is
“to bully or threaten,” another “is to [cause] harm.”82 Curses are “the prod-
uct of cortical, subcortical, and autonomic nervous system interaction” that
is “closely associated with anger” arising in the limbic system of the person
uttering them, and they can correspondingly serve to “escalate the listeners’
arousal” by triggering the fight/flight response, otherwise known as the
stress response. Some of the examples from the sampled cases in
Württemberg contain evidence of the power that words can have on the
mind, and through it on the body. One was the case precipitated by Anna
Gebhard’s harassment of Konrad Streich at his wedding feast and his subse-
quent impotence. In this case, the words do not seem to have been intended
to harm him, but in another case, that of the malady suffered by Agatha
Sacher’s rival at her wedding after Sacher was said to have said she “she
wanted to hurt Ziegler’s fiancé,” the hostility was clear from both the cir-
cumstances and the content of the remark, and they appear to have had a
pronounced impact on the bride.83 Even more dramatically, Catharina Ada
was said to have cursed both the refugee from Freiburg who became ill,
swelled, and died and another person, who became paralyzed and died.84

Exactly what role Catharina’s curses played in the refugees’ illness cannot be
determined, given the limited information available to us; but given the
variety of ways and extent to which psychological factors influence health,
it is quite possible that they caused or contributed to the peoples’ maladies,
just as Catharina appears to have intended.

The tongue was widely regarded at the time as a powerful source of evil
because of its power to curse, but Paracelsus was closer to the mark when he
observed that “a common curse commonly comes true” because “it comes
from the heart.”85 Modern people tend to concentrate on the ideas con-
veyed by the words used in verbal expression, both because of our cultural
orientation toward language and because, in the case of early modern witch-
craft, words are mostly what the documents record, but there is another
dimension of verbal expression, including (and perhaps especially) cursing,
which is actually more important than the content of the words: the tone
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of voice, or what linguists and psychologists call the prosody.86 Prosody, the
timing, pitch, and stress of an utterance, is a normal and inevitable part
of verbalization, and it conveys a great deal of emotional information that
supplements, and sometimes contradicts, the meaning of the speaker’s
words.87 Prosody sometimes contradicts the explicit message because it is
often encoded unconsciously, or at most semiconsciously, as the person for-
mulates the words. Similarly, the listener generally decodes the prosodic ele-
ments of speech unconsciously or semiconsciously, while attending to the
explicit meaning of the words. Despite the focusing of attention on the
explicit meaning, however, modern experiments have shown that people’s
attitudes about other people are far more strongly affected by tone of voice
than by the content of what is said.88 And interestingly, from the point of
view of witchcraft and curses, anger is one of the two emotions that people
recognize most readily from tone of voice (the other is fear).

It is clear from the situations and interactions recounted in the records
that many of the interactions involved raised voices, but in general the doc-
uments seldom pay much attention to prosody accompanying a curse or
threat. Partly this lacuna reflects the nature of the documents as legal
records, in which explicit meanings conveyed by words play the leading
role, and partly it reflects the fact that while a curse might be uttered in
some sort of dramatic way that would cause people to note its delivery, such
drama is not necessary for nonverbal cues to affect their recipient strongly.89

In fact, stimuli that are perceived and processed implicitly (unconsciously or
semiconsciously) have been found to exert a stronger influence than those
which are processed consciously.90 An angry tone of voice need not be loud
or otherwise exaggerated to powerfully convey the speaker’s anger.

The prosodic dimension of speech is actually only one of several forms of
nonverbal communication that take place along with, or sometimes instead
of, verbalization.91 In addition to prosody, facial expression, bodily contact,
gestures (including posture), and spatial behavior all contribute as well to
any face-to-face interpersonal exchange.92 These nonverbal signals are sent
and decoded simultaneously with each other and with the explicit content
of speech, and together play a far greater role in expressing emotions and
communicating interpersonal attitudes than does the meaning of the words.
“Up to two-thirds of human behavior in dyadic interaction is nonverbal”
overall, and experiments suggest that nonverbal cues are five time stronger
than verbal ones in conveying emotions and interpersonal attitudes.93

The same studies that showed that tone of voice carries more weight in
affecting interpersonal attitudes than the content of the words showed that
facial expression is even more important than tone of voice, including in
the communication of anger.94 In fact, facial expression is the single most
important channel of nonverbal communication. Furthermore, the eyes are
the most important area of the face, which is particularly significant for the
issue of the transmission of hostility associated with maleficium because of
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the widespread belief in the “evil eye.”95 The idea that a hostile power can
be projected through the eyes is not universal, but exists in many areas of
the world, and while it is not clear if it played a role in the trials in
Württemberg, there is evidence of it in connection with witchcraft beliefs
there as in many other parts of Europe.96 Animals, including primates, use
gaze to signal threat, and while people generally use gaze as a sign of inter-
est, the existence of phrases like “looking daggers” and “if looks could kill”
suggests that this is not the only use.97 When a person becomes angry both
the eye as a whole and the pupil narrow, and supporting changes in the sur-
rounding face, like a wrinkling of the brow inward toward the center of the
face, occur.98 Experiments have shown that the eyes are the most accurately
decoded part of the face. People can articulate the meaning of gaze patterns,
and they react unconsciously to them as well.99 Not only can “changes in
attitude . . . be detected by . . . changes in pupil size,” but also “enlarged or
constricted pupils can . . . affect the attitudes and responses of the person
who observes them.”100 For example, not only will people looking at pictures
rate someone whose pupils are dilated as more attractive than the same
person in another copy of the same picture with constricted pupils without
being able to specify why they find the one preferable to the other, but also
the viewer will unconsciously adjust their own pupils to match the dilation
or constriction of the pupils of the person in the photograph. The reason
dilated pupils are more attractive than constricted ones is that widened
pupils are an autonomic expression of a favorable interpersonal attitude,
while constricted ones express reserve or hostility. In other words, an inter-
personal attitude can be expressed and cause both an autonomic adjustment
and an emotional reaction in another person without either party being
aware that any sort of communication has taken place. This transmission of
emotion, both the expression of the sender’s feelings and the reception and
reaction by the receiver, happens spontaneously and unconsciously as a
matter of course in all face-to-face interactions. In cultures that recognize it
through an explicit belief in the evil eye, a person can direct their angry gaze
at another person in the reasonable expectation that it will cause them
injury, and, even more importantly, even when neither party believes in, or
even has ever heard of, the “evil eye,” an angry stare would still seem to
have the potential to trigger the stress response in its recipient, and thereby
to cause or contribute to a wide variety of psychophysical disorders.101

The eyes do not exist in isolation from the rest of the face, of course, and
part of peoples’ ability to recognize the meaning of a gaze comes from cues
conveyed by other parts.102 In particular, the face displays anger through
“frowning, raised upper lid, wrinkled lower lid, dilated nostrils, open lips,
lower teeth exposed, and depressed lower lips,” and flushing.103 This com-
bination of facial movements is recognized across cultures, and is one of
seven expressions that are widely seen as manifestations of seven universal
human emotions (along with happiness, surprise, fear, disgust, sadness, and
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interest).104 While the existence of these universal emotions, the recogniz-
ability of facial expressions, and their connection to each other is subject to
some debate, evidence for them has come not only from cross-cultural stud-
ies suggesting that people from widely different backgrounds are able to rec-
ognize the emotional meaning or situational precipitant of different
expressions, but also from studies of infants and neurology.105 Babies and
children who have been blind since birth, for example, not only make faces
that express their emotions, but also make faces that generally resemble the
cross-cultural norms, and, furthermore, show variations from the norms
that resemble those of other members of their families, even when they
have been separated from them since birth.106 Sighted babies demonstrate
an attraction to face patterns within ten minutes of birth, and there is evi-
dence that they exhibit an innate fear of negative faces.107 There is a specific
portion of the cerebral cortex “responsible for dealing with facial features
such as eyes and mouth” in order to identify a face, and the amygdala, the
limbic organ that plays a central role in anger and fear, has “neurons which
respond only to specific stimuli,” including “neurons, which are sensitive to
different facial expressions.”108 The latter is particularly significant from the
point of view of malefic witchcraft and the psychosocial causes of disease
because the amygdala is the part of the brain that also triggers the “fight or
flight mechanism” (the physiological expression of anger or fear) that is
responsible for so much of the psychological influence on health. Since
“stimuli from the sensory systems are sent directly to the limbic structures,
and . . . under certain circumstances, emotional responses remain unimpaired
even when higher cortical functions have been lost,” and, further, people
produce a neurophysical reaction indicating recognition of a face even
when they do not consciously recognize it, it would seem that the process-
ing of a sensory impression of a hostile face into an autonomic response
preparing the viewer to fight or flee is possible without conscious mediation
or cultural expectation.109

Of course, the various parts of the brain are highly interconnected, and in
practice conscious cognition and other input from higher cortical functions
play a significant role in the coding and the decoding of nonverbal signals.110

In the decoding process, both the immediate context and cultural traditions
provide guidance in what meaning to attach to facial expressions.111 For
example, research suggests that recognition of the intensity of the expression
of the basic emotions is also universal, but that consciousness of that recog-
nition and overt behavior based on it is “a function of learned cultural decod-
ing rules.”112 Furthermore, culture provides the knowledge needed to decode
a wide variety of additional nonverbal cues for other emotional and interper-
sonal information that are culture-specific. Correspondingly, culture influ-
ences the coding process by providing these conventional nonverbal cues and
also establishing “display rules” which modulate the innate expression of the
universal emotions.113
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While nonverbal expression is less subject to conscious control than
verbal, it too can fall under conscious control as well as the influence of
cultural shaping.114 The face, for example, is more subject to conscious
control than other nonverbal channels, and is therefore particularly difficult
to decode, although tone of voice and the other channels can also be manip-
ulated.115 The reason to do this, of course, is to modify the emotional or
interpersonal information being transmitted, or, put more simply, to lie, for
“emotional deception” can be “a very effective social weapon.”116 Lying is a
universal human behavior, and because of the importance of trust in peoples’
interdependent social life, detecting lies is a critical skill.117 Fortunately, it is
difficult or impossible to control all the channels of nonverbal communica-
tion. For example, the smile displayed by the mouth is easy to fake, and
therefore is often used to mask less friendly feelings, but “the external eye
muscle involved” in smiling “is not under voluntary control, which makes
it possible for an observer to distinguish genuine from fake smiles.”118 In a
related phenomenon in one of the sampled cases, Agatha Stosser was said to
have “laughed too loud” as she denied having caused Hans Conrad’s pain by
grabbing his arm.119 People have proved in experimental situations to be
quite good at detecting these sorts of discrepancies (although they may
consciously or habitually ignore them to maintain superficial social har-
mony), and will disregard the friendly signals and act on the hostile ones.120

This effect may be why some witchcraft suspicions, like that of Stosser, were
supported, and in some cases even triggered, by seemingly innocuous com-
ments or friendly gestures. Historians have tended to regard them as evidence
of the perversity of the accuser or the irrationality of their beliefs, but
without knowing the tone of voice in which they were expressed and the
nonverbal cues which accompanied them we should not be too quick to rule
out the possibility that in some cases, at least, the accusation was well-founded,
that the illness following on an ostensibly friendly remark may, in fact, have
resulted from subtle signals that betrayed the suspect’s true feelings.121 Such
incongruities undoubtedly reflected the accused witch’s sincere attempts to
maintain social peace despite harboring antagonistic feelings sometimes,
but other times it is possible that friendly words were, as the accusers sus-
pected, deliberately used as a cover to convey a hostile subtext.

Touch is considered to be another form of nonverbal communication,
and, indeed, is thought to be the most powerful of all.122 It is an area with
strong cultural rules and meanings, and we have already considered the
effect of physical contact in relationship to early modern maleficium in
discussing assaults, including the dramatic results that followed from what
in some cases was no more than a stroke. Gesture is another form of non-
verbal communication that some cultures strongly associate with witch-
craft.123 In early modern records it does not feature as prominently,
although, again, this may reflect a lack of conscious recognition and, even
if noticed, legal weight as evidence, for it is hard to imagine some of the
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angry interchanges in the exchanges discussed without some form of head-
rocking, arm-waving, or fist-shaking.

Bodily posture and orientation are two other forms of nonverbal commu-
nication that do not generally figure prominently in witch beliefs, although
they may have played a role in specific incidents, but the records convey
more substantial information about the final form of nonverbal communi-
cation we will consider here: spatial communication.124 This category
includes both peoples’ immediate “personal space,” their personal territory,
and temporary “home territories” that they establish in public space. While
different cultural tradition may define personal space differently, a zone of
personal space immediately around the body seems to be a human univer-
sal (and, indeed, is shared by other primates and other large mammals), and
the creation of temporary personal territory is widespread. Undesired intru-
sions into personal spaces are disturbing psychologically, and have been
shown to have a physiological effect as well.125 Three of the cases from
Württemberg involved this sort of activity. The first was the one in which
Anna Rueff said that she became ill after Catharina Ada came uninvited and
inappropriately to the cow herders’ wives’ gathering, and then, as Hans
Rueff deposed, “stood hard on his wife’s side.”126 The second case involved
Agnes Langjahr, who was accused of causing a girl’s despondency and death.
One of the things her father, Andrea Leichten, cited as evidence of the
woman’s harassment was the fact that she repeatedly “came in the house,”
violating the family’s space, which greatly upset the girl.127 The third case
involved Agatha Sacher, the young woman whose romantic rival became
weak and despondent during her own wedding festivities. We have seen that
Agatha had used words, saying “she wanted to hurt Zigler’s wife,” but she
also attended the wedding celebration, in a sense invading the bride’s tem-
porary home space.128 Whether any of these women added other forms of
nonverbal expression during their invasions is not known, but the simple
fact of their intrusion was a statement in itself that appears strongly to have
been the cause of the victim’s malady in the third case, and at least a con-
tributing factor in the first and the second.

In addition to these physical, verbal, and nonverbal means by which
people accused of witchcraft manifested their ill will, there was one other
channel of communication that witches were accused of using to inflict
harm – what we would consider to be truly supernatural means. However,
such cases were quite rare, at least in trials, since accusations generally
needed some explicit evidence, at least an expression of hostility followed
by some misfortune, and secret magic was by definition generally known
only to the perpetrator. Still, some people did confess to performing sorcery
designed to punish their enemies supernaturally, and in some cases sorcer-
ess’ paraphernalia was found during trials. For example, in the Vorarlberg
region of Germany a suspect’s home was searched and the authorities found,
among other things, a variety of herbs, powders, and salves; “an old sealed
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case with an old communion Host in it;” a “horseshoe nail bound in a
handkerchief;” a small “locket” in which was “a lump of wax in the middle
of which a piece of wood was stuck;” a small pillow with various things
sewn into it, including “human skin;” and “a small wooden horse, whose
hindquarters were bound together with string.”129

For the most part sorcery probably worked through the psychological
mechanisms already discussed. To begin with, in most instances an ugly
interpersonal altercation had already taken place, so any psychophysical
response leading to illness would already have been triggered before the
“witch” returned to her home and mobilized her familiars.130 Even when the
witch hid her anger from its object, third parties would have been an alter-
native channel of communication, and the knowledge that a reputed
sorcerer is casting a harmful spell has been shown to be sufficient to cause
some people to become ill.131 Finally, as we shall see in Chapter 5, rituals
performed in real secrecy could have an effect in subsequent face-to-face
encounters by intensifying the witch’s feelings and expression of anger and
creating a certainty of the other’s doom which would then be conveyed
through nonverbal signs.132

Such processes may have been implied in the secondary accusations that
alleged that the suspect had caused an illness or bewitched a victim without
specifying the means, but only one accusation in the entire sample specified
an explicitly supernatural bewitching. In 1663, the preacher and district
superintendent in Cannstatt reported to the chancellery that during their
spring visitation, an annual rite in which they inquired into the activities of
their parishioners, they heard rumors of several people who practiced
magic.133 Several witnesses testified that Anna Schnabal had exhibited or
talked of a number of nonmalefic powers, like overturning a water glass
without spilling any water and knowing an incantation that would make
you invisible to the ducal forest rangers, and one witness, Michael Klein’s
wife, said that “one time in her kitchen” as she was “preparing lunch, she
suddenly saw something like a shadow that went through the kitchen,
perched on the windowsill, turned its back to her, looked around . . . [and
then] slipped off the sill” outside. Klein was so “shocked she couldn’t speak,
but she went to the window, and saw Schnabel, in her old clothes, leaving
her yard.” Almost immediately, Klein began to feel ill, and her children
became ill as well.

Schnabel’s apparent intrusion functioned much like the invasions of ter-
ritory we have seen in the cases of Agnes Langjahr and Agatha Sacher, except
that it seems that Schnabel did not actually enter the room: Klein said that
it was “something like a shadow” and did not recognize it as Schnabel even
when she saw its face.134 She only decided it was Schnabel when she saw the
old woman leaving her yard, and then seems to have based the identifica-
tion more on her distinctive “old clothes” than anything else. What she
actually saw, if anything, in her kitchen and garden is unclear; it may have
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been physically possible for the elderly woman to have flitted through the
kitchen, climbed through the window, and scuttled out of the yard, but
given that Schnabel was about 60 it seems highly unlikely. It seems more
plausible that Schnabel was in the yard for some reason, and after being
startled by something, some effect of lighting, or simply a feeling, Klein
went to the window, saw Schnabel, and unconsciously revised her memory
to fit it to the realization that her neighbor, who was already said to have
magical powers which at least some people thought were malign, was
nearby. The most likely possibility, though, seems to be that Schnabel was
not physically present at all, that Klein saw, or merely felt, something
strange, which she perceived at first as a nebulous shadow, then, frightened,
a contorted face, and, finally, struggling to make sense of her perceptions
(and to make her perceptions make sense), she “saw” a retreating figure who
she “recognized” as her already-suspect neighbor. In other words, she expe-
rienced a hallucination, accepting it as real because her culture told her it could
be real, and perceiving it as her neighbor Schnabel for some mix of cultural
prompting about the powers of magical people and her own psychological
orientation toward her neighbor.

The existence of this process of self-delusion or hallucination has long been
recognized, of course. It was an important component of the Enlightenment’s
rejection of magic and is a staple of rationalist interpretations of witchcraft
and magic.135 However, how this effect is achieved, what happens in the brain
to make it perceive things that are not there, has been something of a mys-
tery. It is still imperfectly understood, but in the last several decades physiol-
ogists and psychologists have clarified important aspects of the process as part
of their larger investigations into perception and cognition.

To begin with, there are several different phenomena that have loosely
been discussed as hallucinations.136 In true hallucinations, the person is
convinced he or she perceives something that is not there at all. In illusions,
in contrast, the person misperceives features of something that is there. In
pseudohallucinations the person perceives something that is not there, but
is aware that the perception is not real. Finally, hypnagogic and hypnopom-
pic experiences are the dreamy images that occur while falling asleep and
waking up.

Psychologists used to regard hallucinations and illusions as pathological
or at least malfunctions of the perceptual system, but they have come to see
them as part of a continuum of perceptual experiences that are experienced
with some regularity by otherwise normal people, and result from the same
perceptual processes that produce our normal waking perceptions.137 Our
eyes, for example, do not work like television cameras, passively taking in
whole images that are then interpreted and given meaning by the mind.138

Instead, visual perception is an active process of synthesis of percepts, mem-
ories, and expectations through which the brain constructs a model of exter-
nal reality in its neural circuitry. Visual perception involves the synthesis of
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various components of the visual field, the synthesis of this visual informa-
tion with information from other perceptual modes, and the integration of
this newly acquired information about the world with the memory of the
last construction of the outside world (to fill in portions of the visual field
that were not perceived anew, since the eyes focus on only a portion of it at
any one time, and compensate by shifting focus rapidly), and older memo-
ries and expectations (to resolve ambiguities and anticipate the progress of
situations in process).139 The other sensory systems have not been studied in
as great detail, but they are generally thought to work in a similar fashion.

Furthermore, at times this neural circuitry is entirely given over to con-
structing scenes from memory and expectations, for our imagination
appears to utilize much of the same neural circuitry as our perceptions.140

As a result, we have no intrinsic way of knowing if our perceptions are real,
illusory, or hallucinatory.141 Instead, we use a process known as “reality testing”
or “reality discrimination” to constantly check the validity of the model of
the external world in our heads by contrasting information from various
sensory modalities against each other and against our “common sense”
knowledge of how the world works, which appears to mix innate cognitive
structures, individually learned lessons, and cultural rules.142

There is evidence that culture influences the frequency and modality of
hallucinations in different populations.143 Surveys of modern people have
revealed that the frequency of hallucinatory experiences among adults
ranges from 10 percent among English people to 40 percent among some
groups of Hawaiians. Modality varies from mostly auditory among
Westerners to an equal mix of auditory and visual hallucinations in at least
some non-Western cultures. Culture also plays an important role in provid-
ing the content of hallucinations, directing to some degree as well as “cloth-
ing” with specific details the individual’s psychological fears and
preoccupations.144 However, it is the individual’s psychology (and probably
also physiology) which plays the critical role in determining whether he or
she will experience hallucinations, and exactly what these will be.145 In gen-
eral, it is accepted that hallucinations, like dreams, manifest the fears, pre-
occupations, and expectations of the person, a process we saw illustrated by
Michael Klein’s wife’s gradual “realization” that the apparition she saw in
her kitchen was her magically inclined neighbor.

Unfortunately, we do not know much about Klein’s reasons for fearing a
magical attack by Schnabel since she insisted that she was not aware of
enmity between them, but another case from Württemberg provides some
additional insight into this aspect of the hallucinatory experience.146 It took
place in Tuttlingen in 1606 and came to light during a trial against Anna
Rechlin.147 A scabbard maker named Jörg Ganßer testified that as he and his
friend, a hatter named Michael Droll, were walking outside the town, Droll
told him that he and his master had had an ugly exchange that very morn-
ing with a woman named Ursula Schmidt. At the end of the argument
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Schmidt cursed the men in the Devil’s name. Just as Ganßer heard this story,
“a wind came as if a bird flew by” which caused him to fall. As he stood back
up, he “clearly saw the faces of both” Schmidt and Rechlin. What exactly
caused Ganßer to fall over is unclear, but he clearly associated it with the
curse, because he immediately hallucinated the faces of the two women.

Traditional historical interpretations would emphasize that Ganßer’s
“hallucination” served to “confirm” his suspicions that Schmidt’s curse was
causing his misfortune; rationalist historians might question whether the
whole thing was a fabrication, while cultural relativists might say that he
constructed his own reality as part of a cultural script victimizing stereotyp-
ical scapegoats for inexplicable misfortune. However, the research on hallu-
cinations suggests that while hallucinations are often associated with
heightened emotions, they are not simply manufactured to order by emo-
tional distress.148 Instead, psychologists consider five elements to contribute
to hallucinatory experiences: predisposing psychological or physiological
factors like emotional distress, environmental stimulation, reinforcement,
expectancy, and, most significant for this discussion, stress-induced arousal,
the stress response. Studies of modern hallucinating people show physio-
logical changes “indicative of high internal arousal,” and hallucinatory
episodes are associated with traumatic life changes, life-threatening situa-
tions, and protracted, moderate stress.149 The stress reaction does not auto-
matically bring on hallucinations, of course, but it produces specific changes
in bodily functioning that make them more probable. Specifically, “abnor-
mally high arousal levels bias the individual’s information search towards
readily accessible forms of information, increase the selection of informa-
tion pertaining to physical characteristics of stimuli and decrease the pro-
cessing of semantic information.”150 The result of “this more superficial style
of information processing will decrease the efficiency of reality discrimina-
tion by limiting the ability of the subject to access and use appropriate
cognitive cues.” When we remember that the purpose of the stress response
is to prepare the body to fight or flee, these effects make sense: a focus on
physical rather than linguistic information is more useful in dealing with a
physical situation, and a readiness to act on incomplete information rather
than waiting for more accurate analysis is useful in the kind of situation in
which the danger of acting too late is generally greater than that of acting
too quickly. Even more significantly for the specific relationship between
witchcraft fears and hallucinations, clinical evidence suggests that schizo-
phrenic patients are “particularly vulnerable to stress associated with face-
to-face contact with hostile or over-involved family members.”151

Since modern studies of hallucination concentrate on psychiatric
patients, any conclusions from them must necessarily be tentative, but the
current view of their hallucinatory experiences as extremes on a contin-
uum of mental functioning rather than a qualitatively different function-
ing means that some insights may be gained from them. Particularly, the
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connection of hallucinations with the stress response, which, we have
seen, is also responsible for psychophysical ailments, suggests that some
hallucinations may have functioned somewhat like the “accusatory” con-
version reactions that people suffered, as a kind of “early-warning system”
manifesting psychological distress related to interpersonal tensions that
had the potential to cause the kind of “real” psychophysical and immune-
related problems associated with chronic stress if they continued unabated.

The connection between hallucinatory experiences and interpersonal
tension is suggested even more strongly by the final means of inflicting
interpersonal harm: incidents in which a witch’s attempt to inflict harm
without any physical or interpersonal contact corresponded quite closely
with the victim’s experience of being attacked by the witch. The sampled
“magic” cases contained two instances of this phenomenon.152 One case was
that of Agatha Weil, the elderly woman in the almshouse in Herrenberg,
who, we have seen, confessed to having smeared salve on enemies to lame
and kill them. She also said that she flew magically to an old friend, who
lived nearby, two weeks before and touched her.153 Similarly, in 1740 a
young girl, Margaretha Wagner, who was being investigated for a variety of
magical practices, confessed to having used magic to “push some people at
night.”154 In both cases, purported victims said they felt these magical
attacks. One of the people Margaretha claimed to have “pushed,” Jacob
Wolff, said that he could only remember a vague incident like that, but a 45-
year-old man named Johann Michael Rolle said he had felt a push at night
like “a millstone on his heart,” and a 30-year-old widow, Juliana Herber, said
that she had felt a pressure at night also. A fourth witness, 66-year-old
Johann Georg Hoch, said he never felt a pressing, but said that Margaretha
had threatened him and he had been sick for a long time thereafter.155

Similarly, Agatha’s friend reported that once many years before, an incubus
had come to her and pushed her, and that some days before she had felt
something similar, although it “did not push her,” but instead brushed
across her face, feeling like a hand.156

The experiences of the people at the receiving end in these stories are
instances of what one study has called the “Old Hag” phenomenon. This is
an experience that was widely connected to witchcraft in Württemberg,
other parts of Germany, and across Europe, and has been reported across a
variety of cultures.157 In it, a person either wakes up at night or is just falling
asleep, perceives some sort of intruding presence, feels a pressure pinning
them to their bed or strangling them, and remains trapped, unable to move
or speak, until someone intervenes or they force themselves awake.
Physiologically, the experience appears to be some sort of hypnagogic (while
falling asleep) or hypnopompic (while waking) dream state, perhaps related
to the common perception of “faces in the dark” during these transitions.
However, hypnagogic and hypnopompic experiences are different from the
true dreams of full sleep, and the “Old Hag” experience is not completely
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like either. Hypnagogic and hypnopompic images and sounds tend to be
vivid and realistic, but brief. The “Old Hag” could be a vivid tactile halluci-
nation, but it is not brief, and the experience includes some sort of muscu-
lar or neurological paralysis unrelated or only partially related to more
typical experiences during the transitions between waking and sleeping.158

If the roots of the sensations associated with the “Old Hag” experience are
elusive, the roots of the manifest content are even more perplexing, for it
seems to be explained by neither psychology nor anthropology. On the one
hand, “a thorough search of relevant psychological literature has demon-
strated that no . . . explanation is available” from that discipline.159 On the
other hand, “although the occurrence of identifiable “Old Hag” experience
is associated with knowledge of models for the experience . . . such models
are not necessary,” for “recognizable “Old Hag” attacks of great complexity
can and do occur in the absence of explicit models.”160

Instead, the most substantial explanation that has been given is the
“experiential model.” If physiology can only account for sensation, and
cultural beliefs reflect rather than create the generalized content of the expe-
rience, the “experiential model” looks for the roots in common human
experiences that recreate similar experiences from similar circumstances.
More specifically, “the emotion of fear or the idea of attack do not by them-
selves require a cultural link,” and “may be considered universals.”161 Fear is
one of the seven universal emotions that has been identified and appears to
be innate, but “the idea of an attack” is not a universal in the same sense.
The debate over “nature” versus “nurture,” or, in its current incarnation,
between sociobiological and cultural anthropological approaches to human
knowledge and behavior, has tended to focus attention on their sources
being either instinctual or culturally determined, but there is another source
that lies in between: common situations and experiences that recur from
culture to culture and life to life that are learned and acted on over and over
again, starting with the same basic biological endowment, moving through
a unique set of specific circumstances that nevertheless conform to a gener-
alized pattern, and ending with a common understanding. In the case of
“the idea of an attack,” the experience of being overpowered is more-or-less
universal, because all people start as infants and move through childhood
subject to the physical dominance of adults and older children. In the “Old
Hag” experience, the person appears to start with hypnopompic paralysis,
associates it with common memories of infantile or childhood experiences
of being restrained, generally reacts with fear (the usual trigger of the stress
response), and imagines through hallucinations and related bodily sensa-
tions details (not unusually although not necessarily manifesting cultural
expectations and/or more current relationships) that support the hypothe-
sis of being pressed down by some agent.162 This process seems to be pretty
much what the people Margaretha Wagner claimed to have “pressed”
reported and the woman Agatha Weil “visited” said she experienced long
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before, with the woman’s more recent experience being a variant in which
she associated her hypnopompic sensations with a more benign experience
of being stroked by a hand.

The foregoing analysis accounts at least provisionally for the experiences
of the people who felt the pressure or stroke, but both of these cases present
the additional twist that our knowledge of them comes not from reports ini-
tiated by the people who experienced them, but from the people who
claimed to have caused them. There are four possible explanations: (1) the
people who “confirmed” the original statements were claiming to have
experienced something they had not, either as a conscious fraud or an
unconscious re-configuration of their memories; (2) Wagner and Weil heard
the people speak of their experiences and claimed to have tried to cause
them when they did not, either as a conscious fraud or an unconscious
re-configuration of their memories; (3) both sets of people did and experienced
what they said they did and experienced, and the correspondence between
the action of the “sender” and experience of the “receiver” was a coinci-
dence; and (4) the “senders” influenced the “receivers” through some sort of
parapsychological process.

The first possibility, that the “confirmers” either consciously or uncon-
sciously misrepresented their actual experiences, is, given the nature of the
phenomenon and the evidence, impossible to substantiate or to rule out.
However, while the people Wagner said she “pressed” may have had some
beef with her, it was the man who denied having felt the pressure who said
she had threatened him, and three different people said that they experi-
enced what she said she caused. Even more perplexing was the fact that the
woman who confirmed Weil’s story was not an enemy, but a friend, and she
described the experience in a relatively benign way, both of which undercut
the idea that she was trying to get Weil in trouble. While it is impossible to
rule out some sort of misrepresentation by the “receivers,” the number of
people involved and the different ways in which they confirmed and cor-
rected the original accounts cast doubt on this possibility.

Similarly, given the nature of the evidence, there is no way to substantiate
or rule out the second possibility, that Wagner and Weil heard their acquain-
tances talk about their experiences and then claimed to have caused them
afterward, but it seems even less likely than the first. For one thing, the expe-
rience, while more common than “common knowledge” might suggest, is not
particularly frequent, and it seems unlikely that three different people would
have had similar experiences and by chance happened to talk about them to
Margaretha. Furthermore, one man claimed not to have had such an experi-
ence, but instead became ill after Margaretha threatened him, and it is unclear
why she would have changed a perfectly good curse story into an unfounded
“Old Hag” story when she already had three others. Finally, if Weil was taking
retroactive credit for what her friend experienced and presumably related to
her, it’s unclear why she would have misreported one of the most significant
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details, the nature of the sensation. Again, while it is impossible to rule out
this sort of information leakage entirely, there are problems with both inter-
pretations.

At the other extreme, the possibility that Wagner and Weil influenced the
“receivers’” psyches or bodies through some sort of paranormal process,
stands on weak, but not inconsiderable, scientific grounds which, given the
thrust of this inquiry, need to be considered. Scientific investigations of
“paranormal” phenomenon have been going on for over 100 years, with
increasing methodological and technological sophistication, and have pro-
duced a substantial body of evidence suggesting that there are natural
processes which are not adequately explained by current scientific under-
standing.163 There are currently researchers attempting to create a theoreti-
cal explanation for these, and most scientists today accept the possibility of
such phenomena, but few regard them as proven.164 The magical attacks
claimed by Wagner and Weil would be explained in this way as some sort of
telepathy, by which the “senders” influenced the minds of the “receivers,”
or psychokinesis, by which they actually exerted some sort of physical pres-
sure on them. However, there is a dedicated cadre of skeptics who resolutely
dispute the claims of parapsychologists; no single demonstration has been
performed and replicated which establishes the existence of the phenomena
beyond all possible doubt; the validity of statistical analyses of series of trials
has been called into question; meta-analyses of numerous studies that
attempt to get beyond this objection are currently being debated; no theo-
retical structure integrating the phenomena into current physical under-
standing has been established; and, overall, there is no scientific consensus
that parapsychological phenomenon can occur at all.165 At the moment, the
scientific situation seems to be at a stalemate, and 300-year-old depositions
from a judicial inquiry cannot resolve the current controversy one way or
the other. Instead, at the present time the parapsychological possibility has
to be judged unlikely on a priori grounds.

The remaining possibility is that Wagner and Weil did think they
“pressed” or “flew to” the people they said they did, and those people
coincidentally experienced the “Old Hag” phenomenon around the same
time. The possibility of this happening completely by chance seems
remote, but co-incidence need not occur randomly. Instead, it can result
from two things beginning from the same cause occurring in a coordi-
nated fashion independently. For example, Carlo Ginzburg has shown
that the benandanti routinely experienced coordinated dreams in which a
number of people in the Friuli region of northern Italy imagined they flew
to battle against witches to protect the harvest on regular evenings during
the year.166 These dreams appear to have been culturally determined: peo-
ple born with their caul were assumed to be new benandanti, and learned
from their culture what was expected from them. What may have been
happening here is some variant of these dreams. Wagner, in particular,
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seems to have threatened her enemies, which could have predisposed
them to have the “Old Hag” experience at night, around the very times
she imagined herself to be causing it. In Weil’s case, a similar sort of par-
allel processing, but in this instance of friendly feelings, could have been
at work, producing complementary halves of a shared experience, whose
possibility both of them took for granted. In a sense, the issue of a para-
normal connection is irrelevant; in these closely bound communities,
where people dealt with the same small set of individuals day in and day
out, the degree of interpersonal psychic integration may have made a
direct physical connection unnecessary. Early modern peasants’ thoughts
and dreams, emotions and health appear to have been tightly intertwined
with those of the other members of their community, producing the
marked degree of psychological interdependence that we have already
seen in relation to implicit nonverbal communication of emotions and
psychophysical influences on health and well-being.

Harm to animals

If allegations of truly supernatural attacks on people’s health – attacks, that
is, that did not involve some physical or immediate, face-to-face interper-
sonal medium – were few and far between, accusations involving the last
category of maleficium, harm to animals, were among the most frequent.
The most common complaint against witch suspects was that they harmed
farm animals.167 The means by which they were said to have inflicted the
damage varied. In most cases, the accusers did not specify the means by
which the injury was supposed to have been caused. In some instances,
though, accusers said the suspects with exercising unnatural power over
with exercising unnatural power over animals.168 The one previous suspicion
of Maria Schneider before she poisoned her step grandson was that she had
once caused a horse to throw its rider “through her witchcraft.”169

Margaretha Rettnier reported how she had once seen Catharina Ada first
cure and then kill a cow. After many people had tried and failed to help the
sick animal, Catharina “took it by the horns and cried ‘up, up’ and then it
stood up.” Within three weeks the cow had completely recovered, but
sometime later Catharina “threw a bucket of water on it,” whereupon the
cow “sat down, refused to stand up, and in two days died.”170

Recent laboratory studies have demonstrated that animals’ attempts to
survive are strongly influenced by their learned expectation of survival, and
a huge number of investigations of psychosomatic factors in disease use
animals as subjects.171 Mice, rats, ferrets, dogs, monkeys, and pigs have all
been used, for example, to study the influence of stress on the development
of ulcers, thyroid function and the development of Graves’ disease, and
rheumatoid arthritis and immune responses.172 The health of both monkeys
and mice has been shown to be affected by the dynamics of their social
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groups, while submissive rats, shrews, and some zoo animals have been
shown to be vulnerable to sudden death through cardiac arrhythmias if
harassed by a dominant animal.173 Even cockroaches establish hierarchies of
dominance and submission, and excessive harassment by a dominant insect
has been shown to result in the paralysis and death of the subordinate one,
with “no sign of external damage.”174 There is no question that animals’
health is subject to psychosomatic influences, and there is no question that
these psychosomatic influences include social relationships.

The extent of human influence over animals’ health and behavior is not
as well studied, but there is a growing body of evidence that indicates “that
farm animals may be very fearful of humans, with adverse consequences
for the animals.”175 Excessive handling apparently causes stress in chickens
that reduces their output of eggs, while fear of humans affects the growth
and reproduction of pigs. “Significant associations” have been reported
“between the personality of the stockperson and milk production of
cows,” which suggests that the “underlying psychological factor of the
stockperson, by affecting the stockperson’s behavior, may affect the cow’s
level of fear.”

Other allegations that specified the means by which the injury was inflicted
alleged physical contact or proximity, which allowed for poison or mechani-
cal injury. For example, Jakob Thoma saw Barbara Gessler, the woman accused
of giving her neighbor a poisoned apple, enter a neighbor’s pigsty just before
the pigs became ill, and the preacher of Fellbach had observed her sneaking
into a barn where a calf was later found sick, with blood on its hindquarters.176

Maria Mayer testified that her cow became sick and dried up after Agatha
Stosser, the woman accused of injuring Hans Conrad Schweickhlen, fed and
milked it, and Johannes Fuehrman’s horse became crazy, stumbled, and died
after he saw Agatha put something in its fodder.177

Magdelena Horn, the suspect from the earliest sampled trial, which took
place in 1562, spontaneously confessed that she had injured her neighbor
Albrecht Kerber’s pigs and her neighbor Konrad Schmettlin’s cow.178 While
she did not specify the means by which she had hurt them, when the mag-
istrates investigated, both men confirmed that their animals had sickened at
the time Magdelena said that she had harmed them. Some attributions of
animal maladies to suspects were undoubtedly baseless, but others were
undoubtedly true. Farmsteads in Württemberg’s’ villages, as in many other
agricultural societies, were crowded together, and it was impossible to lock
the animals away or keep them under constant supervision. Most peasants
could afford to support at most a few animals, so the death or injury of one
was a major economic blow. Harming a person’s livestock was an obvious way
to inflict punishing damage, and has been well documented in the nine-
teenth century as a manifestation of rural social conflict.179 While it may not
have been as widespread as some sixteenth- and seventeenth-century villagers
feared, there can be no question that it did happen.
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Conclusion

If harming livestock was not as common as some early modern peasants
feared, it and other forms of maleficium were more common, and more
important, than historical accounts of early modern witchcraft have gener-
ally allowed. We have seen in this chapter why they were more important
than has generally been recognized. Both the projection of hostility and the
infliction of harm could be carried out not only through physical means, like
poisoning and surreptitious battery of children and animals, but also, and more
centrally, through psychological means. These psychological means included
both explicit and subliminal forms of communication – verbalizations,
body language, and symbolic actions – that could cause or contribute to a
wide variety of ailments ranging from symbolic somaticizations through
psychophysical disorders to purely organic diseases. Furthermore, while
culturally defined symbols could be used to express hostility and culturally
defined beliefs could promote vulnerability to it, neither was critical for the
interpersonal effect to occur. Instead, the expression of anger through
prosody and body language appears to have a visceral, limbic component
that is not a cultural artifact but either an incidental manifestation of the
physiological preparation to act or a vestige of our prehuman evolution as
social primates. Similarly, our vulnerability to expressions of anger is prima-
rily a product of the physiological effects of the stress reaction, which can be
triggered by interpersonal threat displays as well as by environmental dan-
gers, and can become chronic and debilitating in the context of crowded,
small-scale communities like those that made up early modern Württemberg
and much of the rest of Europe.

Having seen (in this chapter) the reasons why maleficium was more impor-
tant than is commonly appreciated, in the next chapters we will see how
common it was in early modern Europe, and how it related to larger devel-
opments in early modern society and culture.
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2
Maleficium and Society

If harming livestock was not as common as some early modern peasants
feared, it and other forms of maleficium were more common, and more
important, than historical accounts of early modern witchcraft have gener-
ally allowed. In the last chapter we saw that the great majority of hostile
actions encompassed by the concept of maleficium, from physical acts like
poisoning and surreptitious battery of children and animals through
ailments caused or contributed to by overt manifestations of anger like
assault and cursing and subliminal forms of communication like eye contact
and bodily posture, were really practiced and could have real consequences.
In this chapter, we shall examine how these actions and behaviors fit into
the overall framework of social relations in the early modern period: how
they connected to other forms of conflict; who used them, how extensively,
and why; and how and why they contributed to the great upsurge in witch
prosecutions in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.

Maleficium and intracommunal conflict

To begin with, maleficium appears to have been just one of the forms of con-
flict that early modern Württembergers, like villagers and townspeople else-
where in Europe, engaged in with their neighbors. We tend to have an image
of premodern communities that combines a nostalgia for simpler, rustic
times with assumptions about the naturalness of social and personal self-
restraint and autonomy that are actually the highly specific product of
enculturation into modern, urban society. The milieu in which people like
Magdelena Horn and Catharina Ada lived was radically different from that
we are used to, one in which people were far more tightly connected to the
other members of their local community, which gave rise to both the sense
of belonging for which we sometimes long and an intensity of enmity
which we have difficulty imagining.

While communities in early modern Europe ranged from the scattered
farmsteads of Scandinavia and the Alpine uplands to teeming metropolises
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like Paris and Rome, Württemberg was a more typical mixture of villages
and small towns, typical particularly of the areas in which most witch trials
took place.1 Most of its territory comprised the open farmland and terraced
slopes of the upper Neckar Valley, which lay in the southwestern corner of
Germany, separated from the larger Rhine and Danube valleys by the rela-
tively wild and isolated forested hill country of the Black Forest in the west
and the upland pastures of the Swabian Alb in the southeast. Its economy
was based, like most parts of Europe, on cereal cultivation supplemented by
horticulture and animal husbandry, although a thriving viticulture sup-
ported a significant proportion of the population before the Thirty Years’
War, and a growing manufacturing sector supplemented it and then
replaced it after most of the vines were destroyed in the war.2 The duchy’s
agriculture produced sufficient food for only about 85 percent of its prewar
population, but export of wine, along with textiles and some forestry products,
enabled the population to grow beyond the limits of subsistence, to the point
that Württemberg became one of the most densely populated parts of
Germany.3 While parts of the Black Forest and the Alb had fewer than 20
inhabitants per square kilometer, the farming districts of the central plateau
averaged 60–70, and the wine-producing regions like the northern river
valleys supported 100 or more since the vines could be grown on steep valley
slopes as well as in the flatlands, were labor-intensive, and produced a rela-
tively handsome reward from a small amount of soil.4 Somewhere between a
quarter and a third of the population lived in towns of 5,000–10,000 people,
with most of the rest in substantial villages, for single farms and small
hamlets were rare outside the Black Forest and forested parts of the Alb.5

The differences between the towns and villages were less significant than
the terms suggest, however. To begin with, in the sixteenth century the
ducal government forbade the villagers from building beyond the hedges
that surrounded them, ostensibly to preserve the land for crops but perhaps
also to facilitate the collection of rents and taxes. Consequently, houses were
packed together, subdivided into two or even more residences, and out-
buildings of all descriptions were constructed in the intervening spaces.6

Furthermore, the ducal government refused to support guild monopolies
during the sixteenth century, so villages contained a significant number of
part-time and even full-time artisans, and in some regions large numbers of
people in town and country supported themselves in part or completely
doing piecework in their homes for the textile industry.7 While the towns
undoubtedly contained most of the duchy’s limited number of merchants
(most in the region lived in the independent “imperial cities” that neigh-
bored, and in some cases were surrounded by, the duchy’s territory) and a
larger proportion of artisans and wageworkers, in most cases the majority of
their inhabitants worked in agriculture, particularly viticulture, and a steady
flow of migrants from villages to towns ensured that the towns had many
similarities to the overcrowded villages.8
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The inhabitants of these towns and villages ranged from a small upper
stratum of prosperous merchants, artisans, and farmers down to impover-
ished laborers. In Württemberg, about 5 percent of the commoners
belonged to the upper stratum (with 750 Reichstaler or more of property),
about 20 percent owned substantial farms (225–750 R), 25 percent were
smallholders (75–225 R), 20 percent were cotters with a minimal amount of
property (30–75 R), and about 30 percent comprised propertyless servants,
farm hands, and laborers (who generally owned less than 30 R worth of pos-
sessions and enjoyed no rights of commons).9 This relatively smooth grada-
tion reflected the duchy’s system of partible inheritance, but while there
were important differences between areas that used this system and areas
that kept property intact from one generation to the next, these do not
appear to have been particularly significant in terms of maleficium, because
the functional unit of importance for this was the neighborhood, “the
everyday realities of the proximity of human beings to one another.”10

Whether they lived in towns of 5,000 or villages of 500, and whether they
were sharply divided between farmers and cotters or comprised a more grad-
uated community of smallholders, most early modern commoners lived,
like Württembergers, in proximity to a small community of neighbors that
included both well-to-do and impoverished members, but with most falling
somewhere in between.

These small communities were held together by a variety of formal and
informal institutions. These included town or village governments, which in
Württemberg were structured fairly similarly, and represented to a signifi-
cant degree the interests of the community, for over the course of the early
modern period the right to participate fully in village government was grad-
ually expanded from the top 25 percent of substantial peasants to the small-
holders and cotters, so that by the late seventeenth century about 75 percent
of the heads of households had a say in the community’s affairs.11 The
communal councilors or elders were elected by them; judges, mayors, and
other functionaries were generally selected from among these; and local
government’s chief responsibility was to coordinate the commoners’ activi-
ties to minimize conflict and mediate disputes either informally or in the
familiar setting of the communal court.12 In addition, towns and villages
and the neighborhoods that made them up were held together by social net-
works of kinship, church membership, patronage, and the cultural ties of
collective festivities and “good neighborliness.” Neighbors were often
related by ties of blood or marriage, and, in Württemberg anyway, this ten-
dency was pronounced because the crowded towns and villages supplied
sufficient marriage partners within a short distance, and over time marriages
between communities became less common than marriages within them. In
Württemberg, as in most localities in Europe, everyone attended the same
church, socializing and worshipping together, confessing publicly, and
absorbing a common creed.13 Religious controversy was not unknown, of
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course, and some people held back from religious observances because of
personal differences with the local clergyman or congregation or because of
more general doctrinal disagreements, but Lutheranism was genuinely
popular in the duchy, and this seems to have been fairly typical; while there
certainly were parts of Europe where neighborhoods were split between con-
fessions, the great majority of Europeans appear to have embraced whatever
religion prevailed in their area.14 Beyond regular services, church included
cycles of common festivities, including both yearly holidays and celebra-
tions of the significant life passages of each member. These celebrations
combined devotional activities, which served not just to mark the event but
also to secure the spiritual fortunes of the participants, and revelry, which
brought the members of the community together and reinforced their
solidarity. Solidarity was further reinforced by loans and patronage; lending
between neighbors was common, and well-to-do commoners also served as
godparents, hired neighbors in preference to strangers, and cosigned mort-
gages. Finally, “neighborliness” involved a readiness to help out with occa-
sional large tasks like raising a barn, participation in routine gatherings like
sewing circles, and a willingness to aid a neighbor in an emergency situation
like an accident, illness, or fire. Württembergers, like people across Europe,
interacted with and depended on the small circle of people within their
immediate geographic compass to a degree that modern people can scarcely
imagine, and the formal and informal institutions that bound them
together actually did a remarkable job of coordinating their efforts and
managing their conflicts.

However, “rustic community spirit was not a manifestation of utopia but
rather the product of common need.” Communities were held together by
both “reciprocity and fear,” and when the former failed, the latter was called
into play.15 In Württemberg as elsewhere, village courts met periodically,
and had the power to hear complaints, determine guilt, and levy fines or
incarcerate offenders for short periods. On a more informal level, neighbors
considered it their right, and indeed their duty, to keep an eye on each other.
Gossip quickly spread the word of any violations of communal norms that
were noticed, and spontaneous forms of public censure like charivaris, festi-
vals of harassment by boisterous youths, were used to punish offenders.

Of course, the line between communal sanctions and individual or fac-
tional vengeance was not always clear, for the very intimacy that bound
neighbors together put them under tremendous psychological pressure that
led to sharp interpersonal conflicts, entrenched animosities, and bitter
feuds.16 Most people undoubtedly enjoyed warm friendships with some of
their neighbors and peaceful coexistence with most others, but at the same
time most people were at odds with some of the people who lived nearby
and some people were in conflict with most.17 “Everyday life was a contin-
ual struggle with reputation, respect, and material well-being at issue,” so
“the notions of ‘enemy’ (Feind) and ‘quarrel’ (Spar)” were “fundamental”
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aspects of early modern communal life.18 “Neighbors and enemies are inti-
mately related terms,” for “enemies were mostly people to be found in the
village or town where the particular person lived.” Neighborhoods were
“always faction ridden,” and hatreds built up to an intensity “appalling to
us” in which estranged neighbors “showed an astounding cruelty,” “an
almost unbelievable lack of empathy,” a “wish for the utter annihilation of
the opponent,” a readiness “to pursue personal quarrels with a . . . persistence
and ruthlessness which” might “harass an enemy even unto death.”19

In this “community of terror,” as one historian has described it, “nothing
could be more natural than to expect persecution from the other side,” and
so “aggression was critical for survival.”20 “Conflict was an accepted part of
local competitive strategies,” and people employed a range of means that
included malicious gossip, verbal abuse, legal action, and physical
violence.21 Communal life was often characterized by “insults and even . . .
violence,” and local courts were generally dominated by complaints about
“assault or verbal attack.”22 Some people “distinguished themselves by the
volume of their voices and general combativeness” and used the implied or
stated threats to cow their neighbors and get their way.23 Such bluster was
not necessarily bluff since “violence within the village was routine,” and an
exchange of words could easily lead to physical combat. Men fought with-
out restraint, hitting, biting, and pulling hair “as today only children” fight,
and there was only concern if someone was maimed or killed.24

Maiming and killing crossed a certain threshold and took the fight
beyond the routine backbiting, bickering, and boxing of communal life to a
higher level in which bitter anger and vicious threats became lethal deeds.
When this happened, the resultant judicial process would involve the gov-
ernment beyond the commune, for by the sixteenth century, capital cases in
Württemberg came under the jurisdiction of the district constable, the ducal
official who resided in one of the 58 towns that served as district capitals,
and who managed the duchy’s administrative, financial, and judicial
affairs.25 However, even if a criminal prosecution resulted in the punishment
of the perpetrator, it could not undo the damage that had been done. The
death or crippling of a villager would almost certainly be a disaster for the
domestic unit he was part of, for most Württembergers, like most early mod-
ern Europeans, lived on the margins of subsistence, just one step away from
destitution.26 The loss of a productive member of the household could be
just such a blow, and even if it did not lead to disaster, it would almost
certainly cost dearly.

Homicide was not the only extension of communal conflict into the mor-
tal realm, as we have seen. Arson was also a way of carrying disputes to the
level of mortal combat, for it would lead to the economic ruin and possibly
even death of the opponent. Injuring livestock was another way of dealing
an enemy a severe economic blow. If it took the form of cattle maiming,
while the act was covert, the injury was overt and the mechanism by which
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it was caused clear. If the intent was to send a message, this would be desir-
able, but it could draw unwanted attention and spark legal or extralegal
retaliation. Therefore, harming an animal by poison, or some sort of physical
blow or threat display that left no mark, kept both the act and the injury
covert. The injured party might have a pretty good idea of what had
happened, who had done it, and why, but would have far less evidence to
support any allegation, and we have seen cases, like Magdelena Horn’s,
where the perpetrator was less concerned that a message be sent than that
the damage be done. Similarly, poison was another form of attack that could
inflict fatal damage while possibly leaving suspicions but generally no overt
evidence. Not surprisingly, commoners in Württembergers, as elsewhere,
routinely fed bits of food they borrowed or received as a gift from a neigh-
bor to the chickens before consuming it themselves.27 Secret rituals and
hidden magical objects, of course, left even less evidence, and children’s
complaints that they had been battered by a neighbor appear to have car-
ried little weight. Verbal threats, curses, gestures, sharp glances, and bodily
contact like touching, grabbing, slapping, and hitting were all overt acts that
were routinely employed in normal interpersonal conflicts; but when they
were followed by ailments, or, in the case of bodily contact, ailments that
seemed disproportionate to the physical power they involved, then they
were recognized as a manifestation of the malefic influence some people
seemed to be able to exert on others.

Many communal conflicts centered on economic issues, and anger and
violence between prosperous commoners and their less well-to-do neighbors
were certainly frequent. This relationship underlay the by-now classic
“charity denial” model of witchcraft, in which a prosperous yeoman refused
charity to an impoverished widow, who responded by cursing him as she
went away, and was then blamed when misfortune struck the household
sometime later. Among the sampled cases, the one involving Magdelena
Kochen fits this model well, for she was the very poor, 55-year-old widow of
a swineherd with three children who was accused of causing Anna
Schollen’s cow to die when the relatively well-to-do woman refused to buy
something she didn’t need from Magdelena, whereupon other neighbors
came forward to say that their cows had dried up or they became lame after
they refused to do her favors like let her bake bread in their oven or lend her
milk.28 However, studies of general patterns of communal conflicts suggest
that they were most frequent between people who were relatively equal in
station, and the sampled witch trials from Württemberg conform to this
model.29 Most accusers were local notables (local officials and their families)
or established commoners, while some suspects were either clearly marginal
or not distinguished, but analysis of the individual relationships involved in
the sampled cases indicates that the aggregate statistics are somewhat mis-
leading. Of the 65 accusers whose status relative to their suspect is known,
a plurality (26) were indeed higher, but a majority were roughly equal to or
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even lower than the suspect.30 To give one example, Johannes Brand, who
accused Maria Laichlin of poisoning his sister-in-law Susanna Catharine,
was the preacher of Geradstetten, while Laichlin was the village mayor’s
wife.31 In another example, Anna Maria Rothin, who grabbed Barbara
Dannenritter’s arm and caused it to become lame, was worth 600 R, making
her a wealthy widow indeed, while Dannenritter’s husband was the village
scribe.32 Many accusers denounced their poorer neighbors, but more
denounced people of equal or even higher status.

Relatively few of the sampled cases involved conflicts within families,
either among close kin or extended families.33 Most of these accusations
involved diabolism, and were mainly made by children who accused their
older relatives of being at witch dances with them, and marital partners who
saw their spouses’ sexual misbehavior to be a kind of devilishness.34

Nevertheless, cases like Maria Schneider’s attempt to poison her stepgrand-
son Jakob Endriss indicate that there was no categorical imperative that
prevented people from utilizing maleficium against their relatives.35 Indeed,
it was not uncommon for men in bad marriages to fear being poisoned by
their wives, and several other cases from Württemberg involved spousal
fears of maleficium. For example, Stoffel Hezler denounced his wife Anna in
1620 and asked for a divorce because, among other things, she took two
knives to bed with her; kept a store of herbs, roots, and a white powder; and
had hit his son on the head, which he said had caused it to swell and
bleed.36 While Anna denied having done anything wrong, saying that the
knives were to protect her when he was drunk, it is clear that there was
nothing unusual about the idea that maleficium might be utilized within a
dysfunctional family.

The Malleus Maleficarum claimed that “the most powerful cause which con-
tributes to the increase of witches is the woeful rivalry between married folk
and unmarried men and women”; the case of Agatha Sacher, who caused her
ex-boyfriend’s bride to become ill at her wedding, is an example.37 Several
other incidents occurred at weddings, and older suspicions of widows by
married people formed a notable minority of secondary accusations.38

However, a majority of the sampled primary accusations occurred between
people with the same marital status, and this relationship occurred in
precisely half the 64 accusations of all types for which the relationship is
known.39 Of the other half, seven occurred between widows and spinsters, so
at most 40 percent could have involved “the woeful rivalry between married
folk and unmarried men and women.”

Generational differences, on the other hand, figured in a significant
majority of the 27 relationships for which the relative ages are known, two-
thirds. This proportion held for both primary and secondary accusers.40 The
social relationships involved in witchcraft accusations point to generational
tensions between middle-aged adults and elderly women. But, on the other
hand, many suspects were not elderly women, and all suspects except
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children ran about the same risk of punishment. Nor were all accusers
middle-aged adults. In fact, elderly people themselves appear to have made
a disproportionate number of accusations. Conflicts between the genera-
tions were the most frequent occasion for the manifestation of witchcraft
fears, but they were not their source.

Gender, age, and interpersonal power

As almost everywhere else, women in Württemberg made up the great
majority of suspects, about 80 percent, and men tended to be treated less
harshly when denounced.41 Conversely, analysis of the constellations of
accusers around the suspects in the sampled trials suggests that men domi-
nated most trials.42 Most groups of accusers were at least two-thirds male,
and all or even predominantly female groups were rare. Nevertheless, as was
true elsewhere, almost half the accusers were women, and common women
actually precipitated more of the sampled trials than common men.43

Therefore, the trials were hardly a straightforward victimization of women
by men. Only certain women were suspected of witchcraft, and the social
attribute most strongly associated with suspicion was not age, not marital
status, not class, but reputation.44 Eighty percent of the suspects had bad
reputations or had manifested attributes held to be bad, which was as high
a percentage as gender and significantly higher than any other social attribute.
Furthermore, a suspect who had an existing reputation as a witch or as a bad
person generally was much more likely to be punished than someone who
had a good reputation. Most of the suspects in the sampled trials had bad
reputations already, and those who had no prior record at all stood little
chance of being punished. Ordinary criminals ran a somewhat higher risk of
being punished, especially if they were associated with magic, but disagreeable
personality traits, particularly aggressiveness, brought an even greater risk.
Suspects with a generally bad reputation ran about a 50 percent chance of
being punished, and all three of the sampled suspects who were executed and
both of the ones who were tortured and then banished had bad reputations.

Most of these women who were so ill regarded had already been suspected
of, and in some cases prosecuted for, witchcraft. The magistrates recorded
prior suspicions about 15 of the 25 women in the sampled cases whose
reputations were noted. These women ran the greatest risk of punishment.
The rate of punishment was significantly higher than that for either ordi-
nary crimes or disreputable behaviors. Two-thirds of the women with prior
suspicions were punished, and they included all three of the executed and
one of the two banished suspects. Prior suspicions did not automatically
bring punishment, but they did make it more likely.

However, while a bad reputation, particularly prior suspicion as a witch,
clearly made both accusation and punishment more likely, too much should
not be made of this characteristic by itself for three reasons. First of all,
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going to court was often a last resort for early modern commoners, and pros-
ecutions for other crimes like theft and assault generally came only after a
series of incidents that had been ignored or handled informally. Secondly,
the magistrates routinely looked into suspects’ reputations and allegations
of past incidents in criminal investigations because their forensic powers
were limited, and in making their judgments they, like the village courts and
in contrast to courts in our day, weighed the suspect’s general pattern of life
and evidence of similar past wrongdoing along with testimony and any
physical evidence available about the current charge in assessing the proba-
bility of guilt and determining the harshness of any punishment. Thirdly, to
a considerable degree, the reputation that mattered was the reputation for
being a witch. While witch suspects, especially those punished, were gener-
ally poorly regarded, the sampled cases suggest that there was less continu-
ity between other forms of disreputable or criminal behavior and witchcraft
suspicions than has often been assumed; for the most part, witch suspects
were simply people who were suspected of being witches.

This finding is consistent with that of Reiner Walz, who has studied witch
accusations in the context of all judicial activity in a set of German villages
in Lippe.45 While he found that women played as important a role as men
in the combative village culture, far more men ended up in court as a result
of verbal exchanges, and he further found that eventual witch suspects were
seldom among the women.46 Most accounts have assumed that women
specialized in verbal combat and have treated witch accusations as the
culmination of an escalating series of interactions in which the woman
moved from scolding to threats to curses, and was denounced when one of
these was coincidentally followed by some harm supposedly associated with
witchcraft. What seems to have been the case, however, is that women were
suspected of witchcraft, and accused of maleficium, simply because they
seemed to have a special propensity for projecting ill will in occult ways that
caused injury to their neighbors.

Walz, like most other historians, assumes that women predominated
among suspects so heavily because of sociocultural traditions scapegoating
women by linking them to witchcraft, so that when misfortune occurred
and a suspect was identified, people retroactively interpreted incidents to
support the new accusation.47 However, while some people undoubtedly did
alter their memories and stories as Walz suggests, his focus on this process
reflects the assumption that suspicions of maleficium were essentially base-
less, and therefore need to be explained on the basis of some sort of cogni-
tive malfunction. However, we have seen that charges of maleficium
reflected real practices and behaviors with real consequences, and even if
they were not necessarily valid in a particular case they were not inherently
unreasonable, so there is no more or less reason to believe that old stories
were retroactive falsifications than stored-up stories about thefts or slander
(which is to say, it did happen, but was not their main source).
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Furthermore, many of the prior incidents and suspicions mentioned had
left some public record or involved some explicit comment at the time.48 For
example, Agatha Stosser, the woman tried for causing Hans Conrad
Schweickhlen great pain by grabbing him, had been tried 14 years earlier,
and the documents were included in the same dossier in the archive.49

Similarly, Agatha Sacher, the young woman who caused her ex-boyfriend’s
bride to become ill, had been investigated a year earlier for laming an old
man who had lodged a complaint about her before a preacher and two
judges, and witnesses in another jurisdiction attested to her boasts about her
magical abilities when she was a child.50 In other cases there was no official
record of the suspicions, but several witnesses testified about the same inci-
dent, as when Georg Krieger testified that Barbara Gessler, the woman
accused of giving Anna Marie Schilling a poisoned apple, had given her own
first husband a poison in the guise of a remedy when he was sick that did
not make him better but instead did him in, and Ursula Schlosser testified
that on his deathbed the man had rebuked Gessler for giving him a soup
that was killing him.51 In another case, Christian Cammer testified that a
year before the trial of Agnes Langjahr for causing Andrea Leichten’s daugh-
ter to sicken and die, she had left three eggs in his wife’s lap as she lay recov-
ering from childbirth. In both these cases, while the validity of the
accusations may be in doubt, the correspondence of testimony in the first
and the physical presence of the eggs in the second make retroactive
misrepresentation seem less likely than that the suspicions did exist at the
time. While some of the secondary accusations were vague charges that were
undoubtedly concocted consciously or unconsciously to support the current
suspicion, some were definitely and others appear most likely to have been
based on genuine memories of events in which injury seemed to have
followed from ill will at the time they took place.

If witchcraft accusations were not necessarily the outcome of some scape-
goating process, but rather reflected, at least in part, real behaviors and prac-
tices that inflicted injury, then the predominance of female suspects can be
interpreted in two ways. Either men and women were equally likely to have
engaged in the practices and manifested the behaviors of maleficium, but
because of social processes and/or cultural expectations only women were
accused of it, or women really were more likely to employ maleficium in
their interpersonal disputes, and the cultural expectations and social
processes reflected that tendency.

Based on the evidence from Württemberg, there is no question that men
could and did exert the kind of interpersonal influences associated with
maleficium. Among the sampled cases, we have seen that one stemmed from
an accusation by a young woman, Margaretha Stuertzen, that a young man,
Hans Rueff, caused her to become lame by grabbing her right arm, and seven
witnesses supported her claim.52 In a similar case in the duchy that was also
discussed in chapter 1, a young woman named Anna Beyler complained that
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a young man named Viet Grossman had stalked her and eventually grabbed
her by the arms.53 Her hands began to hurt and swell shortly thereafter, and
her face became so swollen she had trouble seeing, so she consulted three
different healers. When none could cure her, she went to the magistrate,
“completely convinced that this condition resulted from” a magic spell.
Whether her symptoms resulted from a “workplace accident,” as the healer
who mentioned the possibility of “a cut by something unclean . . . in” her
“filthy vineyard” or some sort of conversion reaction that more directly
manifested her distress, it seems very likely that his harassment played a
significant role.

However, Hans Rueff was the only sampled male suspect accused of
maleficium; all the others involved were either men said to have been at
witch dances or otherwise involved in diabolism and “cunning men,” mag-
ical healers who had been consulted before the magistrates arrived and were
investigated for using illicit incantations, ceremonies, and medicines to help
their clients rather than for malefic or diabolic witchcraft. Similarly, Viet
Grossman was one of only two men in the sampled “magic” trials accused
of maleficium. Furthermore, neither Rueff nor Grossman was punished.
Grossman was let off because by 1673, when the incident took place, the
ducal government was clearly skeptical about witch allegations and required
clear evidence. Since none of the three healers would confirm that Anna
Beyler’s malady was unnatural and Grossman had not made any explicit
threat or curse during their encounters, there was no manifest evidence that
he had cast a spell. Hans Rueff’s case occurred earlier, in 1631, when the
government was still quite willing to prosecute witches, but in his case
the chancellery found that despite the testimony on Margaretha’s behalf
there was insufficient evidence.

One thing that did count against Rueff was that his mother and grand-
mother were reputed to be witches, and what started as an investigation of
him ended up being an investigation of his mother. While she was also
released, she was forced to pay the costs of her confinement while he was
able to just walk away. An even more dramatic example of the disparity with
which men and women were treated in regard to malefic activities was
provided by the other of the sampled magic trials. In 1653, in the village of
Schmier near Cloister Maulbronn, Michael Ellwein, a shepherd around 30
years old, was suspected of attempting to murder his wife and children by
mixing poison with their salt. The magistrates took the salt to the apothe-
cary of Vaihingen, and he found “the strongest fly poison” in it.54 The mag-
istrates reported that his “reputation is indeed bad . . . because he associates
with notoriously loathsome men,” and “was seen by his assistant, a young
boy, performing different types of evil magic.” His wife and neighbors said
he often went out at night and never went to church. One quoted him as
saying his wife “was such a pitifully unhealthy person, afflicted by epilepsy,
that he had no desire to stay home with her.” Indeed, he had taken up with
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another woman, Catharina Seeger, who lived with her parents in a neigh-
boring village. She confessed that she had encouraged Ellwein to poison his
wife, and said she was her enemy “in order to win his love.” Over several
weeks of questioning, she admitted bringing him “poisonous drinks and
apples,” although she denied bringing him the poison he actually used, and
during a “special” interrogation that lasted three hours she broke down and
confessed to having “denied God” and a whole list of offenses ascribed to
witches. Seeger recanted afterwards, but the magistrates obtained permis-
sion to torture her, and under torture she reconfirmed her earlier confes-
sions. Both Seeger and Ellwein were beheaded, but he was convicted simply
of attempted poisoning, while she was convicted of being a devil-worshipping
witch, even though he was a dissolute man who reputedly dabbled in magic
and had attempted to kill his own family, while she was at most an acces-
sory to his crime. Adding insult to injury, he obtained a mitigation of his
sentence – his body was not put on public display as originally stipulated –
because of her supposed diabolic influence over him.

Clearly, there was a cultural bias regarding gender at work in the govern-
ment’s handling of cases that could be construed as maleficium. However, in
looking at the statistics for the duchy overall, women were also accused of
simple poisoning at rates comparable to those for men except, significantly,
for the 1660s and 1670s, when, as we shall see in Chapter 8, the government
chose to handle an increasing number of witch accusations as poisonings.
Moreover, even if all the accusations of witchcraft and poisoning against
males are added together, they do not come near to equaling the number of
women accused of both, so it seems clear that the government was not just
calling the same crime different things for the different genders.
Furthermore, ordinary Württembergers showed themselves so concerned
about maleficium that they denounced numerous women for whom the
government found insufficient evidence to convict, even during the early
period when it was not particularly skeptical, while the witch literature left
a clear opening for men to be implicated. Traditionally, the emphasis on
women has been assumed to be part of the cognitive malfunction that
makes people believe in maleficium to begin with; in fact, reducing the range
of the misperception to one gender would have helped protect it from coun-
tervailing evidence from reality. Since, however, as we have seen, maleficium
really occurred, both as conscious practices and as an unconscious interper-
sonal effect, it is hard to see why people who were clearly so concerned
about it that they denounced numerous female suspects of dubious guilt
would have restricted themselves to only recognizing it when it came from
one gender and not from the other, and overlooked clear cases when it came
from men. There is no question that cultural expectations steered witchcraft
suspicions toward women, but before we conclude that the preponderance
of women among people accused of maleficium was simply the result of
cultural expectations about women, we should consider whether it also
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reflected (and, in fact, the cultural expectation reflected) a real tendency for
women to engage in the practices and exhibit the behaviors associated with
maleficium more often than men.

Women in early modern Württemberg, like women generally, were
involved in far fewer violent crimes than men, but this leaves open the ques-
tion of whether they were simply less aggressive, or whether they acted out
their aggression in different ways, in ways associated with witchcraft.55 Early
cross-cultural psychological studies of female aggression concluded that
women are less aggressive than men, a conclusion that fit comfortably with
the prevailing Western notion of “natural” female character at the time.56

Critics, however, have suggested that the studies’ definition of aggression
was biased toward male forms, and more recent studies suggest that both
genders have similar capacities for aggression, but that they manifest them
rather differently.57 Across cultures, males are more likely than females to
use direct physical aggression; the two genders tend to be roughly equal in
their propensity toward verbal aggression; and females are more likely than
males to use indirect aggression: spreading gossip, manipulating surrogates,
and other forms of covert attack.58 When women do commit acts of direct
aggression, like murder, they tend to use surreptitious means that minimize
the actual violence, like poison or battery against a sleeping foe, although
when they have power and think they are unobserved (as when they care
for children and aged people) they are less reticent about resorting to direct
physical violence.59 While the correspondence between these modern find-
ings and early modern suspicions about witches are not exact – the witches
were thought to, and in some trials were shown to, use more direct violence
(poisons, ritual magic, and battery) than the females in the modern study, the
parallels are certainly suggestive.60 Furthermore, on the other side of the gen-
der equation, the propensity for direct physical violence of early modern men
documented by Württemberg’s court records is strikingly consistent with the
general patterns observed for men, not only in modern Western society, but
cross-culturally and through history.61 On balance, the cross-cultural evidence
seems to support the conclusion that early modern witch fears did reflect a
real tendency for women to engage in witch-related practices and exhibit
witch-like behaviors more often than men.62

The reasons for these different styles of aggression are discussed in many
of the cross-cultural studies, and there is general agreement that sociocultu-
ral forces play a strong role.63 Modern studies emphasize modern women’s
greater degree of social integration to account for both their reluctance to
openly aggress and their reliance on indirect means, while early modern his-
torians discuss the importance of women’s social space as the arena in which
witch-related activities took place.64 However, it is becoming clearer that the
either-or division between sociocultural influences and biology, nature and
nurture, is an oversimplification; sociocultural and biological factors inter-
act in complex ways to influence human behavior, including gendered
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behavior.65 And while they sometimes exist in tension or conflict, sociocul-
tural structures “commonly” reinforce or exaggerate biological differences.66

This seems to be the case in regard to the aggressive behaviors, for while
women tend to utilize indirect and covert aggression in part because they
have internalized sociocultural images of appropriate female behavior, they
also do this because of a conscious or unconscious recognition that they are
at a disadvantage physiologically in confrontations with men, because men
on average are larger and heavier and have more muscle-mass in their upper
bodies.67 On the one hand, this difference in biology to some degree under-
lies the difference in sociocultural images, for males have specialized in
hunting and physical combat since Paleolithic times, and have augmented
this basic biological difference with individual training in fighting, the use
of increasingly complex and lethal weapons, and an expanding scale of
group cooperation, further magnifying the differential physical coercive
power of men and women.68 It seems significant that in many simple soci-
eties men and women are thought to have similar, if not always the same,
propensities to use magical powers, while in Western civilization, domi-
nated by male violence, male government, and male religion, females have
come to be seen as particularly likely to rely on occult forms of power. On
the other hand, the difference in biology is itself in part a product of social
forces, for it was the existence of effective social groups that enabled human
beings to evolve specialized physiologies to this degree.69

The role of gross anatomical differences between women and men in
predisposing them to certain modes of aggression, both directly, through
conscious or unconscious calculation of optimum conflict strategies, and
indirectly, through sociocultural expectations and restrictions, would seem
relatively unproblematic. Other, subtler, biological differences are more con-
troversial, but also seem to play a role. The best-known gender difference in
behavior directly linked to physiological differences is the effect of male sex
hormones (androgens) in stimulating aggression in men.70 While recent
research has challenged the simplistic notion that surges of testosterone
cause uncontrollable fits of aggression in males, it is well established that
prenatal exposure to androgens produced in response to the presence of the
Y chromosome causes the hypothalamus to develop differently in males
than females.71 Because of these differences, testosterone affects males’
brains differently than females’ brains, and while some researchers argue
that it simply makes men capable of violence rather than compelling them
to it, in either case this difference does appear to be a biological contributor
to the differential levels of direct aggression observed across cultures.72 The
absolute levels of violence manifested by both sexes vary widely from one
culture to the next, but the relatively greater readiness of males to resort to
overt violence appears to be a constant, and appears to be attributable to this
genetic and hormonal difference as well as to gross anatomical differences
and differences in social roles and acculturation.73
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While the different prenatal development of females makes them less
responsive to the influence of androgens, it would be a mistake to conclude
that their behavior is simply a reflection of their lack of something males
have. In the first place, the presence of estrogen has been shown to promote
composure, even in men, so women’s greater restraint also reflects their pos-
session of something men lack (or at least have far less of).74 Furthermore,
the evidence suggests that the forms of aggression women do tend to favor
are positive adaptations that maximize their natural strengths. Specifically,
across cultures women have been shown to be on average more emotionally
responsive, more socially attuned, and more verbally gifted than men.75

While socialization undoubtedly accounts for much of that difference, both
because girls are encouraged to foster these skills in order to take on their
role as nurturers and because subordinate groups in society generally culti-
vate a greater awareness of the nuances of behavior and expression than
dominant groups, the evidence suggests that the tendency has biological
roots as well.76 One study, for example, has shown newborn girls to be more
responsive to sounds of other peoples’ distress than newborn boys, while
another has shown that at four months girls are already better at recogniz-
ing faces than boys.77 Furthermore, women appear to be biologically
equipped to hear better, see better in the dark, have better visual memories,
differentiate tastes better, and smell more acutely than men.78 Women’s
brains are structurally different from men’s: they are 15 percent smaller
(even accounting for differences in body size), with proportionately the
same number of neurons, but more tightly packed.79 There is some evidence
that the corpus callosum, the nerve bundle that connects the right and left
hemispheres, is bigger in women than men, and it has been suggested that
this enables women to integrate the cognitive activities of the two hemi-
spheres more quickly than men.80 More solidly established is the fact that
women process emotion in more regions of the brain than men; both hemi-
spheres of women’s brains recognize the emotional content of visual mes-
sages, whereas only the right hemisphere of men’s brains do.81 As a
consequence, some of women’s emotional processing is located in the same
hemisphere as the areas responsible for verbal activity, which suggests a rea-
son why women may express emotions more readily than men, in whom
emotional processing and verbal activity occur in different halves of the
brain.82 Furthermore, women’s verbal dexterity may be further enhanced by
the fact that their language centers are consolidated in one region of the
brain, while men’s are scattered.83 Finally, there is some evidence that estro-
gen plays a role in the full development of verbal fluency, memory, and the
recognition of emotion in faces.84 Indirect aggression (the infliction of harm
through the manipulation of third parties) and the infliction of harm
through verbal or gestural emotional signaling are thus conflict strategies
that exploit abilities that women tend to be good at while, like covert
violence, they avoid contests women tend to be less well equipped for.85
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None of these physiological attributes impels women to behaviors associ-
ated with witchcraft, of course; what the cross-cultural and biological
evidence suggests is not that some or all women have some innate drive to
act like witches, but instead that they have innate as well as learned charac-
teristics that make them more likely than men to adopt conflict strategies in
violent cultures or moments of anger that are characterized as maleficium.86

Women in early modern Württemberg, like women throughout early mod-
ern Europe, lived in a society permeated by violence, and the cross-cultural
and biological evidence suggests that it is no wonder that some of them
acted in ways that made them seem like witches to their neighbors. Most
women, like most men, lived either nonviolently or within socially accept-
able bounds of aggressiveness, but some early modern women, like some
early modern men, aggressed beyond acceptable limits. The difference was,
the men tended to aggress with fists or knives, while the women tended to
aggress with poisons, rituals, or raw expressions of anger.87 In so doing, they
were manifesting both their culture’s expectations and their own
psychophysical endowments.88

Of course, not every woman accused of witchcraft had engaged in prac-
tices or manifested behaviors associated with maleficium. The great majority
of people caught up in mass panics, in particular, were implicated through
tortured testimony of suspects who were prompted to provide the names of
their supposed accomplices. The first few people accused in these trials were
often stereotypical suspects, some of whom may have engaged in maleficium,
but they were rapidly outnumbered by people named simply to produce the
required list. In southwest Germany as a whole, larger trials involving six or
more suspects constituted about 15 percent of all trials between 1300 and
1700 while accounting for about 70 percent of both known suspects and
known executions.89 In the duchy of Württemberg, such trials amounted to
about 10 percent of the prosecutions, but contributed only about 40 percent
of the suspects, and 50 percent of known deaths. The sample of cases stud-
ied intensively from the duchy deliberately excluded mass panics in order to
focus on trials in which actual practices and behaviors were most likely to
be revealed, so it is representative of about half the suspects (the 40 percent
in the small trials themselves plus the stereotypical suspects typically caught
up in the beginnings of mass panics), and we have seen a number of cases
in which maleficium was alleged but the magistrate’s investigation either cast
doubt that anything had happened at all or suggested that the injury was
not the result of ill will.90 For example, Rolf Kellern’s accusation that
Catharina Freyberger sold him poisoned cheese dissolved in the face of her
apparently genuine surprise, her generally good reputation, and the fact that
another man said he ate some of the same cheese without ill effect. Johanna
Fehlen’s illness at her wedding seems to have resulted from the white pow-
der Barbara Schmied put into her wine, but both she and the magistrates
were satisfied both that it was a benign rather than malign substance and
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that putting it there had been a friendly rather than hostile gesture.
Similarly, Anna Gebhard’s bawdy joking with Konrad Streich at his wedding
seems to have been a significant factor in his subsequent impotence, but
despite the woman’s reputation for witchcraft her actions were not deemed
hostile, and she was acquitted.

Nevertheless, other allegations of maleficium appear to have been better
founded. Of the 44 suspects in the 27 cases, there was significant evidence
that about 11, or 25 percent, consciously engaged in practices or uncon-
sciously manifested hostile behaviors associated with maleficium.
Specifically, Magdelena Horn confessed to injuring animals and hitting a
child, and Maria Schneider was caught in a lie when she denied giving her
stepgrandson soup that made him ill.91 Catharina Ada assaulted and cursed
a number of people, and appears to have poisoned another.92 Anna Maria
Rothin grabbed Barbara Dannenritter which caused her great pain, smeared
something on a woman that caused her to become lame and possibly caused
her death, stroked a woman on the thigh who subsequently became so dis-
traught she hung herself, and hit and lamed the arm of yet another
woman.93 Barbara Gessler gave Anna Maria Schelling an apple shortly before
she died of a poison, and also gave several other people potions from which
they apparently died.94 All five of these examples seem to have involved
deliberate attempts to inflict harm, as did the incident in which Agnes
Langjahr placed eggs in Christian Cammer’s wife’s lap.95

Langjahr also appears to have at least inadvertently caused or contributed
to the death of Andrea Leichten’s daughter by her obtrusiveness and hostil-
ity, the paralysis of another child when she hit him in the face, and was sus-
pected of having harmed several farm animals. Similarly, Agatha Stosser
caused or contributed to Christoph Schweickhlen’s son’s severe pain in his
arm when she grabbed it, and she was suspected of having poisoned a
woman and caused a number of animals to sicken and die when she hit
them or put things in their fodder.96 Magdelena Kochen was accused of caus-
ing several people to become lame and was suspected of having injured sev-
eral animals in retaliation for refusals to help her in various ways.97 Agatha
Sacher made it known that she wanted to harm her rival and attended her
wedding, although it is not clear if she did anything more overt in the other
woman’s presence to precipitate her malady, just as it is unclear if she
intended to lame the old man she worked with the previous year.98 Similarly,
Katharina Masten clearly assaulted Catharina Baitinger because she was
angry that the servant girl had delayed her repayment for her master’s debt,
and Hans Rueff appears to have grabbed Margaretha Stuertzen, but in both
of these cases, while the suspects acted in overtly hostile ways, their actions
appear to have been more spontaneous and the source of any effects beyond
the physical force of their grip or blows was unconscious or unintended.99

These suspects amounted to 25 percent of the accused in the sample of
small trials, which suggests that similar suspects must have made up at most
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about 15 percent of all suspects since the great majority of suspects in mass
trials were implicated as part of the terrible “chain reactions” of accusations
produced by torture and therefore were presumably innocent of any signif-
icant behaviors associated with maleficium.100 While this makes the social
significance of these suspects seem limited, their full importance in the early
modern community is suggested by the fact that this 25 percent of the sam-
pled suspects were charged with 54, or over 70 percent, of the 75 reported
acts of maleficium that started or came to light during trials. Studies of mod-
ern crime have found that a small number of repeat offenders are responsi-
ble for most crimes, and the same pattern appears to have occurred in the
case of early modern maleficium.101

The fact that ten of these eleven suspects who appear likely to have actually
engaged in the practices or exhibited the behaviors associated with maleficium
were women supports the idea that women did tend to utilize them more
than men, but they also shared another significant social characteristic: most
of them were old. Magdelena Horn was described in the documents as “old,”
Agatha Stosser was 73, Maria Schneider was 65, Magdelena Kochen was 55,
Katharina Masten was over 70, Anna Maria Rothin was 80, and Agnes Langjahr
was 50. Catharina Ada had a 15-year-old daughter, so, given the tendency of
women in early modern Württemberg to marry in their early 20s, she was
probably in her late 30s at least, while the fact that Barbara Gessler was
married to her second husband and some of the secondary accusations went
back a decade or more suggests that she, too, was probably at least around 
the same age. Only Hans Rueff and Agatha Sacher were definitely less than 
30 years old.

This age profile is roughly consistent with information about ages of sus-
pects elsewhere in Europe, and the proportion of elderly suspects in the sam-
pled cases definitely constitutes an overrepresentation of older people relative
to their proportion of the overall population.102 Of course, trials often culmi-
nated years and even decades of suspicions, and, indeed, charges against
Magdelena Kochen dated back almost 5 years; those against Agnes Langjahr
about 10; the ones against Agatha Stosser almost 20 years, and those against
Anna Maria Rothin at least 30. However, subtracting these spans from the
suspects’ ages at trial indicates that the suspect incidents began when the
suspects were between 40 and 50 years old.

This age seems particularly significant since it was the time when people
in early modern Europe generally began to be considered old. While old age
clearly and unambiguously ends with death, when it begins is not so clear.
However, while early modern notions ranged from 40 to 65, the earlier end
of that range seems appropriate when considering the relationship of mal-
eficium and older women for several reasons. First of all, it is the time when
women generally went through menopause, the end of reproductive
potency, and a woman’s reproductive potential was more central to her sta-
tus then than it is now. Secondly, because of the rigors of childbirth and
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motherhood, women often appeared old early, and thirdly, it was the time
when people were generally perceived to begin to exhibit “undesirable
changes in personality” that seem related to those associated with maleficium.
One typical early modern commentator observed that “in our old age . . . we
may see . . . sin and lusts . . . which we saw not before.”103 He described the
elderly as “covetous . . . fearful . . . touchy, peevish, angry, and forward . . .
unteachable . . . hard to please . . . full of complaints . . . suspicious . . . and apt
to surmise, suspect, and fear the worst.” Humoral theory linked old age and
melancholy, which made people “easy prey for the Devil.”104 These “distinctly
negative undertones” were even found “in the attitudes of the elderly toward
their own aging,” which often created in them “a continuing anxiety.”105

Similarly, in our culture “emotional liability, lack of stability . . . short-circuit
reactions ... fanaticism and querulous tendencies .. . occur .. . frequently toward
the fiftieth year and during the fifties.”106 Members of both sexes suffer
frequently from depression during these years, and “needs stemming from
insecurity and threat” increase in importance. The attendant “anxiety ... is
especially important as a generator of defensive and handicapping behavior
patterns.”107 Inevitable “differences in what time has taught lead to perennial
clashes ... between youth and age.” Many people begin to show “a lack of
concern about the social situation, a lessened influence of everyday social
controls, and a dominance of self-concern.”108

The basis of the negative personality changes which often develop early
in old age in women have traditionally been linked to the menopause, the
deactivation of the reproductive system. During this transition, which
occurs around age 50 in modern women, but happened about a decade ear-
lier in early modern women, the ovaries cease producing some hormones
and the production of others is reduced.109 Since the body’s functioning
depends on a delicate hormonal balance, “their removal requires consider-
able readjustment.” In particular, the loss of the estrogen–pituitary
gonadotropic hormone balance affects a woman’s “whole physical mecha-
nism on all levels of control.” Most significant from the point of view of
maleficium, perhaps, is the declining levels of estrogen, which, as we have
seen, may be linked to the self-restraint shown by younger women relative
to the levels of aggressiveness of men within the same culture.

Contrary to the old view of menopause as the cause of “morbid irra-
tionality .. . hysteria .. . melancholy and the impulses to drink spirits, steal,
and, purchase, to murder,” though, it is now known that the great majority
of women have at most minor problems during the physiological adjust-
ments, and most of these “are culturally induced.”110 Estrogen replacement
therapy has shown that “the only symptoms . . . uniquely characteristic of
the menopausal period are hot flashes . . . and genital atrophy.”111 However,
“the menopause . . . can and frequently does serve as a stimulus for emotional
distress,” for it “is only one part” of a “transition made during a period of fif-
teen to twenty years” referred to as the climacteric.112 In modern men and
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women “midlife stresses are a result of a combination of personal, family,
social, and biological variables.” In women, the climacteric begins a few
years before the end of menstruation, and in both sexes it tapers off slowly
as adjustments are made not only to the end of reproductive potency, but
also to the start of physical and mental decay, the loss or modification of
social status, and the nearing of inevitable death. This combination of
changes, affecting a person’s self definition at all levels, from the biological
to the metaphysical, causes the intensification of negative personality traits
in modern elderly people discussed previously.

Among elderly modern people the climacteric is a temporary transitional
period followed by a time of greater adjustment and relative calm. Yet the
sampled suspects showed a steady level of suspicion and rate of accusation
from age 50 all the way to, in one case, 80, which amounts to a steadily
greater disproportion as women got older. What this suggests is that it was
not the menopause or even the climacteric per se that were responsible for
the women performing the practices and manifesting the behaviors associ-
ated with maleficium, but instead that it simply intensified preexisting dis-
positions, dispositions that were similar to those of some women who began
manifesting them far earlier in their lives, and which were maintained once
started not because of some hormonal adjustment but because they worked.
The towns and villages of early modern Württemberg and elsewhere in
Europe were, as we have seen, rough-and-tumble places, where power,
status, and resources were often gained and secured only through verbal,
physical, legal, and in some cases magical combativeness. Women operated
at a distinct disadvantage in many ways, and elderly women were particu-
larly disadvantaged. Most elderly women were legal wards and economic
dependents of younger male relatives, living in their household or under
their supervision nearby. If they were independent, it was usually the
precarious independence of the impoverished widow, who depended on the
kindness of neighbors, particularly if she, like Magdelena Kochen, had
dependent children. Relatively well-to-do widows had the mirror-image
problem to the poor ones: they had to defend their property and preroga-
tives from encroachment by younger relatives and neighbors, some of
whom not only resented but contested the power and influence of their
elders, despite cultural admonishments that the old were to rule and the
young were to obey. All of these situations had strong potential to generate
conflicts, and elderly women were particularly likely to react with the “hostile,
vengeful, grasping or aggressive” behaviors associated with maleficium, reac-
tions that could become habitual or even chronic since “events in the
outside world, including social interactions, have lasting effects on . . .
neurobiological processes” so that “negative interactions . . . develop into a
‘vicious circle’” in which hostile encounters and successful belligerence cre-
ate “subtle and widespread changes in monoamine transmitter systems”
amounting to a “progressive reconfiguration of . . . critical sensory-filtering
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and mood-setting pathways” in ways that entrench angry feelings and
aggressive reactions.113 Women at any age could resort to the practices or
exhibit the behaviors associated with maleficium, but elderly women were
particularly likely to do so because both their psychophysical predisposition
and the sociocultural pressures on them compounded the psychophysical
attributes that characterized and the sociocultural challenges that faced
women of all ages at the time.

Hard times and hard hearts

Significantly, the circumstances contributing to the kind of interpersonal
conflicts that formed the context of maleficium intensified at the very time
when concern about, and prosecutions for, witchcraft rose dramatically. By
the late sixteenth century, the beginning of the period of intense witch pros-
ecutions, Württemberg was seriously overpopulated, with a rate of increase
of 6–7 per thousand per year until 1598, and 5.5 per thousand per year from
then until the 1630s, when its population reached about 450,000.114 By the
eve of the Thirty Years’ War, the duchy’s economy could not provide work
for about 15 percent of the workforce, even with the import-export sector
that had enabled the population to grow beyond its base subsistence capac-
ity, and the problem of providing for destitute paupers and beggars,
vagrants, and tramps had become completely unmanageable.115 The effects
of the economic underperformance were felt much more widely than the
problem of the destitute, though; it took the form more of a widespread
underemployment and a growing indebtedness that affected smallholders,
cotters, and laborers as well as the indigent. While all were affected, farm
hands and boarders were the hardest hit, for they enjoyed no communal
rights and could be evicted at the discretion of the head of the household
they resided in. Before the Thirty Years’ War “these rural poor posed . . . the
greatest social problem.”116 When they could not find work, “they either
had to be charitably taken in indefinitely by one household, or passed
around the community from farm to farm.” Even as the smallholders and
cotters struggled with the substantial farmers for established rights in the
village commune, they made common cause with them against this swelling
underclass.117

As the ranks of the destitute grew they strained both the resources and the
generosity of the productive community. The small number of almshouses,
known as Spitalen, that had been created during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries proved totally inadequate, and their numbers were not increased
until the eighteenth century. Cloister districts, which provided generous
alms to their poorer inhabitants, were swamped by impoverished immi-
grants.118 Ordinary towns and villages had always had a certain number of
poor residents, and had established procedures for soliciting alms from the
prosperous commoners for their support.119 During the second half of the
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sixteenth century their charity came to be strained to the limit. In 1562, the
nearby Imperial City of Ulm began refusing relief to new residents who had
not lived there for at least five years.120 Around the same time it proposed to
the Swabian League that member states “forbid that beggars be given
money, in order to discourage young people from becoming idlers.”121 The
League did not adopt this draconian policy, but member states did routinely
confine vagrants to workhouses to discourage them. The League organized
a force to police the countryside, to which Württemberg contributed begin-
ning in 1585, but “despite the . . . police patrols, the League never got
control of this problem.” Nor could individual communities solve the prob-
lem posed by resident paupers. The proportion of the population in dire
straits rose steadily as the population increased, until almost a quarter of the
duchy’s inhabitants lived at or below the margin of subsistence, and those
above them had to scramble ever harder to secure property, positions, and
patronage.122

We have seen that the sampled cases provide graphic examples of the
kinds of problems these general trends caused, like the widow Magdelena
Kochen, who had conflicts with her neighbors over their reluctance to help
support her, and Katharina Masten, who fought the servant girl Catharina
Baitinger when she came to collect a debt from the girl’s master.123 However,
we have seen that most conflicts took place between people of roughly equal
station, and many were not directly over material goods. The period from
1550 to 1650 has been called the “Iron Century” not just because of the
economic crisis that took place during that period, but because of the
cumulative effects of overpopulation, depression, confessional conflict,
political struggles, and open warfare on the overall quality of life.124 Just as
the 15 percent deficit in Württemberg’s productive capacity was manifested
as a much wider underemployment and an even broader competition for
limited resources, the economic crisis created a cultural climate of competi-
tion, suspicion, lack of charity, struggle, and hatred.125 Confessional
conflicts and political struggles and the wars that grew out of them con-
tributed as well, with the net result that this period was particularly hard, a
time of hard hearts, hard words, hard feelings, hard bargaining, and, when
it came to it, hard fighting.

The Thirty Years’ War climaxed the period, both in that the problems
reached their maximum intensity and the foundations for better times were
put in place. At first it intensified the preexisting difficulties, fueling infla-
tion, disrupting trade, and pushing up the burden of taxes.126 In Württemberg
the war brought unprecedented suffering and destruction after the Battle of
Nordlingen, when Catholic soldiers were let loose in the duchy to rape, pil-
lage, and kill in retribution for its support of the Protestant cause.127

Moreover, the marauding soldiers brought plagues and famines in their
wake that further devastated the population. Estimates vary, but at least half
the duchy’s people died from the violence, disease, and hunger, or fled.128
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The murderous occupation threw society into upheaval as farmers left the
land, artisans lost their tools, and the vintners’ vines fueled the soldiers’
watch fires. The disorders continued until the end of the 1630s, when “one-
third of arable land” lay “uncultivated and overgrown,” and, according to
one estimate, the population reached its nadir at 100,000, less than a quar-
ter of what it had been on the eve of war.129

The number bounced back to about 225,000 by 1652, undoubtedly because
many refugees returned as conditions improved, and the duchy adopted a
deliberate policy of encouraging immigration. In a perverse way, the very
brutality of the events laid the foundations for later improvement, but the
progress was very uneven. Murder, disease, and flight left the duchy’s popula-
tion at only about 50 percent of its prewar total at the end of the war, a level
that the economy was better able to sustain with the resources available in the
seventeenth century; but in the decades after the war, agricultural depression,
periodic wars, and endemic poverty meant that widespread misery continued
to be a problem beneath the ancien regime’s glittering facade.130 Social and
economic conflicts continued, and the interpersonal interactions that under-
lay the concept of maleficium remained in play. The great majority of
Württembergers continued to believe in malefic witchcraft and were ready to
denounce their neighbors when they felt that they had been injured by them,
so the per capita number of witch accusations actually peaked during the
1660s. However, despite the difficulties, the favorable ratio of people to
resources meant that desperation was not as widespread or intense, and when
the provincial elite began to back away from prosecuting witchcraft for rea-
sons we shall see in Chapter 8, the pace of prosecutions declined steeply as
the century came to an end. By the time population growth began to chal-
lenge the duchy’s productive capacity again in the eighteenth century, both
magical aggression and the fear of it would, as we shall see, play a very limited
part in peoples’ response.

One of the occupational hazards of studying witchcraft is that it can lead
to an overestimation of the role of witchcraft fears and the witch persecu-
tions in early modern society and culture. While some places were over-
whelmed by mass panics that consigned scores of people to the pyre within
a matter of months, and others experienced a steady stream of denuncia-
tions and trials over the course of years, or even decades, for most Europeans
witchcraft was a secondary issue: one or a few surly neighbors might be sus-
pected of perpetrating harm through occult means, but their unpleasantness
was taken in stride, avoided or appeased for the most part, and endured or
cured when inescapable. Witch trials mostly happened sporadically or in
small wavelets, with years or even decades between them in any particular
locale, and some regions saw few or even no trials at all. It is therefore ironic
that the role of maleficium, the actual infliction of harm through conscious
practices and unconscious behaviors associated with witchcraft, remains sig-
nificantly underestimated in accounts and analyses of witchcraft fears and
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the witchcraft persecutions. While historians have come to routinely
acknowledge that some suspects did engage in various practices associated
with it, they just as routinely dismiss these as secondary to the belief in and
fear of witchcraft, the primary phenomena which they regard as a cognitive
malfunction requiring explanation in terms of some combination of errant
social, cultural, and psychological processes. However, we have seen in this
chapter and the one before that maleficium involved a range of practices and
behaviors that not only were really engaged in by some people, but also
could have real consequences for the people who were their targets. As with
every crime, of course, not every allegation was valid, but the belief that
maleficium might be perpetrated and fear that it might cause harm were not
irrational. Nor was the conviction that certain people consciously or uncon-
sciously engaged in these behaviors and practices occasionally or even habit-
ually, or the understanding that they were most likely to be manifested by
women, and particularly elderly women. Instead, belief in and fear of
witches and witchcraft were rooted in the fact that malefic behaviors and
practices constituted a set of actions and activities that enabled some
people, mostly women, and most frequently elderly women, to exert power
in their communities, to defend or assert a claim to material and social
resources coveted or controlled by others. Similarly, while the mass panics
and judicial abuses of “the burning time” require the kind of social, cultural,
and psychological explanations that historical accounts have traditionally
focused on, the surge of trials in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
century itself does not. Witchcraft trials became more frequent in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries because the conditions leading to
the interpersonal conflicts that precipitated the malefic behaviors and
inspired the malefic practices associated with witchcraft became more com-
mon at the time.

Of course, as has long been known, the fundamental reason why the trials
spun out of control, why commoners’ conviction that certain of their neigh-
bors had harmed them through occult means led to wanton torture and
wholesale slaughter, had to do with the connection that was posited between
maleficium and diabolism, the fear that individuals’ inclination and ability to
inflict harm through magical means was symptomatic of membership in a
widespread antisocial conspiracy. As long as maleficium was regarded as
illusory, that connection could be explained relatively easily, as one
unfounded set of beliefs connected more or less arbitrarily to another.
However, if maleficium was not illusory, as we have seen here, then its con-
nection to diabolism becomes more problematic. Who was this Devil, and
what, if anything, did he have to do with the ability to cause harm magically
in reality? It is to this question that we will turn in the following chapters.
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Part II The Realities of Diabolism

Introduction

To a very considerable extent, early modern commoners’ fear of witchcraft
reflected their real vulnerability to their neighbors’ hostility. Angry people
in villages and towns could and did resort to occult means to harm their
enemies, and thereby could inflict real damage through both physical and
psychological mechanisms. People who feared that they might be the
objects of such an attack could and did resort to a variety of protective and
countermeasures, up to and including recourse to the law. This interplay of
occult attack, defense, and counterattack was typical of agricultural peoples,
including medieval Europeans, but early modern witchcraft was distin-
guished by the fact that such occult attacks, maleficium, were taken to be
signs of diabolism, allegiance to the Devil.1 It conceived of witches not
simply as isolated old women aggressively advancing their interests through
magical attacks, but as Satan’s servants, members of a malevolent under-
ground heretical sect recruited and led by the Devil himself. Unlike fear of
maleficium, which was the main concern of commoners and generally man-
ifested local beliefs and activities, diabolism was the primary concern of the
elite and reflected a cosmopolitan concept contained in and disseminated
by written works.2 These works were composed over the course of several
centuries and in different parts of Europe, so each had its own particular
take on the topic, but by the mid-1500s, when the period of greatest con-
cern about witchcraft began, a fairly standard composite depiction of
diabolic witchcraft had emerged.3 In it, the Devil seduced witches with sex
or money in moments of weakness, magically transported them to a
witches’ Sabbath at which they renounced God, signed a pact with the
Devil, and engaged in various sacrilegious, perverted, and obscene activities;
and finally transported them back home armed with the powers and potions
needed to perpetrate maleficium and return periodically to additional
Sabbaths.4 The three chapters in this section examine each of the three main
elements of this diabolism – contact with the Devil, attendance at Sabbaths,
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and acquisition thereby of the power to perform harmful magic – in relation
to the actual practices and experiences for which there is evidence in the
archives in Württemberg.

Before we begin, two things should probably be noted. First, whereas Part
I focused on investigating the physical reality of many forms of maleficium
that have previously been discounted as purely psychological, in this section
“reality” is understood to include perceived experiences regardless of
whether the source of the perceptions appears to us to have been internal or
external, both because in at least some cases it is clear that the people
involved really did experience the things they described, which means that
the experiences were real even if we think they did not correspond to any
external physical events, and also because even imagined experiences have a
physical dimension in the neurological processes that make them manifest.
Second, it should probably be noted upfront that the evidence does not
vindicate the demonologists’ fear that there was a cohesive, widespread
underground movement of Devil-worshipping witches. However, it also does
not support the idea that this fear was based only on scholastic reasoning
and clerical misogyny, displaced social tensions, or even a compendium of
popular beliefs. Instead, it indicates that not only its details but also its over-
all structure reflected actual experiences and practices as well as thoughts,
beliefs, and stories and were created, sustained, and developed through a
dynamic interaction between learned theories, popular beliefs, and some
peoples’ real activities and perceptual experiences.
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3
The Devil in the Duchy of
Württemberg

In this chapter, we will look at the realities of the first element in the
diabolic stereotype, the idea that the Devil was an active, direct agent in the
world, a palpable spiritual force, or even a distinct physical entity, that
people could perceive and even interact with much like a normal person. We
will start by considering where this idea came from, then look at how it
connected to existing beliefs and practices in the region including
Württemberg, how it evolved in the interaction between learned theories
and popular culture, and finally consider what role it played in the devel-
opment of popular mentalities and collective experiences during the early
modern period.

Origin and diffusion of the diabolic stereotype

The diabolic stereotype originated in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth
centuries in the Alps when inquisitors and magistrates discovered what
they took to be a “new form of sorcery” involving Devil worship and prof-
anation of the Christian sacraments.1 It included ideas from learned tradi-
tions of scandalous allegations against heretics, lepers, and Jews and the
necessity of demonic involvement in magic, but it also included popular
traditions of malefic magic, animal metamorphosis, and magical flight that
combined collective fears and individual experiences.2 In fact, recent schol-
arship has revealed that virtually every feature of the diabolic stereotype
was rooted in such popular traditions. First of all, there is plenty of evidence
that some people did practice malefic magic, and some forms of that magic,
necromancy, involved the deliberate invocation of demons.3 Such sorcery
sometimes involved appropriations or perversions of Christian rituals, and
might include promises of obedience and devotion to the demon’s service.4

Secondly, magical practitioners, like most people, formed networks of mentors,
protégés, and associates, and some forms of magic, like weather magic, were
at least sometimes performed by groups.5 Further, popular traditions involving
magical flight were widespread, and some people actually thought they
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experienced them.6 While most of the people who did so appear to have
been asleep or in a naturally induced trance, some used hallucinogenic
drugs. Some of the people who thought they flew at night thought that they
did so to get to babies that they could kill and eat, while others went to
gatherings including both people and spirits, where they feasted and made
merry.7 At those festivities, there was often a leader spirit to whom the others
paid court, and in at least one case the leader made it clear that she ruled, if
not in opposition to Christ, at least outside the bounds of Christianity.8 In
the same case, the participants reported that they learned magic skills at the
gatherings that they retained for use in their everyday roles as wise women,
and similar cults also involved popular magical practitioners, although any
connection between their participation in the cult and their magical powers
is not made clear.9 The sin of the men who created the diabolic stereotype
was not so much that they made up the practices they reported, but rather
that they interpreted them in the most negative way possible, added in a few
elements from purely literary traditions, and amalgamated them willy-nilly
into a composite that distorted the individual elements as it assimilated
them into an illusory whole.10 Consequently, whenever evidence of one
element was found, the others were assumed, and torture confirmed the sus-
picion with fair reliability, which further solidified the stereotype. There was
thus a kind of “ratchet effect” in which isolated elements that really existed
were added to the composite stereotype as they were discovered in one con-
text and their existence in other contexts later appeared to be confirmed
through tortured testimony.

Even as it solidified, the stereotype diffused, slowly at first, by word of
mouth and manuscript, but then faster, in print, for it came of age in the same
century as the printing press. The revolutionary impact of this invention was
first shown by its decisive role in spreading the Reformation, which also
taught printers that division, debate, scandal, and unbridled invective sell.11

The Protestants thundered against the Catholics and the Catholics thundered
back, with both employing rhetorical weapons ranging from subtle learned
treatises to scurrilous broadsides that drew stark, simplified contrasts based on
exaggeration, distortion, and flagrant lies. They conveyed an image of the
world as the battleground in a monumental confrontation between good and
evil in which the stakes were the salvation of humankind.12 The diabolic
stereotype, with its flattened and diabolized message and its call for violent
countermeasures, fit right in, and perhaps even took up slack in the Holy
Roman Empire when confessional conflict abated after the Peace of Augsburg.13

In any case, the number of German works proliferated in the second half of
the sixteenth century, and their places of publication appear to have shifted
gradually from the south and west to the north and east, bringing the
“shocking news” that the “loathsome Devil” was recruiting a “fanatical army”
of “witches and fiends” who “came together in an assembly” to do their
“horrible deeds and activities (see Table 3.1).14
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Württemberg was fully open to the new intellectual currents. The number
of printing establishments in southwestern Germany increased steadily over
the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, and Württemberg itself had
several before the turn of the century.15 In addition to these local and
regional presses, the duchy lay near numerous German and Swiss cities of
international importance.16 The University of Tübingen, founded in 1477,
became a flourishing intellectual center and, over the course of the sixteenth
century, young upper-class men, particularly members of the urban notabil-
ity, came to routinely spend several years studying there before moving into
posts of public responsibility.17

However, the diabolic stereotype did encounter significant local resistance
from theologians and lawyers who worked in the tradition of the medieval
Canon Episcopi, which asserted that women who thought they flew at night
with the Goddess Diana or Holda were victims of diabolical illusions (the
word “Unhold,” a common term for witches in the region, appears to be con-
nected to this tradition).18 As early as the 1480s, at the same time the
Dominican Heinrich Kramer was writing his notorious contribution to the
diabolical stereotype, the Malleus Maleficarum, and drawing on the same set
of trials that Kramer based his work on, the legal scholar Ulrich Molitor
composed an alternative perspective arguing that the witches’ crimes were
illusory. His point of view was first expressed at Tübingen by Martin
Plantsch in 1505, and the tradition was given its definitive formulation in
the 1520s and 30s when the religious reformer Johann Brenz extended its
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Table 3.1 Geographic distribution of witch publication over time

Direction Place Pre- 1560s 1570s 1580s 1590s 1600s 1610s 1620s 1630s
1560

SW Basel 2
SW Zurich 1
SW Freiburg 1
W Strasburg 1 1
NW Frankfurt 2 1 1 4 1 1

Tübingen 1 1 2 4 1
Stuttgart 1

SE Ulm
SE Lauingen 1
SE Augsburg 1
SE Nürnburg 1 1
NE Hof 1 1
NE Dresden 1
NE Erfurt 1
NE Leipzig 1 2 1

Source: Bever, “Wuerttemberg,” Table 2.1.
Note: Directions are relative to Württemberg.
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logic to say that witches who believed they could cause storms and other
misfortunes were also deluded by the Devil. Brenz advanced the argument
with telling effect in a debate with Johann Spreter, who took the hard-line
position of the Malleus Maleficarum, forcing Spreter to concede the point,
and the Episcopi tradition remained “dominant and unmodified” at
Tübingen “until the start of the Thirty Years’ War.”19

Nevertheless, while the Episcopi tradition won the intellectual battle, the
Malleus tradition won the cultural war. The Canon Episcopi, after all, asserted
that the Devil caused the illusion of flight, and Brenz argued that the Devil
deluded weather magicians by letting them know when a storm was coming
so that they would do their rituals and then think they had caused it.20

The provincial “moderates” thus accepted that the Devil is an active agent in
the world, that some people did practice magic, and most conceded that
anyone who truly worshipped the Devil deserved to die. Their theoretical
distinctions came to mean less and less as cautious tomes and sensationalist
pamphlets alike depicted society as rife with malevolent women who
worshipped the Devil and practiced harmful magic. They reported on witch
hunts in which dozens of suspects were implicated and executed, and so
great did the Devil’s legions seem that one pamphleteer observed, “if one
wanted to burn all such malevolent women, one would not have enough
wood and fire.”21

Awareness of and concern about the Devil’s conspiracy diffused into soci-
ety in the second half of the century through a variety of channels that both
drew from and contributed to the printed discourse. In 1546, for example,
Duke Ulrich instructed preachers in the duchy to denounce magical prac-
tices in their sermons, and the Provincial Law Code of 1567 obliged them to
warn their parishioners of the Devil’s activity in their midst.22 Many preach-
ers read verbatim from written texts in their sermons, and drew heavily on
the stories and moralizing of the witch literature.23 The court preachers
Matthew Alber and Wilhelm Bidembadr, in turn, published their own
sermons, feeding back from the oral into the printed discourse.24 Other, less
formal, channels also spread word of the Devil’s conspiracy: letters; travel-
ers’ eyewitness accounts of trials; and stories transmitted across the coun-
tryside during work breaks and business socializing, over dinner tables in
towns and taverns, and during the evening discussion and storytelling
sessions that spread news and ideas from household to household in the
countryside. Even the counter-magical activities of cunning folk, healers
and diviners who themselves stood accused by many demonologists of con-
gress with demons and thus at least an implicit pact with the Satan, con-
tributed to the general raising of concern about witchcraft and hence
awareness of the Devil’s alleged role in it, although they, not surprisingly,
tended to focus on the malefic aspects of witchcraft, which were in any case
their clients’ chief concern.25 Some of the letters, like some sermons, were pub-
lished and distributed, and some trial documents recorded the involvement of
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cunning folk, but most of these forms of communication left few traces and
their influence can only be surmised.26 Nevertheless, by the end of the
sixteenth century it is clear that the idea that some people had given them-
selves over to the Devil in order to enjoy illicit pleasures and inflict occult
harms was firmly embedded in elite culture in Württemberg and was exert-
ing a growing influence on popular culture as well.

Popular culture in Württemberg, like popular culture in many parts of
Europe, was particularly open to the idea that the Devil was recruiting adher-
ents to an anti-Christian sect because it came at a time of growing concern
about the Devil’s involvement in human affairs in general. The Devil had been
around for a long time, of course, with precursors in the malign or chaotic
spirits of animist religions and an ancestor in the god of evil in Zoroastrianism,
and he had served as God’s chief antagonist in the Judeo-Christian tradition
since biblical times.27 He was blamed for everything from storms and disease
to tempting Eve to eat the apple.28 Conceptions of him varied from enduring
traditions in folklore that depicted him as a semicomic trickster or mundane
demon who could be duped and bested to elite notions that he was a spiritual
analogue to a feudal high lord, ruling over a hierarchy of subordinate malign
spirits and sinful humans.29 In the early Middle Ages he was often understood
to be a “non-anthropomorphic power of destruction,” and was relatively
seldom perceived in person except by hermits and monks, to whom he
appeared as a hideous monster.30 In the High Middle Ages his direct role in
human affairs seemed to increase, as some clerics came to “recognize the
Devil’s hand” in every misfortune, and he also took on a stronger and
stronger anthropomorphic physical character. He could appear in a wide
variety of animal forms, but his most characteristic presentation was a
semi-human body with shaggy hair, cloven feet, and horns.31 His increased
involvement in human affairs and physical characteristics were conveyed
through mystery plays and works of literature and art, and by the later
Middle Ages his palpable presence and powerful role in the world were
widely recognized.32

In the early sixteenth century, the Devil got a particular boost from Martin
Luther, who experienced him as “a real, living power, a concrete personal-
ity” who, “in an increasingly personalized form . . . persecuted” Luther as he
got older.33 Luther himself did not emphasize the Devil’s role in his theol-
ogy as much as his personal obsession might have suggested, but he influ-
enced other Protestant writers who did.34 As the first round of confessional
conflict died down in the middle of the sixteenth century, they began to
produce a series of “Devil books” that proliferated rapidly.35 The books grew
out of a tradition that assigned each human sin or vice, from pride to forni-
cation to suicide, its own devil, so each book concentrated on a specific
human failing, which made them the perfect product for the rapidly
expanding book market.36 The first “Devil book” appeared in 1552 and
seven first editions and 17 reprints were published before the end of the
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decade.37 The next decade saw 14 new editions and 70 reprints totaling
100,000 volumes, while the two following saw many more new editions and
a total of 100,000 additional books. In all, over a quarter million copies were
printed, a figure that was “strikingly significant for the period.”38 They made
a major contribution to the “demonization of the world,” the growing con-
viction in the German, and indeed European elite, that life was a dramatic
struggle “of good with evil, of angelic with diabolical.”39

The Devil books did not simply describe human failings and demonstrate
their relationship to the demonic, but exhorted their readers to rise to a
higher moral level.40 They, along with the works on witchcraft, were part of
an even larger body of literature that aimed to improve moral standards,
which was itself just one front in a broad campaign by religious reformers –
including Johann Brenz, the reformer of Württemberg – to improve the
standards of human conduct.41 “Probably the most sustained attempt there
has ever been by clerics to standardize ordinary peoples’ cultural habits,”
this was an internal missionary mission in two senses: it was internal to the
Christian commonwealth, aimed at people who were already Christian, and
it aimed not just at their outward behavior, but at their internal lives.42 The
sixteenth century reformers did not initiate this impulse in Christianity, of
course, for the religion had been concerned with faith and sin since its
inception, and the introduction of penance in the twelfth century had
manifested a new focus on intention in the High Middle Ages.43 The late
Middle Ages saw a blossoming of lay piety and mysticism, and in the
fifteenth century “the single most important method of authorizing and
conditioning . . . belief and behavior” was introduced: the catechism.44

Consisting of simple statements about the faith designed to be repeated and
memorized, the catechisms were first intended as moral guides for priests to
use to help parishioners prepare for confession, but the printing press made
it possible for them to be disseminated to the laity. By 1600, a “prodigious
number were in circulation in Germany, and most school ordinances made
catechism the only form of instruction.”45 Lutheran leaders called for
parishioners of all ages to go to catechism classes three times a week, and
while this proved to be somewhat ambitious – in Württemberg only
children actually attended regularly, and teenagers attended sporadically –
in the long run generations influenced by this instruction began to come of
age.46 The catechisms did not focus on the Devil, but he had his place in
them, which directly impressed on people his role in their inner lives.47

Furthermore, by fostering an awareness of moral issues in an environment
pervaded by concern about diabolic influences they contributed indirectly
to heightened awareness of his baleful influence on humanity as well.

Of course, reformers had other means of communication through which
to work, and these increased awareness of the Devil too. Sermons, as
we have seen, were used in Lutheran areas like Württemberg to disseminate
the diabolic witch stereotype, and many preachers featured the Devil in a
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wide range of other contexts. Moreover, confession had long imposed an
“analysis of behavior” and “moral being,” and it became far more intrusive
in the sixteenth century.48 Lutherans were expected to attend church
frequently – several times a week in theory, and weekly at least – and to take
communion regularly, and pastors kept track of their parishioners’ perform-
ance of these obligations. In order to take communion, though, parishioners
had to apply the day before, and confess publicly, which both upped the costs
of transgression in this honor-conscious society and made it more difficult to
avoid owning up to misconduct that others might know about.49 Failure to
attend, while not uncommon, brought the shirker into conflict with the civil
as well as religious authorities, and on the whole attendance at the basic
Sunday morning service tended to be good, in Württemberg at least.

The result of these various forms of enculturation was, over the course of
the late sixteenth century, to establish the Devil as an active and immediate
presence in the world for commoners as well as the elite. The old folk tradi-
tions of the Devil as a somewhat hapless trickster remained, but it was par-
alleled, and for a time overshadowed, by the more ominous role of the Devil
as the instigator of evil, ever lurking in the shadows, waiting for the oppor-
tunity to lead the weak or unwary astray.50 The success of the Devil books in
the retail market was one sign of this development; the frequency with
which people used his name in aphorisms, insults, and curses was another;
and the rise of demonic possession cases at the time was yet another.51

However, they are not all signs of exactly the same thing. The success of the
Devil books and the use of his name in common discourse shows that many
people accepted the idea of the Devil as an influence on their lives, but the
rise of demonic possession cases indicates that some people had internalized
this idea to the point that it was no longer simply an idea, or a way of talk-
ing, but had become an active part of their psyches.

The Devil made me do it

One of the earliest cases in Württemberg, which took place in 1565, only a
decade after the publication of “Devil books” began and at the tail end of the
first small wave of witch trials in the Duchy, gives insight into the process by
which this transition took place.52 It involved Magdelena Horn, who, as we
have seen in Chapter 1, confessed to having killed a child and injured several
farm animals, and she also said that she had tried to poison one of her
husbands, although that could not be confirmed.53 In their first letter to the
ducal High Council, on May 3, the magistrates of Cannstatt reported that
Magdelena said the “evil Satan” vexed her “day and night” because “at the
urging of evil she had done so many bad things in her time to people and
animals that she could not describe them all,” and now it was “her over-
whelming regret . . . that she had honored the evil.”54 In their second report,
sent two days later, they reported that Magdelena had elaborated considerably
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on her contact with the Devil during intensive conversations with the
preacher. Satan had “come to her . . . and he was black and wore black clothes,”
and she had often participated in the dances on the Feuerbach meadow . . . at
times with her daughter . . . and others, whom she could not or would not
name.”55 The preacher’s attempts to lead her back to God, they reported, were
“without effect,” but his attempts to “bring the truth to light” had apparently
influenced her conception of the Devil. The first letter describes Magdelena
talking of him as a source of temptation and distress, a disembodied presence,
not a physically defined being. The second letter recounts how after her
lengthy conversations with the preacher, she talked of the Devil as a human-
like being, giving stock details of his appearance and clothes, and adding a
story about attending witch dances.

Clearly, prompted the preacher, Magdelena had added elements drawn
from folklore and the diabolic stereotype.56 Her motivation is easy to guess:
she was a widowed old woman in the poor house, and suddenly she was the
center of the local notables’ attention. What she was actually thinking is
harder to imagine. It is quite possible that she was self-consciously lying, of
course, deliberately making up a story to satisfy her audience; for, like a
modern person who claims to have experienced Satanic ritual abuse or alien
abduction, her story catapulted her “to a special social status” that brought
“a certain degree of comfort and a sense of belonging and identity,” but
required that she “please the authority figure” with a satisfactory narrative.57

Narratives are performative social transactions in which the narrator of even
an ostensibly factual account can be led to embellish the story to fulfill the
expectations of the audience, and at least one donna di fiora in Italy con-
fessed “that sometimes to please her listeners she had told them things that
she had neither seen nor had any knowledge of.”58 However, it is also quite
possible that in the process of constructing her narrative for the preacher,
Magdelena, again like some modern people in therapy, was constructing
memories for herself; for, the neurophysiological process of remembering
appears to involve a more active process of reconstruction than traditional
notions of memory suggested. We do not have some sort of “memory-bank”
in our brains where we store entire memories as units; instead, it seems that
what we “remember” is how to (re)assemble a neurological configuration
(or, more accurately, trigger a series of neurological events) that will recreate –
reconstruct – the experience or information.59 This is a “fallible, quirky”
process at best, particularly in old people, and “when memory is absent or
impoverished, people fill in the gaps with imaginative constructions . . .
based on what could have plausibly occurred.”60 The sort of intense coun-
seling situation that Magdelena was in can be a particularly fertile environ-
ment for the creation of “imaginative constructions,” with “what could
have plausibly occurred . . . suggested by” cultural “stereotypes, schemas, and
scripts.”61 Such “social scripts” thereby come to “serve as powerful organiz-
ers of memory.”
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While we can’t know how Magdelena understood the embellishments she
added to her story, she does seem to have accepted the basic premise that
her past bad behavior was prompted by an evil spirit, the Devil, and that he
was the cause of her current distress. Similarly, another of the sampled cases,
one from the town of Besigheim during the next century, shows how
strongly internalized the intimate connection between sin and the Devil
became, in some peoples’ minds at least. It began in 1678, when 74-year-old
Dorothea Richter, “crying hard,” announced from her sickbed that “the Devil
used her sins,” and now “tormented her so much she could not bear it any
longer.”62 Specifically, she claimed to have committed adultery on numer-
ous occasions over the years, and named as partners a number of local men,
including a Bürgermeister. She also claimed to have sacrificed a bastard she
had borne long before to the Devil by plucking out its eyes and tongue, and
that she had a Devil’s mark as well. She said that “she wanted to stab her-
self, if one would only give her a knife,” and “that she did not deserve a
Christian burial, but rather ‘belonged’” in a dishonorable gravesite “under
the gallows.”63

Nor surprisingly, Dorothea’s claims made quite a stir in town, and there
was considerable resistance to them. The magistrates pointed out that the
Bürgermeister she had implicated was in such good standing that he had
recently served on the judicial council, she had “never been the least sus-
pected of witchcraft,” and her condition was referred to as “ill- and weak-
mindedness.”64 Witnesses pointed out that she had denounced another
woman for witchcraft but the charge didn’t hold up, and said that she had
recently declared “that she wanted to shame the town.”65 However,
Dorothea had once done penance for adultery with a servant, and a letter
from the village of Winterbach, where she had lived before moving to
Besigheim 28 years before, said that she had committed prostitution with
soldiers who occupied the area during the Thirty Years’ War, and that she
had borne a bastard who died. It denied that she had mutilated the child,
though, saying “rather it . . . had given itself a stab in the neck, from which
it died.”66 Similarly, when confronted by the men, Dorothea repeated her
accusations firmly, and only faltered when talking about signing a pact with
Satan in blood and other diabolic activities, at which point “she cast her
eyes down, [and] either gave muted answers or said didn’t know any-
more.”67 The men “appeared to be somewhat warm,” and “argued only her
infamy against her, and that she wanted to make herself respectable.”
Another woman “contradicted them firmly,” however, and testimony that
the Bürgermeister had been seen leaving Dorothea’s house at four o’clock in
the morning convinced the government that her charges were credible.

Dorothea died a few days later, swearing on her deathbed that her claims
were true, and the controversy shifted to the question of her burial. Since
she had renounced the Devil, repented her sins, and begged for forgiveness
on her deathbed, the government decided that she should be buried at
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night, a mild form of dishonor.68 The populace, however, demanded that “as
a reputed and known witch” she should be burned, or at least buried out-
side the graveyard, which were much stronger symbols of disgrace that
removed the body from the community of the faithful and, in the case of
burning, insured that the soul would not remain in the vicinity.69 They
argued that “places where such people were buried in God’s acre, were hit
with hailstorms for many years in a row,” and claimed that “some days
before a shepherd saw a fiery ball fall from heaven, which is already a bad
omen.” Some people threatened to give up their citizenship, and on the
night Dorothea was to be buried about 30 men armed with guns and clubs
gathered and threatened to prevent it. The minister was able to calm them
down and she was buried as planned, but when he preached a sermon on
fornication and witchcraft that defended the government’s decision, the
controversy intensified and in the end he was forced out.70

The evidence from Winterbach suggests that Dorothea did not mutilate
her bastard in some sort of diabolic ritual as she had claimed, and her eva-
siveness about other elements of diabolism she had mentioned suggests that
she had neither done nor even constructed compelling memories of them.
However, the Devil clearly played an important role in her understanding of
the transgressions she had committed. She did not voice any guilt about the
wives she had betrayed; nor did she say anything about her relationship to
God or Christ. Instead, she focused on the contribution that her sins made
to the cause of evil, and how this threatened to alienate her from the com-
munity. Her concern for her relationship to the community was traditional;
this was the villagers’ customary moral frame of reference.71 The Devil
served to put her behavior in a new, larger context, to help her see it in
terms of broader issues of morality and the struggle between good and evil.72

David Sabean, in a wider study of early modern consciousness based on
records in Württemberg, has argued that early modern peasants lacked
“what we might call a ‘superego,’” or “conscience . . . as a steering mecha-
nism of behavior.”73 Instead, as both Magdelena Horn and Dorothea
Richter’s stories suggest, it was “retroactive rather than proactive,” “more a
sense of guilt about wrongs done than a mechanism of prior control or
restraint.”74 However, Sabean proposes that by the eighteenth century, con-
science had begun to act as “an active device” undergirded by “fear,” and
the two women’s stories suggest that the Devil played an important role in
this process by providing a rubric within which the moral value of their
actions and its larger implications could be conceptualized. Modern psy-
chologists, and historians who attempt to apply their theories whole cloth,
tend to regard belief in the Devil as a way of pushing off responsibility for
negative thoughts and behaviors, but this is because they are working
within a culture in which thoughts and actions are assumed to be generated
by individuals steeped in Christian/humanist morality.75 Sabean’s theory
and the experiences described in these two cases suggest, on the contrary,
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that early modern belief in the Devil as an immanent presence was a stage
in the development of this culture, a way of getting people to recognize the
nature and significance of their actions beyond the bounds of their local
community.76 The Devil, of course, did not play the role of the superego;
instead, his wicked temptations and the torments they could bring made it
necessary to develop one.

Another sampled case, which took place 15 years earlier in the town of
Schondorf, shows that the Devil was not necessarily just a way of making
sense of a person’s actions in retrospect, but instead could be understood to
be the instigator of bad thoughts and behavior at the time they happened.
It began when Johann Philip Bebion, a citizen and cobbler in the village of
Endersbach, complained to the town government that his wife “generally
acknowledges she is driven by the evil enemy.77 She had long been melan-
choly in character and had occasionally spoken of suicide, but recently she
had become much worse. Satan urged her to “strangle her husband and
child in their sleep,” and stimulated “such wanton and weak thoughts” that
she had slept with her husband’s apprentice. She rejected God’s word, and
claimed that the Devil had sex with her every night. She said that it all
seemed like a dream when she did these things. The magistrates noted in
their report that “it really seems at times as if she is filled with” the Devil,
and “thus it is indeed possible . . . Satan . . . practices his damned wickedness
through her.” Fortunately for the woman, though, by 1663 the ducal
government was readier to see her as melancholic than demonic, and so
they instructed that she be committed to an almshouse that took care of the
aged and infirm.

For Frau Bebion, the Devil was clearly more than a way of understanding
past transgressions; he was an ongoing influence in her mental life, a source
of current motivations. Again, a modern psychologist would be inclined to
see the ascription of motivation to him as a way of shifting responsibility
from the self, but this assumes that a unified, autonomous self is the default
way by which humans understand their minds and the moral responsibility
for their contents and their consequences. Starting with Clifford Geertz’s
observation that “the Western conception of the person as a bounded,
unique, more or less integrated motivational and cognitive universe . . . is,
however incorrigible it may seem to us, a rather peculiar idea within the
context of the world’s cultures,” Sabean argues that this conception is
not really “Western,” but historically and socially contingent, for in the
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century peasantry, “there was as yet no notion of
the person as a single, integrated center of awareness.”78 Sabean (and Geertz)
may exaggerate the degree of fragmentation cultures can define for the
“self,” since the concept is affected by peoples’ primary (immediate and per-
sonal) experience of the world as well as by their secondary (enculturated)
understanding of it, and they may also overestimate the degree of consis-
tency and cohesion that characterizes modern personalities in actuality.
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Nevertheless, the fact is that a great deal of cognitive processing takes place
outside conscious awareness, some of which impinges directly on conscious
experience, yet there is no compelling reason in experience to assume that
these mysterious inputs – sudden fears and irrational compulsions – are
generated by a separate part of the mind that is bound to the conscious part
and isolated from the rest of the world.79 The psychoanalytic tradition, of
course, was founded on the notion of an unconscious mind separate from
yet connected to our conscious experience, and it has remained influential
in the humanities and “soft” social sciences ever since, but through much of
the twentieth century the mainstream of academic psychology rejected the
notion under the influence of behaviorism, and the neurosciences pretty
much ignored it as irrelevant to their interests.80 However, “direct experimen-
tal evidence” in cognitive psychology has demonstrated that not only low-level
homeostatic regulation, but also “cognitive and emotional processes,” and
even “abstract problem-solving processes,” can “guide behavior even when we
are unaware of them.”81

Particularly important for the early modern conceptualization of the Devil
as the source of at least some of these nonconscious inputs is the influence
of evolutionarily older brain centers and vestigial cognitive structures,
which “remain quite powerful and exert almost continual streams of influ-
ence that affect many different aspects of our lives.”82 During the last stages
of physical evolution, the interconnections between the cortex and other,
older brain centers increased significantly, giving the human cortex much
more influence over these organs than in apes or other animals, thereby
reducing the role of instinctive reactions, but it is still a two-way street, with
the cortex strongly influenced by the other centers as well.83 Cognition still
involves a great deal of input from the lower, older centers, as well as from
vestigial structures in the cortex itself. To take one example, the hypothala-
mus is “an exceedingly ancient structure” that “has maintained a somewhat
similar structure throughout phylogeny and apparently over the course of
evolution” that mainly “serves the body . . . by attempting to maintain inter-
nal homeostasis” with little direct contact with the outside world, yet it
“mediates or exerts significant or controlling influences on eating, drinking,
sleeping and the experience of pleasure, rage, and aversion,” generally in
concert with, and moderated by other limbic and cortical structures, but in
some circumstances it can itself “give rise to seemingly complex, higher
order behavioral-emotional reactions.”84 Another example is how “the same
hormonal impulses” that induce the physiological event of ovulation, also
induce “the psychological state of sexual desire,” and while this is obviously
not the only reason for arousal, it is one that arises inexplicably, without rela-
tion to anything that can be perceived by consciousness.85 This is not to
suggest something as simplistic as that Frau Bebion’s behaviors were just
by-products of the activation of the hypothalamus or ovulation, but instead to
illustrate how a myriad of physiological, deep neurological, and nonconscious
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emotional and cognitive processes generate feelings, thoughts, and desires
that can influence behavior without their source being apparent. In fact,
Frau Bebion’s problem may not have been so much that she felt sexual and
violent urges, but that she was unable to either suppress them or indulge
them in a way that would not call attention to herself, as Dorothea Richter
had done with her sexual desire through most of her life and Magdelena
Horn apparently did with her desire to kill her husband.86 This lack of inhi-
bition on Frau Bebion’s part resulted in behaviors generated by impulses and
thoughts her culture identified as the Devil’s promptings, impulses and
thoughts shared by many, or perhaps all, people, but ordinarily kept in
check or denied. Such impulses and thoughts can pose a physical danger to
others and a challenge to social relations, and linking them to the Devil not
only made sense of ones urges in the past, but indicated how they should be
regarded when they appeared.87 If, as Sabean suggests, early modern com-
moners did not have a proactive conscience to act as “a mechanism of prior
control or restraint,” then recognizing bad urges as the Devil’s promptings
at least partially made good the lack. Once again, ironically, the king of bad
was working to promote the good.

Dealing with the Devil

In one way Frau Bebion’s Devil was more than just the instigator of her
transgressive thoughts and impulses: she said that he had sex with her every
night. This statement suggests that she experienced him as a palpable pres-
ence, but what exactly she perceived is unclear. However, her statement is
reminiscent of another sampled case, which took place in 1614 in the town
of Bottwar, that provides more insight into what such a claim might mean.
It began when a young woman named Katharina Miembler brought a com-
plaint “against her husband,” Endriss, saying “that he engaged in indecency
with the evil spirit,” while lying next to her in bed.88 Apparently, after their
wedding he had disappeared for “several hours,” until his bride “found him
in a cow stall.” Later, when they went to bed, Katharina “felt that next to
her . . . he was having marital relations with somebody,” and on subsequent
nights she “noticed from him motions . . . just like coitus.” Her parents
“whose bedroom was under theirs, also noticed the movement of the bed.”
She asked for the marriage to be dissolved and for permission to remarry.

The magistrates’ investigation revealed that Endriss had been orphaned
and raised by a kindly woman “as if [he were] a relative.” He was an indus-
trious and well-regarded young man who earned his living diligently tend-
ing a vineyard, but he was withdrawn and seemed somewhat simple. His
brother, on the other hand, went bad, and was arrested for stealing, and was
imprisoned, and beaten with a rod. This development depressed Endriss,
and his brother’s punishment made a particular impression that would have
a significant impact on the investigation into his marriage; for, when
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Endriss was first taken into custody he was so scared, he later claimed, that
he said “yes” to everything asked of him. Consequently, he said that “he had
indeed known that it was the evil spirit with whom he was committing
indecency,” that the Devil had first appeared to him a month before his
wedding when he was in the hut in the vineyard, that he had taken coins
from the Devil (which “turned to pottery shards when the spirit disap-
peared”), that he had let the Devil open a vein and take blood from him as
a token of his allegiance, that he had seen a dance from the vineyard, that
the Devil had come to him on his wedding night and counseled him to
“abandon his bride,” and that the Devil had given him a pot of witch salve
while he was in prison. However, the local officials cast doubt on whether
he really could have seen a dance as he claimed, and he mixed up the time
of day in later testimony. Similarly, he changed the number of coins he sup-
posedly got several times, and when the constable was unable to locate the
pot of salve where he said he had hidden it, he admitted that he had made
the story up. Ironically, since the common assumption is that torture was
used to confirm the diabolic stereotype, Endriss was tortured into retracting
the story about opening his vein, denying that he had pledged himself to
the Devil in any way, and saying that he had not realized he was having sex
with the Devil, but “blinded and deceived by the evil spirit,” had thought it
was his wife. Later, he told the magistrates that the “the evil spirit prevented
him from taking communion,” but that twice when it approached him in
prison he had “driven it away with strong prayers.” Furthermore, he told
them that right after his wedding . . . not only his wife, but also her mother
and father” had become “hateful” toward him, “held him for a fool,” and
“often threw his brother” in his face. His wife refused to have sex “with any-
body who had anything to do with the Devil,” and said that “he had such
a family, that she didn’t want to have his children.”

Given all the confessions and retractions and hidden agendas, what was
really going on? We can’t know for certain, but we can consider the possi-
bilities. One is that the whole thing was a setup by Katharina and her par-
ents; between his brother’s dishonor and Endriss’ squirreliness at the
wedding, they decided that she had gotten a bad deal, and decided to get
out of it by making up a story that it wasn’t really Katharina Endriss he had
been having sex with, but the Devil, and figuring that Endriss was such a
simpleton that he wouldn’t see through the deception. The idea that
demons could manifest themselves in male and female forms as “incubi”
and “succubi” to copulate with humans was well established by the end of
the Middle Ages, and while Protestants tended to treat such spirit manifes-
tations as the Devil himself rather than as part of a complex (and Catholic)
demonology, the basic idea was current in the culture.89 If Katharina’s fam-
ily was playing a trick, then they struck gold, because he was scared into
confessing not only that he had fornicated with the Devil, but also
anything else the magistrates asked him about, at least at first. However,
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there are several problems with this interpretation. First of all, succubi were
generally portrayed as having a bodily presence, and Katharina did not men-
tion actually seeing or feeling anyone else in bed. Secondly, once Endriss
began retracting his false confessions, why didn’t he retract them all?
Thirdly, even if he was too intimidated by Katharina and her parents’ testi-
mony to insist that it had been her he made love to, he still could have
retracted the stories about the Devil appearing to him at the vineyard, while
he was in the cow stall on his wedding day, and at the prison. The fact that
he let these stand, and that he felt unable to take communion, suggests that,
at the very least, he accepted in retrospect the idea that his doubts about the
marriage were the Devil’s prompting, and appears to have constructed
detailed visual and auditory memories based on it, just as Magdelena Horn
did in regard to her transgression. Furthermore, he recognized the Devil’s
active attempts to influence him in prison, as he would actively influence
Johann Bebion’s wife a half century later. If Katharina and her parents duped
Endriss, it was because he was primed to believe them; their lie crystallized
a whole set of doubts and guilty feelings in him that locked into place
around their charge as if they belonged there.

However, while it is possible that Katharina had sex with her husband and
lied about it, and Endriss was simple enough to believe it, Lyndal Roper has
found that in a case in Augsburg in the early eighteenth century children’s
masturbatory activity was called “indecency . . . with the Devil,” which sug-
gests another possibility in Endriss’ case. Not only did he accept that he had
not made love to Katharina on their wedding night or the nights thereafter
without a significant argument to the contrary, even when he was freely
retracting other confessions, but also he explained that he did not want to
because “he did not feel conjugal love” from her. For her part, Katharina was
not happy about his brother’s troubles with the law or Endriss’ disappear-
ance after the wedding, so it seems quite possible that they did not, in fact,
make love, but instead Endriss relieved himself, making “motions . . . just like
coitus,” while imagining a woman, or even his wife. The faculty of the
University of Tübingen said in a consilium that the Devil’s approaches to
Endriss when he was in jail made plausible the “acts of indecency” he was
accused of, suggesting that what Endriss was experiencing there was the
urge to masturbate. Similarly, it seems likely that when Johann Bebion’s wife
said she had sex with the Devil every night, this is what she meant. We don’t
know who or what she was thinking about when she masturbated, but it
seems more than likely that in this situation the Devil was not just the urges
impelling her actions, but, as with Endriss Miembler’s fantasy bride, a pres-
ence with a face and a body, at least as long as her eyes were closed.

A sampled case in the district of Blaubeuern that took place a few years
later (in 1619) shows that the Devil could take more concrete form, though.
When the mayor of the village of Ebersbach caught a 17-year-old girl named
Maria Braittingen with stolen goods and she refused to acknowledge her
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guilt, he remarked, “that she appeared to be no Christian, but given over to
the loathsome Satan.”90 She, apparently much to his surprise, agreed, saying
that “when she went in the grass, the abominable Satan came to her and . . .
had dishonorable relations with her.” She elaborated that “the evil enemy
appeared . . . in the form of her boyfriend,” with whom she admitted she had
wanted to have sex so that he would be more committed to her, and she
only saw who he really was afterwards.91

As far as we can tell, Maria had intercourse with a real man, but because
she saw what she had done as sinful, she felt afterward that she had been
seduced by the Devil “in the form” of her boyfriend. Similarly, the authori-
ties, in discussing the case, said “it was quite certainly her lover,” and yet
attributed her seduction to “the evil enemy’s vexed tricks and deceptions.”92

Their conception of the relationship between the Devil and her boyfriend
was reminiscent of Luther’s doctrine of consubstantiation – a spiritual pres-
ence coexistent with an ordinary physical being. Their understanding of the
world “blended the evidence of their senses with a firm conviction about
the presence and power of unseen creation;” and they experienced “both
aspects of reality . . . as existing simultaneously, present at the same time and
in the same place.”93 The Devil was like a spiritual chameleon, able not only
to simulate the form of a person or animal, but also to take over and meld
himself with a real one.94

It is not clear what “signs” Maria perceived that indicated to her that
her boyfriend was really the Devil, but a woman who had a similar
encounter with the Devil in 1660 described what she saw, and her descrip-
tion conveys how powerfully the realization that a person was dealing
with the Devil could affect them, how it could influence their actual per-
ceptions of the world around them. The case took place in the district of
Urach, and started when Anna Eberlin, a young widow from the village of
Bempfingen, complained of a “headache and dizziness . . . threw up repeat-
edly,” lay “with chattering teeth” and “her eyes reversed,” and “acted as if
she were possessed.”95 When the preacher asked her about the cause of her
disturbing malady, she replied “with genuine and good understanding . . . that
she had consorted with the evil spirit and abominable Devil.” More specifi-
cally, she said that “the evil enemy must have had relations with her.”96 She
said that a few days earlier a boarder came to clean out the stalls in her barn.
When she took him to the barn, he turned to her and said, “he had no wife
and she had no husband, whereupon [he] grabbed her by the neck, which
hurt her greatly.” He threatened to beat her and “had his way with her in
the cow’s stall.” Afterward, as they were leaving the barn he turned and
said, “come, come, you wanted it too.” He chased her back into the barn,
and she saw a “fiery” glow “around him, and he blew, which made a great
stink.” As he left, she noticed “that he had not real feet,” but “goat’s feet.”
When the preacher pressed her to continue, she admitted that when she
first “saw him through her window,” she could not help noticing “what a
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man he was.” As she thought this, “something flew in her mouth” that was
“very blue, like a fly.” She pulled it out with her fingers, and then saw
“something like a mouse on the wall that said ‘don’t pray,’ while overhead
she saw two beautiful birds that said ‘pray, pray.’”

While traditionalists would be inclined to dismiss the supernatural details
in Anna’s story as either imaginative fabrications or evidence of some sort of
pathology, and postmodernists would regard them as narrative elements in
a story she constructed either in her dialogue with the preacher or in her
thoughts beforehand, recent developments in cognitive science suggest that
she may well have experienced the episode substantially as she described it.
We have seen in Chapter 1 how visual perception is built in part from inter-
nal inputs that can create fleeting “overlays” on ambiguous percepts, and
Anna’s experience indicates that this effect can be much more powerful,
involving sustained and self-standing images and multiple sensory inputs to
create extraordinary perceptions of an incredible scene. To begin with, the
eyes move rapidly and process information before sending it to the brain,
and in some circumstances this can lead to the halo effect that Anna saw as
a glow around the man.97 Next, as sensory input is processed, the brain
unconsciously amplifies and dampens it according to its current concerns;
experimental evidence shows that sounds can be increased by up to 500 per-
cent if attention is focused on them, and similar effects could account for
both the fact that she saw his glow as “fiery” (the “aura” that can be per-
ceived around people is usually rather muted) and that his breath, which
she surely had been smelling all along, suddenly “made a great stink.”98

Finally, the process which most likely accounts for her seeing his feet as
“goat’s feet” (and actually could easily account for all the different elements
of her hallucinations about him) was the actual creation of her perception
of the scene. As we have seen, “our ‘normal’ vision is a reproduction of reality,”
an “abstraction,” a “hypothesis,” an “abstract cognitive achievement.”99 In
fact, only 20 percent of the nerves feeding into the LNG, the part of the
thalamus where the optic nerve connects to the brain, come from the retina;
the other 80 percent come from other centers within the brain.100 This inte-
gration of fresh sensory data and internal inputs occurs throughout the
process of creating our perceptual field, so that, in the end, “we do not see
what we sense. We see what we think we sense.”101

This constructive nature of perception enables culture to influence
people’s perceptions, their experience of reality, profoundly.102 In the first
place, as Anna’s account shows, cultural expectations can directly affect the
content of perceptions: a fiery glow, a great stink, and goat’s feet were stock
elements in contemporary descriptions of the Devil, and other people across
Western Europe reported similar perceptual experiences in the early modern
period.103 Secondly, cultural expectations can affect not just the content of
perceptions, but also the relative proportions of sensory and internal inputs,
in other words, the extent to which they incorporate hallucination.
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Individuals vary in their “illusion susceptibility,” (or, to put it another way,
ability to hallucinate), and so do cultures.104 For example, seeing ghosts was
far more common in Victorian England that today, and four times as many
Hawaiians experience hallucinations as mainland Americans.105

While the fact that perception has proven to be a physical process of con-
struction strongly influenced by culture reinforces the postmodern position
that our “reality” is a social construct, it undercuts the common postmod-
ern position that that reality is a narrative construct. The devilish features
Anna noticed about the man may have come from a cultural stock of visual
imagery, and may even have been conveyed to her linguistically, but she did
not appropriate them to be parts of a narrative, a story to be told. Instead,
she used them to manifest an ongoing cognitive process in which she eval-
uated the events that were transpiring in terms of her culture’s values and
beliefs and brought her conclusion to consciousness in the strongest possi-
ble way, in a way that embodied its reality rather than just formulating it in
words. Charles Zilka has complained that the “primary failing” of modern
interpretations of early modern religious experience “is that they have
largely ignored the tangible immediacy, the almost corporeal and physical
nature of the religious world which gave shape to that experience.”106 The
analysis of Anna Eberlin’s visual and olfactory perceptions of her attacker as
the Devil, as well as Maria Braittingen’s encounter with him “in the form”
of her boyfriend, suggests that an appreciation of the full cognitive dimen-
sion of human experience, and not just its linguistic aspects, can help us
understand, and perhaps even gain some empathy for, the “corporeal and
physical nature of the religious world” that early moderns experienced.

The mouse and the birds were probably visual hallucinations as well
(although both might have been real animals, the birds in particular seem
unlikely since she was indoors), but they were different from the hallucina-
tions Anna had about her attacker in three ways. First of all, the birds, and
probably the mouse as well, were freestanding visual images, not additions
or modifications to existing figures. Second, they talked. Third, they acted
as autonomous centers of consciousness. They are related to, and in fact are
scaled down versions of, hallucinations that Endriss Miembler said that he
had while he was in the vineyard shelter and later when on his wedding day:
he reported that the Devil approached him, seeming to be a fully physical
presence with “form and clothing,” and “spoke to him.”107 Freestanding fig-
ures are less common than features added on to existing forms, but they are
not uncommon, as hallucinations go. Clinical studies have been done of
people who are able to envision a freestanding figure and then place it in
their visual field, and one found that when the subject was imagining the
character normally, as in image in her head, her retina registered flashes of
light aimed at her eyes, but when she was “projecting” the imagined char-
acter into her visual field, flashes of light did not register, showing that this
form of “perception” is different from more regular forms of daydreaming
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or visualizing, that it involves a more profound alteration of the function-
ing of the nervous system.108

The physicality of this sort of experience can go beyond even 3-D projec-
tion into the visual field to an actual experience of physical contact, as an
experience of Maria Braittingen showed. After confessing to having had sex
with the Devil “in the form of her boyfriend,” she said that the Devil came
to her one other time, but this time he appeared “white: and hit her: and
wanted her to kill herself.”109 While she did not say she was bruised by the
blow, Lyndal Roper reported on a case in Augsburg where a girl who was sup-
posed to have been beaten by the Devil was covered with bruises, and
Fernando Cervantes describes an instance in Latin America when the Devil
bit a possessed woman and left visible bite marks.110 While in both cases it is
possible that the injuries were inflicted physically, it is also quite possible
that their perceived injuries manifested somatically, for the mind can have a
profound effect on the body. In one modern instance, for example, “a sailor
who had been shipwrecked . . . relived the traumatic event in a hypnotic
trance” and “as he went on through the experience of hanging onto a rope,
severe marks, real burns or weals, appeared on the skin.”111 The early mod-
ern religious world could have a “corporeal and physical nature” indeed!

The auditory hallucinations that Endriss and Anna had are not particu-
larly unusual; in fact auditory hallucinations are the most common form of
hallucination people experience.112 Most modern people generally experi-
ence aural hallucinations almost continually, when they imagine they hear
their own voice talking in their head.113 Modern people understand this
imagined voice to be something generated by their brains, and generally
have it under volitional control (in fact, it is as much a part of our “self” as
our body awareness and our experience of perceiving our visual field), but
there is some controversy about when human beings began subvocalizing
and the way people at different points in the past have experienced it, and
it has been suggested that such subvocalizations were originally perceived
coming from outside the self.114 Be that as it may, there is no question that
even some modern people experience aural hallucinations as generated by
some consciousness outside the “self.” These voices can give people orders,
even telling them to kill themselves and such “hallucinations can dominate
the entire thinking, feeling, and action of the patient.”115 As this last passage
suggests, when modern people experience this, they are considered to be
sick, and, indeed, premodern people generally also recognized some such
experiences as a form of pathology, when they seemed to take long-term
control of the person and cause them to act in antisocial, self-destructive, or
culturally unintelligible ways.116 However, they also generally regarded
other, similar experiences as nonpathological, socially useful, or at least cul-
turally intelligible, forms of communication from outside the “self.”
Whether they were considered to be gods or spirits, angels or demons, God
or the Devil, varied from culture to culture and situation to situation, and
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sometimes their meaning was contested via controversy over their presumed
origins. For example, the voices that spoke to Joan of Arc were considered
angelic by her and the French, but demonic by the English, but in Maria
Braittingen’s and Endriss Miembler’s cases there was general agreement that
the voices which spoke to them were the Devil’s, and in Anna Eberlin’s case
the nature of the apparitions that spoke to her were so anomalous and yet
so obvious that there seems to have been little discussion of them.

In some circumstances, such voices can be seen as an aural extension of
the inchoate urges which were ascribed to the Devil by Magdelena Horn,
Dorothea Richter, and Johann Bebion’s wife and their communities, a “bub-
bling up” of urges in the form of a subvocalization rather than just an
impulse, analogous to when we think to ourselves “Time for a snack!” in
addition to feeling or instead of being conscious of feeling the physical sen-
sation of hunger. However, in the in the cases at hand here, and particularly
in the case of Endriss Miembler, something more was going on, for the solid
form, talking images were more than the “bubbling up” of a simple urge;
they had the character of autonomous centers of consciousness that engaged
in extended deliberative action and even interaction.

To understand how these people could have these experiences, it is nec-
essary to consider in somewhat more detail how the human brain works. In
particular, it is now generally understood that it is organized modularly:
groups of neurons work together in “functionally distinct circuits” that per-
form basic “cognitive and emotional processes” like recognizing our place in
space and anticipating rewards.117 There is currently a great deal of contro-
versy about whether (or the extent to which) high-order cognitive skills like
language are hardwired through genetic programming or created “on the
fly” through interaction with the environment after birth, but what is clear
is that both processes contribute to human cognitive development.118 There
is no question that huge amounts of our brain structure that we have in
common with other primates, other mammals, and even more distantly
related animals, which enable us to do things like construct visual scenes
and experience emotion, are inherited, and some more advanced skills facil-
itating things like face recognition, toolmaking, and sophisticated verbal
communication may well be also, but it is equally certain that “vast parts of”
the cerebral cortex “have no clear function,” and are thus free to be organ-
ized as “functional networks.”119 These networks are organized both hierar-
chically and laterally, so that manifest behaviors like writing involve the
activation of a whole set of modules, which themselves consist of submod-
ules, which consist of even lower-level modules, and so on, and at the same
time these submodules may also be tied into other networks (like speaking
and listening, in this case).120

Furthermore, and more important from our point of view, many modules
are at work simultaneously and, to a significant extent, separately in the brain
in what is called “parallel distributed processing.”121 While there are cross-
connections between modules and their output is integrated with that from
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other modules as it is delivered to higher-order modules, the modules work in
substantial isolation from each other. Even the modules that feed directly into
our consciousness don’t know about much of the activity in the others, or in
other processes not involved with creating consciousness, and consciousness
works serially, only focusing on one thing at a time, so, as noted earlier, much
of our ongoing cognition takes place beyond our awareness.122

Not only does much cognition take place outside of conscious awareness,
but also complex behaviors can be executed unconsciously, as when a musi-
cian plays without thinking, or a person drives while conversing with a
friend. Called “dissociation,” this “splitting off of certain mental processes
from the main body of consciousness” creates “highly developed automa-
tisms” whose “behavior is so intricate, and even creative, that it almost
seems as if some separate personality makes the fingers move” or the car
ease to a stop.123 Indeed, “subordinate cognitive systems” can develop such
a “degree of unity, persistence, and autonomy” that they become “self-like
and intentionally motivated.”124 Since consciousness itself is produced by a
module “organized hierarchically, dynamically, and temporarily,” the
boundary between it and “the unconscious . . . part of the mind often seems
fluid and permeable,” and “complex other-self configurations in potential
or actual conflict with one another” can develop.125 A sense of self is not
only a human universal, but also a characteristic of animals, which are
aware of their own bodies, their extensions, and the boundary between
themselves and the world, but it is clear that, while not infinitely divisible,
the “self” as understood in modern terms, the physical body plus all men-
tation produced by it, is “not a seamless, unfractured whole, but rather the
end product of a complicated series of feedforward and feedback loops,”
some of which may intrude into awareness as autonomous consciousnesses
and even take control of volitional activity.126

There seem to be three basic ways in which autonomous consciousnesses
are manifested: as apparently external entities perceived by the person’s
normal conscious “self” through one or more of the five sense modalities; as
an alien presence or force within the body that influences the person’s nor-
mal conscious self through urges or urgings that are felt, sensed and under-
stood, or perceived even when the eyes or ears are consciously covered to
block them out; or as a foreign consciousness that actually takes control of
the body while the person’s regular “self” is either entirely unconscious or
looks on impotently, powerless to intervene. The first category includes the
kind of visual and aural hallucinations experienced by Anna Eberlin, Endris
Miembler, and Maria Braittingen. The second involves the kind of inchoate
urges and wrenching realizations reported by Johann Bebion’s wife,
Magdelena Horn, and Dorothea Richter. The third includes multiple person-
ality disorder and possession.

While there may have been instances of multiple personality disorder in
earlier times, the phenomenon was seldom noted until recently.127

Possession in contrast – the state in which an external spirit (as opposed to
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an alternative internal “self”) appears to have taken control of the body –
has been observed since biblical times, and is a normal means of communi-
cation with the spirit world in a large number of societies around the
globe.128 There was, as we have seen, a wave of possession cases in Protestant
Germany in the late sixteenth century, and the phenomenon was certainly
known in Württemberg at the time. It was mentioned in a number of cases,
like that of Anna Eberlin who, as we have seen, was said to have lain “with
chattering teeth” and “her eyes reversed . . . as if she were possessed,” and
some cases involved exaggerated symptoms reminiscent of it, like when a
young man named Johann Jakob Wagner thought an elderly woman named
Christina Nethen had bewitched him and then “howled like a dog,”
dreamed he had sex with her that “created horrible progeny,” and tried to
kill himself with a knife. However, the magistrates only said that Anna acted
“as if . . . possessed,” while Johann Jakob Wagner never appeared to have
been taken over by any sort of autonomous consciousness.129

Only two cases are known from the Duchy that came close to involving
possession in the etic sense. One, which took place in Stuttgart in 1695,
centered on a 43-year-old crippled woman who had apparently been regularly
seized by convulsions in her sleep since she was orphaned at the age of three,
and whose condition had been variously ascribed to “the loathsome Satan”
or “malevolent people.”130 However, when the constable and others observed
her, while she did lose consciousness, convulse, hold her breath for “a
quarter hour,” was insensate to blows with a staff on her “hands . . . head . . .
[and] chest,” and evinced no memory of the episode when she awoke, she
does not appear to have manifested any sort of alternative consciousness
while in this state. Similarly, when she was later observed by the head of a
hospital where she was placed, she seems to have walked about in a dissoci-
ated state, a kind of waking-sleepwalking, exhibited pronounced mood
swings, and mumbled incoherently, but the symptoms do not seem to
have come together in a way that suggested actual possession.131 The High
Council summarized her behavior as acting “as if she were possessed by the
loathsome Satan,” and when the court physician examined here he “could
find nothing in the least which would lead us to believe that she has been
possessed by the Devil.”132 She seems from our point of view to have been
sort of half possessed, experiencing dissociation and some of the somatic
symptoms typical of the state (contortions, insensibility), but not manifest-
ing an alternative consciousness in place of her own.

The other case comes closer to being a full-blown case of possession, but
even that did not involve the full-blown diabolic possession that was preva-
lent in other parts of Europe. It took place in Klein Ingersheim, near
Bietigheim, in 1642, toward the end of the Thirty Years’ War, when the
preacher heard that Maria Wurster, a cooper’s wife who had recently given
birth, was suffering from “various afflictions” which she said resulted from an
encounter on a path with Anna Schwendel, the widow of a forest ranger,
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whom she called “a witch.”133 Shortly after the encounter Maria suffered from
a headache and bad dreams, and her condition worsened to the point that she
felt that an evil spirit had entered her and was causing uncontrollable move-
ments in her stomach, she inexplicably ate “a whole handful of feathers and
other filth,” emitted an “unbearable stink . . . complained that baptism and the
Eucharist had been taken from her . . . several times pursed her mouth and
wrinkled her nose at the name of Jesus, and said that she could not believe in
her heart what was said of him,” and “had said several words several times in
a foreign language.” The latter, in particular, was a standard feature of posses-
sion cases – in fact, the Catholic Church considered being able to converse in
an unknown language an important sign of true possession – as were her
sense that her stomach convulsions were caused “by an evil spirit” that had
entered her “imperceptibly” and her aversion to Christian symbols and sacra-
ments. Maria may have been influenced by things she learned outside the
Duchy, for her husband was a drummer and soldier from Switzerland and
they moved a lot, but at no point was the “evil spirit” that invaded her iden-
tified as the Devil, and her affliction seems to have had at least as much to do
with the belief that a witch could inflict injury by dispatching malign spirits
into their victims as with diabolic possession.

While these cases were not particularly typical of either diabolic posses-
sion cases elsewhere in Europe or of the incidents that led to investigations
of witchcraft and diabolism in Württemberg, it seems worth considering
possession in some more detail both because there is a body of recent his-
torical literature on it that deals with many of the issues raised here and
because by contrasting it with the more typical cases of encounters with the
Devil more insight can be gained into them as well.

To begin with, as stated above, possession involves an altered state of con-
sciousness, a state of dissociation in which control of the body is temporar-
ily lost by the person’s everyday consciousness and is taken over by an
autonomous alternate consciousness. This is worth repeating because older
historical accounts tend to approach it as psychopathology, while more
recent ones treat it as a form of “culturally specific . . . deviant behaviors” in
which the possessed are “acting out roles in a piece of theatre.”134 While the
latter position avoids the ethnocentrism of the former by emphasizing that
in most societies possession is seen as, if not normal, at least as not patho-
logical, and has opened up a way of gaining greater understanding of the
cultural role of (and in) possession, it loses sight of a dimension that the
older approach at least attempted to grapple with. The subjective reports of
people who were possessed, the impressions of skeptical observers, and the
fact that possession was difficult to fake – all indicate that there really was
an altered psychological, and beneath that neurological, state involved.135

Next, cross-culturally, young women are particularly prone to possession,
while in early modern Europe pious young people of both sexes were.136

Similarly, in the cases we have examined, the people who experienced
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strong visualizations of the Devil were the younger ones (Maria Braittingen
and Endriss Miembler were around 20; Anna Eberlin was in her mid-30s,
and Johann Bebion’s wife appears to have been somewhere between 20 and
40), while the two older women, Dorothea Richter and Magdelena Horn,
appear to have experienced the Devil as, at most, a more amorphous pres-
ence. In contrast to possession cases (including the two from Württemberg),
though, most of the people who encountered the Devil as an external being
or as inchoate urges were not pious but the opposite: all the women had bad
reputations, and Endriss, while he was reasonably well regarded, was more
neutral than especially good, and he was at that time involved in behavior
that was considered indecent.

The reason for this difference in characters undoubtedly has to do with the
nature of the contact with the Devil. In the cases we have seen, contact with
the Devil was a private experience (except, inadvertently, for Endriss) and
had to do with him influencing the person involved to do bad things. In the
case of diabolic possession, in contrast, the experience of the Devil was a
public display, the purpose of which was generally to expose other peoples’
individual and collective sins and otherwise make public “unknowable, sup-
pressed, or repressed knowledge about a community.”137 This is probably
why possession generally involved young women more than young men, for
in most societies their opportunities for self-expression are more limited
while the pressures on them to behave properly, especially sexually, are
stronger. This latter point may also help explain why women were more
likely to meet the Devil in general. It seems noteworthy that almost all of the
encounter cases discussed here started because of sexual transgressions, and
of the two that didn’t, sexual misconduct still played a major role in one
(Frau Bebion’s). Women were held to standards, and were increasingly hold-
ing themselves to standards, that were stricter than the ones for men.

In both the encounters discussed here and in early modern diabolic pos-
session sex often played a prominent role.138 Moshe Slutovsky has noted
that possessed young women often were at the age of first menstruation,
when they lost their virginity, or when they were just married. Among the
encounter cases we have examined here Anna Eberlin was a relatively young
widow who had just had sex with a man she admitted she was physically
attracted to (she could not help noticing, she said, “what a man he was.”);
Endriss Miembler was a newlywed with a clear problem in marital relations,
at least with the woman he married; and when Maria Braittingen saw her
boyfriend as the Devil it seems likely that she had not had sex much, for
while she admitted to having had it with her boyfriend before, the report
from the village where she had lived until recently said that “no one had
seen her as loose.”139

Slutovsky goes on to develop a theory of these possession cases as mani-
festing the women’s’ “sexual anxieties” and equating “their personal notions
of sexual impurity with parallel familial and/or communal dangers.”140
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Others have developed similar psychological explanations involving psycho-
dynamic theories positing some sort of symbolic transference.141

While this approach may have some merit, Stuart Clark has questioned
“the assumption that there is something universal in mental disorder lying
beyond culturally relative accounts of the causes and symptoms.”142 Since
psychodynamic explanations conceive of psychology in terms of symbolic
processes, it is reasonable to for him to assert that “the question of whether
the symptoms . . . since they can only be expressed in cultural idioms, are not
in greater need of interpretation than of clinical diagnosis is . . . an open
one.”143 On the other hand, his solution, an “accounting for possession as a
phenomenon with a basis in culture rather than nature” which, he asserts,
will free us “once and for all from the problem of reference to a ‘real’ world”
is neither necessary nor helpful.144 It is not necessary because, while it may
not be reasonable to assume a universal psychodynamics, it is reasonable to
assume a universal neurophysiology, for anatomically modern humans
emerged about 200,000 years ago, and while there is some evidence that two
changes to genes related to brain size have occurred since then that may have
had some impact on cognitive abilities, the long, broad, and continuous his-
torical record of possession cases makes it reasonable to assume that human
beings share the same basic neural hardware, at least as far as that involved
in this phenomenon is concerned.145 It is not helpful because, while semiotic
analysis in his hands and others’ sheds a great deal of light on how psycho-
logical experiences are shaped by culture and the role they play in culture,
his hegemonic claims for semiotics would, if they were paid heed, cut off
other approaches to the phenomena which offer independent insights that
would not and could not be revealed by analysis of symbol systems.

Specifically, in the case of the dissociation leading to possession and hal-
lucinations, it is not a particular psychodynamic or cultural situation that
precipitates this state, but rather the stress that any one of a number of psy-
chological situations can create that triggers it.146 Naturally, cultural factors
play a strong role in creating situations of stress, but they are not the only
factor. Sex, for example, is a strong biological urge that early modern society
tried to restrict, and we cannot understand how this tension could build to a
physiological crisis point, or what could be unleashed by that crisis, purely
by reference to a system of symbols. Furthermore, even if the antagonistic
psychodynamics are completely cultural, like, say, a person torn between loy-
alty to community and a commitment to the truth, whether the tension
between them builds to a crisis resulting in dissociation or not, and what
range of things can happen in that state, is as much a function of physiology
and the individual’s psychology as of culture. In both cases, the state of dis-
sociation precipitated by the stress is not a symbol. It is not a cry for help, a
protest against disempowerment, a dialogue, an act, a form of theatre, or any
form of symbolization or statement at all.147 Like a fever, it is what it is: a
direct manifestation of a physiological process going on inside the body.
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Of course, once the person enters the dissociated state of consciousness, the
autonomous consciousness that comes out, like the hallucinated being in an
external Devil encounter, will be strongly shaped by culture, just as a person’s
normal dream content is strongly shaped by culture.148 Both the person expe-
riencing the dissociation and, in the case of possession, members of the com-
munity will have general cultural concerns and values as well as specific
expectations of what a person going through a crisis should experience and act
like that will contribute to its character, course, and outcome. Furthermore,
like a fever, the dissociation itself can and will be construed as a sign, and the
culture will attach any number of meanings to it, treating it as a good or a bad
thing, a sign of spiritual depravity or of spiritual progress, an exalted state of
consciousness or a form of mental illness, and so on. However, it is important
to keep in mind that dissociation, like a fever, or smoke, or anything else that
directly manifests a natural process, is a particular kind of sign, a natural sign,
whose basic meaning is not arbitrary and does not come from its relationship
to other signs. People can assign all sorts of more or less arbitrary secondary
meanings to this class of sign, but their essential meaning comes from their
practical relationship to reality. To enter a dissociated state was not a form of
communication, with others or with the self; it was a direct experience in
which ordinarily latent modules in the brain gained control of awareness, and
possibly behavior, as a consequence of the physiological state of stress.

The point of all this is not simply to joust with semioticians or prove that
the influence of, encounters with, and possession by the Devil had physio-
logical roots as an academic exercise, but, to get back to Charles Zilka’s lament
about historians’ failure to convey “the tangible immediacy” of early modern
religion, to show that what we are dealing with is not just beliefs, strings of
words describing ideas about reality, but lived experiences: old women tor-
mented by “the evil spirit” for the wrongs they had done at its behest; young
women aghast that their illicit desires had opened them to the Devil’s snare;
a friendless young man debating with the Devil whether to get into his love-
less marriage bed or head out of town. For these people, the Devil was not just
a prop, an idea, or a symbol, a way of explaining things, but a purposive
player in their situations, a manifestation of cognitive processes in their own
brains perhaps, but no less real even if so. Furthermore, the stronger their
emotions, the more real he became, taking on more tangible form as visible
features on a human figure, or even appearing as a walking, talking figure
himself. This development, too, was not just window dressing, and its mean-
ing was not that it symbolized something else, or related to other symbols. It
was what it was, the breakdown of the “self’s” control of the nervous system,
and the breakthrough of realizations that would not establish themselves in
consciousness otherwise, and which manifested much more power over the
person’s understanding of the world and his or her place in it for being full 
3-D experiences rather than mere words, the fullest expression of unconscious
knowing rather than the diluted messages that usually filter up.
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4
Witch Dances and Witch Salves

The idea that witches flew to Sabbaths to worship the Devil through a variety
of obscene rites, including perversions of the Christian sacraments, came to
play an increasingly prominent role in learned theories of witchcraft over
the course of the fifteenth century, and became a crucial element in the
early modern witch persecutions.1 It transformed an individual’s sinful
behavior into evidence of participation in an underground counterreligion,
which both made the threat posed by witchcraft seem much greater and
implied that one witch must know the identity of others. Combating a sub-
versive conspiracy justified more extreme measures to defend the commu-
nity than dealing with individual malefactors, and the perceived need to
root out entire groups led to the chain-reaction mass panics in which sus-
pects were tortured into denouncing others, who in turn were tortured into
denouncing still others, that most distinguished European witchcraft in the
early modern period.

Of course, there was no underground counterreligion spread across
Europe, diabolic or otherwise. “No careful researcher has discovered even a
trace of a true witch cult with Sabbaths, orgies, black masses, and Devil wor-
ship,” and virtually no historians have seriously argued that, as Montague
Summers insisted, “witches . . . were, in fact . . . the active members of a vast
revolutionary body, a conspiracy against civilization.”2 Margaret Murray’s
more influential thesis that witches were members of a widespread, organ-
ized underground pagan religion demonized by their Christian rivals was
widely accepted during the early twentieth century, but her reading of the
evidence was discredited by a series of historians in the 1960s and 1970s,
and is no longer taken seriously by scholars.3

The discrediting of Murray’s thesis did not, however, result in the vindica-
tion of the traditional alternative, the argument that the witch cult was noth-
ing more than a figment of clerics’ imaginations, an amalgam of classical
references, scholastic syllogisms, and misogynist fantasies, for at almost the
same time that scholars were discrediting Murray’s reading of the evidence,
the historian Carlo Ginzburg discovered a remarkable set of inquisitorial
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documents in the Fruili region of northern Italy that showed clearly the
existence of a network of self-proclaimed magical fertility warriors, who
operated in a tradition that involved a complex of beliefs about soul travel
and contact with the dead that had little connection to either the Christian
God or the Christian Devil.4 Traditional rationalists pointed out that these
benandanti only traveled, assembled, and fought in their dreams rather than,
as Murray’s thesis would suggest, physically, and, since they also seemed to
be a rather isolated phenomenon, historians at first treated them as interesting
but of only limited relevance to understanding the broader contours of
European witchcraft.5 However, research by Ginzburg and others has shown
that the benandanti were related to a range of practitioners and beliefs in
Eastern Europe from the Baltic to the Balkans, other parts of Italy, across the
Alps in Central Europe, in the Celtic parts of Britain, and Scandinavia.6

Magical flight and festive assemblies including both people and spirits were
just part of a larger set of beliefs and experiences that made up an alternative
“fairy” or spirit world thought in large parts of Europe to exist parallel to the
ordinary world of everyday experience.7 Some of the denizens of this world
were good, some were evil, but most were morally ambiguous, capable of
doing either good or bad depending on circumstances.8

In addition to discovering this complex of non-Christian beliefs, Ginzburg’s
research also showed that the self-definition of the benandanti gradually
changed over the course of a century from benign to diabolical under the
pressure of inquisitors who could only understand their activities as a form of
witchcraft. This process of redefinition has become a paradigm for how the
diabolic stereotype arose in the first place, through the interaction of the
Christian elite’s understanding of the world and the popular heterodox beliefs
and practices they encountered among the populace in various regions of the
Alps.9 Christianity and popular traditions rooted in paganism had coexisted
uneasily throughout the Middle Ages all over Europe, until inquisitors look-
ing for heretics who had withdrawn into remote Alpine valleys encountered
far stranger beliefs that the clerics could only understand as evidence of a dia-
bolic cult.10 As word of their discovery spread, other inquisitors and secular
magistrates used it to make sense of similar beliefs and practices they encoun-
tered, using torture to fit increasingly diverse phenomena into this
Procrustean bed until many came to assume that all forms of magical practice
and occult power were connected to it.11

The broad diffusion and acceptance of the fear that some members of soci-
ety were secretly members of an underground diabolic sect, who flew to
meetings to perform obscene forms of worship and revelry, clearly reflected
the ability of torture to confirm suspicions to order, as well as the persuasive
power of authoritative pronouncements and texts, the belief’s congruence
with the larger system of learned knowledge, and the perverse attractions of
both its paranoid and its sexual features.12 However, it seemed plausible also
because it had important points of contact with the realities of late Medieval
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and early modern life.13 To begin with, popular festivities were ubiquitous;
peasants and townspeople congregated to feast and drink in celebration of
weddings, baptisms, and a wide range of seasonal holidays.14 Fueled by
alcohol, such gatherings could become extremely boisterous, spin off semi-
furtive sexual assignations, and last long into the night. Most of them were
connected with formal religious rituals, and many were imbued with or
involved rites with magico-religious significance themselves.15 Similarly,
popular religious sites, festivities, and movements like the “Drummer of
Niklashausen” could draw people from a wide area and involve them in
activities combining popular amusements and popular spirituality.16

These popular celebrations and rites often involved activities and beliefs
whose relationship to Christian orthodoxy was questionable at best, and
popular culture contained a significant current of explicit anticlericalism as
well.17 Most of the time this was confined to jokes and resistance to financial
exactions, but in much of Europe it boiled over into open rebellion during
the Reformation, and even in areas that went Protestant it reappeared within
a generation or two as a new clerical caste entrenched itself. Furthermore,
tension between the religious establishments and local communities
increased in both Protestant and Catholic lands as the churches strove to
impose stricter standards of conduct and belief on their flocks. Small wonder
that people found it believable that some people might renounce their ties to
the established church and join an opposing organization.

In fact, such a development was more than a theoretical possibility. A vari-
ety of underground religious movements did, in fact, exist in Medieval and
early modern Europe. Various cults “of natural and other than Christian
supernatural powers  . . .  surfaced not only in the early Middle Ages, but
throughout the centuries,” and in the face of repression, the Cathars,
Waldensians, Hussites, and Anabaptists all went underground, as did some
Jews and Muslims after their forced conversions in Spain.18 The undoubted
existence of these underground sects was positive proof that such move-
ments could and did exist within the Christian community. While the early
modern belief in an underground diabolical cult is often dismissed as if the
idea of a secret underground sect was absurd, if it did not in fact exist it was
not because a widespread and persistent underground heterodox movement
was prima facie impossible.

Nor was the idea that a heretical movement might be linked to magic
entirely without foundation. In antiquity, “Simon Magus was the prototype
of the heretical magician” who had used magic “to win a following,” and
while there was controversy in the Medieval church about whether all magic
involved heresy, there was general agreement that some forms did.19 In pop-
ular culture, belief in some peoples’ magical ability to fly, either in spirit or
body, unassisted or on an animal, was extremely widespread.20 The Cathars
believed that they had spirit doubles that could fly, and had specialists who
were “charged with establishing and maintaining contact with the dead.”
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The Waldensians in the Alps, the persecutions of whom are currently
thought to be the source of the idea of the Sabbath, were said to use a magic
potion supplied by a “Mistress of Ceremonies,” an idea far more likely
derived from popular practices related to the “good company” that were cur-
rent in the region than classical models or scholastic reasoning.21 The Bible
told of Jewish priests who performed miracles to demonstrate the power of
their god, Christ himself had performed miracles that validated his teach-
ings, and Christian missionaries had used them to impress the heathens
they were trying to convert, so it was far from unreasonable for Christian
leaders to think that heretics might use magic.22

Beyond these general points of congruence between the idea of a witch
Sabbath and early modern social and cultural realities, there were specific
connections in the case of Württemberg’s popular culture. In Swäbisch-
Gmünd witch dances were said to take place at the same location that served
in “1529 as the secret meeting place of Gmünd’s Anabaptists,” while in the
neighborhood of Stuttgart, the first mass witch trial, in which 11 people were
executed, took place in the same year, 1562, that a mass trial of 21 Anabaptists
took place in nearby Esslingen.23 As far as the notion that witches flew to their
Sabbath goes, there were several traditions current in Swabia during the late
Middle Ages involving night flying spirits. One, current in the Alemanni areas
of Germany and which appears to be related to the “good company” tradi-
tions to the south, was the idea of “night people” who traveled to festive
nocturnal gatherings at which they feasted and drank, listened to beautiful
music and danced.24 Another, variants of which were widely shared by Celtic
as well as Germanic peoples, was the more ominous “Wild Hunt” or “Wild
Ride.”25 In one version known in southern Germany, the souls of the dead
were led by the god Wotan in a great procession through the night.26 In oth-
ers, the leader was the goddess Holda (also known popularly as Pechta or
Bertha and identified with Diana, the classical hunting goddess, by medieval
churchmen) who led a retinue of spirits and/or female followers.27 Originally
Holda was a benign goddess, helping women in labor and making the soil fer-
tile, but she also punished the lazy, and the host she led on the “Wild Ride”
so scared people that “in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries it was custom-
ary in much of southern Germany to put out food and drink” on the four
ember nights to appease them.28 The original term for “witches” in south
Germany, which was often used in tandem with the Swiss-derived “Hexen” in
Württemberg’s legal documents, was “Unholden,” a negative derivative of
Holda’s name.29 These “Unholden” were said to congregate on the Heuberg, a
mountain in the Swabian Alb region, near the Württemberg district seat of
Balingen.30 The poet Heinrich von Wittenweiler mentioned it as the place to
which witches flew at the beginning of the fifteenth century; Johann Nider
similarly identified it in 1435; and so did Johann Geiler von Kaisersberg, the
cathedral preacher in Strasburg, in 1508. A woman condemned to death in
the area, in 1520 said she rode on a broomstick to it, a young woman told a
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friend that she wanted to take her there in 1663, and a young girl told her
friends that she went there with her mother in 1678.31 Thus, while the idea
that witches worshiped the Devil might have been imported from the Swiss
trials, the notions that witches could fly through the air and would congre-
gate with spirits for nocturnal festivities were not imports at all; Swabians
clearly shared with the people of the Fruili, southern Italy, Eastern Europe,
and the Celtic regions of Britain the belief in a parallel spirit world in which
some people could participate. This evidence does not show whether there
were people who actually experienced the phenomena contained in the
beliefs, as the benandanti and similar people in other regions did, but it does
show that the beliefs themselves were current in the region including
Württemberg.

The myth of the witches’ Sabbath occupied a central place in learned
theories of witchcraft, and magistrates routinely tortured suspects into
describing the lurid details of obscene rites by which the Devil’s disciples
supposedly worshiped their evil master. But, as was true elsewhere, these
illicit festivities did not much concern the commoners in Württemberg,
who referred to them by the less portentous name of “witch dances.”32

Among the sampled cases, no accusations about them were made before the
1660s, and both that involved them were started by children. In other cases,
adult suspects confessed participating in witch dances, mostly under torture,
but occasionally of their own free will. Their descriptions were seldom very
lurid, though; they reported that the participants were content to feast,
drink, and dance, and the Devil, when he appeared, was just a “black man,”
or a man with a “red beard.”33 In some cases people testified that the
participants had sex with each other or with the Devil, but the sexual acts
described were fairly tame, little different from the illicit couplings that
went on in the bushes and sheds in real life.34

Rumors of witch dances

Both of the two sampled cases that started with accusations about witch
dances took place in 1663. One began in early June when the magistrates of
Wildbad learned of a rumor going around town that a number of women
were “suspected of witchcraft” because four weeks earlier they had “been
seen an hour before dawn” returning to their homes in and around the town,
or even, according to some accounts, actually holding “a dance outside the
[town] gates.”35 Four had been “identified by name,” and were attracting
increasing public attention. All of them were “citizens’ wives,” and one was
the wife of a judge while another was the wife of the Bürgermeister Jacob
Dengler.36

When the magistrates began investigating the rumor, they found that the
immediate source of the names was Anna Gärtnerin, a servant girl who
worked for the Denglers. She said that she had “heard from people that Hans
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Jacob Kettener had seen these women, but no longer knew from whom.”37

Because she “did not want to admit anything more” and also had “repeated
several times in secret such [slanders] against her own employer,” the
magistrates decided to hold her in the women’s jail while they followed up
on her story.

Anna’s sister Burga, who was a servant in the household of another
Bürgermeister, Hanß Jacob Franckhen, testified that the she and her sister had
heard the story about the dance one evening when they slipped out a town
gate to where “a number of men were standing and talking about the
women.” She, however, “could not name any” of the men either. Judith
Dengler, Jacob’s stepdaughter, told a different story, though, and did name
a source. She said that when they were “by her barn Burga said that Jacob
Kettner had watched from a window as the women held a dance” and then
dispersed to return home. She also reported that Burga said she had learned
of this from Hanß Wolff Mayer from Neuenburg when he was in the
Frankhens’ house. Frankhen’s daughter Sabina also testified that when he
was in their house, Hanß Wolff had said that Jacob Kettener “drunkenly”
told him and the district church supervisor in Calmbach about seeing the
witches dance and then disperse.” Frankhen’s son, young Hanß Jacob, fur-
ther corroborated this account.

When the magistrates interviewed Hanß Jacob Kettener, he denied “that
he had seen or spoken of anything improper.” He admitted that he had
stayed at a tavern named the Kettlemoth House when he went to Calw on
business, and that a number of men discussed the women from Wildbad,
but that it was Jerg Woltz who said they had held a dance, and the mayor
(Schultheiss) of Neuweyler claimed to have heard about it from the district
supervisor of Wildbad while he was in Neuweyler to celebrate the ordination
of two new pastors. The magistrates in Wildbad therefore had officials in
Neuenburg take a deposition from Hanß Wolff Mayer.38 He testified that
four weeks earlier, he was with the supervisor when they were approached
by Hanß Jacob Kettener, who “was pretty drunk on wine.” According to
Hanß Wolff Kettener said that he “knew well” that the supervisor had gone
to Neuenburg as part of an investigation of some women there. When the
supervisor asked Kettener who he had heard this from, “Kettener answered
from the old miller and the new miller in Neuenburg,” and that people were
also talking of “the same business” in Wildbad. He told Hanß Wolff he had
heard that the night watchman “had seen with his own eyes  . . .  the witches
going home.” Finally, Hanß Wolff said, Kettener claimed, “there was a
married couple in Wildbad, and the man said to the woman that he wished
he didn’t know what he knew, to which the woman responded that she also
wished he didn’t know what he knew.” Hanß Wolff said he did not know
who the two were since Kettener did not identify them.

Faced with Hanß Wolff’s deposition, Kettener said he had told him and
the district supervisor someone escaped from jail in Calw through magic,
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“which the constable of Calw had told him himself,” but he denied having
said “the slightest thing about the women from Wildbad or the married
couple,” and he went on to accuse Hanß Wolff of being the one spreading
rumors.39 Hanß Wolff, in turn, denied Kettener’s allegations and asserted
that the supervisor would confirm his version.40 The supervisor, however,
contradicted both men, denying everything Kettener said “except the
Neuenburger business,” while confirming “nothing Hanß Wolff said beyond
that something was said about Wildburg.” When Kettener and Hanß Wolff
were placed in confrontation, “each hardened his insistence that he had said
nothing about anyone from Wildbad  . . .  wanted to attest to his version with
an oath on the Bible,” and demanded that the other “be punished by the
government as a liar.”

The magistrates of Wildbad gave up their attempt to determine source of
the alleged witches’ names since they were at an impasse with the two men,
and the investigation was causing an uproar “to the great consternation of
the visitors to the baths and disgrace of the town.”41 However, they had
managed to uncover the source of the rumor that had given rise to the
specific allegations. They interviewed Jacob Spör, the night watchman who
supposedly “had seen with his own eyes . . . the witches going home,” and he
“explained the basis of the affair.” Between 1 and 2 in the night of Thursday,
May 12, while he was sitting on a bench near the lower gate, he heard
“something come down the chapel path and on the pavement as if it were
three horses.”42 Two of them seemed to continue on across a bridge, but “the
third on the other hand came  . . .  through the gate” where he was. He “could
not say, though, what it was, if it was a man, woman, or something else,
because it was very dark and completely black, and once it was through the
gate he could not hear or see it any more. More he did not know.”

This incident in Wildbad is a good example of some of the processes by
which a general belief in the witches’ conspiracy could become a more
focused conviction that a branch of that conspiracy was operating locally,
and then an even more focused set of allegations about specific people in
the community. The role of inquisitorial trial procedures and torture in
particular in generating testimony about witch dances is well known, as is
the importance of reputation in the community in generating and sustain-
ing accusations of maleficium, but here we can see the forces of rumor and
gossip at work transforming the abstract concerns of the elite into an active
component of popular belief.43 One man’s hazy perceptions in the dark of
the night became grist for a rumor mill that interpreted them in light of the
prevailing belief in the reality of diabolic witchcraft, and the resultant story
fed the raw material of individual accusations into a network of gossip.44

While it seems unlikely that there was anything “real” underlying the
rumors, or at least anything that resembled what was rumored, the rumor
took on a reality of its own, becoming a real influence in the life of the
community despite its illusory foundations.45 Consequently, it is worth
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considering how it came into being and developed in light of what is
known about how rumors and gossip work. 

To begin with, rumors and gossip, while often closely connected, are not
the same thing. “Gossip is internal news and the small community or pri-
mary group is its locus  . . .  whereas rumor is more impersonal” and “comes
from the larger society.”46 Since the allegations that began the magistrates of
Wildbad’s investigation appear to have begun as a rumor that only later
became the gossip that triggered the magistrates’ investigation, we will
begin by examining how the rumor got started and developed, and then
look at its later life as an item of gossip.

Rumor is defined as unsubstantiated information generally passed by
word of mouth, and in modern culture is sharply distinguished from news,
which is gathered and disseminated by formal organizations tasked with
verifying it through investigative reporting or official corroboration.
Consequently, much early social scientific interest in rumors focused on
how the information in them becomes distorted and why people believe
them in the first place.47 In early modern Württemberg, as in most premodern
societies, however, news in the modern sense scarcely existed. The only
formal sources of information were church sermons, occasional public read-
ings of government decrees, governmental and business correspondence
(available only to a tiny minority), and a nascent press that drew most of its
“news” uncritically from the traditional rumor mill.48 The great bulk of
information people got therefore came from informal oral sources. “Oral
narrative” has been characterized “a means of communication characterized
more than any other by uncritical acceptance of what is said,” but this
assessment seems somewhat anachronistic.49 Information, and particularly
information from competing sources, was by modern standards a very scarce
commodity, and modern critical appraisal depends more than anything on
comparing multiple sources. Premodern people paid attention to the char-
acter of the teller and the plausibility of the information judged against their
general knowledge of the world, but they often had little reason not to
accept what they were offered in deciding what to believe or not believe.

Among the earliest systematic investigators of rumors were Allport and
Postman, who formulated a “basic law of rumor” which states that the
intensity of a rumor is the product of the importance of the information to
the people involved and the ambiguity of the evidence (“R ~ i X a”).50 They
went on to argue that rumors tend to be simplified by three standard
processes: leveling, in which details are left out; shaping, in which they are
edited down to concrete and easily remembered form; and assimilation, in
which they are connected to peoples’ interests.51 Some of their specific
mechanisms have been challenged by subsequent research – indeed, we
have seen a rumor that became more complex and detailed rather than less
so as it was passed on (although it did evolve to connect to peoples’ inter-
ests and expectations as Allport and Postman predict) – and the difficulty of
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quantifying importance and ambiguity has been pointed out, but the “basic
law” is still frequently used as the starting point for discussions of rumor
because it sets out the two most important features driving the circulation
and modification of rumors.52

While some research has suggested that people are more likely to spread
rumors about things that aren’t important to them than about things that
are, on balance it seems that rumors do tend to be about things people find
significant.53 The importance can come from the explicit intellectual
content of the information, but its emotional resonance, and particularly
negative emotional resonance, seems to be more important.54 In the case at
hand, the rumor clearly had a negative valence, but its importance seemed
to vary from transmitter to transmitter. For Anna Gärtnerin, it involved a
person who played a crucial role in her life, her mistress, and so the sugges-
tion that the woman was a witch was of prime importance to her. For her
sister Burga, the information was not as crucial; but since it involved her
sister and her sister’s employer, who was part of the same social circle as
her own mistress, it was still highly charged. Hanß Wolff, on the other hand,
lived in another town, and was related only to Burga’s employers, not
Anna’s, so far as we can tell. Hanß Jacob Kettener lived in the same town as
the suspects, who, as the wives of notables, occupied a higher place in local
society than he did, but he does not appear to have had a direct relationship
with any of the other people besides Hanß Wolff. While spreading the
rumor may have had served some immediate psychological purpose for
Anna and Burga – Allport and Postman pointed out that rumor spreading is
used “often to protect and justify the existence of emotions which, if faced
directly, might be unacceptable” – for Hanß Wolff and Kettener the most
likely explanation is simpler: spreading the rumor was a form of “attention
getting,” a way of boosting their own sense of importance by being the
bearers of provocative news.55 Certainly Kettener’s drunken encounter with
the supervisor in which he volunteered that he “knew well” why he had
been in Neuenburg suggests that he felt that he was in possession of inside
information that gave him a special status.

The witch dance rumor in Wildbad certainly started with ambiguity – the
ambiguity of what the night watchman Jacob Spör perceived and reported.
The study of rumor was one of the early practical areas that recognized and
explored the ways in which perception, cognition, memory, and description
are shaped by the forces we saw at work in the encounters with the Devil in
the last chapter; the case at hand began when Spör heard “something” that
sounded like “three horses.”56 Like him, we can never know what, if any-
thing, actually made the noises he heard that night, and what he “saw” that
went through the gate. Perhaps there were one or more animals or people
moving outside the gate, or the wind made sounds he heard as horses and
inspired his mind to generate the shadowy figure moving through the gate,
or perhaps there was nothing at all; his brain could have generated the
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entire experience of hearing the sounds along with the hint of a figure while
he was dozing, or as a waking hallucination.

While it seems unlikely that what Spör heard was actually three horses,
since it was pitch dark and the one that went through the gate disappeared
immediately without further sound, it is important to keep in mind that
Spör did not actually say that there were three horses, he just said it sounded
“as if it were three horses” (emphasis added). In fact, Spör’s testimony is
notable as much for its restraint as for his imagination: he recounted only
what he experienced without speculation what it “really” was, and he read-
ily admitted that his knowledge was very incomplete. His testimony may
have provided the kernel from which the rumor about the witches’ dance
grew, but it contributed far more by its vagueness than by any speculation
on his part. 

The disjunction between Spör’s original experience and report and the
rumor that grew from it is actually fairly typical of the relationship between
individual and social memory. While a few individuals will radically alter
their memories to suit their current interests and everyone tailors their
memories to some extent, “to a considerable degree the original perception
constrains the individual to keep his transformations in bounds,” while
“social memory  . . .  has no comparable anchorage.”57 As a result, the social
process of rumor transmission can lead to a cascading series of modifications
that end with a story that, as in this case, bears almost no resemblance to
the original report. In the case in Wildbad, what sounded like horses became
witches, the number of individuals supposedly involved grew, Hanß Jacob
Kettener replaced the watchman as the purported witness, he was said to
have actually seen the witch dance and the witches returning, and, finally,
the witches were identified as specific individuals in the community. 

The reason for this sort of transformation is that, on an individual basis,
each person in the chain of transmission inevitably filters and alters what
they perceive, retain, and report as they strive to find “meaning and good
closure” in (or, more precisely, impose it on) ambiguous information they
receive.58 However, each individual is constrained to some degree by what
they have been told, so rumors can only be fully understood as collective
constructions, the products of a series of transactions. Sociological explana-
tions tend to focus on rumors not as some sort of cumulative pathology, but
instead as “in integral part of the process whereby men develop more
adequate ways of coping with new circumstances;” as “a way of promulgat-
ing new schemes of coordination when we undergo a derangement in our
way of life.”59 However, while such an approach may help explain the
origins and function of rumors during wars and other large-scale upheavals,
it does not seem to have much relevance to the situation in Wildbad, which
was not engulfed by any sudden catastrophe or abrupt change in life. More
promising is a culturally oriented, more broadly social-constructionist
approach that treats rumors as “symbolic realities.”60 On an individual level,
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rumors act as a “cue for the subconscious,” while on a collective level they
are shared fantasies that “express what cannot be formulated in other ways.”
In this view, the rumor in Wildbad can be seen not only as a possible expres-
sion of generalized socioeconomic resentments and jealousies held by com-
moners against members of the local elite and gender tensions between
ordinary men and important women, but also as a culturally specific way of
conceptualizing anxieties about the nebulous dangers that surrounded
seventeenth-century people living in small towns and villages on the edge
of the Black Forest.

The rumor about the witch dance had been circulating for four weeks
before the magistrates at Wildbad began investigating it, and their official
interest was only aroused when specific names, and specifically the names
of some of their wives, were mentioned. To understand this dimension of
the situation, the transition to and circulation of the names of particular
individuals in the community, we must move from consideration of rumors
to an examination of the related but distinct practice of gossip. The testi-
mony of Judith Dengler and the two Frankhen children indicates that Hanß
Wolff transmitted the rumor that Hans Jacob Kettener had seen witches
dancing and returning to town to them and the Gärtnerin sisters, but not
that he mentioned any names. Instead, the specific accusations appear to
have arisen after the rumor was introduced into the immediate circle of the
accused, and in particular that of Bürgermeister Jacob Dengler’s wife. 

The evidence suggests that Anna Gärtnerin, Dengler’s servant, was the
ultimate source, possibly in concert with her sister, for neither could iden-
tify who they had heard the names from, and the other children’s’ testi-
mony about Hanß Wolff, which Anna confirmed, suggests that Burga
fabricated her story about having overheard a conversation outside the town
gate.61 Furthermore, the magistrates uncovered evidence that Anna had a
grudge against the Denglers. At one point she had been heard to comment
that Jacob Dengler “acts like he’s the Devil’s” after he rebuked her and some
others in his employ, and she had earlier been accused of stealing an apron.
While she claimed that she had said that “it was not possible” Dengler
“followed the Devil,” and said that she had returned the apron after she
found it, it seems clear that her relationship with her employers was
strained, and that she conceptualized their antagonism in terms of allegiance
to the Devil. 

How Anna transformed the report about the unidentified women Hans
Jacob Kettener was supposed to have observed into an allegation against her
mistress and three other women is not clear. It may have involved some of the
purely internal mental processes explored in the previous chapter, but her
sister Burga’s inclusion of herself in her lie about overhearing the names
outside the town gate suggests that the process involved some degree of inter-
play between the two girls, a speculative leap made collaboratively as they
discussed the scandalous story Burga heard from Hanß Wolff. The accusations
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themselves may thus have originated in gossip, and, in any case, they became
socially important because they became gossip, information circulated within
a small group about members of that group.

Because gossip involves the flow of information within small groups, it
has attracted the particular attention of anthropologists. Their earliest theo-
ries about gossip were rooted in functionalism, and emphasized the way
that gossip contributes to social equilibrium.62 For one thing, as early
human groups grew from around 50 to around 150 individuals, the
exchange of information about other members of the group probably
replaced mutual grooming as a way of cementing interpersonal bonds, since
the growth of group size made the time-cost of the older primate practice
impractical.63 In aggregate, gossip thus helps structure social relationships as
a whole by defining who is included in an “in-group” and who is not.64

Furthermore, the actual content of gossip reinforces group norms by dis-
seminating examples of positive and negative behavior, and by rewarding
the former and punishing the latter with public exposure.65 And viewed
from another perspective, this functionalist understanding has allowed
anthropologists to use gossip as a source of insight into the structure and
values of a society; they map the channels of gossip and analyze its contents
to help discern networks of relationships and systems of values.66

While this interpretation of gossip undoubtedly has merit, it does not
seem to be very helpful in understanding the case at hand, for Anna seems
to have been the one who contravened social values more than the
Denglers, and her gossiping served more to undercut than bolster the estab-
lished social structure. Indeed, the functionalist interpretation has been
criticized more generally on precisely these grounds, that gossip can be used
to undermine as well as reinforce the social order, and functionalist argu-
ments do not do justice to the individual, asocial, and even antisocial moti-
vations that stimulate many gossipers.67 An alternative, transactionalist
perspective has therefore been developed which sees gossip as a form of
power projection in which individuals use information management to
promote their own interests and undermine those of antagonists.68 This is
why gossip is often both feared and disparaged: it is feared because it can
undermine a person’s standing in the community, often without providing
an opportunity for rebuttal, and it is disparaged because in the process it
weakens social cohesion generally. Gossip is widely regarded as a negative
practice, in theory at least; even people who engage in it in practice disparage
it in the abstract.69 Medieval and early modern Europeans condemned it
on both practical and biblical grounds, for both the Old and the New
Testaments spoke against it, equating it with malice, envy, and deceit.70 At
the same time, Medieval and early modern Europeans feared gossip, because
honor and reputation played a critical role in their small scale, geographically
circumscribed communities.71 In these conditions, gossip had a direct
coercive power, as people would adjust their behavior to avoid being its
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object, and it had indirect power because it could mobilize other social
agents like the courts.72 However, because gossip could cause substantial
damage, it could also be “a dangerous weapon to use” because “some pur-
sued with a vengeance those who were said to have spoken ill of them.”73

Thus, in the case in Wildbad, Anna’s words first drew public scorn onto the
women she implicated and then mobilized the power of the government,
but instead of advancing her interests the latter process turned against her
and she rather than the women she incriminated ended up in jail.

Another issue that the role of gossip in the Wildbad case relates to is the
connection between gender and gossip. This issue actually involves two
separate questions: whether women are particularly prone to gossip, as a
widespread popular image holds, and whether women gossip differently
than men. As far as the amount of gossiping goes, while there is a strong
contrast between the image that women are particularly prone to gossip and
the reality that both sexes actually gossip extensively, and in some societies
and circumstances men actually gossip more than women, on balance it
seems that women do gossip more than men.74 The reason for this tendency
is related to the explanation for women’s stronger association with malefic
magic: “faced with limited opportunities to exercise real power [sic]” women
“ridicule, gossip, and use other intrigues to gain their ends.”75 As far as the
nature of men’s and women’s gossip goes, men tend to talk more about
themselves, range across a relatively wider social field when discussing
others, and converse by taking turns proclaiming complete thoughts, while
women’s gossip tends to be more other-directed, is more focused on their
immediate social circle, and is conducted as an interplay of partial state-
ments.76 This last point, the tendency of women to “speak in short sections
and allow others to speak, so conversation is a collaborative build-up,”
supports the idea that Anna and Burga generated the specific names in the
course of gossiping, rather than one generating them in her head and then
telling the other. On the other hand, the substance of the girls’ discussion,
the generation of witch accusations, undercuts the rather idealistic assertion
that “it is the aim of” women’s’ gossip “to create and maintain good social
relationships.”77 To the extent that a person, male or female, uses gossip to
promote his or her own interests while undercutting antagonists, as Anna
Gärtnerin did, the net effect on social relationships will be negative. Early
modern towns and villages, as we have seen, were rife with rivalries and
quarrels, a milieu in which “what were considered ‘appropriate’ female
virtues, such as harmony and conciliation, often played little part.”78

A final point to be made about this case is how it shows the way that
popular culture was assimilating elite concern about the Devil’s conspiracy.
The night watchman does not seem to have thought of witches initially,
since he reported that the sounds he heard were like horses’ hooves. At some
point, though, either he or someone else reinterpreted his perceptions as
evidence of witchcraft activity, and his hazy impression of movement
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toward the gate became someone else’s observation of witches dancing.
Then, as the rumor circulated, it linked up with a servant girl’s conflict with
her employers, and without alleging that her mistress had engaged in any
maleficum at all she was able to tar her with the brush of witch accusation.
This appropriation may have been a self-conscious fraud, but Anna’s earlier
comments about Dengler being given to the Devil suggest that it was instead
the result of the girl’s internalization of the idea that the Devil was a real
presence in the world, directly responsible for one’s misfortunes and
conflicts with others. Unlike the people discussed in the last chapter, Anna
did not perceive the Devil herself, but she did think that she could perceive
his influence on others.

Dreams of dances

The second of the two sampled cases, involving accusations of attendance at
a witch dance, took place in the same year as the rumor in Wildbad in a
small town that lay about 40 miles to the east, just northeast of Stuttgart. In
late January, the magistrates of Winnenden reported that an eight-year-old
boy named Hanß Ferner claimed to have seen his mother, grandmother,
many other women, and a local musician at a witch dance that the Devil
had taken him to.79 Apparently the Devil, whom Hanß described as a black
man with horns, had been after the boy for some time, appearing to him
both day and night, scaring and threatening him. Eventually Hanß told
some schoolmates about the “black man” who was bothering him, and they
told the schoolmaster. Hanß was put into confinement and watched by a
guard, who reported that he seemed particularly agitated at the beginning
of the night and early in the morning. Indeed, early on the previous Tuesday
morning, Hanß had cried out that the “black man” had stabbed him in the
foot, and when a barber-surgeon, the town scribe, and two other men exam-
ined the foot they saw that it did in fact have a cut on it where Hanß
claimed the Devil had stabbed him. Hanß explained that earlier that night
he had finally agreed to give himself to the Devil, who thereupon carried
him to the “merry and happy” festivities where he saw the women and the
musician. At the dance, the Devil fussed over him, carried him on his
shoulders, brought him bread and meat, “told him to call him father, and
called him his son,” and eventually carried him back home. Hanß worried,
though, that he would not be able to go to heaven because of his decision,
and that is what provoked the Devil to stab his foot. 

The magistrates’ investigation revealed that Hanß was a bastard who had
been cared for as an infant by his grandmother, a poor “old, angry, abusive
woman.”80 Despite his mother’s promiscuity, her reputation was “not
among the worst,” though, so when Hanß was four she married an honor-
able citizen and took Hanß back. Unfortunately, the stepfather died before
long, which was when Hanß began to show increasing signs of being
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“disturbed and fearful.” He himself testified that this was when the Devil
had begun to “frighten and threaten” him, starting the process that had
culminated in his trip to the witches’ dance.

Hanß’ mother and grandmother tearfully denied that they had attended
any such festivities, and the musician denied any part in them either.81

When confronted by his mother and grandmother, Hanß wavered in his
testimony, retracting his accusations, but then partially reiterating them
when alone (saying they were there, but didn’t dance). Hanß also accused a
woman of having told him on the day of his dream that the “black man”
would come to him that night and also of attending the dance. In
confrontation, though, she denied both accusations vehemently and there
was evidence that his family had had a dispute with her, further undermin-
ing his testimony. Hanß discredited himself even more by asking his guard’s
daughter, who often accompanied her father at his post, to lay with him.
The ducal government concluded that he was “a very bad boy” who had
denounced innocent people, and instructed the magistrates to have him
beaten to impress upon him “the wicked depravity of magic,” scold him for
his slanders, see that the town preacher visited him regularly to lead him in
earnest prayer, and watch his mother and grandmother for any further signs
of trouble.82

The first question this case raises is what, so far as can be determined,
really happened. Was this really a report about a tormented child’s imagi-
nary struggles to resist the Devil’s blandishments? Or was it an example of a
child’s opportunistic exploitation of a common cultural construct to
victimize people he was angry with?83 Or perhaps it was nothing more than
a fantastic schoolyard story that snowballed out of control.84 The inconsis-
tencies in some of Hanß’ statements suggest that he did consciously or
unconsciously improvise some points in response to the pressures or oppor-
tunities of the situation, but several things suggest that Hanß’ story is more
or less what it purports to be, the record of a boy’s struggles to resist the
Devil. First of all, his mother and grandmother reported that he had been
behaving strangely since his stepfather’s death several years before, which is
when he said the Devil first approached him.85 Secondly, his guard observed
him to sleep restlessly in general, and he cried out in his sleep on the very
morning he claimed to have traveled to the witch dance and been injured
by the Devil. Hanß may not have really flown to a witch dance, but it
appears that he really dreamed he did.

If Hanß Ferner really dreamed that he gave himself to the Devil and flew
with him to a witch Sabbath, the next question that presents itself is what,
if anything, that experience meant. Dreams have been interpreted since
antiquity and before by virtually every human society, and the interpreta-
tions range from treating dream experiences as real supernatural events to
regarding them as meaningless neural noise, with intermediate positions
conceiving them to be unreal but sources of important truths accessible
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through one of any number of interpretive schemes.86 Hanß himself clearly
understood his experience to have been a real event, and the magistrates of
Winnenden were clearly prepared to believe it was.87 As the investigation
proceeded, though, their openness to his claims declined until the govern-
ment concluded that his report about the witch dance was false, a change of
heart that constituted one small step in the larger process of cultural evolu-
tion by which Europe’s elite gradually came to the conclusion that magical
flights to diabolic dances, like magic generally, only take place in the mind,
in dreams and fantasy. This position became the basis for modern interpre-
tations of dreams, which have ranged from rationalist dismissals of them as
ephemeral nonsense to psychological treatments of them as coded expres-
sions of unconscious thoughts and feelings. 

The most prominent modern theory of dreams, of course, is Freud’s theory
that dreams are a mechanism by which the brain maintains sleep in the face
of disturbing thoughts that well-up from the unconscious, mechanisms that
involve distorting repressed desires into symbolic forms that embody them
in a manner that keeps them from waking the sleeper up.88 However, just as
Luther was followed by waves of Protestant reformers who disagreed with
each other almost as vehemently as they disagreed with the Pope, Freud was
followed by waves of clinically oriented psychologists who developed their
own dream theories, none of which was able to establish itself as clearly
superior to the others, or to Freud’s.89 Furthermore, recent physiological
studies of sleep utilizing technologies such as electroencephalography
(EEG) and positron emission tomography (PET) combined with systematic
laboratory studies of dreaming conducted by interrupting and interviewing
people at various stages of sleep have substantially superseded, to the extent
that they have not simply discredited, older, clinically based theories.90

In this void, the most promising approach might seem to be to apply the
general methods of postmodernism, to understand historical dreams, like
other past mental experiences, as elements of distinct cultural systems that
can best be understood in terms of their place within those systems rather
than as manifestations of some common human cognitive process. From
this point of view, Hanß’ dream itself was as inaccessible as any other aspect
of purported reality; all we have is the narrative he constructed about it,
which itself is contained in the narrative constructed by the magistrates.
Like any text, it can be deconstructed both to expose the way that it
reflected the structural imperatives of narrative and to show how its
elements embodied various aspects of its cultural milieu. In this analysis, the
meaning of Hanß’ dream for us comes not from what he experienced, but
from what he said he experienced, and from what others then said about
what he said.

However, this approach rests on certain assumptions that call its applica-
bility to understanding dream experiences into question. In particular, it
privileges linguistic modes of thought, assuming either that dreams are
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essentially narratives themselves, or that because narrative texts are our only
evidence of them, we can only understand them as linguistic artifacts.
However, the second position is rather like saying that because our only
knowledge of, say, Roman siege engines is written descriptions of them, we
can only understand them as literary artifacts, without reference to the
properties of the materials they were constructed of or to the physical laws
governing ballistics. Clearly, while it is vital to treat the texts containing our
knowledge of past things like catapults with the caution due to any historical
sources, it would be absurd to ignore the fact that they once really existed,
and were subject to forces and constraints beyond the laws of semiotics.
The fact that our knowledge of something comes from texts does not
necessarily mean that the only way we can gain understanding of it is from
those texts.

Of course, if the first position is true, and dreams themselves are merely a
form of narrative, then this objection to the second point is, in the case of
dreams, moot, and they can indeed best, or only, be understood in terms of
the rules governing, or derived from the study of, language. On its face, this
is not an unreasonable position, for dreams often do contain some verbal-
izations, they generally involve significant narrative sequences, they are
generally recalled in a narrative format, and these dream narratives take
their place within the larger narratives through which people organize their
waking consciousness. In fact, one of the current theories of dreams argues
precisely that they are a form of “inner speech” and are therefore governed
by linguistic principles.91 It notes that “the most striking feature of dream-
ing is its narrative cohesion,” infers that dreaming must be “generated by
the same cognitive systems that produce the ordinary speech of waking
life,” and concludes that since “the core of dream formation” is “its narra-
tive structure . . . a useful focus for recovering the ‘essence’ of the dream
would lie in applying linguistic analytical schemes.”

It must be recognized, though, that this approach rests on an inference,
that dreams are generated by the same systems that produce speech, which
is based on observations about the reported content of dreams rather than
direct evidence of brain functioning. More recent research into the neuro-
physiology of sleep and dreaming undercuts this assumption, and so the
most promising approach to Hanß’ dream would seem to be first to explore
the current state of knowledge about the physiology of sleep and dreaming,
and then to evaluate Hanß’ case in light of this.

To begin with, it has been found that sleep consists of four different phases:
the hypnagogic phase at sleep’s onset, long periods of what is called nREM, or
“Not REM,” sleep, which alternate with shorter periods of REM, or “rapid eye
movement” sleep, and finally the hypnopompic phase at the end of sleep. 

NREM sleep is the oldest form of sleep, occurring in reptiles, birds, and
mammals, and is very different from wakefulness.92 Brain waves change
dramatically, mentation (in people at least) tends to be either absent or simple
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and repetitive, and the body replenishes and restores itself in a variety of
ways, repairing damage, growing new tissues, and resupplying itself with
chemicals depleted during wakefulness. The limbic system is active but
“forebrain activity is low,” and the left cerebral hemisphere tends to be more
active than the right.93 Some dreaming does take place, but it is usually brief,
closely connected to waking concerns, and verbal and conceptual rather
than visual and emotional.94

The hypnagogic and hypnopompic phases are relatively short periods of
transition into and out of nREM. They are characterized by brain waves
between the waking and nREM patterns and mentation that can include
“rapidly changing, jumbled images and thoughts, often related to what was
last seen, heard, or thought of before nodding off.”95 Visualizations are
“more vivid than dreams,” and proceed in accelerated rather than real
time.96

REM sleep is not quite as old as nREM, being found only in most birds and
mammals, and is not only dramatically different from nREM, but also is in
many ways much like being awake.97 To begin with, in REM the eyes dart
back and forth just as they do during wakefulness. In terms of brain waves,
REM’s “EEG profile is virtually the same as ... in an awake person,” while in
terms of most brain systems, “activation levels during REM are comparable
to those in waking.”98 However, in other ways REM sleep is radically different
from being awake.99 For one thing, the motor output systems are deacti-
vated, so the body is effectively paralyzed, and sensory input systems are
muted. For another, the higher executive systems “which normally imbue
human thought . . . with logical coherence, [and] propositional structure”
and “constrain perceptual possibilities on the basis of established knowledge
of the world” are also switched off.100 Thirdly, production of aminergic
neurotransmitters, which play a role in maintaining focused attention,
stops, while large amounts of cholinergic neurotransmitters, which promote
diffuse associations, are produced.101 Fourth, the right cerebral hemisphere,
which “is organized principally to process novel challenges” through non-
verbal, gestalt-oriented, and emotive cognition, is more active than the left,
which specializes in established, “sequential-temporal” processing, like
language.102 Fifth, the limbic system and associated areas which play a
central role in emotion, memory, and visual and auditory associations are,
if anything, more active than during waking.103 Finally, mentation during
REM takes the form of complex, episodic, vivid, emotionally-charged,
multisensory experiences, in other words, what we think of as dreams.

When the close association of REM and dreaming was first discovered,
researchers assumed that dreams are a part of REM sleep. However, further
research has revealed that dreams indistinguishable from dreams in REM
can occur during nREM sleep.104 Therefore, it appears that dreaming is an
autonomous process that occurs when the network of brain centers produc-
ing them is stimulated in the absence of external stimuli or activity in the
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executive centers that would otherwise hinder them.105 Nevertheless,
dreams do seem to relate to the neural activity that stimulates them, and
since they most frequently occur during REM sleep, a greater understanding
of them, or at least the great majority of them, can be gained through a
greater understanding of what the brain is doing during REM.106

Clues to the function of REM sleep are provided by studies of changes in
REM activity during maturation and experiments on animals and people
during REM. In most species, young animals spend a greater percentage of
their time asleep in REM than adults, and the proportion of time spent by
the young is inversely related to the species’ degree of maturity at birth.107

REM has been detected in fetuses; human newborns spend 50% of their time
asleep in REM while adults only spend about half that time in it; and human
babies have been found to smile, frown, show anger, perplexity, and disdain,
all among the universally recognizable facial expressions, during REM sleep
before they exhibit them socially.108 Animals and people whose brain
centers that inhibit movement during REM have been incapacitated will get
up and act out their dreams; for example, REMing cats will get up and stalk,
kill, and even eat imaginary prey.109 All mammals’ brains produce theta
waves during REM, the same rhythm the produce when engaged in critical
survival activities while awake (cats when they’re hunting, rats when they’re
exploring, rabbits when they’re avoiding hunters).110 In humans, REM
deprivation has not been shown to produce great psychological damage, but
people confronted with complicated learning tasks REM more afterwards.
Furthermore, subjects deprived of REM learn complex material less well,
recall “material of personal and emotional relevancy . . . more poorly,” show
greater emotional brittleness, and exhibit a “rebound effect” of increased
REM when allowed to sleep uninterrupted.111

Overall, the evidence suggests that REM sleep is a period of neurological
“housekeeping” in which neural networks are wired or rewired.112

Specifically, REM sleep seems to be when young animals complete the
creation of neural circuits, and when animals of all ages do certain kinds of
neural processing that relates to critical skills and experiences, particularly
memory consolidation and storage.113 This processing is not a passive trans-
fer of information, but an active and creative procedure involving the
creation of associations, elimination of unneeded material, generation of
original interpretive elements, and transformation from short term to long
term storage modalities.114 It is also not quick, for analysis of dream content
suggests that it involves forming and reforming connections relating to a
common theme in increasingly complex patterns involving increasingly
diverse older material over the course of a night, and there is evidence that
full integration of new material into long-term memory may take repeated
processing over many nights.115 The result is more than just a storage process,
but amounts to a form of learning, or even problem-solving, in which new
experiences are evaluated in terms of established cognitive structures and
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established cognitive structures are updated in response to new experi-
ences.116 Since the brain’s emotional systems are highly active while centers
of conscious reasoning are shut off during REM, this processing seldom cen-
ters on intellectual, logical-procedural, or broad social problems, but instead
is rooted in feelings about the self and the immediate social world.117

However, because higher level cortical and subcortical centers, in particular
those which “instigate goal-seeking behaviors” and those which handle
“concrete spatial cognition . . . [and] quasispatial (symbolic) operations” are
also active, processing during REM does not involve purely visceral reactions
to experiences, but instead involves a dynamic interplay between very basic
“flight-fight” level responses and more sophisticated mentation.118

Sleep and dream researchers are currently divided on the question of
whether the semi-conscious visualizations and verbalizations we think of as
dreaming, as opposed to the neurological tasks that stimulate them, play an
essential role in sleep, fulfilling some psychological purpose essential to our
individual functioning and survival as a species, or are evolutionary span-
drels, incidental byproducts of the interaction between somnambulant neu-
rological housekeeping and coincidentally active systems connected with
conscious awareness.119 Fortunately, though, a resolution of this issue is not
necessary to assess Hanß Ferner’s dream, for what is important is that virtu-
ally all researchers agree that dreams do offer insights not only into the
dreamer’s concerns and preoccupations, but also into his or her mental
structures and cognitive processes.120 Furthermore, the weight of evidence
suggests that dreams appear confusing not because the brain is actively
censoring the material, as Freud believed, but because they are generated
through the interaction of low-level emotional processing that proceeds
according to its own, in REM sleep chemically enhanced, associative logic,
and higher level conceptualizing that struggles to systemize it without the
help, during REM sleep, of the brain centers responsible for logical coherence,
propositional structure, and physical plausibility.121 The effect can perhaps
be thought of as like looking over the shoulder of a movie editor at work:
one might see a coherent narrative episode, but then jump to a symbolically
or thematically rather than chronologically or narrative-structurally related
next sequence; then splice in a significant visual detail; and so on, as the
editor follows the train of connections dictated by her own creative process.
The succession of images and episodes appears arbitrary not because the
editor is trying to either confuse or communicate with the observer, but
because she is following her own train of associations and procedural
efficiencies without regard to the coherence or lack of coherence of the series
of images and sequences at the moment. Dreams are meaningful not because
they present stories containing surreptitious messages, but because they
reflect the process by which the brain constructs memory, and in the process
generates new knowledge. They open “the door” to “direct evidence of . . .
social and psychological learning.”122
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Returning to Hanß Ferner’s dream, to begin with, like about half of all
dreams, it related directly to waking events from the previous day, both the
fact that he was under supervision because of his reports of diabolic contacts
and, if his claim was true, the neighbor woman’s specific warning that the
black man would visit him that night.123 However, his dream also clearly
manifested his longer-term concern about the Devil, and this, in turn,
reflected a widespread preoccupation with witchcraft in Württemberg
around 1660.124 For example, the father of a four-year-old girl from
Kirchheim who said she and her parents went to a witch dance the next year
reported that “among the adults conversation . . . turns constantly to the
witch theme, ‘which the child must have latched onto.’”125 As the experience
of the benandanti discussed by Carol Ginzburg in Night Battles shows, dreams
can be inspired by precise cultural expectations and shaped by precise cultural
scripts.126

Secondly, the first and central parts of Hanß’ dream were certainly based
on a cultural script: acceptance of the Devil and flight to a witch dance. His
sense of giving in to the Devil, because his description lacks visual details,
may have been either a hypnagogic experience or an nREM dream, more a
diffuse rumination than an episodic visualization, while the dream of flying
to the witches dance, given the amount of visual detail, was most likely a
REM dream.127 The imagery of the Devil as a black man with horns, the
flight to the dance, and the festivities with a fiddler were all stock elements
of the German peasant synthesis of learned demonology and their own folk
culture that generally appear in popular reports of witch dances.128 However,
at the point that the “black man” began acting like a father, Hanß aban-
doned the cultural script, and the dream took off in an uncharted direction
as he amalgamated his own experience, including his ongoing dream expe-
rience (his actual surrender to the Devil), with cultural symbols and mean-
ings.129 Specifically, his adoption of the Devil, the prince of evil who prayed
on the defeated and disillusioned, as his father would seem to reflect his
awareness of his own disreputable origins and his despondency at the loss
of his stepfather. It may be an inspired inversion of the cultural view of God
as a father figure, but it was an inversion that was Hanß’ personal innova-
tion, for such an association was not part of the pan-European demonology
or the regional folk culture. The presence of his mother and grandmother at
the dance may have just reflected the fact that children generally populate
their dreams with relatives and other people close to them, but it also may
have reflected his awareness of their disreputability, and his anger with
them as well (seeing them as evil).130 Upon returning home, Hanß departed
even further from the witch script in what sounds like nREM agitated verbal
mentation in which he mulled over the implications of the preceding devel-
opments, with little emphasis on what the Devil looked like or how he acted
when he “struck” him. However, he does seem to have moved his body as
part of that experience, for he was reported to have slept restlessly and,
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unlike during REM sleep, the body can and does move during most of nREM
sleep, which is when sleepwalking occurs.131 Of course, it could be said that
he had just changed to his culture’s repentance script, but that did not include
the denouement, the Devil’s attack, during nREM or the hypnopompic
phase, that woke him up. While the Devil was known to threaten or even
hit people, in this case the ending was more likely an interpretation
backward from a coincidental somatic event cause by Hanß’ agitated move-
ment to dream content, for somatosensory stimulation “have the highest
rate of incorporation” into dreams.132 Coincidence can play a role as well as
culture and cognition in forming dreams; in this case, it showed Hanß that
the Devil would not be spurned so easily.

The central point is that Hanß’s dream was not structured by a script, or
even a narrative backbone; he was actively grappling with the implications
of his situation as he became increasingly aware of its personal, social, and
cultural meaning. There was no overarching storyline laid out in advance,
and he was not sending himself a disguised message; instead his brain was
figuring things out as it went along, advancing from association to associa-
tion, experience to experience, and realization to realization in a series of
ruminations, visualizations, and even bodily movements that directly
manifested his cognitive processing. In the process he utilized plenty of
cultural symbols and followed not one but several cultural scripts, but he
only followed them so long as they worked for him, and he jumped to
another or created his own original next step as the logic of his cognitive
processing dictated. 

Beyond its personal meaning, Hanß’ dream is of historical interest because
it enables us to literally watch enculturation in the seventeenth century at
work. Clearly, Hanß was grappling with a difficult personal situation, and
we can see in his dreams how he was integrating the concepts of the Devil
and witchcraft with it, using them to make sense of it (and it to make sense
of them).133 He was the product of sin, “born to the world from the sinful
disgrace of prostitution,” and it was a legacy that he could not seem to
escape.134 He lost his best hope for social as well as psychological redemp-
tion when his stepfather died, and in his despondency he felt the tempta-
tion of the Devil, who was, in a sense, already his father. On the night of the
dreams, he gave in, which he acknowledged by his acceptance of the
Devil.135 He then realized that the next step, according to the logic of his
culture, would be flight to and participation in a witch dance, which he did.
At that point, though, his personal issues came to dominate, and his dream
took the unorthodox but personally satisfying turn of the Devil adopting
him as his son. Hanß was thrilled to have a father while at the dance, but
once he returned home he realized that the cost would be alienation from
Christian society, signified by an inability to get into heaven. Again he
deviated from the cultural script, and instead of returning home to practice
harmful magic, he tried to take back his affiliation with the Devil. In the
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struggle he injured himself, which in the dream became his punishment for
spurning his new father figure. In his dream we can thus observe the process
by which he was internalizing the contemporary cultural values regarding
bastardy, the Devil, witches, community, and heaven, associating them with
aspects of his own life and making them part of his conceptual framework
for understanding the world.

Hanß’ experience has even larger significance for us when it is seen in the
context of its time, for his was just one of many similar child-centered trials in
the region during the mid-to-late seventeenth century. In fact, children were
rarely involved in witchcraft except as victims of adult witches’ magic before
the late sixteenth century.136 They first began to play a prominent role in trials
in Germany in the 1580s, and their participation increased steadily, there
and in many parts of Europe, over the decades.137 Both because of their
increasing involvement and because of the gradual decline of trials centered
on adults (particularly middle-aged adults), child-centered trials became a char-
acteristic feature of the last phase of the trials, with the children’s dreams and
fantasies often, as in the case we have just seen, playing a leading role.138

The increased role of children in late witch trials was quite pronounced in
Württemberg. Only six child-centered trials took place prior to 1660, but
there were 11 during the 1660s alone.139 Thereafter, they tapered off slowly,
with six in the 1670s, seven in the 1680s, and seven final ones spread over
the first half of the eighteenth century. Some involved maleficium and oth-
ers simple contact with the Devil, but many centered on children’s reports
of participation in witch dances.140 Many resembled Hanß Ferner’s case,
involving children’s dreams, although each had his or her own take on the
experience. One boy said that he traveled on a boat with his girlfriend;
several reported being abducted from their beds by women rather than
traveling voluntarily with the Devil, stories that resemble “witch abductions”
that were widely reported in Hungary.141 Reports of the food, wine, and danc-
ing were relatively similar from case to case, but some children’s sabbaths
involved sex, and a few included ritual homage to the Devil and acquisition
of malefic materials.142 In at least one case, a boy really did wander out of his
house at night, but there were no known cases like the one reported in
Augsburg, which lay only about 30 miles east of the duchy’s enclave around
Heidenheim, in which children actually conducted Sabbaths complete with
diabolical pacts, desecration of the host, and sexual play.143

Contemporary observers noted the increasing prominence of children in
witch trials in the latter part of the seventeenth century, and regarded it as
something of a mystery since it did not fit into either learned or popular
traditions regarding witchcraft.144 Historians have also recently recognized
this issue, and have advanced a number of explanations for, first, why
children in particular might have gotten involved in witch allegations, and,
second, why their involvement seems to have increased over the course of
the seventeenth century. 
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To start with explanations for children’s involvement in trials, one obser-
vation that has been put forward is that children spend a good deal of time
imitating adults, and they may have spent an even greater proportion of
their time doing so in the past because of the limited availability of toys and
stories tailored to children.145 A second explanation that has been put
forward is simply the “wanton mischief of undisciplined youngsters, a cal-
lous readiness to make false allegations.146 A somewhat more sophisticated
version of this explanation is the concept of “mythomania,” an “obsessive-
compulsive myth-creating” psychopathology fueled by “unmitigated mali-
ciousness, the need for attention, or precocious sexual appetites.”147 A third
line of reasoning focuses on particular cognitive characteristics of children:
the vividness of their imaginations and tendency to magical thinking
because the frontal lobes don’t fully develop until the late teens; the plas-
ticity of their cognitive structures and their tendency to “spontaneously
alter the truth” guilelessly between the ages of around seven and nine; and
the development of their attribution of intentionality, whose roots were
variously traced to internal mentation and the Devil’s machinations during
the early modern period, around the same age.148 Added to this list can be
an observation inspired by Hanß Ferner’s case, that children do not begin to
dream the kind of complex, episodic, vivid, emotionally charged, multisen-
sory experiences adults do until they are around ten years of age.149 Before
that they dream far less frequently, and their dreams tend to be static and
bland. Thus, when they first experience an emotionally charged, dynamic,
and vivid dream like Hanß’, they may have less ability to distinguish it from
reality, and also to connect it to the dreams they are used to. That would
seem to have been the case in another child-witch trial from 1665 in
Möckmühl, for when the magistrates asked the boy it centered on if the
witch dance he experienced might not have just been a dream, “and if he in
fact knew and understood what a dream is, he answered, ‘Yes, he dreamed
once that he dug and found some money . . . but when he woke up it wasn’t
real.’ When, in contrast, he went out to a dance and traveled there by ship,
‘he did not dream like that.’”150 In all these ways, their accusations and
stories took on a subjective authenticity that transformed malicious talk and
idle imaginings into experiences and memories of compelling intensity.

Nevertheless, while some children undoubtedly indulged in “wanton mis-
chief” or were driven by some pathological “mythomania,” Hanß Ferner’s
case should caution us from assuming too easily that most of the children
were driven by some sort of bizarre destructiveness, and encourage us to see
how “the latching of children onto the witch mythology was motivated by
their life history,” how their dreams and stories “reflect . . . the real experi-
ences and the powerful feelings of the children.”151 In some cases, for exam-
ple, their claims to have attended a dance were a device to get revenge on
adults they were angry with, but in other cases, it reflected, as Hanß’ did,
their assessment of their own social situation or moral status.152 In some
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cases, the issue was anger and aggression because they were “marginal, out-
cast children, whose lives presented an unbroken succession of rejections
and disappointment.”153 In other cases, it was the children’s precocious
sexuality, and in many it was both.154 They were using “the material of the
witch beliefs . . . to make sense of themselves and their circumstances.”155

Some may have identified with the Devil in anger, as “a revolt with explicitly
anticlerical tendencies,” but others, like Hanß, did so merely because it
seemed to fit; it “symbolized and dramatized” their “inner state and experi-
ences, feelings and wishes.”156 Like Scottish Presbyterian children going
through conversion experiences at the time who felt terror, had visions of
the Devil, were plagued by evil “thoughts and temptations,” many witch
children were struggling to reconcile their human urges and social conflicts
with their culture’s Manichean morality.157

As far as why children’s role in witch trials seems to have grown over the
course of the seventeenth century, several explanations have been put for-
ward. To some extent the phenomenon can be explained by changes in the
trials and witch beliefs themselves. To begin with, the start of children’s
involvement as participant/accusers came very near to the beginning of the
period of mass hunts, when the concept of the Sabbath played a central role –
the late sixteenth century – for it was the idea of the Sabbath that enabled
them to take this dual part.158 Secondly, some historians have pointed to the
wider breakdown of stereotypes during mass trials, their tendency to start
with typical suspects, old women, but gradually widen to include middle-
aged adults and children.159 Others point to the growth of skepticism about
witchcraft as the seventeenth century wore on, and the way that children’s
innocent sincerity and vivid descriptions seemed to offer clear evidence of
an otherwise increasingly murky phenomenon.160 A final structural point is
that children’s trials, in which diabolism was introduced spontaneously by
the child accusers, continued even as adult trials, which tended to be triggered
by accusations of maleficium and depended on torture to extract evidence of
diabolism, declined, since, as we shall see, torture was being abandoned and
allegations of maleficium were being reclassified as poisoning or other material
actions.161

On the other hand, contemporary observers who noted the phenomenon
tended to focus on changes in children themselves and blame bad parent-
ing.162 They complained that parents set a bad example or used bad
childrearing techniques. In taking this approach, they were linking the problem
of witch children to a broader cultural concern about parenting that began
to grow during the sixteenth century.163 This concern, in turn, was part of
the even broader campaign of confessionalized social discipline; concern
about children’s’ morality was just one front of the wider push to reform
popular behavior and recast popular culture.164 On a social level it led to
the late-seventeenth century drives to suppress the youth gangs, which
made up a significant part of the problem of vagrants and beggars, through
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accusations of magic and witchcraft, while on an individual level, it brought
children into sharper conflict with the elders in their household and
community.165

The case of Hanß Ferner suggests that another process may have been at
work as well. It provides further evidence that the sermons and pamphlets
decrying witchcraft and magic were having an effect, that the ideas they
contained about bad people banding together under the Devil’s banner were
not only disseminating into popular culture, tavern rumors, and village
gossip, but also were working their way into peoples’ consciousness, their
concept of the social world and even their concept of themselves.
Furthermore, the rash of child-centered trials in the mid-to-late seventeenth
century would seem to be a measure of the success of this process: social
discipline had moved beyond curbing adult behaviors to molding children’s
consciousness. Many older witches confessed to having entered the Devil’s
service as children, but they either did not make the connection between
their actions and his cause until they were tried for witchcraft or they kept
that realization secret for decades.166 The wave of child confessions and
accusations toward the end of the period of the trials suggests that this
innocence, this inability to see or, having seen, to act on a realization of
moral transgression, was coming to an end. It suggests that the cumulative
effect of individuals’ enculturation was society’s acculturation.167

Dances and trances

While Hanß Ferner claimed to have attended a witch dance, his experience
was pretty clearly an ordinary dream, and his mother and grandmother
strongly denied his accusation that they had been there as well. In other cases,
though, adults did confess to attendance at witch dances, and their stories are
not so easily explained as simple dreams. We have already considered
Magdelena Horn’s confession in 1562 that she had gone to dances “on the
Feuerbacher meadow,” but since she mentioned them only after long talks
with a clergyman they may well have been imaginative embellishments to her
confession of evil thoughts and deeds.168 On the other hand, in January 1667,
the magistrates of the university town and district seat Tübingen reported that
“for the past quarter year or so Hannß Walther’s wife . . . Apolonia . . . has often
been heard saying godless and magical, thoroughly shameful” things.169

Specifically, she claimed that “at night she flew all over the countryside as far
as Turkey.” One night, she said, “her prince, understood to be the Devil, with
a black mustache, had carried her out,” and thereafter, “from time to time . . .
she and her husband traveled on a pitchfork, then on a cat, and when they
came to their destination they met a group from Tübingen, Reütlingen, and
also from her village” who “amused each other, drank red and white wine
from golden cups.” Afterward “her Hannß, understood to be the Devil, lay
with her,” and she “returned in a twinkling” to her home. 
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Apolonia claimed to have learned “this witchcraft from a butcher named
‘Urbanle,’ who had recently been burned in Reütlingen.” In addition, she
“often ridiculed the village preacher,” and said that “her Hannß, the Devil,
had threatened to beat her if she told the preacher everything, and if she prayed
with” him. She stated that “her prince is the most powerful in the world, and
therefore she must follow him.” When the preacher, the village mayor and her
husband brought her to the town hall, she engaged in “a vile Devil’s game in
which she said good and bad things, prayed and spoke lewdly, [and when]
asked where she kept her salve,” the ointment witches reputedly used to
travel to their dances, “she answered, ‘in a trough,’ but when impartial men
searched for it, nothing was found.” Since she “threatened to set fire to the
houses” in the village, “and seemed ready to do it” the magistrates in
Tübingen decided to keep her in custody pending instructions from the
High Council.

Apolonia’s case occurred late in the period of witch trials (1667) and
Tübingen was both the home of the provincial university, whose faculty had
championed legal caution for decades already, and was peripherally
involved in the last wave of a mass persecution in the neighboring Imperial
City of Reutlingen, so it is not surprising that in their report to the High
Council the town’s magistrates said Apolonia “appears to be out of her wits,”
and that they “found nothing other than that . . . this woman” suffered from
“a great delirium.”170 Their diagnosis is not far from what a modern doctor
or traditional historian might say, for Apolonia exhibited many symptoms
associated with the current medical understanding of delirium: “impaired
perception, delusions or hallucinations,” mood swings that “may be rapid
and unpredictable,” “a dreamlike quality” to thought “with some merging
of content from dreams with reality,” and “other disruptions of thinking
and behavior.”171 Older people like Apolonia are particularly prone to
delirium because it is a symptom of “neurotransmitter abnormalities,”
including acetylcholine deficiencies, so the “reduced numbers of receptors
for acetylcholine in older people predisposes them” to it.172 Furthermore,
delirium can result from a wide variety of problems ranging from “primary
cerebral disorders” like stroke or trauma through bodily ailments like
myocardial infarction and infections to metabolic disorders, intoxication,
and substance withdrawal, and older people are particularly prone to many
of these.173 As in Apolonia’s case, “an older person who has been function-
ing adequately” may suddenly develop symptoms “over a short period of
time” that bring a “dramatic change” in the “person’s level of function-
ing.”174 Which of these, or what combination, brought on Apolonia’s
disturbing behavior is not clear, but the magistrates had clear reason to
regard her behavior as disturbed.

However, Apolonia’s reported behavior does not include some characteristic
features of delirium, which casts doubt on the easy characterization of her
behavior as simply a manifestation of some acute organic brain disorder.
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Some of the characteristics that were not noted in Apolonia’s case, like
“some degree of temporal dislocation,” which is considered “necessary for
the diagnosis of delirium” today, may be a culture-bound manifestations
of the modern preoccupation with time, but others, like disorientation,
“rambling, irrelevant, and incoherent speech,” “a deficit in attention or
conscious level,” and “abnormally increased or reduced psychomotor activity,”
would seem to be more universal effects of the organic problems responsi-
ble for delirium, and the magistrates’ report does not contain evidence of
any of these.175 Her speech, while belligerent and focused on mystical
experiences, was not “rambling,” “irrelevant,” or “incoherent;” there is no
suggestion of “a reduced ability to maintain and shift attention to external
stimuli;” and she was not reported to have exhibited any abnormal physical
activity. Furthermore, many of the “symptoms” that do seem to be present
are, upon consideration, less clearly indications of delirium as medically
understood than they first seem. For example, Apolonia’s provocative
statements to the preacher may have manifested a more general and normal
cognitive decline involving deterioration of the “restraint function,” which
normally inhibits “strong responses . . . whenever the most potent response
is not the most appropriate and when alternative responses need to be con-
sidered.”176 This sort of decline is not uncommon as the brain ages, and
Apolonia’s anger and defiant identification with the Devil’s cause may well
have been connected to the fact that “this woman, along with her husband”
had “a very bad reputation” since “they both consorted often with people
in Reütlingen already burned for magic.” The “Devil’s game” Apolonia
played, saying “good and bad things, praying and speaking lewdly” when
she was taken to the Tübingen town hall could also have manifested this
deteriorating restraint, and her struggle against it, since being brought in
may have both incensed and alarmed her. Her imagining that she heard the
Devil’s voice, as we have seen, was in her culture not so much delusional as
a form of unconscious sub-vocalization. Apolonia does seem to have been
suffering from some cognitive decline reflecting neurological deterioration
common in advanced age, but her behavior and utterances cannot simply
be written off as the incoherent raving of a lunatic.177

In particular, while Apolonia’s reports about her flights to the witch
dances do appear to have merged dream content with reality, in her culture
such mixing had traditionally been assumed, and the specific type of dreams
she reported, dreams in which the dreamer was transported to another
place to participate in magical events and which the dreamer experienced
as real rather than as dreams, were, as we have seen, experienced in other
parts of early modern Europe, and indeed, were recorded in other cases in
Württemberg, by younger people whose cerebral integrity was not in
question. The most famous example from elsewhere in Europe, mentioned
earlier, were the north Italian benandanti, who four times a year found
themselves magically transported to dreamy fields of combat to ward off
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witches’ threat to the harvest.178 To the south, in Sicily, donni di fuora, or
“ladies from outside” said they “went out at night” in “companies” with
each other and fairies (spirit beings) to party in other peoples’ houses or the
countryside, while Hungarian records contain numerous reports by people
who said they had been abducted by witches and taken to their Sabbaths as
well as, less frequently, confessions by witches who admitted to having
attended voluntarily.179 Among the sampled cases from Württemberg, one
other suspect, Maria Braittingen, who we have seen confessed in 1619 to
having had sex with the Devil, “in the form of her boyfriend,” confessed
freely to nocturnal experiences with some strong similarities to Apolonia’s
while once again in custody for theft in 1622, when she was 20.180 Maria
admitted to stealing some clothing to sell, reconfirmed her contact with the
Devil three years before, and said that he now “gave her no peace, and
wanted to have sex with her.”181 He appeared, she said, “in the form of a
farm-hand” who appeared “to her outside the jail here, said that his name
was Hanß, and that she should be his.” He promised “he would get her out”
of jail, but “when she prayed he was very angry at her.” She went on to say
that some time earlier “once she attended a night dance, which was held in
an open field and a meadow at eleven o’clock.” She said “the evil spirit woke
her from sleep and transported her” there. During the trip she felt “as if she
sat in a saddle; it went very fast and she quite soon came to the place, which
she did not recognize, and at that point [she] realized that it was a goat” she
had ridden on. “The dance lasted until after midnight, around 2 o’clock,
[and] afterwards the evil spirit, in the form he had picked her up in, returned
her to her master’s house.” She came in, she said, the same way she had left:
“through the regular front-door.” In addition to this “night dance,” Maria
said she had attended “two feasts that took place in a house at which wine
was available and one drank out of glasses,” and where “she played, and the
cook gave her meat to eat.” Furthermore, she “also indicated that she was at
witch dances,” at first saying it had been four, but later saying it was “so
often that she couldn’t count them.” She said that she had persuaded “her
lover, the evil spirit” to kill her master’s cow when he had made her angry,
but she insisted that she herself had never given in to the Devil’s blandish-
ments to “harm people or animals,” and that “despite her relationship to
Satan” and his protests and even blows, she “often attended church,
sermons, and the holy sacraments.” In their response to the magistrates’
report the High Council instructed them to examine her again about
whether she had harmed anyone, but she must have stuck to her story
because that seems to have been the end of the trial.182

Maria and Apolonia’s accounts correspond with each other and those
from other parts of Europe in important ways, and they have some signifi-
cant differences as well. To begin with, Maria explicitly stated that she woke
up before traveling to the “night dance” while Apolonia does not specify
whether she thought she was asleep or awake. The benandanti experienced
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“an almost dream-like” state which they entered in a state of “profound
prostration, or catalepsy” quite distinct from normal sleep; one Sicilian
donna di fuora spoke of her travels “taking place in a dream” but said that
these experiences could occur “without going to sleep;” the Hungarians
were seen to be “lying in a trance” rather than simply asleep.183 Maria said
that she was woken up at the beginning of her journey by the “Evil Spirit”
while the benandanti were summoned by “a man,” sometimes “with a drum”
which presumably only they could hear; the Sicilian donna said her com-
pany “called her out;” and the Hungarian victims of witch abductions
naturally reported being roused by the witches. Apolonia, in contrast, attrib-
uted the initiation of only her first experience to an external agency; after
that she does not mention receiving any prompting. Once on her way,
Apolonia seemed to be flying high and far, which some Hungarians and
Sicilians also did, while Maria, felt that she traveled rapidly but close to the
ground, which was also commonly reported in Hungary and other parts of
Europe.184 The benandanti, in contrast, do not seem to have paid so much
attention to the journey by which they got to their destination; their
descriptions tend to jump from summoning to the meeting place without
much detail about the transition from the one to the other.185 They, like all
of the others, reported riding on animals during their journeys at least some
of the time, though, and while the benandanti are best known for traveling
to combat evil witches to determine the fate of the harvest (or in the case of
female benandanti, to communicate with the dead), they also reported their
meetings involved revelry as well.186 The donna di fuora similarly mixed busi-
ness and pleasure in their travels, for they traveled both to take part in
festivities and to intervene on behalf of people made ill by the fairies.187 The
abducted Hungarians were generally forced to participate in the witches’
revelry, while the two women from Württemberg voluntarily flew only to
take part in festivities; neither reported engaging in or learning any sort of
instrumental magic.188

In addition to their similarities and differences with experiences reported
elsewhere in Europe, the two women’s reports also have similarities and dif-
ferences with the Sabbaths in the demonological literature. Apolonia’s dif-
fered mainly in that, while she did have sex with the Devil, she did not note
any unusual coldness, she did not mention that this was part of an orgy, and
she did not gain any magical powers from the experience (significantly, her
threat to cause harm involved arson rather than any sort of magical meas-
ures). Maria’s report, which was the earlier one by half a century, diverged
even more markedly: she called her first experience a “night dance” and
distinguished it and the two “meals” she attended from the “witch dances”
she also said she had participated in. At the night dance the only thing that
she implied took place was dancing, and, similarly, at the two feasts the only
things she spoke of were the “meat the [female] cook gave to eat,” the wine
“one drank from glasses,” and that “she had played.” She gave no details, in
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contrast, about how she got to or what she did at the “witch dances,” which
raises the question of whether she experienced them at all, or just said she
did to satisfy her interrogators, particularly since she changed her story from
saying that she had attended four to saying that she had attended “so many
she couldn’t count them.”

In any case, though, what is important here is that both Apolonia’s and at
least some of Maria’s reports seem to reflect their actual nocturnal experiences.
The content, and perhaps the onset, of their dreams were clearly influenced
by the demonological ideas about witchcraft that spread in the area in the
seventeenth century, but the dream states in which their travels took place
sound similar to those reported in other parts of Europe that were entered
into prior to and independently of the spread of demonology. Given that
ideas about magical flights of various sorts had existed, as we have seen, in
the region for centuries, Apolonia and Maria’s reported experiences would
appear to have manifested long-standing local traditions of magical flight
and mystical gatherings mixed with more recent imports from the 
pan-European witch demonology (which itself, of course, was an amalgamation
of local traditions, including those of southwestern Germany, with an
admixture of Christian theology). 

One important feature in the cases from Württemberg is that neither
Apolonia nor Maria made it clear whether they felt that they flew bodily or
only in spirit. Whether all flights to the Sabbath took place in spirit only or
some happened physically was a question that was hotly debated in the
demonological literature at the time, and reports by confessed witches dif-
fered as well.189 The Canon Episcopi insisted that women who thought that
they flew at night with Diana were victims of illusion, which for centuries
was the basis for a more general position of the Church that magic is
illusory, but the Malleus Maleficarum argued that this did not mean bodily
transportation could not happen sometimes, and other late Medieval demo-
nologists similarly insisted that some witches flew to Sabbaths physically. To
bolster its argument, the Malleus cited the testimony of one night-flying
witch who claimed that both methods were practiced.190 Hungarian abduc-
tions were usually understood to be in spirit but sometimes were described
“as concrete physical acts.”191 Similarly, the benandanti mostly claimed to
travel in spirit only, but there was at least one case in which a woman not
only said people could travel either way, but claimed that she herself
“always went . . . physically.”192 The Sicilian donnas, in contrast, appear to
have traveled in spirit only.193 Perhaps, however, Apolonia and Maria did
not know which way they had traveled, and did not care. While ordinary
people seem to have been generally as aware as scholars that many of the
people who experienced fantastic flight did so in fantasy because their bodies
were observed at home in bed, the issue seems to have been less important
for them than for theologians and officials, for whom it was important to
establish that the Devil’s conspiracy existed as a physical reality. For the
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participants, the important thing was the experiences themselves, and so it
is often “impossible to determine precisely who interpreted a given narrative
in what way.”194

The question is important, however, for more than just establishing the
comparability of the Württemberg cases with learned notions and popular
experiences in other parts of Europe at the time, for in many ways Apolonia
and Maria’s experiences are reminiscent of what are currently called “out of
body experiences,” which have a rich history and have been the subject of
considerable scientific inquiry over the past century.195 The very term “out-
of-body experience” suggests that experients perceive that they have left
their bodies and many modern people indeed report “seeing” their own
body during the experience.196 Many others don’t, however, and report
merely that they felt “exteriorized.”197 Still others report that they feel as if
their body is floating in space, and others “have vivid and realistic images
of distant places without feeling exteriorized.”198 Some, like Apolonia and
Maria, “have the feeling of traveling” to this “distant location.”199 As we
shall see, there may be some differences in the underlying physiology that
account for these different sensations, or the differences could reflect some
combination of cultural and personal factors, but there is good reason to
regard them all, including Apolonia and Maria’s experiences, as “basically
similar experiences.”

Scientific studies of “out-of-body experiences” (OBE) stand at the juncture
of psychology and parapsychology. For a long time researchers were preoc-
cupied with the issue of whether something actually leaves the body, with
the implication that it is a discrete experience of considerable metaphysical
importance (the parapsychological position), or whether the experience is
all in the head, with the implication that it is a psychophysical dysfunction
secondary to some other, more reputable pathology (the psychological point
of view). Recently, however, parapsychologists have moved to a more agnos-
tic, phenomenological point of view (whatever the physical reality, people
really have the experience, which makes it worthy of investigation in any
case), while psychologists have begun to recognize that, whatever the phys-
ical reality, a significant portion of the population in modern Western
countries have the experience and it is known to virtually every culture in
the world, which makes it worthy of investigation in and of itself, and not
just as a secondary feature of some psychopathology.200 This convergence
has begun to establish what OBEs are and, in the process and just as impor-
tantly, have come a long way in establishing what they are not.

To begin with what OBEs are not, they are not, as psychology tradition-
ally assumed, a form of pathology, either symptomatic of some other
pathology like schizophrenia or a pathological syndrome in themselves.201

Nor are they manifestations of some form of personality disorder; personality
tests have found that they are not associated, as has been suggested, with
depersonalization, frustration concerning lack of self-worth or power, or a
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morbid need to “prove” the existence of the soul to overcome a fear of
death.202

Neither, on the other hand, are OBEs cultural artifacts, simply stories
people tell or scripts they enact. Cultural expectations can play a role in pro-
moting or discouraging OBEs and they do influence the content of experi-
ences; but the ubiquity of OBEs across cultures, the fact that people who do
not believe in them or expect them to happen or even know that they could
happen experience them nonetheless, and, as we shall see, the way they
seem to be generated physiologically all indicate that OBEs are primarily
artifacts of the way our brains operate, and only secondarily elements of
culture. Because OBEs happen to people who exist within cultures, they have
symbolic meanings as part of the system of symbols that make up culture,
and those meanings can influence how often people experience them and
what they experience during them, but at the bottom “out-of-body experi-
ences” do not exist because they fit into some matrix of meaning. Instead,
cultures weave them into their matrix of meanings because they exist.203

Another set of things that OBEs have proved not to be is forms of other
experiences. To begin with, OBEs are not the same as regular dreams. A small
number of the regular dreams that people report involve flying, but these
are not the same as OBEs.204 Most OBEs happen to modern people when
they are resting but not asleep; sometimes they happen when people are
immersed in frenetic activity; people undergoing them while sleeping do
not exhibit REM; and “there are certain qualitative characteristics by which
experients themselves confidently distinguish their OBEs from dreams.”205

Further, while many OBEs occur during the hypnogogic state, they are not
the same as the hallucinatory images that characterize that state.
Hypnogogic images are generally “bizarre, disconnected, inclined to rapid
and frequent change, devoid of images of oneself, [and] little open to con-
scious manipulation,” while “the OBE features completeness and continuity
of awareness at least comparable to the waking state of consciousness”
making them seem to experients “more real than a dream.”206 Finally, OBEs
are not the same as autoscopy, the experience of being suddenly confronted
with oneself “face-to-face” as an external being, or sleep paralysis. OBEs can
occur during episodes of sleep paralysis, but researchers have found that
they constitute “distinctive factors” from the fearful sense of bodily
constriction and menacing presence more typical of sleep paralysis.207

What OBEs are, then, is a distinct form of experience in a discrete state of
consciousness characterized by sensations of detachment from the body or
floating in space and perceptions from an extracorporeal, elevated point of
view.208 They are experienced as distinct and more real than dreams and
other fantasy mentation, they often include the visualization of the experi-
ent’s own body, and they may include vivid, sustained, and coherent sensa-
tions and perceptions of traveling far and fast effortlessly, presence at
apparently distant locales, and participation there in encounters and events.209
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They are more often felt as beneficial than harmful, and some people attribute
to them “a new perspective” on life, “positive attitudinal changes,” and
“imaginative and unexpected solutions” to their problems.210

While OBEs are not associated with any particular personality types, they
are associated with certain cognitive attributes, in particular intraception
(attentiveness to one’s own mental processes), somatic dissociation, fantasy-
proneness, suggestibility, and a propensity for lucid dreams (dreams in
which the dreamer becomes aware of the fact that he or she is dreaming).211

In some people, at least, they appear to be related to traumatic experiences
in childhood, probably because children who experience trauma often cope
by learning to disassociate themselves from their surroundings. They can be
connected to epilepsy and migraine headaches, and may be more likely to
occur during periods of personal upheaval or distress.212

An OBE can occur spontaneously or be induced deliberately, but “funda-
mental to the occurrence” is an “extreme” level of “cortical arousal,” which
can be either “very high or very low.”213 Thus, sometimes OBEs are triggered
by situations of extreme danger or stress or amidst frenzied activity, but
more often they begin in states of repose like the hypnogogic state or sleep.
Whichever way they start, though, recent cognitive and neurological stud-
ies suggest that they involve disruption of the normal “integration of
proprioceptive, tactile, and visual information of one’s body (personal space)”
that normally takes place at “the temporo-parietal junction” in the brain.214

This can happen because, as we have seen, brain functioning involves
parallel processing by separate specialized neural networks, whose results are
then integrated at steadily higher levels, so that discrete sensory inputs are
gradually integrated with each other and with emotional and cognitive
inputs to create an awareness and assessment of the person’s current condi-
tion and situation.215 If any of the parallel neural networks are damaged or
the process of integration is disrupted, the person’s perceptions, under-
standing, and feelings about the world can be affected, as in the condition
prosopagnosia, in which a person loses the ability to consciously recognize
familiar faces but continues to evince the associated emotional response,
and the converse affliction, in which a person can recognize faces but does
not feel any corresponding emotion. In the latter case, the brain may not
only fail to make the normal association, but also may create a rationaliza-
tion for the disjunction, concluding that the other person, their spouse
perhaps, is actually an impostor. In the case of OEBs, the disruption appears
to take place at the temporo-parietal junction because the parietal lobes of
the cerebral cortex focus “especially on touch sensations, body and joint orien-
tation, and space-location relationships,” the temporal lobes specialize in
“hearing, smell, taste, language and music perception . . . higher visual
processing . . . and memory,” and the temporo-parietal junction therefore
plays a “key role” in the “integration of multi-sensory bodily information,
the visual perception of the body, the perception of biological motion, and
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the distinction between self and other.”216 Epileptic seizures, which can pro-
duce OBEs, involve electrical “storms” in this region, and deliberate electrical
stimulation of the area has also been found to produce OBEs.217 Thus,
what is experienced phenomenologically as a dissociation of the self from
the body and has been posited to be a form of psychological or cognitive
dissociation appears to be literally a form of neurological dissociation, the
accidental or deliberate failure to integrate normally bodily processing,
self-processing, and visual processing.218

Neurological studies suggest OBEs in which there is a conscious sense of
exteriorization and flight experiences, like those reported by Apolonia and
Maria, are closely related although subtly distinct. In recent experimental
studies, “vestibular illusions (of elevation, rotation, flying, lightness) and
multisensory illusions . . . could be evoked by electrical stimulation of the
same cortical area where higher stimulation currents induced out-of-body
experiences,” suggesting that they “share similar functional and anatomical
mechanisms.”219 Of course, the lack of reference to exteriorization in
Apolonia and Maria’s cases could simply reflect a lack of concern about the
issue on their parts either during their experiences or in reporting on them,
or it could stem from a lack of concern on the parts of the magistrates
interrogating them and recording their stories, in either case reflecting the
participants’ different personal and/or cultural concerns, but on balance the
evidence suggests that what Apolonia and Maria experienced were a variant
form of OBE in which they had the sensation of floating and perceived
themselves to fly to a remote location to participate in various activities
there but did not experience the full sense of disembodiment that gives
“out-of-body experiences” their name. Despite the discrepancy, though, the
close resemblance of their experiences to OBEs both phenomenologically
and, apparently, physiologically suggests that they should be considered a
particular form of the more general phenomenon.

Connecting Apolonia and Maria’s experiences to the general phenome-
non of OBEs gives us a much richer appreciation of what was probably going
on in their heads when they “flew all over the countryside as far as Turkey”
and “attended a night dance.” To begin with, knowing that OBEs are not
uncommon, and are more frequent in some cultural settings than others,
makes it seem more likely that their accounts were, in fact, based on their
actual experiences than the traditional historical presumption of suggestive
questioning or compulsive confessing would suggest.220 Secondly, an under-
standing of OBEs indicates that their experiences were not evidence of
pathological disorders, either organic or psychogenic. On the other hand,
neither were they simply cultural artifacts, experiences manufactured to
order by cultural expectations. The expectation that they could happen may
have influenced the women’s experiences, and expectations about what
they would involve most certainly did, but the experiences themselves
could only happen, and were distinct from other experiences like ordinary
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dreams, hypnogogic hallucinations, and sleep paralysis, because of the
neurobiological processes underlying this particular form of dissociation.
Apolonia and Maria’s experiences indicate that some ordinary villagers in
early modern Württemberg, like some otherwise ordinary people in
Southern and Eastern Europe, and most likely all across Europe, entered a
distinct state of consciousness in which they perceived themselves to fly to
distant locations and participate in extraordinary activities. 

The fact that beliefs in such flights were talked about in the region long
before the diffusion of the witch demonology (and, indeed, contributed to
it) suggests that such experiences continued a deeply rooted tradition rather
than being the recent importation of some foreign ideology. However, the
two women’s stories do suggest that the diffusion of the demonology had an
effect on what people experienced during OBEs. In 1622, Maria talked first
of going to a “night dance” and then of two feasts held in a house and
presided over by a female cook, and only mentioned going to “witch
dances” after that, and without elaboration or details. Furthermore, while
she spoke of being woken up by the “evil spirit” and magically traveling on
a goat, she did not describe any diabolical ceremonies, sexual activity, or
magical initiation. She also made it clear that, while the Devil came on
strong to her, she was fully capable of fending him off and only involved
herself in things she wanted to be part of. Fifty-five years later, in 1667,
Apolonia spoke of going on a soaring flight “as far as Turkey,” and seems to
have assumed that her experience was a witch dance, and her description of
the dance was more composite and stereotypical, including food, interac-
tions with the others (Maria seems to have only played by herself at the
feasts), and sex. Furthermore, Apolonia’s relation to the Devil was more
conventionally subordinate than Maria’s. While it is not possible to draw
any strong conclusions about change over time from just these two cases,
the differences between them suggest that the witch demonology did influ-
ence Württembergers’ expectations, and through them their experience, of
the flight and festivities that could take place.

Not only can research on OBEs inform our understanding of early modern
flight experiences, but research on early modern flight experiences can
inform our understanding of OBEs. In particular, it highlights the impact
that culture can have not only on the content but on the contours of the
experiences.221 To begin with, psychological research has found that most
modern Westerners’ OBEs are relatively short in duration, lasting between
one and five minutes generally, while Maria said that her “night dance”
lasted for three hours, from about 11 PM until about 2 AM, and observers
who saw the bodies of people other early modern people who claimed to
have flown to dances said that they were unconscious for hours.222 Perhaps
related is the fact that modern people tend to experience OBEs in a drowsy,
hypnogogic state in which they are neither fully awake nor fully asleep,
while early moderns reportedly entered a deep trance state in which they
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were thoroughly unconscious and virtually impossible to rouse. Also probably
related is that most modern OBEs seem to involve short excursions to the
corner of the ceiling or down the hall, whereas early modern people seem to
have more commonly experienced flights to neighboring houses, the
surrounding countryside, and points beyond. And, finally, early modern
Württembergers, like early moderns elsewhere, seem to have participated in
elaborate and relatively standardized activities once they reached their
destination, whereas modern reports appear to be less involved and gener-
ally more idiosyncratic when elaborate. All of these differences would seem
to reflect the fact that going into the early modern period, OBEs were
supported by a collective belief in their normality, reality, and significance,
and by a long and evolved cultural tradition of what they would involve,
whereas in the centuries since the Enlightenment OBEs have been regarded
as aberrant illusions, unimportant at best and pathological at worst. While
numerous cultural scripts have been preserved in fairy tales and myths,
these are diluted with literary elements unrelated to actual traditions of
experience and are undercut by the general belief that they are merely imag-
inary. As a consequence, modern people, it would seem, often cut these
experiences short rather than prolonging them, and they do not have any
idea that anything of consequence can come from them.

Scopolamine dreams

Maria’s OBEs appear to have occurred spontaneously, as a form of sudden
false awakenings during sleep somewhat like entering lucid dreams. Like a
lucid dreamer, Maria had the feeling of entering waking consciousness while
still asleep, but instead of realizing that she was still dreaming and steering
the subsequent dream experience, she understood her subsequent dreams to
be physically real events experienced while awake.223 Apolonia, in contrast,
did not convey a clear idea of what occurred when “her prince” came to
carry “her out,” or, later, how “she and her husband” got started when they
“traveled on a pitchfork, then on a cat,” to their merry festivities. She did
say that she “had learned this witchcraft from a butcher . . . in Reütlingen”
who was presumably one of the “people” there she consorted with who had
been “burned for magic,” and when asked she said that she kept a salve “in
a trough.” However, as the magistrates reported, the “impartial men” who
went to look for it could not find anything, and so it remains unclear exactly
what triggered Apolonia’s nocturnal flights. 

The magistrates asked Apolonia about the salve because the idea that
witches smeared themselves and/or a stick with an ointment to fly to their
Sabbaths was by the mid-seventeenth century a standard feature of the
witch ideology. Both demonologists like Nider and Bodin and skeptics like
Laguna and Della Porta claimed they or people they knew had observed
people anoint themselves with witches’ ointments, fall into a deep sleep, and
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awaken convinced that they had flown away and enjoyed all manner of
marvelous pleasures, and such stories influenced local writers like August
Lerchheimer and Abraham Saur.224 However, the searchers’ inability to find
a salve was not unusual. In most cases, it was officials rather than suspects
who brought up the salves, and they tended to confirm their suspicions
through torture rather than an attempt to actually find the ointment.225 Not
infrequently, suspects said that they had thrown the container away.226

When officials actually got their hands on tubs full of grease, they often
decided that they were inert, and in some instances suspects admitted that
they had confessed to having and had even concocted bogus salves in order
to satisfy their interrogators.227 These problems, plus evidence that many
experiences like those of the benandanti did not involve drug use, have led
many recent historians to downplay the significance of hallucinogenic
drugs in early modern witchcraft to the point of denying that they played
any significant role or even were used at all.228

Despite the examples of coerced testimony and dubious evidence, there is
nevertheless strong evidence from the general European record and from
specific cases in Württemberg that some early modern people did use “witch
salves,” that these and other such preparations could have a profound effect
on their cognitive processes, and that they played an important role in early
modern witchcraft.229 The “use of salves, greases, lotions, and unguents” for
medicinal purposes was “widespread” in “folk pharmacopoeia” at the time,
and the psychoactive plants that most of the recipes given in the literature
listed as ingredients – nightshade, henbane, mandrake, and thorn apple, all
members of the Solanaceae family – were all well known, readily available,
and used for a variety of more mundane purposes.230 Nightshade was a four
and a half foot high perennial native to northern Europe with distinctive
flowers and berries that got its nickname “belladonna” from the fact that
some Italian ladies put a few drops of juice from its berries in their eyes to
dilate their pupils in order to make themselves more attractive, and got its
ominous reputation from the fact that in large doses it was a deadly
poison.231 It was apparently common enough in Württemberg that in 1667,
after an accidental poisoning, the government issued a “Decree Concerning
the Partaking and Propagation of Nightshade” instructing that the people be
“warned against the consumption” of it “and its eradication ordered.”232

Henbane was also native to northern Europe and, while only an annual or
biennial, grew around three and a half feet high, had prominent yellow
flowers, and gave off a “rank odor.” It could “easily” be found “along trails
and in the neighborhood of human settlements” and was offered for sale as
well since it was widely used as a sedative and was added to beer to make it
stronger. In fact, just as Coke originally contained coca leaves, “pilsner” beer
originally contained henbane – Bilsenkraut – as part of its standard recipe,
and the famous Bavarian “purity law” regulating the ingredients of beer has
been called the first antidrug law since one of its purposes was to counter
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the common practice of adding henbane and other psychoactive adulterants
to supplement the alcohol in beer (it is sobering to consider how many late
Medieval people must have gone around in a state of not only alcohol intox-
ication, since beer and wine were routinely consumed throughout the day,
but also low-level intoxication from hallucinogens in various adulterants as
well).233 Mandrake was not native to northern Europe, but was widely avail-
able from peddlers because it was used as an anesthetic as well as sedative,
was added to wine to make a person “light-hearted and pleasant” (though it
also induced “fantasies and images in the thoughts and mind”), and,
because the roots look somewhat like little people, it had a wide range of
uses in sympathetic magic.234 Thorn apple was a more recent immigrant
from southeastern Europe, but spread into the wild from the herb gardens
where it was first cultivated, and was valued as an aphrodisiac.235

The fact that these plants were commonly available and their psychotropic
effects were well known and exploited in more mundane ways makes their
employment in hallucinogenic salves seem less improbable than considera-
tion of their role in the demonological literature alone. Furthermore, the skep-
tical claim that none of the accounts in the literature “even pretends to come
from an eyewitness” is, at best, based on a very circumscribed sample, and the
argument that all such eyewitness accounts are simply literary borrowings
traceable to Apuleius because “Renaissance intellectuals . . . spent their days
cribbing stories like this from one another’s books” seems untenable given the
wide variations in the accounts and the unique veridical details some of them
contain.236 Some writers openly recounted stories taken from others, as von
Kaisersberg drew on Nider and was in turn cited by Luther, and some
undoubtedly modeled their accounts on others, as Della Porta may have
“used a model from ancient tradition,” Apuleius’ description of Pamphilë’s
transformation into a bird in The Golden Ass, “to report his experience . . . that
there actually were old sorceresses who anointed themselves with salves pre-
pared from plants, and who then imagined that they flew through the forest
by night.” But contrasting three of the best known accounts, those of the
demonologist Johann Nider and the skeptical physicians Andrés de Laguna
and Giambattista Della Porta, shows that each differs substantially from the
others and from their supposed classical source.237 For example, Nider and
Della Porta said their “witches” agreed to anoint themselves, while de Laguna
said he got the unguent from the house of some suspects and used it on a
patient suffering from insomnia; Apuleius’ witch was observed unwittingly.
Nider’s subject sat in a large mixing bowl on a bench, while Della Porta’s (like
Apuleius’) seems to have stood, and then fallen down (Apuleius’ sprouted feath-
ers and flew away). De Laguna described how his patient’s eyes opened “wide
like a rabbit, and soon . . . looked like those of a cooked hare” before she fell
asleep, a detail consistent with the drugs’ effects but far beyond the beautify-
ing effect for which it was generally known, and one that was not mentioned
in the other reports, whose subjects fell asleep “at once.” Della Porta and de
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Laguna’s subjects slept so deeply that they could not be woken up even when
beaten, while Nider’s thrashed about in her sleep and woke up when she fell
off the bench she was seated on. Other, less well-known accounts diverge even
more, like one about a woman from Strasburg who claimed to have been out
eating and drinking with the very priest to whom she was demonstrating her
arts, not flying to her lover or over the countryside, as in Apuleius or the
famous demonologies.238 A German pamphlet from 1580 reported that a
woman described the “blue flowers and fruit” of one “Devil’s weed” she used,
and the “yellow leaves” of another, which match the appearance of night-
shade and henbane.239 Differences in ingredients, proportions, and, ulti-
mately, knowledge and experiences would account for these divergences and
details; literary imitation does not.

In addition to the demonological accounts and pamphlet literature, actual
trial “records show that some of the accusations concerning pharmaceutical
dabblings were based on fact.”240 In one case, a woman in Hesse testified in
1596 that “she and her companions” used a salve that included “tansy, helle-
bore, [and] ginger” which they rubbed on their feet. “Tansy (Chrysanthemum
vulgare) contains an alkaloid” that can “cause paralysis and loss of conscious-
ness” while “black hellebore (Helleborus niger)” is “a narcotic ranunculaceous
plant” containing “two glucosides, helleboreine and hellebrine, which are
similar to telocinobufagine, a skin-gland venom of the toad,” a chemical
similar to the active ingredients in henbane and nightshade (significantly,
toads were also mentioned in some recipes, and some witch suspects were
reported to keep, or found to keep, toads).241 In another instance, in 1651, one
woman said another gave her “bitter almonds,” some of which “she was to
eat” and “others she was to chew and spit out on a cloth” and “rub herself
with.” After doing this, the woman became “sick,” experienced “seizures,”
and felt “as if asleep.” Based on the symptoms, the ‘bitter almonds’” would
appear to have been “nightshade berries.”242

This latter case appears somewhat reminiscent of the sampled case from
Württemberg discussed in Chapter 1 in which Barbara Schmied was sus-
pected of poisoning Johanna Fehlen on her wedding day.243 In that instance,
as Johanna finished drinking a glass of wine Barbara had gotten her from the
kitchen, she noticed that there was “a white residue from a powder or herb”
at the bottom of it. Shortly thereafter, she felt as if “everything in her whole
body (as she put it) was turned around, and as she went home, could no
longer stand up, but felt completely lame, and in her head became so con-
fused that she no longer knew where she was.” Johanna’s symptoms may
have manifested wedding-day jitters as much as anything, but there seems
to have been no question that something was in her drink, and that Barbara
had put it there. In the end, no trial ensued because Johanna felt that
Barbara had meant well and intended the additive to be beneficial. What it
was, and whether it was supposed to act as an aphrodisiac, a tranquilizer, or
simply reinforcement to the alcohol we cannot know.
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There were several other cases in Württemberg in which people ingested
substances given by others and then felt or acted strangely that suggest
somewhat more strongly that psychoactive drugs were known and used at
the time. In 1623, for example, Gerg Geiler, a miller from Heidenheim
charged with adultery, claimed that his partner, an elderly woman, had
drugged him.244 In another case, in 1685 a 16-year-old servant girl named
Anna Maria Rippen in Bietigheim described how she had been given some-
thing “in a glass of wine” that gave her stomach pains so severe that she had
to lie down, and which were followed by a series of strange experiences that
she was not sure were real or a dream.245 The magistrates called her story an
“example of how simple women and girls are led astray into witchcraft.”
The sampled case we have seen in which Anna Serrin gave her neighbor
Anna Maria the piece of bread that caused her to be “driven from inside to
hop and jump bizarrely,” and, less probably, the one in which Susanna
Catharina, sister-in-law of the preacher Johannes Brand , said that Maria
Laichlin gave her a piece of bread that caused her heart to pound, her limbs
to become weak and eventually lame, and her to experience uncontrollable
movements and hallucinations, may also have been attempted initiations,
although we cannot know precisely what was intended.246

A clearer case took place in the village of Vöhringen near Rosenfeld in
1663, however. It began when “two unmarried women” found a 14- or 15-
year-old servant girl named Margaretha “in a field in Haberösch” acting
“completely crazy and wild, as if out of her senses.”247 Asked about it “after
she dragged herself back to the village,” she blamed “a servant girl . . . named
Magdelena” Schmid, who was “around 16 years old” and was the daughter
of a Swiss immigrant who had died around 12 years before. The two girls,
“with two others,” had gone to a strawberry patch, and Magdelena “gave
her, like the other two, although without her asking, a peculiar piece of
bread from a sack to eat.” After she ate it, she felt “as if she had swallowed
a stone,” things “swirled around,” and “both her hands were completely
lame and the fingers . . . cramped.” When Magdelena was brought in,
Margaretha “accused her of being a witch,” saying “that she had revealed to
her that she could transform herself into a calf, and insisted that she . . .
should travel with her to the Heuberg.” 

Magdelena initially protested her innocence, saying Margaretha “must
have only eaten something” bad, which “happened to her . . . the same day,”
since she had seen “a spider crawl out of the sack, which made her sick.”
However, from the beginning she did “not particularly deny the calf and
travel to the Heuberg,” and, after agreeing to help Margaretha get better, she
slipped away and was caught trying to flee to “the next village, where she
had grown up.” Once in custody in Rosenfeld, she “contradicted herself”
when questioned, and “after a good long talking to, tearfully . . . acknowl-
edged . . . that approximately five years earlier she had been led astray by
Leonberger Hansen’s deceased wife.” She had “traveled with her to witch
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dances” near Sulz and on “the Heuberg,” given herself to “the Devil,” and
“under pressure of the loathsome Devil brought harm to the injured
Margaretha by using “as she had learned from her mistress, Leonberger
Hansen’s wife, two small grains she had given her, along with many others”
to make “a peculiar piece of bread.”

Considering Margaretha’s symptoms and Magdelena’s description of how
she prepared the bread, it seems most likely that the special grains she put
in it contained ergot (Claviceps purpurea), the fungus that, as we saw in
Chapter 1, grows on grain and contains varying amounts of several lysergic
acid alkaloids related to LSD.248 These would account for Margaretha’s
sensation that things “swirled around” and that later she seemed to the two
women who found her “completely crazy and wild, as if out of her senses,”
for they “can cause short-term or lasting psychosis, as well as other mental
disturbances such as panic attacks, illusions, hallucinations, and frighten-
ing dreams.”249 The fungus also contains “alkaloids of the peptide type,”
which are known to produce constriction of peripheral vessels, would
account for the fact that “both her hands were completely lame and the
fingers . . . cramped.”250 She may have gotten a stomachache, which is not
typical of ergotism, because of some other contaminant in the bread, but it
is also quite possible that it resulted from normal anxiety, amplified by the
effects of the hallucinogens when she realized that she had eaten some-
thing “peculiar.”

The government referred to the incident as a “magical poisoning” and
the Tübingen law faculty recommended that Magdelena be executed “for
the misdeeds she committed and acknowledged,” but their focus was on the
harm she caused Margaretha and her overall involvement with the Devil
rather than determining why, exactly, she had given the other girl the bread,
and what, exactly, the teenagers had gone to the strawberry patch to do. It
is possible, of course, that they simply went there to pick strawberries or just
while away the time, and Magdelena maliciously gave Margaretha alone
some tainted bread because of some unstated animosity in order to injure
her. However, the fact that instead of expressing any animosity, Magdelena
had “insisted that” Margaretha “should travel with her to the Heuberg”
suggests that she gave her the bread not to harm her but to start her on the
journey. Furthermore, the fact that Magdelena also gave a piece of bread to
at least one other girl who accompanied them to the strawberry patch at her
request, and appears to have eaten one herself, suggests that they went to
the patch with the intention of ingesting “peculiar” bread and Magdelena
intended to initiate Margaretha into the practice without telling her.
Margaretha, however, reacted badly to the surprise, with unpleasant conse-
quences for her and fatal consequences for Magdelena.

Is it credible to suggest that a group of teenagers snuck off to a strawberry
patch in the early summer of 1663 to eat ergot-laced bread in order to
experience an LSD-like trip? There is no question that ergot was known and
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used in early modern Europe, for it was not hard to recognize and midwives
employed it “medicinally . . . as an aid in cases of difficult parturition
throughout Europe in the Middle Ages,” presumably because of its paroxys-
mal effect “on involuntary muscles” and” its “ability to control post-partum
hemorrhage” (it was also “widely used as an aborting agent”).251 Of course,
ergot would be risky to use as an hallucinogen, for, depending on the con-
centrations of different alkaloids in it, which can vary greatly, it can cause
“gangrenous ergotism . . . leading to mummification and even to loss of the
extremities” rather than “convulsive ergotism” which brings only “convul-
sions . . . epilepiform states, delirium and hallucinations,” but modern people
in search of intoxication have been known to run great risks, like creating
alcoholic drinks from industrial alcohol, which can cause blindness, or
inhaling glue, paint thinner, and even gasoline, which cause severe neuro-
logical damage, so the risks of gangrenous ergotism cannot prima facie rule
out the possibility. According to Ginzburg, a “wealth of mythical associa-
tions . . . point to an ancient awareness of the potency of the plant” that
could be tapped to “obtain states of loss or alteration of consciousness,” and
Gordon Wasson has hypothesized that it was “used to prepare the secret,
allegedly hallucinogenic potion that played a fundamental role in the
Mysteries of Eleusis in the Greece of antiquity.”252 More recently, “a late
17th century manuscript by district governor H. H. Lilienskiold” in
Finnmark, northern Norway, has been found that provides other direct
evidence of witch trials that involved ergotism, and in about a third of
them the suspects testified explicitly that “witchcraft was ‘learned’ by
consuming . . . bread or other flour products . . . milk or beer, or in a
combination.”253 While many of the cases may have reflected accidental
poisoning and suspects’ testimony was coerced, “in several of the . . . records,
the wording may suggest that the witches were well aware of the effect of
ergot.” Since “entire groups of youngsters” in southern Germany “were
implicated” in the early eighteenth century in “widespread abuse of
pharmacopoeia, with its quack and black-magic lotions, lubricants, and
powders,” it is certainly plausible that Magdelena gave Margaretha the
“peculiar” piece of bread not to poison her but to launch her on the trip she
had said she wanted to take “with her to the Heuberg.”254

Magdelena’s case shows that one hallucinogen, ergot, was known and
deliberately used, several others from Württemberg provide additional evi-
dence of the intentional use of hallucinogens by people to deliberately alter
their own state of consciousness. The first case was the investigation of
Margaretha Wagner, the girl from Marbach in 1740 who, as we saw in
Chapter 1, claimed to have “pressed” people at night. Her case changed
from an investigation of illicit sex into one into magic because one of the
young men she implicated as a partner protested that the cause “of the
delinquency . . . was her magical practices,” which she “herself acknowl-
edged.”255 She volunteered that she had learned love magic and other occult
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arts from her grandmother, with whom she had lived, “and denied that
these were a fantasy or a dream.” Among these arts was how to “ascend” by
smearing a pitchfork or shovel with a salve. She added that to make it work
best, “you also smear the temples and the veins of the hands,” and described
feeling “as if she sat in a wagon and her feet just scraped over the ground.”
When the magistrates searched her aunt’s house, where she now lived, they
“found a little tub with something like a salve in the corner by the oven,”
but they do not seem to have tested it. Furthermore, Margaretha later
changed her testimony, saying she had “learned such only from hearsay,
and indeed partly from a beggar girl, and partly . . . where commonly such
godless and superstitious things are brought up and discussed,” so it may
well have been based on what she heard others talk about rather than what
she herself had experienced.256 Nevertheless, the details about smearing the
temples and the veins of the hand as well as the handle, and her non-
stereotypical description of the sensations that resulted (elsewhere she said
that she traveled “quick as the wind” but “not higher above the ground than
a table, completely straight ahead”) suggest, as we shall see, that if not she
than someone she had overheard was familiar with the use as well as the
effects of hallucinogenic salves.257

If the source of Margaretha’s knowledge remains somewhat obscure, the
second case presents clear first-hand evidence of deliberate use of hallu-
cinogenic salves. It began about midday on January 6, the first Wednesday
after New Year in 1631, when the surprised magistrates of Lauffen found
young Hanß Jacob Langen locked up in a jail cell. They were surprised
because the night before the cell had been empty, and no one knew “who
had put him in there.”258 The shiftless son of a poor cobbler, he had been
apprenticed to several tradesmen, but had shown himself to be lazy and
dissolute, and had run away over a half a year earlier. Under the constable’s
questioning, he gradually revealed what he had been up to since he left, and
what had led him to end up in the jail cell.

While on the road, Hanß Jacob said, he fell in with an itinerant charlatan
from Regensburg named Egidins Schneeberger, who appears to have
accepted him as a sort of assistant and apprentice for a time.259 Schneeberger
introduced him in turn to three women named Catharin, Margareth, and
Lisa. After Hanß Jacob had known them for about two weeks, they asked
him “if he wanted to learn the art of traveling on a pitchfork.” Hanß Jacob
agreed, and they showed him how to “smear . . . a shaft . . . with an ointment,”
which he then “sat on.” For Hanß Jacob’s first trip he “mounted in a beer
brewer’s house” around “twelve o’clock at night” and traveled with the
women to “a beer cellar in Ingolstadt” where they “drank beer without
bread” in company with others, “some young, some old.”260 He did not say
much more about what happened during this or any of the subsequent trips
he took with them, except that the “third time, when he traveled on the
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pitchfork from Donauworth” at another beer brewer’s house, “a barber
named Hannß . . . opened a vein in his right hand, drew several drops of
blood, [and] he had to renounce the Holy Trinity, and sign with his blood
in a book, whereupon they promised him they would teach him how to
make lice and fleas.” He also noted that the barber was brightly dressed,
with “red pants and deep blue jacket,” and that “the vein . . . quickly closed
up and healed.” He took two more trips thereafter with his companions, but
then the charlatan sent Hanß Jacob away. 

The young man returned to his hometown, but was afraid to return home
and face his father. He had resolved “not to learn a trade,” but “had the idea
to go to Frankfurt, intending to beg as he went across the countryside.” He
lingered, though, for about a week. On the night of January 5, a Tuesday,
with nowhere else to go, he took refuge under the town hall, “and from
there traveled on a rod, which he had cut in Weidach, and smeared with an
ointment that some women had given him.” The rod took him, along “with
several men and 20 women” who he said were “from Neuburg on the
Danube . . . into the jail cell.” There the merry company partied with him,
staying “from midnight until four in the morning,” and then departed, leav-
ing him asleep and “locked in.”

The magistrates found his testimony somewhat “inconsistent” and noted
that “it appeared almost impossible, that so many people from such distant
places could sit and dance in the cell . . . so that one doesn’t know if this . . .
should be regarded as a fantasy or in fact true.” They therefore pressed him
to admit that “he brought himself into the jail on his own, because he could
not go to his father’s house, and nobody would take him in, in order to get
out of the cold,” or that “he was brought there by the women, and then left
behind in the morning.”261 He insisted, however, that “no, he had traveled
there on a rod” with 5 men and around 20 women and they had danced
“until morning.” Asked straight out if “it was an illusion, or a drunken
dream” he “maintained that it was real and true and had in fact happened.”

Pursuing the opposite tack, the magistrates probed to learn if Hanß Jacob
was a witch as conventionally defined. They asked if “he had been taught
the art of harming people and animals,” but he said no, he only knew how
to make fleas and lice. He admitted that he would create frost to harm the
crops if he could in the coming Spring, but said he didn’t yet know how.
When asked “if during all this travel, carousing, and dancing a woman was
ever offered him,” he replied, “no, never.” He confessed that he had been
given to the Devil his whole life, and said “he considered the Devil to be his
friend, and . . . often conversed amicably with him,” but he denied that he
had taken money or any other reward from him. He also denied that the
Devil had promised him any special help while he was in jail.

The ducal High Council instructed the constable of Lauffen to keep Hanß
Jacob locked up for two or three weeks and have the minister work with
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him, but while he seemed repentant at first, the longer he was held in
custody, the more resistant he became. He asked why they were “doing him
the injustice” of keeping him locked up, and, encouraged by his mother,
who was bringing him food, he demanded to know “what he was guilty of.”
He refused to pray with the minister, became “obdurate,” and disregarded
Sundays.262 When he did pray, “it did not,” in the estimation of the author-
ities, “come from his heart,” and at one point he “said that if he prayed any
more, hail would strike him dead.” The magistrates examined him again to
find the evidence of harm to people or animals, maleficium, but he stuck to
his story, admitting to his “trips on the rod” and his allegiance to the Devil,
but denying having harmed anyone. He said that he wanted to return to
God, but the constable wondered “if this is a true, inner, and heartfelt
recognition, or merely a pretense,” while the minister lamented that “there
is little hope for him.”263

A week later, however, events took a dramatic turn, for Hanß Jacob
confessed to the minister, “with tearful eyes, that shortly before Christmas,
as he was coming back to Lauffen . . . in the woods near Gunzenhausen,
about an hour out of Nurnburg . . . while drunk, he had murdered . . . a
twelve-year-old boy.”264 He “first knocked him down with a stick, and then
stabbed him in the throat with a knife.” Once the boy was dead he dragged
his body away from the road and hid it under some leaves. His motive? To
steal “a few florins and his hat.”

Hanß Jacob confirmed his confession to the constable, while reiterating
that he had “renounced God, ridden the rod . . . [and] signed himself to the
Devil in blood,” and admitting that “if he had heretofore prayed . . . it did not
come from his heart.” He also confessed that he had a knife hidden in his
cell, “which the Devil advised him to use to kill himself.” After a month of
deliberation, the government sentenced Hanß Jacob to be severely beaten,
banished him from Lauffen for three years, and warned him that if his
behavior did not improve, and he gave the slightest indication of falling
into his old ways, “he would without fail be disciplined with a stronger
punishment to life and limb.”265

Hanß Jacob’s story provides strong evidence that psychoactive oint-
ments were being used to induce hallucinogenic trips in early modern
Europe. First of all, it was a direct statement of experiences he had initi-
ated for himself, not something that was done to him or that he did to
someone else. Secondly, it was not coerced, or even prompted. Not only
was torture not threatened or used, but the magistrates were clearly
inclined to see it as an excuse for getting out of the cold or for having
used the jailhouse to carouse with a few women, and it was Hanß Jacob
who stuck to it long after he had warmed up, and at the same time he was
insisting that he should be released. Thirdly, it does not contain the
stereotyped description of a witches’ Sabbath that would be expected if it
were simply drawn from stock elements of the witch demonology. He
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made no mention of flying to a gathering of devil-worshipping witches
during his trips, and his renunciation of the Trinity and signing in blood
was made after two flights but before beginning the third. His description
of traveling to the beer cellar in Ingolstadt is clearly reminiscent of the
folklore of night travelers and witches, who often stopped in to eat and
drink on their way home, from a neighbor’s stocks, but the complaint
about there being no bread would seem to be his own. He admitted he
had given himself to the Devil in the metaphorical sense of the pattern of
his life and the literal sense of a friendship with him, and even said he
had signed in blood in a book and renounced the Trinity, but he denied
having received anything from him or having the contractual relation-
ship that was supposed to be at the core of the relationship. He also
denied having had sexual relations during any of his trips, another cen-
tral element of the stereotyped witch beliefs. 

The trip Hanß Jacob described in most detail, his last, followed the pat-
tern of “waking delusions” – his “ride” into the cell – “followed by a deep
sleep in which dreams on awakening become confused with objective
reality” – the party – which is a typical product of “the ingredients in
witches’ ointments.”266 However, it relates far less to the stereotyped
witch experience than to accounts by modern people who have experi-
mented with the plants used in the ointments, generally without any
knowledge or expectation of them beyond the fact that they are potent
hallucinogens. The background and first part of Hanß Jacob’s story, for
example, has striking parallels with an account by a young man who used
jimsonweed, an American species of datura closely related to thorn apple
(they are both considered datura stranmonium, and contain similar hallu-
cinogenic alkaloids), and almost as closely related to the other solena-
ceous plants: 

When I was 18, I was in a strange place in the world. I was homeless,
penniless and with no real ambition to pull myself out of the gutter.
Although I was without . . . food and shelter, I had . . . drugs that were
dispensed, I suppose, out of sympathy by many of my friends. . . . One
evening, . . . a guy I barely knew gave me a large freezer bag full of . . .
Jimson Weed.

I slept in a building gutted by a fire a few years before and the freezing
November air woke me . . . so I decided it was the right time to open the
door of perception . . . The heavy sense of inebriation was quickly followed
by powerful, disorienting visuals. ... The sense of detachment was strong . . .
I felt very threatened . . . I knew I needed a comfort zone, a place I could
relax in. A friend lived nearby. I walked to his apartment complex and
stood in front of the stairwell. . . . There’s a memory gap between the stairs
and my friends apartment, but I ended up on his couch.267
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The second part of Hanß Jacob’s account also has significant parallels with
another modern experience, this time one with belladonna:

As the sun set I lay down . . . The next thing I know there was a huge party
being held in my bedroom. The people were quite nice. It was a real as
real gets. Soon everyone left except for an old peasant man in worn work
clothes. We chatted for a while. I must have started to come back to my
senses, for when I reached over to touch him to see if he was real, I real-
ized I was touching some of my dirty laundry piled on the floor. It was
morning by then.268

Some (though not all) of the German witch researchers in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries who used hallucinogens listed in early modern salve
recipes experienced flight and Sabbaths much like the demonological
accounts, which shows that culturally derived expectations can certainly
influence such experiences. But Hanß Jacob’s and the modern accounts
here, which diverge from the demonological stereotype in important ways,
yet resemble each other despite the separation of centuries and the lack of
cultural continuity, indicate that there is something more going on as well. 

Most current historians acknowledge that hallucinogens have some inher-
ent effects on the structure of users’ experiences, like inducing a sensation
of flight or producing the feeling of growing fur, but downplay their signif-
icance relative to the cultural influences on the manifest content of the per-
ceptions.269 However, flight and shapeshifting play little role in modern
accounts of trips on these drugs, except for some of the nineteenth- and
twentieth-century German researchers who took them to explore their rela-
tionship to witches’ experiences.270 These drugs do have inherent effects,
but Hanß Jacob’s and modern accounts suggest that they are somewhat dif-
ferent, and are rather more important, than they are usually depicted.

The first characteristic that almost every experient seems to comment on
is the utter reality of the hallucinations and dreams that solanaceous hallu-
cinogens produce. Hanß Jacob, as we have seen, insisted that his experiences
were not “an illusion, or a drunken dream,” but instead were “real and true
and in fact happened,” and the subjects of the experiments reported in the
demonological literature similarly insisted that their experiences were real
rather than fantasies.271 Similarly, the author of the first modern account
cited above observed that the “visuals . . . seemed as clear as sunlight,” while
the second similarly noted that “it was as real as real gets.” This verisimili-
tude has been noted before, but there is more to the reality of these experi-
ences than simply the vividness of the visual experience. Modern experients
often report initial nausea and disorientation, but then get to a point where,
as one reported, “there doesn’t seem to be a distinct difference in tripping
and not tripping, you feel completely normal, yet you are in serious delir-
ium.” Whereas “with most . . . drugs . . . you are still aware that the plant or
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chemical are [sic] responsible for the effects,” with these, as another modern
experient noted, “I was hallucinating very heavily . . . [but] it just seemed
natural that the world should appear to me in this form.”272 Magdelena
Schmid, who gave Margaretha the bread laced with ergot, which, like LSD,
is a serontonic rather than anticholinergic drug, reported that her experi-
ence of turning into a calf “was nothing other than as if she was sleeping,”
while the German pharmacologist H. Fühner noted after his own experience
with the datura-based salves, “there can be no doubt that the narcotic
witches salves not only deluded their victims, but also enabled them to
palpably experience” their hallucinations and dreams, “so that . . . they were
certain of the reality” of what they had perceived.273

The second transcultural feature of the reported drug experiences is the
fact the users always seem to populate the imagined world with numerous
fully formed images of autonomous intelligences. The demonologists gener-
ally reported that their subjects were convinced they had interacted with
other people, and, as we have seen, Hanß Jacob said he drank in the beer
cellar in Ingolstadt with “some young, some old” people, and partied in the
jail in Neuffen with “several men and 20 women.” The modern German
researchers similarly reported flying to festivities involving other partici-
pants, and the contemporary experients describe numerous such encoun-
ters. We have seen that one found that there was “a huge party” in his room,
“the people were quite nice,” and after they left he “chatted for a while”
with the “old peasant man in worn work clothes.” Another experient said
he could “recall seeing and talking to friends . . . whom I had not seen in
years” and “having direct conversations with people, while hearing other
people in the background having totally unrelated conversations.”274 These
experiences can take place in drugged dreams, and may be related to the
kind of social-emotional processing that goes on in normal dreams, but they
can also happen while the person is apparently wide awake; this last experi-
ent said his “roommate was awakened a few times by my talking and he
heard me open the front door numerous times and say ‘Hello’ and ‘See you
later’ to people. . . . He asked me who all I was talking to, ... said he didn’t see
anyone, and ... went back to bed.” Since the users are absolutely certain they
are interacting with people who others in the area cannot perceive, the net
effect is to heighten the sense that there are differing dimensions of reality,
that a world of spirits, autonomous intelligences that present themselves as
physical forms that can be perceived and interacted with by some people
but not others, exists in close proximity to the everyday world we normally
experience.

The third inherent property of Solanaceae hallucinogens is the length of
time for which their effects remain. While dosage naturally plays an impor-
tant role, in general even a small amount will cause effects that last for
several days.275 Since experients generally are no longer feeling the disorient-
ing and uncomfortable initial effects of the drugs, they may go about their
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business unaware that they are still substantially under their influence, and
the people around them will have no idea anything is going on unless they
see or hear them talking with an inanimate object or someone who can’t be
seen.276 Furthermore, particularly after repeated use, the drugs can have lin-
gering and even permanent aftereffects of a similar nature, especially if the
person periodically ingests low levels as an adulterant to beer or wine, so that
the experient gradually slides into a world containing autonomous intelli-
gences only they can perceive and in which extraordinary physical events
happen. As Della Porta observed, “they receive such impressions and stead-
fast imaginations into their minds, as even their spirits are altered thereby;
not thinking upon any thing else, either by day or by night.”277

These apparently inherent effects of the Solenaceae hallucinogens – the
reality and perceived normality of the experiences under their influence,
their long-lasting action and possible aftereffects, and the fact that they gen-
erally involve interaction with autonomous intelligences, are particularly
important for understanding the significance of these hallucinogenics in
early modern witchcraft because they not only made the specific experi-
ences they involved seem utterly real, but they also powerfully validated
entire magical world view. The people who used these drugs could say with
complete certainty that it is possible to be transported bodily, that it is pos-
sible to get together with people from distant places or who were long dead
not just in spirit but in physical reality, that nature is more malleable than
it seems ordinarily. In short, culture did not have to suggest that extraordi-
nary things can really happen, for people experienced that for themselves.
On the contrary, what culture eventually did, at the end of the early mod-
ern period, was to persuade them, at least retrospectively, that what they felt
they experienced was not, in fact, real, no matter how real it had felt. 

The very realness of the early modern drug experiences, the conviction of
at least some of the participants in magical events that they took place in
physical rather than some alternate spiritual reality, contributed to both the
seriousness with which they were persecuted and, later, to the extent to
which they were discredited. The position that magical experiences can
occur only in spirit, as the Episcopi tradition maintained, kept the focus on
the spiritual problems they entailed, while belief in their physical reality
made them seem both more urgent and more amenable to secular interven-
tion and correction. Later, the insistence that the events described took
place in physical reality set them up to be discredited when observers could
see that the experients were not doing what they so vehemently insisted
they were doing, a discrediting that contributed significantly to the wider
discrediting of magical beliefs generally.

These phenomenological reports convey important insights into activities
and beliefs related to witchcraft, but an even deeper understanding can
be gained by considering the biochemical and neurological effects of these
hallucinogens and the ways that they induce the altered states of consciousness
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in which the phenomena appear. Of course, the manifest content of hallu-
cinogenic experience are influenced by factors such as the “set,” or expecta-
tions, of the person having them, and the physical, social, and cultural
“setting” in which it takes place.278 Furthermore, factors such as dosage,
method of consumption, interactions among psychoactive agents, and the
specific physiology of the person involved also play important roles.
However, the specific chemistry of the drugs involved and the way they
impact the nervous system play a crucial role in structuring the overall
experience and influence its manifest content as well.

Hallucinogenic drugs appear to act through a combination of general and
specific effects on the nervous system. The specific effects are the more
difficult to isolate, both because of the complexity of the nervous system
and because of the interactions of the different chemicals contained in the
various ingredients listed in the recipes.279 Nevertheless, the psychoactive
chemicals contained in the plants listed in the recipes are relatively well
understood, and some of their specific effects on the nervous system are
clearly connected to the specific experiences that result. We will therefore
begin by considering the ways that the specific ingredients of the hallu-
cinogenic salves appear to have related to specific elements of the experi-
ences attributed to them, then consider some of the paradoxical effects they
seem to have, and finally look at their more general effects, the commonal-
ities of the influence that they and other psychoactive chemicals seems to
have on the human nervous system.

As mentioned above, the hallucinogenic plants most commonly included
in the early modern recipes were members of the Solonaceae family:
belladonna or nightshade (Atropa belladonna), henbane (Hyoscyamus niger),
mandrake (Nandragora officinarum), and thorn apple (Datura strantimo-
nium).280 They contain varying amounts of a variety of alkaloids, but the
three most important are the anticholinergics hyoscaymine, scopolomine,
and atropine.281 Scopolamine is the most powerful, and atropine the least,
but they all act on the nervous system in basically the same way, by mim-
icking the neurotransmitter acetylcholine and taking its place on nerve-end
receptors, thereby preventing them from receiving the neurotransmitter.282

Acetylcholine is “utilized by practically every cell in the body for one
purpose or another,” and cholinergic neurons play an important role in
both the central and peripheral nervous systems, but certain roles seem
particularly relevant to the experiences associated with anticholinergic
drugs.283 Since acetylcholine is “the basis of skeletal muscle voluntary
movement because of its role at the neuromuscular junction,” blockage of
these peripheral synapses may account for the lack of coordination and
bodily torpor produced by the drugs.284 Anticholinergics also interfere with
its role in regulating salvation, heart rate, and dilation of the pupils, which
would account for their ability to make Italian women more attractive and
de Laguna’s patient’s eyes open “wide like a rabbit, and soon” look “like those
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of a cooked hare”. Disruption of peripheral nerve transmissions may also be
responsible for the sensation of “bodily dissolution” that is often felt,
which could contribute to a sensation of flying.285 However, similar sensa-
tions are sometimes caused by LSD and other nonanticholinergic hallu-
cinogens (we have seen, for example, that Magdelena Schmid appears to
have used ergot to “fly to the Heuberg”), this effect could also result from
its influence on the central nervous system.286 Or, most probably, it is a
combination of both, for “it is . . . probable that atropine has separate
peripheral and central actions that can lead to the same result.”287

Turning to the central nervous system, acetylcholine plays a crucial role in
it, so the anticholinergic drugs have pronounced specific effects on it as well.
In some cases, the relationship between the cholinergic system and the
anticholinergics’ effects appears to be relatively straightforward. The cholin-
ergic system is involved in “alertness, arousal, and memory functions,”
contributes to learning, plays “an important role in cognitive processes,”
inhibits “incorrect responses,” and is “intimately involved in attentional
processes.”288 Disruption of these functions by anticholinergics would seem
to contribute to the lethargy, disorganized thinking, and profound delirium
characteristic of anticholinergic intoxication.289 Paradoxically, though,
cholinergic neurons deep in the pons are the usual triggers of REM sleep, and
acetylcholine is the dominant neurotransmitter during this phase of sleep,
which, as we have seen, is when most dreaming, and particularly most visual
dreaming, takes place, yet anticholinergics, instead of inhibiting dreams, are
known to “intensify the dream experience” and make them “more vivid and
frightening.”290 What causes this paradoxical situation does not seem to be
well understood, but it may be related to another paradoxical phenomenon,
which is that acetylcholine also works with serotonin to regulate the
trophotropic, or parapsympathetic, nervous system, the subset of the auto-
nomic nervous system responsible for our relaxation response.291 That the
same chemical could be responsible for both activation and relaxation in
different subsystems of the nervous system could simply be explained as dif-
fering functions in different systems, except that the experiences most
strongly associated with the salves containing anticholinergics is for the expe-
rient to fall into a deep sleep with incredibly vivid dreams, exactly the oppo-
site effect that would be expected from drugs that block the effects of a
neurotransmitter that seems to play a predominant role in dreaming and rest.

The resolution of this paradox would seem to come from closer consider-
ation of the known effects of anticholinergic drugs, how they were used, and
their relationship to the more general process by which hallucinogens
induce altered states of consciousness. 

Before looking at these factors, however, the role of expectations and
other cultural factors must also be taken into account, since there is no ques-
tion that they can impact hallucinogenic experiences. First of all, it is clear
that these influence their manifest content, for early modern people traveled
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to beer cellars and country dances, consorted with people who presumably
spoke their language and dressed in familiar clothing, and encountered
processions of the dead, demons, and the Devil, while modern American
experients seem to attend parties that take place in living rooms and involve
apparently normal modern Americans, distant friends and dead relatives.292

It is also possible that expectations can influence the structure of the expe-
rience, so that early modern people promptly fell asleep after applying their
salves while modern American psychonauts sit around waiting for the trip
as if they had just swallowed LSD, which is in many ways our cultural model
for hallucinogenic experience.293

However, there are clearly some drug effects that are independent of
conditioning and expectations, and there are some physiological factors
that may also help account for the paradoxical effects of the anticholiner-
gics.294 For one thing, the fact that they were taken transdermally, via salves
absorbed through the skin, would mean that relatively large amounts would
have entered the bloodstream quite suddenly compared with oral consump-
tion, which is how modern experients generally report taking them, so there
would not have been a period of gradually mounting agitation, but instead
a sudden, overwhelming onrush of effects.295 Significantly, the German
researcher Gustav Shenk, who smoked henbane seeds, which is also a rela-
tively quick way of introducing chemicals into the bloodstream, felt himself
dissolve and fly away and observed vivid scenes below, but while his ability
to move was “greatly curtailed” he “was not peacefully sleeping with limbs
relaxed, but in motion” a report reminiscent of the somnambulant flailing
of the woman Nider reported on.296

Other salves used by other subjects may have suppressed even these types
of clumsy movements because the effects of the salves would have mani-
fested not only the biochemistry of the anticholinergics, but also those of
other ingredients that have other, albeit milder psychoactive properties.
Tansy, for example, which was included in some recipes, can cause “paralysis
and loss of consciousness” in large doses, while wild celery, whose seeds
have been found to contain seeds contain limonene, “a mild tranquilizer,”
promotes “restfulness and sleep.”297 The balance of drugs contained in
salves may thus have induced, or at least promoted, the soporific effects
reported.

However, other ingredients, like parsley and hellebore, actually have stim-
ulative properties, and so the most important chemical factor would seem
to be the effects of the main hallucinogens and their relationship to the
general nature of altered states of consciousness.298 First of all, in addition to
suppressing the parasympathetic nervous system, anticholinergics, as we
have seen, also interfere with voluntary movement of skeletal muscles and
often produce nausea and general discomfort, symptoms that would induce
the experient to repose and, particularly under the influence of the cultural
expectations and possibly other chemicals, fall into a subdued state with
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only sporadic, uncoordinated motion, as Shenk and Nider’s subject did, or a
completely supine state in which no overt movement took place even
though internally the person was in a high state of arousal, as the women
who seemed to fall into a deep sleep even as they were dreaming taking off
and flying far and fast. Even modern experients who ingest relatively simple
concoctions orally without any particular expectations about how it will
affect them appear to become physically torpid even as they experience
great mental agitation, and so the combination of the expectations created
by their culture, the mix of chemicals in the salves, and the contradictory
influences of the anticholinergics themselves would have put early modern
users into a state of external inactivity and internal arousal.

This internal state of arousal seems particularly important if we turn to the
general effects of hallucinogenic drugs on the nervous system, because it
appears to be the critical element leading to the kind of cataleptic trance or
alternate state of consciousness (ASC) in which flight and the other reported
experiences generally seem to occur.299 Entering an ASC, it has been
observed, is a two-step process, with a “critical moment of flux” or transi-
tion between them. Normal consciousness must be disrupted to the point
that it “becomes suspended or highly disorganized,” and then consciousness
can be repatterned into a relatively stable alternate state.300 The disruptive
influences can be stimulus overload, sensorimotor deprivation, intense
alertness, or some specific stimulus that acts as a trigger.301 Whatever the
specific mechanism, at least for the first three, the crucial thing appears to
be that the disruptive influence pushes the sympathetic or ergotropic nerv-
ous system into overload, which precipitates a rebound activation of the
parasympathetic system.302 In the transitional phase, since, as we have seen,
“consciousness . . . is a conglomerate of subsystems, functioning in many
separate, but interacting, dynamic combinations,” it is possible for some of
the brain’s “deeper functioning networks” to be “’jostled’ temporarily out of
phase,” and then are “free to join ... into new physiological patterns,”
during the process of repatterning.303 We have seen that OBEs appear to
reflect this sort of creation of “new physiological patterns” among the brain’s
“deeper functioning networks,” and lucid dreams have also been proposed
as examples of how “if you dissociate brain states during transitional inter-
vals, their substrates can reassemble in the form of some very curious
hybrids.”304 There are many alternative configurations that the brain can
shift into, but of particular interest here is when the “coactivation of
processes . . . derived from components of waking and dreaming modes of
consciousness” results in a state of “consciousness akin to a ‘waking
dream,’” which can be manifested as the feeling of flight coordinated with
vivid airborne visualizations and hyperrealistic constellations of tactile,
visual, and auditory perceptions generated alongside or in the absence of all
sensory input.305 Furthermore, a common feature of ASCs that follow when
“the normal state of balance within the autonomic nervous system breaks
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down under intense stimulation of the sympathetic system” is “parasympa-
thetic dominance in which the frontal cortex is dominated by slow wave
patterns originating in the limbic system and related projections into the
frontal parts of the brain.”306 The result is “an overall synchronization of the
cortex” under the influence of “the hippocampal-septal region,” which is
the “gateway between the limbic system,” the “central processor of the brain,
integrating emotion and memory, and interosceptive and exteroceptive
information,” and the neocortex, the seat of higher thought and conscious
perception. In other words, the state of consciousness that results is not
simply an alternative state of consciousness, but an integrative mode of con-
sciousness, a neural configuration in which the two cerebral hemispheres
and the cortex and limbic system are brought in to synchronization, and,
apparently, both greater pleasure and greater psychosocial understanding
result.307

In the case of anticholinergic drugs there has been some debate about
whether the driving influence is the chemicals’ specific effects on the
nervous system or a general “emergency” reaction to their severe disruption
of normal functioning, but the most likely answer is both, which would
explain why they produce such a profound experience.308 On the one hand,
their disruptive influence on so many aspects of the body’s functioning may
well trigger the ergotropic, “flight-fight” system in reaction to what appears
to be a mortal threat. On the other hand, as we have seen, anticholinergics
directly interfere with cholinergic regulation of the parasympathetic system,
apparently preventing it from alternating normally with the sympathetic
system. The net result is a trajectory that seems to manifest both the
disruption – repatterning and the ergotropic – trophotropic alternation, “an
initial . . . state of excitation,” accompanied by “hallucinations, delirium”
and then sleep involving vivid, fantastic dreams.309

Hanß Jacob’s story, in particular, indicates several things about the role of
hallucinogens in early modern witchcraft. First of all, it provides direct
archival evidence that psychoactive substances were not simply used as
poisons on others, and were not simply something that people talked about,
but that they were used, as the demonological literature reported, deliber-
ately by some people to induce radically altered states of consciousness in
which the experient had the compelling sensation of flying and enjoying
festivities of various sorts. Secondly, it provides rare insight into the social
organization of these people. They do not seem to have formed anything
like a religious or counterreligious sect, as the demonologists and, with a
different twist, romantic historians, supposed, but there does seem to have
been some collective activity, contrary to the rationalist historical tradi-
tion.310 Instead, there seems to have existed, in seventeenth-century
Southwestern Germany, anyway, a loose network of itinerants like charla-
tans and barbers, disreputable members of the settled community like brew-
ers and tavern-keepers, and some regular tradespeople and peasants who
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gathered informally to “travel on the pitchfork” much as circles of friends
and acquaintances get together to take drugs today. This is not to suggest
that the majority of witch suspects, or even suspects who freely confessed to
attending Sabbaths, used hallucinogens or were part of this network, but it
does suggest that a few did and were; how many we cannot know due to the
contamination of most evidence by torture and intimidation. Thirdly, these
groups also seem to have taught each other petty magic (Hanß’ companions
“promised him they would teach him how to make lice and fleas,” the
lowest form of popular magic.), and apparently blacker arts as well (He indi-
cated that he would have learned how to create a frost to harm the crops,
another well-known form of popular malefic magic, if he had stayed
longer.); we will take a closer look at the connection between altered states
of consciousness and magical practices in the next chapter. Finally, Hanß’
story suggests that the people who participated in these activities were well
aware of where they stood on the moral spectrum, and whose interests they
ultimately served. He himself said that he had been given to the Devil his
whole life, and while his hallucinatory experiences did not involve any sort
of Devil worship or diabolical intercourse, he did say that at his third trip “a
barber named Hannß . . . opened a vein in his right hand, drew several drops
of blood, [and] he had to renounce the Holy Trinity, and sign with his blood
in a book.” He claimed that this happened before, not after, he rode the
pitchfork, but the fact that “the vein ... quickly closed up and healed” makes
it sound like the experience was hallucinatory.311 Regardless, what mattered
was what it signified about his understanding of his place in society and in
God’s universe.

Did Apolonia Walther, the elderly woman who claimed to have flown to
dances with the Devil and later with her husband, use hallucinogenic
ointments after all? The fact that she said she kept it in a “trough” but then
the “trough” could not be found casts doubt on her claim, and, as we have
seen, hallucinogenic salves were certainly not necessary for someone to
experience vivid dreams and OBEs. Drugs are but one means of triggering
these sorts of dissociative states: a variety of others like dancing, drumming,
sex, sensory deprivation, and deep meditation can also used, and some
“highly hypnotizable” people can even enter trance states in which they
“perceive self-generated imagery of hallucinatory strength” like “a whole
animal, embedded in a scene” that develops “into a vivid movie” sponta-
neously, “as if someone flipped a switch.”312 Drowsiness, the hypnogogic
and hypnopompic states, and the transition between deep sleep and REM
sleep can also trigger the onset of such alternative states of consciousness,
and the spontaneous or deliberate use of such states to achieve ASCs is
common.313 However, the fact that she said she “had learned this witchcraft
from a butcher ... in Reütlingen” suggests that she may have used hallu-
cinogens, at least at one point, for it is hard to see how someone could have
taught her how to fly to dances via dreaming, but easy to see how this could
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be done with a salve. If so, the anticholinergic drugs would have had a par-
ticularly strong effect on her since anticholinergics are known to affect older
people, and especially older women, particularly strongly, and this, or the
cumulative effect of use, might account for her persistent delirium.314

However, this does not necessarily mean that she used a salve every time she
flew to a witch dance, or even frequently; for once altered states of con-
sciousness have been entered a number of times it becomes possible to
return to them via “triggers,” stimuli that induce the brain to return its neu-
ral circuitry to the configuration that produced it.315 People who have used
LSD, for example, sometimes experience “flashbacks” while awake or “high
dreams” in their sleep, spontaneous recreations of the drug experience with-
out having ingested the drugs recently, or even for years. Apolonia may have
started out with a salve under the tutelage of the butcher in Reutlingen, but
gone on to experience flights to the Sabbath spontaneously in her sleep,
triggered by some sensation or image that came to her in a dream. Of course,
she may have, as Maria Braittingen appears to have, experienced the flights
and dances without ever having leaned to “travel on a pitchfork” via a hal-
lucinogenic salve at all, or if she did use a salve, it could have been, as some
recipes were, inert, a placebo, but, given Hanß Jacob’s experiences, it is quite
possible that she and her husband were tied into the loose network of peo-
ple in the region who did do such things, and learned from them to do them
as well.316

Whatever the source of her experiences, Apolonia, like Hanß Jacob, knew
where they put her on the moral spectrum of her society. However, while
both of them clearly felt considerable antipathy toward their society, in view
of the literal demonization of their experiences it is interesting to consider
what their actual content and effects were. In Apolonia’s case, what she
actually experienced was an exhilarating flight, an entertaining party, and
satisfying sex. She did not say she learned any harmful magic, and does not
appear to have done anyone any magical harm. Hanß Jacob did learn to
make fleas and lice, he said, and committed the far more serious, although
natural, crime of murder, but when he did it he was not under the influence
of an illicit witch salve, but instead was under the influence of the legal
demon rum. In fact, under the influence of the salve he not only attended
a peaceful party, but actually locked himself in jail, beginning a relationship
with the authorities that ended with his confession and punishment for the
murder he committed while drunk. If Hanß Jacob and others were drawn to
hallucinogens for their entertainment value, because they seemed to offer
the ultimate virtual-reality experience, they found that they could bring far
more than just an evening’s diversion. Unlike externalized entertainments
like novels, plays, movies, and television, hallucinogens do not follow a
consciously sculpted script designed to edify or entertain. Instead, they are
structured by the person’s own subconscious and manifest his or her own
deepest desires and fears.317 It was this wild and uncontrollable power that
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so scared the religious and secular authorities and upright citizens. The
magic of the witches’ flights to the Sabbath was not that people were moved
bodily from one place to another place, or even that their spirits went from
here to there, but instead, as with modern psychonauts who “get high” on
marijuana and “trip” on LSD without ever imagining that they have actu-
ally traveled in any geographic sense, the real magic of the witches’ “flights”
was that the contents of their unconscious minds were released as halluci-
nations, dreams, and unreflective actions. This is what made them seem so
subversive: they were a flight from the sober consciousness of the rational-
ized order to the uncontrolled regions of the mind, from the mighty fortress
of Christian prescription to the tumultuous waves and treacherous currents
out upon the Devil’s sea.
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5
Sorcery, Satanism, and Shamanism

According to demonological theory, witches returned from their dances
with the knowledge and tools to work harmful magic, or sorcery. According
to anthropological reconstructions, sorcery arose out of shamanism, the
altering of consciousness in order to interact with spirits for the benefit of
the community.1 In general, shamans enter a trance state in which they
experience their spirit or soul journeying to a world of spirits where they can
gain information about or effect actions to influence the normal world of
humans, although they can also summon spirits to aid them in both the
spirit and the normal worlds, and some people consider mediumship, in
which practitioners in a trance are possessed by spirits, to be a form of
shamanism as well.2 Shamans proper, though, undergo an initiation in
which they travel to the spirit world to gain experience, and then conduct
public performances while in a trance to accomplish some communal pur-
pose through interaction with the spirits. Shamans are found in hunter-
gatherer, pastoral, and simple agricultural societies around the world, and
their practices are generally held to be continuations of the oldest form of
magico-religious practice, dating back to Paleolithic times. Their general
orientation is to accomplish positive social purposes like healing the sick,
but the spirits they interact with are not always benign, and some shamans
specialize in working with the destructive ones.3 Furthermore, the power to
heal also confers the power to harm, and shamans sometimes use this to
inflict illness on members of competing groups, or battle other clans’
shamans in spirit in order to prevent them from doing this to their people
or to gain some other advantage for their own group.4

So long as people lived in small, autonomous social units, the high level
of interdependency discouraged the use of harmful magic on other members
of their own group, although shamans, who acted as clan leaders, may have
used their power to assert their authority by punishing malefactors.5

However, the transitions to pastoralism and agriculture and more particu-
larly the development of larger scale societies and polities loosened this
restraint, and some shamanic practitioners began to use their power for their
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own private ends, whether as part of leadership struggles with rivals or for
more personal reasons.6 Some shamans also came to perform spiritual
attacks on behalf of clients, either as part of a full-service practice or as a
specialty.7 Healing came to routinely include diagnosis and cure of such
magical attacks, sometimes by retaliating to force the attacker to call off the
spirit or simply pushing it back on him or her, along with curing other forms
of disease, both natural and spiritual.8 In some societies the spiritual sources
of disease included magical harm caused by another person spontaneously,
purely by force of ill will, what anthropologists call witchcraft.

Historically, records of sorcery go back to ancient Mesopotamia and
Egypt, and continue through classical Greece and Rome through the
Middle Ages. Physical remains of “voodoo dolls” used for image magic and
innumerable cursing tablets have been found from ancient as well as clas-
sical civilizations, literary sources describe the use of verbal curses, ligature,
incantations, necromancy, and the evil eye, not to mention magic potions,
ointments, and poisons, and professional practitioners as well as amateurs
are known to have used them.9 The use of cursing tablets and much of the
learned magic contained in books fell off in Europe at the beginning of the
Middle Ages, but the Germanic invaders brought their own traditions of
harmful as well as helpful magic which mixed with the popular survivals
from antiquity.10 These remained in use, gradually modified by their inter-
action with the Christian religion and each other, into the later Middle
Ages, when they were supplemented by written traditions recovered from
antiquity and imported from Byzantine and Arab civilizations to form a
“common tradition” of magical assumptions and practices that was shared
by almost all Europeans, from philosophers to peasants, popes to the poor,
assumptions and practices that did not simply stoke peoples’ fear of harm-
ful magic, but also equipped them with an arsenal of magical weapons that
some people most definitely used.11

Early medieval penitentials treated image magic and toxic potions as
actual practices and engraved Norse runes were part of an extensive system
of harmful as well as helpful magic.12 Itinerant sorcerers in the ninth and
tenth centuries extorted tribute from peasants by threatening to bring
storms down on their crops, while Burchard of Worms tells of women who
“remove a turf from their [enemy’s] footprints and . . . hope thereby to take
away their health or life.”13 Accusers in late medieval sorcery trials brought
forth “magical amulets that had been left under their thresholds or beds”
that contained “noxious powders, human feces, wood from a gallows, or
other such materials” like “the bodies of . . . small . . . animals.”14

Necromancers’ manuals containing intricate rituals for summoning demons
which were used by some learned magicians for various nefarious purposes
survive from the late Middle Ages, and there is ample evidence that, just as
in the classical world, professional sorcerers were available to work their
baleful magic for a fee.15
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Insight into the situation at the end of the Middle Ages is provided by
court records from Florence and its rural environs. Between 1375 and 1450,
without any “evidence of official pressure or popular agitation against sor-
cery, cases did crop up regularly” that “demonstrate . . . the existence of a
substantial group . . . which engaged, actively or vicariously, in the practice
of the black arts.”16 While some of their rituals were for harmless divination
or treasure-seeking, many were love magic designed not for romantic but for
sexually or materially exploitative ends, and some were intended to be
homicidal.17 A number of cases involved books of necromancy, while others
stemmed from the use of simpler folk techniques. The populace at large and
the government do not seem to have regarded these practices a grave threat
to society, but there was clearly “a widespread fascination with the diabolic
arts” and a readiness on some peoples’ part to use them maliciously.18

Before turning to sorcery in the early modern period, it is worth noting
that while there was clearly development in the theory and practice of magic
over the centuries, the continuity in the practice of sorcery in Western
Civilization is rather striking; evidence of ancient practices like image magic,
cursing, and incantations seem little different from practices recorded in the
late Middle Ages. However, there does seem to be a significant discontinuity
between the Western tradition of harmful magic as a whole and the shaman-
istic practices that are supposed to have come before. Shamanistic sorcery
operates mainly through personal action, the shaman’s spiritual flight,
and/or the direct action of his personal spirit helpers, whereas Western magic
has a more impersonal, almost mechanistic character: the sorcerer inscribes
curses on tablets, mutilates images, secretes potent objects under thresholds,
invokes spirits or demons, with proper execution of the ritual and/or the
mediation of demons as the active agent in the magic. There is clearly some
overlap, for Western sorcerers were sometimes thought to fly at night to
attack their enemies in their sleep, transform themselves into animals as
some shamans were thought to, and employed familiar spirits reminiscent of
shamans’ spirit helpers.19 It is possible that the more mechanistic forms of
Western sorcery evolved out of shamanistic practices, with ritualized invoca-
tion of spirits replacing soul flight, ritualized expressions of anger replacing
spiritual projections, and ritualized mutilation of images and secretion of
objects replacing visualized attacks.20 However, it is also possible that mech-
anistic sorcery developed from different roots, from a simple recognition of
the coincidence of expressions of anger and harm suffered by the object of
that anger, and the subsequent elaboration of techniques to express anger in
order to deliberately inflict harm.

Whichever relationship obtained originally, though, it is clear that by the
late Middle Ages European culture contained a wide and rich array of mag-
ical techniques for inflicting harm on others derived from a number of
historical traditions, and that some people at all levels of society were more
than ready to use them.
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The realities of sorcery in early modern Europe

Evidence that knowledge and practice of this rich tradition of harmful magic
survived into the early modern era in popular as well as learned culture
comes from all across Europe.21 In England, cursing tablets “in the ancient
tradition” have been found from the seventeenth century, one buried along
with “the skin and bones of a frog, which had been pierced by several large
pins,” and another at the bottom of a well along with a wax figure with a pin
through it.22 In 1590, a “Mrs. Dewse” was found to have “paid a conjurer
‘two lemons a sugare lofe, and a capon’ to make figurines of several leading
statesmen who had contrived to eject her husband from office,” hoping that
“the suffering would be deemed divine retribution.”23 In Scotland, a sorcerer
buried enchanted meat under doorways for a female client in a dispute with
a man, and then made a wax image of him that they, together with her
mother, roasted over a fire.24 In Lorraine, sorceresses sought to cause hail by
beating water with a stick.25 Elsewhere in France, a pharmacist in Normandy
“was arrested ‘in possession of . . . four pieces of virgin parchment containing
invocations of evil spirits’” in 1605, while a priest in the same area “was
caught red-handed in possession of magical recipes (in Latin) for . . . seducing
women.”26 In southern Italy, “such works frequently surfaced in trials,” and
in one case two charms were said to have been thrown into a well as part of
a harmful spell were recovered.27 In Spain, an “‘impotence spell” was used to
render “a man impotent, except when in the presence of the woman who
bound him.”28 In Venice a woman placed “a wax statue punctured with
needles under the altar in the local church” in the hope, she claimed when
it was discovered, that this would force her husband to return to her. In the
same city “various cursed things, or fatture,” like “bones . . . human nails . . .
seeds . . . coals . . . and the teeth of the dead” were found in a sick woman’s
mattress, while a mixture called lazaro puzzolente containing quicksilver,
urine, and asafetida resin was known to be made to work a similar magic
when placed under victims’ thresholds.29 In Istria “every clan had one kres-
nik who did good and one kudlak who harmed people” by attacking them in
the shamanic style, in their dreams, while in Slovenia clan shamans who
won trance battles against another clan’s shaman for fertility “punished the
region of the loser with hail.”30 This list could go on, but the point should be
clear: sorcery was the hard edge to the world of magic in early modern
Europe, and there were clearly people ready to use it. Those ready to dabble
in sorcery appear to have been a distinct minority of the overall population,
and those ready to specialize in it were certainly an even smaller minority.31

Their exact numbers remain shrouded in even greater uncertainty than the
notorious “black numbers” involved in all premodern crime due to the
inherently surreptitious nature of most of their activities, but they appear to
have been present in many small and most sizable communities, and the
uncertainty about their identities, numbers, and activities and the recognized
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potential of these activities to cause harm made it understandable that
people erred on the side of overestimating rather than underestimating the
threat they posed to the population at large.

Germany was no exception to this general European pattern. The Malleus
Maleficarum contains a report that “a wax image pierced with two needles,
and little bags containing bones, seeds, and other things” were found under
the threshold of a sick woman, placed there by a neighbor with whom she
had quarreled, according to the neighbor’s boyfriend, while in 1579 a
diviner working for Hans Fugger found a “container of hair and bones . . .
under the lintel of the stable” that she thought had been placed to harm
Fugger’s gardener.32 The learned magician Cornelius Agrippa “tells of seeing
a man inscribe the name and sign of a spirit on paper and giving it to a frog
while murmuring an incantation, all to arouse storms,” while, lower on the
social scale, a woman “threw worms and maggots into the air in order to
cause a plague of vermin.”33 Rituals to make bugs and rodents, the lowest
form of sorcery, sound trivial to us, but in an agricultural society they could
have a ruinous effect on grain stores and other stocks of foodstuffs.34

Similarly, the loss of a farm animal, as we have seen, could be calamitous,
and attacks on them could take symbolic as well as subliminal form: “a note
with magic formulas in the fodder” of one cow, or “a sack with poisonous
insects” placed in the stall of a sheep. Whether the effect of this sack was
expected to be chemical or magical is not clear, but the distinction was less
important at the time than it is to us, for poisoning was closely related to
sorcery since the effects of poisons were understood to be related to “the bad
wishes” of the poisoner as well as the material composition of the toxin.35

The same ambiguity exists in a case in which mandrake was used to cause
illness in a person; the source does not make it clear whether it was used as
a poison or as a magical prop.36

Not all cases, though, were so ambiguous: one young woman had been
“observed practicing black magic rituals” that she confessed to in 1756, and
books containing malevolent magic were found in Germany as well as
elsewhere.37 Other physical evidence included herbs used for love magic
found in a man’s mattress, and chests, or Hexentöpfe, discovered during trials
containing things like “cursing tablets, ointments, charms,” and “spells,
herbs, roots . . . and hair” that were thought to be able to “cause hailstorms
and untimely frosts, sickness in man and beast; impotence; miscarriage and
death.”38 These collections often included body parts, like the penis, finger-
nails, and toenails of a criminal who had been broken on the wheel that
were found in one man’s magic chest, and some executioners did a lively
trade in pieces of cadavers for use in magic and sorcery.39 And, finally, as
elsewhere in Europe, the practice of sorcery in Germany was divided
between a limited number of otherwise ordinary people who succumbed to
the temptation to use it in an unusual moment of anger, curiosity, or need;
a subset of the semiprofessional magical practitioners who might consent to
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help clients with it; and a small number of people who made use of it habit-
ually for personal reasons and perhaps for clients as well.40

In Württemberg’s archives there are records of several cases in which there
is no doubt that an ordinary villager succumbed to the temptation to use
sorcery against a personal enemy. In one, a teenage servant boy in
Schondorf confessed in 1655 that he “cut a little patch of leather from the
pants of” his master “in order that the master ‘would slowly sicken and
die,’” and “in fact, in investigating this assertion the magistrates found a
hole in Hans Biener’s pants.”41 In another, in the early summer of 1696 in
the small town of Söhnstetten, outside of Waiblingen, Maria Magdalena
Rauschenberger, the wife of the town warden saw from her window a
woman named “Schöllhornin furtively clamber over the churchyard wall
and bury three twigs in a child’s grave” while incanting, “So as the twigs
grow in the ground, so shall brother-in-law perish from the earth, in the
name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.”42 How did Rauschenberger,
from her vantage point, know what Schöllhornin was doing, let alone
saying? “Just a week before, Schöllhornin had told her what a bad relation-
ship she had with her brother-in-law Finninger, and all that he had done to
hurt her. Thereupon the warden’s wife told Schöllhornin that her brother,
who lived in Fellbach, had gotten revenge on a peasant he had a conflict
with by burying three twigs in the churchyard while reciting a spell.” When
Rauschenberger told Finninger what his sister-in-law had done, he became
“very sick . . . felt ‘infirmity in the limbs,’ had to remain in bed, and stopped
eating ‘so that he became more like a skeleton than a man.” He got better
once Rauschenberger and a friend dug up the three twigs, which was lucky
for Schöllhornin, because she ended up punished with four weeks impris-
onment and penance for her sorcery rather than the much harsher penalty
she would have faced had he died. She may have been set up, but there
seems to have been no question that, in her lust for revenge, she fell for it
hook, line, and sinker.

Among the sampled cases involving maleficium, as we have seen, there
were a significant number of instances when poisons seem to have been
used, and also a significant number of cases when curses were hurled, but
evidence of, and even allegations of, the use of ritual magic to cause harm
were relatively rare. Of course, curses were a form of sorcery when uttered
with the premeditated intent of causing harm, but it is difficult to know
what a suspect’s intent and degree of mental preparation were, so it is diffi-
cult to tell when curses were uttered as premeditated spells, when they were
spontaneous outbursts of anger spoken in the hopes that they would
actually inflict injury the moment they were articulated, and when they
were just part of the routine trading of insults, warnings, and threats that
expressed anger without the hope or expectation that they would actually
have physical consequences.43 Similarly, poisoning is by nature surrepti-
tious, and many other techniques of sorcery, like putting objects under
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thresholds or chanting incantations, were conducted secretly, and when a
secreted object was innocuous in itself, like a bone buried in a stall or
entryway of a barn, even if found it would be difficult to tell that it had been
placed there deliberately. For example, when a man who suspected that
Agatha Stoßer had bewitched his cow went to a wise woman for help, she
told him to dig around the door and he’d find a bone that he should get rid
of to make the cow better.44 When he did as she said, he did find “such a
bone . . . from a rib,” but whether Agatha, or anyone, had put it there on
purpose is impossible to determine. Similarly, in 1682 a woman named
Magdelena Oswald was accused of causing her husband’s death by burning
“three chickens so completely that their feet fell off their bodies, ’because
she intended to cause the same injury to her husband’s feet.’ And in the
event Magdelena’s husband did suffer . . . from an illness that made his feet
and legs lame and the skin discolored, and eventually led to” his death.45 At
first Magdelena claimed that she burned the chickens in an attempt to cure
her husband on the advice of a healer, and then changed her story to claim
that she did it to get rid of them since people were saying she’d stolen them,
so in the end we can’t know whether her act was successful sorcery, unsuc-
cessful healing, or, as she maintained in the end, just one of those weird
coincidences.

The early modern approach to maleficium got around this problem by
focusing on the inferred effects of a witch’s hostility rather than worrying
about the mechanism by which it was projected, so most testimony in trials
simply recounted the harms attributed to the suspect without speculating
about whether they had been induced deliberately or spontaneously,
through sorcery or through the inherent power of the witch’s ill will. The
early modern concept of diabolism also shifted focus away from the
mechanics of magic, for a pact with the Devil was assumed to bring magical
powers, and once enough testimony alleging maleficium had been accumu-
lated to justify torture, the focus of the trials shifted to eliciting confessions
of participation in the Devil’s conspiracy, seeking at most a simple affirma-
tion of responsibility for harms suffered by other people. Tortured suspects
might confess to details of their activities, but at that point it is impossible
from our point of view to tell what might have been true and what they
simply made up, undoubtedly drawing on popular notions about sorcery, to
satisfy their inquisitors and end their torment.

However, the instances that were contained in the sampled trial records
that do seem to reflect actual activities are worth careful examination, for
they undoubtedly represent some “dark figure” of additional instances that
were either undetected or ambiguous, and they shed some light on the
shadowy workings of popular sorcery, suspicions of which did so much to
feed peoples’ fear of their neighbors.

We have seen some evidence of sorcery in previous chapters, like Hanß
Jacob Langen’s statement that his companions had offered to teach him to
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make fleas and lice, and that he wanted to learn how to cause hail.46 The
sampled case in which malefic sorcery was most clearly involved, though,
was the trial in 1681 of Agnes Langjahr, the 50-year-old widow from
Wittershaven, near Alpirsbach, who, it was said, had come into Christian
Cammer’s house over the family’s protests, went to the room where a
woman who had given birth three days before lay, “pulled the curtain back,
and . . . lay three eggs on the lap” of the woman laying there.47 As noted in
Chapter 1, in German folklore witches were thought to use eggs to transmit
their spells, and placing noxious items in bed was a common way to cause
people to become ill.48 New mothers and newborn babies were thought to
be particularly vulnerable to magical as well as physical dangers. In this
instance, the woman flew into an uncontrollable rage, attacking her hus-
band verbally and physically, whereupon “the man fell into a painful and
miserable sickness,” and the woman died.49

The impact of the eggs on the woman shows the powerful effect that an
act of sorcery could have on people, but the source of that power is obscure,
and the interpretive approaches currently used by historians offer only
limited help in understanding it. A traditional sociological treatment of
witchcraft focusing on community-level social tensions might point to the
fact that the Cammers were part of the local notability and Agnes was just
an elderly, widowed servant already long suspected of witchcraft to suggest
that the accusation stemmed from some socioeconomically rooted conflict,
treating the egg accusation as either a fabrication or a misinterpretation of a
friendly gesture. Indeed, Agnes initially denied that she had gone into the
room at all, but when a witness from Sulz submitted a written statement in
support of the Cammers’ story, she conceded that she had, but said that she
had put the eggs “on the table.”50 However, “in confrontation,” the part of
an investigation when the accuser and suspect were placed face-to-face, she
changed her story again, conceding that it had been “on the bed.” While it
is possible that Agnes brought the eggs as a gift, the fact that she put them
on the woman in the bed but later lied and said that she had put them on
the table make this seem unlikely, particularly since no one, not even Agnes,
suggested that this was the case.51

Of course, it is possible that the woman was sick from other causes and
the fact that she died shortly after Agnes deposited the eggs was a coinci-
dence, but several things suggest this was not the case. First of all, it is clear
that she did have a strong emotional reaction, and vented it on her
husband, and we have seen that in general such stress can, in fact, cause or
contribute to illness. Secondly, and more specifically, both Cammer and his
son insisted that after she died, the woman’s “thigh, where the eggs lay was
quite black.” While it is possible that blood just pooled there for some
reason as she died, this was the top rather than the bottom of her body, and
if, as we have seen, people under hypnosis can cause welts to appear on their
skin, there is no reason to think that a person could not similarly cause
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discoloration to appear where the instruments of a spell that was killing her
had been laid.

A more current, culturally oriented approach would recognize that Agnes
did attempt an act of sorcery, playing out a socially ascribed role by
suggesting that the eggs were placed in the bed as a symbolic statement to
the Cammers, a sign drawn from the contemporary cultural complex of
magic and employed as part of the shared understanding of the pervasive
interplay of magical forces in everyday life. However, we have seen that
because acts of maleficium could have real power, some people employed
them occasionally and a few did so chronically not because they were
maneuvered by their community into attempting impotent rituals as part of
a self-destructive social role, but because they learned that the actions could
be efficacious and that the power they bestowed compensated for the social
stigma they brought. We have seen in Chapter 1 that interpersonal interac-
tions could generate stress in people leading to a variety of ailments, up to
and including death, and it should at this point be easy to see how sublim-
inal communication or overtly threatening behaviors could generate such
reaction. What is at issue here, though, is how a purely symbolic act, placing
eggs on someone in bed, could have such dramatic emotional and physio-
logical consequences.52 While the woman would have to have understood
the meaning of the eggs in order to trigger her response, the power of that
understanding does not come from culture; knowledge of meaning does not
in-and-of itself create the kinds of physiological effects seen here.

Traditional psychodynamic psychology suggests that the couple’s reaction
to the eggs exposed some weakness in their psyches, intraspsychic tension
stemming from their personal histories or some culturally induced vulnera-
bility caused by their belief in magic. However, we have far-too-little infor-
mation about the woman to do the kind of in-depth analysis needed to
understand her rage and despair in this way, and, as we have seen, psycho-
dynamically rooted psychosomatic explanations, while they have become a
kind of folk-psychology underlying social scientific and cultural accommo-
dations of the manifest effects of magical attacks, have been largely abandoned
by medical professionals in favor of a broader and more direct understand-
ing of the interplay of psychological and physiological factors in health and
disease. Vulnerability to psychophysical ailments can certainly be caused by
personal psychodynamics and enculturation, but they are not necessary
for them to occur. The woman had to understand the meaning of the eggs
in order to react to them, but that reaction is not proof that she was psy-
chologically impaired, nor, as we saw above, can it explain by itself the
psychophysical reaction it provoked.

Fortunately, recent work in the neurophysiology of symbol processing
offers a new way of exploring the power of the eggs in the bed by looking at
them not in terms of how they related to social structures, other symbols, or
psychodynamic theories, but rather in terms of how the perception of them
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was connected to other parts of the woman’s nervous system in a way that
elicited such a dramatic response. To begin with, as we saw in Chapter 3, the
brain appears to work in important ways through neural networks, complex
interconnections among neurons that work together as functional units.
Entrainment is the process by which these connections are set up.53 Some
entrainments are created consciously, as a result of deliberate learning, but
most are established without consciousness; some are generated genetically,
while others are created in dynamic interaction with life experiences and
cultural conditioning.54 Penetration is the term for the way that systems of
entrainments interconnect with other systems, interconnections that can be
established between parts of the brain that are widely separated both phys-
ically and functionally.55 Many systems of entrainments are created in
response to perception; the core of these systems is the basis for recognition
based on pattern-matching, but they also may include more or less exten-
sive connections with other perceptual, cognitive, emotional, and even
physiological centers with which they have become interpenetrated.56

A “symbol is any stimulus that provides sufficient patterning for entrée into a
model that contains more information than that provided by the stimulus,”
and “symbolic penetration” is “the effects exercised by the neural system
mediating a symbolic percept (or the entire perceptual field) upon other
neural, endocrine, and physiological systems.”57 Symbols thus have the
“potential to evoke any neural network that becomes entrained to the net-
work mediating the percept” which “may include lower autonomic and
endocrine structures mediating arousal and metabolic functions; core brain
and limbic structures mediating sentiment, emotion, or feeling; and cortical
structures mediating conceptual organization, imaginal organization,
logico-mathematical functions, cross-modal sensory transfer, and other
functions.”58 A symbol can thereby “produce the experience of love or ter-
ror, voiding of the bladder, movement of the hands, salivation, increased
blood pressure, fantasies and thoughts, and reminiscences.”59 A symbol can
even “evoke intentionality .. . via intentionality integrated with its meaning.”60

The symbolic process works through all sense modalities, not just sight and
hearing, and the entrainments involved in symbolic penetration do not
necessarily include the neural networks involved in consciousness, so it is
possible for symbols to evoke emotional and even physiological reactions
without the person being aware of the cause.61 In this case, however, the
woman was aware of the cause, and the symbol of the eggs appears to have
been able to penetrate not only the “cortical structures mediating
conceptual organization” of her life-situation and the “core brain and limbic
structures mediating sentiment, emotion, or feeling,” but also the “auto-
nomic and endocrine structures mediating arousal and metabolic func-
tions,” and even, judging by the discoloration Cammer and his son noticed,
the “physiological systems” regulating that specific portion of her upper leg.
The eggs had, so to speak, struck a nerve.
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The point here is that while sorcery makes great use of culturally defined
symbols and belief in their power, it does not ultimately depend on them.
Instead, sorcery depends ultimately on the personal meaning of the symbols
it employs for the person it is used against, and on the ability of these
personally meaningful symbols to penetrate deeply into that person’s nerv-
ous system and disrupt his or her normal physiological functioning. The
power of symbols does not come simply from their connection to a culture’s
overall system of symbols, but comes from how those meanings connect to
the overall system of entrainments in the nervous systems of the people
who understand them. In fact, it could be said that while the meaning of
symbols comes in some abstract sense from their place in the system of sym-
bols that make up the culture, in practical terms the meaning of symbols is
the set of entrainments between the perceptual apparatuses that perceive
them and the neural networks in the cortex, limbic structures, autonomic
nervous and endocrine systems that react to them.

If Agnes’ eggs show how a simple act of sorcery could have a profound influ-
ence on its object, two other examples shows how simple acts of sorcery could
have important influences on the people who performed them. The first was
the case of the girl Margaretha Wagner, who, as we saw in Chapter 1, claimed
to have “pressed” people at night while they were asleep. In her testimony, she
described this not as a spontaneous occurrence, or one occasioned merely by
her desire to do it, but as one involving ritual preparation. Specifically, she said
“one takes a salve, smears with it the lower threshold of the door and inhales
such, without saying anything thereto.”62 Since the experience of the
“presser,” like that of people who experience being pressed, took place at night
during sleep, this ritual would constitute a form of psychological priming, the
process by which people can “seed” their dream experiences by symbolic
preparation before nodding off. This technique is used by modern lucid dream-
ers to trigger the onset of lucidity in a way that is reminiscent of how Maria
Braittingen said the Devil woke her at the onset of her “out-of-body” flights to
night dances.63 The physiological basis for it is the “interaction between the
automatic state control system in the brain stem” that controls modes of
consciousness “and the more voluntary upper stories of the brain.”64 This
“top-down causation” is possible “because the cortical structures are so inti-
mately linked to the more primitive functions of the limbic and autonomic
systems” that, as with the woman Agnes put the eggs on, “symbolic and
mental levels” can “cause physiological effects.”65 Conducting the ritual to
“press” an enemy at night primes the sleeper to experience the expected event,
much as the benandanti were primed by awareness of the date to experience
their nocturnal flights and battles. As one modern scientist who practices lucid
dreaming has observed, “autosuggestion is one of the most potent techniques
for altering consciousness,” or, more simply, “priming works.”66

The second of the sampled cases contains a report of a verbal incantation
that was used for prohibited, although not really malicious, purposes that
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shows not only how ritual could be used to affect the practitioner’s nervous
system, but also how that effect could affect the perceptions and cognition
of another person. It came to light during the investigation of Anna
Schnabel, whose spirit, we have seen, a neighbor said she saw flit across her
kitchen.67 Among the other incidents recounted to the investigators,
another neighbor, Catharine Decker, said that once when they “went in the
woods, in the grass” Anna “said to her she wanted to teach her an incanta-
tion so that no forest ranger should see or catch her.”68 In addition, a twelve-
year-old girl in the neighborhood named Catharina Kramer had also been
heard to brag that she knew a spell “whereby she cannot be seen,” and when
questioned she said she had learned it from Anna’s granddaughter. The mag-
istrates expressed concern that Anna was leading “a good number of young
people astray,” and they also declared that “any person who used such for-
bidden incantation should be punished.”69 They were concerned in part
because the use of such magic was disobedient and sacrilegious, but also
because it represented a real threat to the government’s control over the
duchy’s forest resources, and over the population more generally. The pur-
pose of this “grass spell,” as the magistrates called it, was to avoid the ducal
officials in charge of the forest land, which was criminal, and even subver-
sive. Forests were subject to complex and overlapping concepts of owner-
ship and usage, with local communities traditionally using them to pick
berries and mushrooms, graze pigs, gather firewood, harvest lumber, and
hunt game; the upper classes, and the dukes in particular, using them to
hunt game; while merchants used them as a source of lumber for export. As
the population grew, usage was subject to increasing regulation; at first by
local communities, but in the fifteenth century the counts of Württemberg
became more involved.70 Forest regulation was part of the first ducal ordi-
nance in 1495, and this was expanded and strengthened in a series of
ordinances during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.71 A system of
administration was put into place with the woodlands divided into a series
of districts overseen by foresters, and the districts were subdivided into
wards that were managed by rangers.72 While the main concern of the
regulations were timber management and hunting, neither of which was
likely to have been an activity an elderly woman like Anna Schnabel would
have engaged in, virtually any use of the forest was subject to administrative
supervision, at least theoretically, and, significantly, administrative concern
with issues beyond hunting were increasing in the 1660s.73 Furthermore,
under the morals regulations put into place at the end of the Thirty Years’
War, simply being outside the bounds of the village and fields was suspect,
so even if a villager was not poaching resources from the forest, being caught
there by a ranger could still lead to trouble. On the whole, it seems that the
need for regulation of forest resources to avoid overuse and misuse had been
generally accepted since the mid-sixteenth century, but individuals, and
even communities, continued to make illicit use of the woodlands in a
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variety of ways, leading to chronic conflicts between them and the duke’s
forestry officials. Commoners resented and resisted this usurpation of their
traditional rights, and poaching remained a common problem throughout
the early modern period.

Use of the incantation was not just a symbolic issue, for it could have a
practical effect. The words could not, of course, make people invisible in an
objective sense, but they could help a trespasser remain unnoticed –
become invisible in practical terms. In mottled light and tangled under-
growth, stillness is often the best camouflage. Small animals freeze when
they become aware of a predator nearby, because even if they are in its field
of vision, they may escape notice, whereas flight virtually guarantees
pursuit.74 For a poacher trying to avoid forest rangers, the greatest danger
was overactivity, and an incantation could help avoid this in several ways.
First of all, it would reassure her intellectually with the faith that she would
not be seen or caught, so if one was nearby there would be no need to run;
“intensifying self-confidence” is one way that such magic “can actually
influence reality.”75 Secondly, it would give her something to do with her
mind. Instead of anxiously miscalculating her chances of escape, she could
preoccupy herself with remembering and reciting the incantation. Thirdly,
the cadence of the words would itself produce a calming effect. Oral recita-
tion imposes control over breathing, and experimental studies have
demonstrated that even purely mental activities can produce physiological
states of greater relaxation.76 Spells can be thought of as a form of “psy-
cholinguistic programming” that entrain cognitive and emotional neural
networks in ways that “can provoke profound physiological changes.”77

During the Vietnam War, for example, some US Navy SEALs were taught
that if a sentry approached them while they were lurking on the edge of an
enemy camp at night they should lie still and tell themselves that they had
become a log in order to achieve the same effect. Of course, the SEALs did
not become logs in an objective sense any more than Anna and Catharina
became objectively invisible, but the objective reality was not important;
what mattered was that the person involved was not seen at a particular
time by a particular person. In order for that to happen, it was just as
important for the SEALs to believe in the power of their belief as it was for
an early modern poacher to believe in that of hers, because the effective
agent in both cases was the person taking control of their own nervous
system, not only to manage their own behavior, but also thereby affecting
the perceptions of others.78 It is a commonplace by now to accept that
magic can have real effects on a person who believes in it, but it is less
widely appreciated that it can have effects on other people regardless of
their beliefs. By controlling their own thoughts and behaviors, both the
early modern poachers and the Navy SEALs were able to manipulate the
patrolling watchmen’s perceptions to keep them from seeing what was
really there.
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Another case from Württemberg, one that was contained in the sample of
magic trials, involved a more direct manipulation of the practitioner’s nerv-
ous system to affect that of the target. The case took place in Güglingen in
1740. It began when a 17-year-old servant girl named Maria Magdelena
Geken bragged to a number of people that she could work magic and knew
how to “travel . . . to a witch feast.”79 She claimed that she had bewitched a
horse so that it would not eat, a claim her previous employer later seconded.
She had also demonstrated her ability to disturb animals to a young man by
spooking his horse, and while he refused to tell on her, others who heard
her boasts did. Before the magistrates took any action, though, her
employer, who had also heard the rumors, asked her about them. She told
him that to work her magic on horses “she had prayed a prayer all day, from
morning to evening,” and she added to her claims the ability to cause thun-
der and rain and to turn herself into an animal.80 When the authorities
investigated, Maria’s employer testified that she said the incantation to keep
a horse from eating went:

Dein Maul muß verbaut seyn
Dein Maul muß versteckt seyn,
Du bist des Teufels,
Du must verhext seyn,
Dem Teuffel must du seyn
Du must 24 Studen nimmer fresen konen.

(Your mouth must blocked be
Your mouth must stopped be,
You are the Devil’s,
You must bewitched be,
You must the Devil’s be
You won’t eat for 24 hours.)

Maria later conceded that she could not really affect the weather, and said
that she did not repeat her incantations all day, but she insisted that she did
practice this simple sorcery and, as the witnesses had confirmed, she did
seem to be able to spook horses. Maria’s protracted, repetitive incantation
could have had a strong effect on her own nervous system since epistrophe,
the “rhetorical device” of ending successive phrases with the same word, is
“a classical hypnotic induction” technique “effective for inducing trance.”81

With the cadence of the spell creating a trance state in the person incanting
it, the linguistic message establishes its “set,” the emotional tenor which
molds the person’s facial expression and body language. These, in turn, can
reinforce the person’s emotional experience and physiological reaction.82

We saw in Chapter 1 that threatening displays can have profound effects on
domesticated animals, triggering their stress response and thereby affecting
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their health, reproduction, growth, and, in the case of chickens and cows,
production of eggs and milk. Since one of the effects of the stress response
is to decrease digestive activity and suppress hunger, displaying threat to a
horse and thereby inducing stress in it could well prevent it from eating for
a time. For such communication to take place would not require that the
animal in any sense understand the linguistic content of the spell, or even
the specific intent of the person. Nor need the interaction be long or the
person’s behavior blatantly demonstrative; it would simply need to help
generate a threatening expression of malign intent in the practitioner’s
expression and posture to trigger a generalized stress reaction that would
affect the animal’s appetite as one of its normal metabolic effects.83

While spooking horses may seem like a trivial form of sorcery, we have
seen that harm to domesticated animals was the single-most common
accusation of witchcraft, and for early modern peasants this could be a
devastating form of damage. In Chapter 1 we saw that this was accom-
plished by poisons and physical blows in some cases and spontaneous
displays of emotion in others, and this example shows a third approach, the
use of a ritual incantation by a person to manipulate her own nervous
system in such a way that it triggered corresponding changes in that of the
animal. Maria only claimed to be able to bewitch horses with her incanta-
tions, but the same process could clearly be used to affect another person.
Indeed, laboratory experiments have shown that, “an actor can manipulate
elements of the stress response in another person through nonverbal sig-
nals” like eye contact, posture, gestures, and tone of voice.84 We have seen
that injuries to people were similarly caused by poisons and blows, on the
one hand, and spontaneous expressions of anger, on the other, and we saw
that the woman named Schöllhornin from Söhnstetten conducted a ritual
involving an incantation as well as burying sticks on a grave with the
explicit intention of injuring her estranged brother-in-law. The possibility of
such ritual magical mobilization being used to amplify the effects of a
person’s anger lay behind not only the fear of threats, but also the use of
threats as well, at least in some cases. Forms of sorcery like incantations not
only express the desire to cause harm, they can cause the harm desired.

While historians have recently begun to recognize that given the wide
variety of spells in use at the time for healing, protection, and divination, it
was only natural that similar magic was used in attempts to cause harm, but
they tend to ascribe whatever efficacy they had to peoples’ belief in them.85

What Maria’s spell shows, however, is that while suggestion and fear
certainly played an important part in making ritual magic effective, there
could also be another form of communication at work as well: manipulation
of the direct, visceral connection that exists between people (as well as
between people and domesticated animals) to trigger the stress response.
Human beings “are hybrids, half analogizers, with direct experience of the
world, and half symbolizers, embedded in a cultural web.”86 Sorcery makes
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use of our ability to operate in both modes, manipulating both direct expe-
rience and cultural symbols. It can be used to manipulate the nervous
system of its target via symbolic penetration, as Agnes Langjahr did by put-
ting eggs in the woman’s bed, or via the intricate subliminal interaction that
takes place whenever two people come face-to-face.87 In the first instance,
the sorcery is purely mechanical; the person using it need only know the
symbolic meaning of the object and its placement. In the second, though,
the sorcery is expressive; the person doing it needs to manipulate his or her
own nervous system, not to express their feelings as an end in itself, but in
order to manipulate the nervous system of their target.88

Of course, the efficacy of some forms of sorcery, like weather magic, pre-
venting butter from churning, spying on people at a distance, and causing
harm through secret rituals would require paranormal processes whose exis-
tence has not been scientifically established.89 As a consequence, at present
we must therefore posit that for such magic to take effect some direct sen-
sory communication must also take place, as when Margaretha Wagner
“pushed” people in her community at night who reported that they had, in
fact, felt the pressure. Otherwise, as has long been held about magic in gen-
eral, the value of the procedure was simply that it made practitioners feel
better by giving them the illusion that they were doing something, as would
be the case with weather magic.90 However, while purported paranormal
processes garner a lot of attention in considerations of magic, in most sor-
cery “the sorcerer has come into some form of contact with the bewitched
person, the bewitched animal or thing . . . it was the person of the witch, her
curses, her gestures and touch, her gifts or drinks, that made the spell
work.”91 Not all sorcery can be reduced to psychophysical manipulation, of
course, but it is clear that this plays a key, and somewhat underappreciated,
role in much of it.92 The object of most sorcery is to manipulate other
peoples’ nervous systems, but in order to do so a sorcerer first manipulates
his or her own. As Cornelius Agrippa observed, “the affection of the fantasy,
when it vehemently intends itself, doth not only affect its own proper body,
but also another’s. So also the desire of the witches to hurt, doth bewitch
men most perniciously with steadfast looks.”93

Where Maria learned the incantations is not clear. She claimed to her
neighbors that an old widow for whom she had once worked, Catharina
Alexen, had taught them to her, as well as taken her to witch dances.94

However, when confronted with Catharina, Maria showed great reluctance
to repeat the accusations. For her part, Catharina calmly denied the charges.
At one point, Maria tried to implicate another woman, but recanted under
further questioning. These variations discredited Maria’s accusation, so we
cannot tell where she really learned the spells. Certain aspects of her back-
ground and situation, however, suggest that she created the incantations
herself, modeled on religious prayer and popular beliefs about how sorcery
was practiced. Her parents were basically peaceful people, even though they
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attended church only irregularly and her father was a “blasphemer” with
“little fear of God.”95 Her mother had never been accused of witchcraft or
magic, although, significantly, it was rumored that she had once been dis-
missed from service at a palace for causing the animals to become disturbed.
Maria was not known to have engaged in the “foolishness” before, but it was
said that her father found that she had changed. The family had recently
had to sell all their property except “half a bad house,” and now lived in
“great poverty.” Maria’s change in demeanor and boasts about magical pow-
ers may well have been an attempt to compensate for her family’s loss of
security and status. Drawing on popular beliefs about witchcraft and magic,
she created her own incantations and, to give them authority, attributed
them to a stereotypical old woman. Maria does not appear to have been
connected to an active network of people practicing sorcery, but rather to
have adopted an image from popular culture derived from folklore, religious
practice, and, perhaps, popular images of learned magic.

In contrast, however, the case involving Anna Schnabel suggests that
some more deliberate sharing of knowledge of illicit magic also took place
among the villagers in Württemberg. Anna not only used the “grass spell,”
but also taught it to several younger women. Furthermore, a number of girls
knew it, and they said that they had learned it from Anna’s granddaughter.
During the early modern period, a stereotyped assumption about witchcraft
was that it ran in families. The fact that it was a stereotyped assumption has
led historians to assume that it was inherently inaccurate, or, when suspects
were from the same family, a product of the assumption itself. However,
there are several reasons to think that there might have been some truth to
the belief. First of all, the kinds of social pressure that alienate one genera-
tion and push it into an antagonistic relationship with the community
would very likely exert at least as much pressure on the next. The sociolo-
gist Hans Sebald has described how in twentieth-century Franconia he
“personally observed the transference of the evil role from a mother to a
daughter in a village,” with the result that the daughter “mirrored the attitudes
and actions of her mother . . . actively . . . causing harm by meddling, cor-
rupting, lying and sowing disharmony.”96 Secondly, and more importantly
in the case of sorcery, in the close quarters of a peasant household children
would likely be exposed to the activities of their elders in the normal course
of daily life, who may have tried to keep them secret in some cases, but in
others consciously passed them on. The testimony not of accusers but of
young women who confessed suggests, in fact, that membership in the
household may have been more important than family ties: Catharine
Decker learned the spell from Anna Schnabel while she was a servant in her
household; Maria Gekin claimed to have learned her spells from a woman
she had worked for; and Magdelena, the girl who gave her friend the ergot-
laced bread, said that she had learned this witchcraft “from her mistress,
Leonberger Hansen’s wife.”97
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Sorcery and satanism

One of the most basic features of sorcery is inversion, the use of socially
unacceptable materials, or behaviors, or the misuse of socially valued items
and rituals. These antisocial practices can both intensify dread in other peo-
ple and increase the sorcerer’s ability to express hostility effectively. Public
perversity assaults other people’s psyches; private perversity strengthens the
sorcerer’s own. Witches in small-scale societies are often said to urinate,
defecate, or vomit in the presence or living space of their enemies, while
“late medieval trials for sorcery” frequently involved “such materials as
menstrual blood, excrement, or dead animals.”98 It has been suggested that
“the use of human fat and blood, cat’s brains and the like” in witch salves
“must have helped to induce a marginal psychological state in the witches
who involved themselves in these dark forms of sorcery. In one case in
Württemberg, in 1626, a group of three young men and two women from
Cannstatt broke into the grounds of a nobleman, spread human feces
around the yard, and leaned a pitchfork that had been smeared with a
noxious unguent and hung with a pot containing feces, human skin, and
pubic hair from one of the women against the door, so that it would fall on
whoever opened it.99 While the incident appears to have been more of a
malicious prank in retaliation for the man having recently accused local
women of causing him to become lame through witchcraft than a serious
attempt to inflict harm, and none of the sampled witch cases (or other
known cases) from Württemberg involved the use of excrement or the
smearing of an object with salve (as opposed to directly smearing a salve on
a person), the perpetrators deliberately structured the vandalism to give the
impression “that witches had been there,” and it appears to have been
inspired at least in part by “a witch book.”100

In early modern Europe, one of the most powerful potential forms of
inversion was the perversion of Christian symbols and rites. The strongest
version of this, of course, was the full-blown parody of the mass involving
desecration of the cross and indiscriminate sex that was supposed to have
taken place at witches’ Sabbaths.101 Few suspects, in Württemberg or any-
where else, freely recounted experiences coming close to the lurid fantasies
of early modern demonologists, though, and few accusers evinced any
concern about them either. There were allegations of Black Masses involv-
ing Louis XIV’s mistress and courtiers during the “Affair of the Poisons,”
and there is documentary evidence that a brother and sister who ran a
brothel in Renaissance Florence “by divers methods and on several
occasions, under the pretext of sorcery and incantations persuaded many
women to commit sins and excesses,” but whatever evidence there may
have been in the first case was suppressed by Louis, and in the second the
participants seem to have skipped the blasphemous rites and gone straight
to the sex.102
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In fact, religious objects and rites seem to have been used far less often for
religious parody or inversion than for their straightforward spiritual power,
disregarding more than exploiting the fact that this twisted their meaning
90 if not 180 degrees.103 In England, for example, the priest and magician
Roger Bolingbroke had a secret mass performed around 1440 to prepare “the
instruments he needed for” divinatory “‘nigromancie,’” and, in general,
learned magic involved religious rituals to purify and protect the magician
in preparation for the encounter with the dangerous spirits the ceremonies
invoked.104 In Italy, many instances of love magic are recorded in which the
mass or prayers, the altar, blessed items, and psalms were utilized, and the
host in particular was used for similar purposes elsewhere.105 The host was
probably the most commonly misappropriated sacred object because it was
the sanctified item with which ordinary people routinely came into contact.
In early modern Normandy, for example, a number of shepherds were
“caught stealing hosts . . . to make use of with certain words in order to
seduce girls, and with other words to protect their flocks.”106 In Sweden it
was used as a target to gain “free shot,” or good aim in hunting, and it was
used for other forms of magic as well.107 In Württemberg, one of the
sampled witchcraft cases included an allegation of stealing the host from
mass; in 1631, during the investigation in Lauffen of Margaretha Stuertzen’s
complaint that Hans Rueff made her arm lame, Hanns Jerg Trall testified
that he had seen Hans’ mother, who was also suspected of witchcraft, take
the host from her mouth during mass, and Joacherin Wedlin claimed that
he had seen her take something from her mouth as well.108 Two other cases
from the duchy are known to have involved similar allegations. One, from
1594 in Schondorf, took place when Gorg Stockhenhäuser reported that
Michel Kramer, a 20-year-old servant, told him “he had secretly taken” the
host “out of his mouth . . . and carried [it] home.109 When Gorg told Michel
that he thought it was a sin, Michel just laughed, and his mother said “she
often had five or six such holy things” at home. The other incident took
place in 1620 in Altensteig. Martin Nestle was suspected of burying a skull
and bones in a nobleman’s herb garden as part of “a healing magic” ritual,
and several witnesses reported that he had said that he had used the host,
which he slipped into his boot during mass, as well. Finally, in one of the
sampled magic trials, Agatha Weil, the elderly woman in the public shelter
in Herrenberg who, as we have seen, admitted in 1704 to a number of acts
of maleficium, told the investigating magistrates that on occasion during
mass she had drunk the wine but held the wafer in her mouth instead of
swallowing it in order to sneak it to the Devil.110 The first of these incidents
in Württemberg rests only on what witnesses claimed they saw, but the
second and third involved things the suspects were reported to have said,
and the last involved an admission by the suspect to the magistrates. In two
of the incidents the purpose of taking the host was not made clear, while in
one it was benign, and in the last it was malign.
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Another way in which sorcery was linked to illicit religious activity was
the conjuring of demons, or necromancy. Technically, necromancy meant
conjuring the spirits of the dead, but in the late Middle Ages it was used
more broadly to refer to conjuring spirits in general. The practice may have
been rooted in the archaic shamanic practice of flying to the spirit world,
establishing contact with spirits, including those of the dead, and enlisting
spirit allies who could later be summoned to accompany the shaman, or
substitute for him, on subsequent spiritual quests. The tradition of contact-
ing the spirits and the dead by traveling to or with them appears to have
been continued by the contemporary fairy cults in southern and eastern
Europe in which favored people were able to participate in mystical merri-
ments with fairies and the spirits of the dead, and the cults of Diana or
Holda and the “Furious Horde” in central Europe in which some women
were thought to fly with processions of the dead. The tradition of summon-
ing spirits to assign them tasks on behalf of the magician may be a similar
continuation of this other part of shamanic practice, or it may be an inde-
pendent development, but in any case the conjuring of spirits was practiced
in the earliest civilizations in Southwest Asia and was a centerpiece of the
learned magical tradition in classical Greece and Rome. Some knowledge of
it was preserved in Europe through the early Middle Ages, and was supple-
mented by other strains of pagan magic introduced by the nomadic
invaders. After 1000, it was infused with new elements from the Byzantine
and Arab worlds, both ancient texts that had been lost to the West and more
recent innovations in these sophisticated cultures, and elaborated in gener-
ations of learned and popular practice. Knowledge of these arcane rites and
the complex hierarchy of obscure spirits they were supposed to contact were
disseminated through face-to-face interactions of learned and popular magi-
cians, and, particularly after the introduction of printing, through the dis-
semination of texts. By the late Middle Ages the idea, and practice, of
conjuring demons through elaborate rituals was part of the common magi-
cal culture shared by Europe’s learned elite and ordinary people.111

There is no question that some learned clerics and humanists practiced the
complex rituals that were contained in books of necromancy, some of which
have survived, and others of which were destroyed during trials or over
time.112 Similarly, there is no question that some people at lower levels of
society all over Europe practiced such arts as well; magic books, images, and
written incantations were found in their possession, and were supported by
ritual actions and words. In Württemberg learned magic was known at the
highest levels of society. Duke Ferdinand, in particular, during whose reign
from 1593 to 1608 the witch persecutions really got under way, openly con-
sulted astrologers and employed alchemists.113 He also sponsored treasure-
hunting activities, and both Duke Friedrich Karl and Duke Eberhard Ludwig
more discreetely gave permission for them to be undertaken, in 1683 and
1711 respectively.114 Officially treasure-hunting was only permitted if it did
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not involve magic, but the status of some techniques, like divining rods, was
ambiguous, and the practice routinely involved ritual commerce with spirits.
It enjoyed its greatest popularity among the duchy’s commoners during the
eighteenth century, but records of it in Württemberg go back to the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century, and sources outside the duchy suggest that
it was known far longer.115 The practical basis for it was that, in a time with
few banks, locks, or police, both nobles and well-to-do peasants really did
bury valuables like coins and jewelry or hide them within buildings to pro-
tect them from robbers and marauding soldiers, and sometimes they
remained hidden because their owner died, fled without revealing their
whereabouts to others, or simply forgot where they were.116 Consequently,
such caches were occasionally discovered by accident, and probable hiding
places could be deduced through common sense.117 However, there were far
more potential hiding places than actual treasures, and people hiding their
valuables would try to avoid obvious places, so people hoping to find treas-
ures generally sought supernatural aid.

The basis for this aid was thought to be two different spiritual sources: the
spirits of the dead, and St. Christopher. The spirits of the dead were often
connected with treasure because it was thought that if a person’s fortune
was tainted in some way, his or her spirit would be tied to it until it was dug
up and used in some way that atoned for the transgression.118 For this rea-
son, spontaneous sightings of ghosts sometimes inspired treasure-hunting,
and treasure-seeking often took on the character of a beneficent exorcism in
which a damned soul would be liberated if the treasure was recovered and
put to good purpose, either restored (at least in part) to some rightful owner
or donated (at least in part) to a worthy cause.119 St. Christopher’s associa-
tion with buried treasure came from the confluence of folk, Christian, and
learned occult traditions.120 Germanic folklore contributed the belief in
water spirits whom men could contact for good or ill. Christianity con-
tributed the namesake, who was long thought to be a helper of the needy
and who also was said to have carried Christ across a stream, along with
numerous elements of the ritual used throughout the region in treasure-
finding known as “Christopher’s Prayer” (Christophelgebett). Esoteric tradi-
tions supplied the rest of the ceremony.

The rituals involved elaborate ceremonies taken from or modeled on
learned ceremonial magic. Books and manuscripts were often consulted.121

Ritual circles were drawn in the soil with daggers, written spells were drawn
up (in one case 43 pages long), and incantations were recited (in one case,
all night).122 Treasure-finding ceremonies often incorporated things like
holy water, crucifixes, arcane symbols, and exotic objects like an iron stake
that a criminal’s head had been stuck on.123 Treasure-finders used dowsing
instruments like mirrors, crystal balls, and, most often, twigs and sticks of
various sorts.124 In at least one case incense were used, while another
included “a powder” that the leader of the group “snorted like tobacco” and
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on another occasion one that he “smoked, so that his evil spirit would come
to him.”125

The purpose of the powder and ritual activity was to establish contact
with the spirit associated with the treasure, which they would have done by
inducing in the participants, or at least in their leader, who was generally a
knowledgeable or even semi-professional specialist in the practice (when
not an out-and-out charlatan), a trance state.126 In the cases in which
incense and powder were used, the chemicals would have contributed to
this, but such aids were not necessary, since the central driving mechanism
would have been the excitement generated by the undertaking combined
with the often-protracted physiological activity and the psychophysical
implications of the ceremonies’ symbolic content.127 The point of the cere-
monies was not only to determine the precise location of the treasure, but
also to “bind” it in place, since it was thought that treasures could either
move of their own accord or be moved by spirits.128 Furthermore, the mag-
ical ceremonies were also designed to protect the participants from the influ-
ence of or drive away any demons that might be guarding the treasure,
either in addition to or instead of the spirit of a dead person, or the Devil,
who was lord of both the underworld, where the treasure was buried, and
the damned, and who therefore didn’t want trapped souls to be set free.129

In one particularly notable case the spirits began dispensing moral advice
and prophesy, inspiring a quasi-religious cult following that caused consid-
erable uproar in the early 1770s.130

This ambivalent moral orientation, the combination of avarice, which is
perhaps base but is not directly or inherently injurious to others, with the
facade of charitable concern for the poor soul trapped by the treasure, means
that while treasure-hunting clearly involved a form of necromancy that
shows that ordinary Württembergers were aware of and ready to use cere-
monial magic in groups, it was not really sorcery, the use of ritual magic to
injure or manipulate others.131 Similarly, the related phenomenon of the
“treasure-man” (Geldmannlin), a spirit that could be summoned or even
bought (appropriately enough) and would procure for the controlling person
as much money as he wanted, was reminiscent of the concept of a witch’s
familiar, a spirit that helped a witch do her maleficium, that played a major
role in English witch beliefs but played only a limited role in Württemberg
and elsewhere on the Continent.132 However, the “treasure-man” himself,
like the Christopher Prayer and unlike the familiar, did not harm others.133

The readiness of many ordinary Württembergers to not only participate in
but also to later candidly testify about these activities indicates that while
they may have realized these spirits were probably something they really
shouldn’t mess with, they did not consider them to be particularly evil.

The Duchy’s clerical and secular authorities, on the other hand, consid-
ered magical treasure-finding and the associated commerce with spirits to be
sacrilegious and disobedient, and called them “devil conjuration” (teuffels
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beschwehren).134 This association of treasure-finding with the Devil was in
line with their broader association of magic with the Devil, an association
that was not altogether foreign to the common people. We have seen that
in order to spook horses Maria Gekin recited an incantation that explicitly
referenced the Devil – “You are the Devil’s . . . You must the Devil’s be,” – and
even if she created it herself, she was not the only Württemberger to think of
appealing to the “evil enemy” in a spell. In one of the duchy’s earliest trials,
in 1541, a man was prosecuted in Urach for trying to invoke the Devil in a
village churchyard.135 In 1619, a “death’s head” was found in a graveyard in
Bietigheim “with many words written on it.”136 The skull was white, “as if it
had been cleaned .. . the letters” were “fresh and clear” and spelled out “Boach,
Sarrith, Lucifer.” In 1660 in Böblingen, “Wild Georg” Schaff told a smith’s
apprentice that to get a magic ring “that would help him hammer” better, he
should “walk backwards through the smithy on Good Friday night between
eleven and twelve o’clock in the Devil’s name.”137 A few years later, Catharine
Decker reported that Anna Schnabel’s “grass spell” included the lines:

Dass du verkrummest,
Dass du verlahmest,
Dass du verstiebest,
Dass du verblindist,
Dass dich der Teuffel gar hinwegfurhre,
Ehe du zue mihr kommest.

(That you become bent
That you become lame
That you disappear
That you become blind
That the Devil leads you away
Before you come to me.)

These lines were intended to prevent the forest ranger from coming near
them, and two other women gave similar accounts.138 Finally, Margaretha
Wagner, the girl who told the magistrates of Marbach that she had magically
“pressed” people in 1740, also said she knew spells that would make a cow
give extra milk and affect the weather that were carried out, she emphasized,
not in the name of God, but “in the Devil’s name.”139

While these examples show that some people in Württemberg and
elsewhere were ready to call on the Devil’s aid in their magic, it is difficult
to tell from them how significant his role was in the malefic aspect of witch-
craft. Some of the spells recounted above were not harmful at all, like the
blacksmith’s, while others could have been harmful but do not seem, in
these cases, to have been used maliciously: Maria Gekin seems to have used
her spell to spook horses more to show off than to cause injury; Margaretha
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Wagner does not seem to have tried to use her weather spells to affect any-
one’s harvest; and Anna Schnabel’s “grass spell” seems to have been moti-
vated by a desire to debilitate the forest rangers in order to hinder their
surveillance rather than a malicious desire to harm them. In the case of
more serious maleficium, the problem is that torture was used so liberally
that most of the suspects’ testimony is useless for determining what they
actually did. However, some glimpses are offered by several of the other trials
in the duchy.

The first took place in Rosenfeld in 1603, and involved Margretha,
Michael Stainer’s wife.140 While all that remains of this trial is her tortured
testimony, what makes this testimony unusual is that the magistrates inves-
tigated the 27 malefic acts she confessed to and noted the results of their
inquiries in the margins of the transcript. They also followed the more
routine practice of reviewing her confessions with her after the torture ses-
sion and noting which she confirmed and which she retracted. She claimed
to have killed and lamed a number of horses and cows and a goose, specify-
ing that she hit many with a stick or a stone; poisoned a servant girl; and
killed a number of children by hitting, kissing, or blowing on them.141 In
most cases, she said she inflicted the injuries “in the Devil’s name,” and in
one she specifically said she told the boy “I kiss you in the Devil’s name.”
In many of these instances, she described the specific motives that led her
to perpetrate these acts: a man “refused to carry her wood” in his wagon; a
woman dishonored her by asserting that she had “had borne a bastard
child;” an employer had “beat her badly.” Outside of the torture chamber,
Margretha retracted six of her stories, but confirmed the others, and when
the magistrates investigated the accounts she left standing, most of the peo-
ple interviewed verified the quarrels and the injuries, with a few confirming
some but not all the details, and only one denying any knowledge of what
she said. This combination of partial retraction and partial confirmation,
substantial corroboration but sporadic disagreement, detailed discussions of
motives, and simple, for the most part directly physical violence set in the
context of what we know about the intensity of conflict that was possible in
early modern villages, makes it seem likely that Margretha did in fact do
many of the things she said she did. Whether she specifically invoked the
Devil as she did them, or whether this detail was added by her or the mag-
istrates during her interrogation is less clear, but the fact that the lethal
power of poisons, touch, and breath were supposed in early modern popu-
lar culture to come from the malevolent intent invested in them rather than
simply from their physical force or properties, plus the evidence in other
cases of incantations that specifically invoked the Devil, makes it quite pos-
sible that she did exploit the symbolic power of his name to intensify her
malign impact.

Evidence from other parts of Europe also supports the possibility that
Margretha was conscious of the Devil’s hand in her actions as she attacked
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the children and animals, for trials elsewhere revealed that he was on
occasion called upon in both relatively benign and deadly serious magical
rituals. In nearby Augsburg, a woman who claimed to be a white magician
told a client “to burn brandy in the name of the devil . . . to win back stolen
goods.”142 In Holstein, “the Devil came into play” in some sorcery cases, and
the same held true in southern Italy.143 In Spain, when a desired person
proved resistant to regular love magic, “evil forces” like “St. Marta . . . ‘the
wicked,’ and . . . Satan, Barabbas, the same Devil – were invoked directly or
indirectly.”144 In England, a witch suspect confessed in 1662 that she stole
milk from a cow by plaiting “rope the wrong way in the Devil’s name.”145 In
Scotland, a sorcerer named Reid performed image magic and buried
enchanted objects in doorways. He had “learned his craft directly from the
Devil,” who “seems to have played a large part not only in Reid’s instruction
in magic but in its practical applications,” and this was “a not uncommon
feature of Scottish operative magic.”146 In Hungary, several cases of diabolic
sorcery were recorded, while in Renaissance Florence several sorcery trials
involved books with rituals for invoking the Devil to cause injury and death,
and in one case a hired sorcerer clearly tried to kill someone using several
magic rituals that he carried out while saying “in the name of Lucifer, of
Satan, and Beelzebub.”147

Two other sampled cases from Württemberg offer further evidence of the
Devil’s role in some instances of maleficium. The first was the very early case
in which Magdelena Horn confessed to having injured several animals and
killed a boy by hitting him. She said not only that she “had done so many
bad things to animals and people, that she could not describe them all” at
the Devil’s instigation, but also implied that he had played a role in making
her actions effective.148 Since she said she hit the child, the Devil’s role in
his death would have been the same as in Margaretha Stainer’s assaults, a
magical intensifier that carried as much if not more weight than her hand.
How she injured the animals is not so clear, however; it may have similarly
combined physical and spiritual assault, but a portion of the testimony from
Maria Braittingen, the young woman who said she slept with the Devil “in
the form of her boyfriend,” suggests that when she said the Devil did her
evil she meant something rather different. Maria testified that when her
employer “smacked her hard” for poor performance on her job, “from then
on she became his enemy.” She “appealed to her presumptive lover, the Evil
Spirit, to kill the master’s cow, which then happened.”149

What is striking about Maria’s account is the matter-of-fact relationship
between her, the Devil, and the death of the cow. There is no suggestion that
she undertook rituals or even cursed in the normal sense of the word; it is
more like a woman heatedly insisting to her lover that he take her side in
some interpersonal conflict. On a practical level, it is quite possible that she
conveyed her hostility to the animal in the course of her daily routines as a
servant in the household through the channels discussed in Chapter 1. On
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an experiential level, though (and regardless of her actual role in the ani-
mal’s death in this case), there is something more than the direct line
between the feeling of anger, the expression of anger, the perception of
threat, and the onset of illness outlined there. Instead, she experienced the
Devil as an intermediary in a way that comes close to the witch ideology’s
notion that a person self-consciously given to the Devil not only acted in
the Devil’s interest, but also gained thereby the power to inflict injury. Maria
did not say she had made a formal pact with the Devil, but she did say she
flew at night to witch dances and had sex with him, so this would seem to
be a case of malefic witchcraft directly connected to the experience of dia-
bolism. The connection, however, does not seem to have been a simple
adoption of learned notions by a commoner, but instead an original fusion
of personal emotion and popular ideas about maleficium and malign spiri-
tual agency, with little of the demonology preached by the elite.

These examples from Württemberg were not the only ones in which
malefic practices were undeniably linked to diabolism. In Scandinavia, the
creation of a “milk hare,” essentially a spirit familiar to steal milk for a
witch, was sometimes “accompanied by the witch selling herself to the Devil
and a satanic pact” that might involve sacrilegious use of a communion
wafer and the recitation of a charm such as:

I give you blood,
the Devil gives you vitality,
You’ll run on earth for me,
I’ll burn in Hell for you.150

In England, the “Lancashire witches,” two secluded families that openly
practiced magic, constitute “probably the most challenging witch episode
for the researcher to understand fully” because “all these prisoners
testified freely against each other, in addition to admitting to all the
allegations,” which included causing 16 deaths, the killing of livestock,
and damage to property, and one woman “confessed to having made a
pact with the Devil” and leading her son, daughter, two grandchildren,
and a neighboring woman into witchcraft.151 In Hungary, a person could
become a malevolent clan shaman, a zdhac�, either by being born with a
caul or “by learning and concluding a pact with the Devil.”152 In one of
the sorcery cases in Renaissance Florence, the suspect was confined so
that “without any physical pressure or torment, he might have the oppor-
tunity to repent,” but instead “he spent his time commending himself to
Lucifer, Satan, and Beelzebub, ‘proclaiming himself to be in their spirit
and body.”153

While the witch demonology emphasized the relationship between
diabolism and popular maleficium, before the early modern period,
learned ceremonial magic was more commonly associated with the Devil
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because the difference between conjuration and adoration was not always
clear-cut. Pagans commonly offered to give a particular god particular rev-
erence in return for its help, and necromancers sometimes carried this
practice over into their relationship with the demons they conjured.154 As
the culture became Christianized and the Devil came to be seen as the
overlord of evil in the world, sorcery came to be seen as supplication of
Satan, its power “gained, not by skill, but by compact, a sealed document
delivered over to the Devil.”155 Whether or not any professional magi-
cians actually practiced in this way in late antiquity is unclear, but there
is evidence that some people did create broad pacts with the Devil in
exchange for supernatural powers, and by the early modern period there
is no question that some people did this.156 The Faust legend has been
traced to an actual person in the early sixteenth century, a student born
in the village of Knittlingen, which became part of the Duchy of
Württemberg in 1634, and who attended Heidleberg University, which lay
about 50 miles down the Neckar from the Duchy’s capital.157 Nor was
Faust alone, for there are documented examples of “other adventurous
students who signed pacts with the devil” as well.158 In some cases, like
the trial of Urbaine Granier, purported pacts were almost certainly forger-
ies, but in others they appear to have been genuine.159 A few such docu-
ments have survived; in one case a man’s pact explicitly stipulated that he
would enjoy the Devil’s gifts for a period of nine years, after which the
Devil would get him body and soul.160

Attempts to establish a compact with the Devil were not confined to the
educated elite, for by the early modern period the idea that one could make
a deal with the Devil to attain some temporal end was part of the common
culture.161 A criminal in Montaillou in the early fourteenth century observed
that “sometimes the Devil has more power than God, and I have no choice
but to help myself, either with the aid of God or with that of the Devil.”162

His is supposed to have been “an isolated case” at the time, but over the next
three centuries awareness of the Devil and his power spread, until, as we
have seen, Apolonia Walther expressed her conviction that, “her prince is
the most powerful in the world, and therefore she must follow him.”163

Soldiers were known to make pacts with the Devil for protection in battle,
and a man in Sweden admitted to having had a pact with the Devil after he
had already been condemned for sodomy.164 Contrary to the witch ideology,
men appear to have been readier to conclude a formalistic relationship with
the Devil than women, but women, like Maria Baittingen, also turned to
him in an attempt to tap his powers.165 One woman in Naples, for example,
claimed not only to have had a relationship with the Devil, but also to have
“counseled the Devil’s help to others.”166 Another woman offered to have
sex with a young man if he would make a pact with the Devil, while yet
another said that she did homage to him, praying “I worship you, oh lord
and Devil, attend my soul.”167 This last admission is rather similar to Maria
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Gekin’s testimony, for not only did Maria recite the invocation of the Devil
that she used to spook horses, but also another incantation that dedicated
herself to him:

Dem Teuffel will ich seye,
Dem Teuffel will ich bleiben,
Dem Teuffel will ich verbunden seye,
Dem Teuffel will nimmer aus seinen handen,
Der Teuffel hat mich gemacht,
Der Teuffel hat mich erlöst,
Der Teuffel hat mich geheiliget,
In seinen hande will ich bleiben
Dem Teuffel will ich imer und ewig seye.

(To the Devil I want to be,
To the Devil I want to stay,
To the Devil I want to be bound,
To the Devil want never from his hand,
The Devil has made me,
The Devil has saved me,
The Devil has sanctified me,
In his hands I want to stay
To the Devil I want always and eternally to be.)168

In addition, she recited a similar prayer she called “the Devil’s woman’s
saying,” which included lines like “We should go together in the Devil’s
service” and “With him eat drink celebrate / and [for] them testify praise and
thank.”169 Maria was not the only person in Württemberg to recite such
prayers to the Devil, for about 70 years, or two generations, earlier, in 1668,
a young boy from a village near Bebenhausen had recited a similar hymn to
the Devil that he claimed was sung at a witch dance during an investigation
of his claims of having flown to a witch dance.170

In Württemberg, as in most of the rest of Europe, Christianity was the offi-
cial religion, so any commerce with the Devil constituted apostasy.171 The
most extreme expression of this logic was the demonological argument that
all magic required the intercession of demons, and therefore constituted an
implicit pact with the Devil. In practice, of course, most Württembergers,
and even Württemberg’s legal system, treated beneficent magic as at most a
moral lapse rather than an act of heresy, which was in line with most other
parts of Europe.172 Popular healers routinely protested that they did not use
magic, confining themselves to natural methods or, at most, advised their
clients to pray.173 Most cunning folk who used magic, like most learned
magicians, saw that their activities as helpful and therefore morally justifi-
able even if the authorities disagreed, and even people who used malefic
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magic often justified it as “a holy art . . . a deeper, if not higher, morality, in
the case of learned necromancers, or as righteous retaliation for wrongs
inflicted on them, in the case of village witches.174 Even some people who
made pacts with the Devil appear to have thought that they remained
Christian, and others assumed that it was relatively easy to renounce such
an agreement later on, as folklore commonly assured them.175

Nevertheless, theologians were not the only ones who recognized the con-
flict between magical practices and the expectations of the Christian reli-
gion. Not only did pacts with the Devil generally include a provision that
the person renounce Christianity, but also participation in some extra-
Christian cult activities could also involve renunciation of the dominant
religion. The “antipathy of fairies toward Christianity” in Ireland was “fre-
quently mentioned,” and “Cornish miners refused to make the sign of the
cross when down in a mine, for fear of offending the fairies in their own
subterranean territory by making a gesture that invoked their enemy.”176 In
1457, Nicholas of Cusa interviewed two women who “told him they were in
the service of Domina Abundia, and went with her to revels” and “had
vowed themselves to ‘Richella’ in return for good fortune and had promised
to abstain from all Christian observances.”177 In Italy a woman who fol-
lowed a “Madonna di Finemundo” said she went to mass “for fear of being
excommunicated,” but “when the high point of the mass was reached I did-
n’t look at the Host or Chalice . . . but hid, turning my face the other way,
because I knew I was given to the Devil and damned.”178 Somewhat simi-
larly, a woman in upper Swabia reported that “she believed that she must
have blasphemed God” because “she had a ‘lover who came from Hell, [and]
he wanted that she deny God.’”179 Among the sampled witch suspects in
Württemberg, a number confessed, under torture, to having renounced God
and pledged allegiance to the Devil, but these confessions appear to have
been made to stop the torment, with, at most, an admixture of retroactive
recognition that habitual recourse to maleficium was tantamount to having
allied with the Devil and thereby turned against God and the Christian reli-
gion. However, we have seen that some suspects did confess freely, and they
recognized the conflict between membership in the Christian church and
their relationship with the Devil. Apolonia Walther said without coercion
that “her Hannß, the Devil, had threatened to beat her if she told the
preacher everything, and if she prayed with” him, and went on, as we have
seen, that “her prince is the most powerful in the world, and therefore she
must follow him.”180 We have also see that when Hanß Jacob Langen took
his third trip “on a pitchfork . . . a barber named Hannß . . . drew several drops
of blood, [and] he had to renounce the Holy Trinity, and sign with his blood
in a book, whereupon” his friends “promised him they would teach him
how to make lice and fleas.” Ordinary Württembergers, like common peo-
ple elsewhere, understood the incompatibility of Devilish behavior and the
requirements of Christianity. Some of the duchy’s people held themselves
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strictly to the dictates of Christian morality, most strove to keep their lapses
limited enough that they could hope for forgiveness and salvation in the
end, some came to the realization that they had strayed to the Devil’s path,
and a few consciously crossed over to his side. For some people illicit magic
was an occasional transgression, for others, perhaps, a bad habit they
alternately fell into and tried to break, but for a few, at least, it became a
defining feature of their lives.181

Not only did the ideas of the pact with the Devil and the renunciation
of Christianity have roots in the practice of sorcery, but also the notion
that witches worked in groups was related to sorcery and other magical
practices as well. We have seen that treasure hunters worked in groups,
and while their practices were not malefic, hostile weather magic was also
a collective activity.182 One of the sorcery cases from Florence discussed
earlier involved “a substantial group . . . which engaged, actively or vicar-
iously, in the practice of the black arts,” while another involved “a colony
of sorcerers” who, an inquisitor reported based on the book they used,
“adore and invoke Satan and Beelzebub and . . . worship idols.”183 Four
centuries later, in 1741, a woman named Maria Salinaro claimed to have
21 disciples, at least one of whom she told to seek the Devil’s help, and
four of whom she led in beating a Capuchin exorcist “who they were
afraid was aware of” one woman’s “use of sorcery to cause a man’s
death.”184 In the Balkans groups of healers “practiced a kind of possession
cult” that practiced “collective ecstasy” to heal illnesses caused by fairies,
while in Sicily “women who belonged to the organization of the ‘living’
fairies maintained contact with them through trance and in dreams.”185

The members of these last two groups did not think of themselves as
dealing with the Devil, but they, and similar groups in Hungary, were
taken to be witches. Similarly, in Paris in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries magical practitioners of various sorts “often . . . acted
together,” forming loose networks that the police called “‘cabals’ or . . .
sects” they found “extremely difficult to ‘penetrate.’”186 In general these
practitioners were more or less benign fortune-tellers and treasure-seekers,
but in some cases they offered manipulative love magic and poisons
(called “inheritance powders” due to their use by aristocrats in a hurry to
get their hands on their family fortune), and there was evidence of some
practicing of black masses.187 In Sweden, there were several cases in which
“two or three people drew up a joint agreement” with the Devil for non-
malefic purposes, while in southern Germany “vagrant juvenile bands”
engaged in “threats . . . violence . . . sorcery and witchcraft . . . believing in
the effectiveness of magical formulas and rituals.”188 Among the sampled
witch trials in Württemberg there was no evidence that the suspects
engaged in collective maleficium, but, as we have seen, there were several
examples of small groups who undertook nonmalefic forms of magic like
Anna Schnabel’s “grass prayer” and three brothers who attempted to fix
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shooting contests magically, and the numerous cases in which several or
even many people engaged in magical treasure-seeking.189

Do these individual and collective incantations of prayers to and pacts
with the Devil indicate that there really was an underground diabolical
counter-religion in Württemberg, and Italy, and potentially across Europe,
between the 1560s and the 1740s, and presumably before and after?
Although the use of torture contaminates most of the evidence from the
period of the witch trials, making it impossible to tell for sure, it does not
seem very likely at all. The incidents cited are too isolated and too idiosyn-
cratic, like the examples of prayers and hymns from Württemberg that were
clearly derived from local culture and individual imaginations rather than
any cohesive set of beliefs or organized ritual behaviors. Other investiga-
tions of purported witch gatherings have similarly come up empty, and
historians understandably have concluded that the whole idea was nothing
but an illusion generated by some combination of institutional self interest
on the part of church and state; the sociocultural processes that enable large
groups of people to generate, accept, and act upon collective myths; and
psychopathology on the part of the people, some of whom feared the Devil’s
conspiracy, and others of whom, an insignificant minority, who imagined
that they were part of it.

However, the evidence from Württemberg and elsewhere reviewed here
indicates that belief in the Devil’s conspiracy had stronger roots in reality
than this interpretation acknowledges. First of all, it is clear that the idea
that one could deliberately solicit the Devil’s help to gain magical powers
was in wide circulation by the turn of the seventeenth century. Secondly,
there is no question that some people acted upon this idea either on a lim-
ited basis to help with specific acts of maleficium or to conclude a more
general relationship in order to obtain a more lasting power. We saw in
Chapter 3 that the Devil could be understood to be the source of inspiration
for bad actions, either in retrospect or at the time they were committed, but
here we can see that some people went beyond this and actively solicited the
aid of the Devil in their illicit activities. Thirdly, there is no doubt that some-
times people who practiced such magic worked in groups, teaching or swap-
ping techniques, collaborating in their performance, and sharing, or at least
being prepared to share in, their fruits. While the Devil does not seem to
have traveled around Europe physically, with his tail tucked into his pants,
organizing and leading an underground sect of worshippers, the idea of the
Devil did, and thereby lent a degree of cohesion to the disparate practices
and beliefs of angry and alienated people in various corners of Christendom.

From one perspective, the Devil can be thought of as a kind of collective
id, the sum total of all the negative forces in human life. Like the id, the
Devil is not an independent conscious entity, but instead is a functional
subset of a larger whole. Nevertheless, the fact that the disparate elements
making them up are functionally related means that they often seem to act
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in a coordinated or mutually supportive way that makes it reasonable to
speak of them as having a cohesive will and autonomous volition. Within a
person, the primitive drives and destructive complexes that make up the id
act in an often mutually reinforcing way so that psychoanalysts speak of the
id motivating actions as if it were an independent conscious entity.
Similarly, the primitive drives and destructive complexes shared among peo-
ple, along with forces of nature inimical to peoples’ welfare, often act in a
mutually reinforcing way so that Christians think of the Devil as an inde-
pendent conscious entity motivating peoples’ actions. And, as we have seen,
believing this can lead to visualizing, hearing, and interacting with the Devil
as an independent conscious entity, endowing him with a high degree of
experiential reality.

From another perspective, the Devil can be thought of as a meme, a
cultural artifact that both organizes an individual’s thoughts and behaviors
and, since it propagates from brain to brain, organizes collective beliefs and
actions as well.190 Like a gene, from which the word was derived, a meme is
not an independent conscious entity, but instead is an autonomous replica-
tor subject to the forces of natural selection.191 Memes that find purchase in
new minds and mobilize their hosts to defend and disseminate them flour-
ish, while those that cannot establish themselves in new brains or do not
use them to steer behavior in a way that protects and spreads them die out.
From this point of view, the Devil was an organizing principle for both the
people who feared him and the people who followed him. For those who
feared him, he worked in tandem with God, part of the stick God used when
his carrots didn’t sufficiently motivate the faithful, and also the leader of the
enemy whose menace helped bind believers together. For the smaller num-
ber who followed or flirted with the Devil, though, he did compete directly
with God, stimulating and facilitating thoughts and actions at odds with the
reigning orthodoxy. For this reason, there was a tension in the Christian
attitude toward the Devil, for while the Devil played a role in God’s order,
God was a meme himself, and for people to actually renounce God and ven-
erate the Devil threatened the God-meme’s control over the resources it
needed to survive and reproduce.192 The monotheistic concept of God had
an inherent antipathy toward all competing deities, and the complex of
memes associated with it, the beliefs and institutions of the Judeo-Christian
tradition, had long since developed mechanisms to combat them, for
memes, like genes, evolve as well as replicate, and natural selection had
shaped the complex of ideas and the institutions that embodied them that
made up Christianity into a formidable cultural competitor.

While thinking of the Devil as a sort of collective id or a meme helps us
see how he could be something less than an independent conscious agent
but more than simply a passive cultural symbol or individual psychological
malfunction, they illuminate his role as a source of motivation more than
his role as a source of power. To understand that, we need to consider more
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closely his role within peoples’ minds and his role in society. In particular,
he could be a source of power in two ways. First, to invoke him in a partic-
ular instance through a magic ritual was to call on the maximum power
available for use in illicit spiritual activity. In a Christian society this was the
ultimate form of inversion, which would strengthen the sorcerer’s psycho-
logical resolve by categorically defying social dictates while, if made pub-
licly, bringing a powerful force against the psychological defenses of his
target. Secondly, to go beyond a specific invocation by pledging oneself to
the Devil was a different form of inversion, a way of reversing the social
order so that a person who felt disadvantaged could feel empowered. While
successful people were sometime suspected of having gotten that way with
the Devil’s aid, in general the people who turned to him seem to have been
relatively low in the social hierarchy. People with low social status by defi-
nition enjoy less social power than higher-ranked people, but they also
suffer from poorer physical health than higher-ranked people and from
psychophysical debilities that make it difficult for them to function at an
optimal level psychologically.193 For a peasant woman to assert that “her
prince is the most powerful in the world” reverses the established hierarchy,
at least in her mind (which is where it counts), in order to gain the
enhanced cognitive capabilities that come with higher social status, and
from them more tangible manifestations that such status brings.
Furthermore, the extent to which other people in the community accept
that a person has a special relationship with the Devil, they are drawn into
an alternative hierarchy in which their status is relatively lower, counteract-
ing to some extent the beneficial effects that being high in the dominant
hierarchy have. Both invocation and worship of the Devil are ways a person
can alter her own and her neighbors’ cognitive functioning in order to
strengthen her while weakening them. Historians have recently come to
acknowledge that a reputation as a witch could be used to gain influence in
the community, but this line of analysis suggests that this affected not just
neighbors’ opinions and actions, but also the witch’s self-conception, and
through that the levels of her own sense of well-being, her ability to project
confidence and interpersonal power, and, inversely, her neighbors’ psy-
chophysical ability to resist the influence of these.

An intriguing example of how the idea of the Devil could be adopted as a
form of empowerment in the early modern period took place at the very
edges of the European world, in the colonial society of Spanish America.
Here, the Catholic conquistadores encountered innumerable gods and clas-
sified them as demons subservient to the Devil. After a generation or two the
old gods had almost disappeared as the natives converted to Christianity,
but then in remote areas a new challenge to the Catholic Church arose, wor-
ship of the Devil!194 The idea of the Devil itself came from Christianity, of
course, and the idea of worshipping him was suggested by the Christian
accusation that followers of the old religions had been in fact worshipping
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him, but the stimulus to turn to the Devil as an alternative to worshipping
as a Christian came from the Native Americans themselves. One man
insisted, for example, that “nobody had taught him to pray to the devil and
ask for his help,” instead he came up with the idea on his own when he
heard that his ancestors had worshipped and gotten help from him.195 In
1597 a book in a Native American language was found that encouraged the
“reader to ‘offer and commend’ himself to the Lord Lucifer’” and to stop
taking the sacrament and saying the rosary.196 Some people who turned to
him withdrew to the mountains or caves, where “they would invariably be
asked to forsake God . . . take off the rosary . . . promise to stop going to mass,
praying to God . . . or observing any . . . teachings of the Church.” For those
who wanted to tap the Devil’s power to aid in their magic, “any acknowl-
edgement of God, any reference to the mysteries of the faith or manifesta-
tion of Christian devotion was not only invalid but positively
detrimental.”197 One man who found the Devil more attractive than God
flagrantly avoided church, while another was seen trampling and spitting
on Christian images belonging to a devout neighbor.198 This recourse to the
Devil usually came after the person had tried and failed to enlist the support
of God, was sometime followed by a contrite return to the Church when the
Devil didn’t come through, and these practices never amounted to a wide-
spread or serious challenge to the Church’s hold on the population as a
whole, but it does show how people could respond to the idea of the Devil
and work through its implications in a way that fulfilled, at least in part, the
Church’s fears about his influence.199

It seems possible that a similar process was at work in the Swiss valleys in
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries when missionary Catholic monks
came into conflict with a mixture of Waldensianism, folk magic, and sorcery
that they understood to be a “new witchcraft” combining organized Devil
worship and malefic magic. More loosely, it seems like a model for a process
of alienation and reorientation that took place on an individual level in some
disaffected people across the Christian world. Timing seems particularly
important in this regard: while the Devil was known and invoked in the
Middle Ages, his role in magical culture was not static. Instead, over the
course of the early modern period, it appears that, just as awareness of his
role in motivating anti-social acts grew, so, too, recourse to him became more
frequent and more specific. He appears to have gone from being one of a
number of malign spirits invoked (along with demons such as Beelzebub,
Berich, and so on) to being the primary, and to many, the sole source of
malign power, even as the nature of the relationship to him shifted from pri-
marily one of occasional dealings to exercise specific powers to a broader alle-
giance exchanged for broader powers or generalized fortune. To some extent,
of course, these changes reflected the diffusion of the witch ideology, but to
ascribe them all to this seems to put too much emphasis on the influence of
elite culture and not enough on the autonomous inventiveness of ordinary
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people. An ability to reason logically appears to be one of the innate cogni-
tive abilities that humans are born with, and, while we have seen that peo-
ple have a powerful ability to dissociate thoughts and feelings and hold
simultaneously (or, in terms of conscious awareness, serially and alterna-
tively) to contradictory propositions, this ability appears to vie with a strong
impulse for psychological integrity, a compulsion to rationalize their thoughts
and feelings into logical consistency.200 It did not take a theologian to see
how the Devil could be the instigator of evil intentions or how he could be
called upon to facilitate malevolent magic, and the evolution of popular
culture involved its own internal dynamics as well as the influence of devel-
opments in elite culture, which themselves would seem to have involved the
influence of developments in popular culture along with their own internal
dynamics.

None of this is to suggest that there was actually an underground organi-
zation of Devil-worshipping witches in early modern Europe or that the
cruel and bloody campaign to eradicate them was necessary or justified.
Instead, the point is that fear of it was not simply a paranoid fantasy, nor
was the experience of participating in it simply an isolated pathological
delusion. Instead both the fears and the experiences were rooted in a way of
understanding the world, a system of meanings that not only involved
symbols and beliefs, but also connected to a variety of experiences and
practices, so that the complex found apparent confirmation in a variety of
concrete circumstances. Furthermore, this complex of beliefs and practices
was not itself static, but was undergoing profound developments over the
course of the early modern period as travel, trade, printing, and the propa-
ganda campaigns of the elite diffused and mixed knowledge of various
magical and spirit traditions and connected them ever-more strongly to
larger developments in religious and intellectual culture.

Witchcraft and shamanism

The witch demonology combined ideas about the practice of sorcery with
fears about underground heretical movements, reports of dream experi-
ences, and belief in the immanent presence of the Devil into a myth that
both distorted and exaggerated the individual elements that made it up. So
far as can be determined, no Luciferan conspiracy, no cult of Devil worship-
ping witches existed; the witchcraft constructed by the demonologists
served as a metaphor for the process of alienation that drove some women
into such intense conflict with their neighbors that they harmed them,
either intentionally or inadvertently. Yet, while the content of the witch ide-
ology combined real but disparate elements into a fictitious whole, the
structure of the whole was based on something real as well: the process of
shamanic initiation.201 Shamans, men or women who specialize in entering
altered states of consciousness to travel to the spirit world, have been found
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in numerous societies around the world, and the process by which they
become shamans has striking parallels to the process by which people in
early modern Europe were thought to become witches.

Shaman is a term that is used in many different ways. At its most restric-
tive, it refers to members of certain Siberian tribes who conduct perform-
ances in which they enter an altered state of consciousness in which they
experience the flight of their soul to the spirit world so that they can gain
information and influence the spirits on behalf of other members of their
community, primarily to heal them.202 At its broadest, it is used to refer to
virtually anyone who alters their consciousness and conveys some sense of
insight from the experience to other members of their society. In between,
the most common use of the term refers to practitioners in a wide variety of
hunting, pastoral, and agricultural societies scattered around the world who
enter an altered state of consciousness in order to “fly” to the spirit world
on behalf of their communities. Another, somewhat broader but also
broadly used definition of shamanism includes anyone who enters an
altered state of consciousness in order to contact spirits.203 Under the first
intermediate definition, in the nineteenth century shamans were found in
Asia, North and South America, and Southern Africa, but not in the rest of
Africa, which had mediums, specialists who entered altered states of con-
sciousness in which spirits possessed them, or in the Mediterranean and
European worlds, whose spiritual practices were dominated by priests and
an admixture of mediums, saints, and mystics. Under the second, African
spiritual specialists would also be included, along with mediums, saints,
mystics and ritual magicians in the Mediterranean and European areas.204

We will start by contrasting the classic structuralization of shamanic
initiation under the first intermediate definition with the process by which
people purportedly became witches.205 To begin with, candidates for shaman-
hood are generally dreamy or going through a crisis, and are usually chosen
by a spirit, or else because they are related to an existing shaman. Similarly,
people were thought to become witches because they were melancholic
and/or depressed when the Devil came a-calling, like Johann Bebion’s wife
and Anna Eberlin, or because their mother or another female relative initi-
ated them into it, as was said of of Agatha Stosser and as Margaretha Wagner
claimed. A crucial step in classic initiation is the use of ritual, sometimes with
and sometimes without the aid of intoxicating agents, to induce an altered
state of consciousness in which the shaman experiences a journey, usually
flight, to the spirit world to interact with different spirits; the next step in a
witch’s initiation was to fly to a witch dance at which she worshipped the
Devil with other witches. Shamans gain from their spiritual encounters
extraordinary knowledge and magical powers, which they then use for
divination, healing, and, possibly, bewitching. Witches were thought to
gain from their attendance at the Sabbaths the power and knowledge to
commit maleficium. Shamans also sometimes gain the aid of helping spirits,
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and, as part of their practice, routinely return to the spirit world or send their
helpers; witches were believed to have familiar spirits in some traditions (par-
ticularly in England, although to a lesser extent in Germany as well). Witches
were also believed in some areas to travel in spirit to attack their victims, and
they were generally thought to return periodically to Sabbaths. The corre-
spondence is not exact, for shamanic initiation often, but not always,
involves a ritual experience of death and rebirth, while a witch’s initiation
did not. However, the witch’s renunciation of her Christian identity and
assumption of a new, diabolical one could be seen as a symbolic equivalent,
and overall the parallels seem strong enough to raise the question of what
possible connection there might be.

Most witch suspects were not shamans, of course, but there is evidence that
significant elements of shamanism did exist in Europe in the early modern
period. On the periphery, the Sami people of northern Scandinavia practiced
a full-blown shamanism closely related to that of Siberia; immediately adja-
cent to them, folk magicians in southeastern Finland performed shamanic
healing ceremonies; and Norse literature contains accounts of trance-flight
experiences.206 Around 1500, the Swedish historian and geographer Olaus
Magneus described a diviner who fell “to the ground, like a corpse, from
which the soul is gone,” lay still for a time, and then gave “information about
the far away place just as if he had seen it himself.”207 In northeastern Europe,
evidence of the shamanic practice of shape shifting has been found, while in
southeastern Europe there was an extensive spirit (fairy) cult in which a god-
dess presided over an otherworld to which magicians initiated by spirits
would travel to share in festivities and learn “about healing and the use of
herbal grasses.”208 In Romania, female magicians would lie down, whimper,
roll their eyes, and contort, lie still for hours, and then wake up and tell of the
events they had witnessed, performances reminiscent of shamans’.209 In
Greece, “holy healers . . . converse with the saints” who either lead them in
trance into the spirit world or possess them.210 In Slovenia sorcerers flew to
fight against each other in trance or dream, as some Siberian shamans claimed
to, and some Hungarian witches both fell into trances to make soul journeys
and also were said to abduct victims and transport them similarly to their rev-
elries.211 Hungarian taltos flew in spirit to battle witches and the malevolent
dead to protect their communities’ crops, and also healed, identified thieves,
and located lost objects and treasure.212 Other Hungarian practitioners spe-
cialized in traveling to the land of the dead while in trance.213 Similarly, some
benandanti in the Fruili flew in spirit to fight for the fertility of the crops, while
others walked with the spirits of the dead. In nearby Milan, four women
claimed in the late 1300s that they had “ecstatic experiences with the ‘good
lady and her folk’ and were therefore able to cure and to look into the
future.”214 Farther south, in Sicily, the people who met with “the ladies from
outside” did not do so simply to party, but also to gain the power to help heal
people inflicted with diseases caused by the fairies.215
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In the British Isles, popular magic included significant elements of non-
Christian spirit beliefs that contained important elements of shamanism.
“Seeing women” in Ireland and Scotland went into trance in order to con-
tact the dead, tell fortunes, and observe remote scenes.216 Irish legends con-
tain references to people who travel to other worlds and battle in spirit, and
Irish popular culture contained a strong admixture of beliefs about fairies,
spirits thought to reside in pre-Christian burial mounds (the Irish word for
fairy, “sí,” means “mound”).217 These fairies and their cousins in England
and Scotland were thought to be able to cause and cure diseases as well as
impart hidden knowledge and perform other magical feats, and so they were
contacted for aid against illness, and as witches’ familiars to cause it, and for
other beneficial and malevolent purpose.218 In 1438, “a Somerset fortune-
teller and healer . . . was charged . . . with communicating with fairies, and
claiming that she ‘sought their advice whenever she pleased,” and in 1499
three members of another family were convicted of “heretical depravity” for
consorting with what they called “gracious fairies” who performed various
deeds on their behalf. In 1566, a cunning man from Dorset said he went
into the hills “where there were ‘great heaps of earth’” to learn from the
fairies, “which of his clients was bewitched and where stolen objects could
be found.”219 In the sixteenth century the “fairies” were often said to have
bestowed magical powers on people, and in Scotland human witches were
commonly thought to use “elf-shot” supplied by fairies to cause illness.220

English witch beliefs were distinguished by the prominent role played by
familiars, and “fairy beliefs . . . underpinned the whole construct of the
witches familiar.”221 British fairy beliefs were not the same thing as shaman-
ism, of course – traveling in spirit in particular seems to have played rela-
tively little role in them, – but they did involve the shamanistic features of
communing with spirits and sending them out on ones’ behalf.
Interestingly, the lack of reference to the Sabbath in English trials is gener-
ally explained by the inability of magistrates to use torture to compel sus-
pects to recite fantastical details, but trials did include plenty of fantastical
details about familiars, so perhaps the difference in trial records is more
connected to differences in the elements of shamanism in popular culture
than the traditional legal explanation allows for.

Back on the continent, in France there is more evidence of the experience
of soul flight. In the 1230s, William of Auvegne, the Bishop of Paris,
“described the cult of the Lady Abundance, whose retinue of flying female
spirits were known as the ‘nighttime ladies’” who claimed to “bestow great
good things on the households that they visit.”222 Some women claimed to
belong to this cult, and to experience the flight it involved, like a woman
who told Etienne de Bourbon, “Lord, you ought to thank me . . . for when I
was going with the good things, in the middle of the night, we entered your
house” and she covered his sleeping body because if “Our Lady” had seen
his nakedness, the ladies “would have beaten you to death.” Three centuries
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later, Jean Bodin reported on “seven magicians who, in the presence of
many people . . . lost consciousness . . . for three hours. Then they sat up and
said what they had seen” in various remote locales.223 In the south of France,
in addition to “love magic, harmful magic, [and] the belief in spirits” the
Cathars in the early fourteenth century told a “story of a soul leaving the
body in the form of a snake,” a variant of shamanic soul travel,while one
Waldensian in southwestern France claimed to “see the dead not only in his
dreams, but while he was awake,” and he “served as a courier for the
deceased,” taking instructions from the living to the land of the dead. He
said “his cousin had been able to walk with the dead” as well, “and some-
times she had gone with them for three or four days.”224

This connection with between Waldensianism and soul travel, at least at
the popular level, was not confined to France. In the fourteenth and fif-
teenth centuries “the priestly power of binding and resolving was central for
the brethrens’ abilities, at least in the eyes of their followers . . . all over
Europe,” and an investigation in Austria in the 1310s revealed that “two of
the brothers had to go to Paradise every year, to receive the power.”225

Similarly, “in northern Germany in the late fourteenth century ecstatic
experiences were commonly thought to be a Waldensian affair” also involv-
ing “periodic trips to Paradise.” However, Waldensians were far from the
only Germans to have such experiences; in fact, “it is striking . . . how far
popular beliefs contained ideas about other world journeys independently
of any allusions to witchcraft or Waldensianism.”226 Also from northern
Germany, a “legend tells of a midwife who was fetched into the mountain
by a ‘white witch’” where “a little ‘elves’ salve’ under her eyes . . . made it
possible for her to see the inhabitants of the lower world” once she
“returned to the realm of mortals.”227 In the German-speaking Alps in the
sixteenth century, men like Chonrad Stocklin and Hans Tscholi “were serv-
ing their communities as healers, diviners and messengers to the other
world . . . characteristic features of shamanism.”228 As late as 1600, Lucerne
chancellor Renward Cysat reported “dozens of stories of well-known con-
temporaries, who were members of the good society.”229

A few years later, an incident in Württemberg took place that provides evi-
dence of and insight into one more example of shamanism that was current
during the early modern era. Hans Haasen, a “very poor” 68-year-old “tran-
sient drinking at the barber Simen Stiekhels’ house . . . claimed to be an ‘itin-
erant scholar’ famous for many magical arts like treasure-finding,
fortune-telling, and healing of people and animals.”230 Word of his claims
reached the magistrates, who brought him in for questioning. He told them
his father had died when he was still young, and his mother abandoned him
when she remarried. “Suffering under great poverty, he then herded ani-
mals, which gradually reduced him in his youth to a pitiful man,” particu-
larly since he had been “injured by a horse” so badly that he could “still feel
the effects.” When he was around 30, though, a man named “Little George
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from Ladenberg” said that “if he followed him, he would teach him so that
the rest of his life would be good.” Hans agreed, so Little George “took him
on a ram to a dark mountain called the Venusberg, where he saw many mag-
nificent people, particularly a very large, well-built woman” who, “in front
looked like a normal person, but behind looked all light and fiery.” He said
that he stayed there nine years, and, under questioning, added that he “left
behind a rib from his right side . . . that the Devil took from him, and gave
him instructions that he could heal himself with burdock.”231 He added that
“he had learned so much that with his healing art he was able to help peo-
ple and animals with many conditions and illnesses,” for which he accepted
“no wage, but was content with what one gave him with a good will.” In
healing, “besides the herbs used, he . . . always recited a special prayer” as
well. Just the day before he was brought in he had “helped a citizen’s child”
who had heart problems and a deformity; he “laid the right hand on the
chest, recited something, and instructed the child to be bathed in the
Kressich spring, upon which it quickly improved.” He claimed that there
were only nine people like him in the world, including Little George, a man
from Nuremberg and another from Passau.

Hans told the magistrates that actually “he could not boast of treasure-
seeking and fortune-telling,” but “let run” talk about it in order to “occa-
sionally earn a piece of bread thereby, and to make the healing he had learned
more noticed.” He said that when learning his healing arts he had agreed
that if he should die within the next 38 years “he would be and remain the
Devil’s,” but if however he should live longer than the specified time he
should be free.” He vehemently denied having “ever wanted to injure or
afflict people or animals,” and he said his prayers came “from the Holy
scriptures.” The magistrates, and the officials in the High Council in
Stuttgart, were particularly interested in the details of Hans’ visit to the
Venusberg, such as what he ate, and what language was spoken there, but
when he was questioned further, after a week in custody, he denied “that he
was in the Venusberg, and had dealings with the evil Spirit.”232 He blamed
his earlier statements on the drink, pointed out that he was not missing a
rib but instead had a mark where the horse had kicked him, and said that
he had learned healing “from an old aunt, and a hangman’s apprentice.”

Hans may have made up the story as he claimed, but his denial is itself
suspect under the circumstances. In the first place, he had obvious reasons
to downplay his incautious remarks. Secondly, “itinerant scholars” who
practiced ritual magic had been known at least since the high middle ages.
They were described in the Middle High German poem “Vita Vagorum,” and
their “heyday” came at the end of the fifteenth century.233 The “itinerant
scholars were particularly associated with Swabia, even in the twentieth
century, and they were mentioned in a number of other trials, but similar
figures were known elsewhere, like the “garabonciás” in Hungary, “wandering
sorcerers of uncertain adherence and ambiguous functions.”234 In the
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sixteenth century the “itinerant scholars” came to be depicted as “swindlers
and tramps . . . who sold amulets, knew how to work magic formulas, effect
miraculous cures, find treasures, exorcize demons, make prophesies, recover
stolen goods, and possessed old magic books.”235 By the seventeenth century
they were just one element in the floating population of “wandering per-
formers, fortune-tellers, exorcists, rat-catchers, quacks, and similar itinerant
outsiders . . . who not infrequently got caught up in the witch persecu-
tions.”236 They claimed to comprise a larger group, were thought to have
made a pact with the Devil, were known to use a “wonder salve” to experi-
ence flight, and were thought to practice black magic. They also maintained
that “the Venusberg was . . . the schoolplace where” they “learned magic.”237

Zuanue delle Piatte, a wandering witch-doctor in the Italian Alps, who was
“well known in many villages . . . claimed to visit regularly the Venusberg,
where the Fairy Queen was living,” while just a few years after Hans Haasen
was investigated, in Calvinist Isenburg-Büdinger a man named Diell Breull
said that he “visited Frau Holle in her mountain castle and was therefore
able to foresee the future.”238 The conflation of Holda, Venus and the Fairy
Queen was not unusual, and Holda, in particular, was known for “bathing
and binding up the lame and maimed.”239

It seems clear that Hans did not physically live in a mountain, dark or
otherwise, for nine years, but a number of aspects of his story suggest that
he had, in fact, been initiated into an offshoot of the shamanic tradition.
First, candidates to become shamans are often moody or depressed, and
Hans said he had been “reduced . . . to a pitiful man” when Little George
approached him.240 Second, while magical flight is the most typical mode of
transport to the spirit world, transformation into, or riding on, animals, as
Hans rode on a goat, is also common.241 Third, the Venusberg was particu-
larly associated with a school of magic supposedly founded by Virgil on a
mountain near Naples where a temple to Venus had been erected, by the
early modern period the term was associated with the “itinerant scholars,
and, as the connection to Holda suggests, was linked to Germanic traditions
which also contain references to several mountains to which departed
souls migrated and which could be visited by the living to gain magical
knowledge.242 “The idea of a Cosmic Mountain as the Center of the World,”
the “connection between earth and sky” which the “shaman climbs in
dream during his initiatory illness and that he later visits on his ecstatic
journeys” is widespread among shamanic cultures, and was probably the
source of the classical belief.243 Third, shamans acquire occult knowledge
and power through instruction by benign spirits and struggle against hostile
ones, and Hans met “many magnificent people” on the mountain, one of
whom (“the Devil” in the magistrates’ report) removed his rib before
instructing him how to heal himself.244 Fourth, Central Asian shamans
often have “celestial wives” who “help . . . either in instruction or in . . .
ecstatic experience,” a role which Holda played in Germanic legend and the
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“large, well-built woman” seems to have played for Hans.245 Fifth, shamans
retain from their initiations healing and other magical powers which they
use to help other people; so, too, did Hans. In fact, the only important
aspect of shamanic initiation Hans’ story omitted was the “drama of ritual
death and resurrection,” the initial experience of classic Siberian shamanism
held by older authorities to be the defining feature of shamanism.246

However, more recent investigations suggest that experience of death and
resurrection in trance is not as common as was once thought; in many cul-
tures training involves a less dramatic withdrawal from society for a period
of time.247 In any case, the parallels between what he did discuss and the
general features of shamanism suggest that he was intimately familiar with
a magical tradition rooted in the prehistoric past.

The general correspondence of Hans’ story to regional lore about wander-
ing magicians and to shamanism highlights some connections between the
“itinerant scholars” to shamanism, but these do not settle whether he actu-
ally was an “itinerant scholar” initiated by Little George from Ladenberg
and schooled on the Venusberg, as he boasted over beer, or just a humble
herder who knew a little about healing from “an old aunt and a hangman’s
apprentice,” as he protested when facing prosecution. However, while the
documentary evidence cannot settle the question definitely, and his claim
of having been in the mountain for nine years suggests that his story was
not entirely factual, some details in his testimony suggest that he was speak-
ing from real, if imagined, first-hand experience rather than just hearsay. For
one thing, the fact that he did not identify the female figure by name, but
instead described her, suggests that he was not simply reciting a legend. For
another, his discussion of the removal of his bone is a singular detail, some-
what reminiscent of shamanic stories about dismemberment of animals that
are then reconstituted from their bones that were current in the region, and
also of the shamanic experience of being dismembered during initiation,
and, finally, may be related to a Hungarian belief that witches removed
bones in order to bewitch, but his seems to have been original and directly
related to his actual condition.248 Furthermore, and even more telling, the
fact that the spirit who removed the bone instructed Hans on what herb to
use to heal himself, and that this appears to have been his initial healing
experience, are both typical of shamanic initiatory experiences.249 Finally, in
his initial interview he was asked “if one also ate and drank in this moun-
tain, and what kind of language was used there?” He replied that “he had
indeed seen bread there, but did not know if it was real bread or what was
in it,” and he said “the language sounded like “Haio, Kaio, which,” the mag-
istrates added, “means blasphemies.” His response regarding the bread, not
knowing “if it was real bread,” suggests his experience was a real dream
experience rather than a fictional real experience, and the sounds he
reported sound like a chant, which is one of the things shamans typically
learn during their sojourns in the spirit world, but which does not seem to
have been contained in myths and legends current in the region.250
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There are three ways that this healer in Altensteig could have been con-
nected to the larger phenomenon of shamanism. The first is a regional tra-
dition based on a continuous line of descent from some ancient forbearers,
the transmission down through the centuries of beliefs and techniques,
undoubtedly modified over time, but maintaining and conveying a core of
knowledge and practices used by generation after generation. And, indeed,
shamanism does seem to have been an important element of the religion of
the original Germanic tribes that settled the area.251 Tacitus reported that the
religion of the Semnones, who lived in Brandenburg at the time he was with
them but who migrated southwest and formed the Alemanni confederation
during late Roman times, “seems to have been shamanistic – involving
trance and possession – and devoted to goddesses as much as to gods.”252

Soon thereafter, Christianity was introduced, and its influence steadily grew
until by the early modern period it dominated popular consciousness as well
as official culture, but magical practices reminiscent of shamanism contin-
ued to be used widely, albeit with a heavily Christian symbolism. Many of
these practices were ritualized memories, but some, like Hans’ spiritual
apprenticeship on the Venusberg, appear to have been vital experiences.

However, the very fact that he called his magic mountain the Venusberg
indicates that his connection to shamanism was through more than just a
local or regional tradition. Instead, it was also linked to the larger phenom-
enon of shamanism in a second way, for it manifested the diffusion not just
of one, but of numerous spiritual traditions which not only spread but
mixed and cross-fertilized to feed an enormous network of ever-evolving
local traditions. Popular magic is a far more fluid and eclectic set of tradi-
tions than religions tend to be. To begin with, Christianity itself absorbed,
developed, and transmitted numerous elements that were similar to magic
involving appeals to God, Christ, the Virgin, and the saints for health, wis-
dom, and success. These elements infused local magic with symbols and rit-
uals that not so much disguised pagan beliefs as manifested peoples’
evolving consciousness and reflected their desire to both tap and avoid
alienating the most potent spiritual forces they knew of. Further, as we have
seen with sorcery, learned traditions, easily transported in the form of man-
uscripts and books, influenced and were in turn influenced by various local
cultures.253 Some of the learned traditions involving “sending out . . . bad
spirits with malicious intent,” and weather magic, for example, appear to
have been derived from shamanic traditions originally performed by unlet-
tered practitioners, while we have seen numerous examples of local practi-
tioners using books and incorporating elements of learned ritual magic in
the practice of treasure-seeking.254 Next, local cultures themselves undoubt-
edly came into growing contact as trade and human mobility increased in
the later Middle Ages, so that practices from one area were carried by mer-
chants and other travelers directly to others; it may have been this, more
than the rise of learned necromancy or the activities of Waldensian
brethren, that stimulated the development of novel magical practices that
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inspired inquisitors to speak of a “new witchcraft” in Switzerland, which, far
from being an isolated backwater, lay athwart the single most important
trade route within Europe, the main link between northern Italy, the
Mediterranean, and the east to the Rhine Valley, the Low Countries, and the
northern seas.255 Finally, diffusion undoubtedly occurred imperceptibly via
the age-old process of cultural osmosis by which ideas and techniques
slowly seeped from one locality to the next, more quickly within cultural
zones and more slowly across frontiers of language and ethnicity. As a result
of all these processes, Hans, whose distant ancestors may have repaired to a
sacred grove where the spirits would possess them, ended up on a mountain
named for a classical Roman goddess, but whose chief spirit had the attrib-
utes of an ancient German deity and associations with contemporary Slavic
and Celtic spirit queens, and who was quickly transformed under interroga-
tion by Altensteig’s Christian magistrates into the Christian Devil.256

The third way that Hans could have been linked to the larger phenome-
non of shamanism is through a process of re-creation or re-discovery, a sim-
ilar “experiential” process to the one that, as we saw in Chapter 1, generates
the “Old Hag” phenomenon. Like the “Old Hag,” shamanism is not an ordi-
nary cultural tradition dependent on ongoing continuity, not “a set of
beliefs that manifest themselves through a set of customs.”257 Instead, it is a
“chameleon-like phenomenon” that has been “reinvented or rediscovered
by diverse cultures” around the world and at different times. This under-
standing of shamanism, of course, depends on adopting a specific definition
of the term, rejecting the narrow view of it as the specific practices of
Central Asian shamans and also the intermediate views of it as the much
more broadly distributed altering of consciousness to experience soul flight
to the spirit world and the even broader definition of shamanism as the
altering of consciousness to experience contact with spirits, whether by
“traveling” to them, being possessed by them, or summoning them to
appear and dispatching them on errands, and adopting the broadest defini-
tion of all, the deliberate altering of consciousness to access knowledge and
manifest powers not accessible to normal waking consciousness.258 The
adoption of this definition is not necessary, but for our purposes here (and,
perhaps, in the overall scheme of things) it is most useful. The narrowest
definition may be preferred for a close study of North-Asian religion
(although it is worth noting that Siberians do not actually have a cohesive
concept of “shamanism” and it is just one element, “and rarely the domi-
nant one” in their spiritual practices, so even this usage is an artificial
European construct), and the intermediate views may be useful in discussing
the global anthropology of magic and religion, but in the present context
we will get less insight from applying exclusionary criteria that highlight the
distinctiveness of what happened in Württemberg from other practices in
other locales around the world than we will get from adopting a broad frame
of reference that emphasizes what is common in shamanistic phenomena
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cross-culturally.259 In this way we can see how shamanism can occur by
“spontaneous generation”: the altering of consciousness shamanism
involves, and the experiences that occur during it, “reflect latent human
potentials, a psychobiological capacity of the species, structures common to
mankind.”260 These alterations of consciousness can occur spontaneously,
and techniques for inducing them deliberately can therefore be discovered
and developed independently. Anthropological studies have found that
almost 90% of the worlds’ cultures (3500 of 4000) have institutionalized
means of inducing and utilizing ASC experiences, and the remainder have
informal induction procedures.261 Many of them undoubtedly diffused from
one culture to the next, but this cannot account for all instances of it.
Instead, “shamanism was apparently reinvented or rediscovered in diverse
cultures and geographic regions” as “cultural adaptations to the biological
potentials of altered states of consciousness . . . and certain ecological condi-
tions and social demands.”262

The concept of altered states of consciousness implies the existence of a
normal state of consciousness, and the definition of shamanism given
here states explicitly that the altered states in question give access to
information and powers not accessible to “normal waking conscious-
ness.” Therefore, a necessary departure point for our discussion is to spec-
ify normal waking consciousness, since it is being altered. Physiologically,
it appears that there are three basic states of ordinary consciousness, or
modes of consciousness, which are distinguished by differences in neuro-
chemistry, neuroelectric activity, centers of activity in the brain, muscle
tone, and phenonemological experience: waking, nREM sleep, and REM
sleep.263 REM sleep, as we saw in Chapter 3, is characterized by high lev-
els of acetylcholine and low levels of the aminergic neurotransmitters;
high frequency, low amplitude (beta) brain waves; greater limbic and less
forebrain activity than in waking; control by the brainstem; loss of mus-
cle tone, reflexes, and capacity to move (except, of course, the eyes and
some facial muscles); and internally generated perceptions, illogical
thought, and strong emotionality. On the other hand, nREM sleep is char-
acterized by declining levels of aminergic neurotransmitters and rising
levels of acetylcholine; a succession of lower frequency, higher amplitude
brain waves (alpha, theta, and delta); a balance of limbic and forebrain
activity similar to REM sleep; control by the basal forebrain; reduced
muscle tone but retention of reflexes and the ability to move; and dull or
absent perceptions and logical sequential thought. Waking consciousness,
in contrast, is characterized by high levels of aminergic neurotransmitters;
high frequency, low amplitude beta waves, like REM; relatively greater
forebrain than limbic activity than during sleep; control by the hypothal-
amus; full muscle tone, reflexes, and ability to move; and externally
oriented perception, logical and progressive thought, and relatively high
levels of executive control over emotional impulses.
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Waking consciousness, however, is not as uniform as this contrast to the
two modes of sleep suggest. For one thing, during waking the nervous sys-
tem goes through regular 90–120 minute fluctuations between a particularly
alert and aroused state and a drowsier, more lethargic state, the “ultradian
cycle,” which is somewhat similar to, although less dramatic both physio-
logically and phenomenologically than, the 90–120 minute fluctuations
between REM and nREM sleep. The particularly alert stage, the “ultradian
high” is characterized by the dominance of the sympathetic (fight/flight or
ergotropic) nervous system, peak levels of aminergic neurotransmitters,
peak levels of beta wave activity, left-hemisphere dominance, and “external
vigilance and verbal, logical, and analytical mental activity.”264 The drows-
ier stage, the “ultradian low” involves the dominance of the parasympa-
thetic (rest/recover or trophotropic) nervous system, increased levels of
acetylcholine relative to the aminergic neurotransmitters, right-hemisphere
dominance, and “global decline” in “motor behavior . . . including increases
in response latency, reduced muscle tonicity, and . . . bodily activity.”
Sensory perceptions include increased “after images and hallucinations,”
“cognitive behavior manifests regressions, dissociations, amnesia, confusion,
autonomous ideation, a wandering of the mind, fantasy, and time lags in
response,” social and affective behaviors are characterized by greater
relaxation and contentment, and “transpersonal . . . blissful experiences” are
more likely to occur. If the ergotropic state is pushed to extreme, the result is
like a functional psychosis involving mania, audio hallucinations, and
paranoia.265 In contrast, if the trophotropic state is pushed to extreme, the result
is like an organic psychosis involving euphoria and visual hallucinations.

The ergotropic-trophotropic balance is affected by external events as well as
internal rhythms, of course, for the body and mind respond to external dan-
gers by activating the ergotropic system, and then recovers by switching to
the trophotropic. Similarly, but much more frequently, the brain switches
between right and left hemisphere dominance, for while the two work in tan-
dem, they specialize in different sets of cognitive abilities, and their relative
contribution to ongoing activity will reflect the nature of that activity.266 “We
are biologically equipped to process information in two distinct and
complementary modes” and these modes are associated with the two halves
of the neo-cortex. The left hemisphere, which controls the right side of the
body, functions in a primarily rational, chronological, and linguistic mode,
while the right hemisphere specializes in intuitive, gestalt, holistic, and
largely unarticulated cognition. When a person writes, for example, the left
hemisphere shows patterns of electrical activity indicating that it is engaged
while the right hemisphere shows an idling pattern, but if the person
switches to arranging blocks, hemispheric activation reverses.

We are seldom conscious of these alterations in systemic and hemispheric
dominance, however, because our consciousness is made up of a patchwork
of sensations and inputs whose seams and gaps are “papered over” in the
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process of synthesis, just as we are not aware of the movements of our
visual point of focus, the difference between updated, remembered, and
hypothesized portions of our visual field, or of our “blind spot” where the
optic nerve meets that back of the eyeball.267 In fact, our waking con-
sciousness involves constant unperceived shifts of attention between dif-
ferent perceptions by the five senses and inputs from a variety of internal
cognitive systems as the serial processor of our conscious experience inte-
grates the results of the massive parallel processing going on behind the
scenes in our minds (it has been said that, examined closely, dreams are
actually more coherent than our waking stream of consciousness, but
because the stream is all we can be aware of, it is very difficult to perceive
its shifts and jumps directly). We are actually most likely to notice this
effect when we have become focused on a limited set of perceptions and
actions, have ceased to attend to the full range of stimuli we normally pay
attention to, and are suddenly confronted with a change that has taken
place outside our awareness. This ability to focus on a limited set of stimuli
by unconsciously filtering out irrelevant ones is called dissociation, and is
one of the neurobiological universals responsible for the ubiquity of
shamanism, for one form of dissociation is what we call trance, the state of
consciousness that shamans are said to enter in order to shamanize. As we
saw in Chapter 3, most products of dissociation are the opposite of trance,
they are the spinning off into unconsciousness of perceptual processing
and motor activity that previously required conscious attending (like driv-
ing a car or playing the piano, which require great concentration at first,
but later can be done while thinking about other things, or even carrying
on a conversation). However, it is possible for our stream of consciousness
itself to become dissociated, disconnected from sensory inputs and internal
impulses that normally would draw at least fleeting attention, which can
happen to different degrees ranging from brief periods of distraction
through prolonged periods of catatonia. It has been posited that our wak-
ing mode of consciousness is made up of a series of mini-trances, or altered
states of consciousness, and while this formulation may seem excessive, it
seems clear that normal waking consciousness does routinely include fre-
quent lapses of general attentiveness as we focus on specific stimuli or tasks.
Whenever we engage in a specific form of activity, like conversing, reading,
writing, watching TV, or playing sports, we focus our attention by attend-
ing to the relevant stimuli and ignoring irrelevant ones, subtly (or in the
case of a teenage boy playing a video game, not so subtly) altering our con-
sciousness.268 Furthermore, dissociations happen during waking conscious-
ness due to diffusion rather than focusing of attention; during the cyclical
periods of parasympathetic dominance we are particularly likely to experi-
ence short periods in which we cease to attend to external stimuli while we
follow unfocused interior mentation, and we even experience brief inter-
vals of “micro-REM” dreaming while awake.269
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In most cases, we do not intend to enter these trance states, but merely do
so in the course of doing whatever activity they are associated with, and we
do not do so with the intent that we will thereby gain access to unconscious
information or powers. However, the process of concentrating on a limited
range of stimuli and ignoring the rest does seem to enable us to better
generate, retrieve, and utilize unconscious knowledge and skills, and some-
times we do consciously cultivate trance states, altered states of conscious-
ness, in order to access knowledge and manifest powers normally
inaccessible to our waking consciousness. In modern Western culture, these
alterations of consciousness range from the rituals athletes use to psych
themselves up before a game through hypnosis employed by therapists to
hallucinogens used by psychonauts to explore the outer reaches of con-
sciousness. In more traditional cultures, they ranged from charms and
prayers used to instill confidence in the face of unpredictable misfortune
through incantations and drumming used to promote healing to hallucino-
gens used by shamans to contact the denizens of the spirit world.

The nature, and even more the underlying neurophysiology, of dissoci-
ation has bedeviled psychology for centuries. Some psychologists have
argued that it does not really exist, that people purportedly under hyp-
nosis, say, or claiming to suffer from multiple-personality disorder are
merely role-playing to gain some calculated advantage or to fulfill some
social expectation. Other psychologists think that it does constitute a dis-
crete psychological state or set of states in which conscious awareness and
conscious control are reduced, but have been unable to account for the
phenomenon, why some people under hypnosis, for example, claim to be
unaware of what they are doing or completely unable to control their
actions while others report some awareness and sense of volition yet
claim to have felt unable to act on these, and still others neither act nor
report feeling different at all. Furthermore, clinical studies have shown
that subjects’ entrance into, behavior and reported experiences during,
and exit from purported dissociative states are strongly influenced by
social cues and reinforcements, and the situation was made murkier when
early EEG studies of hypnosis revealed no distinguishing pattern of brain-
wave activity.270

Research has established, though, that some people are more hypnotiza-
ble than others. Some people are completely resistant to hypnotic induc-
tion, some are moderately susceptible, and some are very affected by it.
Furthermore, “highly hypnotizable” people not only enter hypnotic trance
more readily, but also display a stronger detachment from external stimuli,
experience a complete loss of volition, and visualize imaginary scenes more
powerfully during the trance.271 They also focus their attention better out-
side of the hypnotic state, and are more likely to enter dissociated states
spontaneously, have vivid dreams in sleep, and report having had religious
and paranormal experiences.272
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Recent brain-imaging studies have shown that cerebral activity in hypno-
tizable people is markedly different under hypnosis than when they are
consciously role-playing, indicating that while some people may role-play
dissociated states for the reasons suggested above, some purported dissocia-
tions involve real, physiologically based alterations of consciousness.273

“During the hypnotic state . . . many hypnotic subjects have high electrical
activity of the type that indicates a relaxed state in the left frontal region of
the cerebral cortex, which controls planning and decision-making,” and
hypnotized subjects exposed to painful heat have “a distinctly different
pattern of brain activity compared to when they were not hypnotized . . .
brain activity was reduced in areas of the pain network, including the
primary sensory cortex, which is responsible for pain perception” and there
was “ increased activation in two other brain structures – the left anterior
cingulate cortex and the basal ganglia” which “may be part of an inhibition
pathway that blocks the pain signal from reaching the higher cortical struc-
tures responsible for pain perception.”274 Furthermore, there is evidence that
hypnosis is connected to an increase in brain wave activity in the theta
range, which generally is characterized by drowsy, unfocused thinking.275

Hypnosis is clearly something more than simple role-playing; it does induce
real changes in brain functioning, both in terms of inducing a specific state of
relaxed, detached, and suggestible consciousness and in terms of a wide
variety of alterations that can be induced via suggestions made while the
person is in that state. However, it does so to different degrees in different
people, with some people less able to enter the state and implement the
suggestions than others.

Differences in hypnotizability reflect both genetic and environmental
factors. Studies comparing identical and fraternal twins showed a “genetic
basis” with an “overall heritability index . . . between those usually reported
for personality measures . . . and ability measures.” On the other hand, it has
been shown that “childhood absorption” in imaginative creativity “or
dissociation due to abuse” foster the “development of hypnotic capabilities.”276

Like many other talents, hypnotizability is a product of both nature and nur-
ture, and is found throughout the human race, although not in every
human being in equal measure. (In this light, it seems significant that many
shamanic societies assume that anyone can become a shaman, but that pro-
clivity tends to run in families, and, similarly, early modern witchcraft
beliefs similarly held that anyone could be a witch, but that people related
to witches were particularly likely to be as well.)

Everyone dissociates, but not everyone is capable of dissociating to the
same degree, or necessarily even in the same ways. The readiness with which
and degree to which any individual goes into trance states, particularly the
more pronounced states in which behavior and experience are noticeably
affected, and the experiences they will have in them reflect not just
individual genetic and psychological factors, but also the degree to which
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society fosters or discourages the cultivation and expression of this ability,
the terms in which it is understood, and the ways in which it is institution-
alized or suppressed. “There are many degrees of trance” and also many
types, with “general similarities” that “arise through common experience
and human proclivities” and “differences” that “reflect particular societies’
cultural styles and objects.”277 Each individual culture, from the innumer-
able indigenous tribes through the great agricultural civilizations to modern
Western civilization, provides its own set of symbols to guide the trance
experience, from the spirits of animals and ancestors through genies and
goblins, angels and demons to the metaphysical musings of mystics and
musicians.278 Furthermore, not only do many specific features of trance
experiences reflect specific cultural traditions, but also general forms of
trance experience are also correlated with general levels of socioeconomic
and cultural development.279 The shamans of hunters and gatherers typi-
cally fly to meet the spirit counterparts of animals, and when they die they
go off to enjoy the eternal hunt. Horticulturalists see villages not unlike
their own, while desert nomads dream of a lush, green paradise.280 With the
rise of political integration beyond the local level and the development of
social classes, mediumistic possession replaces soul flight as the dominant
mode of deliberate trance experience, and the utilization of spiritual power
to inflict injury on personal enemies becomes an important social concern.
In the great agricultural civilizations, trance experiences came to be steered
by elaborate institutional structures to conform to the strictures of canoni-
cal texts, and approved experiential traditions increasingly emphasized
achieving a sense of dissolution of self and communion with the overarch-
ing spirit of the universe rather than harnessing particular spirits to accom-
plish mundane goals. In modern industrial society, trance experiences are
actively discouraged by materialist philosophy’s denial that there is a spiri-
tual aspect of reality that they can facilitate contact with, and the medical
community’s tendency to regard them as pathological, although some psy-
chologists and lay people treat them as purely psychological phenomena
that can be used to enhance creativity or other forms of productivity or as a
form of psychotherapy. In general, as social complexity increases, deliberate
induction of trance states declines, becoming increasingly limited in terms
of the range of people who practice it, the range of experiences encouraged
or accepted, and the intensity of the experience.281 However, this trend is
somewhat counteracted by the fact that as social complexity increases, it is
likely that practices from previous levels will continue to be utilized, at least
unofficially. Hence, the great agricultural civilizations tended to have
practitioners who dealt with the spirit world for mundane practical ends,
within or outside official institutional structures, even when the official reli-
gion disapproved of such activities. Similarly, modern societies include
people who induce trance states for spiritual purposes as part of traditional
religious observances, as part of traditional magical practices, and as part of
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the “New Age” movement that, dissatisfied with materialism, seeks a syn-
chronistic spirituality drawing on many older traditions.

While it is useful to define the word “shamanism” in a way that focuses
our attention on the commonalities linking the wide variety of ways human
beings deliberately manipulate their nervous systems to alter their
consciousness to access normally unconscious knowledge and skills, it is
also useful to have a vocabulary that enables us to distinguish between dif-
ferent degrees and kinds of such manipulations. Naturally, different cultures
have their own vocabularies to describe the trances their members induce
and experience, which both situates them in their specific cultural context
and distinguishes them from similar but distinct traditions of other peoples.
Thus, for example, the Waldensian brethrens’ visits to paradise were related
to the entire complex of Waldensian beliefs and were not the same experi-
ence as the “itinerant scholars’” sojourns on the Venusberg, and the taltos’
combats in spirit played a specific role in Hungarian culture and therefore
differed somewhat in both content and meaning from those of benan-
danti.282 However, while the use of culturally specific terms is entirely appro-
priate in discussing specific cultures and regional groupings, it shifts focus
away from the universal features that they involve, making it difficult to
relate them to similar (and to contrast them with not so similar) experiences
of other people, and to appraise what aspects represent unique cultural con-
structs, what aspects represent biological universals, and what aspects
manifest common responses to similar experiences and features in the envi-
ronment. Broader terms like soul flight, possession, and invocation are use-
ful in conveying commonalities in the phenomenal aspects of trance
experiences, but do not convey much about the degree or depth of dissoci-
ation they involve, while terms like ecstasy and catalepsy lack connection to
any larger understanding of how the nervous system works.

Fortunately, the concept of shamanism can be further articulated using
existing noun and adjective structures to provide a framework within which
various trance states, traditions of trance experience, and the people who
practice them can be situated, not only in relationship to each other, but
also in relationship to the neurocognitive processes they involve.
Specifically, “shaman” can be reserved for a person who engages in practices
involving alterations of consciousness in order to perceive and interact with
spirits in order to gain knowledge or power inaccessible in normal waking
consciousness, and “shamanic” used to refer to such practices. In contrast,
“shamanist” can be used for someone who engages in other deliberate
manipulations of consciousness to access unconscious information and
skills not ordinarily accessible in waking consciousness, practices that do
involve deliberately manipulating consciousness, their own or someone
else’s, but do not generate the experience of perceiving spirits, and “shaman-
istic” can be used to refer to such manipulations. Since both variants of
shamanism involve deliberate actions, they can be distinguished as
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“shamanic practices” or “shamanistic practices,” with the difference being
whether they involve perception of spirits.

These distinctions are not just semantic, nor are they rooted in differing
cultural traditions. Instead, they are connected to the effects of another
neurocognitive process, a particular, and particularly dramatic, form of
dissociation referred to as “tuning the nervous system,” which involves acti-
vating both the sympathetic (ergotropic) and parasympathetic (trophotropic)
nervous systems simultaneously.283 Normally, as we have seen, the systems
work in a complementary way, with one dominant and the other quiescent.
However, if the nervous system is subjected to either overstimulation, lead-
ing to an overload of the ergotropic system, or understimulation, leading to
an overload of the trophotropic system, it responds by triggering the other sys-
tem while the overloaded system remains active. The result is a hybrid state
of consciousness characterized by some features of sleeping and some fea-
tures of waking.284 It is thus somewhat similar to REM sleep, one of the basic
modes of consciousness, and because of this, and because of the fact that
there seem to be several different specific states of consciousness that can
result from it (soul flight, possession, visions), just as there are several dif-
ferent specific states of consciousness that can occur during REM (normal
dreaming, OBEs, lucid dreams, vivid dreams), and waking consciousness
(absorption, daydreaming, hypnotic trance), it has been proposed that the
“tuned” nervous system be considered a fourth basic mode of consciousness.285

It is uncertain whether it is really equivalent to the other three since it is not
an automatically triggered phase of our normal daily cycle of alterations of
consciousness, and it is beyond the scope of this study to settle such an
issue, but since the main states of consciousness related to shamanic prac-
tices appear to share a distinct physiological basis, it seems reasonable to
refer to them collectively as the “shamanic states of consciousness.”

The shamanic states of consciousness (or SSCs) can be induced by a wide
variety of stimuli, or drivers, and can occur spontaneously or as a result of
deliberate induction.286 Stimuli that are particularly likely to generate SSCs
spontaneously, although most can be and sometimes are deliberately sought
for the purpose, include personal stress, traumatic or disorienting events,
sex, acts of violence, hunger and nutritional deficiencies, high altitudes,
severe physical injury or illness, and near-death experiences.287 Stimuli that
tend to be generated deliberately include repetitive rhythmic activities like
drumming, dancing, and chanting; music and singing; sensory deprivation,
meditation, or deep hypnosis; direct electrical stimulation of the brain; and
the ingestion of hallucinogenic substances.288 The latter, which are used
widely but not universally, include tobacco, cocaine, amphetamines, mari-
juana, alcohol, beetlenut, ayahusca, aminita muscara, and various members
of the nightshade family. Most of these stimuli, like the various forms of
psychological stress, bodily injury, rhythmic activities, and hallucinogens,
have the effect of driving the sympathetic nervous system, although 
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a few, like meditation and sensory depravation, drive the parasympathetic
system. In addition to their general effects as ANS drivers, hallucinogenic
drugs have specific and complex chemical effects as well, as we saw in
Chapter 4, and they and many of the other driving mechanisms have
symbolic meanings that contribute to the nature and content of the experi-
ences they generate.289 Furthermore, learned associations between symbols
associated with drivers and the states of consciousness they generate make
it possible for the symbols to act later as triggers, stimuli that enable at least
some of the effects of the shamanic states of consciousness to be produced
with significantly less of the strenuous physical or mental activity originally
required to produce them.290 Note that the activity or substance used to
drive the nervous system itself can become such a symbol, triggering the
effects more quickly or more strongly through the combination of its direct
physical effects and the indirect effects of association.291

These various means of tuning the nervous system cause a set of common
physiological effects, including changes to the balance of neurotransmitters
in the brain, general changes to its bioelectric activity, specific changes in
brain center activity, and general physiological changes as well. In terms of
the mix of chemicals in the brain, there appears to be “ a shift in the neu-
romodulatory balance . . . from aminergic to cholinergic dominance.”292 In
terms of bioelectric activity, “desynchronized fast wave activity of the
frontal cortex” characteristic of “normal waking conditions” is replaced by
“high-voltage, slow-wave electroencephalogram (EEG) activity,” particularly
in the theta range, “originating in . . . the brain stem and hippocampal-sepal
area.”293 In terms of brain centers, “certain brain structures are deprived of
the normal supply of neural input,” including “the orientation association
area,” which consists of “the left orientation area,” which “creates the
brain’s spatial sense of self,” and the right orientation area, which “creates
the physical space in which that self can exist.”294 In terms of general phys-
iology, “compounds indicating stress” in the blood serum rise slightly and
then drop below normal levels, the brain synthesizes beta-endorphin, “the
body’s own analgesic,” which persists long after the other effects of the
trance have worn off, blood pressure drops “to low levels,” the pulse races,
and “a negative charge that the brain gives off during learning tasks” can
rise as high as “1,500 to 2,000 microvolts,” far beyond 100 microvolts level
normally observed during learning.295

This list can hardly be regarded as the last word on the physiology of
shamanic states of consciousness, but it does suggest some physiological
explanations for some of the experiences commonly associated with these
states. First of all, the shift from aminergic to cholinergic dominance is sim-
ilar to the situation during REM sleep, and accounts for the strong intrusion
of internally generated stimuli on consciousness, for aminergic neurotrans-
mitters, particularly serotonin, are responsible for our focused attention
during waking because they block internally generated stimuli.296 Second,
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the change in bioelectric activity from desynchronized fast wave activity in
the frontal cortex to high voltage, slow wave activity originating in the hip-
pocampus and brainstem is also similar to the situation during sleep, and
synchronizes “the different levels of the brain and the frontal lobes” to
“integrate information from the lower levels of the brain into the process-
ing capacity of the frontal cortex . . . integrating nonverbal emotional and
behavioral information into the frontal brain . . . providing intuition, under-
standing . . . and personal integration.”297 Third, the deactivation of the
orientation association area creates a disembodied sensation that can 
be manifested either as an out-of-body experience, as the intrusion of some
external presence into the body, or a feeling of oceanic oneness with the
universe.298 Fourth, the synthesis of beta-endorphin contributes to a sense of
well-being that often concludes shamanic experiences. Fifth, the combina-
tion of accelerated heart rate and reduced blood pressure is an unusual con-
dition “known otherwise only from life-threatening situations . . . when a
person is close to death from an infectious disease or bleeding,” which may
be why shamanic states of consciousness are thought to involve journeys to
the land of the dead, contact with the spirits of the dead, or a form of death
itself.299 Finally, the heightened bioelectric activity associated with learning
suggests why shamanic states of consciousness are not only associated with
the revelation of unconscious information, but also with the generation of
new insights and heightened creativity.

Looking at shamanic states of consciousness in terms of their underlying
physiology is instructive, but is somewhat like trying to understand an ele-
phant by examining each of the organ systems that make it up. In order to
get an integrated understanding of these integrative experiences, it will be
helpful to look at them from another point of view, from the point of view
of the perception of spirits which, as mentioned, is what distinguishes
shamanic from shamanistic practices. Belief in and perception of spirits is
another cultural universal (even the American currency proclaims that “In
God We Trust,” while most European countries have significant institutional
ties to Christian churches), and while cultural factors strongly influence the
way they are contacted and apprehended, there are some common aspects
to the experience.300 First of all, the person is generally conscious of coming
into contact with another world or aspect of reality, or at least that some-
thing is profoundly different about the world from the way it is usually.301

This realization usually occurs at the time, but if not, then in retrospect. This
is often conveyed by some transitional experience like flight, passing
through a portal, being entered by some external agent, or the perception
that some of the normal constraints on the world are not operating, so that,
for example, animals can talk or objects can change size or even transform
into living beings.302 Secondly, the person experiences interaction with
autonomous, animate, conscious beings or beings, spirits, that may seem
either ethereal or physically real, but are understood to be of a different
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nature than the people and animals that are interacted with most of the
time.303 These autonomous entities may merely be sensed presences, but
more often they are experienced as heard voices or seen physical bodies,
although in the case of mediumship they are manifested through the
medium’s own body in a manner similar to involuntary possession. Thirdly,
through contact with these spirits the person gains occult, or hidden,
knowledge and enhanced abilities of two types. On the one hand, and more
immediately, the person experiences access to information that is not acces-
sible normally, either because it is about things that are secret or unac-
knowledged or because the information is about things remote in space or
time, and also may be able to perform acts of unusual physical prowess, like
exhibiting unusual strength or endurance, or intervene in the spirit world to
create effects in the normal world, like retrieving a sick person’s soul in order
to heal them.304 On the other hand, and more generally, the person gains
broader insights into people and nature, like what makes people ill or
unhappy and how to correct (or cause) these conditions, how people and
animals interact with each other and with their physical environment and
how these interactions can be facilitated or exploited, how the physical
world itself works and can be better manipulated, and what motivates the
spirits and how best to interact with them.305 Overall, the insights and abil-
ities thus gained generally involve an intuitive or descriptive understanding
of and ability to act on people and things, rather than a highly rationalized,
logically structured body of knowledge, although a general framework may be
conveyed, and the long-term power that is gained is control over spirits, the
ability to initiate and steer the actions of these extraordinary agents. Finally,
the experience of interacting with spirits generally leaves the person with a
feeling of both depletion and satisfaction; the encounter is often experienced
to be strenuous, but usually ends with a positive sense of closure.

While spirits may be sensed as simple presences, in shamanic states of
consciousness they usually manifest themselves in more tangible form. In
mediumistic shamanic experiences they seem to occupy the shaman’s body
and sometimes they are experienced as heard voices, most commonly they
are perceived visually as well, as bodily entities that exist within the normal
world or within a separate spirit world. We have seen many of the physio-
logical bases for these experiences in early modern peoples’ encounters with
the Devil and flight to the witches’ Sabbaths: the way that cognitive
modules or demons can develop into autonomous centers of consciousness
that can compete for control of the body, manifest as auditory hallucina-
tions, or appear in the visual representation of the world, either as details
superimposed on perceived objects, as free-standing figures, or within an
entirely imaginary environment. In most of the cases we have seen, how-
ever, these experiences occurred spontaneously, as with Maria Braittingen,
Endris Miembler, Johann Bebion’s wife, and Anna Eberlin, and in most of
the cases in which they were deliberately induced they were utilized as a
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form of escapism, either a source of sexual gratification, as with Apolonia
Walther, or idle amusement, as with Hanß Jacob Langen. However, the fact
that Hanß Jacob’s companions said that they would teach him simple magic
suggests that his trips could have been part of some shamanic initiatory
process, at least potentially, and Hans Haasen’s sojourn on the Venusberg
was clearly a shamanic use of the human ability to perceive a spiritual
dimension to the world.

As these last few examples illustrate, shamanic practices involve more
than just perceiving spirits, they involve perceiving them in order to gain
insights and powers that are inaccessible under normal circumstances. In
shamanic states of consciousness, the nervous system utilizes a “presenta-
tional” rather than reflectional mode of conceptualization because the
dominance of the cholinergic system and high amplitude, low frequency
bioelectric activity originating in the brainstem and the limbic system pro-
motes diffuse, analogic, emotional cognition rather than focused, sus-
tained, rational thought processes.306 As a result, just as dreams, to which,
as we have seen, shamanic visions are closely related, often reveal uncon-
scious information and sometimes generate creative insights, shamanic
practices manifest unconscious knowledge and facilitate innovative solu-
tions to problems.307 The difference is that shamanic practitioners retain
more elements of waking consciousness than ordinary dreamers, so they
may be able to steer their experiences more deliberately, and can better
attend to and remember the results of their dream-like cognition, or, in the
case of mediums, whose normal personality may well not be conscious
during possession and who often suffer from amnesia afterwards, directly
report it as it takes place. The important thing is that this mode of cogni-
tion is not simply an alternative way of presenting thoughts to conscious-
ness, it is a different way of thinking them in the first place.308 The rational
and linguistic thought that dominates our waking consciousness is a form
of symbolic processing: ideas or information are encoded in symbolic form
and the symbols are manipulated according to the rules of grammar or
logic. Shamanic visions, in contrast, involve an analogue process: scenes
are imagined or encounters simulated and their implications are resolved
as an unfolding of experience, just as dreams manifest the processing of
information, the generation of associations and the resolution of incon-
sistencies during sleep. Shamanic visions, like dreams, are often symbolic
in the sense that the characters and scenes represent something else, of
course, and so the analogue processing may map only imperfectly onto the
situation that it represents, just as the results of rational linguistic
processing may map more or less well to the real world the symbols refer-
ence, but the point is that cognition in shamanic states of consciousness
is a different form of cognition than the rational processing in waking
consciousness, able to generate some kinds of knowledge better, and some
kinds less well.
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The difference between the two modes of cognition does not just involve
the mechanics of thought, but also the content as well, for the low levels of
aminergic neurotransmitters, the enhanced role of limbic structures, which
govern the emotions, and, at least during initiatory experiences, the disori-
entation, means that the usual restraints on thought are reduced, so that
entrainments that are normally kept uncoupled from consciousness can be
manifested during shamanic experiences.309 This may also be facilitated by
the fact that it is presented to consciousness as coming from an external
source. Furthermore, the sense of organic connection between what are
sharply delineated as self and environment in waking consciousness by the
deactivation of the orientation association area plus the “cross-modular
integration” generated by “the psychophysiologically induced integrative
brain states produced by shamanic ASC” resulting in “extension” of “the
modules for social perceptions of ‘others,’ their intentionalities (mind read-
ing), and animal behavior,” the “theory of mind” that enables us to antici-
pate the behavior of other people and animals by understanding and
simulating their conscious processing in our own consciousness . . . are man-
ifested . . . in concepts of animism,” and perception and experience of spir-
its “and the spirit world.”310 In other words, because of “the neurognostic
structures and processes of the paleomammalian brain” that are entrained
to consciousness during shamanic ASCs, practitioners experience and there-
fore understand the physical world to be governed by pervasive organic
processes as well as mechanistic ones and filled with autonomous con-
sciousnesses.311

Shamanic practice is not generally undertaken simply to gain increased
insight into the world, however. Instead, it is generally seen as a means to
gain enhanced power. Of course, knowledge is power, as the cliché goes, so
enhanced access to information and heightened learning in themselves
represent a form of power, or at least raw material that can be transformed
into power in terms of physical skills and social manipulations. For exam-
ple, cats in REM sleep can be seen, if their brains are altered so that move-
ment is not suppressed, to be practicing, or probably more accurately,
remembering, cataloging, and storing, hunting routines.312 In a develop-
ment of this dreamwork (which, as we have seen, is similar in principle to
that of humans), aboriginal men in some South American tribes have been
observed to take “advantage of the properties of” the hallucinogenic vine
ayahusca by re-creating “in their visions the most minute, difficult move-
ments and activities of the animals they stalked and hunted . . . to learn . . . in
the conscious mind, the aspects of animal behavior which they knew almost
at a subliminal level, so that in future hunts they could be at one with their
prey to hasten their victory.”313 In more complex societies the emphasis in
shamanic practice is on human affairs, and the experiences imagined in
shamanic states of consciousness yield diagnoses of illnesses, prescriptions
for their treatment, the identities of suspects when crimes have been
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committed, the location of missing objects and people, the cause and poten-
tial remedies of misfortune, contact with the spirits of deceased loved ones,
and knowledge of the course of events in the future.314

In addition to these fruits of enhanced knowledge, shamanic states of con-
sciousness also induce useful changes in perception, cognitive processing,
physical abilities, and sense of self. The source of many of these effects is the
intense arousal of the sympathetic nervous system, which causes “a surge
through the ascending systems which release acetylcholine and glutamate,”
making “parallel processing . . . spurt.” This creates “the impression – not at
all incorrect – that the brain’s” inner “time has vastly accelerated.”315 We
become “hypercognitive (so we can in vent . . . strategies on the fly) and . . .
we form richly detailed memories (so we will never forget . . . the survival
strategy), and we have “the sense that external events” unfold “in slow
motion and with great clarity.” Perceptions of space are also altered, so that
small objects appear large, and their details can be examined minutely.
Perception of pain is suppressed by the release of endogenous opiads, pri-
marily endorphin, which heightens endurance.316 Heightened endurance
contributes, along with the effects of epinephrine (adrenalin) also released
in the flight/fight response, to acts of unusual physical prowess and
power.317 The mix of chemicals released into the system also boost self-con-
fidence by heightening the feeling of well-being and power, and self-confi-
dence promotes assertive and sustained action and creates interpersonal
charisma.318 The euphoria, or ecstasy, experienced during shamanic states of
consciousness, however, is more than just an endorphin rush. Instead, it
manifests as well the integration of different levels of cognition, the recon-
ciliation of the thoughts generated by higher cortical processing and “deep
limbic structures” in a way that not only makes the person feel good, but
also creates “a sense of compelling experiential immediacy,” giving an emo-
tional validation to percepts and insights and the confidence and persua-
siveness that flow from conviction.319

For many peoples, the sine qua non of shamanic states is evidence of
supernatural powers, things like the ability to read minds, to know of dis-
tant events, to move objects without touching them, and to predict the
future.320 Many of these effects, of course, do not necessarily manifest super-
natural or paranormal powers; as early modern demonologists put it, the
Devil can work mirables as opposed to true miracles by tapping his vast
knowledge of nature, and in particular his knowledge of hidden, or occult,
natural processes.321 For example, foretelling the future can be based on dis-
passionate waking analysis or integrative shamanic cognition, and appear-
ing to read peoples’ minds can come from prior knowledge, sensitivity to
subliminal signals, or a knowledge of human nature. The association of
these powers with shamanic states of consciousness is valid because they
reflect the nervous system’s heightened capacity to manifest them while in
such states, but they do not require what we (or educated early moderns)
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would consider to be truly supernatural powers.322 Whether such nonpara-
normal explanations, including fraud and self-delusion, can account for all
the apparently extraordinary phenomena associated with shamanism is an
open question, though, for as we have seen, there is a substantial body of
evidence that a subset are caused by some process, or set of processes, that
is not accounted for in the current scientific understanding of how the
world works, yet there is vigorous opposition to this idea as well, and no sci-
entific consensus on the question exists. Interestingly, though, “parapsy-
chologists using controlled experiments . . . find a relationship between
hypnosis and extrasensory perception. Meta-analysis of 25 experiments
from 10 different laboratories suggests that hypnosis and similar altered
states of consciousness facilitate psychic performance.”323 These investiga-
tions thus support the “folkloric accounts from all regions and eras” ascrib-
ing supernatural powers to shamanic practitioners. Whatever the physical
reality of paranormal processes, there does appear to be a correlation
between shamanic states of consciousness and the ability to perform in
experimental settings in ways that appear to manifest them.

If the reality of the paranormal phenomena connected with shamanic
states of consciousness remains shrouded in uncertainty, the bases for their
contribution to the activity most strongly associated with shamanism, heal-
ing, has become much clearer in the last decades. To begin with, like the
authority of a modern doctor, the shaman’s status as a trained healer itself
promotes optimism in patients, especially when this is reinforced by a firm,
confident “bedside manner,” and that optimism, in turn, can promote heal-
ing. In addition, rituals, incantations, and herbal concoctions can exercise a
similar placebo effect. However, herbal remedies may also contain chemi-
cally efficacious agents, and rituals and incantations can have restorative
properties beyond the placebo effect. For one thing, shamanic healing
rituals frequently draw members of the community into activities that
culminate in “positive limbic discharges” that promote “decreased distancing
and greater social cohesion,” which reduces interpersonal tensions that can
contribute to illness and promotes a supportive interpersonal environment
that further contributes to healing.324 Additionally, the rituals often induce
in the patient a trance experience that provides a fertile environment for
hypnosis-like suggestions to be implanted, and may also induce a parasym-
pathetic-dominant state that resolves unconscious tensions and releases
endogenous endorphins that reduce discomfort and relieve anxiety.325 Much
shamanic initiation, like the experience that Hans Haasen reported, centers
on learning to diagnose and cure ailments with the help of spirits encoun-
tered in initiation and invoked during the rituals themselves.326 Like Hans,
candidate shamans often suffer from some malady that they cure them-
selves as part of their training, and their ability to cure themselves is the
foundation for their ability to cure others.327 To some extent, like Hans, they
learn about herbal treatments, but the main thrust of their therapies is
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manipulation of the mind, first of all their own, and then their patient’s.328

This skill can not only promote relief of anxiety about disease and relief of
symptoms, but can promote real, organic healing, through the various chan-
nels connecting mind and body outlined above.

So was Hans Haasen linked to the larger phenomenon of shamanism
through a process of re-creation or re-discovery, as was posed as the third
possible source of his practices after direct continuation of some archaic tra-
dition or the diffusion of a tradition from elsewhere? In one sense he was,
for everyone who goes into a shamanic state of consciousness embarks on
an individual journey that, however much it is influenced by cultural expec-
tations and traditions, is constructed in his or her own nervous system from
innate biological capacities, a unique psychological history, and the contin-
gent development of the unfolding experience as well as cultural forces,
with far less reference to the external world than most human experiences.
In another sense the answer would seem to be no, for his claim to be an
“itinerant scholar,” Little George from Ladenberg’s role in initiating him,
the identity of the mountain, and the nature of its chief inhabitant suggest
that he was initiated into an ongoing tradition that had historical roots and
geographic breadth. In the final analysis, though, it is possible that Little
George, or some group he was part of, had substantially rediscovered the
practices, drawing inspiration and images from regional lore and classical
traditions, but independently developing the specific rituals and myths
Hans learned, for there was no Hogwarts to train them in some standard cur-
riculum or licensing agency to test their knowledge and skills. Anyone could
call himself an itinerant scholar and claim healing powers derived from a
stay on the Venusberg, and some who did were undoubtedly rank charlatans
whose only altered state of consciousness came from a trip to the bottom of
a beer stein, while most probably practiced a mix of longstanding local
traditions, diverse elements diffused through word of mouth and written
texts, and the products of their own unique experiences with peculiar
pieces of bread or salves, ritual training or incidental deprivations, dreams
and imagination.

Instead of looking on them as vestiges of some pristine archaic shaman-
ism, though, or as inauthentic interlopers in folk culture, it seem more
reasonable to recognize them as historically situated instantiations of this
universal human capability. When a Siberian shaman appeared to go into a
trance and narrated a soul journey, no one but he knew if he was really in
ecstasy or just faking it, and even he might not have known how intense his
experience was relative to that of other shamans, only a dozen of whom he
might have observed in his lifetime. The relative poverty and mobility of
early modern Europe’s marginal population probably meant that it did have
a larger proportion of conscious frauds than the more egalitarian, closed
societies where classical shamanism flourished, but European healers had a
relatively broad knowledge base to draw on, and an increasingly competitive
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market to practice in, while the isolation of small-scale societies meant that
a slow degradation of local shamanic practices could take place unnoticed,
so that what was once a vigorous ecstatic tradition could become a set of
rote practices. Conversely, of course, an inspired shaman could appear in an
isolated community who was able to deliver a far higher level of services
than his pedestrian teacher or forbearers, and, similarly, a “highly hypno-
tizable” itinerant scholar or other shamanic practitioner in early modern
Europe who entered shamanic states of consciousness to learn healing pow-
ers from the spirits could have delivered a level of services equal in effica-
ciousness to any Siberian or South American practitioner. The point is not
to engage in some sort of intercontinental one-upsmanship, but to highlight
the fact that shamanism is not an ordinary cultural tradition dependent on
ongoing continuity, but rather is a “chameleon-like phenomenon” that
changes over time, can be reconstituted based on a meme or two that trig-
ger the necessary physical activity, or rediscovered from the effects of some
spontaneous experience. Hans Haasen may well have learned a shamanism
that combined ancient Swabian traditions (like his aunts’ herbal remedies),
elements of Europe’s common magical culture (like the female healing
spirit), and the unique practices of the group he fell in with.

The basis of shamanism is manipulation of the mind, the mind of the
practitioner and the minds of others, in order to draw out knowledge and
manifest powers that are not accessible in normal waking consciousness.
Shamanic practices induce altered states of consciousness in which spirits
are perceived and can be interacted with. Such dramatic alterations are
called “tuning the nervous system,” and involve specific changes to the bio-
chemistry, bioelectric activity, and other processes in the brain that amount
to a fourth mode of consciousness alongside the waking state, deep sleep,
and REM sleep. Shamanistic practices induce less dramatic and much more
variable changes in the way the brain functions, changes that can range
from subtle reactions to aversive or attractive stimuli (like to the odor of
human feces that were sometimes found hidden in peoples’ houses) to mild
dissociations that interrupt the normal flow of waking consciousness (like
prayer during Sunday services) to pronounced hypnotic effects that open
the brain to powerful symbolic penetration (like Maria Gekin’s incanta-
tions). Across this range of alterations of consciousness, which can perhaps
be thought of as “fine-tuning the nervous system,” the effect can be to
bolster or undercut the person’s psychological power, depending on the
nature of the ritual, any visceral effects of the materials it employs, and the
meaning of its associated symbols. Shamanic and shamanistic practices are
related not just because they both involve manipulating the nervous system
to tap the unconscious, though, but because they have a hierarchical rela-
tionship as well. Specifically, someone who undergoes shamanic initiation
and engages in shamanic practices gains increasing power to fine-tune as
well as tune the nervous system, both his or her own and others’. For this
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reason, the demonologists’ fantasies were not entirely unfounded; the most
powerful practitioners of illicit spiritual contacts were, in fact, those who
altered their consciousness – rode the pitchfork; flew to a sacred mountain –
where they mixed with non-Christian spirits, and thereby gained the power
to heal and to harm by manipulating people’s nervous systems though
contact with the spirits.

Conclusion

“The means to alleviate disorders . . . also provide the knowledge to cause
illness,” so witchcraft and shamanism were linked in both early modern
demonology and early modern popular culture.329 And, as we have seen,
there was a tradition of sorcery that enabled practitioners to assault their
enemies spiritually, through rituals and symbols that mobilized the power
of their own psyches and debilitated that of their opponents. Most of this
sorcery was shamanistic, like Agnes Langjahr’s placement of the eggs in
Christian Cammer’s bed, since it involved relatively limited manipulations
of consciousness which may have called on or assumed the involvement of
spirits but did not entail the alteration of consciousness to the point of
actually perceiving them. Some forms, however, like necromancy and the
ritual Margaretha Wagner described to prime herself to “press” other people
while dreaming, were shamanic, since they involved the deliberate alter-
ation of consciousness to perceive the spirit world. Sometimes both shaman-
istic and shamanic sorcery could involve the Devil, as Maria Gekin’s
incantations to spook horses and Maria Braittingen’s appeal to the Devil to
kill her master’s cow did. Maria also claimed to have flown to witch dances,
but she did not say that she learned magic there. In fact, she did not claim
to know or practice magic at all. Similarly, Apolonia Walther claimed to
have flown to witch dances, but when incarcerated she threatened to burn
the village down, not something one needed to attend diabolic Sabbaths to
learn how to do. The only suspect to connect magical flight and ritual sor-
cery was Hanß Jacob Langen, who said that after his third trip on the pitch-
fork his companions said that they would teach him how to make fleas, but
this offer does not seem to have been made or suggest that the instruction
would be given while he was tripping. There is credible evidence that most
of the elements of the witchcraft that suspects were routinely tortured into
confessing to really existed in early modern Württemberg, but there is not a
single case in which all of them appear to have existed together as the demo-
nologist imagined. It is possible that, given time, the various elements of
sorcery, Satanism, and shamanism might have drawn together as the demo-
nologists feared, given Europe’s rapidly growing transportation and infor-
mation infrastructures, but the demonologists seem to have anticipated this
potentiality, and evidence of this convergence, like the Affair of the Poisons
in the late seventeenth century, suggest that one of the prime movers in this
process was, ironically, the demonology itself.
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Even if there was a possibility that a diabolic shamanic cult along the lines
the demonologists feared might have arisen, the malefic witchcraft that was
at the heart of the popular fears was not only not shamanic, it was not even
shamanistic. It did not involve the deliberate induction of altered states of
consciousness at all because the unconscious powers it utilized to cause ill-
ness and other misfortunes were accessed unconsciously, as a spontaneous
expression of the angry person’s emotions. Some expressions of anger like
curses and threats fell on the border since they can be made with the inten-
tion to induce injury as wells as to warn or to bluff, but on the whole the
evidence presented here and in part I indicate that while the power of witch-
craft and the power of shamanism are real, they were not really combined
in the way posited in the early modern witchcraft demonology and the pop-
ular fears that it inspired. Both learned and popular beliefs were deeply
rooted in reality, but the ideas grew in the hothouse environment of
Europe’s burgeoning communications system and bore fruit that existed
only in its collective imagination.

However, if there was no underground movement of discontented women
undergoing shamanic initiations into a Devilish cult in which they learned
the secrets of sorcery, the example of Hans Haasen suggests that there were
at least a few people who underwent shamanic initiations into beneficent
traditions in which they learned the art of healing. Similarly, if only a lim-
ited number of discontented people supplemented the natural power of
their anger with the artificial enhancement of shamanistic sorcery, a much
larger number of Württembergers engaged in more benign shamanistic prac-
tices. Furthermore, because all forms of shamanism were thought to involve
contact with spirits, and all contact with spirits outside of a few approved
channels were thought to involve the Devil, most demonologists regarded
these beneficent forms as at least as reprehensible as malefic ones, and called
for their suppression along with malefic witchcraft. Therefore, we will next
examine the evidence from Württemberg of the varieties and functions of
beneficent shamanism, popular magic, before concluding this study by
turning to the campaign by the Duchy’s elite to suppress all witchcraft and
magic from the sixteenth through the eighteenth century.
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Part III The Realities of Beneficent
Magic

Introduction

Late medieval Württembergers shared with their contemporaries through-
out Europe – and, indeed, virtually with all premodern peoples – the belief
not only in witchcraft and sorcery, but also in a wide variety of unseen
spirits and supernatural forces capable of influencing human affairs for good
or ill.1 Learned men argued about their nature and the source and extent of
their power, but none questioned their existence, and ordinary folk believed
that the forests and hills, valleys and rivers were populated by a menagerie
of mysterious beings: quasi-human giants and dwarfs, fantastic animals, and
ethereal spirits that might be angelic, demonic, or neither.2 They believed
that the ghosts of the dead might remain on earth even as their bodies
rotted away, or returned with the Wild Horde, and they thought that the
malefic power of witches and sorcerers were just one of a variety of occult
forces that could be tapped by human beings. Indeed, many sought to
exploit these forces through practices that amalgamated Germanic folk
traditions, Christian rituals and doctrines, and, to a lesser extent, esoteric
traditions from classical paganism, either to protect themselves from malign
powers that might threaten them or to advance their own interests. Such
practices were considered superstitious by the religious authorities because
they either attempted to tap non-Christian sources of power or attempted to
tap Christian sources of power in unapproved ways, but the evidence sug-
gests that the vast majority of people incorporated them to a greater or lesser
extent into the routine conduct of their daily lives, and a great many made
use on occasion of the informal network of specialized practitioners who
offered a variety of magical services as well.3

Popular magical practices employed innumerable means to accomplish a
variety of different ends, but at bottom they served one of two purposes: to
gain information about the world or exert some influence on it. The latter
involved a broad array of purposes and procedures ranging from simply wear-
ing protective amulets to undertaking elaborate rituals intended to transmute
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base metals into precious ones, but the former comprised a smaller, more
cohesive set of practices known collectively as divination. Divination could
presumably be used as a form of sorcery, a way of gaining intelligence in order
to better strike at an enemy, but it seems to have been used more frequently
as a form of countermagic, to determine the identity of an occult attacker, or
for more neutral purposes like identifying a future spouse, locating hidden
objects or missing persons, or determining the prospects for a planned activ-
ity. Most sorcery, as we have seen, was manipulative in nature, intended to
exert influence to promote one person’s interests at the expense of another,
but here, too, most manipulative magical activity appears to have been defen-
sive or more neutral in nature, attempts to ward off malign influences or gain
ends that did not involve injuring others.

In Part III we will look first at the various types of divination that were
used in the duchy, in Chapter 6, and then at the diverse forms of beneficent
manipulative magic, magic used to exert some benign influence in the
world, in Chapter 7. In order to provide some idea of the relative importance
of various sorts of popular magic in the duchy, both chapters will draw from
a number of samples similar to the sample of witchcraft cases used as a
framework for analysis in Parts I and II. Specifically, a stratified random sam-
ple was created including 40 percent of the cases of the major specific forms
of beneficent magic identified in the archival index – Segensprecherei (liter-
ally “saying blessings,” which will be referred to here simply as blessing),
Arznei (illicit medical practices, or healing), Schatzgraberei (treasure-hunting),
and Geisterbeschwörung (conjuring spirits) along with 20 percent of the cases
called Zauberei (magic), Magia, and other less specific terms indicating mis-
cellaneous magical practices.4 The sample was stratified to reflect the relative
proportion of cases in each category, so it includes nine of the 23 cases labeled
as blessing, eight of the 20 healing cases, 13 of the 33 treasure-hunting cases,
and seven of the 17 cases of conjuring spirits.5 The reason that only 20 per-
cent of the 48 general magic cases were included is that, as we have seen, half
of the random sample of 21 of this type proved to be essentially late witch
trials, with the less prejudicial label reflecting the government’s changing
understanding of witchcraft, and the other half were incidents similar to
those labeled as specific forms of beneficent magic plus a few involving other
apparently supernatural phenomena. Therefore, if half (24) of the 48 general
magic cases can be assumed to have involved nonmalefic magic, ten would
equal 40 percent of the relevant cases. Therefore, the first ten such cases
among the sample of 21 were added to the beneficent magic sample. 

The consolidated sample of 47 of 117 cases is statistically significant, but
even more than with the witchcraft sample, there are many aspects of the
phenomenon that were not recorded or were recorded unsystematically.
Furthermore, the various contemporary participants in the cases often had
different labels for what they were doing, so what the constable considered
illicit healing, the villagers considered neighborly assistance, and there was
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a certain amount of overlap between the categories, since blessings were
often made as part of healing rituals, and treasure-seeking, as we have seen,
often involved conjuration of a spirit, so that the neat categorizations and
quantification require oversimplification of the messy reality. Quantification
has its value, but, once again, the intention here is not so much to engage in
rigorous statistical analysis or to arrive at definitive quantitative answers, but
instead to use the sample as a starting point for discussion of the range
and relative importance of various practices and practitioners involved in
beneficent popular magic.
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6
Divination and Prophesy

In this chapter we shall look at the occult processes by which early modern
Europeans, and in particular early modern Württembergers, attempted to
access information that was normally hidden to them: the identity of
people who had bewitched or stolen things from them, the location of
people and objects that had gone missing, their prospects for marriage, and
the outlook for the future more generally. For the most part this informa-
tion was sought deliberately, through various magical techniques known as
divination, but sometimes it came through spontaneous prophesy. We will
start by looking at the various ways in which people engaged in deliberate
divination that are contained in Württemberg’s judicial archives, and con-
clude by examining the less frequent instances of spontaneous prophesy.
The one gives insight into the mundane realities of popular magical
activity; the other, a glimpse of the occasionally spectacular manifestations
of and reactions to the revelation of extraordinary information to otherwise
ordinary people.

The varieties of divinatory activity

Divination can be used to gain information about hidden or distant things
in the present, like lost objects or missing persons, to predict the future, or,
less commonly, to learn unknown things from the past. Divination is a
universal human activity, practiced in hunting-and-gathering societies and
simple agricultural societies as well as in complex agricultural and even
modern industrial civilizations.1 It appears to have originated in Paleolithic
times and was used in tribal cultures and early civilizations, until Roman
times in the West, to assist in communal as well as personal decision
making.2 Christianity frowned on the practice, though, as indicating a lack
of faith in God’s providence, implying a constraint on God’s omnipotence,
and, in at least some cases, appearing to involve demons, so public use of
divination declined. Kings and other public personages, along with
ordinary people, commonly prayed to God for certainty about the best
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course of action, and interpretations of natural omens and spontaneous
prophesies were understood to be potentially legitimate sources of insight
into God’s intentions, although the latter in particular might prove to be
diabolic deceptions. Furthermore, judicial ordeals, in which a suspect was
put to a test in which the only connection between the outcome and a
suspect’s guilt was the assumption that God would not permit the innocent
to be punished, can be considered a form of divination, as, too, could the
practice of “swimming” a witch, deciding her guilt by seeing if she floated
or sank in water.

By the early modern period these forms of judicial divination by ordeal
were rarely accepted in court, but innumerable forms of divination were
practiced in private life. The purposes for which it was employed could
include virtually any problem that might be on a person’s mind or decision
they might have to make. The range of techniques by which divination
might be conducted was vast. One formal classification scheme identified
over one hundred, including scapulomancy (inspecting animals’ shoul-
ders), dactyliomancy (using a finger ring), oneiroscopy (interpretation of
dreams), chiromancy (palm reading), and necromancy (contacting the
spirits of the dead). Furthermore, there were a host of local and even per-
sonal techniques like forecasting the weather by interpreting ravens’ cries,
foretelling the future by the croaking of frogs, and predicting the price of
grain by watching what happened to kernels placed on a hot hearth.
However, most techniques fell into a few general categories. One included
omens, dreams, and prophesies, which were not technically a form of
divination when they were observed or interpreted spontaneously, but
could be considered such when they were sought or interpreted deliber-
ately, for divination is generally understood to involve ritual actions
designed to reveal hidden information either through the generation of
physical patterns or outcomes that are then interpreted or the inducement
of subjective experiences (visual, auditory, or, less commonly, simple aware-
ness) whose content is relevant to the issue at hand.3 The sixteenth-century
international financier Anton Fugger, for example, employed a diviner, a
woman named Megerler, who gazed into a crystal ball to help him oversee
his far-flung employees and manage his business affairs.4 More commonly,
divinatory powers were used to predict future marriage partners or deter-
mine the fidelity of current ones, locate lost relatives or report on distant
ones’ well-being, or locate lost or stolen objects and identify who took
them. They were also used not infrequently to determine if misfortune was
due to witchcraft, and, if so, to identify the witch.5

Early modern Württembergers practiced these sorts of divination, undoubt-
edly as readily as any of their contemporaries elsewhere in Europe, although
it is difficult to make either relative or absolute quantitative judgments
about the incidence of such activities since the great majority of instances
almost certainly went unrecorded. Nevertheless, a number of incidents did
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come to the attention of the duchy’s judicial authorities, and they provide
some insight into both the nature and the number of at least some of the
purposes and techniques of divination as popularly practiced (see Table 6.1).

Divination and guilt

In the overall sample of trials for beneficent magic, detection of witchcraft
was the second most common divinatory practice, after treasure-hunting
(see Table 6.1). In all of these sampled cases the identification of the witch
was done by a magical specialist. Interestingly, these trials formed almost
the same proportion of all sampled divination cases, 19 percent, that the
sampled witchcraft cases in which specialist practitioners, cunning men or
low-level medical practitioners like bathers, determined that witchcraft was
involved: among those 27 witchcraft cases in the sample discussed in Parts
I and II, five, about 19 percent, contain evidence that such specialist practi-
tioners were involved in identifying the witchcraft.6 This latter statistic sug-
gests that in early modern Württemberg witchcraft diagnoses by specialized
practitioners played a significant but not leading role in the generation of
witchcraft suspicions. The former statistic indicates that they played a simi-
larly significant but not leading role in the activities of cunning folk. This
impression is reinforced when we consider that while, on the one hand,
some investigations into this practice were subsumed in witch trials rather
than investigated separately, suggesting that such diagnoses probably con-
stituted a somewhat larger part of cunning folks’ practices than the number
in the sample of trials for beneficent magic indicates, on the other hand,
witch identifications were particularly likely to draw official attention and
be recorded in the criminal archives since they triggered or came out during
an investigation into a capital offense. On balance, then, the evidence seems
to suggest that though identifying witches was an important activity of cun-
ning folk, it was just one of a number of divinatory services they offered.7
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Table 6.1 Sampled uses of divination by trial type

Magic Bless Heal Treasure Conjure Total %

Detect Witch 1 2 2 0 0 5 19
Identify Thief 0 2 0 0 1 3 11
Decide Guilt-other 0 1 0 0 0 1 4
Locate Person 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Locate Object 0 1 0 0 0 1 4
Locate Treasure 2 1 0 10 3 16 59
Tell Fortune 1 0 0 0 0 1 4
TOTAL 4 7 2 10 4 28

Source: Sampled beneficent magic cases (see the appendix).
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In addition to providing the raw numbers, some of the sampled cases offer
insight into the process by which witchcraft was diagnosed in popular prac-
tice. In several of the sampled cases, unfortunately, the method by which
witchcraft and the identity of the witch were determined is not specified,
such as when the medical practitioner in Pfüllingen, whom Agatha Sacher’s
ex-boyfriend’s bride consulted after she became “crazy” and suicidal at her
own wedding, said that “her spirit had been taken,” before giving her a
drink that made her feel better.8 Similarly, a cunning woman in Weÿldorf
told a man who suspected that Agatha Stoßer had bewitched his cow to dig
around the door, where he’d find a bone that he should get rid of to make
the cow better, which he did, finding “such a bone . . . from a rib.”9 How
these healers arrived at these conclusions is not clear; perhaps they were
simply reasoning from their knowledge of disease, in the first instance, and
of popular sorcery, in the second, or they might have been among those spe-
cialists who seemed to simply “know” things.10 In other cases, though, it is
clear that the practitioners were using deliberate divinatory techniques. In
one of the blessing trials, Othmar Kählin told the investigating magistrates
in Lauffen, in 1594, that he identified “witches and evil women” through
magic, and in the same year an investigation into the town bather in
Cannstatt, Hans Brückner, revealed specific details about the illicit tech-
niques he used.11 It was not unusual for a bather to practice simple medicine
as part of his services, and Brückner needed the money to pay for his expen-
sive equipment and support his wife and two children, but he made the mis-
take of telling Fuchs Jäger’s wife that “her illness came to her from evil
women,” whom he “could see” in a reflection in a glass plate. Specifically,
he told her that she was made sick by “a goat cheese given to her to eat” by
Margritha Ludwig, the widow of a town official, who, he said, lived on a
lane populated by “downright malevolent people.” Jäger’s wife “became bel-
ligerent toward Margritha,” but since Margritha and her neighbors were
“honorable notables,” the magistrates began to investigate the bather. They
soon learned of another incident in which Brückner had also said that a sick
boy “was afflicted by evil women,” and offered to let his father see for
himself who did it “in a mirror.” Under interrogation, Brückner protested
that Frau Jäger had told him she had become sick from eating cheese, said
that he must have been drunk when he slighted the honorable people, and
denied that he had a mirror.12 However, the fact that two different witnesses
testified that he had boasted of his ability to detect witches in a reflective
surface suggests that this last statement was an evasion, for he had told
Frau Jäger he saw the witch “in the window” and he did not tell the boy’s
father whose mirror he would use.

The divinatory technique Brückner used, called scrying, was a common
version of the general approach of inducing a subjective experience, in this
case a visual one, whose content was relevant to the issue at hand.13 Variants
of it utilized windows and mirrors, as in Brückner’s case; crystal balls, as in
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Anton Fugger’s fortune-teller’s case; and sword blades, water in a bucket, and
even polished thumbnails.14 All involved staring into the reflective surface
until an image that supplied the desired information appeared. Any of them
could be manipulated by an unscrupulous practitioner who could merely
pretend to see an image to support a conclusion he or she had already
reached consciously, but if undertaken earnestly, such scrying had the
potential to reveal genuine insights. Since “the brain knows more than the
mind reveals” and “much of what we know can’t be stated,” scrying can
bring out unconscious knowledge by altering the practitioner’s conscious-
ness and prompting visual hallucinations.15 Scrying promotes an altered
state of consciousness that enhances access to unconscious knowledge
because gazing steadily induces a focused concentration and dissociation
similar to hypnosis, if it is relatively brief, or, if it is prolonged, the stronger
tuning of the nervous system and simultaneous discharge of the ergotropic
and trophotrophic nervous systems associated with shamanic trance. In
either state, although to different degrees, “subconscious neural processing
can dominate mental activity, producing . . . unusual . . . thoughts and
images” and “an occasional . . . flash of insight.”16 Gazing into a reflective
surface promotes visual hallucinations in particular because it focuses atten-
tion on visual processing, and the ambiguous visual experience they create
provides a favorable field onto which internally generated images can be
projected, for even a clear mirror creates a disjunction between the reflec-
tion and the background imagery, and many of the types of surfaces used,
like windows or water, introduced distortion to the reflected image itself. As
we saw in Chapters 1 and 3, vision routinely integrates incoming sense data,
recent visual memory, and internally generated imagery based on expecta-
tions and older memories, and we saw a number of examples of how the
latter can be spontaneously superimposed on the former to create powerful
visual experiences that manifest internally generated elements in apparently
external perceptions. The technique of scrying appears to harness this
process deliberately in a more controlled and directed way. Most if not all
people are capable of attaining at least fleeting impressions in this manner,
and roughly one in 20 persons by one estimation can generate not just a
fleeting impression, but actually a sustained moving image.17

A case from Murrhardt, which took place 130 years later, in 1729, contains
evidence of another form of divination, commonly used to identify thieves
as well as witches, that was used widely throughout Europe.18 The case began
when a man complained that another man who had lost some money went
to a “devil incanter” who said that the first man’s daughter had taken it.
The magistrates investigated and found that the cunning man was a potter
named Hans Jacob Schiller who had been “divining for people where lost
objects had gone,” and who had taken them, for well over a decade, and he
had also told a man named Christoph Ernst Dumme that a poltergeist in his
house was caused by the son of a man involved in a lawsuit against him.
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The technique he used was called “sieve driving” (Sieb treiben) locally, and
“sieve and shears” in England. It involved balancing a sieve on the tip of a
pair of shears, which was held point upward while the names of suspects
were recited until the sieve began to rotate, which was taken to indicate that
the guilty party had just been named.19 The technique had been known since
antiquity, was commonly used across Europe in general and in Southwestern
Germany in particular, and was transmitted through oral channels as well as
in writings by Agrippa and Mathers’ version of the Clavicula Salomonis.20

Since the Middle Ages the technique had been embedded in a ritual including
a short blessing invoking “St. Petrus, St. Paulus, St. Kilian, in the name of
God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit” to introduce each
name in turn, which served to mark off the activity from daily routine and
helped focus the participants’ attention.21

Naturally, like scrying, sieve driving could be manipulated consciously to
validate a preselected conclusion, but when the ritual was conducted ingen-
uously it could also manifest unconscious knowledge. In contrast to the
process of visual overlay in scrying, which induced a subjective experience
whose content was relevant to the issue at hand, the sieve and shears
method created an objective, physical outcome whose meaning was inter-
preted. While the source of the sieve’s movement appears to us to have been
random, it was more likely due to a process known as ideomotor action or
the ideomotor effect, in which “quasi-independent modules in the brain . . .
initiate motor movements without necessarily engaging the ‘executive
module’ that is responsible for our sense of self-awareness and volition.”22

As a consequence, “our muscles will behave unconsciously in accordance
with an implanted expectation” while “we are not aware that we ourselves
are the source of the resulting action” and, indeed, the actions generally
“feel as though they are being propelled” by an external force. This effect
was first investigated by the German Jesuit Fr. A. Kircher, who in his 1640
Latin folios reported that pendulums and divining rods only move when
held in someone’s hand, and not when held by a rigid support, and it was
first ascribed to unconscious muscular movements by his protégé Gaspard
Schott in Magiae Universalis Naturae et Artis (1658–9).23 The French chemist
Michel Chevreul rediscovered and investigated the effect in the early 1800s,
and the psychologist and physiologist William Carpenter named and
invoked it as an alternative to spiritualist and paranormal explanations of a
number of related phenomena in the late 1800s. William James expanded
on the concept to explain volitional as well as nonvolitional movement,
since “whenever a movement . . . immediately follows upon the idea of it . . .
all sorts of neuromuscular responses come between . . . but we know
absolutely nothing of them,” so the only difference is whether the original
impulse was generated by conscious or unconscious processing. Recent
research goes even further than James and suggests that all decisions origi-
nate in unconscious processing and consciousness serves at most as a check
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that enables us to voluntarily suppress impulses that are on the verge of
being executed (a capacity that’s been dubbed “free won’t”).24

After James, psychologists’ interest in ideomotor action declined, and
today it is mainly mentioned by skeptics of the paranormal as an alternative
to paranormal explanations of apparently anomalous physical phenomena
involving contact with people. They tend to emphasize its potential to
channel external suggestions and preconceived notions into apparently sig-
nificant events, just as historians and anthropologists, to the extent that
they pay any heed to the efficacy of rituals involving it, as well as to rituals
involving scrying, tend to emphasize the rites’ potential to manifest and
validate preexisting awareness of socially defined roles or individual interests.25

Of course, these rituals can do and do do all of these things, for the brain’s
unconscious processing is notoriously complex, integrating biological urges,
cultural scripts, longstanding and self-reinforcing patterns of thought and
behavior, and ongoing calculations of immediate interest, which is why the
clergy regarded divination as one of the devil’s snares.26 However, in empha-
sizing the illusory and self-serving aspects of divinatory techniques like scry-
ing and the sieve and shears, modern scholars are somewhat whiggishly
advancing the point of view of one of the parties to the debate about magic
in the early modern period, the religious and later scientific critics, while to
fully understand these practices and practitioners, it is necessary to recog-
nize what about them really worked, and why, as well. As we have seen in
Chapter 1, people do perceive, evaluate, and react to stimuli unconsciously,
and it is known that they can become aware that this has taken place
through “gut feelings” and intuitions. These forms of cognition manifest as
visceral sensations and “images . . . verbal input . . . [or] a general sense of
knowing” since gut feelings are “the conscious experience of involuntary
autonomic nervous system activation . . . triggered by the limbic system,”
while intuitive insights are “transient, spontaneous altered states of con-
sciousness consisting of particular sensory experience or thoughts, coupled
with strong emotional reactions” that are generated by “the tuning in
of emotion-based unconscious processing and the tuning out of logical
operations.”27 However, these forms of understanding emerge spontaneously
in consciousness strongly enough to form the basis for action or persuasion
only sporadically, because they are often fleeting or obscure, because they
are difficult to articulate and rationalize, and because there are often strong
social and psychological pressures not to acknowledge or act on them.28

Forms of divination like scrying and “sieve driving” are techniques designed
to tap these visceral and intuitive sources of knowledge deliberately, to
“access information channels of the limbic brain and lower brain centers,
behavioral, nonverbal, and emotional communication processes . . . [and]
protomentation, paleomentation, and emotomentation” to help people
“negotiate their lives, make decisions, cure ailments, and reknit [or acknowl-
edge and adjust to tears in] social fabrics.”29
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Scrying and sieve driving are particularly useful in determining the source
of ailments associated with witchcraft – that is, ailments caused or con-
tributed to by stress resulting from interpersonal conflicts – for several rea-
sons. First of all, awareness or acknowledgment of an interpersonal conflict
may be suppressed because of sociocultural constraints or individual
psychodynamics. Secondly, awareness of the specific interpersonal commu-
nication generating the stress may, as we saw in Chapter 1, be subliminal,
and thus not available to consciousness to begin with. In either case, the
process of divination can bring this awareness to consciousness either
directly or indirectly. The process will be direct if the person involved con-
ducts the divination, and indirect if a specialist undertakes the ritual. In the
former case, the process is relatively straightforward. The ritual induces an
altered state of consciousness, comparatively light in the case of sieve driv-
ing and deeper in the case of scrying, in which the person envisions the
neighbor or associate whose word, gesture, or expression triggered the stress,
and perhaps even the word, gesture, or expression itself, in the case of
scrying; or in the case of sieve driving the person reacts unconsciously to the
name of the person with tiny muscle movements generating a circular
motion at the tip of the shears, and hence causing the movements of the
sieve. As noted, both of these processes can be manipulated consciously, and
can for various reasons lead the person to unconsciously see or name an
innocent party, but these possibilities should not obscure the fact that done
authentically, these processes can help bring to consciousness previously
unacknowledged awareness of who and what triggered the psychophysical
processes responsible for the person’s misfortune.

If the process of divination is indirect, with a cunning person performing
the actual divinatory act, as Hans Brückner did for Fuchs Jäger’s wife, the
mechanism by which unconscious information is found is more complex.
Of course, it is possible for the cunning person to work entirely from his or
her own personal knowledge of the client and the potential subjects (Hans
seems to have known Margritha Ludwig and the other people on her street)
but in many cases people consulted cunning folk who lived at some distance
and would not have known the client or the likely suspects beforehand. This
is undoubtedly why cunning folk often encouraged clients to actually name
names themselves, either simply supervising the divinatory process or,
perhaps more commonly, acting almost like a psychotherapist to draw out
unconscious or unexpressed knowledge by asking questions and suggesting
possibilities.30 In this latter case, and even more when the cunning person
actually performed the divination him- or herself, the process involved an
intricate interplay between the client and the specialist. Having the
specialist do the divination basically involved a trade-off. On the upside, as
we have seen, different people have different capacities to enter trance and
bring unconscious information to consciousness, and a cunning person was
not only a specialist in this, but also, as a disinterested party, would be less
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susceptible to the social and psychological pressures to suppress or distort
insights than the client.31 On the downside, though, the cunning person
obviously did not have the kind of direct knowledge of the people involved,
their relationships, and the specific interactions that might have led to the
malady in question. A cunning person’s ability to do the divination there-
fore depended on his or her ability to “read” the client, to detect and register
on an unconscious level body language, intonation, turns of phrase, uncon-
scious activation of vocal cords during subvocalization, and other
subliminal cues, as well as to assimilate this information with a general
understanding of people, based on life experience and any overt informa-
tion given during any preliminary discussion.32 The actual process of
divination could involve an ongoing process of both overt and subliminal
interaction between diviner and client or the diviner could withdraw and
conduct the actual divination in private, but in either case, the cunning per-
son was sensing the unconscious knowledge of the client, on the one hand,
and manifesting it in the form of the image seen or the movement of the
sieve, on the other hand.33 This process would be even more complex in
cases where a third party was involved, as in a case from Angoulême, in
1596, when two young children were used to scry under the supervision of
an adult diviner, which would have involved an intricate interaction
between them, the magician, and the client before and quite probably
during the ceremony, as the different parties negotiated, possibly con-
sciously but presumably unconsciously, a consensual image of the act of
witchcraft and the witch they described.34

There was another form of divination commonly used to identify witches
in early modern Europe that involved performing rituals that were then
connected to events that seem, from our point of view, to be entirely coinci-
dental. For example, a Stuttgart apothecary advised a client’s family to “fill a
bucket of water in the name of Satan” and “put it under the bed” to compel
the witch to appear, while in nearby Esslingen, an imperial city surrounded
by Württemberg’s territory, mixing the urine of a sick person with wax and a
piece of cloth in a glass was supposed to cause the person responsible for the
sickness to come within 12 hours. The people involved, of course, assumed
that these rituals worked through supernatural means, that a causative con-
nection was mediated either by some spiritual agency or some occult bonds
of natural sympathy. Given that the rituals were well known, it is hard to see
how the knowledge that a person had consulted a cunning man or woman
would somehow prompt a suspect to show up (indeed, it would seem to
ensure that anyone who knew would stay away for a few days); so, barring
some sort of paranormal influence, the only mechanism linking the ritual
and the “result” would seem to be pure chance. 

Of course, some apparently random processes could be influenced
consciously or unconsciously to provide a predetermined outcome, like
writing the names of suspects on slips of paper, wrapping them in clay, and
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dropping them in water to see which unraveled first – it was apparently pos-
sible to wrap them in such a way that a particular one would unravel quicker
than the others.35 Furthermore, an event like the arrival of a particular per-
son is not necessarily a random or coincidental occurrence; Agnes Langjahr
was far from the only suspect whose frequent intrusions in a neighbor’s
household put members of the family under psychological stress, and a cun-
ning person might choose this particular ritual in the expectation that such
a person would likely be the next to come a-calling. In still other cases, there
may have been wiggle-room in the process of interpretation: several people
could show up in a 12-hour period, and then the client would have to
choose among them, or (in the case of a related technique), the first person
who showed up after the ritual was conducted could be excluded as out of
consideration for some reason, and the next person, a more likely suspect,
chosen. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that rituals that existed
depended on what we can only consider coincidence and were sustained by
their integration with ideas about magical connections, the psychological
satisfaction they gave by providing apparent solutions to pressing problems,
a certain amount of unconscious bias in setting them up and a certain
amount of conscious fraud, peoples’ ability to see patterns and influences in
random events, and dumb luck.

We have already seen that divination by sieve driving was used for pur-
poses other than identifying witches, particularly the identification of
thieves, which was probably the most common thing it was used for. The
distinction was not always that clear, however, as in the case of stealing
milk, for it was believed that witches could magically transfer milk from
others’ cows to their own; but there were also cases in which the loss of milk
could also have resulted from surreptitious nocturnal milking. In one of the
blessing cases, for example, a woman consulted a blind man named Jacob
Geigler, who made his living by his “forbidden arts,” because her cow was
not giving milk, and he told her that a neighbor named “Bilfinger . . . had
taken her milk.”36 The blind man claimed to have arrived at this determi-
nation by examining the cow’s urine, but the woman he accused was also
seen sneaking around her neighbors’ property late at night, which gave her
the opportunity to simply steal the milk physically rather than through
some arcane magic.

In the case we have already seen involving Jacob Schiller, the potter from
Murrhardt who said that a poltergeist was caused by a boy whose father was
in a dispute with Schiller’s client, Schiller was accused of using “sieve
driving” to identify who had taken missing items, and also to help several
people determine if they had been cheated out of some of their inheri-
tance.37 Similarly, the cunning man Hans Köll, who helped Anna Eberlin
when she started acting as if possessed after she had sex with a boarder, also
got into trouble when he confirmed for a man named Hanns Dietscher that
his daughter and her husband had taken 400 Reichtaler (a small fortune at
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the time) from him.38 Relations within the family became “deadly hateful,”
and the daughter went to the magistrates demanding a “public retraction,”
but Köll insisted that his magic had “never yet failed him.”

Table 6.1 suggests that divination was used to identify thieves somewhat
less frequently than it was used to identify witches, but this may reflect the
fact that the crime was less serious than witchcraft, and therefore cases
involving it were less likely to come to the attention of the ducal
government.39 Divinatory rituals like this were well suited for the problem
of identifying thieves as well as witches because, while the crime itself did
not involve the subliminal actions and reactions that characterized
maleficium, the aftermath did involve a certain amount of deception because
most theft in villages and small towns at the time appears to have been by
people who were part of either the same community as their victims or one
nearby. Of course, some missing items were undoubtedly simply misplaced,
but they tended to be valuables that people would pay special attention to,
and there is no reason to doubt that many items that disappeared were in
fact stolen. Some may have been taken by the vagrants who drifted across
the countryside, especially during and after wars, and who would not
hesitate to burglarize a house if the opportunity arose (they were particularly
likely to strike on Sunday morning, which was a common excuse for not
attending church), but by and large such raids were both infrequent and
obvious (the presence of the vagrant in the neighborhood would likely be
noticed, and the house would likely be ransacked). The kind of thefts people
consulted cunning folk about were the mysterious disappearance of specific
items, which were most likely taken by people with access to the house and
knowledge of the members’ possessions and routines. The thief would then
have to live with the victim, and perhaps even rebuff inquiries and accusa-
tions, all of which required deception and lying. 

Lying presents a complex social-psychological problem, for “there is
ample evidence that people behave differently when they are lying than
when they are telling the truth,” and these “differences in behavior . . . alert
targets . . . that a lie is being perpetrated upon them”; yet the evidence sug-
gests that people are relatively bad at consciously recognizing that they are
being lied to.40 Perhaps because “lying is a fact of daily life,” since “on aver-
age people tell at least one lie a day, and one lie in every five of their social
interactions,” accurately recognizing lies and calling people on them would
simply be too disruptive socially.41 While this assessment is only suggestive
since it is based on modern research, there is good reason to think that that
if anything, lying was more firmly engrained in early modern culture, and
certainly Hanns Dietscher’s accusation against his daughter and son-in-law
created a firestorm in that family, while, similarly, the magistrates of
Murrhardt noted that Jacob Schiller’s activities “created great bitterness
between the best of friends” and “set hearts bitterly against one another, so
that all sorts of evil consequences follow from it.”42 People had recourse to
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divination because, if more mundane clues or proof that a particular person
had stolen something from them were not available, it could confirm their
awareness of or bring to consciousness their unconscious knowledge of who
in their immediate social circle was displaying involuntary signs that they
were lying. Historians have traditionally emphasized that people went to
diviners because there were no police detectives with modern forensic tech-
niques and technology available to them, which is true, but a somewhat
anachronistic way of looking at things, sort of like saying that people
invented writing because they hadn’t figured out how to make televisions
yet. Scrying and sieve driving to identify thieves were used because they
could tap peoples’ real awareness of other peoples’ unconscious signals that
they were hiding guilty secrets, a real awareness that was often difficult to
bring to consciousness and even more difficult to articulate in order to jus-
tify social action. The alternative was not modern criminology; it was doing
nothing. Divination was not an ineffectual substitute for effective action, it
was an effective action that, while not entirely reliable, was neither random
nor inherently unreliable. Among the sampled cases, for example, Jacob
Schiller had been forced to admit on one occasion “that what he said at first
was far off the mark,” and on another that he had defended a man accused
of assaulting another with a knife because he was drunk, but Jacob Geigler
said Glaßer Bilfinger’s wife was stealing milk before she was seen sneaking
around her neighbor’s property late at night, and while we cannot know the
guilt or innocence of the accused in most cases, thefts do take place, and,
outside the formal structure of law, a suspect’s protestations of innocence are
no more inherently credible than a theft victim’s suspicions. 

Historical analyses of divination to identify witches and thieves have
generally proceeded from the implicit assumption that there was only one
predetermined suspect, and the ritual was conducted merely to rubber-
stamp their vilification. This approach overlooks both the fact that it is quite
possible for the most obvious suspect to be, in fact, guilty and the fact that
there may well have been several people in a community who were poten-
tial suspects, for the aggrieved person may have been at odds with a num-
ber of people, so that the ritual was conducted not to validate suspicion of
a single suspect, but instead to decide among a number of potential offend-
ers. Furthermore, it is even possible that once in a while the aggrieved party
was genuinely perplexed about who might have perpetrated the crime, and
went into the ritual without any preconceived ideas about who might be
guilty and ready to accept whatever answer the process revealed.

Locating hidden things

Another purpose of divination that was often closely linked to identifying
thieves was locating missing persons and objects. None of the sampled cases
involved locating a missing person, but a couple of others incidents in the
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duchy did involve related activities. One concerned Hans Köll again, who
got into trouble a few months after his involvement in Anna Eberlin’s case
by claiming to know where a schoolmaster who had disappeared was,
although when the schoolmaster’s wife denounced him for magic he
claimed that he had merely seen the missing man in Strasburg when he was
there to sell a cow. The other related case took place in Stuttgart, in 1802,
when the magistrates investigated 52-year-old Christina Dorothea Schulen
for “bottle gazing” (Bouteillen Gucken), a form of scrying, which she used not
to locate people, but rather to give people separated from their children or
relatives information about them.43 Only one of the sampled cases involved
locating missing objects, the one in which Jacob Schiller made his divisive
accusations, which followed from his efforts to determine “where things
gone missing went.”44 Several other cases in the duchy also involved use of
divination for this purpose, though. The investigation that uncovered
Christina Dorothea Schulen’s “bottle gazing” appears to have begun with an
investigation into Johann Heinrich Haufler, a “devil incanter” who had
made his reputation by finding a watch owned by a Jew in Aldingen.45 More
recently, Jakob Sauerzapf consulted him when he lost a kerchief with 150
Ehlen in it, and while the magistrates noted that this led Sauerzapf to
denounce several innocent people, Sauerzapf said in fact that “he really
recovered his kerchief” and the money.

To the extent that locating a lost valuable involved identifying who had
it, locating lost objects could operate by the processes used to identify male-
factors, as Haufler seems to have done in Sauerzapf’s case. Furthermore,
there was always the possibility of fraud, as Hans Köll claimed he had
attempted.46 Locating an object that was lost rather than stolen might also
be facilitated by divinatory techniques that draw out unconscious knowl-
edge, though, since people often forget the last place they saw something,
or may have some idea of or be capable of calculating an unlikely place
where it might be. Scrying to determine distant peoples’ well-being, how-
ever, can only involve a fraud like Köll’s; a more or less well-intended pan-
dering to peoples’ hopes and fears; a guess, perhaps based on some
knowledge of the distant person’s condition and situation, or some para-
normal channel of communication.47 Christina Dorothea appears to have
genuinely believed in her ability to bottle gaze, making fraud and conscious
manipulation or calculation unlikely, so she either disingenuously recited
“news” to people, which involved some combination of informed guess-
work and unrecognized negotiation with her audience, or else she was
genuinely clairvoyant. In the past two decades there has been intensive
research into “remote viewing,” including an extensive series of investiga-
tions by the US military and several publications in refereed psychology and
engineering journals, and a number of scientists have advanced theoretical
explanations based on quantum physics, but the experiments, their statisti-
cal analysis, and the theories advanced to explain them have been subject
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to questions and criticisms, so at this point there is no scientific consensus
about whether clairvoyance or remote viewing actually occur or are even
theoretically possible.48 Since the scientific status quo is that these
phenomena do not occur and, once again, 200-year-old judicial records can
hardly decide the issue, we must assume that what Christina Dorothea
actually saw reflected in her bottle can only have been visualizations
manifesting her subconscious processing of her own prior knowledge and
information she received, consciously and unconsciously, from her audi-
ence, without any direct input from the ostensible remote sources.

As Table 6.1 shows, treasure-finding was by far the most common purpose
for which divination was practiced among the sampled trials for beneficent
magic.49 The fact, as we saw in Chapter 5, that it tended to involve groups of
people rather than just a practitioner and a client may mean that it was par-
ticularly likely to come to the attention of the authorities, but, on the other
hand, the fact that it did not generally create an aggrieved party who had an
incentive to call in the authorities, as identifying witches and thieves did,
would have worked in the opposite direction, so it seems safe to conclude
that treasure-seeking was a leading reason why people conducted divination,
but probably not as dominant overall as within the sample of trials.

As we also saw in Chapter 5, Schatzgraberei referred to attempts to recover
caches of valuables that had been buried or secreted in old buildings over
the centuries. The practice usually but not invariably involved the use of
magic to locate the treasure and also to deal with any supernatural forces
that might, according to contemporary theory, cause it to move or disappear
or afflict the people trying to recover it. Divination played a pronounced
role in the practice, because of the need to determine where a treasure was
among all the potential locations, and was definitely conducted in ten of
the 13 sampled treasure-seeking cases.50 Of the three remaining cases, one
stemmed from baseless allegations against a family that became suspect
because they entertained visitors until after midnight, the second involved
a fraud in which the swindler disappeared with 75 Reichstaler ‘seed money’
when he went outside, saying he was going to mark the place to dig, and the
third does not have enough detail about the treasure-finders’ activities to tell
whether they used divination to decide exactly where to dig when they
went to an old church a “Catholic maid” had said contained buried
treasure.51 Furthermore, in four of the five cases of “conjuring spirits” in
which treasure was sought, there is evidence that divination was used; while
in the fifth, it is uncertain.52

The divinatory methods employed in treasure-finding included the use of
devices whose movements were thought to indicate the location of treasure,
reflective surfaces in which the location could be discerned, and a variety of
rituals intended to establish contact with a ghost or spirit and get it to reveal
where the treasure was hidden. The devices included a pendulum, divining
rods, and knitting needles, and were mentioned in three of the sampled
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treasure-finding cases: the one that took place in Brackenheim, in 1683; the
one that took place in Dornstetten, in 1721; and lastly, the one that took
place in Herrenberg, in 1751.53 How the pendulum was used is not
described in the documents, but in general pendulums work rather like the
sieve and shears, except that they are somewhat more articulate since they
can swing back and forth as well as rotate. They are most commonly used
to answer “yes” or “no” questions, although they can also indicate things
like “maybe,” “yes, but,” and “no, but” to prompt further questions along
the same lines, or convey direction and magnitude.54 In the case at hand,
the one in 1751, a man named Johannes Kohler used a pendulum to deter-
mine that yes, there was a treasure hidden in a garden wall as Christoph
Keller, the owner of the property, suspected, and also to find out roughly
where it was. Georg Jacob Hofen then used knitting needles that were
“twisted together” to zero in on the supposed location by taking the con-
trivance “in both hands,” and carrying the needles near the wall while
“attention was paid to their movement, which indicated that the treasure
had been located.”55

Dowsing rods, which were used in the 1683 case as well as in the 1721
one, are forked sticks used in the same way as Hofen used the knitting
needles, with one hand holding each arm of the “Y” and the stem sticking
out in front, and they undoubtedly served as a model for the needle con-
trivance, for there is evidence that their use goes back to prehistory, and that
they were employed by the Egyptians, the Hebrews, the Chinese, the
Scythians, and the Romans.56 The prehistoric and Biblical evidence suggests
that they were used to find water, but the Scythians and Romans definitely
used them for other divinatory purposes, and the earliest description of
them being used to detect hidden substances comes from the sixteenth cen-
tury, when Georgius Agricola described “German miners using a forked twig
to find underground mineral veins” with apparent success in his De Re
Metallica (the first confirmed modern instance dowsing for water, the most
common use today, was in the mid-seventeenth century).57 The miners
insisted that the minerals rather than the operator caused the rod to move,
although they also said that not everyone could use one successfully.
Martin Luther condemned the practice for relying on illicit spiritual inter-
vention, while natural magicians defended it as based on natural, if occult,
forces like sympathy and antipathy. The first scientific explorations of dows-
ing were Kircher’s investigation of pendulums and rods around 1640 and a
report by Robert Boyle to the Royal Society about 20 years later. Theological
debates about dowsing continued into the early eighteenth century, but sci-
entific study languished until late in the century, gradually picked up over
the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and became
quite vigorous in the last few decades. 

The issues at hand are: first, can dowsers actually detect water or other
hidden substances, or are they just guessing; second, if they can, do they do
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so by unconsciously processing normal sensory cues or is some other process
at work; and, third, if there is some other process at work, what is it? The sci-
entific studies include both laboratory experiments and field tests, and show
that while “testing for dowsing in artificial environments showed no evi-
dence for a dowsing effect . . . testing for dowsing in natural environments
showed that geological anomalies can be detected by the use of dowsing.”58

In some cases this ability clearly reflects and in other cases may well reflect
“unconscious reactions to clues found in the lay of the natural environ-
ment,” but in some experimental studies “highly skeptical” researchers
“took great pains to ensure a uniform testing surface,” while in some field
situations “geologists agreed there could be no surface indication of any
underlying water,” yet “dowsers found water . . . where orthodox methods
had failed.” The fact that experiments have shown that people are sensitive
to electromagnetic fields and there is “evidence of correlation between mag-
netic gradient changes” in the environment “and dowsing reactions” sug-
gests that “dowsing is a neurophysiological response . . . to electromagnetic
field gradients . . . or . . . electromagnetic radiation from the earth or even . . . a
complex combination of geomagnetic fields, electromagnetic radiation and
other factors,” with “rods or pendulums” acting “as a mechanical amplifier
of otherwise unnoticeable small tilts and movements of the hand.”59 While
not all experimental data are consistent with the electromagnetic hypothesis,
and alternatives involving paranormal powers or some unknown form of
radiation have been advanced, unconscious processing of normal sensory
cues plus human sensitivity to natural variations in the electromagnetic
environment seems to be the most likely explanation for dowsers’ apparent
ability to detect subterranean features and objects. 

While modern studies of dowsing have focused on its use to detect water,
its potential to detect minerals is of most interest here, since it was these, in
the form of coins, jewelry, and similar valuables, that the treasure-seekers
were after. Only a few studies have been done to test dowsers’ ability to
detect objects like these, and the results have been mixed. On the one hand,
one of the experiments that pointed most strongly to peoples’ ability to
detect variations in environmental electromagnetism involved detecting the
influence of a buried iron rod or wire, but, on the other hand, a direct test
of dowsers’ ability to detect brass or gold hidden in one of ten sealed boxes
yielded results equivalent to or less than chance.60 Perhaps the fact that iron
is a good conductor and brass and gold are not accounts for the difference,
but in any event, while dowsing may well have helped early modern miners
to detect geological veins of ore in mountains, the cases from Württemberg
suggest that it was less helpful for people seeking small items made from
precious metals in the walls and gardens of old buildings. In the case from
1751, Georg Jacob Hofen said initially that he had detected 650 Reichstaler
(roughly $20,000) worth of gold and silver and later claimed that it was
actually worth 2,000 Reichstaler (around $60,000), and that there was a very
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deep cache worth 9,000 ($250,000), but no treasure had actually been recov-
ered when a town watchman intervened and cut short the group’s activity.61

Similarly, the treasure in the case from 1721 was initially said to be a “gold
cross, cup, nuggets, and several rings” worth around 800 Reichstaler
($25,000), and later a “dowsing rod indicated” that the cache was worth
25,000 Reichstaler ($750,000), but, similarly, the magistrates “took away” the
magical “instruments, so that nothing further” could be “undertaken, but
rather everything melted away.”62 Finally, the case from 1683 involved a
group of six men who had been treasure-hunting together for years and had
not found anything in the old castle where they were caught, although they
appear to have been a well-organized and relatively practical band and there
was some indication that they had been more successful in the past, although
how they might have achieved any earlier successes is unclear.63

In all three cases the dowsing rod was used in conjunction with “other
magical . . . incantational arts” that clearly involved interaction with spirits
in the two eighteenth-century cases and at least an appeal to spiritual
agency in the earlier one.64 However, in two of the three cases it is less clear
whether the participants thought the dowsing process itself involved spiri-
tual agency, for only in the one from 1751 was it noted that the dowser,
Georg Jacob Hofen, “mumbled something secret” as he used the needles,
suggesting that he assumed that the process depended on the cooperation
of some autonomous conscious agency.65 Authorities at the time were
explicitly divided on the question, with some regarding dowsing as an
expression of natural, if occult, processes, while others regarded it as
dependent on spiritual intervention, and therefore involving an implicit
pact with the Devil.66 In either case, though, it was generally assumed that
the movement of the dowsing rod was caused by some external force, which
is understandable since, as we have seen, “we are not aware that we
ourselves are the source of” ideomotor actions, and may “feel as though
they are being propelled” by an external force. The movements of diving
rods are particularly dramatic, “sometimes violent enough to peel bark from
a Y-stick, and to scratch hands painfully,” while “novice dowsers who were
former skeptics” have “claimed they were trying to stop the rods” rather
than trying to make them move.67

Whether they were regarded as manifesting some occult natural force or
contact with some spiritual agency, dowsing and other divinatory tech-
niques that express unconscious neural activity in ideomotor movements
have a clear connection to the visual and aural experiences that were taken
to be direct perception of independent spiritual entities, for in all cases what
was taken to be externally generated phenomena appears to actually have
been the product of internal processing. Dowsing does seem, in some cases
at least, to manifest the direct effects of an external force on the internal
workings of the nervous system, but equally or more important, particularly
in searching for treasure in old buildings and farmyards, would be the
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evocation of hunches about the most likely hiding places at a particular site.
Divinatory practices routinely included invocations that facilitated subtle or
dramatic alterations of consciousness conducive to such manifestation of
nonconscious neural processing, but their effect was not limited to the
physiological impact of rhythmic and repetitive activity. The practitioners’
assumption that they constituted communication with an autonomous
consciousness was in fact true, since the content did, through symbolic
penetration, influence the content of the nonconscious processing and its
subsequent manifestation in perception or ideomotor activity. 

Aside from questions about the ability of dowsing to locate small quanti-
ties of precious metals, given the number of potential locations, using the
technique alone would be rather like using a stud-detector to look for a nee-
dle in a haystack: it would help a bit, but not much. Therefore, dowsing was
in all cases used in conjunction with other means of determining the
general location in which to search. The treasure-hunt in 1721 focused on
a barnyard because, according to the farmer, a ghost had been making
mischief with his animals for years, and he wanted to capitalize on the
process of exorcizing the troublesome spirit. The group in the case in 1683,
in contrast, seems to have focused their searches on logically probable
locations of manageable proportions, while the treasure-hunters in 1751, as
we have seen, used a pendulum to narrow the search to a specific portion
of the garden wall where the treasure was thought to be hidden, and then
used the knitting needles to pinpoint the exact location to excavate. In
addition to these ideomotor-based instruments, a mirror for scrying was
used in conjunction with a dowsing rod in one case, and mirrors were men-
tioned in two of the sampled cases, while a water glass was used, presum-
ably for the same purpose, in another.68

Furthermore, in all three of the sampled cases involving scrying the
process was explicitly linked to a spirit. This was not unusual, for while Hans
Brückner, in the case discussed earlier, does not seem to have asserted that
his scrying involved spiritual assistance, it was common for people to assert
that their ability to see an image in a reflective surface involved contact with
a spirit, and crystal balls, like that used by Anton Fugger’s cunning woman,
Megerler, were commonly thought to get their power from spirits that had
been trapped in them.69 In the case involving a glass, which took place in
Urach in 1789, the woman who used it, Maria Agnes Scholl, was said to have
used it to communicate with the spirits.70 The first of the cases involving the
use of a mirror took place in Ludwigsburg, just outside of Stuttgart, in 1739,
and centered on an attempt to gain treasure via the St. Christopher’s Prayer.
Maria Juditha Knötzlerin, the 32-year-old daughter of a schoolmaster from
Vaihingen, said that a Capuchin monk had shown her a book made by the
Jesuits that showed how to summon a “treasure-man” who would then
“make a mirror that she could see everything in.”71 In another case
involving a mirror, which took place in Herrenberg in 1762, Hanns Jerg
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Stadi, a usually honorable judge in the village of Effringen, with significant
property, but who needed money because his house was falling apart,
became convinced that there was a treasure worth 1,200 Reichstaler
($35,000) buried in his basement. He said that he could see it in a mirror
that a local cunning man, “blind Jacob” Geigler (whom we met earlier iden-
tifying who was stealing milk from a cow by examining its urine), had
instructed him to enchant by burying it at night in a graveyard near a dead
man’s head, an interesting twist on the folkloric connection between the
spirits of the dead and hidden treasure.72 Friends he pressed to look in the
mirror said they couldn’t see any money, but he insisted that it was there,
and he enlisted several people to help him dig under his house. The consta-
ble in Wildberg got wind of the activity and put a stop to it before any treas-
ure was found, but he had already dug in his basement pretty extensively,
so there seems to be little question that, as a neighbor’s wife had com-
mented when Stadi began talking of the treasure a year before, it was just
“a pitiful old wives tale”; Stadi’s “visions” revealed nothing more than the
intensity of his financial hopes and fears. As the opponents of magic have
argued from antiquity to today, tapping the unconscious is a risky business,
for there are many forces shaping what finally bubbles up, hopes and fears,
and angers and desires, as well as sudden flashes of clarity and insight, so
what seem at the moment to be our most potent perceptions can turn out
to be our greatest follies.

While these instances involved the use of various devices in attempts to
gain information about the location of treasures from occult sources, for the
most part, treasure-hunting involved unmediated communication with
spirits. That communication could be established in two ways – through
deliberate ritual invocation and through spontaneous contact – and could
involve several kinds of spiritual agents: ghosts, St. Christopher, the Christian
trinity, demons, and the Devil. Rituals were also often used after a spirit had
appeared spontaneously, to get it to divulge the location of a treasure and
perhaps set the terms on which the treasure could be secured, and more
than one of the different kinds of spiritual agents were often involved in a
single incident.

Only two cases involved demonic spirits. One was the case mentioned in
Chapter 5, in which a treasure-finder had a powder he snorted or smoked to
contact his “evil spirit.”73 The other was the one involving the spirit
plaguing the barnyard in 1721, for when Georg and Chrisoph Bernhard
traveled from Dornstetten to Strasburg to engage the services of a cunning
man to exorcize the spirit and hopefully get it to divulge the whereabouts of
some treasure, he invited them to attend a ceremony held in a hut in the
woods near Reichenbach.74 After hanging a cross and lighting several
candles, the cunning man made a circle around them and began reading
incantations that “called on the evil Spirit.” Soon both brothers “noticed
something strange near the hut . . . as if something like a wind was blowing
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through the bushes,” and then “during the last repetition of the incantation
something hard trod before them, and upon completion [of the incantation,
they] perceived [something] like a dog baying, whereupon the good spirit
came.” The “good spirit” was not identified, but it seemed to be the spirit of
the dead person that had been haunting the barnyard, for the cunning man
asked if it could be “set free,” and it said yes, if “25 Reichstaler [$750] were
given in penance, to a cloister or chapel.” As we saw in Chapter 5, ghosts
were thought to be bound to treasures as a punishment for the sin of
avarice, and they could be liberated if the cache was recovered and at least
a portion was used in some selfless way. The cunning man apparently used
the “evil Spirit” to establish contact with the ghost in the barnyard, pre-
sumably because a haunting ghost was thought to be the spirit of a dead per-
son who was being punished, and therefore under the control of the Devil,
but from that point on, the search took the more usual form of redemption
of the damned soul through the charitable use of a portion of the cursed
treasure, with the remainder (the lion’s share) given over to the treasure-
hunters as a sort of payment for their troubles.75 The invocation in this case
was not technically to locate the treasure, since the ghost’s presence in the
barnyard established its general location and a dowsing rod was used to
determine it’s specific place, but instead the invocation established the
terms upon which the treasure could be secured, and it confirmed the value
of the cache established by the dowsing rod as well.

The cunning man’s actual solicitation of the “evil Spirit” in this case was
unusual, for all the other attempts to locate treasure through invocation of
spirits involved appeals to St. Christopher and the Trinity or direct contact
with the ghost itself, although treasure-hunters were generally aware that
their activity skirted dangerously close to the Devil’s territory. Standing
inside a circle during necromantic rituals, for example, was supposed to pro-
tect the participants from contamination by the malign spirits they were
calling, and so, to some extent, were the inclusion of Christian symbols like
crucifixes and holy water (they might also be included to help drive away
the spirit guarding the treasure, should it prove to be hostile).76 An extreme
example is provided by a case from Böblingen, in 1769, when three young
treasure-hunters went to “Eÿsinger Hof” in the afternoon of John the
Evangelist’s day singing “God permit me to stay under your protection,” fes-
tooned with “a belt of papers around their bodies covered with incantations
like ‘Thus has God loved the world,’ and ‘Get away from me, Satan,’” and
carrying bread wrapped in paper with inscriptions calling on the “blood of
Jesus Christ” to block the power “of the evil Enemy.”77

The young men from Böblingen were calling on the power of the Christian
deity to protect their souls from Satan, but in most cases the Trinity was
invoked as part of the St. Christopher’s Prayer, for the more positive purpose
of locating and securing the treasure. The rituals were not, however, intended
to establish direct contact with God or Christ, but instead, with the help of
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St. Christopher, to enable the treasure-hunter to learn the location from a
lesser spirit. In general, the spirit was the ghost of a sinner doing time on
earth for its avarice, but it was possible in theory for a treasure to be guarded
by another sort of spirit.78 In one case from Besigheim, in 1747, “a number
of citizens of Wahlheim” were investigated for conducting “the so-called
great Christopher’s Prayer” without a mention of a ghost, and, similarly, in
1795, two men tried the St. Christopher’s Prayer during Christmas time,
inspired by “a pamphlet they found” and kept well-hidden. It is possible that
these groups hoped to use the ritual to summon the spirit of a dead person,
but since the dead were thought to want to be noticed so that the treasure
would be found and they would be released, someone using magic to locate
a treasure “cold,” independent of a spontaneous ghostly manifestation,
could end up dealing with a demon determined to defend the treasure
instead. This is why the cunning man working with the knitting needles
insisted, the group needed holy water, various herbs, and “an iron spike that
the head of a criminal had been stuck on”: if the spirit of the treasure was
hostile, he “needed the power” to dominate it.79

Whether the spirit to be contacted once God’s permission had been gained
was a demon or a ghost, we saw in Chapter 5 that the complex and pro-
tracted verbalizations and ritual acts and the variety of exotic items and sub-
stances that such treasure-hunting rituals involved served to both induce in
the participants a state of mind in which nonconscious perceptions and
cogitations could be brought to consciousness and suggest the content of the
resultant experience in much the same way as a hypnotist suggests the con-
tent of an hypnotic experience. While a good many of the treasure-hunting
incidents clearly involved calculated manipulation for fraudulent purposes,
many others were equally clearly conducted by people who sincerely
believed that they were conjuring spirits and that they could indeed learn the
location of treasure from them. For example, during an investigation of an
extensive series of treasure-hunting activities in Böblingen in the 1730s, one
man reported that the ritual involved a prayer of “approximately . . . three-
quarters of an hour” and then an hour of silent prayer.80 The ostensible
results of this activity could be a physical outcome like knocks on the door
or “something like a wind at the window,” which were interpreted to indi-
cate “where the money would come,” but it could also be a subjective expe-
rience. One man said, “he had not seen the spirit, [for] it did not let itself be
seen, but he once felt it in his room; it was as if a cloud enveloped him, and
wanted to pull the bed sheet down, whereupon he called for help.” A servant
girl said that she “often heard and sensed but never saw” it – except once,
when it appeared “in a white and gray gown.”

The man’s experience, with the sense that a cloud had enveloped him and
something was pushing his bed sheet down, sounds like it could have been
an instance of sleep paralysis similar to those linked to “pressing” in witch-
craft cases, but this time interpreted as the treasure spirit. Even if this is true,
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however, it is quite possible that the physiological sensations he experienced
did not happen by chance, but instead occurred, or were intensified, as some
witch-related experiences appear to have been, by his expectation that a
spirit was at large. And the girl’s experiences, too, seem likely to have been
prompted by the buzz in the household created by the magical activity. 

While the experiences of people who were involved in rituals designed to
invoke spirits were clearly influenced by their expectations, the source of
the original encounters that preceded the ritual procedures, and in some
cases supplied the desired information without them, are less clear.
According to both Protestant and Catholic doctrine, there was no place for
ghosts on earth. Souls went to heaven or hell or, in Catholicism temporarily
to purgatory, but there was not supposed to be any contact between any of
these and the land of the living.81 Nevertheless, belief that some peoples’
spirits remain on or close to earth and that the living can encounter them
is “close to an anthropological constant,” and they had been a ubiquitous
feature of European popular culture since antiquity.82 The legends of
the Wild Horde and the Wild Hunt involved ghostlike creatures, and female
benandanti, the armariés in Montaillou, and other seers across Europe
specialized in contacting the souls of the dead.83 There is no question that
the frequency, content, and significance of ghost encounters vary from
society to society and from period to period in connection with changing
cultural concepts and social structures, but there is not only a common core
to the belief but also a range of common experiences including the visual
perception of apparitions, aural perceptions of various sorts, and the
physical movement of objects associated with poltergeist activity.84

Various cases from Württemberg contain examples of all of these phe-
nomena. In 1698, Georg Mutschler, a farmer near Alpirsbach, complained
that both during the day and at night he and his wife had been bothered by
a ghost in stocking feet that bounced from floor to ceiling in their house and
made a metallic jingling sound like many coins dropping. He asked what it
wanted, and it replied that it was there to help him, but wouldn’t say how.
The constable of Alpirsbach informed the High Council that “it can be con-
cluded [that] money was buried in the house,” and the councilors gave
permission to search, so long as it was done “without any superstition or use
of forbidden [magical] means.”85 Thirteen years later, a man named Salz, in
the village of Abershausen, near Göppingen, claimed that he was plagued by
a ghost so much that he spent more and more time in the preacher’s house,
until a treasure-hunter came, summoned the ghost, which came dressed like
a monk, and got it to divulge where a treasure was.86 Again, the council said
to go ahead and dig where the spirit had indicated, but not to use any
(more) forbidden magic in the process. In 1702, in contrast, the government
punished a number of people near Heidenheim for using “a devil incanter”
to locate a treasure when they were plagued by a ghost that “knocked” when
the lights were out, wandered around at night, sometimes appearing like a
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light and sometimes appearing as a white figure with white hair, and once
grabbing a woman “like a cold hand on the throat” so that the next day,
“Easter Monday, her neck was very swollen.”87

While these three cases involved unidentified spirits, in other cases the
ghost was someone close to the people involved. In 1799, Ludwig Schnedler,
a cobbler in Ludwigsburg, hired Johann Josef Michael Muhlmaÿer, a school-
master from Feldkirch, to exorcize a ghost that had been bothering him on
the strength of a recommendation from the smith Bernhard’s widow.88 She
had told him that when her husband’s ghost kept coming back and
appearing to her and “the preacher and the Capuchins” weren’t able to help,
she called in Muhlmaÿer, who located and recovered, using an ax, 300
Reichstaler Bernhard had hidden along with a note to his son. He had also
told the widow that she only had four weeks to live, which apparently was
equally on the mark. 

Thirty-five years earlier, another case involving the ghost of a spouse took
place in Göppingen when Jacob Schu, an unmarried 23-year-old servant,
convinced “his master Johannes Fredrich, as a 79 year old and gullible man,
that he had to give him 1040 Ducats on the pretext that he would redeem
Fredrich’s dead wife, who supposedly was going around the house as a
ghost.”89 When the constable got wind of this he arrested Schu, but Schu
stuck to his story, insisting that the woman’s ghost had appeared to him at
night and told him that she had done evil things with her parents and
siblings and so she was now damned. He said that he had tried to find an
exorcist, but when he couldn’t decided to help her himself. The High
Council wasn’t buying it though, saying that he and a servant girl “had bad
intentions” and decreeing that further investigation was to be conducted for
four weeks at the Ludwigsburg penitentiary “to try to bring him to confess”
that he had “no other intention than to swindle some money out of the old
Fredrich.”90 In Ludwigsburg “he was . . . given ten lashes, and since he then
hardened in his wickedness approximately seven or eight more, [then] five
or six [more], then again ten, and finally five more.”91 Since “he stuck to his
story,” which the councilors said “merited absolutely no belief, they
instructed that he be incarcerated for four more weeks, and that the ques-
tioning be “much sharper.”92

A final case of treasure-hunting through spontaneous contact with ghosts
involved a group of spirits who were also said to have committed sexual
offenses during their lives and a rather unusual treasure-hunter. Sigfried
Sattler was a 36-year-old citizen of Tübingen who lived to the west of the
town in Sindlingen, a village on the edge of the Black Forest. In 1772 he
declared that “from youth on he had seen” and communicated with “ghosts
in many forms.”93 His contact with them fell off in adulthood, he said, until
about two or three years earlier, when it picked up again so much “that he
had no peace from them many days and nights.” He said he “was plagued”
by them “until he spoke to them, and promised to redeem them.” They told
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him “he should diligently pray for them for hours day and night, not engage
in any incantations or adjurations, but rather appeal for their redemption . . .
in the Christian and Evangelical way. They advised him” to use “many
psalms, prayers, and songs” and said that his praying helped “to bring their
liberation from Hell’s torment and pain nearer and nearer.” The ghosts said
that they were nuns and priests who had been in a monastery a few miles
away in Bondorf, but “they did not conduct themselves in a monastic way,
but rather led a sexually sinful life, and even went so far astray that they
killed the babies which were born of their unmarried and sinful relations.”
They also said that they had buried a cache of valuables in Breitenberg, about
12 miles away, that he could have once they were released. Stattler requested
permission to look for that treasure, insisting that he only prayed to God and
“that this is all possible, even though it seems impossible to people and they
can’t and don’t want to grasp or understand it.” Attached to the main report,
a Major General and Chevalier of the Military Order of St. Charles wrote in
support that while “a basis for his account cannot be found in writing or
history, at the same time things happen in the world whose basis one cannot
always explain and yet . . . cannot completely deny.” The ducal consistory,
however, found his story “incautious and untheological,” an attempt at
“fraud,” and “a fantastical adventure.” It noted that “similar ghost stories
have begun to be common recently,” and insisted that the government
should “make an end of the thing for good,” and especially that Sattler
should not be permitted to present his case to the Prince himself. The coun-
cilors concurred, imprisoning him while “a precise investigation against
him” was made and ultimately sentencing him to a two florin fine and four
weeks in Ludwigsburg for his “fraudulence.”

The authorities’ harsh response to Stattler’s request was inspired by more
than theological rigidity or rationalist doubts, for during the previous
several years they had had to contend with a situation in which an
encounter with ghosts inspired not simply a hope to locate treasure, but a
quasi-religious enthusiasm that challenged both the religious and civil
establishment’s moral authority. It began in 1770, when a 33-year-old ser-
vant named Anna Maria Freyin who worked for a butcher, Georg Buck, in
Weilheim an der Teck claimed to have encountered two spirits, who came to
her in her master’s house.94 Atypically, she claimed that they had already
been in heaven, and while they said they needed to be liberated and even-
tually promised to reveal the location of a treasure, they also “quoted pas-
sages from the Bible, prayed, sang religious songs, and urged people to live
morally impeccable lives according to Christian ethics.” Buck and others
could see them as well and “were awakened and transformed.”95 Soon
informal visits developed into regular meetings, and continued even after
Freyin was exiled. The growing circle of followers “came to regard the spirits’
utterances as divine revelation . . . claimed that the ghosts were capable of
working miracles . . . [and] that they received far better instruction in
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Scripture from the spirits than from their minister.” They said the spirits’
songs were “of unearthly beauty” and “proof of” their “divine nature,” and
called Freyin a “redeemer of souls,” a “right holy warrior, spiritual mother,”
and “worker of miracles.” They celebrated Freyin’s initial meeting with the
spirits on Epiphany, which in German is the “Fest der Erscheinung” or
“Celebration of the Appearance,” and Buck adopted a six-year-old boy who
did not attend church, communicated readily with the spirits, and kneeled
in veneration of them. The ghost worshippers said they “alone had bright,
open eyes, whereas the other people were blind, perverse, and pitiable,” that
“the matter about the ghosts was something divine and those who were not
chosen could not comprehend it,” and called the town preacher the
“preacher of lies” and the town scribe the “writer of lies.” 

Government opposition to the movement not surprisingly increased
steadily during 1771, and in 1772, at the very time Stattler was petitioning
to seek the treasure the ghosts he had contacted. Buck and another leader of
the ghost-worshippers, Gallus Dürrner, were incarcerated in the hope that
they could be forced to confess to being frauds. They refused, but in
September 1773 Freyin was arrested. “Under massive pressure,” including
the threat of a beating, she said that she had hidden in Buck’s house since
she was exiled and had faked the ghosts’ appearance with two white dresses,
but then she escaped and disappeared for good. Buck accepted a conditional
release in early 1774 that stipulated he say nothing more about the ghosts,
while Dürrner, who insisted that “the things are godly” even after being
flogged, was given a medical exam and judged “mentally sound” although
a “fanatic,” and was eventually pardoned by the Duke.96 By this time, the
leaderless and disillusioned sect had dissolved.

While the spirits in the ghost-worshipper case did promise a treasure, and
Buck even borrowed from his followers against it, the spirits did not
mention it until well after they first appeared, and, as the constable investi-
gating the group observed, it was “not their main motivation,” even if they
“would thankfully accept it” if one was found.97 In a few other cases, ghosts
appeared with no connection to a hidden treasure. In one instance, in 1747,
Christina Dietsch, a woman from Schwandorf, near Nagold, claimed that
the ghost of Thomas Walzen Müller’s widow had come to her to “beg her
pardon” because the widow had stolen a bag with a camisole, some bread,
and three spoons from her before the widow died, a claim which the widow’s
heirs disputed since they naturally did not want to make restitution.98

Similarly, in a case from 1598, a young man from Rommelshausen, near
Cannstatt, named Hans Schlenzer said that when he was coming home from
courting, he saw the image of a man in a garden.99 He said that it looked like
a man named Conrad who had died a few years before. Conrad had had a
good reputation, but the apparition told Schlenzer that this was wrong, that
he had been involved in several adulterous affairs, and asked him to put
money and some objects on his grave. These allegations naturally caused a
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stink in the village, and Schlenzer allowed that he should have kept his
mouth shut. The constable noted that he was “quick to believe” and “that
this only” came “from drunkenness.” Church officials who questioned him
found that he was reluctant to speak and varied somewhat in his description
of his experience; he spent several days in jail and had to pay the cost of his
confinement.

In considering the reality of these treasure-hunting activities and
encounters with ghosts which were so closely connected in early modern
Württemberg, the first thing that must be acknowledged is the extent to
which they involved conscious fraud. A classic example of this came from
Backnang, in 1776, when Christopher Wurt, a miller’s helper from
Brenzfeld, sought out an experienced treasure-hunter to help him locate a
treasure.100 He asked his friend David Silling from Murrhardt, who got him
in touch with a shepherd, who in turn put him in contact with a “devil
incanter,” who asked for payment of five Reichstaler and arranged to
conduct the procedure at eight o’clock at night. Wurt, Silling, and six other
men met at the appointed hour, and the professional treasure-finder drew a
circle on the ground with a dagger, in which the eight hopefuls had to stand
silently while he spoke. Very soon a man in green appeared, “put down two
cloths with money and a key on them and said, ‘It is alright, you can have
the treasure, but there are people among you who are not worthy.” He went
on to reveal intimate secrets about most of them, that “the mayor of
Schöntal has committed adultery three or four times,” that “the miller . . .
Jacob Hiller made a bastard with his servant girl,” that “the mayor of Mittel
Scheuthal has enough money and is not master in his house but his wife is,”
and that “Ludwig Kühler stole 400 Reichstaler and one horse and his
deceased father bought him out of a beating.” Nevertheless, the man con-
tinued, “the miller’s helper is worthy, [so] he can have the treasure.”
However, to learn the location of the treasure, it would first be necessary “to
send 75 Reichstaler to a friend of the man who buried the treasure . . . in
Bohemia” to get a paper with directions. Fortunately, the green man could
fly, and he was willing to put up 25 of the 75 Reichstaler to boot, so Wurt
and his friends contributed the remaining 50. The man in green took the
money and came back shortly with the paper, saying that the treasure was
20,000 Reichstaler worth gold and silver. When the man in green left,
the treasure-finder went out in the garden to draw a circle where to dig
while the eager company waited inside. They waited, and waited, and
waited some more, and when they finally ventured out they found that the
magician had vanished. Adding insult to injury, he took with him the 5
Reichstaler that had been set aside for his fee and the dagger.

This case was particularly brazen, but there were others in which
conscious fraud seems likely. We have seen how Jacob Schu got his bedrid-
den master Johannes Fredrich to give him 1040 Reichstaler to redeem his
dead wife’s ghost, and while Schu maintained his innocence even when
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imprisoned and beaten, the fact that the money was found stuck up
between some rafters makes it seem likely that the suspicions against him
were justified. Similarly, the ex-soldier hired by the group from Dornstetten
to exorcize the ghost in the barnyard refused to go directly back with them,
but instead insisted that the brothers who came to get him attend a cere-
mony in his hut, where they heard strange rustling in the bushes, footsteps
and something howl as the incantation ended; then said they needed to
donate 25 Reichstaler, which he subsequently raised to 38, and then raised
again, while actually donating, as far as could be determined, only 18 batzen
(small change) to a charitable fund; and finally disappeared with the money
when the magistrates intervened; all suggesting that the Dornstetters were
victims of as deliberate a con as that worked by the treasure-finder and the
man in green on Wurt and his friends.

However, there was some difference between the cases from Backnang and
Dornstetten: while the con men in the former case worked in a very ham-
handed way, dressing up in green and pretending to fly bodily to and from
Bohemia, the ex-soldier worked in a more subtle way, playing on the fears
and expectations of his clients. Did he have an accomplice in the woods,
shaking the bushes and pinching a dog? It seems likely, but whether he did
or didn’t, his approach, taking the men out into the woods and letting them
hear but not see things, played not only on their avarice and gullibility but
also on the power of their imaginations. He may not have been a shaman in
the sense of someone who altered his own consciousness to contact the
spirit world, but by pretending to be through his ceremonies and, probably,
his subterfuges, he did manage to manipulate his clients’ psyches to tap
their desires and weaknesses in a way that was, ironically, closer to what he
purported to be than the swindlers in Backnang.

There were certainly more conscious frauds among the other professional
treasure-finders; some ordinary people undoubtedly lied about encountering
ghosts in order to support a request to look for treasure in what they had
rationally decided was an auspicious location; and the government
routinely accused people involved in treasure-hunting, particularly the spe-
cialists, of fraud. However, out of the 13 treasure-hunting and seven spirit
conjuration trials sampled, the evidence for this is strong in only the three
cases mentioned (15 percent), mixed or unclear in another five (25 percent),
while it seems clear that all participants were sincerely hopeful in nine of
the cases (45 percent) (the issue was not relevant in the last three because
the investigation revealed no evidence that any treasure-hunting had
actually taken place).101 Thus, while conscious fraud played a significant role
in magical treasure-hunting, it does not seem to have played a dominant
role. Instead, it was an outgrowth of, one could even say a parasitical muta-
tion of, a practice that was for the most part undertaken by people who
genuinely thought that it was possible and some of whom really experi-
enced encounters with spirits.
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There were several different orientations among those who earnestly
hunted treasure. First of all, while in theory searching for treasure did not
inherently require the use of magical means or spirit contacts, in practice it
almost always did. Even the government, which always stipulated that no
magic be used, when it gave permission for a search, seems to have turned
a blind eye to its use in some of the instances where it was directly
involved.102 Among the 14 relevant sampled cases (13 treasure-hunting and
seven spirit conjuration, minus the three apparently based on fraud and the
three which did not actually involve treasure-hunting) there is positive evi-
dence that contact with spirits was sought in ten, and there is good reason
to believe it was in at least two others.103 One of these latter two involved
the three young citizens of Döffingen, whose songs, inscriptions, and items
appear to have been defensive rather than divinatory, but the fact that they
felt them necessary suggests that they had engaged in some active magic
that involved forbidden invocations of spirits.104 In the other case the
suspects were reported to have engaged in the St. Christopher’s Prayer but
denied it, and the allegation could not be proved.105 In one of the remaining
two cases, the one involving an old church that had been repeatedly ran-
sacked, it is simply impossible to tell if any magical divination, spiritual or
otherwise, was conducted at all, while in the last, the earliest case in the
duchy, which took place in 1608, the fact that it was enthusiastically sup-
ported by Duke Friedrich, who was both the head of the provincial Lutheran
church and interested in alchemy and mining, suggests that use of divining
rods and pendulums may well have been permitted, but open invocation of
spirits would not have been.106

This conclusion is bolstered by the fact that in a connected case four years
later, the government expressed an interest in determining “who introduced
the art of conjuring a ghost,” suggesting that this element had been added
since the original incident, which would mean that, in the terms of the pres-
ent study, the activities involved were at most shamanistic, actions under-
taken to manifest unconscious knowledge and power, but without the
intention of contacting spirits.107 Some of the other cases, as we have seen,
also made use of techniques like dowsing and scrying that did not
necessarily involve contact with spirits, but because of the close connection
of treasure-hunting, St. Christopher, and ghosts, in practice the rest of these
cases involved shamanic activity, the deliberate performance of activities
that alter consciousness with the intent of contacting spirits. The main ques-
tion in these cases is the extent to which the rituals altered the conscious-
ness of those who performed them, whether they, in the terms used here,
fully tuned or just fine-tuned their nervous systems, or, put another way,
whether they drove themselves into an ecstatic trance or just achieved some
degree of dissociation. In some cases it was simply noted that “the so-called
great St. Christopher’s Prayer” was “undertaken” or “the art of conjuring a
spirit” was employed or simply that Catholic clerics were consulted to learn
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the necessary rituals, but not enough detail is given to know fully what
these involved.108 In other cases, it seems probable that any effects of the
ritual activity were fairly superficial, like when the three young citizens of
Döffingen festooned their bodies with defensive prayers and sang for God to
protect them while they timorously disobeyed his will, or when the treasure-
hunting group dowsed and muttered incantations while methodically
exploring old buildings.109 However, in some of the cases the evidence
suggests that the ritual activity produced more dramatic effects. Most obvi-
ous is the one in which Maria Juditha Knötzlerin said one man gave her “a
powder . . . to smoke, so that his evil spirit would come.”110 In another case
we have seen, Hanns Jerg Stadi gazed into a mirror he had buried near a dead
man’s head until he could actually see, at least in his mind’s eye, the treasure
he hoped was buried in his basement, and a number of people in other cases
reported that after the prolonged and intense ceremonies and in the general
air of excitement and expectation they actually heard and saw what they
took to be ghostly manifestations.111

Of course, in considering the reality of this kind of magic, we must also
consider what caused the participants to perceive these spiritual presences.
They, of course, understood them to be exactly what they seemed, the
perception of the souls of the condemned that were disembodied yet some-
how existed in the external world. Anecdotal evidence of this abounds, and
some of it has been collected systematically and with an eye to separating
that which can be readily accounted for by known physical processes and
that which is problematic from that point of view, but evidence obtained
outside of strictly controlled laboratory settings has ceased to carry much
weight in scientific discussions of paranormal phenomena.112 A good deal of
early psychical research was concerned with the question of survival after
death and the ability of mediums to contact the souls of the dead, but con-
trol conditions were weak by modern standards, numerous cases of fraud
were exposed, self-delusion seemed to be clear in others, and scientific inves-
tigations into the purported paranormal shifted to other phenomena. Some
recent studies of psychics who claim to contact the dead have been conducted
in laboratory settings, but significant problems with their methodology have
also been pointed out.113 Furthermore, even if it can be established that peo-
ple can obtain information that no currently established channel of infor-
mation transfer can account for from what they take to be the spirits of the
dead, it is difficult to see how the existence of ghosts can be demonstrated
over a combination of the construction of the internal representation of
external reality in the sensorium and some combination of telepathy, clair-
voyance, precognition, and retrocognition, all of which have stronger
experimental support and more developed theoretical explanations than the
continuation of individual consciousness after the associated neural activity
has stopped. Since we have seen that fraud does not seem to account for
most of the cases discussed here, some form of unconscious intrapsychic
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generation seems to be the most likely explanation for the aural and visual
perceptions that were experienced as ghosts, with the incorporation of some
information gained paranormally – if such a thing is possible. In discussing
peoples’ encounters with the Devil, in Chapter 3, we saw that internal
cognitive processes routinely contribute to and in some circumstances can
dominate waking perception, so that externally generated sights and sounds
are modified or even replaced by internally generated “sense” data in the
process of updating our internal representation of our immediate environ-
ment, our “sensorium,” and the same process would seem to have been at
work in these cases involving ghosts, with the difference that the percepts
reflected the expectations that they were ghostly rather than diabolical. 

Why did some people have ghost experiences while others thought they
were dealing with the Devil? To some extent the difference undoubtedly
reflects differences in personality, but there are other differences as well.
Most encounters with the Devil were reported before the late seventeenth
century, while most of the treasure-hunting and spirit conjuration cases came
from the eighteenth century. The difference therefore would seem to reflect
changes in the culture, though not so much in the sense that the same sort
of person would have interpreted their experience as the Devil, in 1660, and
a ghost, in 1760, but rather that one sort of person, or people with one set
of problems, would have been likely to manifest them as an encounter with
the Devil, in 1660, while another sort of person, or people with another set
of problems, would have been likely to manifest them as an encounter with
a ghost, in 1760. Both types of spiritual contacts were known and experi-
enced in both periods, with distressed sinners meeting the Devil and hard-
up optimists meeting ghosts, but the frequency changed, as we shall see in
Chapter 8, as the socioeconomic circumstances and culture in southwestern
Germany evolved.

A final aspect of treasure-hunting divination that must be considered in
assessing magical treasure-hunting was its efficacy, how often treasure-
hunters actually found the treasure they were hunting. The record, it must
be said, was not very impressive. While a number of German states issued
ordinances during the period asserting the government’s claim to most if
not all of “actual finds of treasure or coin-hordes,” among the sampled
treasure-hunting cases, none clearly resulted in a treasure being found,
although we have seen that in the case involving the group of regular
hunters in Brackenheim, in 1683, there was an intimation that they may
have been more successful in the past, while during the big investigation in
Böblingen, in the late 1730s, that was included in the generalized magic
sample, it was said that some people did get money after using the
St. Christopher’s Prayer, and in a big investigation in Urach, in 1789, it was
reported that some people had found money or things to sell, although in
at least some of these instances the found objects appear to have actually
been taken from other people.114 Of the other cases recorded in the duchy’s
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archives, three are known to have involved treasure actually being located.
One, however, was related to a small accidental find in 1717 – in Plochingen,
a village near Göppingen – which was judged not valuable enough to be
followed up. A second “was the result of a carefully planned search near
Grabenstetten in 1720,” while the third, the only known success to result
from a typical small-scale hunt by a local cunning man, was the one in
which Johann Josef Michael Muhlmaÿer found the hidden 300 Reichstaler
left by the smith Bernhard for his son.115 Nor did treasure-hunters enjoy
much more success elsewhere in the German south and west: “a small num-
ber of coin-hoards” are known to have been “accidentally” discovered in
Hesse-Kassel during the eighteenth century, and an equal number, eight,
were found “in the area around Lucerne between 1550 and 1681.” One
horde with “around 100 heathen silver coins from the Emperors Vespasian,
Aurelius, Tragan, and others was found” in the Pfalz.116

Why people put such extravagant hopes and substantial effort into such
a long shot, and why people during the eighteenth century did so in
particular, will be considered in the last chapter, when we look at the
evolving place of beneficent magic in society, but here we must consider
briefly what this poor showing implies for the relationship of magical
treasure-hunting techniques and physical reality. We have seen that dowsing
involves the ideomotor manifestation of unconscious processing, but even
if that processing involves physiological sensitivity to electromagnetic or
other variations in the energetic environment along with subliminal sensi-
tivity to sensory cues, modern studies suggest that it would not be particu-
larly useful in finding small caches of precious metals. Appropriately, in the
early modern cases it was used as an adjunct to ghost sightings and spiritual
invocations, as a way of conducting the final search once they had deter-
mined that a general site was likely. The record of the overall lack of success
of the hunts, however, argues against the contemporary theory that there
really were ghosts tied to hidden caches that drew people to them in order
to gain their release, or even that the invocatory rituals people engaged in
somehow enabled them to utilize some more plausible form of paranormal
perception. Significantly, the one run-of-the-mill case that was successful
was the one that involved not some random ghost helping some random
rescuer to find some random location, but instead involved members of a
family and a cache hidden within their house. These are conditions that
would seem to be particularly conducive to a spiritual contact, if such a
thing is possible, and, failing that, they are also conditions that would have
been particularly conducive to an accurate assessment on the part of
the diviner that the woman was plagued by visions of her dead husband
because she had some sense that he had hidden away some money, and of
where the man would have hidden it away. The fact that ghosts and hidden
valuables were so strongly associated in the culture made the first part of
this assessment fairly mundane, but both the fact that the diviner was ready
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to take an ax to the suspected location and the fact that the suspected
location was correct suggest that the second part of his assessment was based
on some genuine insight. The other sampled cases, in contrast, seem to have
been little more than shots in the dark. 

Fortune-telling and prognostication

Ironically, fortune-telling, the kind of divination most modern people are
familiar with, the attempt to foretell either the broad outlines or a specific
aspect of a person’s future, is conspicuous by its absence from the sampled
cases from early modern Württemberg. The strongest suggestion of it came
in 1623, when Hans Haasen “presented himself as an itinerant scholar,
famous for many magical arts including treasure-finding, soothsaying
(Wahrsagerei), and healing of people and animals,”117 What exactly he
meant by “Wahrsagerei” is not clear, however. He may have meant fortune-
telling in our sense, but he may also have meant that he could identify
witches and thieves and locate missing people and objects – a set of services,
as we have seen, that was relatively common at the time, and that was
usually prosecuted, when it was prosecuted, under the rubric of
“Segensprecherei” since it involved, or was presumed to involve, illicit
blessings or incantations. In any event, he later denied that he could actu-
ally perform soothsaying or treasure-finding, saying he just let people think
he could “to occasionally earn a piece of bread that way.” In a few other
sampled cases cunning people were referred to as “soothsayers,” but it was
always in the context of an investigation into treasure-hunting, illicit
healing, or one of the more focused forms of divination mentioned, and
practicing fortune-telling in our sense was never raised even as supporting
evidence against a sampled suspect. Similarly, of five cases labeled as “sooth-
saying” in the archival index, two were essentially treasure-finding cases and
one was a typical case of illicit healing with blessings, so that only the
remaining two actually involved foretelling the future. One involved the use
of divination to foretell the future of the duchy as a whole, and only the last
was a case of fortune-telling in the modern sense of foretelling individuals’
futures. Evidence from elsewhere suggests that some ordinary
Württembergers during the early modern period undoubtedly did try to
determine the outlook for their future by interpreting naturally occurring
omens and signs and simple private divinatory rituals as well, for specific
evidence of such practices by specialists, semi-specialists, and ordinary peo-
ple in the early modern period has been reported from many parts of
Europe, but the criminal records suggest that fortune-telling in our sense of
the term was neither an important part of cunning peoples’ practices nor a
notable semi-professional activity in its own right in the duchy.118

Significantly, the one case that did involve fortune-telling in the modern
sense of predicting individuals’ futures occurred at the very end of the early
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modern period, in 1802–3. This was the investigation by the city
government in Stuttgart that uncovered Christina Dorothea Schulen’s prac-
tice of “bottle gazing” to determine the welfare of peoples’ distant relatives,
but she was just one of eight women investigated for fortune-telling, and her
variant on the traditional practice of scrying was not at all like what the
others, or at least what six of the others, were doing (one woman’s activities
were not specified). The other six whose fortune-telling practices were
recorded were engaged in “card laying” (“Kartenschlagen”), the first time, as
far as is known, that this practice was discovered in the duchy.

Cards were first created in China some time after paper was invented in
the second century, and were used primarily in a variety of games.119 Paper,
cards, and card games spread westward across Eurasia during the first
millennium, reaching the Egypt around 1000, and Europe a few centuries
later. Europeans began manufacturing paper in 1121, and appear to have
begun gambling with playing cards in the mid-1300s, for the first mention
of them was in 1367, when they were banned in Bern.120 The earliest playing
card decks were similar to the modern deck, with four suits containing ace
through ten plus face cards, but a modified deck with an additional “suit”
containing trump cards with allegorical figures, the tarot deck, was created
in the early 1400s.121 There is evidence that standard cards were used for
divination in the late fifteenth century, and they were definitely used for
this purpose in the sixteenth, although they were not “read” in the modern
sense, but instead were used as an alternative to the more common practice
of throwing dice to generate a reference to a corresponding written passage
in a book. The Merlini Cocai Sonnets of 1527 contain the earliest known sug-
gestion that the cards themselves were used for divination, and in this case
the cards involved were the trump cards of the tarot deck.122 There are sev-
eral allusions to the use of individual tarot cards in coercive love magic in
Venice, in the late sixteenth century (the Devil card was a handy image to
incorporate into a malevolent ritual), but their divinatory use appears to
have been mainly a form of party game in which peoples’ characters, and
possibly their general fates, were revealed through association with particular
cards.123 A hybrid deck of cards with the number cards of the standard suits
and a series of individual, tarot-like cards instead of face cards was created
specifically for divination in the late seventeenth century, in England, but
the practice of card-reading appears to have been limited, and mainly con-
fined to northern Italy, until the latter half of the eighteenth century.124

Two men were particularly responsible for the rapid spread of card
divination at the end of the early modern period. One was Antoine Court de
Gébelin, who in 1781 published the first occult interpretation of the tarot
deck in his Monde Primitif.125 He claimed that the tarot embodied an arcane
system of knowledge that originated in ancient Egypt, and, while his
historical theories were almost completely wrong, he systematically linked
the symbolism of the cards to various strands of mystical philosophy, which
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gave them greater psychological resonance on a practical level while
providing the theoretical framework that made them part of the cannon of
learned magic during the nineteenth century. The other man responsible for
the sudden spread of “cartomancy,” a term he himself coined, was Jean-
Baptiste Alliette, who wrote under the name Etteilla.126 Alliette claimed that
as a young man he studied traditional card divination in Northern Italy, and
around 1767 he became a professional astrologer and alchemist and the first
known professional card reader. He published a manual on card divination
using the standard deck, in 1770, and in 1785 came out with a revised ver-
sion that focused on the tarot cards and incorporated Gébelin’s occult theo-
ries. In 1789 he published a new version of the cards, the first “made
primarily for divination and to embody the views of the modern
occultist.”127 More important, from our point of view, he also taught card-
reading, claiming, in 1791, that he had instructed 500 students, of whom
150 practiced professionally. These numbers suggest a significant impact,
even allowing for exaggeration.128 And perhaps most important, one of his
students, one of the two who he considered really good (“all the others are
charlatans,” he said), was “Hisler,” a Prussian who had studied with him
from 1769–70 and is thought to have prepared the German translation of
the Cours théoretique et pratique du livre de Thot, which was published in
Leipzig in 1793. 

Etteilla was born in Paris in 1738, but during the late 1770s and early 1780s
he lived in Strasburg, which lay just 70 miles west of Stuttgart and 30 miles
from the duchy’s western region in the Black Forest. The city was ethnically
German, Württemberg’s administration occasionally consulted the law fac-
ulty there, and, as we have seen, the ex-soldier treasure-finder recruited by
the brothers seeking professional help in exorcising the spirit from the barn-
yard in Dornstetten in 1721 came from a village near the city. Strasburg was
also a printing center; Etteilla, who appears to have supported himself
mainly by selling prints, was a member of the guild that included printers
and card-makers; and the city became an important center of tarot card pro-
duction, supplying Etteilla with cards in the 1780s and producing several
notable decks in the 1790s.129 The judicial records from the Stuttgart investi-
gation do not indicate what sort of deck or system the women used or how
conscious they were of the historical pedigree or philosophical stature that
had recently been bestowed upon the cards, but the timing of the investiga-
tion and the evidence it uncovered suggests that their activity was part of a
broad popularization of card-based divination in Western Europe at the end
of the eighteenth century, which Gébelin and Etteilla both manifested and
strongly contributed to.130 One woman, the wife of a grenadier corporal,
named Christine, said that she had last read the cards 14 days before, but
another one, Christiane Catarina Himmelreich, said she had stopped seven
years before, when her husband died. Since she was 43 in 1802, she would
have stopped in 1795, when she was 35, suggesting that she had been
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reading cards since the early 1790s or late 1780s at the earliest, around the
same time that Etteilla’s new divinatory deck was becoming available and the
German version of his book appeared.

Whether these women used Etteilla’s new deck, more traditional tarot
cards, or even standard playing cards, there was good reason why they,
along with innumerable other women, took up card reading so readily.131

While scrying could produce a rich, specific image, we have seen that only
a limited number of people could practice it successfully. Ideomotor systems
like the sieve and shears and the pendulum could only produce limited
answers to specific questions, and other divinatory systems like bean-
casting, reading coffee-grounds, and dropping egg-whites or wax into water to
discern the identity of a future mate fell somewhere between, allowing more
room for interpretation than the ideomotor systems while requiring less dis-
sociational skill than scrying. Nevertheless, in all of the traditional divina-
tory systems there was a strong trade-off between ease of use and scope for
interpretation, a trade-off that card-reading avoided. The procedure of shuf-
fling the cards and then laying out a set number in a predetermined pattern
was easy to learn and conduct, and it was not hard to remember a pattern
and the specific meaning associated with each space in it. The number cards
of the regular suits, which were found in all decks, combined numerological
and graphic symbolism which could be interpreted freely, or could be refer-
enced against one of several sets of standard definitions (which themselves
might have metaphorical as well as literal meanings), or the two approaches
could be mixed eclectically.132 Similarly, the face cards of the regular suits
were in all the decks and included kings, queens, and some set of lesser
figures who could symbolize specific people, personality types, social roles,
or power relationships. The trump suit was found only in tarot decks, which
made it particularly popular with readers because these cards offered a wide
and deep set of symbols that enriched the spread tremendously, giving both
strong guidance and wide flexibility. Each card represented some dramatic
personality type or cosmological force, the Emperor or Justice or the Moon,
while each image contained numerous elements that could be highlighted
to support a particular line of interpretation. The tarot cards were to the
sieve and shears what the railroad was to the donkey cart.133

The card reader did not, like the scryer, have to be able to be able to go
into a trance-like state of dissociation in order to generate a rich image
whole cloth in her imagination, or even have to work the client into a state
of relaxed concentration so that unconscious movements could register.
Instead, she just needed a facility for getting into a state of mind in which
she could develop an insightful line of analysis leading to pertinent advice
from the interplay between the possible meanings of the cards, their posi-
tions in the spread, and the conscious and unconscious feedback of the
client. If the card-guessing experiments of J. B. Rhine and his followers are
valid, and there are such things as clairvoyance and precognition, then
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these obviously played an important role in the creation and selection of the
initial pattern as well as the fortune-teller’s ruminations, but even if they are
not, a skilled reader could still provide a client valuable insight and
advice.134 Naturally, there were some who cynically pandered to their
clients, flattering them and predicting only what they wanted to hear,
particularly itinerants who operated by fleecing by day and fleeing by night.
However, those who were members of a community and wanted to main-
tain a steady clientele in this generally quite competitive marketplace,
assuming that they weren’t motivated by professional pride in honest serv-
ice to begin with, would have found that strategy counterproductive, and
their clients disillusioned and hostile. The magistrates of Stuttgart them-
selves noted, “in this matter no complaint . . . has been presented.”135

Instead, the women had “been sought out” by people from “high and low
classes and asked for advice.”

Another case of fortune-telling divination that took place more than a
century earlier, in 1675, involved a wine grower named Wolfgang
Wagenhals from Schwieberdingen, near Gröningen. The investigation
began unusually, with a missive from the central government to a district
seat rather than vice versa. The ducal government wanted to know “if a
man lives in [the village of] Schwieberdingen . . . who prophesizes various
things about future events, in particular the ruination and plundering of
our capital,” Stuttgart.136 When the magistrates of Gröningen investigated,
they learned that Wagenhals was a wine tender in “his ordinary profession”
who also practiced “as a doctor,” and “along with this, he utilizes astron-
omy and astrology.”137 He said that he had only been in school for 14 days
in his life, and had learned this art partly because of his “clever ingenuity,”
partly because “his whole life” he had been “inclined” towards it, and
partly because “ for a time he was” a gardener “at the Jesuit cloister in
Enzbruckhin,” where he was able to copy from the books on the subject,
which “often lay open.” He insisted that “his religion was not affected” by
his service with the Jesuits or his astronomical studies, and despite
“repeated very sharp reminders” he “completely denied” that he had ever
said, or even thought, what had been reported. He did allow, however, that
“he could argue from the constellations and . . . from the comet that had
been seen eleven years before, that because it pointed to Sagittarius and
Württemberg lay exactly under Sagittarius, the province would suffer from
destructive military incursions.” He admitted that he had told this to
“several people who asked him, but without naming Stuttgart,” and men-
tioned that “about four weeks before, in the ducal councilor Walter’s house
in Stuttgart, when asked” he had given his prognostication, whereupon
“Walter asked if Stuttgart would be affected,” and he replied “not Stuttgart”
in particular, “but . . . the entire province.” Wagenhals stood firmly by this
account, and once the magistrates were convinced that was all there was to
it, they let him go.
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Wagenhals clearly formed a bridge between learned and folk culture, and
also between magic and religion in this case. He said that he got his healing
skills in part from a natural ability and in part by learning from experience,
which were both traditional sources, but he also practiced astrology.
Astrology is an ancient system of prognostication that was begun by the
Babylonians; developed by the Greeks, Romans, and Arabs; embraced by
Renaissance intellectuals; and was incorporated into the educated early
modern understanding of how the world works.138 Johannes Kepler, who
was an astrologer as well as an astronomer, was born in the duchy, and
during the sixteenth century most educated people were familiar with
astrology and many took it very seriously.139

Based on the presumed effects of the Sun, Moon, and planets and their
changing locations relative to each other and the background of the fixed
stars, astrology probably originated from and was clearly sustained by the
obvious fact that recurring changes in the heavens determine some of the
fundamental conditions on earth, like day and night, the tides, and the sea-
sons. Furthermore, changing celestial relationships may influence terrestrial
conditions more subtly; there is good evidence that moon’s gravity has a
tidal effect on the atmosphere and thereby on the weather, and there is
evidence that the relative positions of the planets affect sunspot activity,
which affects both weather and climate.140 Most life-forms are influenced
indirectly by regular changes in the heavens, in that both their evolved
characteristics and their individual behaviors are affected by the cycles of
illumination, temperature, and moisture these cause or contribute to, and
many plants and animals have also been shown to be sensitive to the
moon’s effect on barometric pressure and the earth’s geomagnetic field. It is
possible that solar radiation also has an effect on living things via the impact
of geomagnetic fluctuations on biochemical processes as well. 

While the Babylonians did not know much about gravity or sunspots or
how they or the moon might influence the weather, it is possible that they
began their astronomical investigations because of a desire to predict these
effects, given the importance of weather to their agricultural economy.
However, this is only speculation, and even if the strongest extra-terrestrial
influences for which electromagnetic and gravitational influences have been
proposed turn out to be operative, there is still a huge leap from them to the
kinds of influences on large-scale terrestrial events and intimate personal
characteristics posited by the system of astrology inherited by and elaborated
during the Renaissance. Most scientific studies have failed to support the
hypothesis that personal characteristics or vicissitudes of fortune correlate
with the positions of celestial bodies, the branches of astrology called
“nativities” and, roughly, “elections” in early modern theory, and the few
modern studies that offer some evidence involve modest statistical correla-
tions that have little connection to astrological theory or practice.141 Overall,
the evidence suggests that peoples’ frequent experience of self-recognition in
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and satisfaction with astrological characterizations reflects their own lack of
self-knowledge (as measured by the general inability to recognize one’s own
standardized psychological profile), their tendency to notice and accept per-
tinent insights and to overlook or discount inapplicable statements, and
astrologers’ intuitive skill at analyzing them and fitting that analysis within
the framework of astrological symbolism. So, while there may be some basis
for the belief that celestial bodies have some terrestrial effects beyond the
obvious ones caused by light and heat, what appears certain is that the
system that Renaissance intellectuals inherited from antiquity and further
elaborated was a complex conceptual structure constructed through a com-
bination of deductions from astronomy and physics as they were understood
at the time and symbolic associations that were assumed to have physical
correlates or consequences. As with card reading, the main value of astrology
seems to have come from providing a random data set, perhaps slightly
skewed by some influence not currently recognized or accepted by the
consensus of scientific opinion, and a rich set of symbols that the astrologer
could weave together into an interpretation from which the client could
glean insight and guidance. However, it should be noted that astrological
charts are often generated and interpreted by the astrologer in isolation,
without the involvement of the client that allows subliminal give-and-take
between diviner and client in other forms of divination, even those
involving interpreting physical results, as in card reading, or those involving
other manifestations of the client’s unconscious knowledge, as with the sieve
and shears. Thus, despite the fact that astrological charts involve complex
technical processing and usually result in an extended essay by the
astrologer, whatever insights and guidance the client gleans from the process
would seem ironically to be more dependent on his or her own unconscious
emphasis and omission than most other forms of divination.

Renaissance astrological theory was based on Ptolemaic astronomy, in
which the earth was thought to be the physical center of the universe; the
sun, moon, and planets orbited around it at varying distances; and the fixed
stars. It was also connected to Galenic medicine because the different
planets were thought to transmit “different quantities of the four physio-
logical qualities of heat and cold, dryness and moisture,” which made it
“necessary for the understanding of physiology and therefore of medi-
cine.”142 Astrological theory “had some impact on formal medical educa-
tion,” and it was not uncommon for university-trained doctors to consider
astrological factors in making diagnoses and prescribing treatments.143

Furthermore, astrological conditions were also used “to explain epidemics
and the advent of new and unusual afflictions” like syphilis. Some modern
studies “have correlated solar storm activity to rates of heart attacks, lung
disease, eclampsias, . . . the activities of microbes . . . flocculation . . . the leu-
cocyte (white blood cell) content of the blood . . . individual reaction times,
pain felt by amputees, and the number of suicides” as well as “epidemics of
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diphtheria, typhus, cholera, and smallpox,” suggesting that the same fluc-
tuations in solar radiation that are thought to affect the weather may also
affect both individual and collective health, but few of these reported corre-
lations have been studied in depth, and, like the proposed connections
between planetary positions and personality characteristics, do not in any
case relate directly to the actual theories and practices of astrologers,
modern or early modern.144 If Wagenhals made use of diagnostic astrology
in his healing activities, his calculations would have been based on the
learned theories of natal predilections and auspicious timing put in terms of
planetary influences on the humors that he copied from the Jesuits’ books,
rather than the relative positions of the planets in relation to their possible
influence on solar activity. The magistrates of Gröningen remarked critically
that while he “has already often cured strong disturbances,” he “sometimes
also has been responsible for marked failures with his cures.” Of course, this
could be said of almost any medical practitioner, and it is important to
recognize from our perspective that his diagnoses and treatments, with or
without the aid of astrology, were just as likely to have been efficacious, or
not, as those offered, with or without the aid of astrology, by a university-
trained doctor at the time. 

Of course, the government’s interest in Wagenhals’ astrological activities
did not stem from his medical activities, but instead from his prediction that
invading armies would cause “the ruination and plundering” of Stuttgart.
This prediction was a form of “general prediction,” in early modern termi-
nology, which, “based on the future movements of the heavens . . . related to
the weather, the state of the crops, mortality and epidemics, politics and
war” indicating “ the fate of society as a whole.”145 It was the form of prog-
nostication thought most reliable by Ptolemy, who developed the basic prin-
ciples of Western astrology, along with the geocentric cosmology which
framed it.146 The government was particularly interested in it because the
year before, 1674, in the opening campaign of Louis XIV’s Dutch War, the
first major military operation in the area since the end of the terrible Thirty
Years’ War almost a quarter century before, French armies under Turenne
had devastated the Palatinate between the Main and the Neckar, just to the
north of the duchy, destroying two towns and 20 villages.147 Furthermore,
the French had scored a notable victory during the winter, securing Alsace
and knocking Brandenburg out of the war, and at the time of the incident,
the 1675 campaign was about to get under way in the area from the eastern
bank of the Rhine to the north of Strasburg, just 50 miles or so from
Stuttgart. It is small wonder that Württembergers were anxiously discussing
the possibility of an incursion, and the damage it might inflict, particularly
since the French appeared to be repeating the scorched earth tactics used so
destructively against Württemberg after the battle of Nordlingen.

In the event the summer campaign was waged in the Rhineland to the
west and northwest of the duchy, and in 1676, when the French next
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ravaged a region, it was even farther to the northwest, between the Moselle
and the Meuse. Württemberg suffered only from some foraging raids during
these campaigns, but suffered substantial devastation a decade later, during
the War of the League of Augsburg. In the first year of the war, 1688, the
French did in fact capture Stuttgart, although they extracted 15,000 Florin
(almost 25,000 Reichstaler) in tribute instead of plundering it.148 Three years
later, French raiders destroyed the town of Calw, Cloister Hirsau, and the
surrounding villages.149 In the next decade, during the War of Spanish
Succession, Württemberg was specifically targeted and pillaged, with
Stuttgart occupied for eight days, in 1707, and the duchy was transited sev-
eral other times by armies. Wagenhals’ prognostication had come true,
albeit somewhat more tardily than he and Württembergs’ leaders undoubt-
edly feared at the time. While the campaign of 1674 may well have inspired
Wagenhals to undertake his astrological calculations to begin with, and
certainly provided a hint of what might be in store for the duchy, he does
seem to have used the relationship of comet and stars to accurately predict
the troubles to come, despite the apparent invalidity of the system itself.
Since there is no evidence that he consciously used astrology as a cover for
some deliberate geopolitical analysis – Württemberg’s location on the fron-
tiers of Louis XIV’s France and between it and its arch-enemy, the Habsburg
empire to the east, could certainly have suggested that it would become a
theatre of war – his success must have come either through dumb luck, or,
under the circumstances more likely, an inspired reading of the heavens that
articulated an intuitive understanding that Württemberg was, after enjoying
a generation of peace, sooner or later going to suffer from the renewal of war.

Prophesy

Wagenhals’ reference to the comet connected his prediction not only to the
occult tradition of astrology, but to a long tradition of Lutheran apocalyptic
prophesy. Prophesy – a prognostication, admonition, or warning that issued
not from conscious rational calculation but from an experience of sponta-
neous or spiritual revelation – goes all the way back to ancient civilization,
and has often sprung from the interpretation of natural phenomena as
signs, or omens. Both prophesy and the interpretation of omens are
recorded favorably in the Bible, and continued down through the Middle
Ages as generally acceptable activities for Christians, so long as they didn’t
draw attention to themselves by challenging the spiritual authority of the
church or the legitimacy of the secular order. Luther himself was steeped in
the tradition of Biblical prophesy, and early Protestantism had a strongly
apocalyptic character, assuming that the world was approaching its end in
the climactic struggle between Good and Evil, specifically the reign of the
Antichrist, an escalating series of natural and man-made disasters, and
the return of the Savior, who would conduct the Last Judgment and
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inaugurate the Kingdom of God. Within this framework, Lutherans identi-
fied the Pope with the Antichrist, and saw portentous omens and calamities
as signs from God calling on people to repent and reform in preparation for
the Day of Judgment.

Astrological conjunctions had long been used to predict communal
misfortunes, of course, and before the Reformation there was a series of
prophesies predicting “profound troubles and suffering” and “great dangers
for the ship of St. Peter and for the entire social order.”150 Shortly after the
Reformation, a prediction that twenty planetary conjunctures, including
sixteen with watery signs, would bring a universal deluge or some other
great calamity in 1524 caused great consternation, and even though Luther
ridiculed those who had not included a peasant uprising, the one prediction
that some made that did come about, by the 1550s “astrologers and
preachers” began “to develop a mutual accommodation.”151 A series of celes-
tial conjunctions in the late 1500s were interpreted by astrologers and the-
ologians alike as warning signs calling for repentance, and they were
reinforced by singular portents like comets and the appearance of new stars
which, while not strictly part of astrology, were connected in peoples’
minds. By 1600 “the notion that there was a perfect concordance between
true astrology and biblical prophesy was widespread.”152

This trend reached an ironic climax with the comet of 1618; ironic
because it was both an omen that was finally followed by a disaster of
suitable scale and the beginning of a trend to connect such portents with
specific terrestrial events that gradually decoupled apocalypticism from
astrology, moving it away from an inspiration for repentance back to its
traditional role of facilitating preparatory measures. By the 1630s orthodox
Lutheran clergymen began to discourage apocalyptic prophesy; in
Württemberg the leading churchman of the age, Johann Valentin Andreae,
went from being an enthusiast in his youth to a skeptic as he aged. Celestial
events like the comet of 1664 were still clearly capable of generating dire
expectations, but these were no longer widely seen as evidence that the end
was near. Wagenhals’ limited prediction, which focused on the instrumental
implications of the ominous event for Württemberg, came at the tail end of
what had been a general tendency to ascribe portentous meaning to celestial
events, and the same comet also generated considerable interest of a new,
more dispassionate nature among scientists who were more focused on the
mechanics of the comet’s movement and their relationship to theories of
planetary motion.153

Not all admonitory prophesy was connected to omens or astrology, of
course. In addition, there was an ancient and ongoing tradition that
involved contact with spirits. The tradition of spirit prophesy, however,
shared with the tradition of cosmological admonition two basic elements:
predictions of worldly woes and calls for moral improvement; the latter,
either to avoid the former or to prepare for the judgment they presaged.
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Strictly speaking, this sort of contact with spirits was not a form of popular
magic, but instead a form of popular religion. However, it did share some
features with popular magic, in particular the conviction that specific pat-
terns of thought and behavior could influence physical processes through
an extraordinary channel, and the experience of perceiving and interacting
with autonomous intelligences. However, while the former could imply a
magic-like mechanicism – if you act in a certain way, a certain result will
come about – the general conception of repentance and reform differed
strongly from magic, in that they were understood to be essentially suppli-
catory rather than coercive; most popular, like official, concepts of God gen-
erally accepted that His power and knowledge were far beyond the capacity
of any human to control. On the other hand, while encounters with spirits
who communicated admonitory prophesies differed from other spirit
encounters in some ways, angels of the Lord bringing warnings and admo-
nitions generally appeared and proclaimed whereas ghosts often rattled
around until people figured out what they wanted, mirror-spirits communi-
cated by projecting images and scenes, and the Devil tended more toward
whispered seduction and conversation than proclamation, but Divine
prophesies could also come in the form of discarnate voices and visions,
some ghosts conversed or proclaimed, and the Devil might appear in the
form of any of the others, so the differences in this case were more of degree
than of kind. 

We have already seen in the “ghost worshipper” case in Weilheim in 1770
that the ghosts were quite untypical, having been to heaven and back, rather
than just being souls trapped on earth, and were preaching and singing to a
congregation rather than, say, bouncing between floor and ceiling, or
spooking the cows. They were so untypical, in fact, that they were closer to
the general conception of angels, at least some of whom were thought to be
the souls of the saved who had gone to heaven, and who were occasionally
sent by God to convey messages to people; but in this case they were under-
stood to be ghosts and connected to hidden-treasure, presumably because of
the pervasiveness of that belief in Württemberg in the 1770s.154 Furthermore,
there were two other cases which centered on spiritual prophesy, one of
which involved the appearance of a spirit that was explicitly identified as an
angel, and the otherwhich involved perception of a star or light and contact
with a man, St. John the Baptist, and God himself.

The incident that involved purported contact with an angel took place in
1648 when a vine tender named Hans Keil from the village of Gerlingen,
near Leonberg, said that one morning while he was in his vineyard
preparing to work by praying “for the Almighty to save the people from
their distress . . . a man dressed in white appeared and addressed him,”
saying, “Be comforted, your prayer has been heard by the Lord . . . What I tell
you, you must report to your prince . . . God will punish the land and its
people . . . if they do not repent.”155 The angel pointed to the devastation
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“the Lord has visited” on “Württemberg . . . Germany . . . all Christianity,” yet
“no one pays any attention,” and threatened “fire from heaven, the Turkish
sword, and massive famine” if the people did not stop cursing, adultery,
female vanity, extortionate taxation, usury, gaming on Sunday, priestly
avarice, and hunting on Sunday. Since “the Lord does not want people to
die in their sins but wants all men to be saved,” the angel said, God was giv-
ing them six months to shape up, and to signify this, Keil said, he took Keil’s
knife and cut six vines, which began to bleed. 

Keil hurried back to Gerlingen with the vines, recounted and then wrote
down his story, and tried to arrange to deliver his message to the Duke. The
central government put him off, telling the government of Leonberg not to
let him travel the five miles to Stuttgart under any circumstances.156 Three
days later, Keil reported that the angel had come to him in the vineyard
again, causing upwards of 200 vines to bleed and warning that if the
government, who the angel called the “servants of Pharaoh,” ignored this
second sign he would return again bringing fire.157 Meanwhile, news of Keil’s
story had begun to spread rapidly across southwestern Germany, at first via
word of mouth, then via handwritten reports by Keil and others, and within
a month via broadsides, chapbooks, and even folk songs. Keil’s visions and
the bleeding vines were seen by many as “a true wonder from God,” and the
angel’s denunciations of common sins, especially the criticisms of excessive
taxation, clerical worldliness, and governmental tyranny, found widespread
support that eventually threatened to turn into an open tax revolt.158

While many members of the establishment were sympathetic to Keil’s
denunciation of common sins like cursing and vanity, which were staples of
pious sermons at the time, they were less enthusiastic about his prophecy’s
challenge to their wealth, power, and privileged lifestyles. Their initial resist-
ance to his claims led to an investigation, which turned into a full-blown
prosecution, as evidence of fraud emerged. There were many reasons for
suspicion: Keil was close to the village preacher, a pious, rigidly assertive old
man who decried the sins of his congregation and preached penance. Keil
himself was a voracious reader of religious materials, and had numerous
broadsides and pamphlets in his house, including two hung on his bedroom
door. Several mentioned bleeding grain, one spoke of a poor vine tender who
encountered an angel when forced to work on Sunday, another called the war
punishment for peoples’ sins, and yet another reported on a baker’s daughter
who predicted terrible weather as punishment for peoples’ sins while in a
rapture. He not only read these materials to himself, but also pushed others
to listen, and the previous winter he had irritated many local women by
insisting on reading about the Faust legend to them during spinning bees.
Furthermore, Keil was a relatively poor man burdened by debt, and the offi-
cials found in his Bible a letter he had written to the Duke pleading for a
reduction in taxes, which he, in anticipation of the angel, blamed on the cor-
ruption inherent in tax-farming. Significant passages in the angel’s message
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also seemed reminiscent of the pastor’s sermons or the prophesies reported in
the broadsides, and some people thought it strange that an angelic vision
should produce such a detailed and extensive prophesy.159

The bleeding vines seemed particularly suspect. Beyond that fact that
several of the broadsides in Keil’s house reported about similar miracles, while
many claimed to have seen the vines bleed, no one was willing to swear that
they actually saw blood flowing out of the plants. Some people from nearby
Waiblingen claimed that they had discovered additional bleeding vines after
they prayed, but they seemed to be making the claim in jest. Keil himself
admitted that some people thought he had dipped the vines in blood, and the
most damning evidence came from the preacher of the neighboring village of
Höfingen, who became suspicious when he examined the vines after Keil
reported his second vision and “found a grassy plot just outside the vineyard
that was full of blood” where “there was also a quill” which he thought “was
used to paint the vines.”160 The ducal officials, who had ordered a careful
investigation of the second encounter with the angel, concurred.

Despite the evidence that Keil had faked the miracle, the rumors and the
pamphlet literature stoked popular anger about the officials’ failure to
respond positively to Keil’s revelations. The constable of Leonberg and mayor
of Gerlingen reported that Keil was actively encouraging the simmering
discontent and that they feared it might well boil over, so about six weeks
after his visions the government arrested Keil and took him to the fortress of
Hohenneuffen where he was stretched on the ground for two days and kept
on bread and water. On the second day he was found passed out with his
prayer book on his chest, and he said that he had had a third vision in which
a form dressed in white with a red cross on its breast appeared, repeated the
basic points of the first vision, told him to give the warning and instructions
directly to the Duke, and touched him “whereupon Keil fell over” and “lay
there” he did “not know how long.”161

After about three weeks of imprisonment in isolation on bread and water,
and bleeding profusely from his nose, he wrote a confession, and after two
more days stretched on the ground and then being subjected to mock torture
he escaped but was soon recaptured and wrote another. He admitted that he
had “sinned terribly” by cutting the vines and putting the blood on them him-
self, although he insisted “regarding the vision, that is certainly as I have . . .
reported.162 He explained that when the angel first instructed him he “did not
know” if “anyone would believe it from him,” and when he fell and cut him-
self while hurrying back to his village he got the idea, since “the good spirit”
had left him and “the bad spirit” had come, to collect the blood in his hat, cut
the vines, and create the appearance of a miracle to bolster the angel’s message.
The second time, he said, he had made his nose bleed into his hat, added some
spit, and “smeared it on the vines” with a quill, which he accidentally left in
the clearing near where some blood had spilled. He insisted that he had acted
alone, and said he would “willingly take” punishment for his transgressions.
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The government, however, was not satisfied with either his claim to have
acted alone or his insistence that his visions were real, and he continued to
be confined, threatened, abused, and interrogated. Several weeks later he
wrote another confession in which he stated, “I, Hans Keil, subjectly
acknowledge my misdeeds in so far as the vision is concerned,” and abjectly
pleaded over and over that he would “gladly give up” his “entire property”
if only his “Gracious Highness” would “again look favorably on” him and
spare his life so he could “return to” his “wife and children.”163 He later
described how the story of the vine tender whom an angel appeared to
when he had to work on Sunday “gave me the start” of the story, while
“I got from the [Acts of the] Apostles how an angel came to Cornelius the
Centurion.”164 He further stated that his concern about adultery was
inspired by two married men in his village who had other families with
women elsewhere, that his complaint about hunting on Sunday was based
on a sermon his pastor had preached after the villagers had been forced to
help with such a hunt recently, and that his other points were based on his
own observations, experience, and reading.165 At one point under torture he
broke down totally and confessed that the village preacher was in cahoots
with him, but the preacher denied it in confrontation and the government
did not punish him. Keil, however, was fined, whipped, and banished across
the Rhine as a “false prophet” for his “self-made bloody cuts” and “falsely
reported visions.”166

At first glance, it seems pretty clear what happened in this case: frustrated
by the impiety and greed exhibited by the majority of people of all classes
around him despite the exhortations of the clergy and the numerous signs
and admonitions reported from all over Germany, one day in early February,
1648, Hans Keil decided to “shock” people into behaving better so he
“invented his vision,” constructing it “from the bits and pieces he had at
hand,” and in an attempt to make his message all the more powerful,
drawing on the same sources, he faked a miracle by smearing some of the
vines with his own blood.167 This is what the leaders of Württemberg con-
cluded, this is what Keil confessed, and this is what makes the most sense to
an educated modern Westerner. However, while it seems pretty clear that
Keil’s did fake the miracle of the bloody vines, it is not so clear that he made
up his vision.168 In the first place, while he confessed to using his own blood
to coat the vines readily, even when he admitted that he insisted the visions
were real. Secondly, he mentioned that the idea of using the blood came to
him when he fell down while rushing back to his village after the vision,
and since he must have traveled the path between his home and his
vineyard innumerable times, his preoccupied haste suggests that he was
genuinely excited about something. Thirdly, he only changed that story
after an additional month of isolation, malnourishment, physical abuse,
and threats of torture and execution; if he had confessed to a pact with the
Devil and multiple counts of maleficium under these circumstances,
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we would take the circumstances to be good reason to discount the admis-
sion. Fourthly, the possibility of a genuine vision experience seems far
greater than the possibility of a genuine physical miracle like bleeding vines,
since if one discounts the possibility of miraculous or paranormal
phenomena, the latter is impossible but the former, which can be explained
by entirely natural, if not entirely normal, psychological and physiological
processes, is perfectly possible (and even if one admits the possibility of
miraculous or paranormal phenomena on religious or scientific grounds, in
this particular case the evidence seems to argue against it). Finally, the moti-
vation of the authorities to discredit Keil’s entire story must be considered:
they were faced not just with a call for moral reform, but a critique of the
socioeconomic and political order that had sparked a growing restiveness
that threatened to break out into open rebellion. While most of the atten-
tion was naturally focused on the bleeding vines, with Keil’s supporters
seeing them as evidence of a miracle and his detractors seeing them as evi-
dence of fraud, the crucial issue to the government was actually the content
of his prophesy and its impact on public opinion. Showing that Keil had
committed fraud with the vines was less important for its own sake than as
a way of undercutting his message, and it is not surprising that the
government did not stop with that, but instead continued to pressure him
to renounce the entire story, and then added injury to insult by torturing
him after he did so. The “Princely Resolution” ordering torture said it was
because of his “variations and confirmed great imprudence,” in other words,
not simply to reconfirm his complete confession, but also to punish him for
his effrontery.169

If Hans Keil did not simply make up a fake story about the visions, then
there are several possible things that could have happened to him in the
vineyard in Gerlingen and the fortress of Hohenneuffen in February and
March, 1648. One is that an angel of the Lord really did come down from
heaven and appear to him, but even if we accept this as possible, the fake
miracle makes it seem unlikely in this case. Another is that he did “see” a
figure dressed in white who spoke to him in the same way that Endris
Miembler and Maria Braittingen “saw” and “spoke with” the Devil.170 This
seems particularly likely in the case of the third vision, the one he had at
Hohenneuffen in March before he passed out, because, first, his
psychological and physical condition was particularly conducive to such an
effect; second, his jailer reported that he exhibited signs of a genuine
physiological disorder; and, third, it is hard to see what purpose he could
have rationally calculated such a claim would serve at this point. Of course,
even before the first incident his unsent letter to the Duke concerning his
taxes, his fascination with broadsides about portents and warnings, which
he said he read because “he could mirror himself in them and prevent
himself from sinning,” his compulsion to read about Faust to groups of
women despite their objections, and the fact that in a threatening story he
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recounted to the mayor of Gerlingen about an avaricious official, he claimed
that justice was done when the Devil skinned the man alive, all suggest that
he was psychologically stressed by his financial problems and internal
tensions between his ingrained obedience and anger toward those in power
and between his strong piety and strong urges to sin, so it is possible that
the first and second visions also involved genuine hallucinations as well.
Late Medieval Spanish “lay seers” reported similar fully realized apparitions
that walked, talked, and occasionally even touched them, and such experi-
ences generally did not occur when the person was in a trance, but rather
when they were “awake and in . . . free control and judgment.”171

On the other hand, Keil did describe the figure in white in a rather stiff
way, and it is hard to see how he could have committed to memory and
recited the long, detailed, and carefully formatted revelation, which suggests
the possibility that the “angel” was more like a sudden series of generalized
realizations and an overpowering compulsion to act that seemed to come
from outside of him, that he really understood these to be divine inspiration
rather than just some good ideas or well-founded conclusions, but to which
he added the physical description of an apparition and claimed that the
wording was recited to him because that was how he understood these
things were supposed to happen, and, as he admitted about the vines,
he was afraid that without the proper trappings people wouldn’t take them
seriously.172 Finally, and perhaps most likely, is something between these last
two possibilities: in the vineyards he visualized what seemed to be a spirit as
his understanding crystallized and he felt the imperative to act, which he
“heard” as the instructions of the angel (at least some people who say that
they “hear voices” report that the experience is actually less like hearing
word-for-word and more like just “knowing” what is meant), and he con-
ventionalized the description and fleshed out the outline in order to convey
what he had experienced to others (and, perhaps, in the process of remem-
bering it, to himself), while the vision in the fortress was a more fully
realized hypnogogic-like hallucination perceived as he passed out. 

Interestingly, that Keil’s experience lay somewhere between fraud and a
miracle is more or less what the Church Consistory concluded when it con-
sidered his story soon after it was first reported.173 The theologians noted
that the bleeding vines could have been caused by a satanic illusion, but
judged it more likely that he “had made the vines bloody himself . . . either
deliberately or unconsciously.” Similarly, they found many reasons to doubt
that an angel of God had actually given him a message, and thought it more
likely that he “had taken up sermons or police ordinances into his imagina-
tion.” They shared his concerns about corruption and impiety, but felt he
was too strict in his criticisms and unrealistic in his call for precipitous
action. Indeed, led by the reformer Andreae, they were already engaged in a
long-term effort to promote moral improvement through the establishment
of Kirchekonvents, morals tribunals that “probed into the most detailed
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aspects of the lives of individuals and the community,” and Keil’s prophesy
may have actually served the church leadership’s purposes by demonstrating
the need for orderly reform.174 For the civil administration, in contrast, Keil’s
claims and their resonance in society posed an immediate problem, and the
High Council had less interest in a subtle understanding of the sources,
nature, and value of Keil’s experience than in a blanket discrediting of his
dangerous challenge to the sociopolitical order.

While there was considerable controversy about whether Hans Keil
actually had any visions at all, there was no question about the reality of
the experiences in the other case of spiritual prophesy, although there was
plenty of disagreement about their legitimacy and meaning. Anna
Bechtold, the wife of a vine tender and citizen in the village of
Niederhofen, near Brackenheim, first got into trouble with the church
synod in 1656 when she insisted that a man had come to her in a vision
and told her not to believe in the clergy, but instead to believe in him.175

At the time, the synod concluded that Anna suffered from “severe
melancholy,” recommended that she “immediately undertake a ‘corporal
cure,’” and instructed the district church supervisor to work closely with
her. Four years later, though, she was involved in another incident stem-
ming from her visions that had far more serious consequences. It began
shortly before Christmas, in 1660, when a church visitation learned that
the widow Barbara Appten, the Bechtolds’ live-in servant, refused to let her
own 17-year-old daughter attend mass.176 When the village officials inves-
tigated, Barbara said that she and her daughter didn’t attend mass because
Anna didn’t. When they asked her why Anna didn’t, she said Anna
wouldn’t go “until it is shown to her that she should go.” Asked where
Anna’s visions came from, Barbara replied “God.” She later told them that
Anna “knows all things, even if she can’t write or read,” that before
sermons “she says . . . what the pastor will preach,” that she “knows more
than all men,” and that not only Barbara and her daughter, but also Anna’s
husband and children and sister and brother-in-law all followed her.

When the magistrates questioned Anna herself, she said that “she would
see a bright star and after the star [hear] a voice when a misfortune was
imminent.” She had “first seen [this] 16 years before in Heilbronn and since
then often.” Indeed, “only yesterday she had seen the star and the sun or
clarity or the bright light itself,” and “had had the Christ child . . . on
Christmas night in her arms.” She said she “was baptized in the fashion of
John the Baptist (who had been with her just a week before),” that she her-
self was “the prophet King David,” and that she was also Christ and “has the
voice therefrom.” When asked if she would baptize a child if she had
another, she replied that “she would not throw it in the water.” She
explained that she “wanted to be able to lead more” followers since “she is
the way to truth and life” and “is charged with saving her sheep because she
was not sent to judge but to save.” When the magistrates asked her if
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she ever “went to the Devil’s mass at night,” she replied that “the preacher is
the Devil.” Furthermore, while the magistrates were first interviewing
Barbara, Anna had burst into the room, said to them she “should throw all
your papers out of the window, beat the preacher with her fists,” told a coun-
cilor “I should throw something in your face,” and threatened “Herr Andreas
Holden, ‘You I want to skin alive.’” She then led Barbara out, yelling as she
left, “Your can all kiss my ass!” Later, when the magistrates asked Barbara why
Anna “spoke so badly to the preacher and others,” she explained that Anna
“had to do it” since “it came not from her, but . . . from God.” 

For their part, the village leaders called Anna’s “visions, apparitions, and
soothsaying . . . vain and empty.”177 They reported her to the constable of
Brackenheim, who in turn brought the case to the attention of the High
Council. The constable took both Anna and Barbara into custody in mid-
January, and a few days later, after consulting the Church Consistory, the
High Council ordered them to be incarcerated in Hohenneuffen, the same
fortress where Hans Keil had been cured of his spiritual pretenses just a
dozen years before. By the time her husband was able to arrange to visit her
in mid-March, pleading that she suffered from “imbecility and melancholy”
and was needed by her “young and boisterous” children, she told him “she
wanted to stop heeding all the voices, stars, apparitions, and other things
that had driven her, but rather . . . to ask God for forgiveness for her sins,
pray faithfully, and take the holy communion . . . with a joyful and devout
heart.178 She also agreed to let her husband take her to a doctor. By the end
of the month the officials in Hohenneuffen could report that she had “gone
to holy communion and renounced her longstanding deceit.”179 Accepting
that Anna had “completely renounced” her beliefs, the High Council
ordered that she be sent back to Niederhofen, although the councilors did
stipulate that the village officials should keep an eye on her.

Like Wolfgang Wagenhals’ and Hans Keil’s prophesies, Anna Bechtold’s
claims had not only general antecedents in the long series of major prophets
in the Judeo-Christian tradition, but also more specific forbearers in
Germany in the recent past. Specifically, in the first decades of the seven-
teenth century, a series of popular prophets emerged alongside the learned
mystics and astrologers who had dominated the prophetic movement
earlier.180 In 1606, for example, a baker from Ulm named Noah Alb “received
a revelation that he was the Noah whom Luther had called for in his
exegesis of Daniel 12,” which excited “considerable uproar” and was
considered “genuine by some of the local clergy,” although in the end Alb
was executed “as a threat to the peace of the city.” Similarly, “a few years
later one Philipp Ziegler of Nuremberg was inspired . . . to declare himself a
spiritual monarch . . . promising a spiritual return of Christ as well as the
advent of a new David,” and from 1604 through the 1630s “Esaias Stiefel
and his nephew Ezechiel Meth” taught that only “the living Word” was
valid, rejecting “the written Word of Scripture along with all the sacraments.”
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However, while these and similar popular prophets provided both a model
for inspired visionaries like Anna Bechtold and a stimulus for established
theologians to begin to define an orthodoxy, the very profusion of divergent
and conflicting prophesies and the repeated nonappearance of the predicted
disasters (with the notable exception of the Thirty Years’ War) and failure of
the world to end on schedule gradually discredited inspired prophesy in the
Lutheran mainstream. “By 1630, apocalyptic expectation was already
becoming a characteristic of separatist groups, a mode of dissent,” and,
indeed, the church consistory connected Anna’s little group to Anabaptism,
while in other ways it seems to have been a precursor to the radical Pietism
that emerged over the next several decades.181

Despite the similar claims made by others before her, Anna’s visions and
voices were never questioned in the way that Hans Keil’s were. In part that
may be because the presence of all the printed materials in Keil’s house
suggested that interpretation in a way that would not have been as obvious
in the case of the illiterate woman. In part it may also have been the differ-
ence in the nature and scope of the threat they posed: Anna and her small
group of followers challenged the secular and clerical leadership in the village,
but had wider ramifications only by implication, while Keil inspired a
regional disturbance that called for a more comprehensive repressive
response. In addition, it may have also reflected gender stereotypes, the expec-
tation that a woman would be subject to melancholic visions and irrational
fits whereas a man would be less likely to be vulnerable to these (although the
church consistory did say that Hans was “melancholy” and might have acted
unconsciously when he bloodied the vines). Finally, the differing evaluations
may have actually reflected the specifics of the cases at hand: Hans Keil’s
prophesy may have manifested some sort of unconscious realization and
compulsion to act, but it was strongly grounded in the news and analysis he
had been reading; was reported with suspiciously conventionalized, exten-
sive, and elaborate details; took place when he was alone; and was supported
by a faked miracle. Anna Bechtold’s visions and voices, in contrast, had no
immediate intellectualized inspiration as far as could be determined; were
described in part with idiosyncratic and indistinct details, as if she was
groping to find the words to describe a singular experience (“the star and the
sun or clarity or the bright light itself”), and in part with unusual elements
like claiming to have held the Christ child in her arms; and had publicly
witnessed extraordinary validation (her ability to predict the preacher’s ser-
mon, which may have resulted from an insightful reading of him and how he
might respond to local events, but which does not seem to have been the kind
of conscious fraud that Hans Keil perpetrated with the vines).182 Anna’s
visions were believed, in other words, because they were more believable.

Of course, just because the officials accepted that Anna had really had her
visions did not make the officials any readier to accept them. They knew
how much turmoil, conflict, and error had come from the unrestrained
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enthusiasm of prophets and other religious fanatics over the previous
century, and she had shown how directly individual inspiration led to
insubordination. Since her revelations were not diabolical in nature, though
they challenged the established religion, and she did not seem to be a
conscious fraud, the only thing left was to classify her as melancholy. 

Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter how some people in early modern
Württemberg, like some people all over premodern Europe, tapped sources of
knowledge beyond their conscious minds, in order to identify people who
wished them ill and people who had stolen from them, to locate missing per-
sons, lost objects, and hidden treasures, and to predict the future and obtain
guidance for individuals and the community as a whole. In some cases this
information came spontaneously; in most, the people sought it deliberately.
In a few instances, any validity of the knowledge these people might have
gained could only have come by chance or from some process of information
transfer that is on the fringe of or beyond modern scientific understanding,
but for the most part the insights and revelations, guidance and instructions
can be explained most efficiently as the results of unconscious cognitive
processes that could rise to consciousness spontaneously, but access to which
could also be cultivated through ritual and fostered by belief.

Just as the source of the knowledge revealed by divination and prophesy
need not be mysterious to us, peoples’ motivation for using them need not
perplex us either. From one point of view, they did not have the computers
and telephones, forensic and meteorological sciences, branch libraries and
research centers that are available to support our systematic rational and
scientific analysis, so they had to rely more heavily on received knowledge
and intuition than we do. From another, more relevant, point of view, they
were not making the best of a deficit, but instead were simply making use of
the tools and techniques they had available, which were better than the real
alternative, which was generally nothing. Cunning men, for example, did
not use sieve and shears as a poor substitute for lie detectors, but instead as
a good alternative to sheer guesswork, foredoomed searches for unlikely
physical evidence, rational deductions based on all-but-nonexistent hard
data, or simply doing nothing. Victims’ unconscious reactions were hardly
infallible, but they were more likely to be accurate than their haphazard
guesses, casual prejudices, long-standing assumptions, ill-founded infer-
ences, overt animosities, or consensual conclusions. Similarly, people did
not visualize angels from God as a poor substitute for political science or
ghosts as a poor substitute for an understanding of geology, but instead
because spirits – autonomous intelligences with dream-like form and voices –
are a natural way for the brain to manifest the results of intuitive insights
generated by largely if not wholly unconscious thought processes.
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Spontaneous forms of prophesy and shamanistic and shamanic divinatory
techniques, in other words, were not the pathetic substitutes for effective
action “enlightened” moderns often assume them to be, but instead were
subtle and highly evolved means of accessing information normally
inaccessible to our waking consciousness. 

Finally, it is worth noting that these incidents, in particular the two
instances of prophesy at the end and the “ghost worshipper” case, reveal
how heavy a hand the early modern state could have when confronted with
ecstatic experiences. Hans Keil was summarily imprisoned, put in solitary
confinement on bread and water, stretched on the ground for days at a time,
and tortured until he was ready to confess anything, and then whipped,
fined, and banished from his lifelong home and community. Anna Bechtold
was whisked off to the same fortress as Keil, where it took only two months
to reduce her to abject submission. Anna Maria Freyin, the servant woman
who first encountered the two spirits from heaven, was exiled, hounded,
jailed, and put “under massive pressure,” including the threat of being
beaten (tortured), to compel her to confess that she had faked the spirit
appearances, while Georg Buck, her master and the leader of the cult, was
jailed indefinitely until he agreed to say no more, and his comrade Dürrner,
who insisted “the things are godly,” was similarly imprisoned and flogged in
an attempt to get him to recant. In all three cases the government’s repres-
sive measures succeeded: the leaderless “ghost cult” dissipated, the agitation
sparked by Hans Keil’s prophesies petered out, and Anna Bechtold returned
to Niederhofen ready to “pray faithfully and take holy communion . . . with
a joyful and devout heart.” These cases were particularly notable because
they directly challenged the established order, but we shall see in Chapter 8
that they were very much in keeping with the government’s larger and more
ambitious attempt to forcibly suppress all shamanistic and shamanic
activity beyond the very limited range permitted by the established church:
beneficent magic as well as diabolic sorcery, and even ecstatic forms of
religious experience.
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7
Beneficent Manipulative Magic

In the last chapter we looked at divination, the acquisition of information
about the world through magical processes. In this chapter we will examine
the forms of popular magic used to accomplish the other purpose of magi-
cal activity, to exert influence on the world. These are a much wider and
more diverse set of activities than divination, and many of them came to
light only occasionally, if at all, in the criminal trials that formed the basis
of information for this study. In particular, the most common forms of pop-
ular magic were passive and defensive – heeding omens, avoiding activities
at times and places thought to be dangerous, wearing amulets, making
gestures, speaking words – that were not only seldom mentioned in court,
but were also such an integral part of life that they generally went unre-
marked even in confession and church conventicles.1 Furthermore, beyond
their sheer ubiquity, in the early modern period many magical practices
went unremarked because most of those that can be traced back to pagan
times had been Christianized, while numerous Christian rituals and beliefs
had been incorporated into popular culture in a way that made them virtu-
ally indistinguishable from magic.2 Therefore, rather than binary opposites,
popular magic and popular religion were poles on a continuum that ranged
from some unchanged pagan forms through a much larger number of
Christianized versions of pagan rituals to rituals of Christian origin that
were employed like magic to Christian rituals employed in theologically
acceptable ways. For example, the ringing of bells to ward off spirits was a
pre-Christian practice which might be conducted by itself, without any reli-
gious reference, but when the ringing of church bells was said to interfere
with the activities of witches there was a clear implication that their power
was connected to religion.3 Similarly, prayers could be employed as an illicit
form of protective magic, as when the three young citizens of Döffingen
festooned themselves with papers covered with prayers while looking for
treasure, but prayer was routinely employed as an entirely approved way of
supplicating God for help in warding off spiritual threats.4
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Table 7.1 indicates that even without counting protective rituals, magic
intended to project power was more common than magic intended to
simply gain information, accounting for about two-thirds of all the magi-
cal practices recorded in the sampled cases. Furthermore, it shows clearly
that among the manipulative uses of magic, healing was by far the most
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Table 7.1 Purposes of sampled beneficent magic by trial type

Purpose type Incant Heal Magic Treasure Conjure Total %

Divination 7 2 4 10 4 27 35
Treasure 1 0 2 10 3 16 21
Identify Witch 2 2 1 0 0 5 6
Other 4 0 1 0 1 6 8
Manipulation 13 14 13 5 6 51 65
Heal 7 11 6 2 0 26 33

People 6 8 4 1 0 19 24
Animals 1 3 2 1 0 7 8

Counter 3 2 0 0 1 6 8
Witchcraft 1 2 0 0 0 3 4
Theft 2 0 0 0 1 3 4
Love * * * * * * *

Enhance 2 0 6 1 2 11 14
Strength 0 0 2 0 0 2 3
Wealth 0 0 0 1 1 2 3
Fortune 0 0 1 0 1 2 3
Job Skills 1 0 1 0 0 2 3
Marksmanship 1 0 1 0 0 2 3
Stealth 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
Love * * * * * * *
Health * * * * * * *
Milk Production * * * * * * *

Exorcise 0 1 1 1 2 5 6
Place† 0 1 1 1 2 5 6
Person * * * * * * *

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 1 1 2 3
Copper to gold 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
Summon stranger 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Invulnerability * * * * * * *

Anomalous events 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Harassing vision 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Cloth destroyed * * * * * * *
House bombarded * * * * * * *
Ball lightning * * * * * * *

TOTAL 20 16 17 15 10 78

* No sampled cases, but one or two instances among nonsampled cases.
† Includes only cases in which contact with spirit was not initiated to locate treasure. Note also
that four of the eight cases labeled “Gespenst” and “Sortilegii” in the archival index but not
included here also involved attempts to deal with ghosts that had spontaneously appeared.
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important, accounting for half the manipulative cases, or almost a third of
all beneficent magical practices, and was almost as numerous as all types of
divination combined.5 Furthermore, the other kinds of manipulative magic
comprised a polyglot miscellany including various enhancements to nor-
mal human capacities like strength and marksmanship; a limited number
of magical countermeasures against natural and supernatural aggression by
others; exorcism of bothersome spirits; a few cases involving claims of truly
supernatural powers; and a couple of occurrences that were anomalous
even within the magical worldview of early modern Europe. Therefore, this
chapter will begin by examining the forms and bases of magical healing
rituals, will then turn to other deliberate attempts to harness supernatural
power to produce magical effects, and will conclude by briefly examining
the reports of truly anomalous, apparently magical phenomena. 

Magical healing

All living beings are vulnerable to ill-health, in that they can be injured
from outside or within by accidents, systemic malfunction, predation, or
other forms of combat, and all but the simplest microbes go through a nat-
ural process of degeneration and death. Furthermore, most animals are
subject to some degree to breakdowns caused by their own information-
processing systems: even cockroaches can die from extreme harassment by
a dominant insect; when caught by a predator many prey animals go into
shock and stop struggling well before they actually die; and social mam-
mals, as we have seen, are affected by threatening expressions and gestures
as well as changes in their relative standing in their group. Human beings
share with the rest of the living order a vulnerability to physiological
injuries and disease, are affected to a much higher degree than most if not
all other animals by disruptions of social relations, and are unusually if not
uniquely vulnerable to disorders generated by the internal workings of
their own cognition.

All organisms have restorative mechanisms to mend physical damage
and destroy internal invaders, and some animals have rudimentary behav-
iors that supplement their autonomic damage-control systems through
deliberate individual or, in the case of some advanced mammals, social
action. Humans, of course, have by far the most developed supplemental
systems for countering disease and restoring health, manifesting their
capacities for utilizing tools, steering their behavior by long chains of com-
plex associations and inferences, and encoding, transmitting, and develop-
ing these practices in a set of symbols shared with other members of their
culture. Since before civilization, they have used a combination of sub-
stances and actions to help comfort and heal themselves and each other.
Some of the substances have palliative or restorative chemical or physical
properties, like medicines and plasters, and some of the actions contribute
directly to the healing process, like staunching blood and setting bones.
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Many of the substances and most of the actions, however, do not work
directly to relieve or cure the damage, but instead work indirectly, through
their visceral or symbolic effects on the nervous system to stimulate the
body’s own defensive, analgesic, and therapeutic mechanisms. In other
words, they deliberately alter the patient’s consciousness in order to mobi-
lize unconscious processes not accessible in our normal waking state of
mind. In some societies these interventions have been shamanistic in
nature, but in most cases they have been shamanic, in the sense that dis-
eases were thought to be caused by spirits, and so the healing process was
conceived as involving contact with spirits. 

The varieties of healing practices

The full repertoire of healing techniques developed during the stone age
appears to have included ingesting plants and minerals, burning and inhal-
ing them, applying them topically, wearing them or crafted objects, includ-
ing both bandages and amulets, on the body or placing them near the sick
person, touching or manipulating the injury or the sick person, engaging in
ritual actions, both bodily movements and vocalizations, and mobilizing
social support by resolving conflicts and organizing community participation.6

Some of these techniques involved clear physical intervention in the manifest
causes of distress, but most worked on problems and through processes that
were occult, or hidden. Nevertheless, while the materials used differ from
place to place and the rituals, symbols, and explanations vary in their
details, “there is a cross-cultural similarity” in healing techniques, and, with
the exception of modern allopathic medicine, they integrate material and
spiritual therapies, generally with an emphasis on the latter.7 “By the time
humans began writing,” in early civilizations, “all known medical systems
were intertwined with religion,” and this connection between body and
spirit was maintained in classical Greece and Rome, informing the Galenic
system that was the basis of the learned medicine practiced by specialized
doctors through the Middle Ages, incorporated into Christian tradition, and
transmitted from generation to generation in popular practice.8 Healing
practices show a remarkable mixture of continuity and discontinuity, with
practitioners spontaneously modifying received rituals and spells or creating
new ones to fit the specific circumstances they were confronted with, yet
remaining within a basic conceptual framework and set of forms that lasted
“not just over generations but over centuries.”9 As a result, popular healing,
like popular magic in general, was not a consistent, coherent system, but
instead an amalgamation of “many different systems of thought,” mixing
pagan and Christian, Germanic and Classical, and learned and popular
notions.10 With wide local variations a similar set of basic assumptions
and procedures was employed across Europe by folk healers and ordinary
people alike; typically, the folk practices in Württemberg were deeply
rooted yet ever-changing, uniquely local yet part of a broad common
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European tradition that was itself but a local instantiation of a world-wide
tradition going back millennia.11

Instances of popular healing were included in four of the ten sampled
cases of generalized magic, seven of the nine cases labeled “blessing,” one
of the thirteen “treasure-hunting” cases (as an additional charge against
two of the leaders), and, naturally, all eight of the “healing” cases.12 Nineteen
of these cases involved healing of people, six of which involved healing of
animals as well, and one case involved healing of animals only.13 Between
them, they included all of the major therapeutic techniques generally used
in folk healing: vocalizations, medicines, other objects and symbols, and
actions of various sorts, in some cases, performed at particular times and
places or according to other special instructions. Of these different prac-
tices, vocalization, in the form of blessings, was easily the most common,
being used in most (15 of 20, or 75 percent) of the cases.14 In contrast,
medicines, special objects, and special actions were only used in some cases
(nine, eight, and ten, respectively, or about half for each).15 Special instruc-
tions involving a specific number of repetitions of the healing activities
were included in six cases, but drawn symbols and special times were only
used in a few instances each, and none of the sampled cases involved a
special place (although one nonsampled case did).16 In order to gain a
deeper understanding of what these healing techniques involved and what
their effects were, we will first look at each type of practice in turn, then
examine how they were employed together, and finally assess the ways in
which they influenced people’s health and well-being, by looking at the
specific types of ailments they were used for and assessing their potential
therapeutic effects.

The various invocations ranged from obscure mumblings through
Christianized incantations to prayers and even religious songs. In some cases
the incantation was said “so that no one could understand” it, while in
others, it was only noted that the healer used “good words.”17 In one
instance the healer was only heard “calling the horse” he was curing “by
the name of its color,” and saying “the swelling, stiffness, or growth will
wane like the moon wanes,” but most frequently it was explicitly noted that
the invocation was similar to a prayer, done “in the name of God the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit.”18 In a few cases the healer told the patient to
pray, either in place of or in addition to more magical incantations, and in
one case the people involved were said to have used “biblical words and
songs.”19 In most instances the magistrates did not record the content of the
incantations, but along with the several healers who insisted that they spoke
“in the name of” the Trinity, one maintained that he prayed to “St. John the
Evangelist” along with his “truly good words.”20 The magistrates of
Sindelfingen did note in 1596 that a woman claimed to be able to staunch
bleeding by commanding it to, “Stand still in the name of the Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost, Amen,” while over the next few years the magistrates of a
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nearby town, Cannstatt, recorded two incantations used by a popular healer
and cow herder named Jacob Schäffer.21 The first was intended to be used by
a man to heal his son, and went:

God greet you beloved moonshine,
What I stroke, that is mine,
I stroke my blood, and my flesh,
In the name of the Father, Son and
Holy Spirit.22

The second he used for a woman with a bad cold:

Here I go over the sea,
I spew therein all my woe,
In the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit.23

All of the utterances in these cases, except the one used to cure horses,
were “blessings” not only in the sense that they were labeled at the time
with the German equivalent, “Segen,” but also in the sense that modern folk-
lorists distinguish “blessings” from “charms”: they invoked the Christian
deity rather than a non-Christian spirit or the Devil or, like the horse charm,
implicitly relied on the intrinsic power of the words themselves.24 In the
cases where healers mumbled, it is possible, of course, that they were doing
so to cover up the fact that they were not pronouncing a blessing in this
sense; Hans Haasen, who said he had learned from a heterodox spirit on the
Venusberg, may have mumbled when he healed for this reason, and
the magistrates of Sindelfingen implied as much when they said they were
“afraid” that Gertrudt Raitsen “has intentionally hidden many words” when
she told them what she said to stop bleeding.25 Significantly, Gertrudt’s
Segen also took the form of a command or adjuration, which is the closest
standard type of charm or blessing to a magic conjuration (“beschwörung”),
in which the practitioner exerts control over the spirit rather than calling on
it for help.26 At the other end of the spectrum from conjuration was prayer,
or abject supplication of God, which was the only licit way to approach
Him, although even here there was a distinction between approved forms
within sanctioned rituals and suspect supplicatory blessings included in lay
healing activities. Jacob Schäffer’s blessings fell somewhere between these
two poles. The second of the two quoted above was an example of the stan-
dard narrative form, in which an imaginary experience was described in the
expectation that it would have analogous effects on the patient. This form
was closely related to a final standard form of blessing, the comparative, in
which the analogy is made explicit in the form of “as this, then that.” The
words used to cure horses are an example of this form, although since they
made no appeal to God they constituted a charm rather than a blessing.
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The narrative form of blessing bears a formal relationship to the classical
shamanic healing technique of soul flight in which the shaman describes
his or her journey to the spirit world to the patient and assembled audience,
although the course of the shamanic journey is spontaneous and protracted,
while the blessing is conventional and relatively short. Similarly, the
command form also has a formal relationship to shamanic practice since the
spirit flight generally climaxes in a confrontation in which the shaman com-
mands the spirit responsible for the person’s disease to leave their body or
let their spirit return with him or her to the land of the living, although here
the difference is that the shaman’s command is the culmination of the
extensive narrative development, whereas the healer’s command comprises
a relatively brief utterance that may or may not be embedded in other sorts
of ritual. The comparative form of blessing, as we have seen, shares with the
narrative-command structure the basic idea that an analogy between one
thing and another, between an imagined experience and an existing physi-
cal condition, can be created, and by manipulating the former, changes can
be caused in the latter; while a supplication shares with a command the
basic structure of a human confronting a spirit, but with the difference that,
recognizing the spirit’s superior power, the human beseeches it to grant
favor instead of attempting to compel it to act. 

The formal parallels between the narrative and command forms of bless-
ing and shamanic healing and their structural relationships to the compar-
ative and supplicatory forms are suggestive of a more concrete, historical
relationship, a gradual development from the one to the other, but they are
no more than suggestive. Additional support for such a relationship,
though, comes from cross-cultural anthropological studies which show a
consistent connection between classic shamans and nomadic societies,
shamanic healers and simple agricultural societies, and healers and more
complex agricultural societies, with spiritual leadership invested in priests in
the second and mediums taking over ecstatic spirit communication in the
third socioeconomic configuration.27 However, while these correlations sug-
gest a line of historical development, even more concrete evidence comes
from the specific development of European charms between the early and
the late Middle Ages. The earliest recorded charms date from tenth century
Trier, Strasburg, Bavaria, and Franconia, but it is clear that such high
medieval charms were already “very archaic” when recorded.28 Indeed, at
least one nineteenth-century Swabian blessing has been shown to have a
close parallel in Sanskrit poetry, suggesting ancient roots indeed.29 The ear-
liest recorded charms show evidence of alliteration and assonance, but their
poetry was lost when they were Christianized and committed to paper,
with Christ and the saints replacing pagan gods, and paternosters replacing
magic formulas, and the written form reducing the importance of rhyme as
an aid to memory.30 Furthermore, the earliest German charms were lengthy
narratives in which mythical figures – at first gods, and later Christ and
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saints – experience a series of events creating a problem of the type the
charm is for, which the heroes solve in the narrative. The charm then pro-
ceeds to the command section, in which “the actual charm formula ... with
its magical words” (or, later, supplication) is spoken, connecting the
desired result to the resolution achieved in the narrative section.31 The
earliest charms were also “originally sung by priests, physicians, and
magicians as an incantation,” but their use gradually broadened, and, in
parallel, their dramatic narrative component declined as “they became
short, vivid, and simple in making their point.”32 They also gradually
homogenized as they circulated from region to region during the second
half of the Middle Ages, so that, if the evidence from England is indicative,
distinctive local and regional traditions were gradually subsumed in a
European wide stock of motifs.33

To sum up this line of development, in the early Middle Ages Germanic
charms consisted of lengthy poetic narratives that set up an analogy to the
problem to be solved and illustrated a solution, which was referenced in a
briefer concluding portion when a magical formula was pronounced that
was to cause the desired outcome to happen in reality. These charms, which
were already quite ancient, were recited by specialists, and transmitted
orally. Around 1000, the pagan spirits in these charms were replaced by
Christian figures and their magic formulas were replaced by Christian bene-
dictions, which destroyed their poetry, but around the same time they
began to be recorded in writing, which, to the extent that poetry served to
help preserve them in oral transmission, counterbalanced this loss. Over the
next centuries, their use broadened while their narrative element declined.
What this progression shows is that there does seem to have been a transi-
tion from a shaman healer stage associated with the simple agricultural soci-
ety of early medieval Europe, in which the shaman healer recited a
protracted journey in an imaginal world parallel to the realm of ordinary
experience in which actions performed in the one could lead to changes in
the other, to a healer stage associated with the more complex agricultural
society of high and late medieval Europe, in which the healer recited a
short, formulaic incantation whose focus was on manipulation of symbolic
relationships rather than engagement of the patient in an imaged experi-
ence following a dramatic narrative arc. What this progression suggests is
that this transition was part of a longer development along the lines sug-
gested by the cross-cultural correlations in which at least some Germanic
charms started as shamanic performances in which the shamans sponta-
neously described their experiences and combats in ecstatic trances that, by
the time they were first recorded, had long since become conventionalized
narratives and formulaic spells which, at most, inspired and guided shaman
healers’ ecstatic experiences, and, at least, provided a string of rhythmic
vocalizations and a series of imagined scenes that, when recited by a skillful
practitioner, created an emotional engagement, hypnotic dissociation, and
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viscerally cathartic release in the patient, similar to those produced by a
shaman in an actual trance.34 This latter projection back into the early
Middle Ages and before cannot be proved, of course, and the different
charm forms may have additional roots as well: the supplicatory in ancient
forms of political entreaty and the long tradition of Christian prayer, the
comparative in more abstract processes of association, and the command in
infantile wish-fulfillment.35 There was undoubtedly considerable innova-
tion and cross-fertilization as well, but the later transition from narrative
poetical to simpler formulaic forms rests on firmer evidence, and overall this
evidence suggests that not only is the sharp divide that has been noted
between northern Asia’s shamanic and Europe’s cunning folk/healer tradi-
tions a product of an historic, or, more properly, prehistoric, process of
development, but also it is a specific manifestation of a more general process
of human sociocultural evolution.36

Blessings did not just contain narratives and spells or benedictions, but
they also contained recipes and instructions for the preparation of herbal
concoctions and the performance of ritual activities.37 Furthermore, there
was extensive knowledge and use of medicines beyond the information
about them contained in blessings. Local herbs were used most commonly,
but roots were also employed, and some healers even recommended medi-
cines prepared by apothecaries. This last form created a particular danger of
being charged with illicit healing, but actually any administration of inter-
nal remedies infringed on the prerogatives of official, university trained doc-
tors.38 Of the 20 sampled cases that involved healing of different sorts, nine,
or almost half included medicinal concoctions, and, since some cases
involved more than one, a total of 21 different types were mentioned. In the
“itinerant scholar” Hans Haasen’s case, he said that he “used herbs” along
with blessings, but did not specify how he administered them. In all the
other cases, though, at least some indication was given.39 Five cases involved
herbal drinks or other “internal medication,” while in one other incense was
burned.40 Several of the healers involved insisted that they used only
“wholesome herbs that are found in the woods” which “God created and
planted in the earth.”41 One, however, a widow named Barbara Maurer from
Bietigheim, also obtained some of hers from an apothecary “so the poor
people can get them,” she explained, despite “their great cost, for I take no
cut.”42 Jacob Schäffer, the healer from Cannstatt whose blessings we saw ear-
lier, sometimes used alcohol as a medicine: in one instance he mixed herbs
with wine; in some others he prescribed distilled spirits.43 In three cases
external plasters or salves were used in addition to internal medicines, and
two instances involved externally applied preparations only. These ranged
from “a noxious salve ... from a powder consisting of four kinds of wood”
made by Georg Preisen in 1666 for a boy who later died to an ointment
made of “the white of an egg, bark, and sap” that Jacob Schäffer used to treat
a woman with cut on her right thigh.44
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A healer identified as just “Bästlin” was found, in 1605, to possess several
containers “with salve” and “a black powder,” he admitted he gave a young
man he was curing “a drink of several herbs,” and he also gave him an
amulet comprised of “a little sack with a root in it.”45 Roots, as we have seen,
were used in medicinal concoctions, but here Bästlin was employing them
in a different way, as magical objects whose potency came not from their
direct physical effects, but rather from the occult power they were supposed
to possess. Similarly, Hans Köll from Owen, the healer who tried to help
Anna Eberlin when she saw the man she had just had sex with as the Devil,
in 1660, hung, without telling her what it was, “a bundle” containing
“bread and salt, many twigs and roots, and hazelwood ... on a cord” down
her back between her shoulder blades.46 Similar amulets were used all over
Europe to “drive away diseases, avert infection, or protect one from ...
supernatural or evil force,” and amulets were just one type of object used for
their magical powers to help in healing.47

In another of the sampled cases a healer named Christoph Wieland, in
1770, also used “amulets ... to help people regain their health,” but his
amulets contained scraps of paper with magic words written on them, and
he also gave similar scraps of paper to people to eat to help them get well.48

Pieces of paper were, in fact, the most common type of object used in the
sampled cases, being mentioned in four of the eight cases involving objects;
amulets were mentioned in the two discussed above, and the rest of the
objects were only mentioned once each. The pieces of paper generally had
short blessings, charms, or occult symbols written on them, in which case
they are sometimes referred to as talismans.49 The forest ranger named
Walzen who was accused of using “biblical sayings and songs” to help heal
his child in 1742, had two such talismans, one with a blessing in German
and the other with a series of symbols like “o’ ] �” and “O � ó.”50 Christoph
Wieland gave one woman a talisman with the famous “SATOR” square on
it, a palindrome of great antiquity that was thought to possess potent
magical power, although the source of that power was in dispute since many
held its hidden meanings to be Christian, while others, including, in this
case, the magistrates of Backnang, thought that it contained diabolical
incantations.51

One incident which may have represented a more common practice than
its sole appearance among the sampled trials suggests was the use of a “heal-
ing stone,” in this case a “red and gold crystal stone” used by Hans Röcklin
“when a horse” suffered from “swelling, stiffness, or children [suffered from]
a tumor.”52 Röcklin, who said he got the stone from his father, was investi-
gated, as we have seen, because of the charm he recited while using the
stone. The reason the use of this sort of object may have remained relatively
unrecorded in the judicial archives is that the stone itself constituted neither
an illicit form of religion nor an illicit practice of internal medicine, so that
when Hans protested that he “does not use the name of God” in his ritual,
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but “promises, if it’s not right, he can forego it,” he may well have meant
the charm only, and not the use of the stone itself.

The other objects used in the sampled healing cases constituted a miscel-
lany utilized by a handful of the healers, and were mainly associated with
curing ailments related to witchcraft. The one instance that didn’t involve
witchcraft was Jacob Schäffer’s use of rose petals sprinkled on a mad
woman’s head as part of a healing ceremony.53 An incident that did involve
an object to be used to cure an ailment thought to be caused by witchcraft
took place in 1769.54 It started when a young woman named Barbara
Calmbach claimed that an older woman named Agnes Luzin, a servant to
her aunt, insisted that she give her “a fingernail with my scent” in order to
cure her of a persistent ache, although, Barbara claimed, Agnes actually used
it to perpetrate further witchcraft on her. The other use of an object to cure
witchcraft occurred about fifteen years earlier, when a man named Jacob
Kurzen used “a pair of soles” from shoes to cure a cow belonging to Agnes
Böhmler, which wouldn’t give milk.55 In this case, the incident came to the
magistrates’ attention because suspicion focused on Agnes’ neighbor, Agnes
Jausen, and since by this time the authorities were very resistant to witch
accusations, she lodged a complaint with them. Other cures used in cases
that did not form part of the sample included the use of urine and a tooth
in a home remedy for a fever, and home-made holy water used by one healer
for in his cures.56

One type of object, books, served double duty in healing practices. Books
are, of course, repositories of information and instruction, but they can also
be seen as potent objects in themselves when their information and instruc-
tions concern magical powers. Books were mentioned in five of the 20 healing
cases. In three, the books appear to have functioned purely as sources of
information: Barbara Maurer, who denied using any blessings and said she
used only “wholesome herbs” and some things she got from the apothecary,
had learned healing from her uncle, and appeared to have inherited his
herbals as well; a “professed doctor” named Peter Jergle from Neccar-
Gröningen, who was prosecuted in 1751 and had, it was learned, once
refused to perform a cure because he said he had to go home and look it up
in a book; and Christoph Wieland, the healer who had the SATOR talisman,
also had an almanac, a “planet book,” and “Carichter’s Healing and Herb
book” at home.57

In two cases, however, the books were integrated into the healing rituals.
Hans Brückner, the bather from Cannstatt who used a mirror to identify
witches in 1589, read from a book during the healing ritual he performed
afterwards; and Jacob Geigler, who was one of Hanns Jerg Stadi’s technical
advisors when his mirror showed him a treasure in his basement in 1762,
had been in trouble the year before for supplying Hanns Jerg Kugel with a
book containing blessings, and instructing him to carry it under his arm
while performing healing rituals.58
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While books were clearly useful sources of information for some healers,
and had a prestige that endowed them with a certain mystical potency, over-
all they seem to have played only a modest role in popular healing. They
were mentioned in five of 20 cases, but that means that in most cases, 75
percent, they were not. In Jacob Schäffer’s case it was explicitly mentioned
that he could neither read nor write, yet he was “known far and wide” for
his healing powers, consulted by people who traveled from Horb and
Rottenberg, which lay 40 miles to the southwest and 60 miles to the north-
east, respectively, of his home in Zuffenhaus, a village near Cannstatt.59

Special actions of various sorts were the second most numerous healing
technique after vocalizations in the form of charms and blessings. Of course,
it should be noted that vocalization is in itself a form of action, as are the
preparation and administration of medicines, the application of ointments
and salves, the creation and bestowing of amulets and talismans, and even
the simple fact of consulting a healer in the first place. However, in addition
to these actions inherent in the other healing activities, healers and/or
patients engaged in a number of actions that were performed to promote
healing in-and-of themselves. Such special actions were mentioned in ten,
or half, of the sampled cases involving healing.60

Most of them were actions taken by the healer, and most of these actions
involved direct physical therapy to the patient’s body. In two cases that were
not part of the sample, the therapy actually involved more or less surgical
procedures. In one, while the magistrates of Schondorf tried Johannes
Knödler for magical treasure-hunting in 1712, they also investigated a cure
he had performed that involved bleeding someone (their concern was that
he had also performed “something superstitious,” and not that he bled the
person). In the other, the magistrates of Heidenheim punished a blacksmith
for treating dog bites with a method called “St. Hubert’s key” in which he
apparently put a burning-hot key on the wound (again, the magistrates were
not concerned with the physical procedure, but with the fact that it was a
superstitious “Catholic” ceremony, for St. Hubert was particularly associated
with rabies, dog bites, and, by association, teething).61 None of the sampled
trials involved any such invasive procedures, however. Among them, the
most common action was touching. The healer Hans Röcklin used his special
“red and gold” stone to cure swelling, stiffness, and tumors in horses and
children by stroking them three times with it, and in three other cases the
healers touched the patients directly with their hands.62 Hans Haasen said
that he put his hand on the chest of a boy he was treating for heart pains,
while Bästlin stroked the head and shoulders of a crazy young man he was
trying to help and Peter Jergle passed his hands three times over the places
where his patient hurt.63 Jergle also blew three times on the aching foot of
one patient, and Jacob Schäffer was accused of “blowing, sucking, placing
his hand” against the injured place, “and similar practices.”64 Hans Brückner
bathed the boy he was trying to cure in water with herbs in it, and Schäffer
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also, as we have seen, put rose petals on the head of a woman who “lay out
of her senses.”65

In this last form of contact any direct physical effects the woman may
have felt were clearly less significant than the symbolic meaning of the
flowers, and healers engaged in other activities that did not involve any
physical contact with their patients at all. We have seen that Hans Brückner
read from a book and Jacob Geigler told Hans Jerg Kugel to carry a book that
he gave him while healing animals. Hans Brückner also went around the
room before he started healing and made signs of the cross on each door and
wall to, he explained, keep out evil, while Bästlin went around the room he
was in and made sure that all the doors and windows were closed up tight
before he began.66 Jacob Schäffer sat with the woman who lay out of her
senses for two hours and urged her to pray with her husband.67 Similarly,
while healers often advised their patients to undertake certain activities on
their own, in only two cases did these involve direct physical therapies:
Hans Haasen told the parents of the boy he treated to take him “to the
Kressich springs to bathe,” and Christoph Wieland, as we have seen, gave a
child three pieces of paper with writing on them “to eat.” In the other
instances, healers told their patients to undertake activities that were more
ceremonial in nature. For example, Jacob Schäffer told a woman that she
was to get up before the sun to say the blessing he had given her, and Sara
Sauter said that she could stop babies from losing weight “if one brings her”
the “child unannounced on Sunday before sunrise.”68 Prior to the ceremony
with the rose petals, Jacob Schäffer also gave the woman’s husband a “good
handful of Benedict root” and told him to bury it on St. Benedict’s day early
in the morning “while the dew still lay on the ground.”69 Somewhat simi-
larly, in 1589 Conrad Stier from Insfeld near Lauffen gave Hannß Binder,
whose boy was sick, “Scheelkrautt” to plant and pray to, or, the magistrates
reported, he at least believed that doing this would cure him. Hans Köll also
instructed Anna Eberlin to gather a number of herbs and prepare them
when trying to help cure her of her diabolic obsession.70 Both Schäffer and
Brückner involved the families of sick children in their healing rituals, with
Schäffer leading one family in collective prayer, and Brückner, in contrast,
enjoining the audience to remain absolutely still and silent.71 In the one
case involving a person’s attempt to heal herself on her own, 70-year-old
Catharina Meÿer was seen sneaking into a graveyard at nine o’clock on
Pentecost evening as it was getting dark, where she buried a tooth and then
urinated on it in the hopes that this, plus three appeals to the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit, would cure a fever and restore her health.72

Meÿer’s carrying out of her ritual in specific place was unusual, for none
of the sampled healing cases involved a special location, and even in this
instance what she really was looking for was a cross to carry it out under
rather than a graveyard specifically. Her need to carry it out at a particular
time, however, was not as uncommon, for four of the sampled cases also
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included the stipulation when an action was to be performed. As we have
seen, both Sara Sauter and Jacob Schäffer stipulated that certain actions take
place early in the morning, with Sauter specifying Sunday morning and
Schäffer saying that the Benedict root was to be buried in the morning of 
St. Benedict’s day. Hans Röcklin’s use of his curing stone involved a similar
coordination of timing: he said it was to be “done on three days in a row
after the [full] moon,” which coordinated with the charm’s command that
the pain or swelling “should wane as the moon wanes.”73 Jakob Franck,
otherwise known as “Schafer J,” from Emmau, near Sulz, was prosecuted in
1597 for “curing through magic,” “soothsaying,” and “invoking blessings,”
and he told one woman to say a blessing for her sick child on three Fridays
in a row.74 Similarly, Peter Jergle conducted his healing rituals at night
between Thursday and Friday. Apparently, Friday was “a propitious day for
healing” in several regions of Europe, including Württemberg, for it was the
most popular day specified in the sampled cases (although it should be
noted the day of the week was only specified in a couple of the sampled
cases overall).75

The instruction to repeat a procedure three times, however, was more
common. In fact, actions frequently had to be repeated a certain number of
times, and three repetitions was by far the most frequent. Repetitions like
this were specified in seven of the sampled healing cases, and only one
involved a number other than three. In 1596, Barbara Breüninger was inves-
tigated for treating goiter and rings around the eye with a blessing which she
would recite and tell the patient to repeat on each of the next nine days.76

The other six cases, in contrast, all involved three repetitions: Frank’s three
Fridays; Röcklin’s three strokes with his stone for three days “after the
moon;” Wieland’s three pieces of paper for the boy to swallow. Similarly,
Bästlin’s stroked the young man’s head and shoulders three times, and
followed it up with three “Our Fathers,” and Peter Jergle similarly gave his
patient three strokes with his hand and three puffs of breath when he blew,
which were done on three successive Thursday-to-Friday nights. In some
cases the stipulation that an action be repeated three times may have been
more-or-less a practical matter, much like modern instructions to take a
medication in the morning, at noon, and before bed, which seems to have
been the case when Schäffer instructed his patient to smear the salve made
from egg, bark, and sap on, three times a day. Specific numbers, however,
were held to have magical significance in Württemberg’s as in many other
folk cultures, and three was generally the most common positive number in
healing and antiwitch spells.77 The number had obvious associations with
Christianity, but belief in its power goes back beyond Christianity to pagan
times.78 In most cases, it seems most likely that three in particular was spec-
ified because of its magical significance.

Numbers used to specify repetitions of a blessing had more than
symbolic importance, however, for they transformed a simple prayer into
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an incantation, a series of words whose purpose was not just to express an
idea, but to generate a spiritual power.79 This observation is important
because it reminds us that the elements we have been looking at did not
exist in isolation, but instead contributed to a ritual process whose full
impact was created by the cumulative effect of its parts working together.80

In order to fully understand the way that healing worked, it will therefore
be useful to look at a few of the healing sessions as complete experiences
before considering the ailments for which they were employed and the
ways that they could have contributed to their cure. There were a few
instances in which herbs were given or blessings were said without embel-
lishment, but most healing practices involved combinations of activities
that ranged in complexity from the combination of a few modest words
and props to elaborate “ceremonies” involving multiple objects, elaborate
rituals, and protracted incantation or praying. In some parts of Europe
empirics appear to have been strongly differentiated from magical healers,
but in Württemberg the primary distinction was between licit and illicit
practitioners, with the licit forming a functionally differentiated and
strongly hierarchical structure, and the illicit forming an “amorphous assem-
blage” in which not only was little distinction made between natural and
supernatural aspects of diseases and cures, but also cures that combined both
were considered superior to those which relied on just one or the other.81

Among the sampled cases, only one healer, Barbara Weylandt, claimed that
she only used herbs and medicines and not blessings, while there was only
one case in which only praying is mentioned. Furthermore, even in these
two cases there is some uncertainty, for in the first there were conflicting
statements, and in the second records are very scanty.82

Sara Sauter’s use of the blessing to keep infants from losing weight is a
good example of a very simple combination: she relied mainly on the invo-
cation, but reinforced it with the special instruction that the parent had to
bring the child unannounced in the predawn darkness on a Sunday. Hans
Röcklin’s use of his stone to cure horses and children illustrates a more com-
plex combination of object, actions, and words: his distinctive red and gold
crystalline stone was a venerable artifact that had been passed down to him
from his father, and on three successive days during the waning moon he
would use it to stroke the affected part of the patient three times while he
spoke, using a pet name for a horse and recited the blessing which made an
analogy between the waning of the moon and the desired lessening of the
swelling or stiffness. Peter Jergle’s treatment of Jacob Albrecht’s wife’s pains
in her leg was only a bit more involved: he insisted that she state her first
name for him to use, and then on three successive Thursday-to-Friday
nights he had her stand naked while he passed his hands three times over
the places that hurt, while mumbling something; blew three times over her
foot; and told her as he left that “she should pray faithfully” so that “with
the help of God he would be able to help her.”83
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Other healing practices were more protracted and complex, like Jacob
Schäffer’s attempt to cure the mentally disturbed woman by sprinkling
rose petals on her head, staying with her for two hours, and persistently
pressing to lead her in prayer with her husband.84 Some were still more
elaborate and imposing, like Hans Brückner’s treatment of the woman and
boy who he said were “afflicted by evil women.”85 He began by scrying to
determine the source of the ailment, and offered to let the boy’s father see
for himself in a mirror, as we saw in the last chapter. Then he gave the boy
an herbal bath, and, in front of him and his family, read from a book, and,
after warning everyone to keep perfectly still, went around the room mak-
ing the sign of the cross on each wall and door. As he left, he warned the
family not to tell anyone what he had done. He used a similar procedure
with the woman he cured, except that he gave her an herbal drink instead
of bath, mumbled while sitting next to her bed, as well as read from his
book, which he forbade people to look in. Similarly, to treat the young
man who had been “crazy in the head for some time” and was kept in
chains, Bästlin made sure all the doors and windows were closed, hung a
cloth with a root around the patient’s neck, mumbled some words “that
could not be understood,” prayed “in the name of God the Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit ... stroked” him “three times on his head and arms and said
at the same time three ‘Our Fathers,’” and finally gave him “a drink made
of several herbs.”86

If the treatments these cases involved were multimodal, the ailments
they were used for were similarly complex. They ranged from what appear
to have been purely psychological disturbances, like the craziness of the
young man Bästlin treated and the woman Jacob Schäffer ministered to, to
problems that seem to be purely physical, like bleeding, which Gertrudt
Raitsen had a blessing for, and jaundice, for which Barbara Weylandt had
an herbal cure. However, as we have seen, psychological factors can cause
or contribute to physical disorders, while mental disturbances can have
physical roots, so even these apparently clear-cut cases may have involved
both, and most of the ailments fell somewhere in between. The stomach
aches and headaches that Schäffer treated, and the aching limbs Peter Jergle
cured could have been anything from manifestations of hypochondria
through psychosomatic problems and symptoms of minor infections to
signs of a major disease. Since the healing practices these cases involved
generally utilized multiple forms of treatment and the nature of the prob-
lems they addressed was so unclear, it is difficult to assess how, and how
much, the cures worked by simply looking at specific examples of maladies
and the way they were treated. Instead, we will look at the general mecha-
nisms by which the sorts of healing activities we have seen conducted in
early modern Württemberg worked, and then examine some examples
from cases in which the documentation is best in light of those general
observations.
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The efficacy of magical healing
The sorts of healing activities we have seen conducted in early modern
Württemberg were specific incidences of a much broader phenomenon
generally called popular medicine or folk healing. This rubric is used to dis-
tinguish these practices from the official or learned medicine of literate, for-
mally schooled, professional doctors, and groups together diverse traditions
of people ranging from small-scale tribal societies to the rural peasantries of
great civilizations, and even includes to some degree practices of the mod-
ern urban underclasses, particularly in the Third World. The distinction is
problematic both for what it divides and what it unites, since, on the one
hand, until modern times the differences between learned and popular
medical traditions were limited in both theory and practice, and, on the
other hand, there is enormous variety in the traditions of popular medicine
or folk healing around the world. However, since the categorization is a
product of the very period we are studying, the distinction between official
and unofficial medicine was made and was becoming more marked at the
time (process we shall examine in more detail in the last chapter of this
book). Furthermore, despite the wide variety of popular practices around the
world, there are a few basic commonalities that make it useful to draw upon
folkloric and anthropological studies as well as modern medical investiga-
tions of related phenomena in order to understand the particular cases we
are examining here.87

The starting point for any accounting of how folk healing works has to be
the fact that, as we have seen, it includes a considerable amount of herbal
lore and other knowledge of chemical and physical treatments.88 While the
actual physical potency of any particular one of these may be uncertain,
there is no question of that such interventions have the potential to aid
healing through direct physiological effects similar to those of modern
medicine.89 However, as we have also seen, the popular medicine in early
modern Württemberg, like folk healing generally, contained a strong admix-
ture of magic, the use of incantations, objects, and activities whose effects
cannot be accounted for by some direct physiological effect.90 And yet, there
is no question that they do have physiological effects.91 To some extent, of
course, the efficacy of magical therapies, like the presumed efficacy of some
physical agents, is illusory, a reflection of the body’s power to heal itself and
peoples’ natural tendency to assume that actions taken are responsible for
subsequent outcomes.92 However, as with physical therapies, there is no
question that symbolic and ritual activities can help the body heal beyond
its unaided capacity. How they are able to do so is generally explained in the
cultures that actually practice them in terms that modern science does not
accept, in terms of occult forces and processes, which are often assumed to
have autonomous consciousness. More specifically, it is commonly believed
in these cultures that many diseases are caused by spirits, and the purpose
of healing is to drive out the spirit or neutralize the spell that sent it.93
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Nevertheless, recent medical research as well as the work of anthropologists
and folklorists have shown that to a considerable degree their workings can
be understood in modern medical terms, which is useful not only because
of the general insights into universal aspects of human health and disease it
provides, but also because it enables us to go beyond understanding what
early modern Württembergers, and Europeans more generally, thought was
going on when they used blessings and amulets when they were sick, to
understanding what was going on a physiological level when they did so, to
go beyond relating their healing practices to the cultural context in which
they existed to relating them to the external and embodied physical realities
to which they referred. 

Of course, the materialist-rationalist tradition has always recognized that
spiritual and other occult healing traditions have some degree of efficacy, and
has explained it by reference to “auto-suggestion” or, more recently, the
“placebo effect.”94 How, exactly, autosuggestion and the placebo effect actually
work have never been entirely clear, but they clearly assume that the operative
mechanism is essentially psychological, that by some process or other the
patient’s belief in the efficacy of the therapy stimulates the body’s restorative
mechanisms and thereby enhances healing.95 This model has several signifi-
cant implications: first, that the process is entirely intrapsychic (as opposed to
involving some sort of external force like conscious spirits or nonconscious
energy from the healer or the environment), and second, that its power
comes from an active, more or less conscious subscription to a learned set of
ideas about how the world and the body work (as opposed to an autonomic
response to some physiological triggering mechanism). Since this model con-
stitutes the current scientific consensus, we will begin by looking at the ways
in which the healing practices contained in the sampled cases did involve the
kinds of psychological manipulations posited by the positivist tradition.

To begin with the influence of conscious beliefs, the words “placebo” and
“placebo effect” have come to be used for almost any psychological influ-
ence on health and disease, but technically “placebo” refer to a substance
that appears to be a medicine but lacks a chemically active ingredient, or a
procedure that is understood to be efficacious but does not have an activity
that has a specific effect on the condition in question.96 The “placebo effect”
is the phenomenon that when given a placebo in the belief that it is an
active medicine or procedure, patients recover better than if they are not
treated at all. Furthermore, when given placebos in place of active medi-
cines, patients often suffer the same side effects that the actual medicine
causes.97 However, a placebo does not have to be based on an active
medicine to have an effect; what is critical is the patient’s belief that the sub-
stance or therapy is efficacious.98 Placebos have been shown to reduce not
only “pain, nausea, [and] anxiety,” but also swelling, involuntary muscle
tension, “and even cancer cells,” because “it is not just” patients’ “attitude
that changes; their biochemistry” also undergoes “a transformation.”99
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Further, another underappreciated characteristic of placebos that is
nonetheless critical in understanding their role in folk healing is that there
are different degrees of placebo effect. A placebo marked with a name brand,
for example, will have a stronger effect than a placebo of the generic version
of the same drug.100 This effect reflects the fact that, paradoxically, even real
medicines have a placebo effect, so that a pill containing a chemically active
ingredient with a name brand will be more effective than a pill with the
same amount branded as generic.101 This last phenomenon makes sense of
the common practice of mixing medicines and magic, for even chemically
efficacious remedies will be more potent if presented as part of an impres-
sive package of therapies.102 Similarly, the variable degrees of placebo effect
help explain why people sought out healers rather than just relying on
home remedies, and why some healers were consulted more often than
others. The more effectively they inspired belief in their patients that they
would get better, the more readily their patients would, in fact, get better;
and the more their patients did, in fact, get better, the more effectively they
could inspire belief in them and others.103

The sampled cases contain numerous examples of healing activities that
involved the exploitation of peoples’ conscious beliefs about what could
cure them, the placebo effect. To begin with, the very fact of seeking help
could have a placebo effect; if the patient believed that using a home rem-
edy or consulting a healer would help, they were already ahead of the
game.104 This may seem trivial to us, but for people whose real alternative
was to lay despondently on a straw mat in the semi-darkness of a drafty hut,
taking action was in itself a significant step.105 Next, the words used in dis-
cussing the remedy could heighten the patient’s belief, and hence the ther-
apeutic effect, and any words incorporated in the remedy itself as a blessing
or charm would contribute even more, like Jacob Schäffer’s recitation of the
line “I spew therein [to the sea] all my woes” to help cure a woman’s cold.
Similarly, symbols known for their beneficial potency like the crosses Hans
Brückner traced on the doors and windows, objects with reputed power like
Hans Röcklin’s stone, and the talismans used by Christoph Wieland would
have a had similar potential to trigger the placebo effect. Actions like touch-
ing and stroking the place on the body where an ailment was located, as
Peter Jergle did to treat Jacob Albrecht’s wife’s pains in her leg, were thought
to have therapeutic value, and hence, whatever other potential they might
have had, this belief in itself endowed them with some. Finally, some heal-
ers used conscious tricks to enhance their patients’ belief in their powers.106

That would seem to have been the implication of the magistrates’ charge
that Jacob Schäffer engaged in “sucking” at the source of pain, and other
instances of simulated “extractions” have been reported from elsewhere in
Europe.107 The role of sham in shamanism was noted by some of the earli-
est Europeans to observe the activities of Siberian healers, and they have
been observed in numerous cultures around the world. Itinerant charlatans
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in early modern Europe, of course, cynically exploited these tricks to fleece
credulous customers, and some cunning folk used them to impress people
in order to build their businesses, but whatever use was made of them for
fraud, as placebos they could have genuine therapeutic effect (and, ironi-
cally, even when they were consciously being used for fraud!), which would
help explain why shamans who used practices involving sleigh-of-hand
could nonetheless believe that they could genuinely promote healing.108

Another interesting feature of the placebo effect is that the patient’s belief
in the efficacy of a placebo is not the only factor influencing its effect; the
doctor’s belief about it also plays a role, which is why it is necessary to do
double-blind drug tests in which neither the patient nor the medical staff
with which he or she has contact knows whether the medicine or a placebo
is being administered.109 The problem is not so much that doctors and
nurses might consciously cheat by telling the patient or inadvertently say
something, but that they can convey their expectations in ways that are
unconscious to them and to the patient, through the kind of subliminal
communication that we saw as an important aspect of witchcraft in Chapter 1.
Thus, optimistic doctors with a “therapeutic” approach can enhance the
effects of both placebos and actual medicines, while skeptical doctors with
an “experimental” attitude about a drug can not only suppress the placebo
effect, they can also suppress the effects of the active medication!110 This
aspect of curing highlights the fact that even in considering placebos, in
which the patient’s conscious belief plays a therapeutic role, we must keep
in mind that influencing the conscious mind is actually a means of influ-
encing the unconscious processing going on “behind the scenes,” so to
speak, for a tremendous amount of unconscious processing is needed to
transform an idea, which is nothing but a configuration of neurons in the
cerebral cortex, into bodily activities in the blood vessels in a swollen foot
or the infected tissues in the lungs. The power of the doctor’s unconscious
expression of his or her conscious beliefs to affect patients’ bodily functions
without their conscious awareness also indicates that the placebo effect, the
ability to manipulate patients’ cognitive processing by influencing their
conscious beliefs, is just one way of getting at those unconscious processes,
and the evidence from the sampled cases in Württemberg and elsewhere
shows that these sorts of mechanism were also exploited by traditional heal-
ing methods.

The other psychological explanation traditionally offered for the effec-
tiveness of traditional healing is “auto-suggestion.” As originally developed
by Emile Coué in the early nineteenth century, it also involved conscious-
ness, for he thought of it as a form of mental programming in which the
person deliberately molds his or her unconscious by conscious imaging and
repetitive thoughts, in effect performing a sort of “self-hypnosis.”111 Like the
placebo effect, it has come to be used rather indiscriminately, as a general
description of conscious thought impressing itself on the unconscious, but
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the two are not the same, for while, as we have seen, some personality types
are more responsive to hypnosis (and self-hypnosis) than others, there
seems to be “no correlation” of the placebo effect “with personality type.”112

Furthermore, the term “placebo” contains no indication of mechanism by
which belief is translated into healing, whereas the term “auto-suggestion”
points to a connection between conscious thought and unconscious pro-
cessing, and hints at the existence of the entirely unconscious processes that
lie beyond. 

While Coué is best known today for his mantra “Every day in every way
I am getting better and better,” and his broader emphasis on positive
thoughts and expression, he actually stressed the primacy of imagery over
will in the activation of the unconscious.113 Indeed, recent research suggests
that “imagery seems to be the only conscious modality that can trigger auto-
nomic response,” perhaps because the right cerebral hemisphere both works
with images rather than language and specializes in dealing with internal
processes.114 There is “a vast network of neural connections between the
right hemisphere and the limbic system” so that “the verbal functions of the
left hemisphere are one step removed from the autonomic processes”; verbal
thoughts and perceptions “have to undergo translation by the right
hemisphere ... before they can be understood by the involuntary, or auto-
nomic, nervous system.”115

Whether they arise as linguistic suggestions or as spontaneous visualiza-
tions, the influence of imagery on autonomic functioning can be quite pow-
erful. Actors in an experiment told to visualize a scene not only felt the
corresponding emotions, but also showed “changes in some hormones” in
their blood “and indications of subtle changes in the immune system.”116

Visualization has been shown to “elicit changes in blood glucose, gastroin-
testinal activity, and blister formation,” slow the heart rate, decrease blood
pressure, increase salvation, and stimulate or inhibit the immune system.117

Thus, when classic shamans report on imaginal flights to the spirit world to
defeat the demon responsible for a disease or to recover the patient’s spirit,
they are not just motivating the sick in some vague inspirational way, but
instead are inducing a series of images that trigger specific physiological
changes with “direct therapeutic effect.”118

As we have seen though, among the Germans the classic shamanic per-
formances appear to have ossified into standardized narrative charms by the
turn of the first millennium, and these gradually evolved into the much
briefer commands, analogies, and supplications that were current in the
early modern period. Among the sampled cases there are elements of
imagery, like Jacob Schäffer’s blessing describing spewing one’s woe into the
sea, Gertrude Reitsen’s command to blood to “stand still,” and Hans
Brückner’s visual theatrics of tracing crosses on the walls and doors, but
these are very subdued compared not only to the extended narrations of
classic shamans, but also to the visually impressive props like masks and
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altars and activities like acting out scenes and ecstatic swooning that are also
utilized in some peoples’ healing ceremonies. Instead, as is perhaps typical
of people who have passed from the shamanic healer to the simple healer
stage, early modern Württembergers’ healing activities centered on another
mechanism, that of vocalization.

Vocalization plays a secondary role in shamanic healing, transmitting the
shaman’s visualizations to the patient and audience, who then translate the
words back into images. As with the blessings mentioned above, this role as
a prompt to imagery remained in a much reduced form.119 However, vocal-
ization has its own ways of directly affecting unconscious processes in the
nervous system, for vocalization (as opposed to subvocalization, the cogni-
tive analogue to visualization) had prelinguistic origins that link it directly
to the limbic system, the area of the brain responsible for emotions that is
in turn linked to the autonomic nervous system. “Sound waves can actually
modify the activity of nerve cells” in the temporal lobe, and “during primate
vocalizations, heightened neuroelectric activity occurs in both the temporal
lobe and the amygdale.”120 What is important in this process is not the con-
ceptual content conveyed by the sounds (although these could, of course,
trigger the placebo effect and Couéan autosuggestion), but their emotional
tenor and rhythmic structure, for the amygdale is a limbic center that plays
a prominent role in emotional memory, and rhythmic, sing-song sounds
“are represented bilaterally in the anterior regions” of the brain, contribut-
ing to “synchronizing brain activity between the left and right hemi-
spheres,” a “psychophysical integration which manifests itself as emotional
catharsis.” We have seen in Chapter 5 how incantation could act as a
psychophysical driving mechanism in sorcery, and here we can see one way
in which, employed for benign purposes, they could have therapeutic rather
than injurious effects.121

When performed by a group, rhythmic vocalization, like other rhythmic
group activities, promotes not only individual psychophysical integration,
but also group solidarity and cohesion, which play a critical role in health
and disease.122 Interpersonal conflicts, as we saw in Chapter 1, can con-
tribute to ill-health in a variety of ways, and social isolation or loneliness has
been shown to depress the immune system and contribute to heart disease,
hypertension, and even cancer.123 Social support, in contrast, helps main-
tain good health and promotes recovery. “Social attachments are important
to normal human development and psychobiological function,” so “a
strong community can exert a very practical effect on physical well-
being.”124 Social support contributes to reduced levels of stress and bolsters
the immune system as well as promoting healthier habits and life-choices,
reducing the incidence of and contributing to faster recovery from illnesses
ranging from strep to heart disease to cancer.125

Promotion of social support is an important part of folk medicine gener-
ally, as it was in early modern Europe, although it did not play as prominent
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a role as the communal dancing and other rituals utilized by many tribal
peoples. Villagers in Württemberg rang the church bells when members of
the community became sick, and sickbeds were often placed at the center of
the room so that friends and relatives could gather around the patient.126

Among the sampled trials, we have seen that Hans Brückner’s and Bästlin’s
healing ceremonies were performed in front of the patients’ families; Hans
Haasen involved the parents of the boy whose heart problems he treated in
the healing process, telling them to bathe him; and Jacob Schäffer tried to get
the woman he treated with rose petals to pray with her husband. The mar-
shalling of social support and resolution of social conflicts was a standard
technique of shamans and healers around the world, and while healers in
early modern Europe, who had to keep an eye out for the clerical and secu-
lar authorities, made less prominent use of it than the shamans and shaman
healers in many smaller scale societies, they still utilized it to some degree.127

How social support promotes health is not entirely understood. The tra-
ditional assumption has been that it works indirectly, cheering the patient
up by inducing members of the community with whom he or she might
have debilitating conflicts to let go of them and demonstrate their more fun-
damental amity, while reinforcing the feelings of love and companionship
from the rest of the community. Indeed, lonely people have been found to
have higher levels of cortisol, the hormone responsible for stress, in their
blood, with correspondingly lower levels of the killer cells that attack viruses
and tumors.128 Recent research, however, suggests that in addition to this
undeniably important channel there is another connection between people
that exerts a more direct physiological effect. One of the important effects
of collective rhythmic rituals is to synchronize autonomic functioning
through parallel activity, but autonomic functioning has been found to be
coordinated by a far more straightforward mechanism as well.129 It has long
been known that when a person thinks about performing an action, some
of the associated motor neurons actually begin firing, and it has recently
been discovered that the same effect happens when a person observes some-
one else performing an action: about 20 percent of the neurons in the
appropriate regions of the brain, termed “mirror neurons,” fire to recreate at
a low level a brain activity corresponding to the others person’s observed
action.130 Furthermore, not only motor neurons fire in response to the
activity of others, but also neurons in other regions of the brain, the neo-
cortex and the limbic system, indicating that intent and emotion are also
being mirrored in the brain of the observer.131 Finally, and most impor-
tantly from our point of view, this process of mimicry and synchronization
takes place when facial expressions are seen, vocalizations are heard, and
other forms of emotional expression are perceived, so that the act of per-
ceiving an emotion results in its recreation in the nervous system of the
observer.132 “A certain part of the brain is activated when we feel sad,” for
example, “but the same area lights up, albeit to a lesser extent, when we see
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someone else in distress.”133 Thus understanding feelings and intents, sym-
pathy and empathy, do not simply involve labeling them and positioning
these labels within some constellation of symbols, but actually reproducing
them neurologically and experiencing them viscerally. (President Clinton
really did “feel your pain”!) Healing rituals that involve communal partici-
pation thus surround the patient with expressions of affection and hope and
thereby do not simply inspire feelings of optimism and being valued, but
actually induce such feelings directly, by stimulating the parts of the brains
that correspond to the expressions and their motivations of the others (the
same mechanism probably contributes to the efficacy of spontaneous
maleficium and ritual sorcery, although the malign potential of this effect
has to date been little studied).134 Similarly, the power of a healer’s perform-
ance, the “charisma” that plays a vital role in his or her ability to heal,
comes not simply by performing symbolically meaningful acts to inspire the
patient, but by exuding optimism and confidence that trigger corresponding
patterns of neural activity in the patient.135 Genuineness and expressiveness
are therefore critical traits in healers because communication on this level
cannot be faked; there are aspects of subliminal communication, as we have
seen, that are not accessible to the conscious mind, and a simulated emo-
tion will not exert the same persuasive power on the patient’s unconscious
processing as a real one.136

While loud, rhythmic vocalization serves as a driving mechanism and
promotes social cohesion, quieter vocalization and subvocalization can have
other beneficial effects on health. For one thing, “a quiet prayer ... can acti-
vate the body’s quiescent function that has been shown to enhance immune
system function, lower heart rates and blood pressure, restrict the release of
harmful stress hormones ... and generate feelings of calmness and well-
being.”137 Another is that which was originally proposed by Coué: recitation
of a prayer or incantation can exert an hypnotic effect, promoting dissocia-
tion and facilitating the effects of suggestion. Prayer, blessings, and charms,
like hypnosis, can induce relaxation of the body and focused attention
through repetitive stimuli and explicit suggestion, creating “an altered state
of consciousness ... which improves the physical and mental well-being of
the individual.”138 Some of the healing effect of hypnosis is undoubtedly
caused by the relaxation it involves, for hypnosis in humans seems to be
related to “animal hypnosis” in which startled animals enter “catalepsies, or
pretended death” to avoid predators, a response that is the opposite of the
“flight/fight” mobilization that we have seen plays such a prominent role in
psychophysical maladies.139 However, the suggestibility people display
under hypnosis makes it possible for a hypnotic trance to be used to facili-
tate healing in other ways. In particular, hypnotic dissociation appears to
disentrain the conscious facility responsible for our “free won’t,” the neuro-
logical circuitry that enables us to voluntarily suppress impulses that are on
the verge of being executed.140 Since this normal waking consciousness is
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closely connected to the brain centers responsible for reality orientation
(both go offline during sleep), hypnosis appears therefore to facilitate heal-
ing suggestions by avoiding realistic but unhelpful doubts about the
prospects of recovery.141 Furthermore, hypnosis would appear to also cir-
cumvent other, nonconscious entrainments that inhibit action for patho-
logical reasons, perhaps because they are normally entrained with our (not
completely) “free won’t” as part of the assessment criteria that influence its
decisions. Finally, as we saw in Chapter 5, there is evidence that hypnotic
trance directly promotes learning, for physiological studies of subjects in
mild trance states showed a “signal, representing a negative charge, that the
brain gives off during learning” that normally amount to “at most 100
microvolts” reached much higher levels, “rising in several instances to 1,500
to 2,000 microvolts.”142 Of course, this activity may just be a manifestation
of the reduction of normal inhibitions, but the upshot seems to be that
people in hypnotic trance states are not just psychologically but also physi-
ologically more open to new ideas and information, which can be utilized
to promote healing.

While in some cases the patients themselves recited the healing blessings
and prayers, as when Peter Jergle told Jacob Albrecht’s wife to pray to help
heal her sore leg and Jacob Schäffer told the woman with the cold to say the
blessing about going over the sea, in others it was the healer (or, in the case
of children, a parent) who voiced the incantation instead of the person who
was actually sick, as when Gertrude Raitsen used her blessings against bleed-
ing and burns and when Jacob Schäffer prayed for Hannß Schuten’s son.143

Of course, in some cases, like the latter, the healer actually led others in
prayer, but even when the patient said nothing such a ritual could induce a
therapeutic trance, for “dissociation” can be “imposed on individuals in
some way by the actions of other persons through verbal or nonverbal sug-
gestion.”144 In classic hypnosis, of course, the hypnotist induces the trance
in the subject without entering a trance state him or herself, and the recita-
tion of a blessing by a healer could work in this way, by getting the patient
to follow along silently if not through direct suggestion, but in shamanic
healing the healer him or herself enters a trance state in order to induce one
in the patient.145 To some extent, of course, the shaman’s trance simply facil-
itates the performance of rituals that induce trance, but it seems that the
healer’s trance state itself acts as a sort of “emotional contagion,” inducing
in the patient a similar altered state of consciousness.146 The specific mech-
anism could be the action of mirror neurons or some other form of sublim-
inal communication, but whatever the means, it seems that healers’ facial
expression, vocalizations, and gestures combined with any other sounds,
smells, and activities would act as “a form of hypnotherapy” that affected
the patient and any other audience, and if there was an audience, then a
similar process of nonverbal communication from audience to patient
would second and amplify the interpersonal influence of the healer.
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At its most extreme, shamanic healing appears to go beyond induction of
hypnotic trance and implantation of suggestion – fine-tuning the patient’s
nervous system, in the terms discussed in Chapter 5 – to a full-blown “tun-
ing” of the nervous system similar to that responsible for the induction of
shamanic ecstasy: the driving of the ergotropic nervous system into over-
load to generate the simultaneous discharge of the trophotropic system,
synchronization of the cerebral hemispheres with each other and the limbic
system, and collapse into a pronounced trophotropic state.147 This process
“facilitates rapid cognitive reassignment of affect to object,” and ends in the
autonomic state designed for regeneration and restoration of bodily
resources.148 While this approach seems to be quite common in shamanic
tribal cultures, none of the healing rituals described in the documents from
early modern Württemberg suggests the kind of prolonged and intense rit-
ual activity these involve. Some, of course, may have been more intense
than the participants – who were, after all, suspects in a criminal investiga-
tion because of these rituals – conveyed to the investigating magistrates, but
it is important to realize that healing rituals do not have to be frenzied in
order to be effective. In fact, relatively restrained rituals and subtle alter-
ations of consciousness can achieve notable results.149 Highly hypnotizable
people “do not require special suggestions to respond hypnotically,”
although “their response is facilitated by hypnotic inductions,” and hypno-
tizablility, while genetically based, can be enhanced through socialization
and learning.150 In a society in which magic and religious beliefs and prac-
tices both promoted the alteration of consciousness through activities and
beliefs related to hypnotic inductions, the kind of rhythmic activities we
have seen in the cases from Württemberg, like Peter Jergle’s repeated
stroking of Jacob Albrecht’s wife’s sore leg; Walzen, the forest ranger’s “bib-
lical sayings and songs” used against sickness; and Jacob Schäffer’s two hour
prayer session with his disturbed patient, would have fine-tuned the sick
people’s nervous systems enough to promote relaxation and open them to
hypnotic suggestion contained in the rituals and incantations.151

These various manipulations of sick people’s conscious beliefs and uncon-
scious processing in the kinds of healing activities we have seen in early
modern Württemberg work through a number of underlying physiological
mechanisms. Some, like the direct effects of vocalization, have been men-
tioned in the course of describing the manipulations, but since various
forms of manipulation can affect the same underlying mechanisms, it will
be helpful to discuss the underlying mechanisms systematically, one by one.

First of all, since, as we saw in Chapter 1, psychological problems and
interpersonal conflicts cause or contribute to many ailments, sometimes
with the force and intent that are perceived as witchcraft, but more often as
lower grade, routine manifestations of the psychological stresses of human
life and communal living. Sometimes these problems manifest as somato-
form disorders, symbolic somatizations of psychological distress, but more
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often they manifest as psychophysical maladies, “real” physical disorders
that result either directly from the effects of chronic stress, like headaches
from tensed muscles and hypertension from constricted blood vessels, or
indirectly, due to the stress response’s suppression of the immune system
and the body’s consequent vulnerability to a wide variety of disease agents.
In all these cases, healing rituals that promote intraspychic and interper-
sonal integration thereby reduce or remove an important contributor to dis-
ease by helping resolve the psychological and interpersonal tensions that
either generate it or make the body vulnerable to it. While this form of inter-
vention may seem inconsequential in comparison to modern medicines and
surgical procedures, it was the primary means of promoting health before
the twentieth century, and is increasingly recognized by even modern
doctors as a potent contributor to health and a tool against disease.

While reducing or resolving the psychological and interpersonal tensions
that cause or contribute to disease can promote healing, there are other,
more directly physiological mechanisms by which traditional healing helps
sick people feel better. The first of these is by stimulating the release of
endorphins and enkephalins, the body’s natural opiates.152 We have seen
that pain is a complex construct created by the brain, with cultural expec-
tations and psychosocial dynamics playing an important role in the percep-
tion of its intensity and tolerance of its effects, but these endogenous
chemicals also play a role, helping to block the sensation of pain, “exerting
analgesic effects” that can be “more powerful than those of narcotic drugs, 
and ... produce a sense of calm and well-being.”153 Placebos can trigger the
release of endorphins, as can “cultural symbols that have been cross-
conditioned with physiological, emotional, and cognitive responses”;
prolonged rhythmic rituals; exhaustive exercise; anaerobic activities; and
sleep deprivation.154 Chanting and other vocalizations appear to have a par-
ticularly close connection with these pain-reducing chemicals, for the basal
ganglia structures, which “play a major role in language” by integrating the
cognitive and emotional components, “are a rich source of enkephalin.”155

Conversely, “the cortical areas” particularly “involved in affiliative interac-
tions, social bonds, multimodal sensory information processing, selective
attention, and top-down physiological regulation are also areas with the
highest density of opioid receptors.” Endorphin release can thus be triggered
by a variety of mechanisms involved in ritual healing, and results in a real
reduction of pain and real sensations of well-being and connectedness.
These not only provide the direct benefits that help the patient feel better,
but also indirectly aid in healing by reducing anxiety and stress and thus
facilitating rest and recuperation.

While there is no question that the pain-reducing effects of endorphin
release can have beneficial effects in healing, it should also be noted that
reduced pain can lead to excessive activity detrimental to healing; in fact,
endorphin is actually secreted as part of the “fight/flight” response so that
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people in extreme danger can ignore severe injuries that would normally
cause debilitating pain. Furthermore, excessive amounts of endorphin in the
bloodstream are at least one way that the stress reaction suppresses the
immune function, so the beneficial effects of artificially inducing endorphin
release can come at a price. However, another mechanism that is tapped by a
variety of healing techniques that we have seen is specifically designed to
counter the effects of the stress response, to aid in rest and restoration of the
body and boost the immune system. This method involves deliberately acti-
vating the parasympathetic nervous system, the quiescent system that is the
counterpart to the sympathetic nervous system responsible for the
“fight/flight” response and the stress reaction. In contrast to the excitation
produced by the sympathetic system, during the “relaxation response ...
metabolism slows down, blood pressure drops, breathing slows, heart rate
lowers, and ... brain waves are less active.”156 As we have seen, periods domi-
nated by the relaxation response naturally alternate with more active periods
on an approximately ninety minute cycle, and after an emergency activation
of the “fight/flight” response the relaxation response kicks in when the crisis
is over.157 We have seen that a parasympathetic dominant state is the end-
condition when the nervous system is “tuned” through simultaneous dis-
charge of both halves of the autonomic nervous system, and it can also be
fostered less dramatically through soothing activities like subdued rhythmic
activity, incantations and prayer, meditation, and hypnosis.158

As noted above, calming healing rituals like Peter Jergle’s repeated
stroking of Jacob Albrecht’s wife’s sore leg, Walzen the forest ranger’s “bibli-
cal sayings and songs” used against sickness, and Jacob Schäffer’s two hour
prayer session with his disturbed patient had the potential not only to pro-
mote the relaxation response, “with all its physiological benefits,” but also
open them to hypnotic suggestion contained in the symbols utilized in the
ritual activities and the words of the blessings and prayers. Furthermore,
these hypnotic processes are just one way of exploiting the third general
healing mechanism, symbolic penetration. As we have seen in Chapter 5,
when considering the effects of the eggs Agnes Langjahr put in the woman’s
bed in the Crammer’s house, symbolic penetration in general is “the effects
exercised by the neural system mediating a symbolic percept (or the entire
perceptual field) upon other neural, endocrine, and physiological systems,”
giving symbols the “potential to evoke any neural network that becomes
entrained to the network mediating the percept” which “may include lower
autonomic and endocrine structures mediating arousal and metabolic func-
tions; core brain and limbic structures mediating sentiment, emotion, or
feeling; and cortical structures mediating conceptual organization, imaginal
organization, logico-mathematical functions, cross-modal sensory transfer,
and other functions.”159 This means, first of all, that symbolic penetration
can be used to modify neural structures responsible for psychogenic disor-
ders by “entraining deep levels of neurocognitive organization, evoking
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repressed structures and psychodynamic complexes and re-elevating them
into consciousness,” which can lead to beneficial “changes in ... behavior,
personality, self-understanding, and autonomic balance.”160 Furthermore,
symbolic penetration can promote health and combat disease by directly
entraining organs in the immune system.161 The immune system plays a
vital role in combating viral and bacterial infections and the development
of cancers, and while it was traditionally thought to be a relatively self con-
tained unit, connected with the nervous and endocrine systems only
through generalized trigger and modulatory mechanisms, recent research in
psychoneuroimmunology has shown that “hormones and neurotransmit-
ters can influence ... the immune system, and ... products of the immune
system can influence the brain,” so that there is “a constant flow of infor-
mation ... back and forth between the brain and the immune system.”162 To
some extent “the immune system is ... under the direct control of the CNS,”
or central nervous system, informing the brain when an infection has been
detected and receiving messages from the brain via neurotransmitter recep-
tors on immune cells which enable “the brain” to directly and specifically
“manipulate the immune system.”163 Ritual healing techniques appear to
exploit this connection by creating entrainments between “the neural sys-
tem mediating a symbolic percept” and the lymphoid organs and tissues of
the immune system that are distributed around the body in order to artifi-
cially stimulate the body’s defenses against infectious agents and internal
malignancies.164

In addition to these neural entrainments connecting symbolic percepts to
the immune system, “the frontal lobes” also “regulate internal physiologic
control systems such as the autonomic nervous system and limbic sites ...
that are known to ... impact health status” as well.165 The autonomic nerv-
ous system consists of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous sys-
tems, and we have seen the effects they can have on health and disease. The
limbic system is the primary seat of the emotions, and can exert a pro-
nounced effect on immune functioning not only by triggering the sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic systems, but also through the direct effects of
the chemicals associated with specific emotions. Different emotional states
correlate with the release of different neuropeptides, and the “the receptors
for those chemicals are found in almost every cell in the body.”166 Since
viruses enter cells through their peptide receptors, peptide levels correlated
with emotional states affect how vulnerable they are to infection.167

Furthermore, “the chemicals that mediate emotion” affect cellular activity
in the immune system, and emotional reactions quickly lead to changes in
it.168 Since symbols can be, and often are, entrained with emotions, symbols
can be used to cause changes in emotion to artificially induce changes in
cellular defenses and immune functioning.169

Symbolic penetration occurs constantly during normal waking conscious-
ness, but the ritual activities involved in folk healing facilitate the process.
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The state of relaxed dissociation promoted by incantation and prayer, gen-
tle rhythmic movements, and hypnotic induction reduce defensive interfer-
ence against symbols that threaten to disrupt the existing configuration of
neural networks. The profound neural upheaval experienced during auto-
nomic tuning and the subsequent collapse into parasympathetic domi-
nance, in contrast, “can lead to erasure of previously conditioned responses ...
and can produce an ultraparadoxical phase in which the conditioned behav-
ior and responses are reversed.”170 Rituals are not necessary for symbolic
penetration to take place, for it is a ubiquitous feature of human cognition,
but they promote the kind of powerful, focused entrainments and 
re-entrainments needed to inhibit detrimental and promote beneficial
processes deep in the autonomic, endocrine, and immune systems. In other
words, healing ritual “does not merely refer to or talk about but does some-
thing in the world.”171

Among the sampled trials, as we have noted, the single most common rit-
ual action was touch. Hans Haasen touched the boy with heart trouble he
was treating on the chest. Bästlin stroked the head and shoulders of the
demented young man he was treating, while Peter Jergle stroked the leg of
the woman he was treating where it hurt. “The skin is the earliest sensory
organ to develop,” and, with “a total of 900,000 sensory receptors ... is a giant
communication system that ... brings messages from the external environ-
ment to the attention of [the body and mind].”172 Touch has been found to
be “one of” the “most powerful components” of healthy “social support,”
and for “people who enjoy regular, satisfying touch,” it has been found that
“their hearts are stronger, their blood pressure is lower, their stress levels are
decreased, and their overall tension is reduced.”173 A recent survey of research
on healing touch therapies concluded that touch can contribute to “reduc-
ing stress, anxiety, and pain; accelerated healing; some improvement in bio-
chemical and physiological markers; and a greater sense of well-being.”174

The beneficial effects of touch clearly owe much to the physiological
mechanisms already discussed, for touch can have important symbolic
meanings, rhythmic stroking can stimulate the relaxation response, and
endorphins are released as part of social bonding as well as pain suppres-
sion.175 However, the effects of touch are thought by many to go beyond
these ordinary processes to involve some sort of extraordinary power.176

During the early modern period, the monarch’s “royal touch” in England
was thought to cure scrofula and other diseases, and touch was used com-
monly by healers across Europe.177 This effect was commonly attributed to
a power the healer had that derived from his or her social position or a spe-
cial endowment from some mystical source, and which was transferred from
the healer to the patient. In most cases the healers and their clients asserted
that the source of such power was God, but theologians and the more
devout said it was the Devil. Some people held that it came from non-
Christian spirits, like Hans Haasen’s “very large, well-built woman” who “in
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front looked like a normal person, but behind looked all light and fiery,”
who he said played such an important part in his shamanic initiation on the
Venusberg.178

Popular traditions of religious and spiritual healing by simple touch and
more elaborate ceremonies involving the “laying on” of hands continued
through the following centuries, but they came to be regarded by the med-
ical establishment as either fraudulent, misunderstood instances of coinci-
dental recovery, or psychological cures of complaints caused by
psychological problems. The Frenchman Franz Anton Messmer caused a
sensation in the eighteenth century when he developed a new healing tech-
nique based on what he called “animal magnetism,” a vital force that he
asserted emanates from within the body, is affected by regular magnetism,
and can influence other people’s magnetism, and his cures became quite
popular at the top of society, but a blue-ribbon panel appointed by the
French government, in 1784, concluded “that the ‘magnetic fluid’ was a
myth” and any curative influence his methods exerted was purely psycho-
logical.179 The dissociation Messmer’s techniques created led to the develop-
ment of hypnosis and thereby contributed to the development of modern
depth psychology, and his physiological theories and curative methods
influenced spiritualism and Christian Science, but the idea that the body
produces some occult energy that can be transferred remained beyond the
pale, scientifically and medically, until the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury, when laboratory studies produced evidence that healers could acceler-
ate healing of wounds and delay the onset of disease in mice, increase the
reactivity of enzymes associated with the growth of tissue, increase hemo-
globin levels in human blood, and produce other effects of the same nature,
all without the healers actually touching the substance or organism but by
merely passing their hands near them.180 Based on this evidence, anthropo-
logical reports on “primitive” healing techniques, ancient medical texts,
experiences with traditional healing methods, and theories about human
“bioenergy,” a variety of healing practices were renewed or developed, most
notably a modern version of “laying on” hands called “Therapeutic Touch”
that spread rapidly in the nursing profession.181

By the mid-1990s the method had “been taught to over 30,000 health care
professionals at more than 80 colleges and universities in the U.S., and in
more than 70 countries throughout the world.”182 However, the practice of
Therapeutic Touch and related healing methods have come under increas-
ing criticism because of their connections to mysticism (by fundamentalist
Christians as well as scientifically oriented skeptics), the fact that the exis-
tence of the “bioenergy” that forms the theoretical base of the practice has
not been established scientifically, the methodological problems with many
of the early experiments that inspired them and are still often cited to sup-
port them, and the mixed results of attempts to replicate and expand upon
them.183 Additional support for touch therapies, on the other hand, has
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come not only from the experiments that do provide evidence of clinical
benefits attributable to them, but also from parapsychological experiments
in which changes in the activity of sensorially isolated targets’ autonomic
nervous systems, as measured by blood volume in the fingers, galvanic skin
response, blood pressure, EEG, or EKG, appear to be correlated with isolated
senders’ randomly prompted attempts to cause them.184 However, the para-
psychological experiments challenge Therapeutic Touch and similar healing
methods from another direction, as do much disputed experiments involv-
ing intercessionary prayer from afar, for in both cases the purported physio-
logical influence is exerted not by the close proximity of a healer’s hands,
but from another room or even from another state.185 Even some advocates
of Therapeutic Touch emphasize the importance of healing intent and the
possibility that rather than representing any local transfer of some sort of
“bioenergy,” any healing power conveyed by touch or near-touch beyond
the mechanisms discussed previously are simply a focused manifestation of
more general psychokinetic influences.186 On the other hand, the possibil-
ity has also been raised that any benefits beyond the placebo effect attribut-
able to touch and near-touch therapies can be explained by the effects of
heat and the very weak electromagnetic field generated by electrochemical
activity in the nervous system, which would vindicate the practice of
Therapeutic Touch without requiring any paranormal form of influence.187

On balance, then, while early modern healing practices, not just touch,
but also prayer and other rituals performed by healers and others, may have
had some beneficial effect through some form of direct energy transfer, the
kind of influence that would on the surface seem to be most closely associ-
ated with “magical” healing, even if the possibility of such transfers comes to
be accepted by the scientific community, given that the healing rituals con-
tained in the records from early modern Württemberg involved actions car-
ried out in the presence of the patients and with their knowledge of the
activities’ purpose, this would seem to have been a limited influence in com-
parison to the effects of the internal physiological mechanisms discussed
earlier. With or without any sort of power to transfer thoughts or energy
from healer to patient, the power of early modern folk healing in
Württemberg and elsewhere beyond the efficacy of herbal remedies they
involved substantially if not wholly stemmed from the power of incanta-
tions, ritual actions, and symbolic objects to resolve psychological and inter-
personal tensions, stimulate endorphin release, induce the relaxation
response, and establish neural entrainments and stimulate the release of
neuropeptides that reduced people’s pain and promoted their recovery. 

Some of these influences, like the placebo effect, depended on people’s
learned expectations, but others, like the hypnotic effect of incantation,
acted more viscerally. Similarly, many of the maladies they could cure were
psychological or psychosomatic, but many were purely or primarily organic;
just as interpersonal conflicts could manifest somatically as psychological
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conversion reactions or stress-related organic problems, beneficent psycho-
logical manipulations could promote organic healing as well as cure hyster-
ical symptoms. Gertrudt Raitsen’s blessings to staunch bleeding and to heal
burns were as realistic therapies as Jacob Schäffer’s prayers and rose petals to
bring Bernhardt Saÿer’s wife to her senses; both Peter Jergle’s touch therapy
for Jacob Albrecht’s wife’s leg pains and Hans Röcklin’s use of a stone to
reduce the swelling of a child’s tumor were equally likely to bring relief or
even a cure. None could equal the power of modern surgery and antide-
pressants, antibiotics or radiation therapy, of course, but they were not com-
peting with them. If their promise did not equal that of modern medicine,
it certainly rivaled the alternative medical care available at the time, and it
constituted a markedly superior way of handling illness to letting nature
take its course.188

Magical countermeasures

Just as causing illness was by far the most common misfortune attributed to
witchcraft and sorcery, healing was the most common form of beneficent
magic, forming a third of all the sampled activities, and half of those involv-
ing manipulative magic (see Table 7.1). The other half of the cases involving
manipulative magic were divided among a number of types: magical coun-
termeasures used against those who had trespassed against a person through
magic or theft, magical techniques for enhancing various attributes and abil-
ities, exorcism of spirits (not including attempts to establish contacts with
spirits to gain treasure, which was mainly a form of divination), and a few
miscellaneous practices.

While magical enhancement was the second most numerous category
after healing, there was a form of countermagic that had a strong relation-
ship to healing which makes it appropriate to discuss this category first. The
countermagic in question is magic used against witchcraft, and it is related
to healing because, as was just noted, the most common form of harm
ascribed to witchcraft was illness, and so the most common response was
some sort of healing activity. Of the 31 informal responses to witchcraft
recorded in all the sampled witchcraft and magic cases together, 15 involved
healing; 12 involved divination (and of these, five also involved healing, so
that the divination was used essentially as a diagnostic tool), three involved
asking the witch to remove the spell, one involved removing a hidden
object thought to be responsible for the spell, and two involved undertak-
ing magical action against the witch.189

To some extent these figures surely distort the frequency with which the
different types of measures against witchcraft were used. Some, most
notably preventive measures like avoiding or appeasing a suspected witch,
wearing protective amulets, deploying protective devices or signs around
the house, and incanting protective blessings have been reported from other
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early modern sources and found by folklorists in twentieth-century Swabia,
but they were not likely not to draw the attention of the authorities.190

Similarly, people probably downplayed or avoided reporting magical
countermeasures that they took on their own, since these could lead to a
countercharge or prosecution for practicing illicit magic. Conversely, con-
sultation with a healer was more difficult to cover up than a purely private
action, and it involved an activity that was would have been expected when
a health problem was involved, so the authorities were on the lookout for
the use of magical remedies. Once an investigation got under way, however,
both healer and clients had reason to downplay any magical elements.
Overall, it seems likely that the records reflect the frequency of consulting
healers more accurately than the exact nature of the cures they recom-
mended.

Even so, while passive protective magic and aggressive countermagic
undoubtedly played more significant roles than the trial records show, con-
sideration of the evidence in both the witch trials and the trials for benefi-
cent magic suggest that among the active responses available to a harm
caused by suspected witchcraft, simply curing the ailment ascribed to witch-
craft was the most common.191 To begin by considering the situation from
the point of view of the witch trials, of the 27 sampled witchcraft cases, 13
involved a doctor or healer of some sort, although one of the “healers” was
actually a wise woman who recommended that the spell be defused by dig-
ging up a bone she said was causing it.192 In some of these cases home reme-
dies had been tried before the help of a specialist was sought, but in two
other cases home remedies alone were used; so 14 cases of the 27 involved
medical activity. However, nine of the 13 cases that did not involve some
medical intervention were concerned with situations in which there was no
party thought to have been injured by witchcraft, and therefore medical
action would not have made sense: the incident that started when a rumor
swept Wildbad in 1663, most of the cases that started with a confession of
diabolism, and two cases in which the accusation of witchcraft was made by
officials against a person originally arrested for theft. Therefore, it seems that
there was some sort of medical response in the great majority of the cases in
which witchcraft was seen as the cause of some type of injury (14 of 18, or
78 percent).193 Of the four cases in which there was an injury but no med-
ical response was mentioned, one involved the wise woman mentioned
above, two started with a malady that quickly got better (the girl who col-
lapsed when berated and hit by Katharina Masten recovered later that day,
and the couple who got sick from Catharina Freyberger’s goat cheese also
improved on their own).194 The last was the defamation suit by Hans Rueff
against Margaretha Stuertzen, who claimed he had caused her to become ill
by grabbing her some months before, but while there were seven witnesses
who testified that she was indeed ill, whether and how she had tried to cure
her ailment was not discussed.195
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Among the cases that did involve medical care, in two a doctor was only
called in by the authorities to offer an expert opinion on the nature of the
complaint once the investigation was well under way, when Anna Maria
Schelling’s family said that she had been poisoned by an apple Barbara
Gessler gave her, and when young Hanß Ferner said the Devil had cut his leg
after they returned from the witch dance.196 In some other cases, officially
sanctioned practitioners were consulted by the afflicted party and treated
the ailment as a physical disease, like when Johanna Fehlen got sick from
the drink with the powder in it that Barbara Schmied gave her at a party, and
she went to a barber who gave her a drink and “also opened a vein” to bleed
her.197 Similarly, when the preacher of Geradstetten’s sister-in-law got sick
after eating a piece of bread Maria Laichlin gave her, and the preacher took
the young woman to the doctor in Schondorf, he treated the malady by
bleeding her, even though he said that its cause was “preternatural.”198

In a number of cases the character of the healer is less clear and the nature
of the remedy difficult to determine. For example, when Agatha Sacher’s
rival became distraught at her wedding to Agatha’s ex-boyfriend, she was
taken to a “doctor” (“artzt”) who said that her “spirit (‘muoth’) had been
taken” and gave her a drink to make her better.199 Since the “doctor” was in
the town of Villingen when she went to him, but was not identified in any
more specific way and since then he had moved to a small village, it seems
more likely that he was a completely unofficial healer than a bather or
apothecary who was practicing beyond his official competence. On the
other hand, he was not identified by any other profession, either those iden-
tified with occult knowledge, like knacker or executioner, or a more regular
trade, and he does not seem to have been a peasant, all of which suggests
that he was an at least semi-professional healer. The fact that he diagnosed
the woman’s problem as having had her “spirit” ... taken,” and went on to
indicate that he dealt with the problem frequently suggests that he was a
practitioner with some focus on spiritual or magical problems.

However, in describing the Ziegler’s bride’s problem, the healer used the
word “muoth” (modern “mut”) that means “spirit” more along the lines of
“courage,” “mood,” and “state of mind” than some ethereal dimension of
personhood.200 This terminology stands in sharp contrast to the way
another healer, Margretha Rencklern, who lived 25 or 30 miles away in
Sindelfingen, near Stuttgart, talked about her practices around the same
time, saying that she “knew how to drive witches out” as if they actually
entered the sick person.201 Margretha’s use of the word “Unhold” for the
“bad people” causing children’s ailments connects her conceptualization to
the old belief that some women’s souls flew at night with Holda and that
others’ flew out to devour children, while simultaneously anticipating the
modern idea that disease is caused by noxious invaders. The healer from
Villingen, in contrast, seems to be simultaneously closer to the shamanic
concept of disease as a loss of spirit and the modern idea that symptoms like
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Ziegler’s wife’s are psychological rather than spiritual. This impression is
reinforced by the fact that he does not appear to have used any blessings or
ceremonies to treat her, but instead just administered a medicine.

However, before we conclude that the Villingen healer was simply a natur-
opath giving Ziegler’s wife an herbal sedative to calm her down so she could
recover her “muoth,” we must remember that, first, details of the session
may have been kept secret for the reasons given above, and, second, herbs
were generally thought to have magical as well as medicinal potency.202

Indeed, many herbs thought to have curative properties affect the nervous
system as well as or even instead of having a more direct physiological
effect. Some recipes even included the same powerful psychoactive plants
that were thought to be used in witch salves, in which case the psy-
chophysical effects would not simply be a sort of “fine-tuning,” but actually
a full-blown tuning effect, causing the patient to experience the simultaneous
discharge of the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems and collapse into
parasympathetic dominance, which induces ecstasy but also has “inherent
therapeutic effects,” including “facilitating self-regulation of physiological
processes, reducing tension” and “eliminating psychosomatic effects.”203 In
most cases, of course, the herbs were more mild, but could have beneficial
effects either as part of a larger ritual, like Hans Brückner’s, or simply by
relaxing or stimulating the patient. It seems significant that the healer who
treated Ziegler’s bride said that her spirit “had been taken,” implying that he
thought someone or something took it, and he said that this sort of prob-
lem was common, which suggests that even if he confined himself to using
herbal remedies, he was using them at least as much for their spiritual
potency as for any natural effects on the body. Early moderns did not
sharply distinguish between physical, mental, and spiritual phenomena the
way we do, but instead tended to see them as highly interconnected.

In any event, of the 14 cases involving medical practices, four involved
practitioners who were clearly identified as officially sanctioned medical
men employing authorized practices. Six, in contrast, were clearly identified
as popular healers who appear to have offered supernatural or spiritual
therapies: an executioner in Stuttgart who prescribed a lavender water rub
and “fumigating powder that she must smoke” for Barbara Dannenritter
when her arm hurt terribly after Anna Maria Rothin grabbed it; the knacker
consulted by the girl who Margaretha Ada hit; a knacker consulted by Anna
Schollen, Magdelena Kochen’s well-to-do neighbor who had refused to buy
mandrake from her, when her cow got sick; the “little woman” (weiblin, a
wise woman) who told Agatha Stoßer’s neighbor to dig for a bone when his
cow got sick; and two cunning men: Hans Köll, who treated Anna Eberlin
after she thought she had had sex with the Devil by hanging an amulet with
herbs in it on her back, as well as giving her an herbal drink, and another
one consulted by Christian Cammer when the three eggs were found in his
wife’s bed.204 Of the four uncertain cases, one was a “medical man” (medico)
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in the town of Backnang who was consulted when Jakob Endris got sick
from his stepgrandmother’s lye-laced soup and who recommended a medi-
cine from an apothecary, so he was probably a sanctioned healer, and in this
case anyway offered only a natural remedy, while the other three might
have been simple healers.205 If these three are added to the five who were
clearly cunning folk, that means that such practitioners were consulted in
eight, just under one-third, of the 27 cases in all, or about half of the 18
cases involving medical issues, while the remainder of these “medical” cases
included the four handled by licit practitioners, the one involving the
Backnang “medico,” and four in which there were medical issues but there’s
no evidence that any medical personnel were consulted.206 As in the case of
divination, seeking the aid of cunning folk and village healers to counteract
maladies ascribed to witchcraft was a significant option in dealing with
them, but it was far from standard practice.207

The reason for this variability undoubtedly reflects the varied circum-
stances surrounding witchcraft accusations and the diverse circumstances of
the people involved. Some accusations, as we have seen, arose in circum-
stances that did not call for medical intervention, not just the unfounded
rumor in Wildbad, but also most of the confessions of diabolism, and when
the prosecution grew out of an investigation of some other crime.208 In
other cases, a physical malady was involved, but the circumstances were so
manifest that no cunning person was needed to divine the identity of the
witch, and the affliction was transitory. This was the case when Katharina
Masten berated and knocked down the servant girl Catharina Baitinger;
the girl soon recovered, and there was no mystery who was to blame.209 In
some cases, the simple availability of different medical practitioners may
have played a role, while in still others economic resources and social status
may have influenced the choice of healer; Johannes Brand, for example,
being the preacher of Geradstetten, not surprisingly took his sister-in-law to
the town doctor in Schondorf when she got sick after eating the bread Maria
Laichlin gave her.210 Finally, people undoubtedly selected consciously from
the available options in the local medical marketplace that they could
afford, choosing a doctor who specialized in physical remedies when the
problem seemed clearly to be poison, and a cunning person when the cause
was obscure or the symptoms suggested a magical affliction.

Looking at the situation from the point of view of beneficent magic rather
than witchcraft reinforces the impression from the situation with divination
that countering witchcraft was a significant but far from dominant aspect of
beneficent magic. Among the sampled trials, three of the nine trials for
blessing, three of the eight trials for illicit healing, and one of the nine trials
for generalized magic were involved with this activity (23 percent).211 Of
course, the one magic trial, that of Hans Brückner, shows in significant
detail the types of procedures that might be used by cunning folk to help
those afflicted by witchcraft. As we have seen, he used a window or a mirror
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to scry for the identity of the witch, and then treated his patients with elab-
orate magical ceremonies that included protective magical rituals, drawing
crosses on the walls and doors; incantations; and herbal potions and baths.
However, in most of the other cases the cunning person focused on healing,
like Conrad Stier, who offered general medical help as well as magical heal-
ing “for those who are afflicted by witches and such,” and Othmar Kählin,
who was rebuked by the magistrates for identifying witches through means
he admitted were magical, but who insisted that he only used natural cures
“and good words” as treatment. Similarly, Jakob Franck, “Schafer J” from
Emmau, identified witches as part of his cunning practice, but, according to
his clients, “then cures and heals people with proper means, like any other
doctor.”212 Jacob Schäffer, who was the subject of a series of investigations
from 1594 to 1619 and, as we have seen, treated a wide variety of ailments
including boils, open wounds, swelling and pain in the limbs, stomach
aches, headaches, and “craziness,” was only accused of diagnosing witch-
craft once, in 1616, and in that instance he said that he couldn’t help with
it, although he ended up giving the girl’s father the recipe for an herbal
drink that he said would offer some relief.213 It is possible, even likely per-
haps, that the treatments offered by some of these cunning men, Othmar
Kählin and “Schafer J” in particular, judging by their reputations and
demeanors, involved more pronounced occult elements, like defensive ritu-
als similar to those conducted by Brückner and possibly even spells to force
the witch to lift the curse or deflect it back onto her, than the investigations
uncovered, but on balance the evidence suggests that prophylactic and heal-
ing measures played a much more prominent role against witchcraft than
active countermeasures.

Nevertheless, there were several forms of informal countermeasures that
were definitely used at times. One was to neutralize the spell, as when the
“weiblin” consulted by Agatha Stosser’s neighbor told him to dig up a bone.
Another was to get the witch herself to remove the spell, as several of
the people involved in the sampled witch trials attempted to do.214 One
instance involved the wife of the man who consulted the “weiblin”: by the
time he returned from the consultation his wife had pleaded with Agatha to
remove the spell, who, she said, agreed to. (Agatha denied the whole thing
in cross-examination.) Another involved Anna Maria Rothin, who was
accused of laming several people by hitting them or smearing something on
them, but who then helped Michel Gännßlen recover, he testified, and a
third concerned Agatha Langjahr, who when asked to lift a spell denied that
she was responsible but said “God help you,” which sufficed to cure the
victim’s pain. At times it was alleged that this could develop into a kind of
racket in which cunning folk themselves would cause ailments for which
they would then offer a cure, for a price.215

The most dramatic response to suspected witchcraft, of course, was a coun-
terattack. While, as noted before, the extent to which people undertook
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occult countermeasures on their own, or even did so with the help of cun-
ning folk, is difficult to determine, in some cases the magistrates’ investiga-
tions did bring such activities to light.216 In the one instance contained in the
sample of magic trials, one of the trials for using blessings, which took place
in Herrenburg in 1761, Glaßer Bilfinger’s wife complained that blind Jacob
Geigler, the man who, as we have seen, would advise Hans Jerg Stadi in his
futile search for treasure in his basement, in 1762, and who was also accused
of selling Hans Jerg Kugel a book on magic, not only accused her of taking
the milk from Barbara Steinler’s cow based on examining its urine, but also
worked magic against her and hit her as well.217 What magic he used isn’t
clear, but he also seems to have inspired Steinler to shun her, for Bilfinger
said that when she “came to the weekly market and wished” Steinler “good
morning three times, she did not thank her, but rather only said ... ‘go on
your way, I don’t want to have anything to do with you.’”218 It is possible
that this rudeness was simply a brief show of anger, but breaking off social
contacts, along with spreading rumors, in the hopes of isolating a suspected
witch, has been noted elsewhere, and may have complemented the magic
and battery Geigler was using against her.219

More detail about the kind of countermagic that might be employed
against a suspected witch came out in one of the sampled witch trials. In
1676 George Raster, a butcher in Alpirsbach, found that his cow went dry
after someone “broke in and took the milk” from it.220 Following the advice
of a soldier, he burned a mixture of herbs including Vervain, thyme,
Solomon’s seal, and salt, and let blood from the animal, which was supposed
to cause the person responsible “to be covered with pustules.” Shortly there-
after, “these pustules were seen ... on the left side, toward the front on the
body” of the midwife Christina Mück. “[S]he used ivy ... and mangelwurzel”
as a treatment, according to her stepdaughter-in-law and stepgranddaugh-
ter. Christina’s stepson, who accused her of “acting cheeky and cursing his
father” while he was alive, said that three years before when a calf was sick
he had put asafoetida on charcoal to fumigate the stall, and “his step-
mother ... scurried up and down, in and out of his house while this fumiga-
tion was going on.” In the latter case, it seems that he only deduced in
retrospect that the treatment of the stall caused her discomfort, but in the
first case the intent from the beginning was clearly to afflict her, the
presumed cause of the cow’s malady. The ultimate objective of the counter-
attack, besides the pure satisfaction of taking revenge, was presumably to
pressure the witch into removing the spell.221

In addition to these examples from the sampled cases, two other instances
of countermagic against witchcraft were found in the duchy’s archives. In
one instance, from Urach, in 1740, Georg Weÿwadels, a citizen and vintner
in the village of Eningen, tried several ways to deal with what he perceived
to be evil people “squeezing and pressing on his chest.”222 This was presum-
ably happening at night, and appears to have been a case of the “Old Hag”
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syndrome. Georg sought the advice of Peter Jäcklen, a 33-year-old barber
who had a book on magic (that he said he could no longer locate, when the
magistrates asked about it, and that he had gotten from an old “field barber”
who had, in the meantime, died). One of the measures Jäcklen recommended
appears to have been passively defensive, putting a talisman on his chest.
Another was a more active defense, placing nails in the rooms of his house,
while the third was still more aggressive: he was to put urine in a trough for
three days, then pour it on “a glowing tile and throw it with a snap on the
so-called nose of the tile, with the intention of smashing the nose of the pre-
sumed attacker, and compel her to come and thereby reveal herself.” 

The other case of countermagic related to witchcraft took place in
Herrenburg in 1773. It involved Conrad Blencklen, a 42-year-old mason
who had for ten years been meeting a ghost in a stall, a “white shadow” of
a man, that assisted him in divination and other magic. In particular, he
helped a woman whose milk was being stolen, a not uncommon form of
witchcraft, as we have seen. The countermagic he used was a blessing that
went, “Agatha, I don’t know [who] has assailed you, the Devil or a follower,
but may the Lord Jesus Christ, who now on Palm Sunday has ridden to
Jerusalem, help defend you. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and Maria, [lead] you
to sincere repentance, so that this evil devil’s work must melt away from
you,” followed by the three holy names repeated three times. For this he
received 2 Reichstaler because the milk reappeared that very night.

Exactly how the milk was returned is not clear, but this outcome makes it
seem more likely that the milk was being stolen physically rather than mag-
ically, although the people involved seem to have assumed it was a magical
process. Similarly, it is not entirely clear whether Jacob Geigler and
Margaretha Steinler thought that Glaßer Bilfinger’s wife was stealing
Steinler’s milk magically, since she had been seen sneaking around the
Steinlers’ at midnight. While there is no question that early modern
Württembergers believed that witches could cause cows to dry up and could
even steal milk from them magically, there is also no question that very sim-
ilar countermeasures were used against physical theft.223 Among the sam-
pled cases, for example, Christoph Wieland, the cunning man from
Backnang who cured people by giving them pieces of paper with blessings
on them to wear or eat, also “stood in particular credit with the people, that
he can recover stolen and lost things through his superstitious art.”224

Unlike Blencklen, though, Wieland used curses rather than blessings and
combined them with rituals, although the intent was the same: to project
influence on the guilty party and make them return the stolen goods. In one
instance he put three pieces of fat with salt on a pan over a fire and said “as
this fat cooks and sputters, so should it in this his bowels cook, he who took
what was stolen, until he brings it back.” In another, when the considerable
sum of 60 Reichstaler was at stake, he incanted “I lay for you, thief, bread,
salt, and lard ... because of your sins and presumption, lay it on your lung
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and liver and heart, so that a great pain will come and strike you such a blow
as if it was bitter death.”225 In another case, from Waiblingen/Winnenden,
in 1747, in which 100 Reichstaler was stolen from Hans Jerg Nachtriben,
Jerg Ulmer from the village of Retterstein recommended a ritual in which
Nachtriben was to beg for 3 Pfennig from three different households, give
them to Ulmer, and he would lay them under a millstone which would
cause the thief to return the money.226 In a final case when clothes were
stolen from a wagon in Blaubeuern in 1696, the wagoner said that he was
going to go to “the soothsayer Veltin in Richenbach,” but then the clothes
were returned.

It is significant that in this last case the threat of consulting a cunning
man sufficed to bring the return of the stolen goods, for the threat of coun-
teraction or even just exposure meant that recourse to a cunning person
could work by spurring the guilty party to remove a spell or return purloined
items.227 Similarly, Blencklen’s blessing calling for the milk thief to repent
his or her evil ways also seems to have had the desired effect. Furthermore,
while Christina Mück’s agitation and the outbreak of “pustules” on her body
during the two fumigation procedures may have been coincidental, it is
quite possible that they were sparked by the threat of the countermagic
being undertaken if she had, indeed, surreptitiously harmed the animals of
Raster or her estranged stepson and his family out of anger with them, or
even just wished ill on them. In those circumstances, for her to feel fear and
anxiety because of the procedures would have been natural, and there is no
reason to question that they might manifest as the agitation she displayed
in the earlier instance. Similarly, as we saw in Chapter 1, feelings of guilt and
fear of countermagic could clearly cause someone who had committed theft
or sorcery to generate the experiences of pain Christoph Wieland’s rituals
and curses were designed to inflict. 

For ritual actions to cause a skin condition may seem like more of a
stretch, but the same psychophysical mechanisms that underlay maleficium
could just as easily have worked the other way in circumstance like this. To
begin with, direct suggestion can cause physical changes in the skin. We
have seen that “severe marks, real burns or weals, appeared on the skin” of
a sailor reliving a traumatic shipwreck under hypnosis, even though it had
been “perfectly intact” before the session, and “disappeared again when the
hypnotic trance was over.”228 Among the sampled trials for generalized
magic, a similar effect may have been triggered when the dissolute young
man named Viet Grossman stalked and eventually grabbed a young woman
named Anna Beyler, for shortly thereafter her hands began to hurt and
swell, and two days later her face had swelled up and “one could see the grip
of his hands on her chin and neck.”229

Such direct somatization is not the only way that emotional stress can
affect the skin, though, and some of the conditions that can be caused or
exacerbated by stress involve the kind of pustules the countermagical ritual
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was intended to inflict.230 Acne, for example, is notoriously sensitive to
emotional stress, and it is particularly likely to afflict older women as well as
adolescents, because of the changes in hormonal balance they are going
through.231 Similarly, the most common form of psoriasis, plaque psoriasis,
appears as raised, rough red skin with whitish scales, which could look like
pustules from a distance, and there is also a form called pustular psoriasis
that causes actual white pustules to appear.232 The exact cause of psoriasis is
not known, but it seems to result from a malfunction of the immune system
that causes skin cells to mature too quickly. There is a genetic disposition to
the disease, but “research indicates that a ‘trigger’ is needed,” and stress is
one potential trigger. The condition is chronic and usually starts early in life,
but “people often experience flares and remissions,” and “after age 40, a
peak onset period occurs between 50 and 60 years of age.” 

Christina Mück was 50 at the time of the investigation, and it is possible
that the stress Weÿwadels’ countermagical ritual put her under triggered
either the onset or a flare-up of the disease in her, but the point is not to try
and diagnose Christina Mück, or to judge her, across 325 years, but instead
to illustrate how countermagic, like spontaneous maleficium, deliberate sor-
cery, and healing rituals, had the potential to really work, and really work not
just in the sense of causing psychological disturbances or symbolic somati-
cizations, but in the sense of causing psychophysical reactions leading to
fully physiological dysfunctions. The main difference between this form of
magical assault and the others, in this regard, is that in this case it would be
important that the target know that he or she was being targeted, not so that
the harm could be inflicted – for we have seen that this can occur through
subliminal channels, even without the person believing in magic or knowing
that they are under attack – but because the goal of the exercise is not sim-
ply to inflict harm, but to get the person to lift the curse or return the stolen
goods. Of course, even without getting a suspected witch to take back a spell,
an ill person would gain the psychophysical benefits of fighting back, and it
is possible that a thief with a guilty conscience might return stolen goods if
struck with an inexplicable malady, but overall countermagic would seem to
have depended more than the other forms of magical manipulations of
health on the target’s belief in the power of the rituals and knowledge that
they were being performed. Like divination to identify witches and thieves,
it was most effective when the very possibility that it might be used deterred
an angry or covetous person from casting a spell or stealing something valu-
able, and when that failed it’s primary purpose was to get an explicit renun-
ciation of a curse or the recovery of the stolen property.

Magical enhancements 

While magical counteraction may have been more carefully hidden than
most forms of beneficent popular magic because of the direct harm it was
designed to cause the target, which made it very similar to the maleficium it
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was supposed to counter, the form of manipulative magic that was second
most common after healing among the sampled prosecutions was what
might be called magical enhancement, the use of magic to heighten or gain
some ability or characteristic that occurs naturally or can be cultivated. It,
too, was undoubtedly very underreported, but for the opposite reason from
magical countermeasures: magical enhancements usually did not involve a
victim, or at least not a victim who was directly affected by the magic. Two
of the cases involved the use of magic to enhance marksmanship, two
involved the use of magic to enhance job skills, two involved unusual
strength ascribed to magic, one involved unusual stealthiness ascribed to
magic, and the last involved the use of magic to enhance a person’s ability
to endure the pressures and setbacks of a bitter political conflict.

Some of the rituals, of course, not only assumed but also required that
truly supernatural processes be at work. For example, we have seen that in
1660 “Wild Georg” Schaff told a smith’s apprentice in Aitlingen that he
could get a magic ring that “would help him smith,” by “entering the
smithy backwards between eleven and twelve o’clock on Charfreytag while
chanting the Devil’s name, whereupon he would find one in the [black-
smith’s] leather apron.”233 For this to actually work, a ring would have had
to materialize out of thin air, which is more than even most parapsycholo-
gists would claim could really occur. In the event, it was a moot question
since both the young man and “Wild Georg” claimed that they had never
actually tried the ritual.

On the other hand, one of the cases concerned with marksmanship shows
particularly well how magic really could be used to enhance performance. It
took place in Münsignen, a town on the Alb southwest of Urach, and began
when Young Jerg Gestenmaier, a carpenter, accused his three brothers –
Johannes, Ludwig, and Christopher – of cheating in shooting contests by
using magic to help them shoot more accurately. Jerg said that the three
went home between rounds and refused to say why. He went on to say they
used a ritual that involved burying a Bavarian coin, visiting it periodically,
and after three weeks, digging it up, filing it, and mixing the particles into
their gunpowder. “Through this means,” he said, “no one could shoot better
than them.”234 An older man, Hanns Hermann, admitted to the magistrates
that he had taught the youths this magic, but the brothers denied it vehe-
mently. Some of their neighbors began to say that Young Jerg should not
press matters so hard against his own kin, and, indeed, two days later
Johannes was seen attacking Young Jerg with a knife. The ducal government
ordered the magistrates to “earnestly warn” the youths against these forbid-
den practices and “watch their activities and behavior well,” and sentenced
Hanns Hermann to “two days and nights in jail.”235

The ritual Hermann taught the youths involved two distinct activities:
first, burying and visiting the coin, and second, filing off shavings and mix-
ing them into the gunpowder. The specific activity of mixing the shavings
into the gunpowder cannot have been very old, for firearms had been in
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general use for less than two centuries, and it is hard to see how it could
have contributed physically to the accuracy of the gun, but the ritual as a
whole was connected to a far older tradition of using magical rituals to
enhance one’s aim. This form of magic probably dates back to the prepara-
tory practices of prehistoric hunters, and it is found in most folk and many
learned traditions. Superhuman aim was a common power of the heroes in
Germanic sagas, and the Malleus Maleficarum contains evidence that magi-
cal marksmanship was a highly developed art in late medieval Swabia.236 Its
authors called archer wizardry one of the “three ways in which men ... may
be ... addicted to witchcraft.”237 It reported that by offering “homage of body
and soul to the devil,” archer wizards gained the ability to “shoot an arrow
with such precision as to shoot a penny from a person’s head without hurt-
ing his head, and they can continue to do this indefinitely.” Additionally, it
claimed that by shooting a crucifix and bending “their whole will on
killing” a man, “the arrow ... will be carried and stuck into him by the devil”
no matter where he might hide. A related belief was reported in Augsburg,
in 1579, which held that the ashes of a suicidal man’s colon mixed into
gunpowder would bring a sure shot, while elsewhere criminals’ bones were
thought to bring luck in shooting.238 Why sinners’ remains were thought to
be helpful is not known, but in twentieth-century Swabia, bats’ eyes were
sometimes put in the barrel of guns so that the bullet would find the target
like a bat finds insects in the dark.239

In this last example the mechanism thought to be at work is clearly sym-
pathetic magic, the idea that an attribute of the bats’ eyes can be magically
transferred to the behavior of the bullet. In the previous two, the accuracy
was thought to be caused by some power in the dead people’s remains,
which perhaps is linked to the mechanism posited in the Malleus
Maleficarum, diabolic intervention. In the Gestenmaiers’ case, the use of
silver from a coin could have to do with some assumptions about the mag-
ical potency of silver, or it could be linked to the idea of sacrifice or payment
in exchange for the extraordinary power, but the symbolic importance of it
being a Bavarian coin is not clear (since Bavaria was a large principality that
lay about 50 miles to the east, perhaps they were just unusual enough to be
special while common enough to be reasonably obtainable). From our point
of view, however, the substances themselves do not seem to have had any
intrinsic properties that would make them contribute to the accuracy of a
shot; what did give them that ability was the meaning the marksmen
attached to them and, even more important, the process or ritual by which
they obtained or prepared them.

The meaning that the marksmen attached to the substances and prepara-
tory processes could influence their aim, because expert military marksmen
studied to determine the source of their skill said they “believed that shoot-
ing was 20% physical and 80% mental.”240 The substances employed by the
marksmen acted like amulets or talismans that helped avoid the jitters caused
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by anxiety and bolstered confidence to create a kind of self-fulfilling proph-
esy. However, in this case the power of symbolism would seem to be less
important than the process of preparation. In the Gestenmaiers’ and archer
wizards’ cases there were clear ritual preparations involved. In the cases of the
powder made from a suicide’s colon or possession of a criminal’s bones no rit-
ual was specified, but the process of obtaining a suicide’s colon and making a
powder with it or purloining a criminal’s bones from a decaying corpse rot-
ting on a pillory or digging up a skeleton buried under six feet of earth, or
even just buying them from some illicit middleman such as a shady execu-
tioner or itinerant sorcerer would have been a fairly involved and nerve-
wracking process. Also, there may well have been some unspecified rituals
involved in preparing and using them, since in general “in folk-magical con-
ceptions ... a magic ritual” was needed “to bestow its power” to a magic
object.241 Athletes and stage performers often use elaborate ritualistic activities
to prepare themselves for action, and simple magic rituals like the one used
by the Gestenmaier brothers would appear to have been a formalized version
of this. By enhancing “concentration on the task at hand ... faith in ... future
triumph and the psychological presentment of victory,” these “forms of gen-
uine magical observance ... actually influence reality.”242 Rituals foster “alert
attention to detail” by “requiring behavior explicitly contrary to routine pat-
terns” which “heightens awareness by interrupting the trophotrophic
response that prevail in habitual acts.”243 It seems particularly significant in
this regard that the Gestenmaier brothers went home between each shot to
perform the ritual, because this suggests that the physical process of going
through the ritual at the time, and not just awareness of the symbolic mean-
ings of the ritual and materials, which could have been prepared beforehand,
played a critical role in the enhancement of their performance.

Just how much ritual preparation can influence marksmanship is illus-
trated by the practice of archery in Zen Buddhism. In it, the initiate is taught
to enter a detached state of consciousness in which it becomes possible to
hit the bull’s eye repeatedly without consciously aiming, or even necessarily
looking at the target at all. The German philosopher Eugen Herrigel studied
under a Zen master, and recounted how the initiate learned to wait with
bow drawn to “the point of highest tension until the shot falls ... before he
even thinks of it.”244 After years of practice, Herrigel found that he could
enter a state of mind “in which nothing definite is thought, planned, striven
for, desired, or expected,” and therefore could shoot with uncanny accuracy
time after time. While this ritual clearly differs from medieval archer wiz-
ardry and the magic practiced by the Gestenmaier brothers, and none seems
likely to enable archers to shoot around corners or into closed rooms, as the
Malleus suggests, they would seem to be related by the ability of ritual activ-
ity to free the mind from the self-consciousness and anxiety that inhibit
performance and thereby enable it to enter the state of relaxed dissociation,
the “flow state,” associated with peak performance.245
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In another case suspicion started from unusual performance rather than
from evidence that a ritual had been performed. It took place in the village
of Altdorf near Bebenhausen in the summer of 1705, when a weaver named
Conrad Hahn complained that his tools were being damaged and materials
destroyed by a poltergeist.246 During the subsequent investigation it came out
that some time before, he had produced an extraordinary amount of cloth in
a single day, “which raised the suspicion that he had engaged in some
“prayer against God the Almighty” and joined “the Devil’s empire” in order
to increase his output, with the unnatural damage he suffered being, pre-
sumably, the punishment for his sinful folly. The example of Georg Schaff’s
ring ritual shows that the idea of invoking the Devil to enhance work skills
had been current in the region for at least half a century (and folklorists
would find the same notion still current in the twentieth century), but while
the government was convinced he had “used a forbidden means,” the mag-
istrates could not find any evidence of it, and so the ducal chancellery merely
instructed that he be “told privately that from the testimony of several mas-
ters” they knew that “36 ‘els’ [of cloth] cannot be made in one day naturally”
and that frequent prayers should be performed in his house.”247

Two other cases from the late seventeenth century also hinged on the
inference that enhanced performance must have been created by magic
rather than from direct evidence of magical practices. One took place near
Altensteig in 1683 when the distraught preacher of Zwerenberg com-
plained that a young man named Jakob Staibers had threatened to invoke
the Devil against him, paraded past his house carrying a pitchfork, and
had tried to burn down his house.248 The magistrates learned that Jakob, a
small man, had exhibited such “unnatural strength” by carrying a live
steer on one occasion, several men on another, and a huge stone mortar
on yet another that they suggested he must have used some “forbidden
medicine.” They also reported that Jakob was a “restless man who runs
around at night and cannot be still,” habitually carried a pitchfork, fought
a lot, and had been overheard when drunk to say, “I am the Devil’s” and
that “if they [the preacher and supervisor] get in my way again, I’ll com-
plain to my Lord.” Jakob said that he meant the government, not the
Devil; that he carried a pitchfork because there were soldiers in the area;
and vehemently denied that he had tried to burn down the preacher’s
house, although he pointed out that “the house is actually not the preach-
ers,” presumably because he was given housing by the parish, suggesting
that he did have some resentment about the preacher’s perk. The High
Council was more concerned about his unruliness than any suggestion of
magic or diabolism though, and after ten days in jail, he was let off to care
for his sick wife.

The other case, from Illsfelden, near Neuffen, in 1662, concerned a more
mysterious combination of strength, dexterity, and stealthiness. Christoph
Martin, a cooper and new resident, complained that “a magical thief” had
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sneaked into his house several times, sometimes while Martin, his wife, and
others were in the house, and even when the doors were locked and the win-
dows nailed shut.249 While in the house he had ransacked rooms, left some
things tied in bundles and stole others, and left a series of warnings. “Even
if you lock your door, I’ll get in like I did before,” read one, and the later
ones were more ominous. In one he wrote “Kieffer, if you had given me
three pieces the first day, I would not have come into your house again, for
I have vowed to get three pieces from a woman,” and his last one warned
“Kieffer, God protect your wife.” Eventually 20 people tried to catch the
mysterious intruder, chasing after him but he “sprang over the preacher and
others” and got away. Kieffer claimed that he had no idea who the man was
or what he wanted, and it is not known whether he was ever caught or
bought off. In any case, while there was no evidence that he practiced magic
or did anything that could not be plausibly explained naturally, it was
assumed that the unusual dexterity, strength, and stealthiness he demon-
strated in the course of his escapades came from magic.

While no incantations or objects thought to confer strength or dexterity
were recorded among the sampled or known trials, but just allegations that
they must have been used, we have seen in Chapter 5 that an incantation
for invisibility was current in the area, the “grass blessing” Anna Schnabel
got in trouble for just one year later in Cannstatt, about 15 miles away.
Similarly, in the last case of personal enhancements, the one involving a
person’s ability endure the pressures and setbacks of a bitter political con-
flict, the actual blessings were recorded by the person involved and pre-
served in his own handwriting in the judicial archive. The incident took
place in 1709, near Kirchheim, and involved Leonard Weißinger, a 50-year-
old judge in the village of Weilheim, who owned a “moderate amount of
property.”250 He had already been in trouble once for practicing magic,
when he was 25 and influenced by a comrade in the army. “One thought
then that the memory of such forbidden acts had been lost to Weißinger,”
noted the magistrates, for he became a respectable citizen and rose to serve
as Bürgermeister for a number of years. He became “rather imperious” late in
his tenure, however, and “the common suspicion” held that he had “man-
aged the ... office for the public not so well as for himself.” He conflicted
with the other Bürgermeister, Hans Kurtz, particularly. Their enmity appar-
ently survived Weißinger’s retirement from office in 1704, for in 1709 his old
opponent brought forth a piece of paper he claimed to have found five years
earlier. On it were “three blessings ... written in Weißinger’s own hand.” The
first went

Slander and complaint, 
cares and anger, 
all that restrain and compel be yielding, 
depart from me as the moon withdraws from the sun.
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The second read

Bullets hold fire and flame
as when Christ on the holy cross came, 
his innocent blood forgotten, 
so should he stand their shot.

The third went

There flow two streams, 
the one is named the Daradra, 
the other the wedge doesn’t bite, 
it is not God’s will.

Weißinger noted that “all are to be repeated three times in the name of God
the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit,” but while this might have tech-
nically sufficed to make them Christian blessings rather than pagan charms,
both the wording and the instruction to repeat them three times make it clear
that they were basically magical incantations. The second, in fact, could well
be a modification of a magical formula Weißinger had used to for protection
in battle 20 years before; the first combines command and analogy; and the
third, what appears to involve a segue from an initial analogy that was not
completed into a second that was. However, unlike most blessings, which
were intended to achieve some manifest effect, these were intended to bring
emotional resilience and consolation very much like prayer. The first has inti-
mations of manipulating some external forces, pushing out the impositions
that “restrain and compel,” but overall seems more focused on helping the
person ignore the “slander and complaints” and let go of the “cares and
anger.” The second and third focus exclusively on helping the incanter endure
external pressures stoically or accept failures as God’s will. While all blessings
competed with prayer in that they sought to magically compel what prayers
were supposed to be used to piously request, for the most part they were used
for the kind of purposes they were originally designed for, and for which
Christian prayer’s appropriateness was always a bit questionable: to transform
desire into reality. Here, however, the blessings intrude on prayer’s home
ground, emotional consolation and acceptance of God’s will. The blessings
which Weißinger used to bolster himself amidst his bitter conflict with his fel-
low Bürgermeister Hans Kurtz remind us – like the “ghost cult” that formed
around Anna Maria Freyin, Hans Haasen’s quest for a better life by learning
from the spirits on the Venusberg, and Apolonia Walther’s dedication to “her
prince,” the Devil – how strongly magic can come to overlap religion.

Supernatural powers and anomalous events 

In addition to his incantations, Leonard Weißinger’s case also contains evi-
dence of a different kind of magic – a magic intended to exert what we would
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consider a truly paranormal influence on the world. This distinction was not
meaningful in popular usage at the time, but it does correspond to some degree
to the contemporary theological distinction between mirables, tricks on the
senses played by the Devil and true supernatural miracles worked by God,
directly or through the saints, and it seems worth noting that, such magic
played a limited role in beneficent manipulative magic, just as it played only
minor role in actual cases of maleficium and “magical” healing, only a limited
role in sorcery and most forms of divination, and a major role only in treasure-
hunting, as we have seen. In Leonard Weißinger’s case, the kind of supernatu-
ral effect in question was the invincibility spell that he was said to have used
while he was a soldier, and upon which he seems to have based his blessing to
stoically stand up to the fire of his political opponents. Spells to confer physi-
cal invincibility in battle were quite common during the Thirty Years’ War and
appear to have continued to be practiced during the French wars later in the
century, when Weißinger served. The best known was the “Passauer Kunst,”
named after its reputed place of origin, the city of Passau near the border
between Bavaria and Bohemia, about 100 miles east of Stuttgart.251 This par-
ticular spell involved a talisman that was supposed to protect the wearer from
bullets and blades, in some versions at least, through a compact with the Devil.
Similar spells were known elsewhere in Europe, and were developed later by
various Third World people opposing gun-armed Europeans with traditional
weapons. While incantations and amulets to enhance prowess in combat go
back to ancient and probably Paleolithic times, protective magic seems to have
been particularly popular in early engagements involving guns because of the
“occult” (hidden) connection between a soldier’s action of firing and
the almost instantaneous infliction of injury some distance away by an agent
that was invisible to the naked eye. There are, however, no known instances in
which these spells achieved significant success.

A second form of paranormal beneficent manipulative magic was men-
tioned by one of the suspects in one of the treasure-hunting cases, Maria
Knötzlerin, the 32-year-old woman from Vaihingen, who said in 1739 that
she had got two books with the St. Christopher’s Prayer from a priest.252 The
priest also showed her a book with which she could conjure “strangers” to
appear – and she claimed that when she tried, three unfamiliar men did
show up unexpectedly – a spell that would seem to have been a variant of
the divinatory spells discussed in Chapter 6, which were supposed to cause
the guilty party to come to the house of a person afflicted by witchcraft.
A third paranormal form of magic mentioned in the sampled cases was a
claim, or really an accusation, by another treasure-hunter, one of the group
that was duped by the man in green who “flew” to Bohemia and his partner
who disappeared with the group’s seed money in Backnang in 1766. One of
the secondary participants, David Silling from Murrhardt, said that the main
instigator of the scheme, Christoph Wurt, had claimed that three years
before, he and “Schafer Jerg,” the cunning man who got them in touch with
the treasure-hunter, had changed 30 Reichstaler worth of copper into gold. 
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Attempting to transmute base metals into precious metals was a venerable
magico-scientific activity, alchemy, a branch of the learned tradition of
magic on par in terms of intellectual respectability with astrology.253 Just as
works in astrological observations contributed to some degree to the devel-
opment of astronomy, alchemical experiments contributed to the develop-
ment of chemistry. Similarly, just as astrology may have some basis in
reality, since, as we saw in Chapter 6, sunspots do affect the earth’s magne-
tosphere and may affect the weather and other physical processes, some
elements change spontaneously, through radioactive decay, while others
can be changed artificially through nuclear reactions. However, there is no
credible evidence of such a transmutation having been achieved through
alchemy or other magical rituals.

There was, as we saw in Chapter 6, a manipulative aspect to treasure-
hunting itself, for it was thought that treasures could move on their own
accord or be moved by spirits, and so magic was needed not only to deter-
mine their location, but also to fix them in place. In practice, while people
undoubtedly performed the rituals designed to fix as well as find the treas-
ures, the main practical effect of this belief would seem to be to help explain
away the frequent failure of the hunters to uncover the treasures they
hunted. An alternative manipulative magic associated with treasure-hunting
was the attempt to get a spirit to bring the treasure to the hunter rather than
vice versa. Not surprisingly, this was not the favored approach, but Maria
Knötzlerin did say that the books the priest gave her showed “that one can
conjure the great Christoph so that he has to bring as much money as you
want.”254 Somewhat more common was the “Geldt-mannlen” (“treasure-
man”), familiar spirits that were supposed to procure money for their own-
ers, and which, as we have seen, were bought and sold during the
eighteenth century. Maria Knötzlerin also claimed that the priest’s books
showed how to conjure up one, although this one did not get money itself,
but instead would “create a mirror, wherein she could see everything,”
including, presumably, the location of treasure. Treasure-men were men-
tioned in two of the other sampled treasure-hunting cases but did not play
a significant role in them. Three other cases centered on people’s attempts
to procure treasure-men: one in 1694, one in 1748, and one in 1792.255

Significantly, the earliest of the three started when a man tried to buy a
familiar spirit that he hoped would bring good health, and only broadened
to include one to get money, when another man got involved, suggesting
that it was something of a transitional case between the more traditional
focus of magic on health-related issues and the eighteenth-century fad of
treasure-hunting. The one in 1748 involved a group of men who tried to
conjure up a treasure-man on their own, and the last involved a commercial
transaction for one. Like St. Christopher in Maria Knötzlerin’s conception, a
treasure-man was supposed to procure as much money for the possessor as
he wanted, but how this was to be delivered seems somewhat unclear.256
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Maria’s, as we have seen, was only supposed to help locate treasure, presum-
ably so it could be dug up as in regular treasure-hunting, but in the other
cases it’s not so clear if the treasure-man was just expected to point the way
to a treasure, was expected to do the heavy lifting as well, or even, as appears
to have been the case in a couple of the “treasure-hunting” conjurations, was
thought to deliver via natural means, by guaranteeing particular success in
ordinary remunerative activities.257

We have seen that one of the main roots of the treasure-hunting activity
was the belief that the ghosts who haunted places might be connected to
some hidden treasure, and by the mid-eighteenth century virtually every
reported ghost or spirit appearance was assumed to be connected to this,
either by eager commoners hoping to score a windfall or by government
officials on the lookout for illicit magic and fraud. Not all ghosts and spirits
were assumed to be linked to treasure, however, especially during the sev-
enteenth century, and sometimes magic was used not to summon or bind
them, but instead to get them to go away. In these cases, magic was being
used not as a supernatural manipulation in order to influence physical real-
ity, but instead as a supernatural manipulation of another aspect of the
supernatural, basically to cause a presumed supernatural entity to cease
entering people’s perceptions. The earliest known incident was mentioned
during the investigation of “Schafer J” Franck by the magistrates of Sulz in
1597 for his illicit blessings, healing, and counterwitchcraft.258 A man from
Neckarshausen, a village near Esslingen, about 30 miles distant from Sulz,
said that he had asked Franck to drive a ghost from his house, although he
claimed to have backed out when he learned that the cunning man was
going to use magic, and there was no mention of treasure. The next such
incident was in 1672 in Bottwar, when the residents of a nursing home, “old
women, children, and maids were seized by terrible fear” because some
had seen a ghost.259 The curator of the home, Philipp Jacob Ruethandten,
was put in contact with an exorcist by an ex-Catholic, Matthew Lipp, the
73-year-old, illiterate steward of a dairy farm. The exorcist was also an
ex-Catholic from Bavaria, named Frantz Beurlin, who had been living in
the duchy as a Lutheran for a long time, and he conducted a ceremony that
involved reading a book while sitting at a table. Again, there was no men-
tion of treasure, for the object of the exercise was simply to get rid of the
troublesome spirit. The third incident, which took place 24 years later in
Blaubeuern, also involved a magical specialist, Paul Zürn, who was offered 5
Reichstaler to try to drive a ghost from the house of a man in Ulm, with the
promise of 10 more if he succeeded.260 Zürn, a 51-year-old cobbler who said
he had been doing this for 25 years, used a mix of folk and Catholic ele-
ments in his exorcism. He started by laying a talisman with the blessing
“God greet you beloved sun, God greet you beloved moonshine, God greet
you son holy spirit, I ask you holy trinity, protect this house from all woes,
in the name of God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit” along with a root
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under a stone or stoop on three Fridays in succession, and then conducted
“the Catholic mass by it, with the placement” of two burning candles where
the ghost had appeared. The ceremony was said to have worked, although
it’s not clear if Zürn simply said so or if the man who hired him really ceased
to perceive the specter. Zürn insisted that he drove out the Devil with God’s
help, justified performing a Catholic mass since “the Emperor himself
receives it every day,” and said that the spirits he exorcized were bad people
who were condemned to wander long on earth, again without any reference
to treasure.

In the course of the next case, which took place in 1702, however, what
started as a desire to stop the annoying banging sounds ended up becoming
a treasure-hunt. Barbara Wenzel Morus, the hospital master’s wife, in
Izelberg, a village near Heidenheim, began being bothered by banging
noises when the lights were out, and she saw an apparition that sometimes
looked like a light, and sometimes like a white figure with white hair, that
wandered around every night.261 At one point she felt its touch “like a cold
hand on the nape” of her neck, and the next day her “neck was completely
swollen.” She first tried praying, but when that didn’t help, she enlisted the
help of Jacob Schweizer in trying to drive it out. Eventually, it was decided
that the ghost would not leave until a treasure was dug up. From then on,
most appearances of a ghost or spirit led to a treasure-hunt by the com-
moners involved, the suspicion that the commoners involved were engaged
in a treasure-hunt on the part of the government, or some other connection
to cash. We have seen, for example, the case in 1721 in which a ghost had
been plaguing a farmer’s animals, which ended up with the ex-soldier from
a village near Strasburg being brought in to help locate a treasure. In the case
from 1773 in which Conrad Blencklen’s blessing to help a woman whose
milk was being stolen resulted in it being returned, it was said that he had
been meeting a spirit, a “white shadow” of a man that Blencklen said
demanded money for its services, in a stall for the last ten years, which led
to him being punished for “blessing, treasure-hunting, and similar supersti-
tious and sinful activities.”262 A structurally related case was the one that
took place in the following year in which young Jacob Schu persuaded his
79-year-old master that he had met his deceased wife’s ghost, which had
said that she would remain trapped on earth unless the old man paid out
1040 Reichstaler to compensate for her sins with her parents and siblings.
This also reversed the usual presumed flow of money, but seems related to
swindlers’ common practice of asking for “advance” or “seed money” as well
as the belief that ghosts were bad people condemned to wander long on
earth. Even the spontaneous medium Sigried Sattler, who said that “since
youth” he had “seen appearances of spirits in many forms” which badgered
him “to faithfully pray for them for hours day and night” in order to
“release them” got in trouble because he asked permission to hunt for a
treasure he said some of them had told him of. This preoccupation with the
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cash potential of ghost sightings was an historical anomaly, however, for
both before and after the eighteenth century the dead were more likely to be
thought of as a source of occult knowledge, lost souls who needed help from
the living making atonement for some sin that did not involve money, or,
most commonly, menacing intruders who sometimes appeared and left on
their own, but who sometimes required the magico-religious services of a
spiritual specialist to conduct rituals to put an end to their invasive activity.

While cultural conceptions about ghosts and spirits clearly shaped early
modern Württembergers’ understanding of their perceptions of what they
took to be supernatural phenomena, in a few cases they were confronted
with events that seemed anomalous even within the extremely broad and
variegated framework of their combined folk and elite culture. One of the
sampled magic cases and two other incidents recorded in the judicial
archive particularly challenged their understanding of the way the world
works, just as trying to understand what really happened during them chal-
lenges ours. We will look at each in turn, considering how the participants
and the government attempted to understand them as well as what they
reported took place, and then consider the various possible explanations
that might make sense of them in our terms.

One of the incidents took place in Böblingen, a small town just outside of
Stuttgart, in 1724. It began shortly after a 78-year-old widow, Jacobina
Hutelerin, died and was buried in the communal graveyard. Soon people
began seeing strange, fiery lights at night by her grave, and then in her
house, in both the room where she died as well as the room where her child
had died.263 Numerous witnesses testified that they saw a “terrifying, first
fiery, then dark figure, now like a burning ball, another time like a line going
straight up, and another like a bright straw basket that was first in one place
and then moved quickly here and there.” It was seen “almost every night by
all sorts of people in the houses next to the graveyard and even on the grave-
yard wall,” and watching it became so popular “the worldly government
found that it had to forbid the activity with threats of punishment.” But
while some people seem to have enjoyed the show, others were disturbed by
it, taking it to be “a trick of the evil enemy” showing that “the person who
had been buried in the communal graveyard did not belong there” and
foreboding “miserable misfortunes” like fire or destructive storms for the
“negligent community.” 

The only problem with this interpretation was that Hutelerin had led a
blameless life. She “went to church faithfully, carried herself quietly, and
was buried honorably.” After she died and the fiery display started, however,
the magistrates reported that “suddenly she had had a treasure-man,
because she left behind ... 6000 R. in all; suddenly she was a witch and had
a pact with Satan; suddenly she had several times taken and misused earth
from the graveyard when the grave digger was digging a grave; suddenly she
never agreed to be a godparent when she was asked in order to avoid
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renouncing Satan; finally it was said, she did not call for a clergyman as she
died,” because “the evil enemy carried her away.” As a consequence, “if not
the whole, then the majority of the citizenry” wanted her to be removed
from the town cemetery and “transported to a neighboring forest.”264

The magistrates feared for their lives if a fire or hailstorm should seem to
confirm the dire warnings, particularly since a Capuchin monk from nearby
Weil der Stadt was stoking people’s fears. While they hesitated to recom-
mend that the popular outcry be satisfied by removing Hutelerin from the
cemetery, they did suggest to the High Council that her coffin be dug up and
opened “to see if anything suspicious was put with her in the casket.”
However, their investigation had revealed that no-one would come forth
and swear to any of the allegations against the woman, and furthermore,
while there were many witnesses to the remarkable display, the “figure” it
involved was actually a “light as high and thick as an average man that
threw fiery sparks out, and other times a dark shape on which one however
could not see head nor arms or other human features.” In addition, once a
guard was posted at the graveyard the ghostly fireworks stopped, so the High
Council told the magistrates to hang tough and have the minister preach a
sermon against “the unnecessary fear and superstition of the people,” point-
ing out how the government’s “firm stand against Satan” defeated “this
transparent diabolical illusion.” 

While both the elite and the people tried to assimilate the fiery show into
their conceptual frameworks, neither succeeded very well. The popular
notion that such a phenomenon must mean that the recently buried
woman was a sinner unworthy of burial in the communal graveyard may
have made logical sense of the situation, but it ran afoul of the fact that no
one had any evidence, even by the standards of the time, that it was true.
The official version that the entire episode was a “transparent diabolical illu-
sion” would seem to have carried the day, except that the one thing that the
magistrates’ extensive and rigorous inquiry established was that numerous
people had, in fact, witnessed the various fiery spectacles, and they agreed
substantially about the details of what they saw. The Devil may have been
trying to sucker the superstitious people into dishonoring an honorable
woman, but his bait seems to have been not an illusion but something that
was really there.

It is possible, of course, that the reports were some sort of mass halluci-
nation. However, there is no evidence that the observations followed from
any sort of suggestion, for the rumors about Hutelerin appear to have arisen
after the displays began rather than vice versa, and they took place not in a
single emotional incident, but on a number of different occasions.
Furthermore, there are thousands of reports from many different parts of the
world going back to antiquity of displays similar to those observed in
Böblingen. Skeptical scientists, like the ducal government in Württemberg,
long maintained that these observations were illusory, explaining them as
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some combination of optical illusion and hallucination, but the scientific
consensus today is that they reflect a real physical phenomenon called ball
lightning.265 In general, ball lightning appears as a luminous sphere that
floats above the ground moving along an erratic path at varying speeds for
about a minute and then disappears, but “two of the most characteristic fea-
tures of ball lightning are the unpredictability of its behavior and the vari-
ability of its properties.”266 It often appears during thunderstorms, but can
appear in other conditions. It often comes from a lightning strike, but can
also come from “a lightning channel in the sky,” “fall from a cloud base,”
appear out of a solid object on the ground, or seemingly come from
nowhere. It typically forms a ball from six inches to two feet in width, but
can be much larger and it can take other shapes. It generally lasts less than
a minute, but can last for several minutes. It usually appears bluish white,
but can have other colors. It sometimes creates a hissing sound or an acrid
smell, and it sometimes emits a white or bluish mist or sparks. It often enters
and moves about in buildings, sometimes through open doors or windows,
sometimes through small openings or screens, and sometimes by passing
through closed windows or walls. When passing through things, it some-
times causes damage and sometimes does not. Similarly, ball lightning does
not put off discernable heat, and yet it can inflict severe burns when it
touches people.

The existence of ball lightning may be generally accepted in the scientific
community now, but scientists still have little idea what it is. “One of the
main problems in understanding ball lightning is that its properties, taken
together, seem to be inconsistent with the laws of physics.”267 Another is
that “we need to be able to achieve, in the laboratory, conditions that will”
create ball lightning in order to systematically study it, but “we do not know
how to do this.” A wide variety of theories have been put forward to account
for the phenomenon, “but none of these theories seem to have gained gen-
eral acceptance because they fail to explain all the observed characteristics
of the phenomenon.”268 Despite the lack of experimental evidence and the-
oretical explanation, the existence of ball lightning is generally accepted
because “most physicists given a description of the natural phenomenon
readily suggest an explanation, usually in terms of a plasma” and “only on
more complete consideration of the problem” do “ the difficulties become
evident.”269 Furthermore, despite the lack of experimental evidence or the-
oretical explanation, ball lightning is now routinely invoked to explain
other, even more anomalous luminous phenomena ranging from angels to
UFOs, and even the inexplicable movement of heavy objects otherwise
ascribed to poltergeists.270

While this promiscuous use of the phenomenon may or may not be
justified in general, in the case of Böblingen it does seems to be appropri-
ate. The fact that the glowing objects were mainly spherical, bluish-white,
moved about erratically and apparently in a horizontal plane, were
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associated at times with a glowing vertical streak of similar light, emitted
sparks, and entered and moved about Hutelerin’s house suggests that ball
lightning is most likely what the people of Böblingen saw in 1724.
However, it should be acknowledged that in reaching this conclusion we
are making a leap of faith, an extrapolation based on our generalized con-
fidence in the correspondence of rationalist materialism’s symbolic matrix
to physcial reality, despite our lack of experimental evidence or a theoreti-
cal explanation of this specific phenomenon, or even complete agreement
among experts in the field that it actually exists. Furthermore, there are
some ways that the observations recorded in the archives don’t fit ball
lightning or that ball lightning can’t explain, specifically the dark form that
was observed, the repeated appearances night after night, and, most signif-
icantly, the fact that the glowing globules not only appeared at the grave-
yard, but also entered the woman’s house and went to the very rooms
where she died and where her child had died.271 Of course, we can hypoth-
esize that the dark form could have been some sort of an afterimage
produced by staring at the bright light and the repeated appearances on
succeeding nights were a meteorological anomaly, and, scientifically speak-
ing, we have to regard the choice of rooms as either a misperception or false
memory on the part of the witnesses or, if the testimony was accurate, sim-
ply a coincidence. However, these explanations, like the explanations of
ball lightning itself at this point, are just speculation. In its way, the eerie
display of nocturnal lights in Böblingen in 1724 challenges our scientific
explanatory system as much as it did the magical and religious explanatory
systems of the people at the time. 

The second of the three anomalous cases took place over 100 years earlier,
in the village of Stauffen, near Göppingen, in 1614. In late July, Hannß
Vogel, the mayor, who was married and had five children, complained to
the district magistrates that “three weeks” earlier his “family noticed” that
“all was not right in” their house.272 “Specifically, cherry pits began to fall
on it,” and “no one could figure out how this could happen or where they
came from.” This mysterious bombardment continued for three days and
then subsided, but then resumed with the cherry pits “replaced by other,
larger stones ... which weighed 1, 2, 6, 7, up to 14 pounds each.” They “con-
tinued the fourth day ... and almost every day” thereafter, although the pro-
jectiles had changed to hazelnuts. Furthermore, Vogel’s daughter’s “new
dress in a locked trunk, and also the calendar on the wall were torn,” and
the day before the report was written, Vogel unexpectedly “smelled smoke
strongly,” but when he and his “family thoroughly searched every nook and
cranny of the house” they “could find nothing.” By this time he not sur-
prisingly “feared that this mysterious thing threatened” him and his family’s
“lives and property,” and so turned to the government for help, even
though he had to admit that neither he nor anyone else had “any idea or
suspicion” who might be responsible.
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The High Council told the magistrates of Göppingen to find out “what
the mayor of Stauffen, his wife, and entire household’s conduct has been
until now, if they faithfully go to church to hear sermons on God’s word and
also take the Holy Sacraments.” They also instructed them to “find out
about the neighbors, if they are not suspected of witchcraft or other things,”
and told them to move the family “into another house, and carefully watch
if the audacious activity can be seen to continue around the empty house.”
The magistrates followed these instructions, and found that witnesses con-
firmed that the barrages had taken place, that Vogel and his family had a
good reputation, and that no one in the area was suspected of witchcraft.273

Two women also testified that they had “heard a pitiful cry of misery and
wail of sorrow, like a young child or sick person” coming from the area of
the mayor’s house, although they were not sure if it came from inside or out,
and a man testified “that he knew that a fiery specter had been seen there
twenty years before.” Further investigation by the magistrates revealed that
the mayor had four daughters, the youngest of whom was seven, and a
young son; no one in the house had been sick recently; they had not heard
the cries the women reported, although they had heard the yowling of
cats.274 “In the meantime,” though, “no further tumult, knocks, throwing,
or such” had “been detected” at the house. Presumably the barrages had
ceased, for this was the last report.

At the time, several explanations for the mysterious barrages were pro-
posed, at least by implication. Vogel’s insistence that he had no “idea or sus-
picion” of who might be responsible indicates that he thought in terms of
some malicious person. Similarly, the High Council’s inquiry about his and
his family’s reputation and witchcraft suspicions suggests that they also
thought so, although their question about the Vogels implies that they were
considering the possibility that the complaint might be unreliable or that
someone within the household might be responsible for the problem, as
well as the possibility that it was a malicious neighbor. Vogel’s initial com-
plaint does not make it clear if he thought the projectiles were being thrown
by someone hiding in the bushes or magically, but the High Council’s ques-
tion about witchcraft indicates that they were open to the possibility of
magic. The neighbor who mentioned the “fiery specter” from 20 years
before was suggesting another source of magical power, a ghost or spirit, but
nobody seems to have picked up on that. Similarly, the magistrates ruled out
witchcraft, found no evidence of a surreptitious vandal, and established the
Vogels’ reliability, so the incident ended as ambiguously as it began.

From our point of view, there are four possible explanations for this inci-
dent. The first is that it was all a lie made up by Vogel and his family for
some unknown reason. The second is that it was some sort of collective
delusion or series of mass hallucinations. The third is that it was a malicious
prank played by someone with a secret grudge against the man or someone
in his family, and the fourth possibility is that it was a genuine poltergeist
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phenomenon, assuming such things can happen. The magistrates’ investi-
gation makes the first possibility seem very unlikely, for not only did the
Vogels have a good reputation, but there was no motive for a fraud, and
other witnesses said they had heard the stones hitting the house and seen
them on the ground. This last bit of evidence also rules out the second pos-
sibility; something clearly was really going on physcially. Poltergeist inci-
dents have been reported since antiquity and studied by scientists, and
incidents in which stones are said to have flown against the outsides of
houses are not unknown.275 In fact, one of the earliest known cases, a story
about an incident in 355 AD. “recounted by Jacob Grimm in his Deutsche
Mythology ... reported how a house was bombarded by stones while blows
erupted from its walls.” Items also are supposed to have been removed from
locked containers, and objects are frequently reported destroyed or dam-
aged. However, the reality of such poltergeist phenomena is strongly dis-
puted within the scientific community, and the various phenomena
reported in this case could well have been caused by a vandal, so we must
conclude, despite the lack of evidence, that what most likely plagued the
Vogel family in Stauffen in 1614 was a stealthy secret enemy (somewhat like
the one who broke into Christoph Martin’s house in Illsfelden in 1662), who
repeatedly hid near the house – at first with a basket of cherry pits, then a
collection of stones, and finally a bunch of hazelnuts – and chucked them
onto the roof, later broke into the house and ripped up one girl’s dress and
a calendar on the wall, and finally brought a smoldering stick or something
into the house to create a smoky smell and snuck it out before anyone could
find it. Once the family had been driven out of the house, the vandal
stopped. Whether the Vogels ever returned to the house is not known.

The incident in Stauffen was just one of a number of cases reported to the
ducal High Council that we would call poltergeist incidents, whatever the
source of the disturbances they involved. To begin with, one of the ghost
appearances connected with treasure-hunting had poltergeist-like features:
the case in Alpirsbach in 1698 involving the apparition that bounced around
Georg Mutschler’s house “making a loud noise” (“starkhen Poldern”) that
sounded like many coins dropping.276 Another of the cases was the investi-
gation already mentioned of the weaver Conrad Hahn in 1705 for suspected
use of magic to enhance his productivity. The magistrates’ inquiry started
when Hahn sought help because his tools and materials were being mysteri-
ously destroyed and his house ransacked, a perplexing streak of vandalism
which climaxed, after repeated but futile efforts to secure them, as his family
was moving its things “for safe keeping from the house to the church.” As
the family’s belongings were being carried, suddenly, “in the open,” in front
of “the preacher and his son-in-law ... three bolts” of cloth that had been
“put in the arms of a boy” were “seized and destroyed” by something imper-
ceptible.277 Although they tried strenously, the magistrates could not find a
way to explain either the destruction of tools and household items or the
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dramatic scene with the cloth, and in the end had to content themselves
with warning Hahn that they knew his extraordinary production must have
been achieved unnaturally, intimating that his woes were therefore an
unnatural retribution for his sin. Hahn, however, denied having engaged in
any magic to enhance his productivity, and by implication that his troubles
stemmed from any blowback from a diabolic pact, leaving the explanation
for the incident contested. The third case involving a poltergeist occurred in
1729 when Christoph Ernst Dumme testified that he consulted the potter
and cunning man Hans Jacob Schiller from Murrhardt about a “rambunc-
tious spirit” (“Polter Geist,” the origin of modern German as well as English
term) in his house, and Schiller said it was caused by the witchcraft of a boy
whose father was involved in a lawsuit against him. No witch trials seems to
have resulted from this allegation, however, and in general these cases sug-
gest that while poltergeist experiences were known to early modern
Württembergs, they proved as difficult to integrate into their collective
understanding of the world as they are for ours.

This impression is reinforced by consideration of one of the sampled cases
of generalized magic, which combined poltergeist phenomena and a hostile
apparition. It took place in the district of Balingen in 1744, and centered on
Agnes Beck, a 35-year-old woman from the village of Walstettin who had
suffered from an arthritic malady since birth.278 She had always managed to
be lively and spry, however, until after her second child was born. When she
became pregnant for the third time her condition worsened considerably.
She had to remain in bed, for her hands and feet became completely
paralyzed. When she was in what she calculated to be her tenth month of
pregnancy, she came to the attention of the magistrates because she com-
plained that she suffered from a most unusual affliction.

Agnes said that for more than a year, but particularly since her pregnancy
had immobilized her, she had been plagued by a ghost that hit her and
scratched her so hard that it drew blood.279 For most of the time she had not
seen anything, just felt the blows and scrapes, but more recently she had seen
the figure of a woman who carried out the assaults. One day, she impulsively
struck at a cat, and that night the apparition berated her as it attacked, cry-
ing, “Barren one! ... You could not get me with your lame bones.”280 Agnes
also reported that “splinters, fragments of glass, trash, scrap metal, and nee-
dles” came out of her uterus, and her sister-in-law confirmed seeing these
objects lying beneath her on the floor. Agnes said that she had consulted a
healer, who had not been able to help, and a doctor who refused to believe
her. The magistrates called her problems the “illusions of a corrupt fantasy”
caused by the pain of her overdue pregnancy, while the High Council com-
mented, “one does not know what to believe of what she says.”281 They
instructed the magistrates to bring her to Balingen, separate her from anyone
who might help her with a fraud, have the town doctor and the preacher try
to help her, and have the surgeon keep her under observation.
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The town fathers dutifully brought Agnes from her village and set her up
in the surgeon’s house.282 The first night she was there, she slept alone in the
living room while the family retired to their bedrooms. Between 11 o’ clock
and midnight, she suddenly began screaming in terror, and when the sur-
geon ran out of his bedroom he saw that her face was covered with blood,
but “her hands and her fingers were not in the least stained with blood.”
When she calmed down, Agnes told the surgeon that the apparition had
attacked her again, while snarling, “ You bad woman! What do you think
you are doing here?”

The next night, the surgeon’s son, who was himself a surgeon, remained
in Agnes’ room with the light on, and nothing happened. The following
night, however, all was quiet until about midnight, when suddenly three
milk pitchers on the far side of the stove from Agnes “did not fall,” the
young man reported, “but rather were hurled forcefully against the oven so
that they broke into many pieces, and at the same time the oven bench was
thrown with great force to the floor.” The witness said he was awake when
it happened, and he jumped up and saw Agnes still in bed under the covers.
Nothing more happened in that room, but the surgeon’s son-in-law who
was sleeping in another room “reported that just after the great tumult ... a
noise ... went by his room” that sounded “like a flock of pigeons brushed
their wings on his wall and flew out through the back window.”

Almost immediately after that night the magistrates noted that “the
woman had a strong impatience to go home” to her family. The doctor
treated her with incense so she would “remain further from the fascination”
while the town preacher gave her spiritual counseling, but they soon con-
cluded that their efforts had had such “good effect” that she could go,
although it was “recommended that her pastor exercise further close spiri-
tual oversight” over her.

As with the incident in Stauffen, there were several competing interpreta-
tions of Agnes’ travails at the time. She herself clearly thought that she was
being attacked by a ghost or spirit, a disembodied being who somehow was
able to inflict injuries and talk to her while both visible and invisible. We
don’t know what the healer’s diagnosis or treatment was, but the doctor she
consulted thought she was simply making her story up. The High
Councilors also indicated they thought this was possible, at least in part,
while the magistrates called her initial complaints “illusions” and “fantasy”
caused by her condition. It seems notable that not only was there no talk of
witchcraft, as there was in 1614, but also there was not even any talk of the
Devil, as there had been in 1705. Nevertheless, in the end the members of
the local elite and the ducal councilors seem to have come to a consensus
that her problem was both medical and spiritual, although exactly how the
two were combined, and how these problems of hers related to the various
moving objects and the sound that was heard in the hall was left unre-
solved.
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From our point of view, there are three possible explanations for Agnes
Beck’s story: fraud, delusion, or some paranormal phenomenon, a polter-
geist. The first, fraud, seems very unlikely based on the documents. Claims
of visions, convulsions, and the passing of strange objects from various
orifices had long been made, and the possibility of fraud was recognized
long before there was scientific concern because of the church’s desire to
screen out false miracles.283 A number of cases in Württemberg occurred
around the time in which children made such claims, and it was established
that they had been “encouraged by ... godless” parents hoping to “make a
business” on their “pretended visions.”284 One of these incidents took place
just a few years earlier, in Marbach, about 40 miles to the north, in 1739.
One more followed in the same town six years after the incident involving
Agnes, in 1750, while a third similar case took place in Onstmettingen in
1752. It is certainly possible that, inspired by talk of the first incident, Agnes
made up her stories about the apparition, which, after all, only she could
see, inflicted her cuts and bruises on herself, and surreptitiously put the
objects that appeared beneath her there. However, the government was
clearly alert to the possibility of fraud, made provision to block it, and con-
cluded that it was not the answer in this case. Neither Agnes nor her family
appears to have tried to profit from the situation or had any other motive to
commit fraud; she would have had to have performed some feats of sleight
of hand that she was by all accounts incapable of; and she would have had
to persuade people to participate in the fraud who had no reason to do so,
who had, in fact, been selected for their disinterestedness and reliability.

If fraud seems unlikely, delusion, the conclusion of the provincial elite,
seems more probable. As we have seen, apparitions can be generated within
the visual cortex by mixing percepts and internally generated imagery, while
“ugly looking welts, red scratches, or actual teeth marks ... can be produced ...
by the use of hypnotic suggestion.” In one modern poltergeist case
centered on a young girl, “the raising of these bite and welt marks were
even filmed ... A close up shot shows horrid looking welts raising on her
body.”285 Agnes was clearly a person in deep distress, and the apparition’s
bitter words suggest that she was tremendously frustrated by her disability;
her lively mind rebelled at being encased in a paralyzed body. It is possible
that this psychological pressure drove her to commit conscious fraud for
some reason, but it seems more likely that she really did perceive the hallu-
cinations and inflict the injuries through the kind of psychophysical
processes we have examined earlier.

The physical movement of objects recorded in the documents, however,
and the sounds in the hall heard by the surgeon’s son-in-law pose a chal-
lenge to this theory. The young man’s hearing, of course, could have been
affected by fears and expectations generated by the spooky events that had
already happened, and it is possible that Agnes collected the items that
collected between her legs while in a dissociated state, a sort of waking
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sleepwalking, since the only witness, her sister-in-law, admitted that she
had not actually seen the items come out of Agnes, and things coming out
of the womb from a woman disabled by an overdue pregnancy seems like
a pretty clear form of symbolic acting out. The smashing of the three
pitchers against the oven and the slamming of the bench to the floor, how-
ever, cannot be accounted for so easily. There seem to be four possibilities:
first, collusion between Agnes and the surgeon’s son; second, the young
man’s account is inaccurate either because he misperceived a natural fall
of the pitchers and bench as they happened or he misremembered what
had happened after the fact; third, some sort of focused geological or other
environmental disturbance that dislodged the pitchers and upset the
bench without disturbing anything else in the house or being noticed by
anyone; and fourth, some sort of paranormal psychokinesis.

The first of these possibilities, fraud, has already been discussed, and,
while it cannot be ruled out categorically, in this case seems unlikely. The
second, some sort of misperception or mistaken memory on the part of the
surgeon’s son, is also possible, but since there is no evidence for it, it seems
reasonable to consider it only if the other possibilities are ruled out or
deemed less likely. The third, some sort of subtle environmental distur-
bance, is theoretically possible, but while some attempts have been made to
correlate apparent paranormal phenomena with geomagnetic forces, no spe-
cific physical mechanism for the movement of large objects has been set
forth that has garnered even the level of support of the theories of ball light-
ning, and most accounts involve a role for human actors in the events as
well as environmental forces.286 The fourth possibility is unlikely on a priori
grounds, but, given the weakness of the other three possibilities, would
seem to warrant closer consideration.

To begin with, poltergeist phenomena can be understood in two ways.
One is a phenomenological one: a set of events and experiences that are
understood to be caused by poltergeists regardless of their actual physical
origin. About 375 events that can be seen as poltergeists had been recorded
since antiquity at various places around the world before systematic study
began in the 1960s, and a number have been reported and studied since
then.287 They have been found to conform to “a rather standard pattern.”
The most common features are that “objects” are seen to “move about or
break by themselves.” They often seem to have been “flung across rooms
or ... moved along weird trajectories.” Other features include apparent tele-
portation, in which “objects ... turn up in unusual places,” apparitions,
and “bite marks, lacerations, and wounds.” The perceived disturbances
generally center on one person, and appear to “follow ... if they move to a
new residence.” The central figure is often an adolescent, but “sometimes
it is a mentally disturbed child or adult.” The phenomena generally last
only a few weeks or months, “and once a poltergeist” incident ceases, “it
rarely recurs.”
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By this standard, the events surrounding Agnes Beck constitute a polter-
geist incident, and, as we have seen, mostly involve phenomena which,
while dramatic, can be understood as normal, if uncommon, physical and
physiological processes. However, within the phenomenological descrip-
tions of poltergeist phenomena are events like the flinging of the pitchers
and overturning of the bench that, if they really happen, can only be
explained paranormally, which is the other, more specific meaning of the
word. There is no way to systematically examine the events of 1744, of
course, but in trying to determine what actually happened in that historical
incident, it would seem to be worth noting what recent scientific studies
have found. First of all, there is no question that frauds have been perpe-
trated, in which mysterious noises and movements of objects were faked,
sometimes via elaborate, carefully prepared means. Secondly, most of the
other reported poltergeist events have occurred in circumstances where sys-
tematic study has not been possible, and all that is known is what the wit-
nesses claim. However, thirdly, several incidents have been the subject of
extensive systematic study. One, which occurred in 1967 in Miami, a pol-
tergeist was reported to be “creating havoc in a local warehouse, breaking
numerous beer mugs, ash trays, vases, and other crockery.”288 Over the next
24 days “police, reporters, and TV and radio men” investigated and “wit-
nessed numerous activities no one could explain.” A local magician “was
called upon to duplicate the crashing and falling of objects, but he could
not.” Eventually several physicists were “brought in ... to analyze the move-
ments of the objects.” They concluded that the “torques and twists ... are
not explainable according to the laws of physical motion, as understood
today.” The second incident took place in Rosenheim, Germany in 1968,
was even more thoroughly studied by a professor at the University of
Freiburg, and the movements of objects were filmed. It involved inexplica-
ble noises and movements of objects, but perhaps the most significant fea-
ture in terms of the systematic study was “frequent calls ... to the local time
number.” These so disturbed the German post office and telephone com-
pany that the telephone system was completely overhauled, and then sealed
off.” Eventually, “the postal authorities tore up the offices and the road out-
side, trying unsuccessfully to find out how the telephones could ring when
no one was dialing a number.” Two physicists from the Max Planck Institute
undertook an elaborate and intensive investigation. They “carefully elimi-
nated or controlled all the conceivable physical causes” and concluded that
“the phenomena are not explicable by the available means of theoretical
physics.” However, they noted that, “the anomalous deflections only occur
when a certain employee ... is in the immediate vicinity ... a case unforeseen
in physics.”

While these accounts may seem compelling, the possibility of the phe-
nomena they describe has not been confirmed to the scientific community’s
satisfaction in controlled laboratory experiments. There have been a number
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of studies of purportedly gifted individuals in laboratory settings who, it is
claimed, were able to cause objects to move without physical contact or
known remote influences like magnets; repeated and refined experiments
involving rolling dice using increasingly automated mechanisms and proce-
dures to remove the effects of human movements, the weight differentials
caused by the different number of holes on each side, and conscious or
unconscious misrecording of the results; repeated and refined experiments in
which attempts were made to influence the generation of random numbers
by computers; and a variety of other experiments to test for some sort of psy-
cho-physical influence.289 Some of these experiments have generated impres-
sive statistical results; some have not. Many have been criticized for
methodological flaws, and replicability, while sometimes achieved, has not
been reliable.290 Meta-analyses have been conducted showing overall positive
results, but the statistical procedures have been disputed, and the validity of
using statistical analysis of trials against chance expectations at all has been
called into question.291 There is a community of scientists who accept the
reality of these phenomena and now work to understand the factors that
generate and influence them better, but there is a community of skeptics who
hotly dispute the very existence of any paranormal effects, and most scien-
tists, who have no direct involvement in the debate, pay little attention to it,
perhaps believing that there might be something there, but at the same time
believing that it has not been conclusively established. The current deadlock
leaves the status quo in place, which means that phenomena like those
reported in Miami, in 1967, and Rosenheim, in 1968, cannot have happened,
and since, once again, we can hardly provide a decisive voice in this matter
based on a single 250-year-old incident, best scientific explanation for the
“hurled pitchers” and “thrown bench” is that the three pitchers must have
all been carelessly left in a precarious position and due to some vibration in
the floor or gradually slipping fell against the oven, and as they broke the
shards pushed over the bench, all of which the young man, in his excited
state, misperceived as the objects being “hurled” and “thrown.”

Conclusion

If recent scientific works leave us with an uncertain understanding of the
sort of phenomena like the fiery display in Böblingen and Agnes Beck’s pol-
tergeist experience that early modern Württembergers, too, found difficult
to explain in terms of their understandings of the world, we have seen in
this chapter that it does provide significant insight into the much larger
body of activities that made up beneficent manipulative magic. In particu-
lar, we have seen that the great bulk of beneficent magic was employed for
healing, and involved a wide array of activities that mobilized a variety of
bodily mechanisms that do, in fact, promote health and well-being. Some of
these worked through conscious beliefs and symbolic meanings, but others,
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as we have seen with sorcery and witchcraft, worked through unconscious,
autonomic processes that had direct physiological effects unmediated by
personal belief or cultural meaning. Similarly, magical rituals could be per-
formed to effectively counter occult aggression and enhance performance in
other aspects of life. As with sorcery and shamanism, a crucial aspect of
beneficent magic is that to a very considerable degree it works by manipu-
lating – tuning or fine-tuning – the human nervous system, dramatically or
subtly altering consciousness in order to access knowledge and powers not
accessible in normal waking consciousness. The point is not simply to rec-
ognize that there were more valid features of early modern popular magic
than is generally currently acknowledged, but to understand that beneficent
popular magic, sorcery, and witchcraft were all part of a system of activities,
experiences, and beliefs that not only made sense in terms of their relation-
ship to each other, but also made sense in terms of their relationship to
physical reality: the physical reality of the external world, the physical real-
ity of the human nervous system, and the physical realities of the interac-
tions between the two.
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Part IV Repression and Reality

Introduction

We have seen in the first three parts of this book that witchcraft and popular
magic in the early modern period were significantly more strongly connected
to reality than most historical and other scholarly accounts currently portray.
The question this raises, of course, is why this should be so. The answer, of
course is a huge topic that stretches far beyond the bounds of the current study
geographically, chronologically, and conceptually, having to do with the
whole series of cultural, socioeconomic, and even political changes that have
taken place over the last few centuries to produce the modern understanding
of nature, humankind, and the relationship between the two. However, since
the changes that led to this situation began in many ways during the period
under consideration, and to a significant extent were because of developments
in learned culture that reflected as well as informed the experiences of local
elites like those in Württemberg, examining the changing place of magic in the
duchy’s society and culture should shed some light on this process. In exam-
ining the realities of early modern maleficium, diabolism, and beneficent magic
we have already seen a number of specific changes that were part of the larger
development of the early modern understanding of the world: the shifting
framework of moral judgments from the local community to the wider world;
evolving mechanisms of psychological control; changing concepts about the
boundaries of the self; competing explanations for unusual perceptions, abnor-
mal abilities, and anomalous events; and a growing awareness of the credulous
misconceptions, deliberate misrepresentations, and outright fabrications in the
theory and practice of much magical activity. To conclude this study, in Part IV
we will look systematically at the changing place of magic in Württemberg in
particular and Europe in general by examining the interaction between the
provincial government and the ordinary people during the course of the trials
that took place as part of the elite’s systematic attempt to suppress popular
magic from the beginnings of the witch persecutions in the sixteenth century
through the triumph of the Enlightenment in the eighteenth.
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8
Magic and Society

In this chapter we will examine the ways in which the systematic campaign
of repression that the trials for witchcraft and beneficent magic alike were part
of affected the place of magic in early modern society and culture. We will
start by looking more directly than heretofore at the social position of practi-
tioners of beneficent magic, then consider the range of repressive mechanisms
that were in place in early modern society, and conclude by examining the
changing pace of prosecutions for various magical activities in relationship to
the intertwined evolution of elite and popular culture. The upshot of this
process, as we shall see, was that while the duchy’s elite did not succeed in
eliminating all unauthorized magical practices, as it had hoped, its systematic
campaign of repression, along with other changes in society and culture, did
alter reality to the point that the elite’s concept of reality could be altered in
turn, consolidating the gains (and losses) of the early modern period by
putting in place crucial cultural constraints on perception and cognition that
are central to our enlightened modern sensibility. 

Practitioners of beneficent magic

We have seen that people throughout early modern society employed 
a variety of forms of shamanistic activity to gain insight into their situations,
protect themselves from occult threats, and mobilize their own spiritual
resources. At one extreme, the devout prayed to God, and in Catholic terri-
tories his agents, to guide them, defend them, and advance their interests.
At the other extreme, a segment of the population knew “hardly the least of
God’s Word,” but deployed a full arsenal of “blessings and other forbidden
arts” to achieve their ends.1 In between, the great majority of people casu-
ally employed an eclectic blend of magic and religion in their daily routines,
while utilizing the services of spiritual specialists in moments of particular
need. The religious specialists, of course, were the clergy, while the magical
specialists were a variety of popular practitioners. In Württemberg, some of
these were actually Catholic clergymen from neighboring territories, and
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gypsies and other itinerants were occasionally consulted, but the great
majority were local practitioners, known by a variety of titles like
“Segensprechern” (blessers), “Wahrsagern” (soothsayers), “Teufelsbannern”
(exorcists), “Teufelsbeschworern” (demon incanters), “Teufelsmänner” (Devil’s
men), “Zauberern” (magicians), “zauberische Leute” (magical people), and
even plain “Weiblin” (little woman).2 Many historians have come to refer to
these magical practitioners collectively as “cunning folk,” but others have
argued to restrict this designation to the subset who offered a range of mag-
ical services, as opposed to charmers, fortune-tellers, and other specialized
practitioners who offered just one.3

In previous chapters, we have used the term “cunning folk” casually, in its
broader sense of anyone who practiced magic for others, but here we will
begin by focusing on a different distinction, a distinction between practi-
tioners of healing and other beneficent magic for themselves and their
immediate circle of household and family, who will be referred to as private
practitioners, and those who served a broader clientele, public practitioners.
The line between them was not always hard and fast, of course, for someone
who acted mainly as a private practitioner might minister to a person they
were less close to in certain circumstances, particularly since neighborliness
seems to have included the provision of soups and home remedies when
a member of the local community fell ill, gratis and sometimes even unso-
licited, but there does seem to have been a discernable distinction between
people who generally confined their activities to their close circle and
offered them casually and others who offered them more deliberately and
more widely. 

The cases discussed in the previous two chapters suggest that the public
practitioners played an important role in the practice and transmission of
popular magical traditions, and that they were frequently the objects of
the judicial prosecutions of beneficent magic. There is also evidence that the
witch persecutions affected at least some of them strongly, and, indeed, the
effects of the witch persecutions on them constitute one important strand
of evidence that these, and the broader prosecution of magic that the witch
trials were part of, had a more significant impact on European society and
culture than historians have generally recognized. 

Among the sampled cases of blessing and illicit healing (which together
involved most health-care-oriented magic) the majority of suspects, 16 of
23, or two-thirds, were public practitioners, and they were involved in 14 of
the 17 cases, or over 80 percent.4 In contrast, in the 20 sampled treasure-
hunting and incantation trials (most of which, as we have seen, basically
involved treasure-hunting), public practitioners made up only about 
12 percent of the 109 suspects and were involved in only half of the 
20 incidents.5 The difference may have been that ordinary Württembergers
were readier to undertake treasure magic than healing magic, but may also
have been that treasure-hunting tended to be a group effort which involved
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going to the location where the treasure was thought to be hidden, and was
therefore difficult even for casual practitioners to keep secret, while magical
healing rituals could be conducted by one or two people in the privacy of
their home.

Among the ten sampled general magic trials that did not involve witch-
craft, one was the extensive treasure-hunting scandal in Böblingen that
involved at least 20 participants, two of whom were known to have been
specialized consultants.6 Another four of these cases stemmed from the
activities of healers who practiced publicly, while five involved individuals
(or in one case a small group) investigated for using magic to enhance their
own abilities.7 Overall, these cases support the impression of the more spe-
cific samples discussed earlier: while ordinary Württembergers may have
practiced magic on their own, there was a network of public practitioners
available to supplement their amateur efforts with greater skills and esoteric
knowledge that they patronized when the potential rewards seemed great or
the need particularly compelling.8 These practitioners dominated the heal-
ing cases and the cases involving divination to detect lost objects and iden-
tify thieves, and they often acted as consultants brought in by the leaders of
the much larger groups of ordinary Württembergers involved in treasure-
hunting. They reinforced the place of magic in popular culture by their
general example, by showing specific techniques to clients in the course of
rendering their services, and by teaching their techniques to protégés.

In Part III we looked at the magical practices that were employed by both
public and private practitioners in early modern Württemberg; here we will
take a closer look at the practitioners themselves. Our focus will be on the
public practitioners, although we will take a brief look toward the end of
this section at the relatively small number of private practitioners who were
caught up in the judicial process. The public practitioners offered a wide
range of services: healing of people and animals through a combination of
incantations, medicines, ritual actions, and magically potent objects;
divination to identify witches and thieves and to locate lost objects and
treasures; counter spells against witches and thieves; and exorcism and
invocation of spirits, most commonly as part of treasure-hunting, but occa-
sionally for other purposes. The proportion that each of these practices
made up of the services they rendered was generally similar to the rates at
which the activities were recorded in the sampled trials overall, except that
treasure-hunting was somewhat less common, and healing correspondingly
more. Healing made up almost 45 percent of all the services offered by pub-
lic practitioners in all the sampled trials for beneficent magic (22 of 51),
identifying thieves and witchcraft and locating things made up about 20
percent (10), and helping with treasure-hunting just under 30 percent (15).9

As we have seen, public practitioners may have been underrepresented in
treasure-hunting cases because ordinary people were particularly ready to
undertake this on their own, without the help of a specialist, but it may
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also be that ordinary people were particularly likely to get caught in this
activity since it involved a group, whereas most other forms of magic could
be conducted secretly when done privately, and these other forms were
therefore most likely to come to the authorities’ attention when a special-
ist became involved. In any case, the important point here is that public
practitioners were involved in a wide range of magical activities, both prac-
ticing them themselves and acting as examples and as sources of knowledge
for ordinary folk.10

There were two basic types of public practice, although many actual prac-
titioners’ activities fell somewhere between the two poles. At one end were
single-service practitioners, who specialized in one specific type of magical
activity. Hans Röcklin, for example, used his “crystal stone” and slight vari-
ants of a single charm to cure tumors in children and swelling and stiffness
in horses, and most of the practitioners involved in treasure-hunting appear
to have worked that kind of magic alone.11 Similarly, two of the three
women tried in Sindelfingen in 1596 for blessings seem to have had an
equally limited repertoire: Gertrudt Raitsen used blessings to heal burns and
staunch bleeding, and Sara Sauter had one to help babies gain weight. The
third, however, Barbara Breüninger, who was being investigated for curing
goiter and rings around the eyes with blessings, “uttered many bad words”
when she was questioned and said that even “if a gaggle of preachers” were
to interrogate her, “she would still not tell everything that she used,” imply-
ing that her healing practices were considerably more diverse than the offi-
cials were aware, and thus fell closer to the other end of the spectrum,
practitioners who offered an array of services instead of just one.12 Clearer
examples of such practitioners included Wieland, who used divination to
identify thieves and locate lost objects in addition to using amulets and tal-
ismans to heal various ailments; Georg Hofen – who served as the expert in the
treasure-hunt led by Christoph Keller, dowsing with two knitting needles to
pinpoint the treasure’s location and size, specifying the items needed in the
ceremony to contact the spirit guarding the treasure, and then leading the
invocation itself – and also gave Keller’s wife “internal medicine” and per-
formed other “forbidden cures” as well; and Zimmerman Scholderer, who
advised Hanns Jerg Stadi in his hunt for the treasure he saw in his mirror,
and admitted that he had practiced magical healing since he was a child.13

One particularly good example of the well-rounded generalized practitioner
who formed the other extreme from Röcklin, Raitsen, and Sauter, a “cun-
ning man” in the narrower sense of the term, was Hans Köll, the cow herder
from Owen, near Kirchheim, who treated Anna Eberlin, in 1660, after she
thought she had had sex with the Devil. Owen had her gather and prepare
herbal medicines and put an amulet around her neck. Around the same time
he was investigated for divining who stole a man’s money and also for
claiming to have located a missing person, and he said that he had treated
other women plagued by the Devil in the past. Another good example of
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this sort of robust generalist was “Schafer J,” who used both herbal medi-
cines and blessings to cure people and animals of natural ailments and to
counteract maleficium, identified the witches responsible for the latter, and
offered his services to exorcize a bothersome spirit from a house.14 Overall,
18 of the 35 public practitioners in the sampled cases of beneficent magic,
just over 50 percent, were generalists, while 17, just under 50 percent, appear
to have been single-service providers.15 Public magical practitioners thus
seem to have been rather evenly divided between those offering a single
service and those offering a variety.

The 17 specialists tended to offer one of the two services: healing of
natural ailments (6) or treasure-hunting (10).16 Only one, Hanns Jacob
Kurzen – an extremely poor old man from Steinach, prosecuted in 1752 –
specialized in identifying and treating supernatural injury caused by
witches, specifically harm to animals, and none identified thieves, located
missing people or objects, or performed invocations or exorcisms unrelated
to treasure-finding.17 In contrast, while 15 of the 18 generalists helped with
healing and five assisted with treasure-hunting, about a third (6) identified
witches and treated the ailments ascribed to witchcraft, three identified
thieves, and several located objects and exorcized bothersome spirits from
houses.18

Just as the services provided by the two types of practitioners overlapped
considerably but differed in some significant ways, the ways in which the
two types learned their techniques also showed important commonalities
and differences. Unfortunately, while the magistrates often tried to deter-
mine where a suspect had learned his or her art, this information is only
known for 16 of the 35 public practitioners. Of the seven single-service
providers for whom this is known, two learned from their fathers, one from
an “old aunt” (which might mean a relative or might mean an elderly
neighbor), one from a man she knew in a neighboring village, and one from
a treasure-hunter with whom he worked, while only one learned from an
“itinerant” (Landfahrer) and one appears to have learned from a book.19 In
contrast, among the eight generalists for whom this information is known,
only two learned from a relative or neighbor, the healer Barbara Weylandt,
who said she learned from her uncle (who she said had learned from a
barber), and Barbara Breüninger. One appears to have been self-taught from
books, while three said that they had learned from “itinerant scholars” –
Hans Haasen, who said he had become one himself after his stay on the
Venusberg; “Schafer J”; and Paul Zürn, who exorcized spirits from houses.
“Schafer J” said he had also learned from someone who had been burned as
a witch in Nagold.20 Jacob Schäffer said he learned from an Anabaptist and
Conrad Stier said he learned from shepherds and an executioner. While the
numbers are small, there does seem to be a definite tendency for specialists
to have learned from a family member or neighbor, while the generalized
practitioners seem to have learned more commonly from itinerants or other
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more distant, marginal figures. This difference, like the difference in empha-
sis in services offered, does not suggest a polarized occupational structure,
but instead a gradation from practitioners who were ordinary members of
their community with a simple sideline to more distinct practitioners who
had stronger ties to the marginal members of the community and the itin-
erants who circulated around the region. Like Apolonia Walther, the witch
suspect who called the Devil “her prince” and associated with magical
practitioners in the Reutlingen area, and Hanß Jacob Langen, the young
ne’r-do-well who fell in with a charlatan and traveled “on the pitchfork” at
various brewers’ houses, these cases suggest that there was in the region
a loose network of magical practitioners, some of whom led a peripatetic
existence and some of whom were part of the settled community, who
shared techniques and, to some extent, materials, sometimes practiced
together, and who passed on their knowledge and skills to younger people,
who carried on the traditions.

Information about the socioeconomic circumstances of the various spe-
cialized practitioners reinforces this impression of substantial similarities,
with important differences indicative of a subtle gradation between rela-
tively well-integrated members of the community and more marginal char-
acters overlapping with the itinerant population. Overall, the practitioners
came from what might be called the lower middle class and lower class of
provincial society. The information that was recorded about them most con-
sistently was about where they lived. It is given for all but four of the 35, and
can be inferred for two from their occupations (shepherd and forester).21

Only one, Hans Haasen, seems to have been itinerant; the rest had a fixed
residence.22 Both generalists and specialists included people from both
towns and villages, but only three of the 18 generalists were from towns,
while seven of the 17 single-service providers were townspeople, suggesting
that generalist practitioners were more commonly found in the countryside,
while, perhaps not surprisingly, practitioners in towns were more likely to
specialize.23

Occupational information was recorded for 20 of the 35 suspects, which
shows that they included a few minor officials (an almshouse administrator,
a scribe, a former village headman, and a priest); a number of tradesmen 
(a cobbler, a potter, a smith, two masons, a bather, and a weaver); a charcoal
maker; several herders (two shepherds and a cow herder); a forest ranger and
a hunter; one day laborer; one former farmer who had lost his farm; a man
with no real job; and the “itinerant scholar” Hans Haasen.24 Miscellaneous
observations about the general financial status of suspects was recorded for
13 of the 35, ten of whom, it was noted, were doing poorly, while two were
doing well, and one had a servant.25 Interestingly, all four of the officials
were single-service providers (and all were involved in treasure-hunting),
and only two of the single-service providers were noted to be poor, although
most of the others had somewhat marginal positions like forest ranger,
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hunter, shepherd, and laborer. In contrast, all the tradesmen but the smith
were generalized practitioners, and eight of the ten people who were noted
to be financially distressed were generalists. 

It has been noted elsewhere in Europe that magical practices were fre-
quently a supplementary and sometimes a primary source of income for poor,
marginal people, and that seems to have been the case in Württemberg as
well.26 Pricing structures were not recorded in many of the sampled trials, but
while Barbara Weylandt protested that she often charged nothing or just the
cost of medicines procured from an apothecary, two, Jacob Schafer and Peter
Jergle, had standard fees of 3 Reichstaler and 2 Reichstaler respectively if they
succeeded, with Jergle saying that anything more was up to the patient.
Significantly, Schafer’s price was in 1600 Reichstaler, while Jergle’s was in 1750
Reichstaler, which were worth about 50 percent less, so Schafer’s fee was actu-
ally three times higher than Jergle’s.27 This may explain not only why Jergle
mentioned being open to additional payment, but also why Schafer was the
only healer about whom it was said that he made enough to “buy real estate
every year”. Financially successful practitioners have been noted from
England as well, but most practitioners in Württemberg, like those in most
other places, appear to have either been people of modest means who offered
their services for little profit, like Weylandt, or who lived in strained circum-
stances and enjoyed at most a modest profit from small cash payments and
contributions in kind.28

Since all of the tradesmen lived in villages, where they had a less central
position than urban artisans did in their towns, this data again suggests that
while most specialized practitioners of magic were on the lower side of the
social hierarchy, generalists tended to be somewhat more marginal than
single-service providers, an impression reinforced by the information the
magistrates recorded about ten of the practitioners’ reputations in their
communities. Two, one generalist and one specialist, were well regarded, but
the other eight were regarded poorly by their communities.29 The magis-
trates of Heidenheim reported that Georg Preisen, for example, was
“a crooked man,” those of Murrhardt said Hans Jacob Schiller was consid-
ered “right evil,” and “Schafer J” was called at various times a “sorcerer,”
a “witch,” and a “warlock” [Hexenman], while Jacob Schafer’s neighbors
reported that he consorted with sorcerers and was thought to be one
himself. Of course, patients, who benefited from the practitioners’ powers
while generally living at some remove from them, often testified enthusias-
tically on their behalf, particularly in the case of Jacob Schafer, but the point
here is that these men, including him, apparently, were clearly alienated
from their immediate communities, and all of those who were so negatively
regarded were general practitioners.30

Similarly, nine of the ten public practitioners for whom we have informa-
tion indicative of their age were generalists, and all but two were clearly old
(as was the one specialist whose age was recorded). The two whose ages are
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not clear were said to have been practicing for 15 and 17 years, respectively,
which suggests that they were well into middle age at least.31 Of those whose
actual age was set down, one was 50, one was 51, two were over 60 (includ-
ing the single-service provider), one was 62, and one 68.32 Finally, the healer
Barbara Weylandt was a widow, and Christoph Wieland had a grown child.33

While lack of information is admittedly shaky ground for historical conclu-
sions, we saw in Chapter 2 while considering the age of witch suspects that
magistrates appear to have recorded ages when they were either notably
young or notably old, but not when they were middle aged adults, so the
evidence here suggests that generalized practitioners tended to be older than
single-service providers. Why this should have been so is not clear: it may
be that people who started with a single service gradually broadened their
repertoire, it may be that older people picked up magical practices as they
ceased to work in other ways (as was clearly the case with Wieland, who had
lost his farm), and it may simply have reflected the fact that many single-
service providers were involved in treasure-hunting, which was a form of
magic particularly attractive to young and middle-aged men.

A final social characteristic of the public practitioners, gender, does not
correlate at all with the division between single- and full-service providers,
mainly because there were too few women in both areas combined, four in
all, for any meaningful generalizations to be made.34 Instead, what seems
notable about the gender of public magical practitioners is, first of all, that
there were so few women among them, and, second, that all four of the
female practitioners were investigated early in the period, 1596 and 1608,
while none at all were included in the later trials. 

The proportion of female practitioners in the sampled cases, 11 percent of
the 35 suspected practitioners, is significantly lower than the 20 percent of
23 magical practitioners found in a study of church visitation records for the
districts of Tübingen and Tuttlingen between 1581 and 1621, but this is
mainly because there were no treasure-hunters in this later study.35 Treasure-
hunting was an overwhelmingly male activity, as we have noted, and almost
all cases took place more than a century later. All four female practitioners
in the sampled trials under consideration here were involved in blessing and
illicit healing, and they made up 22 percent of all suspects in those
categories, which matches the figures from the visitation records almost
exactly. It is also roughly consistent with the situation in other parts of
southwestern Germany and many, although far from all, other parts of early
modern Europe.36

Why women should have made up such a modest and declining propor-
tion of the accused practitioners of beneficent magic seems perplexing, since
women were particularly responsible for tending the sick in the domestic
division of labor, they were commonly thought to be more inclined toward
magic then as now, and many of the physiological characteristics that made
them particularly good at affecting peoples’ health negatively, as we saw in
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Chapter 2, like their involvement in gardening and food preparation, their
greater ability to recognize emotional signals between people, and their
greater ability to express themselves verbally, would seem to have also
equipped them to promote health through both the herbal remedies and
psychological manipulations we examined in Chapter 7. There are two
possible explanations for the lack of women among the accused practitioners:
either women actually did engage in magical healing activities less than
men, or they were equally or even more active but came to the attention of
the authorities less often. Consideration of various kinds of evidence sug-
gests that the reason for the low number of women practitioners in the early
trials is the second explanation: women traditionally used magical healing
in ways that were less likely to come to the attention of the authorities. The
reason for their declining numbers over time, in contrast, would seem to be
a combination of the two: women’s traditional tendency to practice in
a low-key way was strongly reinforced as they came to avoid activities like
magic that ran the risk of drawing attention to themselves, and thereby
exposing them to denunciation for witchcraft either because of the extent
of their clientele or because of the nature of their activities.

As far as women’s modest representation among suspects in early trials is
concerned, it is possible that a greater public practice of magical healing by
women had declined in the period before the late sixteenth century, either
because of the moral suasion of the Reformation or the coercive power of the
witch persecutions. However, the studies of the impact of the Reformation
indicate that it’s impact on popular culture during the sixteenth century was
limited, and does not seem likely to have caused the kind of far-reaching alter-
ation that would have been necessary here.37 Similarly, the witch trials were
only getting under way at the turn of the century, and therefore do not seem
likely to have had such a marked impact in the time available. Instead, it
seems more probable that the lower number of women practitioners around
1600 denounced to both church visitors and the magistrates reflected the
genders’ different social roles and the public visibility these created.38

Specifically, it seems that male healers were more likely to establish public
practices that paralleled men’s public practice of other trades, while women’s
practices were more likely to grow out of their informal engagement with
family and neighbors. This should not be taken as a hard-and-fast division, for
there were women like Barbara Weylandt whose diverse practice seems to
have been comparable to those of prominent male healers like Jacob Schäffer
and Jakob Franck, and, conversely, there were men like Hans Röcklin, who
appears to have practiced with his healing stone casually, as a minor sideline
to his primary occupation as a smith. However, the other three women, who
were investigated together in Sindelfingen in 1596 – Gertrudt Raitsen,
Barbara Breüninger, and Sara Sauter – seem to have been more typical of
female practitioners. Raitsen and Sauter appear to have been women who
simply knew a few blessings that they had learned as children and seemed to
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have success with, and they were ready to help others with them when the
need arose. Breüninger hinted that she knew considerably more than
the one blessing for which she was being investigated, but the magistrates
were not able to get any more information about her activities. In contrast,
their peers were able to uncover copious information about Weylandt and a
number of male healers around the same time, which suggests that whatever
Breüninger did, it did not have the same level of public visibility that the
men’s practices did.

When a woman named Margretha Rencklern was investigated in
Böblingen in 1609 for “forbidden herbal healing” and blessing, along with
three of her clients, Rencklern told the magistrates that she had learned her
arts from her mother, who used them more than she did and taught her
even though she didn’t really want to know about them.39 She may have
said she was less eager to practice than her mother because, the magistrates
noted, “due to her . . . magical healing” she was “strongly suspected by many
of witchcraft.” Magical healing was not witchcraft, of course. Both the
Carolina and Württemberg’s laws prescribed lesser punishments for magic
involving neither harm nor a pact with the Devil, both the magistrates and
the general public appear to have generally understood the difference
between beneficent magic and maleficium, and the witch trials seldom
focused on women simply because they practiced some form of healing.40

However, evidence of such activity counted against a woman if she became
a suspect for other reasons. Cures that went wrong or even just seemed
unpleasant might become evidence against them, as in the cases of Anna
Schnabel and Barbara Gessler, and female healers were particularly vulnera-
ble when suspicions broadened into a panic.41

The possibility that the witch persecutions had a significant impact on the
extent and nature of women’s healing activities is supported by two of the
nine sampled trials for beneficent magic (excluding treasure-finding) that
involved private practitioners.42 However, before we see how they did so, it is
worth noting that these cases also support the general impression that the
magical practices involved a range of people from solid citizens to marginal
vagrants, but with the more heavily involved practitioners toward the lower
edges of society. In three of the cases there was either no information about
the suspect (the purported magical thief who bothered Christoph Martin and
his wife), no evidence that the suspect had actually practiced magic ( Jakob
Staibers, who exhibited unusual strength), or no suspect (Agnes Beck’s polter-
geist experience), but the other six cases involved 11 suspects about whom
there is some record. Only three lived in villages: one was the judge who used
blessings to help himself get through his political travails and the other two
were the smiths who knew the magic to gain enhanced skills by walking into
the smithy backwards at midnight while invoking the name of the Devil. The
judge was clearly a leading citizen of the small community, but he was said
to have only “middling property” and he was “rather imperious, and
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therefore . . . not in particularly good standing” with many of his neighbors.43

One of the smiths was 26 years old and still an apprentice, while the other,
Georg Schaff, was older, and a legal resident rather than a citizen of the village,
but his nickname “Wild Georg,” suggests that he was not exactly a pillar of the
community.44 All of these three men appear to have been established members
of their villages, but none, even the judge, was entirely respectable.

Similarly, while the rest of the suspects resided in towns, they were mostly
rather marginal. The three brothers who used magic to enhance their
marksmanship were described as “dirt poor fellows” who had learned the
magic from a neighbor who said he had learned it 20 years before, around
1650, from “a conjurer” he had given a ride in his wagon. Another
suspect, a 42-year-old “acknowledged mocker of the communal leadership
and everyone else,” got in trouble when he admitted that he had a magic
book in his house, which the magistrates found while searching for stolen
goods; he was said to live in “great poverty.” Yet another case involved the
forester and his wife, who were investigated for using biblical sayings and
religious songs they learned from their widowed servant in an attempt to
heal their child, while the last case involved another servant, 56-year-old
Agnes Luzin, who was accused of bewitching a young cousin of her
employer, 24-year-old Barbara Calmbach, under the guise of healing her. 

These last two cases, both of which took place in the eighteenth century and
were the ones involving women suggest how women’s role in healing and
magic had changed since the sixteenth century, apparently as a result of the
witch trials. In both, elderly women acted as the givers of healing advice, and
in the case of the forester, may have actually led the sessions, but in both cases
they were acting within the limited circle of household and family, and even
then Luzin ended up being accused of witchcraft for what appears to have been
a casual bit of advice in a chance meeting at church.45 However, instead of
further considering the evidence that the witch persecutions had succeeded in
discouraging women from practicing magical healing in general, and practic-
ing beyond their immediate domestic sphere in particular, as an isolated issue,
we will consider it in the larger context of the rise and decline of the witch
hunts and the even broader campaign against magic overall that took place in
Württemberg, just as it did in Europe more generally, during the early modern
period. Before we try to assess the impact of these though, we will first look at
the various mechanisms of repression that were brought to bear against magi-
cal practices during this campaign in order to be in a better position to assess
the impact of the cases recorded in the ducal archives.

The mechanisms of repression

There were four primary mechanisms of repression used against magic: the
judicial system, the church, the bonds of local community, and the workings
of individuals’ psychophysiologies. In Württemberg the first two were both
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arms of the same institution, the state, which was ruled by the duke and run
by a bureaucracy of professional civil servants and clergy. This structure had
some direct contact with individual Württembergers, but they mainly felt its
influence through its connections with the structures of local government,
which formed not only the lowest rung of ducal government, but also the
administrative embodiment of the local community. In addition to this
formal governance structure, communities had a variety of informal means
by which they constrained and compelled individuals, who had to, finally,
regulate their own behavior by modulating their instinctive and individual-
emotional responses with a combination of rational calculation and encul-
turated norms and values. For some time historians depicted the repression
of magic, along with other disruptive or disreputable aspects of popular
culture, as a top-down process, with the organs of state imposing a new, alien
set of values on the communities and their individual inhabitants below
them, but more recently they have come to recognize that the process was
far more interactive than this.46 Not only did different groups within local
communities react differently to these initiatives, but some also took the lead
in applying and even in formulating them, while the extent to which and
the ways in which individuals internalized them, paid lip service to them, or
rejected them are difficult to establish and subject to ongoing debate. 

The impetus to repress magic, for example, did not simply come from
government officials concerned about the spread of a diabolic conspiracy.
The witch demonology was, of course, concocted by late medieval and early
modern theologians and jurists, with important elements derived from the
written tradition of secular and religious opposition to magic stretching
back to antiquity and disseminated primarily through written tracts accessi-
ble only to the elite; but, as we have seen, other important elements derived
from their experiences in the field, their encounters with actual practition-
ers and practices, and prosecutions were generally initiated by individuals
with specific complaints about their neighbors. In the case of malefic magic,
in particular, the great majority of the people appear to have been ready not
only to cooperate with the judicial process, but also to initiate it when they
felt that an accusation had merit. 

The judicial system

At the top of the state and church hierarchies stood the duke, of course, but
there was also a provincial diet whose powers were enshrined in the
“Tübingen Contract” of 1514, the duchy’s “magna carta” that gave its lead-
ing citizens (who were nonnoble, since most of the region’s nobles were
independent of the duchy) a voice in government throughout the early
modern period. However, significant as the diet was from a constitutional
point of view, aside from supporting, and at times even prompting laws
governing morals, it played little role in administration or justice. The duke
held supreme executive and judicial authority, which he exercised, advised
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by a “privy council” that was made up of an ad hoc group of high officials
until it was formalized in 1628, through four main departments of state: the
Chancellery, or secretariat; the Treasury; the Oberrat, or “High Council”; and
the Church Council. The Church Council not only oversaw religious affairs,
both administrative and doctrinal, but also the educational system, while
the High Council, which was so named because it originally met in a room
on an upper floor of the chancellery building in the fifteenth century
(“Oberrat” literally means “upper council”), was responsible for judicial
affairs.47 It was the court of first instance for cases beyond the jurisdiction of
lower courts; it helped formulate judicial policies, heard appeals from
district courts, and oversaw the conduct of criminal cases by district officials
via written reports and instructions. Its membership evolved over the
sixteenth century from a majority of nobles assisted by a few legally trained
burghers to a majority of legally trained professional administrators drawn
from the duchy’s leading families.

Württemberg was divided into 45 to 58 administrative districts – the number
varied over time – which were the basis for ducal control of the countryside.
Each included a market town that served as the district seat and the
surrounding villages, although they ranged in size from a few that encom-
passed a number of other towns and dozens of villages to a few that
included only a handful of nearby communities.48 The chief administrative
officer in each district was the constable (Vogt or, later, Amtmann), a ducal
official who was responsible for, among other things, enforcing the Duchy’s
laws (in theory, there were supposed to be two constables, a chief constable
[Obervogt], who was usually a noble, and an assistant constable [Untervogt],
who was a burgher; but in practice the higher office became increasingly
honorific and was often left unfilled, and most of the work was done by the
“assistant”).49 The constable was assisted in his judicial duties by the district
seat’s town scribe, and he worked in conjunction with the town court,
which was the court of first instance for civil cases in the town and felony
cases in the district, and was the court of appeals for civil matters originat-
ing in the village courts. Town government also included a town council,
a mayor, and other officials. All of the town officials, including the judges as
well as scribe, were selected by and from the local urban elite, the Ehrbarkeit,
and constables, while appointed by and responsible to the duke, were often
from a prominent municipal family.50 The town court originally passed
judgment in cases tried before it by the constable, but since town judges
were seldom trained jurists, the High Council asserted increasing control
over the proceedings: demanding reports, issuing instructions, insisting
with increasing frequency on written consultations with the law faculty at
the University of Tübingen, and, in 1644, reserving the right to oversee
judgments in witch trials.51 The district court usually operated in the town
that served as the district seat, but constables visited each village at least
once every year or two to examine their accounts, hear appeals from their
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courts, and “after oral reading of the ordinances” to the assembled citizenry,
ask each man in turn “to report conscientiously everything improper” he
knew of (called the Vogtgericht).52

Village governments formed the bottom rung of the ducal administration,
and were structured much like the town governments, with a mayor, other
executive officials, a communal council, and judges who made up a court
that heard civil complaints and handled misdemeanors.53 Village mayors
were originally appointed by the duke, but by the late sixteenth century
were elected for life by the council from among its members, which also sup-
plied and appointed the other village officials. Village officials played no
formal role in criminal prosecutions of witchcraft and magic, beyond alert-
ing the constable when evidence of a crime was uncovered, but they held
regular assemblies of the citizenry at which local affairs were discussed; they
could initiate informal inquiries; they assisted the constable in his formal
investigations; and they could impose fines and even confinement for
misdemeanors. Furthermore, villages, like the towns, had extensive power
over their inhabitants’ work, whether that was plying a trade or farming;
their living arrangements, including the ability to migrate and settle; their
marriages; their leisure activities; the sale and purchase of land; and their
inheritance. These powers gave them formal means to punish people who
failed to conform to informal community standards.54

Criminal laws originated from the ducal government within a series of
broad provincial ordinances, in more specific police ordinances, and in
numerous individual mandates and edicts.55 The First provincial ordinance
appeared in 1495 and others followed over the next century and a half,
while the First Police Ordinance appeared in 1549. The provincial ordi-
nances had not only provisions to promoted commerce and general welfare,
but also sanctions against a wide variety of moral transgressions and
breaches of the peace. In 1552 the Fifth Provincial Ordinance first pro-
scribed the public practice of magic, calling on magistrates to first identify
and warn “soothsayers and other Devil incanters,” and then punish any
who did not desist from practicing, with banishment for a second offense
and death for a third.56 Fifteen years later, the Sixth Provincial Ordinance
followed the imperial government’s model law code, the Constitution
Criminalis Carolina, in prescribing death for harmful magic, but imposed the
same penalty on a “Pact with the Devil” even if “no one [is] done harm.”
This statutory framework remained in place throughout the rest of the early
modern period, down to 1806.

The standard form of execution for witchcraft in Württemberg, as in
many other jurisdictions, was burning. There were several other forms
available that were used for other offenses, including quartering (cutting
the body into four pieces, imposed for treason), drowning (imposed for poi-
soning or theft by a woman), breaking on the wheel (used for male poi-
soners, and involving tying the convict spread-eagled to a wheel, breaking
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his limbs, and leaving him to die of exposure), live burial (for infanticide,
but abandoned in the sixteenth century as it seemed cruel; awkward to
carry out, since convicts tended to writhe around a lot; and insufficiently
visible to a crowd of spectators), decapitation (for murder), and hanging
(armed robbery).57 Some of these could be intensified by having the convict
dragged to the place of execution by horses or tearing the flesh with hot
pincers. All of these sentences were carried out publicly, and the body (or
part of it) was generally put on display near town gates.58 The reason for
the performative aspect was, from the authorities’ point of view, to enhance
their deterrent effect, and, from the populace’s point of view, to demon-
strate that justice had been done. The reason for the different forms of exe-
cution with different degrees of suffering involved was in part to reflect
both official and popular estimations of the heinousness of the crimes –
poisoning was worse than murder because it involved a secret betrayal of
trust, and infanticide was worse than poisoning because it took a wholly
innocent life as well as betraying trust – and in part to reflect specific
aspects of the crime: arson, for example, was punished with burning as an
obvious form of justice. Witches were burned partly because it was an
extremely painful way to die, and both maleficium and diabolism involved
a betrayal communal bonds, and partly because witchcraft involved a spir-
itual power that was thought to remain potent unless the witch’s body was
thoroughly destroyed (for this reason, even when the sentence was reduced
to beheading as an act of mercy, the convicted witch’s body was still burned
afterwards).

In addition to the ultimate punishment of death, there were a variety of
lesser penalties imposed for crimes related to witchcraft and magic in early
modern Württemberg.59 Banishment was originally tantamount to a death
sentence, for in the early Middle Ages being expelled from the community
put the person at the mercy of their enemies and predators both human
and animal, and in the early modern period it still meant not only the dis-
ruption of social bonds, but also the loss of communal status and rights,
property, and livelihood that could lead to destitution, misery, and even
an early death.60 Incarceration ranged from a few days in the local jail to
years in the penitentiary (once one had been built in 1719), and, while
conditions varied, jail time meant long days, weeks, or months on end
spent in dank confinement, often in shackles and/or in the company of
hardened criminals, while consignment to the penitentiary meant months
or years of confinement, often combined with hard labor and disciplinary
floggings.61 Fines were obviously less severe than execution, banishment,
or incarceration, but could make what might have seemed like an incon-
sequential transgression unpleasantly costly. Probation meant release from
custody with the stipulation that community leaders keep a close eye on
the person’s conduct, with the threat of renewed prosecution if there was
evidence of further misdeeds.
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Prosecution always held the danger that it would end with punishment,
but prosecution itself could be a punishing experience regardless of the
verdict. The most obvious way this was so was when a trial involved torture,
which was employed routinely in witchcraft cases (as in other capital cases)
until the second half of the seventeenth century, and occasionally thereafter.
Officially, torture in Württemberg had to be justified according to strict
standards, at first to the High Council and increasingly to the Tübingen
faculty of law in addition, before each session; it was limited in terms of the
form and duration; proceeded through a series of grades of severity in ses-
sions, which had to be separated by a day at least, and much longer as recu-
rring consultations became routine; was supervised directly by the judges as
well as the constable and town scribe; and had to be followed up with an
interview outside of the torture chamber a day later during which the suspect
had to confirm any confessions made during the session. Forms and duration
proceeded from exposure to the torture chamber without any actual torture
to torture by thumbscrews or leg presses for 15 minutes, strapado (elevation
by the wrists tied behind the back) for a half hour, and strapado with 50 or
100 pound leg weights for three-quarters of an hour.62 The presiding officer
could extend the time limits for a recalcitrant suspect to one hour but no
longer, but what actually could happen in the torture chamber depended on
the individual integrity and group dynamics of the magistrates. Even 
a limited session with thumbscrews, strapado, or strapado with weights was
an agonizing experience, to say the least, and in other jurisdictions in
Europe, controls either did not exist or were less earnestly enforced, and
there are plenty of examples of suspects subjected to unrestrained torment
until they either broke down and confessed or expired. Even in
Württemberg, we have seen that torture was imposed punitively by the
highest authorities in the state in the case of the prophet Hans Keil.63 Torture
following this model was a mainstay of the witch persecutions, because it
played a vital role in creating confessions of stereotypical diabolism, which
not only sealed the individual suspect’s fate, but also appeared to validate the
witch stereotype. However, even as judicial torture fell into abeyance in the
eighteenth century, we have seen the ironic spectacle of “enlightened”
administrators having suspects whipped repeatedly (and, apparently, without
any of the safeguards built into the process during the witch trials) to get
them to deny their claimed encounters with spirits.

If a suspect avoided torture, there were other ways in which being the
subject of a criminal investigation was a punitive experience. Incarceration
during an investigation and trial could last anywhere from a few days to, in
a few cases, years, and among the sampled witch cases the average stay of
incarcerated suspects was almost three months.64 While it was routine to
incarcerate suspects in capital cases since the motivation to flee was strong,
a few prisoners appear to have been left to languish in a deliberate attempt
to coerce a confession or punish them without a conviction, for the gaols in
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which suspects wiled away the hours waiting to hear what fate had in store
were similar to if not the same as those in which people were incarcerated
as punishment: dark, cold, uncomfortable, unhealthy to the point that eld-
erly suspects sometimes died while awaiting judgment, and quite possibly
containing other, menacing suspects. Similarly, to be arrested and taken
from one’s home by armed men, thrown into jail, and grilled intensively
and repeatedly by a battery of hostile magistrates was a humiliating, intim-
idating, and demoralizing experience. Furthermore, the humiliation was
heightened by both the knowledge that somebody had denounced you and
others might well testify against you and the knowledge that some stain at
least would almost certainly remain on your honor for the rest of your life –
that even if you were exonerated, personal enemies and malicious gossips in
the community could use it against you at will; that should any further offi-
cial problems arise, you would have to start out with one strike against you;
and that the dishonor would extend beyond you to some degree to your
family, both in the present and into the next generation. Certainly there
were early moderners who did not care about their reputations and
prospects in the community, and others who were so self-possessed that
they could maintain their pride and self-confidence in the face of arrest,
incarceration, interrogation, and even torture, but for most people in this
honor-bound culture, a public scandal was a matter of profound emotional
as well as practical consequence, a prospect that they would take consider-
able pains to avoid. To some extent the horrific violence of the mass burn-
ings has desensitized us to the potential impact of less drastic forms of
prosecution and punishment. Compared to torture and burning, prosecu-
tions that “only” involved arrest and incarceration, interrogations, and
prolonged uncertainty, and punishments that “only” involved expulsion
from home and community, loss of freedom, or endurance of miserable
conditions for months or even years on end seem less serious and to have
had less significant deterrent effect. However, in fact, the great majority of
people want to avoid trouble if they can and will practice behavioral self-
censorship based on a cost-benefit analysis of transgressions, weighing the
need they satisfy or the advantage they confer against the likelihood of
being punished and the severity of the penalty.

Sometimes in cases of witch suspicions, the suspect actually initiated
proceedings in order to clear her name, for not contesting an informal
accusation could be construed to be an implicit admission of guilt, but most
of the time witch trials began when one commoner lodged a complaint
against another, for justice in Württemberg was based on the Germanic
tradition of the accusatory principle, “the necessity for a formal accusation
in capital crimes.”65 However, in some cases the magistrates became involved
because they heard rumors and investigated, thereby drawing an accusation
out rather than passively waiting for it to be brought to them, and in less
serious crimes like magic without a pact or harm they had even more latitude
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to take the initiative. Furthermore, commoners were required to attend both
constables’ annual visitations and regular communal gatherings and report
any illegal activities, and far from being reticent, people used them as an
opportunity to lodge so many complaints that one official lamented, “expe-
rience teaches that people bring up all sorts of complaints which cannot be
substantiated . . . thereby increasing time and expenses.”66

The church

In addition to these direct inputs into the criminal justice system, magistrates
might also become aware of illicit magical activities through the church,
which in Württemberg was an arm of the state, and whose officials not only
cooperated in law enforcement, but also relied on the secular administration
to enforce its own authority. The church had both formal and informal ways
of eliciting information about the behavior of its parishioners and a number
of nonviolent ways of punishing wayward parishioners on its own.
Furthermore, the church had a variety of means by which it could exhort and
admonish the people to behave better, making sure that they knew what
they should and should not do, threatening them with eternal in addition to
temporal punishments, and appealing to their innate virtue and desire to do
right. These intangible forms of persuasion may seem weak in comparison
to the physical means of coercion available to the civil authorities, but
people are more easily and completely ruled by internalized norms and
values than by external threats and punishments.67 In the long run, this sort
of internal repression promoted by the church probably played a greater role
in the decline of magic than the repressive power of the government.

Württemberg became Lutheran in 1534, and under the leadership of
Johann Brenz, its state church became a model for Protestant Germany in
a series of acts that culminated in the Great Church Ordinance of 1559. At the
top stood the duke, of course, with the Church Council (Kirchenrat) one of the
four main departments of state. The Church Council consisted of four
“political” councilors, who managed the church’s financial and other secular
administrative affairs, and three theologians, referred to as the Consistory,
who were responsible for doctrinal and personnel issues. The local agents on
the “political” side were church stewards, who paid the salaries of church per-
sonnel, maintained church buildings and schools, and distributed funds for
alms houses and poor relief. The Consistory worked through a more complex
hierarchy. It examined and appointed clergymen and teachers itself (subject
to a rarely used veto by the congregations over new pastors) and determined
“what needed to be done to satisfy any pastoral needs or correct any clerical
abuses that could not be dealt with locally.”68 In addition, twice a year it met
with the “general superintendents,” traditionally the “evangelical ‘prelates’ . . .
in charge of the” duchy’s “four secularized monasteries,” in what was called
the Synod, to review reports on local congregations, recommend “new legis-
lation or other measures” that this review might indicate were needed, and
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excommunicate incorrigible sinners. The reports the Synod reviewed con-
sisted mainly of the biannual reports of the 28 “superintendents,” the next
lower level in the hierarchy to the general superintendents, which reported
on the superintendents’ biannual visitations to the individual parishes in
their districts, during which they investigated “the life and doctrine of the
pastors, schoolteachers, local officials, and residents, and . . . how carefully the
duke’s various ecclesiastical ordinances were being observed.” In addition to
submitting these standard full reports, the superintendents informed the con-
sistory directly of any matters requiring immediate attention. 

Beneath the superintendents, the local pastors ministered directly to the
people by administering the sacraments, preaching God’s word, and moni-
toring and correcting their actions and words. Both of the latter two were
explicitly aimed at producing general changes in popular practices, as well
as specific changes in individual behavior, as part of a comprehensive effort
to create a more Christian commonwealth that was conducted by church
officials in concert with the secular administration.69 Preaching involved
a combination of exhortation to goodness, including obedience to author-
ity, and warnings of the penalties for sin, including recourse to magic with
or without invocation of the Devil, which would fall not only on individual
sinners but on the entire community. Parishioners were expected to come to
services regularly, weekly at the least, and more frequently was desirable.70

Monitoring and correcting actions and words involved a number of
mechanisms. First of all, the pastor lived in the community, and so could see
for himself some of what was going on, and was informally privy to rumors
and some local gossip as well. Secondly, as we saw in Chapter 3, confession was
obligatory before communion, and could bring to light not only individual
but also collective transgressions. Thirdly, starting in 1644, village consistories
consisting of the pastor and a select group of male parishioners were put
into place to hear about and punish moral offenses, and they were assisted
by “secret censors,” or wardens, who spied on their neighbors and received
a percentage of any fines levied as a result of their reports.71 Similarly,
ordinary villagers “who initiated a successful prosecution of a neighbor for
immorality” could claim a monetary prize, and, lastly, the superintendents’
regular visitations included interviews with ordinary people and some of the
300 standard questions concerned activities in the community, as well as the
conduct of the officials. 

Once church officials learned of a transgression, they could impose a range
of sanctions that intertwined with those imposed by the state. The mildest
sanction was private admonishment by the pastor. The local consistory could
issue public citations, which were “a universally feared form of public humil-
iation.”72 It could also impose fines and brief jail sentences. Repeated and
more serious offenses were reported to the secular authorities, for moral
transgressions like magic were also against the secular law, and would be
prosecuted accordingly. Witchcraft, both malefic and diabolic, was, of course,
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a capital offense, and if a suspect was found guilty the punishment removed
her from the community through banishment if not execution, while if she
was not, she was usually released into a form of probation with supervision
by both the pastor and the village officials and the threat of renewed secular
prosecution. Beneficent magic, like other lesser offenses, was subject to fines
or imprisonment, after which the offender would return to the community.
Repeated offenses could result in repeated trials and escalating secular pun-
ishments, but the church had another form of sanction in these cases: a series
of admonishments by the local pastor, the district superintendent, and the
ducal Synod; and if these failed, excommunication.73

The church’s admonishments and symbolic sanctions were far less power-
ful external forms of repression than the punishments that the secular arm
could impose, but the church had far more potent means of instilling
internal forms of repression than the state. To begin with, sermons served to
both educate and indoctrinate, informing parishioners of the do’s and, more
importantly from the point of view of magic, the don’ts of Christian moral-
ity, and of the rewards to be gained by conforming to them and the penal-
ties in this world and the next for transgressing against them. By the late
sixteenth century pastors were generally the best educated people in villages
and among the most educated in towns, having passed through a stringent
educational process starting with elite “Latin” schools for the university
bound, continuing in special cloister schools for prospective clergy, and cul-
minating in a course of study in a special section of the university, the
“Stift,” and generally an additional year or two of theology.74 Their sermons
(and conduct and conversation in general) reflected both the knowledge
and values they inculcated during their education and specific instructions
they received from the church hierarchy, as when the Sixth Provincial
Ordinance of 1667 made both harmful magic and a pact with the Devil
capital offenses and instructed preachers to inform “the people . . . of what
magic really involves.”75 With literacy limited among the ordinary people,
sermons formed an important source of ideas and information, and so, for
example, the “official duty of the preacher . . . to hold witch sermons . . . was
the strongest impulse behind a rapid popularization of” the witch
demonology.

Sermons not only conveyed important ideas to the people, but, at least
when delivered well, also generated strong emotions in them, instilling fear
and inspiring devotion, which exert a stronger influence on behavior than
ideas alone. Similarly, confession, which we saw in Chapter 3, increased in
prominence in the sixteenth century, also had the potential to intensify
people’s awareness of their shortcomings, forcing them to experience the
humiliation of publicly acknowledging their sinful thoughts and actions, the
guilt of hiding them and then taking communion dishonestly, or the public
dishonor of avoiding confession and communion altogether.76 Whatever the
parishioner’s course of action, in one way or another, the exercise forced the
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person to make a conscious decision that highlighted the disjunction
between the prescriptions of Christian morality and their own thoughts and
actions.

The church’s last major direct means of enculturation was the catechism,
as we saw in Chapter 3 in connection with the diffusion of the diabolic
witch stereotype. As with the Devil, magic does not figure prominently in it,
but Luther’s small catechism, which was used for basic instruction, mentions
it in regard to the second commandment, which says to “not misuse the
name of the Lord,” and explains that this means to “not curse, swear, use
satanic arts, lie, or deceive by his name,” while his large catechism, used to
expand believers’ understanding of the Christian message, says in regard to
the first commandment, to “have no other Gods,” that “sorcerers and
magicians . . . make a covenant with the devil, in order that he may give them
plenty of money or help them in their love-affairs, preserve their cattle,
restore to them lost possessions, etc. For all these place their heart and trust
elsewhere than in the true God.”77 Both these passages are directed not only,
or even primarily, against malevolent magic, but also against beneficent
forms, as misuse of God’s name in blessings or as constituting an implicit if
not explicit compact with the devil, even if the ends are not malign.

The catechism was originally created to help people prepare for commun-
ion, but it quickly became a staple of religious instruction generally, and
knowledge of it became a prerequisite for confirmation, which was insti-
tuted in 1722.78 It was taught in special classes several times a week, which
at least some children attended, and by the late seventeenth century there
were instructional sessions for older people on Sundays after church
services. However, the primary means of dissemination was in schools,
where the catechism formed the main element of the curriculum at the
elementary level, for moral instruction was at least as important an objec-
tive in the educational system as teaching reading and writing.79 This
orientation was most clearly indicated by the facts that the school system
was overseen by the Church Council; teaching was not an independent pro-
fession but the first stage of service for prospective pastors after finishing
their studies; and one of the duties of pastors was to visit schools weekly to
check on the students’ progress in learning the catechism. Children were
expected first to memorize “the Ten Commandments, the Creed, the Lord’s
Prayer, etc. . . . word for word,” then study the short explanations of each
element in the Small Catechism, and finally move on to the lengthy expo-
sition of the Large Catechism.80

The school system was divided into a higher track, which led from the
urban Latin schools through high schools to the university, to educate not
only prospective clergymen, but also lawyers, government officials, and
doctors, and a lower track, which introduced the mass of people to the
rudiments of book-based knowledge in “German” schools. The system of
public education was first established in the Great Church Ordinance in
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1559 for both boys and girls, and attendance became compulsory for chil-
dren in 1649.81 Attendance tended to be spotty until the end of the eigh-
teenth century, but seems to have become more regular over time, and
exerted correspondingly increasing influence on the mass of people in the
duchy. The number of schools in Württemberg grew from 50, mostly Latin
schools, in 1534, to over 400, a majority German ones, by 1600, and they
were staffed by men whose “own education had ensured their theological
orthodoxy, and this they passed on to their . . . pupils.”82 Württemberg was
particularly advanced in the development of this system of public educa-
tion, but its initiatives were paralleled by similar developments throughout
Europe during the early modern period, and there is no question that all but
the most marginal of the poor were significantly more educated in 1800
than in 1500, particularly in the rudiments of official morality.83

A final area of influence connected to the church in Württemberg, at least
formally, was medicine, for public health in the duchy was overseen by the
Church Council and paid for from church funds, although the court physi-
cians functioned as expert advisors on medical questions and conducted
triennial visitations.84 Medical regulations impacted magical beliefs and
practices strongly, since healing was the single most common reason people
consulted magical practitioners and was undoubtedly among the most
important uses of magical practices privately as well. Starting in the six-
teenth century, the ducal government steadily increased its regulation of
medical practices in a campaign that put into place a system of official med-
icine to replace the customary system that existed at the end of the Middle
Ages. The customary system included the whole range of medical practi-
tioners available – university-trained doctors, apothecaries, barber-surgeons,
midwives, bathers, and local and itinerant healers – who offered a range of
services that commonly overlapped with each other.85 In contrast, the
official system included only doctors, apothecaries, barber-surgeons,
bathers, and midwives and, furthermore, insisted that each type of practi-
tioner offer only the services that constituted his or her specialty.
Theoretically, each district was to have a doctor in its service, who would
also function as the town doctor in the district seat, and who was selected
and paid by the local church administration and was responsible for both
providing charity services for the poor and overseeing the work of the other
practitioners. Only the doctor was supposed to diagnose illnesses and
prescribe internal remedies, which the apothecary would prepare and supply,
while barber-surgeons performed operations, bathers ran therapeutic mineral
springs, and midwives delivered babies. All were expected to limit their
practices to their specialties and employ natural methods only – midwives
were explicitly prohibited from incanting blessings to help with childbirth
in 1720 – but even healers employing only natural remedies were prohibited
from practicing if they were not trained and recognized members of one of
these official groups.86
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Württemberg’s first medical regulation, the First Apothecary Ordinance,
appeared in 1486, and the First Police Ordinance of 1549 contained the first
law governing midwives, requiring them to be familiar with a printed hand-
book on midwifery, but the official system really began to be put into place
in the Great Church Ordinance of 1559, which subordinated medicine to the
church, began to incorporate barber-surgeons, who had their own guild, into
the system, and prohibited illicit medical practices, both healing by unoffi-
cial practitioners and healing activities by official practitioners beyond their
field of competence.87 The Seventh Provincial Ordinance of 1621 created the
first comprehensive overview of the duties of each profession. The policing
aspect of this activity became more explicit three years later when the gov-
ernment offered a reward to apothecaries who reported people who were
dispensing medicines illicitly, and in 1643 it issued an ordinance that specif-
ically targeted blessers, and also prescribed punishments for people who
used the services of illicit practitioners as well as for the practitioners them-
selves.88 In 1658 midwives were ordered to report unmarried mothers in
a Generalreskrept, and there were all of eight acts against illicit practitioners
in the late seventeenth century.89 More followed in the early eighteenth cen-
tury, at which time “the fight against charlatanism was pursued particularly
strongly.”90 Among the measures were instructions for apothecary visitations
that specifically targeted “self-made bunglers, blessing incanters, and similar
people” and a measure that barred executioners and knackers, whose status
as healers owed more to their association with death than any practical
knowledge deriving from their trades, from practicing. The high points of the
effort to consolidate the system of official medicine was the passage of com-
prehensive Medical Ordinances in 1720 and 1755, which, although they did
not free medicine from the oversight of the church, contributed to a general
decline in illicit practices to the point that by the late eighteenth century
“the court physicians Gesner and Reuss even spoke . . . of rooting out the evil
once and for all.”91

While Gesner and Reuss may have been somewhat overoptimistic, at least
in the short run, it is important to remember that the “evil” they were refer-
ring to was not just illicit healers but also illicit practices by licit healers, and
in the endeavor to stamp out both, the ducal administration was aided
immeasurably by the zeal displayed by official practitioners in defending
their turf from both unsanctioned practitioners and poaching by sanctioned
specialists in other areas. For example, doctors were quick to complain about
apothecaries who diagnosed illnesses and recommended remedies instead of
just filling prescriptions, while apothecaries were equally ready to denounce
bathers who kept a stock of medicines for the visitors at mineral baths. In
fact, early modern Württemberg, like the rest of early modern Europe, was
a corporatist society made up of numerous communities bound by tradi-
tion, interest, and statutory identities that were determined to defend their
territory from outsiders and regulate their own internal affairs, and the ducal
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bureaucracy’s success in its efforts to repress various aspects of traditional
popular culture generally reflected the extent to which one or more of these
groups supported the reforms, which in turn reflected the extent to which
they perceived them to be furthering their interests and ambitions.92 In
addition, these groups had their own autonomous agendas that involved
repression of various practices by their own members as well as competing
groups, and they possessed a variety of formal and informal means of
rewarding conformity and penalizing nonconformity.

Local communities

The most numerous of these communities, of course, were the peasant vil-
lages, which also held the greatest proportion of the population. The
remaining percent lived in towns, most of which were barely larger than
overgrown villages. In both, there were two main classes of inhabitants, cit-
izens and permanent residents, with the citizens enjoying greater security
and rights, but both defined legally and subject to considerable regulation
by the community.93 Villages functioned as collectives toward the outside,
but internally were divided along a number of lines beyond those between
citizens and permanent residents: different kinship and clientage networks;
tenant farmers vs cotters and boarders; long-term residents vs temporary res-
idents, like servants; long-established families vs recent immigrants; agricul-
turalists vs artisans (although many households involved some of each,
some were more dependent on one than the other); agriculturalists vs
herders; cow herders vs shepherds; male heads of households vs dependents;
and often a few well-to-do rural “patricians” and their families vs everyone
else.94 Towns had similar divides, although the balance between tradespeo-
ple and agriculturalists was skewed in the opposite direction not only
numerically, but also in terms of economic and social prominence, for while
farmers dominated in the villages, and artisans tended to be marginal pro-
toindustrial workers, tradesmen dominated the towns, and agricultural
workers were more likely to be marginal workers such as vine tenders.

In addition, the district seats had a more pronounced local notability, the
Ehrbarkeit, which was made up of the constable, the scribe, the preacher, the
schoolmaster, the town councilors, and the judges, along with all of their
families. They formed a distinct and self-conscious community that held
itself and was held at some distance from the common citizens. They also
had ties to the provincial elite that staffed the government offices in
Stuttgart, which, along with their families, formed the pinnacle of provin-
cial society. These two groups, the local honorability and the provincial
elite, formed two overlapping but distinct communities, each with its own
collective interests and internal divisions. Traditionally historians have
tended to depict them as a monolithic social and cultural block that pressed
relentlessly on those below, but they were actually as much divided as the
peasantry, along similar or analogous lines of family, clientage, professional
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affiliation, wealth, geographic ties and mobility, and intellectual exposure,
and we shall see that their interrelationship and internal dynamics played
an important role in the forms and extent of the repression of magic.

Some of the local means of repression have already been mentioned
because they formed the lowest tier of church and state: village or town
courts and assemblies, church courts after 1644, the intrusive activities of
mayors and other communal officials in the course of their normal duties,
the formalized neighborly snooping by the “secret Censors” or wardens and
ordinary people seeking the monetary rewards offered for denouncing
immorality, and the supervisory responsibilities of doctors, apothecaries,
and midwives. At least as significantly, though, each of Württemberg’s
villages and small towns “operated as a self-contained . . . informal jural
unit” that “incubated successive generations whose members had to learn to
live in each other’s shadow.”95 Members of these communities were acutely
aware of matters of honor – worthiness measured by public standards and
the esteem of others (as opposed to virtue, or worthiness, measured by pri-
vate conformity to an inner sense of right) – because the communities were
held together by a combination of reciprocity and fear: a finely honed sense
of balance of responsibilities and rewards from cooperation and a knowl-
edge that failure to maintain an esteemed status would lead to the loss of
position within the community and the critical resources that it conferred.96

Since “villagers shared in . . . accomplishments . . . and also in . . . dishonor”
and “the more severe a transgression, the wider the circle of associates
whose honor was compromised,” they felt an intense sense of communal
destiny, the sense that underlay the frequently expressed fear that tolerance
of an individual sinner would lead to divine retribution on the entire com-
munity.97 As a consequence, “some of the most zealous agents of social
discipline were located in the village,” and “no mercy was shown to those
who wandered from the path straight and narrow.”98

While the fear of divine retribution may have expressed an acceptance of
sin as defined by the cultural elite, it is telling that the dominant discourse
was couched in the terms of honor, which referenced the more immediate
context of interpersonal and communal relations. Furthermore, examining
the specific aspects of life that these local communities asserted their right
to control reveals that they had an even more practical basis: control of
behaviors and actions whose implications impacted material resources.
To begin with, each village and town had “a plethora of community officials”:
in 1717 the small district seat of Wildberg, with 300 households and 1,328
inhabitants, had 95 separate community offices including three mayors,
nine judges, five church wardens, four building and road inspectors, two
school inspectors, two field inspectors, three horse inspectors, four corvée
officers, four bread inspectors, three fire inspectors, three brick inspectors,
one church administrator, and four gatekeepers, while the village of
Gültingen, with all of 860 inhabitants in 1752, had 51 officials including the
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mayor, 12 judges, six church court members, two horse and cattle inspec-
tors, two wine valuers, four fire inspectors, three inventory makers, two
church administrators, one sexton, one hay inspector, and four tax settlers.99

Some of the matters these officials oversaw concerned public safety, like fire
inspections, and many were purely economic issues like taxation, use of
common land, participation in the obligatory communal labor services, sale
and mortgaging of property, methods and timing of cultivation, and the
conduct of craft, protoindustrial and commercial activity.100 Theoretically,
regulation of these fiscal and business matters was governed by purely eco-
nomic considerations, both those of the communal officials involved and
those of villagers who might dispute or seek to manipulate them. However,
in a small-scale, face-to-face community, it would be naïve to think that
either group was immune to trading favors or settling scores, factional
maneuvering, ostracism of deviants, status conflicts, or interpersonal ani-
mosities.101 Furthermore, economic considerations led communities to
assert control over a much wider range of more personal aspects of life that
gave even wider scope for noneconomic coercion and retribution.
Particularly strong was the desire to minimize the obligation to provide poor
relief, for families had only limited legal obligations to support indigent kin,
while communities were “responsible for citizens until death,” which
“created incentives for communities to demarcate membership clearly and
prevent members from taking risky decisions.”102 Consequently, from the
early eighteenth century communities compelled young people to get per-
mission to marry from the communal leaders even if their parents con-
sented, and sometimes “forbade marriages outright on grounds of poverty
or inability to support a family.” Communities also closely controlled geo-
graphic mobility, refusing to allow temporary immigrants unless they could
demonstrate citizenship in a home community (which would be responsi-
ble for them if they became destitute), forbidding citizens to give temporary
shelter even to family members who were noncitizens without a written
guarantee that they would not become a financial burden, and regulating
the residence and work of unmarried women.103 Within families, communi-
ties directed both inheritance practices, “to protect themselves against pos-
sible future burdens,” and residential arrangements, commanding estranged
spouses “to move back together to reduce living costs, married offspring to
move out of the parental house or build a separate parlor to prevent conflict,
[and] unmarried daughters to move back home to obviate separate house
rents.” Finally, similar fears of potential burdens led communities to punish
parents and children both when the latter failed to attend school, “neglected
their apprenticeships, habitually went fishing, or ran away from their
masters.” Adults, too, could feel the weight of this communal interference
in living habits which were thought to threaten their own or the commu-
nity’s viability. Idleness, profligacy, slothful housekeeping, holding “evening
gatherings (especially of unmarried people), tobacco-smoking, drinking, and
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gaming were reported by neighbors and punished by the authorities, often
explicitly to reduce welfare risks,” but also to deter “disorderly discourse
concerning” social “superiors.” In some cases these transgressions were
formally punished in communal or church courts, but other formal means of
control like permits for marriages and residential arrangements, allocation of
labor duties, or resolution of tax and property disputes could be withheld
ostensibly on the basis of some technicality, but in fact because of the offi-
cial’s, and often some significant portion of the community’s, opinion of the
applicant. Appeals were possible in many matters, of course, but they took
time and were uncertain in a system dominated by behind-the-scenes manip-
ulation by small groups of men, and in some matters, like application for
citizenship, nothing more than “a poor ‘Praedikat’ (reputation) constituted
legal grounds for rejection,” so that “a sexual misdemeanor, a father who had
been in prison, personal prodigality, or general dislike” could bar entry.104

Furthermore, there were numerous informal means by which a community
could punish one of its members: direct insults, gossip, temporary shunning,
long-term ostracism, charivaries, threats, and physical violence, whether
individual belligerence or collective vigilante action. Once a person was
dishonored, the stigma would adhere to him or her personally and to those
associated with him or her for the foreseeable future, and would not only
prejudice their future dealings with the authorities, but also would infor-
mally undermine their position within the community.

Conversely, there were numerous positive inducements that rewarded
conformity to community standards including favorable judgments, ready
access to assistance like loans and labor, support in lawsuits and judicial
investigations, and cover from intrusive agents of church and state. These
sorts of positive inducements, like the exhortations of the preachers, could
persuade people to repress things in themselves, to not engage in sex despite
temptation and opportunity, not consort with disreputable people despite
the pleasure of their company, and not engage in behaviors that ran the risk
of arrest despite the possible gains they might bring. In fact, this sort of self-
censorship is both necessary for and is in itself a stronger means of control
than external sanctions, particularly if it develops from internal calculation
of interest into, or is inculcated as to begin with, “subconscious . . . moral
acceptance” that “produces feelings of remorse or shame” when trans-
gressed.105 Membership in an early modern village was a two-edged sword:
it was central to a person’s psychological as well as legal identity, bestowing
material benefits and psychological support, but at the price of submission
to pervasive communal supervision and conformity to exacting communal
standards which affected each member’s “estimation of his own worth, his
claim to pride,” by affecting the community’s “acknowledgement of that
claim . . . his right to pride.”106

Of course, village communities were far from the monolithic social
units they are sometimes imagined to have been. Communal opinion was
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a contested, shifting discourse, not a fixed verdict, and the micropolitics
of family and faction could color the interpretation and ameliorate the
effects of dishonorable conduct. Furthermore, at the lowest levels of soci-
ety concern about reputation was often overshadowed by both the expe-
diencies necessary for survival and a fatalistic acceptance of inherent
disreputableness, so that the “deterrent value from the extraordinary
significance attached to honor . . . was always more effective against sub-
stantial villagers than against the poor.”107 Nevertheless, even the poor
“possessed honor,” and while interpretations of specific incidents were
subject to negotiation, the standards against which villagers were judged
remained relatively stable from the sixteenth through the eighteenth cen-
tury.108 Furthermore, although rationale and emphasis may have varied
somewhat, to a considerable degree both the mechanisms of control and
the standards of morality found in the village were paralleled in the other
communities that made up the duchy: the populations of the small
towns, the local notability, and the provincial elite in Stuttgart.

The small towns of Württemberg were almost indistinguishable from the
larger villages. To begin with, the populations were not that different, since
the latter could have a thousand inhabitants while many of the former had
only two or three times that number.109 However, in other parts of Europe
there was nevertheless a sharp divide between towns and villages of similar
population sizes, so the situation in the duchy must have had more to do
with the fact that the villages, as we have seen, exercised as significant
a degree of self-government as the towns, and had similar institutional struc-
tures.110 If anything, however, the towns exercised even greater control over
their peoples’ lives, perhaps because more people were crowded into a con-
fined space, than the villages. Everybody’s business was literally everybody’s
business, and so citizens “would not buy their sausages from an adulterer,
a liar, a blasphemer, a cheat, if only for fear of what their neighbors would
say if they did; and if a neighborhood butcher was one of those things they
would know it and his business would fail.”111 As in the villages, there were
formal mechanisms of repression like civil, criminal, and church courts
and “secret censors,” and urban guilds additionally “were custodians of
morality . . . along with their economic and political functions,” enforcing
standards of conduct on their members “often to the point of amazing
prurience.”112 Furthermore, as in the villages, formal controls could be
“used . . . to exclude persons held undesirable for other reasons,” and, finally,
informal controls could be implemented with devastating effect as well: the
undesirable’s “business could drop off; he could be slandered and ignored; his
children could be ridiculed and bullied by their fellows.”113 Small towns
“maintained a steady pressure on all members” via “the subjugation of every-
body . . . to everybody.” It was impossible to maintain “multiple standards and
compartmentalized lives”; citizens of small towns had to be “integrated per-
sonalities, caught like . . . flies in a three-dimensional web of community.”114
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Most small towns, like villages, were dominated by a “group of influential
insiders,” but even though the town leaders were addressed as “Mister”
(“Herr”) and could wear a sword, and their wives and daughters could wear
jewelry, all of which were signs of membership in the upper rather than lower
orders, theirs “was a regime not of oligarchs but of communarchs, a regime of
uncles” whose lives were tightly integrated with those of their communities.115

The upper strata in the district seats, however, formed a more distinct class,
a patriciate or notability known as the Ehrbarkeit through most of the early
modern period, and the Honoratioren, toward the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury (and will be referred to as “honorability” here). A person’s profession,
or the profession of a woman’s husband or father, was the key to member-
ship in the upper orders, and a series of five “police ordinances” from 1549
to 1712 and various rank and funeral ordinances in the eighteenth century set
out in increasing detail the occupations that belonged in an ever-changing
system of stratifications.116 The untitled portion of the population, the
vast majority, generally included the peasantry and all other agricultural
workers, including village leaders, servants, and workers and most artisans
in the towns, who were all lumped into the first three of six to nine
classes.117 The lowest ranks of the titled portion of the population included
town officials, large-scale merchants, and apothecaries (referred to here as
“notables”). The higher ranks arrayed the ducal officials at the district and
central levels and members of the court in a relatively large number of gra-
dations involving increasingly few people. This inverse relationship may
indicate that status and rank became objects of ever more intense concern
the higher one rose in this society, since one had more to gain and more to
lose, which made the honor that they both reflected and bestowed even
more important to the inhabitants of these rarified heights than it was to
the already highly status- and honor-conscious commoners below. Of
course, it may also just indicate that people were most conscious of fine
gradations of rank among those closest to them, which in the case of the
authors of official ordinances were the leaders of the duchy, but a 
pig-herder’s wife might well have been able to make an equally finely
graded but inversely proportioned hierarchy lumping everyone at court
together and showing the exact order of the notables in the nearest town
and the even finer distinctions between groups within her village.

In any case, the divisions that are relevant for our purposes here are the
divides between (1) the lowest level of notables, basically the leaders of
the secondary towns, (2) the honorability, the leaders of the district seats,
(3) the bureaucrats in the duchy’s central government, and (4) members
of the court.118 The distinction between groups (1) and (2) was that except
for their right to wear a sword and fine clothes and to be addressed as
“Herr,” the local notables were quite similar to the village leaders in
cultural terms: they were virtually indistinguishable from the other mem-
bers of their communities except for their somewhat greater wealth and
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local power.119 The honorability in the district seats, however, not only
played a much greater political role in the duchy, dominating the lesser
towns and villages in their districts and participating in provincial affairs via
their control of district representation in the diet, but also were distin-
guished culturally because for all but some of the judges, who were leading
artisans in local guilds, the occupations that gave entrée to this level of soci-
ety were professions that involved reading and writing.120 The path into
these professions started with attendance at a Latin school, which were
explicitly created to produce “good citizens for the use of the church and
state.”121 By the late sixteenth century, all members of the clergy, who
“belonged without exception to the honorability,” came up through these
schools, but the clergy quickly developed into a relatively closed caste, and
because their education was subsidized, competition for entry into the pro-
gram was fierce. There were places in the cloister schools for only about
10 percent of the students enrolled in the Latin schools, and many of those
who did not make the cut simply returned to their towns, and in some cases
villages, to work at some form of manual labor for which their education
was irrelevant. However, they were particularly likely to become members of
the local notability and, even if they didn’t, their literacy meant that “there
was in Württemberg rather early a relatively broad layer . . . with at least a cer-
tain amount of advanced education.” For those who could afford it, though,
education in a Latin school offered other paths into the honorability if
a clerical position was unobtainable or not desired: through the university
to a degree in law or medicine, a position as a scribe (which often had to be
purchased), or training as an apothecary or merchant. The “honorability
was [thus] an educated strata,” steeped in a curriculum that emphasized
strict Lutheran orthodoxy, veneration of the classics, and a strict adherence
to the established order.122

If the honorability at the district level were distinguished by their educa-
tion, the bureaucrats in the central government were even more highly
educated, and most had also traveled to other parts of Germany and
Europe.123 The central bureaucracy included both nobles, who often came
from independent knighthoods and small principalities near Württemberg,
and commoners, who were mainly drawn from the district honorability.124

The nobles staffed some positions alone, particularly those that required prac-
tical experience more than an advanced education.125 Some served with hon-
orables in specialized bureaus like the High Council, despite having no legal
training, but by the seventeenth century even nobles in this body had to pass
an exam and write a sample brief, and gradually “for . . . even the aristocrats,
the study of law” became “an essential preliminary to appointment” to high
bureaucratic office.126 This had always been the case for the commoners, for
they were referred to as “learned councilors,” and were brought in specifically
to provide legal expertise they had gained through their studies at the
university, most often the University of Tübingen, which most of them
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capped by earning a doctorate in law. However, in addition to studying at this
local institution, the majority spent several years at universities in other parts
of Germany, other Protestant countries in Northern Europe, and even
Catholic France and Italy. The guidelines for hiring councilors in the sixteenth
century stipulated that they be “men of open character, shrewdness, and bear-
ing,” and the advanced study and cosmopolitan experiences their education
involved, their exposure to the problems of provincial government at the
highest levels, and their contacts beyond the duchy meant that, while they
were confirmed Lutherans and considered themselves to be custodians of the
duchy’s laws and traditions, they had a broader, more cosmopolitan outlook
than the district-bound members of the honorability. 

Furthermore, their advanced education and administrative experience
gave these officials habits of thought and methods of problem solving that
set them apart from the provincial population, and even to some extent
from the more provincial honorables. At the university, “the official . . .
learned to sort things out in the ways taught there: into the forms of books,
lectures, and outlines . . . he studied system and consequence from men
whose task it was to create them; he learned ordered argument, cause and
effect: intellectual patterns” far removed from the visceral, emotionally
charged processing of immediate experience.127 In the conduct of high
administration, sequestered in quiet chambers reading reports from the
districts and writing analyses for their colleagues and summaries for their
superiors, conferring on technical matters in routine interactions with their
peers and offering learned judgments in conferences with other officials, the
central administrators were developing a novel way of perceiving, concep-
tualizing, and influencing the world, a way that involved gaining informa-
tion solely through written descriptions, conceiving it in relationship to an
intricate system of written prohibitions and imperatives, and exerting
influence by issuing of written instructions. While they of course lived their
daily lives, like the rest of society, in face-to-face encounters in emotionally
charged situations, both in their work relationships with other high officials
and their off-duty hours, their professional activities put them in a different
mental world than the great mass of people they governed and connected
them to a peer-group that extended far beyond the duchy’s borders.
Increasingly, the central bureaucrat’s:

skill lay in dealing with people and pursuits at a distance . . . people and
pursuits he did not fully know, and which therefore he categorized. He
was constantly obliged to sort out his situation and his duties in ways
that accorded with general instructions, and which could be reported
briefly and systematically to his superiors. His occupation was to recon-
cile the particularities of his sphere of authority with the laws and general
aims of his employers and of his caste, with the making of order; what
could not be ordered had to be ignored.128
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These bureaucrats, in short, both administered the repression of behaviors
and practices that had been deemed illicit, and repressed in themselves ideas
and information that could not be processed bureaucratically.

The professional bureaucrats in Stuttgart were not the only component of
the ducal government that became increasingly separated from
Württemberg’s provincial society and culture during the course of the early
modern period, while at the same time contributing to the repression of
magical practices, beliefs, perceptions, and cognition. The court was always
somewhat removed from regular society, of course, separated by rank and
purpose and tied in with the regional and national nobility, but through the
middle of the seventeenth century it remained strongly rooted in provincial
society and culture.129 Beginning in the late seventeenth century, though,
the ducal court rapidly distanced itself from these, emphasizing in their
place ties to the international aristocracy and the culture emanating from
France. In 1677, Duke William Ludwig died just three years after his father
Eberhard III, the last of the traditional “provincial fathers,” and his brother
Friedrich Karl became regent for William Ludwig’ son Eberhard Ludwig.
Friedrich Karl’s education had been “shifted away from the humanistic-
theological concerns of traditional Württemberg education to focus on the
practical arts of governing,” and he had traveled widely and “mingled with . . .
European noblemen.”130 He consciously separated himself from . . . his
father’s retainers” and “introduced . . . operatic performances, ballets, and
balls” in place of “the long drinking bouts . . . hunting and feasting . . . around
which . . . Eberhardine festivities had centered.” His chief privy councilor
“presided over the [duchy’s] first . . . salon” where, “to the horror of the
estates, the assembled notables and literati were expected to converse in
French and to show a knowledge of and a concern for the fashions current
at Versailles.” When Eberhard Ludwig came of age, he quickly showed that
he “not only shared his uncle’s perception . . . completely, but took it to new
heights.”131 He had taken “meticulous note of the resplendent Catholic cen-
ters at Versailles and the Hofburg . . . internalized these standards and sought
whenever possible to surpass them.”132 He justified his extravagant court
[and] . . . flagrant marital infidelities . . . by making references to Versailles.”133

The high point of the court’s fascination with French culture came under
Carl Eugen, who “from 1748 on . . . employed a full-time consultant at Paris
whose sole responsibility was to supply the duke with all new French publi-
cations, court circulars, and manuals of . . . style.”134 Since the dukes set up
cabinet governments staffed by courtiers in order to administer the duchy
without the interference of the recalcitrant provincial bureaucrats for 
a significant period of the century, this Francophile orientation opened up
a significant conduit for the French Enlightenment to influence the duchy’s
internal administration and elite culture.135 Further, the courtiers of
Württemberg, like the aristocrats of France, came to see themselves as a dis-
tinct, superior form of humanity, distinguished by their familiarity with the
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latest developments of Enlightened culture and by their self-control, which
meant not only the control over one’s own bodily functions and emotional
displays demanded by refined courtly manners, but also the imperviousness
to emotional displays and bonds of human sympathy required to demon-
strate and defend the superior position of members of the ruling bloodlines.

While the honorability, central bureaucracy, and court nobility all had
cultural features that set them apart from the popular culture of the mass of
peasants and townspeople who inhabited the duchy, all three were still com-
mitted to repressing aspects of that culture, particularly magic, through legal
prosecution as well as religious and educational indoctrination, and all three
had motivations for and mechanisms of both formal and informal repres-
sion within their own memberships. To a considerable extent, these were
the same as or analogous to those at work in the lower classes. The upper
classes, too, were subject to legal penalties and church sanctions for illegal
and immoral activities; their professional and business opportunities
reflected their informal standing among their peers; and their marital and
other social prospects were strongly affected by their reputations. Their
dress, weddings, and funerals were also regulated, even if they were permit-
ted to be fancier than those of the lower classes. Both district and central
officials had to swear to uphold Lutheran orthodoxy in order to take office,
and no one with an “unsavory reputation” could sit in the diet.136 This rule
was used by the “cultivated, class-conscious patriciate” from the leading
cities who made up the executive committee to “screen out . . . undesirables”
from the smaller towns. In the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries this
inner circle, who were “embarrassed” by “the coarse manners of the delegates
from the smaller market towns,” gradually separated “themselves from the
rank and file of the estates,” seizing effective political control while asserting
their social superiority. Simultaneously, they drew closer to the high officials
in the central bureaucracy through ties of marriage and recruitment, and
these “close . . . ties to the Ehrbarkeit brought many of its values.”137

Even the cosmopolitan court could not escape traditional values entirely.
When Eberhard Ludwig made it clear that he intended to marry his mistress
despite the fact that his wife was still alive, the provincial elite, which was
both scandalized by the affair and furious about the Duke’s high-handed
rule, expensive tastes, and foreign values, made common cause with his
estranged wife, who heightened their resistance by claiming that he planned
to convert to Catholicism to get the marriage annulled and planned to take
control of taxation from the estates.138 With the support of the privy council
and the estates she appealed to her father, the Margrave of Baden-Durlach,
for help, and faced with a looming national scandal and the possibility of
imperial intervention, Eberhard Ludwig backed down and sent his mistress
away. He eventually brought her back married to a minor nobleman who
agreed not to consummate the marriage in return for high office, but in
the meantime he had already begun to ice out the high bureaucrats from
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policymaking by ceasing to attend meetings of the privy council and setting
up an alternative cabinet of courtiers with whom he made decisions and
issued orders that the bureaucrats simply put into effect. The point here is
not only that the affair illustrates well the interplay of formal sanctions,
informal manipulation of formal institutions, and informal sanctions at the
highest levels of ducal society, but also that the basic scenario could have
played out with different characters, different costumes, and only somewhat
different issues at the local level: the combination of moral outrage and
political interest, the use of rumor and maneuvering of factions, the appeal to
a distant statutory authority and the threat of scandal, and, finally, the
negation of formal powers through fait acomplis all had their parallels at every
level of society. Furthermore, while the court may have defied the moral
values of the surrounding society, it enforced its own values fiercely, employ-
ing ridicule and accolades, gossip and rumor, social ostracism and access to
privilege, power, and office to enforce an exacting conformity to the prevailing
standards of courtly behavior and belief. It has been said that “beyond the
walls of the ducal residence cultural conformity was a salient characteristic of
Württemberg society,” but with the one caveat that the culture within those
walls was somewhat different from that outside, the statement was just as true
within them as well.139 For that matter, the same could be said of village, small
town, and court societies most everywhere else in Europe at the time, almost
certainly in theory and most often in practice too.

Individual psychophysiology

While it is important to understand the many and varied social mechanisms
that were available to repress magical beliefs and practices in early modern
Württemberg, in the end all of them depended for their efficacy on their
ability to affect individual peoples’ mental processing, to induce them to act
differently, think differently, and ultimately to experience the world differ-
ently. Therefore, before we consider that actual record of repression in the
duchy, we need to investigate the ways in which repressive social mecha-
nisms could be translated into repressive psychological mechanisms. In
considering this, four major issues need to be examined: first, the modes of
transmission, the means by which society communicated the need to repress
ideas and intentions to individuals; second, the modes of assimilation, the
ways in which individuals cognized the social insistence that ideas and
intentions be repressed; third, the integrability of the repressive imperative,
the compatibility of the call to repress with existing knowledge and belief;
and, fourth, the “direction” of repression, whether it involved rejecting ideas
or suppressing intentions that people were already conscious of or preclud-
ing them from coming into consciousness in the first place.

There are two basic modes of transmission by which societies communi-
cate their knowledge and beliefs to their members: explicit and implicit.140

The explicit mode involves conscious instruction, either a formal educa-
tional effort or informal instructions given in the course of other activities. 
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The implicit mode works through example and inference in which a person
participates in group activities, imitates others’ actions, deduces values from
actions and incidental utterances, and extrapolates more general principles
which are then applied in other circumstances. In general, implicit transmis-
sion employing imitation and inference is the more important, if only
because it is more pervasive: on the one hand, the amount that people must
learn in order to function in any society is far too great to be codified and
communicated explicitly, while on the other hand values and beliefs are
embodied in every action and utterance of every member of society, so this
is not necessary. In the case of repression, however, explicit transmission
would seem to play a relatively greater role than in the process of socializa-
tion overall since it is less clear what someone has not done than what they
have done, and, in any case, explicit transmission clearly played a prominent
role in the repression of magic because the need for it was largely defined by
the conscious deliberations of a small, highly educated elite and communi-
cated through treatises and tracts, laws and instructions, sermons and
summonses. This is not to underplay the extent to which implicit forms of
communication would have played a role as the elite’s desire to eliminate
magic from the culture was assimilated into local communities, but just to
highlight the importance of explicit instruction in the case of imperatives
arising not from long-established local traditions but instead from recent
innovations at the highest levels of society.

Once transmitted, there are two modes through which the need for
repression are cognized: conscious and nonconscious. There is currently
some debate as to whether consciousness is an active agent in decision
making or merely a retrospective awareness of decisions already made, but
in either case it does seem clear that it is closely connected to a special form
of focused, top-level processing in which perceptual and cognitive outputs
converge and the final determination is made about what actions are to
be taken.141 One of the main functions of this special processing is to facili-
tate learning; again, there is some debate whether any learning can take
place without this processing, but there is no question that it plays a crucial
role in handling critical and novel situations and in learning involved tasks,
complex ideas, and substantial bodies of information.142 This conscious
processing has an obvious connection to explicit means of cultural trans-
mission, and it clearly plays at least some role in imitation and inference as
well. It also plays an important role in repression prompted by social rules,
not only because they are often transmitted explicitly, but also because
previously existing or newly generated ideas and intentions must be evalu-
ated in light of the newly learned prohibition in order to weigh the costs of
transgressing it against the benefits of maintaining or manifesting them.
If the calculation is to implement the prohibition, then the idea is classified
as wrong (in either the factual-linguistic or moral-emotional sense) or the
intention to act is suppressed through activation of the frontal cortex’s
inhibitatory neural network. The neurological process by which ideas are
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evaluated and linked to qualitative judgments is not well understood, but
there is evidence from neuroimaging that ideas that are consistent with
beliefs are processed in different brain regions than ideas that contradict
them. Conscious suppression causes ideas to be recalled less frequently, and
there is reason to believe that “the left frontal lobe” of the neocortex “may
play a significant role in . . . the rejection, inhibition, and forgetting of
information that is consciously recognized as undesirable.”143 In any case,
the existence of an inhibitory system controlled at least in part by the high-
est processing regions of the neocortex has been well established by neu-
roimaging, and it has been show to influence motor functioning, the
experience of pain, perceptual processing, and even executive functions like
reality testing and critical evaluation.144

While conscious attention plays a critical role in much if not all learning,
as skills, including cognitive processing like making evaluations and imple-
menting inhibitory reactions, are mastered, their performance becomes
“internalized” or “automotized” through the process of dissociation.145

Dissociation, in which neural networks capable of performing “effortlessly,
concurrently, and without awareness” are put in place, is “a fundamental
aspect of cognitive processing” in general, and neural imaging studies have
shown that this process changes some of the brain areas activated during the
cogitation involved in performing the same task.146 “Repeated attempts to
forget . . . may develop into a practiced coping strategy that no longer has to
be put into effect deliberately,” while not only can complex judgments of
consciously perceived stimuli be made outside of awareness, but also they
“can be performed even on subliminal stimuli.”147 In this way, externally
imposed prohibitions of beliefs and behaviors go from being consciously
weighed decisions about costs and benefits to “ingrained and habitual”
internal repression of ideas and intentions.

Both the ease with which this process of internalization takes place and the
degree to which the “ingrained and habitual” self-censorship will come to
feel “natural” reflect the third issue involved in the implementation of socio-
cultural repression through psychological repression, the integrability of the
repressive imperative. As we have seen, neural imaging studies have shown
that ideas that are consistent with existing beliefs are processed differently
than those that conflict with them, and they have also shown that “syllogis-
tic reasoning is impaired when the outcome . . . is in conflict . . . with belief.”148

Cognitive studies support these observations, for “having a belief changes
the way evidence is collected and evaluated,” and, in particular, people tend
“to evaluate incoming evidence in support of current beliefs.”149 Repeated
exposure to an assertion increases the likelihood in itself that it will be
believed, and “pre-existing notions of the world and human nature can
determine and constrain interpretations and explanations.”150 It is well
known that individual beliefs exist as part of a “web of belief,” that, to switch
from a cognitive to a semiotic idiom, symbols exist as part of a system of
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symbols, and these complexes act as “mental scaffolding” for “appraising,
explaining, and integrating new observations.”151 Hence, the “acquisition of
beliefs must be understood in the context of . . . other aspects of cognition,
experience, and behavior.152 If a new idea does not fit well into the pre-existing
“web,” the process of internalization will be inhibited and once accomplished
will be experienced as oppressive and exert a relatively weak hold, while if it
does integrate easily, it “becomes so ingrained and habitual that . . . it comes
to feel ‘natural,’” and the person will “seldom feel the weight of it upon” him
or her.153

The last aspect of the psychological dimension of repression that needs to
be considered is the “direction” of repression, to what extent it involved
rejecting information or suppressing intentions that people were already
conscious of and to what extent it involved preventing them from coming
to awareness in the first place.154 This issue is particularly important for
understanding the repression of magic because while the traditional modern
educated understanding could treat it as simply the expulsion of wrong
ideas from the conscious belief system so that they could not be used to
misinterpret perceptions of the external world and internal sensations, and
more recent postmodern interpretations treated it as simply the replacement
of one more-or-less arbitrary set of signs with another, we have seen that
magical beliefs had considerable more reference to reality than heretofore
recognized, so it is also necessary to account not only for how their invalid
elements came to be recognized and rejected and for how the evolving
constellation of signs that made up modern educated culture changed in
ways incompatible with magical significations, but also how these real inputs
came to be routinely excluded from consciousness, so that the traditional
modern educated psyche came to be unable to recognize the influence of
interpersonal relations on health or the utility of ritual systems that mani-
fest information and abilities inaccessible to normal consciousness.

To begin with, it must be recognized that physiologically there appears to
be a certain amount of overlap between conscious and non-conscious
processing, a “gray area” between fully conscious activity and fully automated,
dissociated activity.155 Specifically, four separate conditions affect the degree
of conscious involvement in actions: intentionality, voluntariness (control
over activation), autonomy of execution, and awareness. It is possible, for
example, to have the intention to do something and set it in motion, but
not to have conscious awareness of the process of carrying it out or control
over its execution. Similarly, it is possible not to consciously intend that
something happen but to initiate and control the activity that carries it out
consciously, while remaining unaware of the consequences even as they
unfold. Furthermore, which parts are conscious and which are unconscious
are not absolutely determined, for distraction, sedation, and strong external
command can redirect consciousness, diverting or focusing it to increase or
decrease the number of aspects to which it will attend.156
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Another thing that must be recognized is that not all information in the
brain that cannot be brought to consciousness is being repressed; some, like
early memories, may not be retrievable because it was coded in a way that can
no longer be accessed, like files on a computer disk written by an obsolete
operating system, or because the neurons responsible have been overgrown by
newer ones that physically prevent direct connections.157 Similarly, because
the human brain includes two autonomous and complementary cognitive and
memory systems, a rational-linguistic system primarily located in the left
cerebral cortex and particularly tied in to the external network of linguistic
culture, and associational-imagic system primarily located in the right and
particularly tied in with the internal limbic (emotional) and autonomic nerv-
ous systems, it is also possible for the right hand not only to not know what
the left hand is doing, but to be incapable of understanding why it is doing it
as well.158 While the division between the two systems has been exaggerated
in many popular accounts over the past few decades, for they are significantly
interconnected and mutually supportive, both clinical and experimental expe-
rience has shown that information can exist in one half that is inaccessible to
the other when the primary connection between them is severed.159 In these
cases, the person can continue to function because of interconnections at
lower levels of the nervous system, but with noticeable disjunctions in higher
cognitive functioning.160 In particular, the left hemisphere will confabulate
explanations to account for knowledge generated by the right, invent spurious
reasons for actions initiated by it, and may even conceptualize the left half of
the body as being controlled by some alien being.161

Of course, these exaggerated phenomena have been noted in extreme
cases in which the connection between the two hemispheres has been
completely severed, but more selective disconnects can be created in 
a normal brain because the frontal lobes on either side can actively inhibit
the transfer of information between them, or because the information is in
a form that is not directly comprehensible to the other system and it lacks
mediating structures to represent it in a form that it can apprehend.162 This
situation can presumably exist on both sides, but it is most significant in
terms of understanding magical beliefs, and their repression, when it
involves the left hemisphere blocking, neglecting, or distorting information
from the right, because magical beliefs and experiences are strongly associ-
ated with increased neural activity in the right hemisphere and decreased
activity in the left. Belief in the paranormal has even been characterized in
the neurocognitive literature as constituting an “over-reliance on right
hemisphere processes,” but to turn this around, disbelief in magic could
equally be characterized as an overreliance on left hemisphere processes,
one which is only achieved through a concerted and active repression of
perceptions apprehended and cognitions generated by the right.163

To return to the question of directionality, it seems likely that the repres-
sion of magic involves both expulsion and exclusion. On the one hand, at
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the risk of oversimplification, magical beliefs can be seen to be rational-verbal
representations of associational-imagic processes and their products. Explicit
renunciation of these beliefs serves the purpose of excluding them from the
conscious network of linguistic representations of the world and precludes
their employment in the conscious formulation of deliberate actions, an exclu-
sion from consideration that can become automatic through internalization so
that not only are magical beliefs not actively incorporated into rational-lin-
guistic cogitations, but even the suggestion that they might be at work is
processed via the alternative, resistant neural circuitry employed for unwanted
evidence. Even more powerfully, the repression of these concepts inhibits their
function as mediating structures through which right-brain processes can be
represented to the left brain, depriving the brain as a whole of the ability to
bring this significant body of understanding into rational-linguistic aware-
ness.164 Furthermore, it is possible for the left frontal lobe to block information
“that is consciously recognized as undesirable” from being transferred from the
right hemisphere at all, and, finally, for the right frontal lobe, which “appears
to maintain bilateral inhibitory . . . control over information processing in both
halves of the brain and limbic system . . . to prevent information that has been
emotionally recognized” as forbidden “from spreading across the corpus callo-
sum, thereby preventing the disruption of information processing in the left
half of the brain” by the inadmissible evidence from the right.165

Thus, just as the repression of magic at the social level worked through a
variety of mechanisms ranging from formal prosecution to informal ostracism,
so too the repression of magic at the psychological level worked through a
variety of mechanisms ranging from the expulsion from consciousness of
pre-existing beliefs and any impulse to act on them through the destruc-
tion of mediating constructs facilitating the incorporation into conscious-
ness of perceptions and insights associated with magic, whether reported by
others or experienced first hand, to the reflexive inhibition of intersys-
temic transfers of disallowed inputs, insuring that subliminal perceptions
and unconscious cogitations remain inaccessible to consciousness. The
repression of magic thus involved a form of neurological fine-tuning in
itself, a kind of reverse-shamanism that inhibited the accessing of knowl-
edge and powers inaccessible to normal waking consciousness, initially
because accessing such knowledge and powers outside the framework
established by the church was seen as devilish, incompatible with the moral
strictures of the Christian faith, and later because it was seen as foolish,
incompatible with the cognitive processes connected to rationalist mate-
rialism. There is no question that this repression made it possible for a
large number of invalid assumptions and conclusions and misleading ideas
about how the world works to be cleared out and kept out of the way while
the new, mechanistic model of reality was being constructed, but we have
seen evidence that in the process valid and useful insights and procedures
were also repressed. While it is important to understand how the large
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quantities of bathwater were thrown out of the culture during the
Enlightenment, it is also important to understand how in the process a few
babies came to be thrown out as well. This process, at the level of the
interaction between the central government, the local elites, and the ordi-
nary people in the duchy of Württemberg, will be the subject of the final
section of this chapter.

Repression and the marginalization of magic

There were a variety of formal and informal means through which repression
could work in early modern Europe, ranging from explicit legal sanctions
against illicit activities formulated and enforced by the highest levels of
government through informal ostracism from social groups for the expres-
sion of unacceptable opinions to the unconscious suppression of perceptions
inconsistent with socially defined reality. Some of these worked in ways that
most of the time were hidden even from the individuals involved. Many
worked in ways that were apparent to the participants but left few historical
traces that can be studied systematically. The judicial process, however, left
a significant body of records that contain both quantitative and qualitative
evidence about the repression of magic from the sixteenth through the eigh-
teenth centuries. We have been using these sources to study the nature of
magical practices and the characteristics of magical practitioners throughout
this book, and in this final section we will use them to gain some insights
into the process of repression and its effects on the place of magic in provin-
cial culture and magical practitioners in provincial society. We will start by
looking at a statistical overview of the pace of prosecutions, and then take
a more qualitative look at the main periods of rise and decline they reveal.
The evidence in these records is naturally biased toward formal judicial
forms of repression, so in addition to providing statistics about the pace of
prosecutions they are richest in information about the formal interactions
between the central bureaucrats, district and local officials, and ordinary
Württembergers, but they also contain incidental evidence about the atti-
tudes, beliefs, and practices held by members of these different levels of
society and the way they changed in response not only in general ways to
larger currents in European culture, but also in specific ways to the dynam-
ics of their ongoing interaction. 

Figure 8.1 shows the overall pace of prosecution for magical crimes in
Württemberg from the mid-sixteenth century to the beginning of the nine-
teenth century. The most striking trend is the twin peaks associated with the
period of intense witchcraft persecution, rising from virtually nothing in the
1570s to over 50 per decade in the 1610s and 20s, falling to less than a third
of that number in the 1640s, and then rising back to over 50 in the 1660s,
before falling to half of that total in the ’70s and ’80s and then again to
under ten in the 1690s. The only other notable feature is that instead of
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gradually tailing off in the eighteenth century, the number of trials fluctu-
ated around ten in each of the next four decades and then doubled to 20 in
the 1740s before declining slowly back to below ten toward the end of the
eighteenth century.

Before considering what questions this pattern raises, however, it is
worth looking at the pace of prosecutions from another point of view,
from the standpoint of trials per capita, because, as we saw in Chapter 2,
the number of inhabitants in the duchy fluctuated widely over the course
of the period, rising steeply to 450,000 people around 1630, falling to less
than 25 percent of that total around 1640, rebounding to about 225,000
in the early 1650s, rising slowly over most of the next century to reach
450,000 again only around 1730, and then rising more steeply to 650,000
by 1789.166

Figure 8.2 shows the trials per 100,000 inhabitants, and suggests one
important modification to the pattern conveyed by the simple total of trials
per decade. Instead of two equal peaks during the witch persecutions with a
dramatic drop between them, because the population was so much greater
before the 1630s than in the 1660s, the earlier peak represented only about
two-thirds the intensity of the 1660s, and the drop in the 1630s and ’40s
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Figure 8.1 Witchcraft and magic trials
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represented a far smaller decline in intensity than the absolute drop in num-
bers would suggest. This modification simplifies the situation somewhat.
The overall trend is the rising intensity of trials in the duchy from the 1560s
to the 1660s and their decline thereafter, with one major interruption in
each direction: the significant but temporary decline from the 1620s to ’40s,
and the sharp but temporary rise from the 1740s to the 1760s. Therefore, in
this section we will look first at the reasons for the initial surge of trials from
the mid-sixteenth century through the early seventeenth century. Second,
we will look at the period of flux to determine why the rate of prosecutions
fell off in the 1630s and ’40s and then rose again so dramatically. Third, we
will look at the reasons for the equally dramatic downturn in the rate of
prosecutions from the late seventeenth century into the early eighteenth
century. Fourth, we will consider the reasons for the spike in prosecutions in
the 1740s, and finally, fifth, we will examine the reasons for the gradual
decline over the second half of the century. Throughout, our primary con-
cern will be to see how the changing pace of prosecutions relates to the
larger campaign against magic, in terms of the motives and means being
used and their effects.
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Figure 8.2 Witchcraft and magic trials per 100,000 inhabitants
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The roots and rise of judicial repression

The drive to repress magic was deeply rooted in European culture, although
exactly what was meant by magic and the reasons why it should be
repressed changed over time.168 Sorcery, of course, is antisocial by nature,
since it involves the occult manipulation of natural forces and interpersonal
bonds to cause harm, so ancient religions contained numerous counter-
measures and governments have punished it “from the very earliest
times.”169 The term “magic,” however, is derived from the Persian magu,
priest, which the Greeks began using around the time of the Persian Wars to
disparage other Greeks who employed nontraditional beneficent magic or
belonged to novel ecstatic cults.170 The basis of this hostility was the con-
cern that unconventional spiritual activity might disrupt the community’s
relationship to its traditional gods. Similarly, the ancient Hebrews were
concerned that magical practices invoking gods or spirits other than Yahweh
would anger him since he had explicitly forbidden them from venerating
any other deity. However, just as Greek priests employed a variety of ritual
practices that were very similar to those they opposed, early Hebrew priests
produced magical effects to demonstrate the power of their god and allowed
ordinary people to practice divination and other forms of beneficent magic
as long as they ascribed their power to Yahweh. Gradually the Hebrew
prohibitions came to be understood to forbid all ritual practices that went
beyond supplication on the basis that they impiously presumed to coerce
the almighty, though, and Christianity inherited Judaism’s rejection of
magic, explaining the apparently magical effects produced by biblical figures
and Christian saints and the supernatural features of the sacraments as
miracles manifesting God’s power freely given, while considering all other
magical effects to involve the agency of demons, evil spirits led by the Devil,
who led practitioners to think they had magical power in order to tempt
them to sin. Furthermore, late-Classical theologians combined the Judeo-
Christian insistence on the omnipotence of god with a strain of pagan
philosophy that held that all magic was produced through fraud, illusion,
and natural processes to argue that while God might occasionally let
demons exercise supernatural power if it suited his purpose, they mainly
worked through illusion and occult natural processes, duping people into
believing that they could produce miraculous results. Thus, by the end of
antiquity, the concept of magic had evolved from the unsanctioned practice
of heterodox rituals that threatened the community’s relationship to its
official gods to the idolatrous invocation of evil spirits based on a false
understanding of the causes of magical effects.

This dual objection to magic, that it was both idolatrous and illusory, an
affront to God and foolish to boot, opened up the possibility of repressing it
on two levels, through public sanctions to suppress overt behaviors and prac-
tices offensive to God and through psychological processes to suppress
private thoughts and feelings leading to misperceptions and miscalculations.
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While both were pursued simultaneously over the centuries, the emphasis
shifted depending on the power available to the authorities and the severity
of the threat magic seemed to pose.171 When Rome became Christian, it
already had a long history of persecuting unsanctioned ritual activities as
potentially damaging to both individuals’ interests and Imperial authority,
and “the early Christian emperors began their prosecutions where the pagans
had ended theirs,” suppressing competing religious movements and making
most magical practices capital offenses.172 “Under Valens, the terrorized citi-
zens burned their books, fearing that they might be indicted for witch-
craft.”173 However, while the Empire largely succeeded in eradicating formal
pagan cults, it was less successful at rooting out popular practices, and even
though the Germanic successor states maintained their own laws against sor-
cery and adopted Imperial laws against magic more generally they lacked the
power to uproot popular magical practices. Instead, during the early Middle
Ages the church pursued a policy that emphasized superimposing Christian
content on traditional forms, like having clergymen bless fields and animals
as pagan priests had done, and turning animal sacrifices into Christian feasts
(a policy that was furthered by popular magic’s readiness to substitute Christ,
the saints, and the Virgin Mary for pagan deities in blessings and other ritual
activities), combined with vigorous denials by theologians and priests of the
power of (nonmiraculous) magic. Thus, St Boniface declared belief in witches
and werewolves to be unchristian, and the Canon Episcopi condemned the
belief of some women that they flew at night on the backs of animals with
the goddess Diana as an illusion. Even though many magical practices flew
in the face of a strict understanding of Christian theology, the early medieval
church treated them relatively mildly – while the Episcopi called for banish-
ment of sorcerers and malefic witches, it prescribed penance for those who
said they flew with Diana, for example – and it turned a blind eye to innu-
merable popular magical practices that were either thinly Christianized or,
like some of the blessings we have seen, simply noncommittal about the
source of their power. Lacking the coercive power to suppress them physi-
cally, the church’s most potent countermeasure was to undercut them
psychologically.

During the High Middle Ages the church decisively rejected a call by nat-
ural magicians to accept their branch of magic, which was based on a revival
of classical learning and the importation of Arabic scholarship beginning in
the twelfth century, as an acceptable branch of philosophy concerned with
understanding and manipulating the hidden forces of nature, the occult
sympathies and antipathies that they claimed permeate the universe and
knowledge of which they claimed could lead to wisdom and contribute 
to an understanding of God.174 Instead, the church’s leading thinkers
reiterated that any invocation of spirits constituted idolatry, there are no
good or neutral spirits, magical activities cannot lead to knowledge of 
god or the Holy Spirit, and miracles and magic are fundamentally different.
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Consequently, while natural magic enjoyed general acceptance as a body of
knowledge about hidden processes in nature until the Scientific Revolution,
it never won general acceptance as a set of legitimate spiritual practices or as
a source of wisdom or knowledge of God. Furthermore, as part of the
scholastic movement in which the church rationalized its beliefs, theolo-
gians systematized ideas about the supernatural into the demonology that
included beneficent practices along with maleficium and diabolism as part of
the Devil’s conspiracy against Christian community, a way of luring the
unwary away from the true Christian path in the guise of doing good, an
alternative form of temptation to the direct appeal of doing bad. This under-
standing of the relationship between magic and the Devil, the witch
demonology, was formulated between the mid-fourteenth and late fifteenth
century, and disseminated, with elaborations and increasing numbers of
examples of actual cases, in the early sixteenth century. It constituted a call
to switch the emphasis of the repressive impulse from denial to suppression,
and fit with both the growing potential for effective coercion by the
Renaissance state and the growing extent and coherence of the beliefs and
practices both beneficent and malefic in the “common tradition” that had
emerged, as we have seen, over the course of the High Middle Ages.

The impact of this growing concern in Württemberg appears to have been
limited through the middle of the sixteenth century. The first known witch
trial in the duchy took place in 1497, and only one of the 30 trials for magic
of all types that took place over the next six decades is known to have ended
with an execution.175 Most of these trials were handled locally, with little
involvement of the central government, and the first measure against magic
at the ducal level was simply an instruction to the clergy to identify and
admonish “fortune tellers and similar Devil incanters” in 1546.176 The words
of the instruction, its recipients, and the prescribed action to be taken all
indicate that while it may have been influenced by the demonology’s asso-
ciation of magical practitioners with the Devil, it was not concerned with an
underground conspiracy of malefic witches, but instead with the improper
activities of beneficent magicians. Similarly, the first statutory measure
against magic in the Fifth Provincial Law Code of 1552 simply shifted
responsibility for identifying and admonishing practitioners to the magis-
trates, although it added the threat of banishment for a second offense and
execution for a third. Furthermore, while the explanation of the law called
magicians “idolaters” who had “fallen from god,” it mentioned neither the
Devil nor malefic magic, complaining instead of the “unnecessary costs” to
the clients of practices, “which should be held” it said, “to be shameless
lies.” This law indicates that the ducal government was still thinking in
terms of the early medieval, “Episcopi,” tradition that emphasized the illu-
sory nature of magic, not the late medieval witch demonology.

Fifteen years later, however, the Sixth Provincial Ordinance of 1667 that
crowned the reign of the reforming Duke Christoph included new statutes
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concerning “Magic, Devil Incantation, and Soothsaying” that signaled the
government’s absorption of the witch demonology.177 Following the
Constitution Criminalis Carolina, the imperial law code that Charles V had
issued in 1532 to serve as a model for the member states of the Holy Roman
Empire, the new law adopted its decree that harmful magic deserved death
“almost word for word.” However, while the Carolina simply left magic with-
out harm to local custom, the Sixth Provincial Ordinance referred to a “pact
with the Devil to the deteriment and injury of men, with which however no
one [is] done harm,” calling it an “abomination before God” that was “in no
way to be allowed,” but rather immediately prosecuted with torture, and
that could in some circumstances justify the death penalty by itself.178 Magic
involving neither harm nor a pact, specifically “magical soothsaying, advis-
ing, and helping, especially with healing” was to be punished less severely,
as we have seen, but at the same time preachers were instructed to “inform
the people . . . what magic really involves.”

The specific process by which this dramatic change of policy came about
is not known, but several trends and events suggest the changes that were
taking place just after mid-century. The pace of prosecutions in southwest-
ern Germany as a whole picked up in the 1550s and ’60s, spurred on espe-
cially in the second decade by the proliferation of publications concerned
with witchcraft, a number of hailstorms that were thought to be the work of
witches, and the first mass trials in the region.179 The question had particu-
lar urgency since a number of trials took place between 1562 and 1565 in
and around Stuttgart. One of them was the sampled trial of Magdelena
Horn, who confessed without coercion to having perpetrated several acts of
maleficium; came to see them under questioning, at least, as having been
instigated by the Devil; and added that she been to dances on the
Feuerbacher meadow.180 This and others were connected to a large-scale trial
in Esslingen, a free city surrounded by Württemberg’s territory that lay only
few miles from Stuttgart, and there was during the same years a mass trial
resulting in 63 executions about 25 miles to the southeast, in the inde-
pendent county of Helfenstein’s major town, Wiesensteig.181 The increased
activity in the region created a kind of informal peer pressure among the
men who ran the governments in the area that was made explicit by a ques-
tion posed by the neighboring Count Philipp of Hanau-Lichtenbeg to the
ducal chancellery in 1563, “concerning the prosecution of women who are
accused of witchcraft.”182 The chancellery had to inform the neighboring
ruler that “until now no common opinion has been established,” but four
years later the ducal government had an answer. Not only harmful magic
but even a mere pact with the Devil could be sufficient cause for the death
penalty, and the connection of all forms of magic to the Devil’s conspiracy
was to be preached throughout the land.

The promulgation of the Sixth Provincial Ordinance in 1567 set the stage
for an upswing in prosecutions for witchcraft and magic in the duchy, but
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it does not seem to have caused one. Only a handful of trials are known to
have occurred in the 1570s and 80s, and almost all of them took place in
1589. Thereafter the pace of prosecutions increased rapidly, rising to 28 in
the 1590s, 44 in the 1600s, and 54 in the 1610s and again in the 1620s. 

There are three possible explanations for the lag between 1567 and 1589.
The first is suggested by the fact that the lag corresponded roughly to the
reign of Duke Ludwig (1568–93), who was “loved by his subjects for his good
nature and mildness” and is most strongly remembered for his patronage of
the arts and his opulent court.183 The big rise in prosecutions began in the
1590s, when Ludwig was succeeded by Duke Friedrich I, a “hard and relent-
less man” who strove to strengthen princely power. However, the pace of
prosecution began to pick up while Ludwig was still alive, in 1589, with
eight trials in that year alone and another seven between 1590 and his
death, in 1593. Furthermore, while four trials started in 1594, Friedrich’s
first year in office, they dropped off to one to three per year thereafter, with
the number reaching that of 1589 only in 1603, after Friedrich had been
ruler for a decade. While his energetic style of administration may have
contributed to a more aggressive police effort in the countryside in general,
it does not seem that he created or even systematically intensified the
persecution of witches.

The second explanation of the 20-year lag is that it is more or less an illu-
sion, that it reflects not a change in the pace of prosecutions but the impo-
sition of stricter reporting requirements by the central government in
1597.184 However, while there is no question that the reporting require-
ments were tightened under Duke Friedrich and it is reasonable to assume
that some early trials did take place for which we have no records, there are
several reasons to think that the overall trend corresponded to that sug-
gested by the known trials. First of all, information about early cases comes
from a variety of sources, not just the ducal archives, and the fact that there
was only one trial reported for the whole duchy between 1564 and 1589
while dozens of cases were recorded in neighboring territories makes it seem
unlikely that a vigorous persecution managed to go entirely unnoticed.185

Second, the reports of prosecutions to the ducal government began to
increase significantly before Duke Ferdinand tightened the requirements,
suggesting that it reflects something more than that. Third, it is known from
incidental evidence within the recorded trials that there were also trials from
the later period whose records have disappeared, so any estimation of the
trend taking unrecorded trials in the early period into account would also
have to take a “dark figure” for the later period into consideration as
well.186 Fourth, and, last, since the conditions promoting witch persecutions
worsened in the decades around 1600, it seems unlikely that the pace of
prosecution would have actually fallen after 1590, so while it may have
increased somewhat more steadily than Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show, it seems
clear that what followed from the Landesordnung was a gradual rise over the
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course of decades to the peak rates, not some sudden storm of persecution
imposed or even directly promoted by the central government.

The third explanation for the relatively low rate of prosecutions before
1590 and the swelling number through the first decades of the 1600s is that
they manifested the gradual confluence of two processes that were under
way at the local level in the duchy in the late sixteenth century: first, the
dissemination and assimilation of concern about magic and the Devil
among local officials, and, second, the intensification of interpersonal con-
flicts and their manifestation as suspicions and acts of maleficium among the
common people brought on by the deteriorating socioeconomic situation,
both of which grew slowly during the 1570s and ’80s and then reached a
“tipping point” around 1590.187 On the one hand, from the mid-1560s to
the late 1580s a wave of persecutions swept through the neighboring
Catholic jurisdictions in the region, and a rash of pamphlets and treatises
appeared describing them and the diabolic conspiracy behind them.188 On
the other hand, the duchy, as we saw in Chapter 2, could only support about
360,000 people (85 percent of the 450,000 who inhabited it around 1630),
and it reached that point of saturation, crossing into overpopulation, some-
time in the years around 1590. The upsurge in trials thus appears to have
happened when the idea of a diabolic conspiracy seemed to be confirmed
by numerous instances in nearby territories, while at the same time socio-
economic conditions that promoted both fears of maleficium and acts of
maleficium reached an acute stage.

Both were necessary to create the upsurge of prosecutions around the turn
of the seventeenth century, for the ducal government could exercise only
loose control over local administration and hence depended on the initia-
tive of constables, preachers, and communal officials to implement its
policies and enforce its laws, and they, in turn, depended to a considerable
extent on the active cooperation of ordinary people. For one thing, it was
impossible for them to know first hand more than a fraction of what was
going on in their jurisdictions and who was doing it, so they had to rely on
a combination of formal investigative opportunities like the Vogtgericht and
annual church visitations and informal channels of communication that
fed them reports and rumors from the community. For another thing,
Württemberg’s legal system, enshrined in the Tübingen Contract, the
duchy’s basic constitutional document that has often been compared to
the English Magna Carta, guaranteed a legal and systematic trial, and so the
magistrates had to temper “the inquisitorial process” of Roman and Canon
law “with the accusatory principle,” the Germanic traditional that criminal
investigations could only be undertaken upon an accusation by a private
citizen.189 While constables had gained the power to instigate an investiga-
tion in the name of the Duke early in the sixteenth century, the necessity
for a formal accusation in capital cases was never lost.190 Only one of the
sampled cases took place solely at the initiative of the magistrates, although
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significantly this was one of the two earliest among them. In 1604 the mag-
istrates of Freudenstadt arrested Barbara Tolmayer for theft, and then
accused her of witchcraft because her husband had recently been burned for
it in Balingen.191 Similarly, only one of the sampled trials began purely
because of a complaint by a preacher: in 1659 Johannes Brand, the pastor of
Geradstetten, accused Maria Laichlin, the wife of the mayor, of poisoning
his sister-in-law, and even in this case Brand was acting essentially as 
a private citizen bringing a complaint of maleficium directed against someone
in his household.192

Officials did have one important means of generating accusations other
than making them themselves, of course: the use of torture during ongoing
trials to extract the names of other witches a suspect would presumably have
seen at witch dances. While they were not supposed to suggest names, this
undoubtedly happened, and even if they didn’t, many tortured suspects
offered up lists with anywhere from a handful to dozens of potential suspects.
These could be investigated in turn for other indicia or cross-referenced
against the names on other suspects’ lists to see if they appeared on several,
which could lead to a person being prosecuted purely on the basis of coerced
denunciations.193 This process was the mechanism responsible for mass
panics in which dozens of suspects were arrested, tortured, and executed,
and it also generated a good number of smaller trials spread across different
jurisdictions or over several years.194 While mass panics were most charac-
teristic of small independent jurisdictions like territorial bishoprics and
imperial cities where there was no central authority to insist on systematic
legal procedures, a number of towns in the duchy did experience them, like
Dornhan in 1608, where a constable investigating complaints brought at an
annual Vogtgericht used torture to produce an ever-widening circle of accu-
sations until, as the husband of one of the suspects complained, “it seems
as if the constable’s private obsession has taken over this place.”195 Smaller
trials in the duchy also began because suspects were implicated in trials in
neighboring jurisdictions, as happened in the village of Rhodt, near
Reichenbach, in 1592, when a woman named by a number of suspects in
the nearby bishopric of Speyer was arrested and tortured by the constable,
who appears to have been driven by a combination of zeal and avarice, until
she confessed and implicated three other women, whom he proceeded to
arrest and torture illegally.196 The High Council was able to intervene before
the situation developed into a mass panic, but suspicions and hatreds
engendered by this incident festered among the people and resurfaced in
a new round of investigations, this time sparked by accusations made by
a suspect who had escaped from jail, a few years later.

Officials’ initiative appears to have played a particularly prominent role in
the very early trials, but by and large even then they formulated charges in
interaction with commoners, investigating rumors, drawing out suspicions,
stimulating confessions, and, more than anything, adding the stereotyped
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diabolic elements of pact, flight, and Sabbath to the commoner’s initial
concerns about maleficium, and gradually officials came to play a less promi-
nent role and commoners a more prominent role in initiating trials (see
Table 8.1). We have seen how Magdelena Horn’s confession and confirma-
tion of harm to animals and a child in 1565 broadened into a confession of
contact with the Devil and participation in a witch dance over the course of
two days of counseling by the preacher in Cannstatt.197 Similarly, it was the
mayor of Dietersweiler who connected Agatha Sacher’s deleterious effect on
her rival at her wedding in 1611 to the allegation made against her in the
previous year by old Benedict Benne, and the mayor of Ebersbach who com-
mented in 1619 that Maria Braittingen “appeared to be no Christian, but
given over to the loathsome Satan” when he had her in custody for theft,
prompting her to offer that she had had sex with the Devil “in the form of
her boyfriend.”198

Maria’s spontaneous response to the mayor’s accusation in 1619, in con-
trast to the coaching that appears to have been involved in Magdelena
Horn’s confession of diabolism in 1562, suggests that by the early seven-
teenth century the diabolic aspects of witchcraft were becoming more firmly
established in popular understanding and experience. So, too, does her
description of her relationship with the Devil, although the facts that she
initially called her dreamy flight a trip to a “night dance,” called the first
two festivities she attended “feasts,” and confessed to attendance at witch
dances, without elaboration and with inconsistency as to number, only after
further conversations with the magistrates, all indicate that the process was
still incomplete. Similarly, while Hans Jacob Langen’s description in 1631 of
his experiences “riding the pitchfork,” included a renunciation of the
Trinity signed in blood that would seem connected to the idea of a pact, the
trips themselves resembled traditional descriptions of the raids by women
who flew at night to neighbors’ wine cellars rather than the stereotypical
flight to the Sabbath.199 Furthermore, Maria’s description of how she got the
Devil to kill her hostile employer’s cow for her suggests that diabolism was
also becoming explicitly linked with maleficium in popular understanding
and practice. So, too, does Margaritha Steiner’s description of the various
forms of maleficium she confessed to practicing in 1603.200 While her testi-
mony was extracted by torture, we have seen that most of the injuries she
claimed to have caused were confirmed by the victims, and there was no
need for the magistrates to prompt her to add “in the Devil’s name” to her
maleficium since the confession of a pact and attendance at the Sabbath that
they also tortured from her were the expected proofs of diabolism, so it
seems likely that she did invoke the Devil as part of her spells, which means
her case represents an intermediate point of development along the path
from traditional forms of maleficium, like Magdelena Horn’s 40 years before,
that referenced the Devil retroactively, to the elaborate diabolic incantations
recited by Maria Gekin more than a century later.201
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The rising per capita trial rate and the trend in accusations suggested by
Table 8.1 suggest that over the course of this period Württembergers became
increasingly ready to both perceive and to perpetrate acts of maleficium.
Certainly Magdelena Horn’s confessions indicate that some people resorted
to such things earlier on, but the sheer growth in the number of people and
the declining standard of living after 1590 makes it reasonable to think that,
between the increasing competition for resources and the readiness to resort
to violence in many forms we saw in Chapter 2, such things became more
common. Similarly, one of the striking things about Magdelena Horn’s story
is that none of her victims seems to have been anxious to connect her to
their woes, even the woman whose child confirmed that she had hit him
before he died, but such innocence does not seem to have persisted. We
have seen how, in the milieu of the 1620s, Anna Gebhard’s sexual horseplay
with Konrad Streich at his wedding was construed to be an act of maleficium
when it seemed to have caused him to become impotent, and how, simi-
larly, a residue at the bottom of a wine glass could give rise to rumors that
Barbara Schmied tried to poison Johanna Fehlen.202 On the other hand, we
have seen that during the same decade Katharina Masten did berate and
beat the servant girl Catharina Baitinger when she prevented her from set-
tling a debt with her master by taking goods without permission, and that
the evidence does strongly suggest that Maria Schneider tried to poison her
step-grandson, the rival to her own natural grandchildren.203

The prosecutions falter

On the other hand, the 1620s was the first decade since the 1570s in which
the number of trials declined, albeit slightly, beginning a much steeper fall
that would last through the 1640s (see Figure 8.1). The steep decline in the
1630s and 40s is actually easier to explain, for this is when the Thirty Years’
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Table 8.1 Sources of accusations over time

Date Source

Official Mixed Commoner

Before 1600 1
1600–9 1
1610–9 2 1
1620–9 1 5
1630–9 1
1650–9 1 1
1660–9 3 3
1670–9 1 2
1680–9 2
1700–9 1

Source: Sampled witchcraft cases (see the appendix).
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War ravaged the duchy, killing or driving out the majority of the inhabi-
tants, throwing the government into chaos, and all criminal proceedings fell
off.204 In the 1620s, however, the war did not affect Württemberg directly,
so the end of the rising tide of prosecutions must have been caused by some-
thing else, by some endogenous factor within the duchy.

The explanation would seem to lie in the beginnings of a change in atti-
tude toward the prosecutions and the demonology that informed them, the
beginnings of a “crisis of confidence” that influenced a wide range of peo-
ple, although it was most influential in the highest social circles, the
courtiers and central bureaucrats in Stuttgart. To begin with, mass panics,
the chain reaction trials that swept up dozens of suspects, tended to proceed
“logically and relentlessly” from the initial stereotyped poor, elderly sus-
pects through a sampling of the ordinary womenfolk to the wives and
daughters of leading citizens like the “teachers, innkeepers, wealthy mer-
chants” and even the magistrates themselves, people who the men running
the trials knew personally or by reputation.205 This progression, which
reflected the tendency of people under torture to think of stereotyped sus-
pects first and then name people they either knew and didn’t like or knew
of but didn’t know as they cast about for names to satisfy their tormentor
(as well as, presumably, sometimes wanting to get back at the rich and pow-
erful people who ran the very government that was responsible for their
misery). The “magistrates as well as . . . members of the populace” came to see
“that one could not accurately tell who the witches were”; and “that if the
law were given free rein, no one would be safe from its relentless grasp.” 
It did not necessarily stop people from believing in witches, but it did make
them question whether the danger they posed could justify the cruelty and
injustice of the trials. To people who went through the experience, who lost
friends or relatives, or even just heard the screams of agony from the base-
ment of the town hall day after day, and smelled the stench of burning flesh,
people who heard the pleas and denunciations of the condemned on the
executioner’s block or the pyre and heard the pitiful cries and bitter argu-
ments of heartbroken relatives, the mass trials seemed surely to be pulling
up the wheat to get at the tares.206

While these doubts from experience affected only people who lived in the
towns and villages that were directly involved, and even in them there were
many who believed in the guilt of the condemned and the danger they
posed, the doubts were fed by and fed into a broader movement that ques-
tioned different aspects of the persecutions and the demonology that sus-
tained them. In the first place, the Episcopi tradition that held magical
experiences to be illusory had strong roots in southwestern Germany, was
maintained throughout the sixteenth century, and became increasingly
influential in the seventeenth.207 Its earliest application to witchcraft in the
region was probably by Ulrich Molitor, a theologian and official in Tyrol,
who argued that witches’ crimes were illusory, although he still advocated
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death for anyone who actually swore allegiance to the Devil.208 The position
was first expressed in Tübingen by the theologian Martin Plantsch in 1505,
after one off the duchy’s earliest known witch trials, and was given its defin-
itive formulation in the 1520s and 30s by Johann Brenz, Württemberg’s
leading reformer and religious advisor to Duke Christoph.209 In particular,
Brenz argued that witches could not raise storms, but instead the Devil
merely inspired them to undertake rituals before storms that would have
happened anyway, and in general he argued that storms, famines, and other
misfortunes should be regarded as God’s warning rather than evidence of
human malevolence, a moderate, “providential” interpretation that would
ultimately become a basic tenet of the Pietist movement in the late seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries.210

Proponents of this position could still agree with advocates of a harsh pol-
icy that some people really did try to inflict harm through magic and that
a true pact with the Devil deserved death, but Johann Weyer started another
tradition that opposed witch prosecutions more forcefully by arguing that
women who thought they inflicted harm magically or had a relationship
with the Devil were simply melancholic, and reports of flights to Sabbaths
were caused by hallucinogenic drugs.211 He said that any “old deluded
woman” misguided enough to admit to or even practice witchcraft needed
Christian instruction, not death; that even learned magicians, men who
“used the Devil” and therefore deserved punishment should not be executed;
and that only poisoners, who committed a physical crime, deserved to die.
In southwestern Germany, Weyer’s call for leniency was taken up as early as
1585 by the Heidelberg mathematician Hermann Witekind, who published
under the pseudonym August Lerchheimer and argued that “foolish, stubborn,
miserable women” who thought they were powerful magicians capable of
smiting their enemies were just “poor” and “insane” and should be punished
mildly.212 Similarly, Johann Georg Gödelmann, a Swabian jurist who had
a position on the faculty at Rostock, argued in 1591 that witches only imagined
that they worked magic and therefore should be treated mildly, although,
like Weyer and Witekind, he called for harsher punishments for male
magicians.

In 1600, Thomas Birch, the pastor of Untertürkheim, a village near
Stuttgart, combined Weyer’s position with the Episcopi tradition in a play
entitled A Mirror of Witches, and in 1604 the Tübingen jurist Heinrich Bocer
revised his opinions to take medical and providential interpretations into
account, although he continued to support harsh punishments.213 A pam-
phlet from the region published in 1616 gave a sensational account of the
crimes associated with witchcraft, but then called them all devilish
delusions. A few years later the Tübingen theologian Theodore Thumm
articulated a more consistent formulation of Weyer’s perspective, arguing
that melancholic fantasies should not be punished and that while maleficium
and a pact merited death, a pact alone did not. In 1630 the famous
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Tübingen jurist Johann Harprecht, who had already endorsed Weyer’s med-
ical interpretation in 1615, adopted Thumm’s position that a pact alone did
not deserve death. In 1631 the Jesuit priest and theologian at Paderborn uni-
versity Friedrich von Spee published an impassioned and influential argu-
ment against witch trials that focused on the brutality of and injustices
resulting from the use of torture, and in 1659 Christoph Besold of Tübingen
revised his comprehensive 1629 thesaurus of terms in general use in the
German Empire so that, while the first edition had no reference to the word
“melancholy,” the new one did.214 While Johann Brenz had created an
indigenous argument in the German southwest against the claim that
witches had to be destroyed because they presented a physical danger,
Weyer and Spee provided the arguments that were gradually adopted in the
region undermining the position that witches deserved death for their apos-
tasy by arguing that either the evidence was tainted because it was obtained
through torture or, if not, that it was actually prima facia evidence that the
suspect was mentally incompetent.

The growing criticisms of the theory and practice of witch hunting by
learned authors in the early 1600s may have contributed to the leveling off
of actual witch hunting in the 1620s, but their impact on formal policies was
limited, for the view that a true pact alone merited execution prevailed
among the Tübingen jurists into the eighteenth century, and the ducal
government continued to use torture for decades.215 However, the govern-
ment’s handling of witch cases in the decades following 1620 betrayed
a growing sense of unease with them that reflected both the impact of the
criticisms and its own experience with trials, and climaxed in a distinct shift
of policy around the middle of the century. These long-term trends can be
seen in the evolution of the trial procedures and the legal vocabulary used.
During the first third of the century of intense prosecutions, from 1590 into
the 1620s, the government was very open to accusations and dealt harshly
with suspects, both before and after conviction. During the second third of the
century, from the 1620s to around 1660, it continued to try suspects, torture
confessions from them, and banish or execute those convicted, but it was less
inclined to initiate proceedings and was more careful about procedures and
judgments. (see Tables 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4) By the 1660s, the ducal government
displayed little inclination to try witch suspects, and less to kill them.

The changes between the 1620s and the 1660s resulted mainly from a series
of small steps to reduce abuses in trials. The High Council contributed to this
by directing trials increasingly closely and with ever stricter conformity to
legal forms.216 We have already seen that the Council could exercise a moder-
ating influence on the conduct of early trials, for magistrates had been
required to report capital crimes and prosecute only with ducal approval since
the 1530s, and in 1563, during the first spate of witch trials, the central gov-
ernment had prohibited magistrates from using the popular “quick trial”
against witch suspects.217 The reason for this moderation was not a disbelief
in witchcraft, of course, but a professional concern that trials be conducted
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properly and a practical concern about their costs. In 1621 in a General
Decree stipulated that magistrates had to hold a hearing and report to the
High Council within three days of arresting a suspect in any capital crime and
then await instructions.218 In 1625, six years before Spee published his book,
a member of the Council warned that “in cases of magical crimes torture is
a very dangerous and dubious thing,” while in 1629 the central government
issued a decree criticizing constables for being too ready to use their power to
launch investigations. A decree in 1644 insisted that constables investigate
contested testimony thoroughly and punish false accusations, and rebuked
them for sometimes continuing trials after the suspect had been acquitted.
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Table 8.3 Executions for witchcraft in Württemberg

Dates # Suspects # Executions Percent Executed

1500–89 13 6 46
1590–1629 45 23 51
1620–49 15 8 53
1650–79 44 6 14
1680–1709 11 2 18

Source: Midelfort, Witch Hunting, pp. 201–30. 
Note: Figures have been given only for those whose fate is known.

Table 8.2 Torture in sampled cases

Dates Used Not used Percent tortured

To 1620 4 1 80
1620–1660 5 6 45
After 1660 0 11 0

Source: Sampled witchcraft cases (see the appendix).

Table 8.4 Terminology used by Tübingen law faculty for witchcraft

Date Teufels Hexenwerk/ Maleficium Veneficium Magia,
Ergebung Hexerei Zauberei

1600s 3 6 2 2
1610s 6 20 2
1620s 4 5 7 1
1630s 5 1 4
1640s 1 2 3 2
1650s 3 9 1
1660s 1 2 23 16
1670s 9 6

Source: Index to witchcraft and related cases in Tübingen Universitätsarchiv 84/1–70 compiled by 
H. C. Erik Midelfort.
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Another in 1663 insisted that legally educated lawyers be involved in all
capital trials. The Council did not hesitate to assert itself by reprimanding
magistrates for procedural mistakes in particular cases, ordering investigations
into alleged misconduct, and on occasion sending outside officials to districts
to take over proceedings. On a more mundane level, the necessity of prepar-
ing and submitting increasingly frequent and detailed reports, knowing
that they would be reviewed carefully for irregularities, and simply waiting
for instructions, forced magistrates to scrutinize their own actions and intro-
duced delays that can only have had a restraining effect on their passions
and conduct.

In addition to the moderating influence of the High Council, increasingly
frequent consultations with the Tübingen law faculty also worked to restrain
trials.219 As early as 1554 the ducal government had required judges who did
not have legal training to consult the jurists whenever they “felt uncertain,”
and in 1567 it required consultations in all cases of “magic without harm.”
During the early seventeenth century legal consultations became standard
practice at crucial points in capital cases, particularly before the use of tor-
ture or the issuing of a verdict. By the 1660s, without having repudiated the
existence of magical crimes or the use of tortured testimony, the Tübingen
jurists were recommending against torture and for acquittal most of the
time.220 Furthermore, their careful legal scrutiny not only kept the specific
case they were consulted about on course, but also created guidelines and
precedents that guided the High Council in future trials. Their overall
impact is suggested by the complaint of one frustrated magistrate, who said
that “it is well known that the legal faculty of Tübingen is much too lenient
in criminal matters, and especially in delicti occultis.”221

The way in which technical legal changes by the law faculty could diffuse
into the governmental administration, and finally influence provincial
culture as a whole, is suggested by the adoption of precise legal terms for
the crimes associated with witchcraft. During the pre-war period, the law
faculty generally labeled the cases with the German word “hexerei” (see
Table 8.4). They gradually dropped that word and adopted the Latin
terms “veneficium” during the 1620s and “maleficium” during the 1630s
and 1640s. This change in vocabulary signified a significant shift in their
conception of witchcraft. “Hexerei” carried with it all the theological
connotations of a pact with the Devil and attendance at witch dances along
with the popular association with malefic magic. “Veneficium” referred
merely to the use of magic – spells and, in particular, potions – to cause
injuries. “Maleficium,” which at its root meant “wrongdoing” but had long
been used for bad magic, implied some relationship between moral char-
acter and behavior, but the law faculty did not use the term much, and
abandoned it altogether in the 1660s, when they began making more use
of “magia,” which, like “veneficium,” concerned a criminal act rather than a
moral orientation.
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A similar change occurred in the High Council’s vocabulary a quarter
century later. In the 1640s it still used “Hexerei” almost exclusively, and in
the 1650s adopted the Latin “veneficium” without abandoning the German
expression.222 The two coexisted through the 1660s, but in the 1670s the
Council dropped “Hexerei” altogether. Furthermore, it began to distinguish
more clearly between bewitchings and poisonings, again following the
lead of the Tübingen faculty.223 From the 1660s to the 1670s the number of
cases identified as witch trials plunged from 46 to 16, while the number of
trials for poisoning rose from six to 17, more use of the charge than had
been made during all the decades before 1660 (see Figure 8.3). Magistrates
continued to use “Hexerei” somewhat longer, and commoners used it
through the eighteenth century, although more and more often as an insult
rather than as a serious allegation.224

While these gradual changes were taking place, in 1656 a trial at
Neuenstadt sparked a crisis that marked a more pronounced turning
point in ducal policy toward witchcraft. As the trial developed into
Württemberg’s first mass trial in decades, drawing in over 30 people, Duke
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Figure 8.3 Witchcraft and poison cases
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Eberhard III got involved personally to bring it to an end.225 He rebuked
a number of officials for the “appalling errors” that had been committed, and
demanded that the High Council draft a proposal for reform that would
include the direct participation of a lawyer or legally trained jurist in every
trial. He even suggested that that person might be a member of the Council
itself, who would be dispatched to oversee a trial in person. In its response,
the High Council proposed that trials proceed on the basis of the General
Decree of 1621, with the strict stipulation that trials not proceed without
its explicit permission. To the suggestion that they oversee the trials per-
sonally, the councilors responded, “there is a great difference between writ-
ing an opinion drawn from documents and personal interviews,
confrontations, and attendance at torture.”226 Such a commission was “not
commensurate with a councilor’s class and honor,” for these trials involved
“things which plague even the hardest conscience, and have cost honor-
able people . . . their health and well-being.” Furthermore, “this work . . . is
very abstruse, because one can understand it in uncountable ways.” The
Duke decided to spare his councilors the distress of personal attendance at
trials, but ordered that two of them become experts on the subject so they
could serve as special advisors.227 He also deputized a retired constable and
sent him to end the trial at Neuenstadt forthwith, and he had a special
instruction sent to the district magistrates throughout the duchy admon-
ishing them to investigate witchcraft accusations and conduct trials more
carefully. 

As a consequence, during the following decade, the 1660s, less than half
the trials that began were carried through to sentencing.228 In the following
decade the number of trials handled as simple poisonings shot up, while the
number handled as witchcraft trials decreased commensurately. The High
Council stopped calling for theological examinations, and allowed torture
only very occasionally (see Tables 8.2 and 8.5). In their place, it began to
emphasize specific evidence of specific acts and routinely solicited medical
testimony about both the causes of maladies blamed on witchcraft and
the state of mind of suspects who confessed.229 Instead of executing or
banishing convicted suspects, it usually imposed only fines, probation, or
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Table 8.5 Theological examinations

Date Used Not Used

To 1620 3 1
1620–60 5 5
After 1660 1 11

Source: Sampled Witchcaft Cases (see the Appendix). 
Note: The table does not include two trials in which the documents did not contain sufficient
evidence, one from before 1620, and one from 1620–60.
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confinement in a public shelter.230 The duchy’s last mass trial, a child-
centered panic in Calw in 1684, ended when the central government dis-
patched a special commission and, eventually, troops to halt “this lamentable
and mainly illusory witch business,” quashing it with only the first two
suspects having been executed.231

The first of these changes – the disengagement from denunciations, the
abandonment of torture, and the discontinuance of the theological
examination – indicate that the Duke and his councilors had become disillu-
sioned with the demonological fears that underlay the trials. Not only did they
realize that tortured people tell lies, but also they stopped caring whether
suspects knew their catechism. They continued to believe in magic, but they
no longer feared it. They continued to punish individual magicians and
wrongdoers, and they even tortured them from time to time, but they no
longer treated them as part of some vast underground conspiracy that threat-
ened to overthrow Christian civilization.

The second change, the reliance on medical testimony about the causes of
illnesses and the mental health of confessed witches, indicates the direction
of the government’s shift away from the witch ideology. Instead of seeking
the guidance of theologians, the government turned to doctors. This shift
complemented its increasing reliance on juridical rather than theological
concepts: the government was transferring its intellectual and institutional
allegiance from preachers to secular professionals.

The doctors’ new role in the witch trials was but one sign of their rising
prominence in Württemberg in the early modern period. Ever since its
founding in 1477, the University of Tübingen’s medical faculty had enjoyed
wide authority over the practice of medicine in the duchy, and that author-
ity evolved into real power as the number of doctors and the control exer-
cised by the government bureaucracy increased.232 The Great Church
Ordinance promulgated by Duke Christoph in 1559 formally subordinated
doctors to the church, but in 1621 they were explicitly placed at the top of
the medical hierarchy, and their subordination became less consequential
as their effective dominance of health care grew.233 Only university
trained doctors were allowed to practice internal medicine, and all other
licit practitioners – surgeons, wound-dressers, barbers, and midwives – had
to pass tests administered by them. Each town came to have an official
doctor, whose duties included this supervision.234

The government turned from theologians to doctors in deciding witch
cases because it lost faith in contemporary religious guidance in this aspect
of social relations, and found a satisfying solution in the medicalization of
the problem. The early seventeenth century had produced famous advances
in medical theory, as in other sciences, and these created an optimism about
what medical science could do.235 More importantly, while lawyers, doctors,
and preachers were all university educated, lawyers and doctors shared
a common orientation to problem solving that emphasized instrumental
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relationships among natural phenomena. Just as traditional jurisprudence
dealt with magic and morals, traditional medicine incorporated occult
processes as one set of influences on health, but just as jurisprudence was
coping with the difficulties magic and morals were causing by focusing on
discrete, empirically verifiable crimes, medicine was being increasingly
influenced by the idea that the body works like a machine through ordinary
physical processes. Few late seventeenth-century doctors categorically
denied the possibility of spiritual influences on health, just as few late
seventeenth-century jurists denied the possibility of magical crimes, but
doctors, like jurists, were predisposed by their training and their day to day
responsibilities to think in terms of practical relations of cause and effect,
and increasingly privileged natural explanations over supernatural ones.236

As the two professions were moving down the same road in the same direction,
they made congenial traveling companions. 

The government’s crisis of confidence in the witch ideology had two inter-
related effects on elite culture in the duchy. First, it inspired a reinterpreta-
tion of the provincial intellectual tradition away from the demonology and
toward the views of Spee and Weyer. Second, in so doing, it encouraged
a new religious attitude whose challenge to orthodoxy became the dominant
theme of religious life for more than a generation.

In 1669 the Tübingen jurist Erich Mauritius codified the new orientation
by citing Weyer, Thumm, and Harprecht to argue that a “mere pact was
not to be punished as severely as genuinely harmful magic.”237 He thus
emphasized the physical problem over the spiritual, transforming witch-
craft from a moral to a medical question. Some of his colleagues and suc-
cessors held to the harsher position toward the pact into the eighteenth
century, but a growing consensus among the jurists turned away from the
ideology’s conspiracy fears.

Far from resisting the new skeptical consensus, the religious establishment
appears to have readily adapted to the new situation. The orthodox theolo-
gian at Tübingen, Johann Adam Osiander, advanced a similarly moderate
view of the pact in chance reflections in a lengthy commentary on the
Pentateuch published in 1674, and over the next decade he expanded them
into a Tractatus Tehologius de Magia of 140 separate theses.238 In them he
championed Thumm as the guide to a Lutheran “middle way” between the
ideological excess of the Catholics and Calvinists and the dangerous
skepticism of the Weyerian tradition.

Two years before Osiander’s longer work appeared, his colleague Georg
Heinrch Haeberlin published a tract based on sermons he gave at Calw while
serving in a ducal commission sent to help quell the duchy’s last mass
panic.239 He recited the old Brenzian argument that the Devil only deceived
women into thinking they raised storms, and urged his audience to turn its
attention from the search for agents of the Devil to a contemplation of
divine providence. He did not mention Weyer or Spee, but his words betray
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their influence. In one of his sermons he said that “one of the Devil’s worst
tricks was to get a town so excited that it uprooted the wheat with the tares,”
a clear echo of Spee’s admonitions that it was “better to let the weeds grow
with the grain.”240 Just as the provincial intellectual tradition accepted the
demonology’s insistence that witches be identified and destroyed at the turn
of the century by focusing on their evil intentions while accepting the
Brenzian denigration of their power, so, too, it proved flexible enough to
forge a new consensus with the fresh intellectual current.

By reviving the providential emphasis of the Episcopi tradition,
Württemberg’s religious establishment contributed to the broader religious
movement known as Pietism that ultimately challenged its orthodox doc-
trines and institutional position. Johann Spener, the father of German
Pietism who brought the first stirring of the movement to Tübingen in 1662,
wrote several works discussing the proper Christian attitude for a patient,
the doctor, and the community.241 He and other early Pietists opposed the
orthodox emphasis on the Devil’s role in causing disease by appealing to
certain of Luther’s writing that emphasized the role of guilt and sin. They
insisted that God was the ultimate cause of all misfortune, and that to blame
intermediate agents, including the Devil, was to lose sight of the positive
meaning of disease and its relationship to the patient’s moral state.242 The
early Pietists did not so much refute the witch demonology as ignore it.
Without denying the possibility of diabolical agency in disease, they seldom
considered it a significant cause.243 It failed the test of usefulness by which
they evaluated traditional theology. The early Pietists considered disease not
as a manifestation of the Devil’s malignant influence, but as an “allegory for
the sins and miseries of men.”244

Second surge and the decline of witchcraft

While the ducal elite’s growing crisis of confidence in the theoretical under-
pinnings and practical implementation of the witch persecutions between
the 1620s and the 1670s helps explain the leveling off of prosecutions in the
first decades of this period and the dramatic decline in the last, it does not
explain the dramatic upsurge in the 1650s and ’60s to prewar levels, in
absolute numbers, and all-time high, on a per capita basis. For that, we have
to turn to the activities and beliefs of the commoners, for, as we have seen,
they became the prime movers of witch-hunting during the period when
the government began to disengage. However, one further administrative
measure deserves mention, the introduction of church courts in the mid-
1640s, for they increased the intrusive surveillance of the populace, creating
not only another channel by which popular activities and concerns could be
reported, but also contributing to the perception that society was rife with
sinners whose nefarious activities needed to be curtailed. How great a role
such reinforcement played, however, is uncertain, for by the 1650s three
generations of Württembergers had already been subjected over the course
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of almost a century – 60 years of prosecutions and at least 30 years of prop-
agandizing before that – to the idea that society was infested by malefic
women who had committed their lives to the Devil’s evil cause. Even as the
government began to disengage from the persecutions, the ordinary people
not only took up any slack in formulating accusations, but also showed
a variety of signs of having internalized the beliefs and values of the witch
demonology, melding the moral implications of the Devil’s involvement to
their traditional concerns about malefic magic.

We have already seen a number of signs of this internalization, and the
trial records contain other evidence of it as well. One we have seen was the
increasingly spontaneous reports of contact with the Devil, from Magdelena
Horn’s retroactive interpretations in the 1560s through Endriss Miembler
and Maria Braittingen’s ready admissions in the 1610s when accused of mis-
conduct to Johann Bebion’s wife and Anna Eberlin’s elaborate reports of
their experiences with him in the 1660s.245 Another was eight-year old Hanß
Ferner’s dream in 1663 in which he unconsciously used the witch demonology
to make sense of his own place in the world, which was just one of many
cases stemming from children’s dreams involving the Devil and the flight to
the Sabbath during the late seventeenth century.246 Still another sign of this
assimilation was evidence that the psychological and even somatic mani-
festations of hostile interpersonal exchanges evolved in response to changes
in the culture and the government’s policy. In particular, it seems that what
might be called “accusatory symptoms” became ever more common, at first
because the government promoted witch fears, and later as a way to try and
persuade it to take them seriously. For example, in 1631, when Margaretha
Stuertzen complained that Hans Rueff had grabbed her and caused her to
become lame, she said her symptoms were just pain and immobility.247 In
contrast, when Veit Grossman stalked and grabbed Anna Beyler in 1673 the
result was that not only did her arms hurt and swell, but also her face
swelled up so much she had trouble seeing and “one could see the grip of
his hands on her chin and neck” (and even with that the Oberrat rejected
her charge because he had never explicitly cursed or threatened her).248

Similarly, whereas Margaretha Stuertzen’s pain had come after Hans Rueff
physically grabbed her, and rough handling precipitated disproportionate
somatic symptoms in other early cases, like when Katharina Masten caused
Catharina Baitinger to collapse by hitting her or Christoph Schweiklin said
Agatha Stosser caused his son’s arm to hurt by grabbing it, when Bueschelin
Rogel simply borrowed a hoe from Johann Laisslin, who thought that she
had already killed a pig of his in retaliation for his dishonesty in a business
deal, in 1667, “the thumb of [his] right hand curled into a fist,” became
“completely rigid, so no one could move it,” and then began to hurt
fiercely, with the pain spreading to the rest of his body and “causing unbe-
lievable agony.”249 The magistrates began investigating when a surgeon was
unable to help him by letting blood and the girl who had helped him in his
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deception began feeling pain, but their report to the High Council in early
March, and their follow-up letter in mid-April, got no response until mid-
June, when the councilors told them they could question Bueschelin, but
to arrest her only if “something truly culpable is found about her.”250

An even stronger contrast is suggested by a case that took place in the
village of Moessingen, near Tübingen, in 1720. One Saturday, Johann Jakob
Wagner, the 17-year-old son of a cartwright, citizen, and village councilor
was sitting outdoors with his master and workmates eating dinner when
Christina Nethen, the 70-year-old wife of a citizen and smith passed by.
Johann claimed that as she brushed by “she said to him, ‘Taste good?’ and,
halting briefly, blew a light breath in is face and mouth,” that made him feel
something stick in his throat.251 The men with him noticed nothing, but he
claimed that he began to feel sick immediately. On Tuesday he collapsed at
his job, vomited repeatedly, and “howled like a dog.” He was carried home
unconscious, and when he awoke he said that he had dreamed of being in
heaven and God had told him Christina was a witch. He said that in the
dream he had sex with her, which “created horrible progeny,” and later he
complained that all women reminded him of her. He remained sick for well
over a month, recovering somewhat but relapsing periodically. At one point
he cut off a lock of his hair, and, shouting that the “malevolent woman”
should eat it, tried to throw it out of the window.”252 When the wind blew
it back in his face, Johann fell into despondency, saying he would always be
miserable and tried to kill himself with a knife. The doctor concluded that
while his illness was “gout or some other disease . . . the cause . . . is not natu-
ral but rather supernatural.”253

Christina and her relatives protested vehemently against the youth’s
charges in a series of letters to the government. “Whenever someone hap-
pens to contract an unusual disease,” they wrote, “ignorant and simple
peasants decide that some forbidden magical acts must be behind it.” They
cited the variations and contradictions in his story, pointing particularly to
the time lag between the supposed bewitching and the onset of his illness,
and said that his enthusiastic participation in a snowball fight the day after
she passed him was “clear evidence that nothing ailed him.” The High
Council agreed, and she was not arrested.254

That Johann’s ailment had a strong psychological dimension seems clear.
He may well have had “gout or some other disease,” but the doctor was
probably right that the physical problem was not the only, or even the
primary, cause of his distress. Instead, his main problem, like Konrad
Streich’s a century before, seems to have been that an encounter with an
older woman unleashed some sexual fear or insecurity. However, the two
incidents differed in several important respects that are suggestive of the
changes that had taken place in the society and culture during the inter-
vening period. In the earlier case, Streich’s malady was simple and straight-
forward, a psychophysical reaction to the stress triggered by his insecurities
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and her jokes. In the later incident, Wagner’s ailment was literally baroque,
with a heavy overlay of symptoms drawn from the witch demonology. This
difference suggests that the diffusion of the demonology and its incorpora-
tion into popular culture proceeded apace even as the government broke off
the persecutions, and that it exerted more and more influence on the symp-
toms people experienced. Both the continued influence of the demonology
and the official reaction against it may have fueled the accusers’ increasingly
dramatic psychosomatic reactions – the demonology by supplying the
forms, the official indifference by creating the need to emphasize the inter-
personal causes of distress. 

Of course, the development of the symptoms of bewitchings, like the role
of the Devil in people’s experience, was not as linear as these examples
suggest: some people suffered from complex symbolic afflictions or sponta-
neously experienced contact with the Devil early on, and some bewitchings
manifested simply in later cases, but they do convey what seems to be an
overall trend from mostly simple, relatively straightforward maladies pre-
cipitated by disturbed interpersonal relations to more complex, symbolically
rich somaticizations, and from contact with the Devil as a retroactive inter-
pretation of diverse moral lapses and spiritual experiences to an immediate
conceptualization of immoral impulses and an actual set of apparent
perceptions projected in the sensorium. They seem to be linked to tangible
changes in governmental policy, socioeconomic conditions, and provincial
culture, and suggest that despite important continuities in form and con-
tent, popular beliefs, practices, and behaviors were not some sort of static
edifice erected in the Middle Ages that lasted until industrialization, but, like
elite culture, they changed in response to developments in their sociocultu-
ral context and also to the their own internal and collective dynamics. 

In addition to shedding light on the popular roots of the upsurge in pros-
ecutions in the 1650s and 1660s, consideration of the dynamic nature of
popular behaviors can help shed light on the second great change in the
prosecutions for magical crimes after mid-century: why they fell off almost
as steeply between 1670 and the 1690s as they had risen in the two decades
before. Even if poison trials are added in because of their overlap with witch-
craft, the decline is still dramatic, particularly if it is considered on a per
capita basis (see Figures 8.4 and 8.5). While to some extent the apparent
decline of witchcraft trials simply reflected their reclassification as poisonings,
something more must have been going on since the combined total of both
kinds of trials fell significantly from the 1660s to the ’70s, and then, after
increasing slightly in the ’80s, fell significantly again in the ’90s, and contin-
ued to dwindle into the middle of the eighteenth century (the brief fall-off
of poison trials in the 1750s and rebound in the 1760s is probably due to
records being lost since the handling of these cases was being changed at the
time).255 The decrease could reflect nothing more than an unwillingness on
the part of the magistrates to investigate alleged poisonings, or it could reflect
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a genuine decline in peoples’ fear of being poisoned. The latter could simply
reflect a decline in people’s fears, or it could reflect a real decline in the danger
of being poisoned. 

To consider the first possibility, while magistrates seem to have begun
holding back on their investigations into witchcraft allegations in response
to the central government’s admonishments, and probably the growing
doubts about the demonology in elite culture in general, poisoning was
considered even by Weyer to be a real and serious crime. Therefore, even
magistrates inclined to dismiss stories of witch dances or vague malign influ-
ences could be expected to investigate an allegation of poisoning, and even
if it were ultimately decided that the allegation was groundless, as a poten-
tial capital crime it would have left traces in the ducal archives.

So, if the decline in poisonings cannot be accounted for simply by official
indifference, then it must represent a genuine decline in the number of cases
in which people feared that they had been poisoned. This, of course, could
just represent the decline of “fear itself” as people realized that that their
fears of witchcraft had been overblown, but while this probably played
a role in the decline, there is reason to believe that it also reflected a real
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Figure 8.4 Witchcraft, magic, and poison trials
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decline in the danger of being poisoned. To begin with, it must be recog-
nized that there was, in fact, a danger of being poisoned in early modern
times: we have seen that it is very likely that Maria Schneider did poison her
stepgrandson Jakob Endriss in 1628; the doctor who examined Anna Maria
Schilling in 1674 said that she had been poisoned, as she claimed, even if
there was not enough evidence to sustain an accusation against the woman
Schilling accused, Barbara Gessler; in several other cases there were at least
some reasonable grounds to believe that suspects had given poison to peo-
ple or animals.256 Furthermore, there are several reasons to think that the
danger of being poisoned did decline in the seventeenth century. To begin
with, regular inspections of apothecaries by town doctors were first stipu-
lated in the Second Apothecary Ordinance of 1626, and given the disrup-
tions of the war shortly thereafter, could be expected to have begun to
make a real impact only at mid-century. Secondly, apothecaries ran an
increasing risk of punishment if they dispensed poisonous substances that
were used in a crime; in 1653, when a shepherd named Michael Ellwein was
tried and executed for poisoning his wife and children, the apothecary of
Gröningen was fined 10 Reichstaler for selling him the poison. Third, the
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Figure 8.5 Witchcraft, magic, and poison trials per 100,000 inhabitants
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frequent prosecution of suspected poisoners, whether under the rubric of
witchcraft or simple poisoning, probably had some deterrent effect, for while
the threat of punishment does not do much to deter impulsive crimes of vio-
lence, poisoning is generally a deliberate, premeditated act. Before the 1660s,
even being suspected of poisoning someone could lead quickly to torture
and death, while after that date, even if a the suspicions were not substan-
tiated, as with Barbara Gessler, the suspect would have to live with the
possibility of punishment for some months and would end up on some
sort of probation, whether a formal order to the magistrates and pastor to
keep an eye on her, or just a public record of this incident and any prior
suspicions that the investigation had brought to light. Furthermore, not
only the suspect, but also everyone in the community, would have seen
the potential for suspicions to become inquisitions. Whereas prosecutions
for poisoning in any guise appear to have been infrequent before 1590, by
the 1660s they were frequent indeed. While the deterrent effect of polic-
ing and punishment can undoubtedly be overestimated, it would be a
mistake to conclude that they therefore have none. There is no question
that some Württembergers continued to use poisons down to the present,
but it seems reasonable to propose that the decline in poison cases in the
late seventeenth century to some extent reflected the increase in the
likelihood of being prosecuted for it during the previous hundred years.

Similarly, there is reason to think that the witch trials, and the more gen-
eral moral supervision of which they were part, had a significant impact on
the activities of healers and other beneficent magicians in the seventeenth
century. We have seen that these practitioners were actually the original tar-
gets of ducal legislation, in the Provincial Ordinance of 1552, and while
beneficent practices, those which involved neither maleficium nor a pact
with the Devil, were treated more mildly, than witchcraft, punishment for
repeated offenses could include banishment and even death. Furthermore,
the distinction between beneficent practitioners and witches was not always
clear. A good number, particularly male ones, presented themselves as the
enemies of witches, capable of identifying them and countering their
malign influence, but officials often referred to them as “Devil’s men” and
their activities as “Devil’s work.” During the period before 1660 they could
come under suspicion of witchcraft themselves.257 At one point the magis-
trates of Sulz, for example, asked the healer Jakob “Schafer J” Franck, “where
he got such Devilish magical arts,” and a pastor reported that he not only
practiced magic, but also derided the “holy ministry,” associated with an
itinerant, and was considered to be a “witch.”258 While such suspicions
rarely developed into an actual witch prosecution – both the male healers
investigated during sampled witchcraft cases escaped prosecution because it
was determined that they were not malevolent, – one of the earliest cases
involved a man executed for magic and witchcraft, another practitioner was
tortured during the course of his trial, and such practitioners were particularly
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likely to end up on multiple lists during mass trials.259 Women who prac-
ticed healing or other beneficent magic were even more vulnerable to being
suspected of witchcraft. In 1609, for example, when Margretha Rencklern
from Sindelfingen was investigated for “magical healing,” the magistrates
noted that “due to her . . . herbal medicine” she was “strongly suspected by
many of witchcraft,” and a reputation as a healer was indeed legal grounds
for suspicion.260 Eight of the 36 female suspects in the sampled witch trials
were noted for healing activities, three of whom used magic rituals.261 All
three of the ones who used magic were punished: Maria Laichlin, accused of
poisoning the preacher Johannes Brand’s sister-in-law, was said to use bless-
ings while midwiving, and she was incarcerated and placed on probation.
Her friend Maria Rau, a reputed magical healer, was jailed and tortured three
times before being released on probation. Anna Schnabel was jailed for her
“grass spell” and other magic, including noxious remedies, fined, and put
on probation.

As a more general consequence of this campaign of repression, both the
specific, if moderate, penalties for beneficent practices and the less directed
but more drastic danger of being accused of witchcraft, which were imple-
mented by the combination of the state’s police system and the church’s
supervisory system, all trials for beneficent magic appear to have fallen off
during the late seventeenth century, at least in part because the practices
they punished were suppressed: practiced less frequently and/or more
furtively. As with poisoning, it is tempting to look at the higher levels of
society for as causative agent, and ascribe the decline in magic trials to the
gradual disengagement of the ducal administration from the drive to reform
popular practices that undoubtedly did take place during this period,
starting with Duke Eberhard III’s refusal to support aggressive initiatives
after the death of Johann Valentin Andreae, the religious advisor who cre-
ated the system of church courts and secret spies, and continuing with his
successors’ preoccupation with French culture and life at court.262 However,
while this undoubtedly had some dampening effect, the officials handling
these matters at the local and district level and in the central government
were far more closely tied to the provincial estates, which continued to press
for moral supervision and effective policing, and seem to have actively
resented the frivolous and immoral lifestyle of the ducal court.263 The
French Wars also caused some disruptions in the decades around the turn of
the eighteenth century, but these were local and temporary, nothing like the
widespread devastation of the Thirty Years’ War, when soldiers ravaged the
countryside and the court fled to Strasburg. There may have been a general
reluctance to use the criminal courts to punish beneficent magicians as part
of a general recoil away from the excesses of the witch persecutions, but
since the punishments were mild and the offense was different in practical
content and moral implications, there was no necessary connection
between the prosecution of the witchcraft and the prosecution of beneficent
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magic. Furthermore, officials were not the only ones to have reason to initi-
ate proceedings, for people who felt wronged by magical practices, either
because they were denounced as witches or thieves or because the magic was
thought to give an unfair advantage, as when the Gerstenmaier brothers
used magic to win shooting contests in 1668, could bring charges, or just
raise a ruckus, and some people have even been known to expose immoral
activities because they feel bound by their conscience to do so. Yet these
channels also generated few trials at the time. Magical activities remained
both sinful and illegal, and when they did come to the attention of the
ducal administration they were punished with fines and incarceration, and
any magic books discovered were burned.264

Such punishments seem tame in comparison to the torture and execu-
tions of the witch trials, but there is other evidence that magic in general
had become more marginalized during the century of witch prosecutions.
Among the early trials, two, one in 1596 and the other in 1613, involved
groups of three women who were prosecuted for saying blessings in healing,
not as professional activity, but as a casual neighborly service.265 Most were
open about what they knew and where they learned it, indicated that such
things were done by others, and said they never knew that it was forbidden.
By the 1650s, however, saying blessings while serving as a midwife was one
of the supporting charges against Maria Laichlin when the preacher
Johannes Brand accused her of witchcraft when he thought she had poi-
soned his sister-in-law, and in 1709 the judge from Weilheim Leonard
Weißinger was disgraced when his rival revealed that he had a talisman with
three blessings.266 While it was also revealed that he had used magic as
a young man in the army, this was seen as a manifestation of the corrupting
influence of that institution, the book he brought back with him had been
confiscated and burned, and it was assumed that he had put such sinful and
undignified folly behind him. Overall, the trajectory these examples suggest
is that blessings went from unremarkable parts of daily life to furtive trans-
gressions, if they were used at all. While suspects often claimed that they
“never knew that it was not right” to use blessings and such around 1600,
nobody could credibly make this claim a century later.267 While many peo-
ple continued to use trivial forms of beneficent magic to get luck or avoid
malign influences, more involved magical practices seems to have become
less common and more furtive.

While Leonard Weißinger’s trial came at the beginning of an upsurge in
prosecutions that would see more men tried for healing than ever before,
the proportion of women in the same series of trials would sink to less than
half than it had been previously. The prosecutions in which the gender of
the suspects is known fall into three groups, 1580–1619, 1640–1689, and
1710–79. Ten men were tried in the first period, along with five women. In
the second period, four women were tried and eight men, so the proportion
of women to men, 1:2, was the same in each. In the third period, however,
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only five women were tried, as opposed to 21 men (plus one more between
1800 and 1809), or less than 1:4 women to men.268 What this suggests is that
while women had always been in the minority among public healers, their
participation in this activity dwindled while that of men grew.
Consideration of a few examples of women healers in the different periods
reinforces this impression. In the earliest period, to be sure, the two groups
of women mentioned above indicate that many women’s involvement had
always been relatively casual, but women like Barbara Weylandt, who we
have seen was tried in 1608 for a thriving practice as an herbalist, and three
clients were investigated along with Margretha Rencklern from
Sindelfingen, who was held “by many in strong suspicion of witchcraft”
because of “her . . . herbal medicine” and blessings.269 During the witch trial
of Agatha Stosser in 1659, as we have seen, one of the men who suspected
she had bewitched his cow consulted a “weiblin” who had a reputation for
helping counter witchcraft, but Anna Schnabel, who similarly had a reputa-
tion as a powerful magical practitioner, was tried for witchcraft herself
less than ten years later. During the eighteenth century, in contrast, the
only sampled healing trial that focused on a woman for healing Barbara
Saüberlichin who supplied amulets and led biblical songs to cure by ward-
ing off the Devil, but only for her immediate household, her employer,
Forest Ranger Walzen and his wife, in order to cure their child.270 In another
case, a woman was involved in magical curing and thief detection, but was
the sole female along with four men.271 No cases from the eighteenth
century are known that involved a public practitioner along the lines of
Barbara Weylandt and Margretha Rencklern, and none of the cases suggests
the kind of robust neighborly magical help that was shared by the groups of
women in 1596 and 1613. It was said that at one point the witch persecu-
tions drove every midwife from the city of Cologne, and if they did not have
quite such a dramatic effect in Württemberg, it seems probable that they
had a less spectacular but far longer lasting on effect on women’s practice of
beneficent magic there.272

We have already contrasted the reactions of Konrad Streich and Johann
Jakob Wagner to the sexuality they perceived in their interactions with Anna
Gebhard and Christina Nethen, respectively, noting how straightforward
Streich’s was in 1622 in comparison to Wagner’s a century later. There is
another contrast between the two stories, however: the difference between
the actions of the two women. On the one hand, Gebhard was openly, bois-
terously sexual. On the other hand, Nethen’s sexuality was literally in
Wagner’s dreams. It is possible, of course, that the breath she blew on him
was a spontaneous kiss, or a conscious curse (remember Margaritha Steiner
back in 1603 claimed to have bewitched several children by blowing on
them), or simply the pant of an elderly woman carrying a heavy burden.
Perhaps she neither spoke to him nor breathed on him at all; since she did
nothing that anyone but Wagner claimed to have seen, we can never know.
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In fact, just suggesting the possibility that she actually did anything more
than pant with fatigue seems somewhat silly, although Freudian psychology
suggests that there is often a highly sexual unconscious dimension to
human relationships, and so it is certainly possible that Christina did actu-
ally send some emotionally charged signal to Johann. If she did, though, it
was so subtle that even she may well have been unaware of it, and he only
recognized its meaning in his dreams. 

More importantly, even if she did, she was just one person and Anna
Gebhard was just one person, and while two points make a line, two peo-
ple’s stories don’t make a social trend. Nevertheless, it has been observed
that in the sixteenth century women were thought to be the more sexually
aggressive gender, while by the eighteenth century they were coming to be
seen as uninterested in, or even resistant to, sex.273 While cultural stereo-
types are not necessarily social reality, they often relate to it, and they do
suggest a trend. Furthermore, the witch demonology was famously
concerned with the “defect in the formation of the first woman” that,
according to the Malleus Maleficarum, made her “an imperfect animal,” sub-
ject to “inordinate affections and passions” and slave to “insatiable” lusts.274

This opinion was not the isolated pathology of that tome’s author, but
instead expressed a view common among late medieval and early modern
men that women were “generally more easily moved by their feelings,” were
“morally degenerative,” and altogether more vulnerable to the Devil.275 The
solution, as one author pointed out, was provided by the “example of the
two holy women, Elisabeth and Maria” who “by chaste modesty remained
clean and pure.”

There were undoubtedly boisterously sexual older women in eighteenth
century Württemberg, just as there were certainly chaste ones in the six-
teenth century, but none of the former are known to have made it into the
duchy’s criminal records. Of course, an argument from a lack of evidence is
a weak reed, but several of the sampled cases provide more positive evidence
that women were going through some important psychological changes
during the period of the witch trials. We have seen that in 1660 Anna
Eberlin confessed to having fornicated with the Devil after having sex with
a farmhand she had admired, and her ambivalence was manifested before-
hand in the bird that urged her to “pray, pray” and the mouse that coun-
tered “don’t pray,” during the encounter by his resistance to his advances
despite her attraction, and afterwards in the fact that she suddenly perceived
his “great stink,” saw that he had “goat’s feet,” and later fell into a dramatic
despondency in which she threw up, her teeth chattered, her eyes rolled
back in her head, and she “acted as if she was possessed.”276 And this does
not seem to have been an isolated incident; Hans Köll, the healer who
treated her, said that he had dealt with several similar cases recently, and
three years later Johann Bebion’s wife also said that she had sex with the
Devil in a dreamy state every night.277
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Johann Bebion’s wife did not just connect her sexuality to the Devil, but she
also ascribed her desire to “kill her husband and children in their sleep” to
him, which suggests that she was internalizing another aspect of the witch
demonology and the larger discussion of the “woman problem” in early mod-
ern Europe: the perceived greater aggressiveness of women than men, the
Devil’s manipulation of this, and the need for women to suppress it. According
to the Malleus Maleficarum, women’s weakness made them vulnerable not only
to their “insatiable” lust, but also to their anger and desire for revenge, so that
“there is no wrath above the wrath of a woman.”278 This opinion was echoed
by the Lutheran preacher Kaspar Huberinus, who devoted an entire chapter of
his “Mirror of Domestic Discipline” to the “evil woman,” observing that
women were “much more wicked then men,” and “poison, shoot, [and] cor-
rupt people,” practice magic to make hail and storms, and, under torture,
admit to being the Devil’s tool.279 “It is easy to believe” he concluded, “that
such evil women eventually . . . become nothing but witches (Unholden).” A sug-
gestion of the lengths to which women were thought to go was conveyed by
an early pamphleteer in the region, who described how 63 witches had killed
many old people, often their own husbands.280 The witch demonology tapped
a widespread fear that some women, left to their own devices, would not
shrink from violence and murder.

This pessimistic assessment of what women were like had much to do
with the corresponding prescriptions about what women should be like.
“Their proper functions were to be submissive wives, responsible mothers,
and attentive, frugal housekeepers.”281 Men were therefore given physical
control over their dependent womenfolk, including corporal punishment,
and women’s separate activities and recreations fell increasingly under male
supervision. However, this coercive approach was complemented and
ultimately superseded by the inculcation of the value system in women
themselves. Male authors admonished women to internalize the Christian
beliefs that would keep the Devil at bay. In a “warning to women” at the end
of his early “moderate” discussion of witchcraft, Ulrich Molitor admonished
them to remember, “your vow . . . in holy Baptism, as often as the Devil visits
you. Be resolute, don’t let yourself be led astray through his evil encourage-
ment, rather . . . restrain yourselves . . . and know that he has no power over
you.”282

Consideration of the sampled witch trials suggests that, just as Johann
Bebion’s wife’s diabolical sexual experiences were part of the transition from
one pattern of female sexuality to another, so, too, her “general acknowl-
edgement that she is driven by the evil enemy” was part of a transition from
one pattern of female aggressiveness to another. The early suspects from
before 1660 included a number of women whose words and behavior were
overtly violent. Katharina Masten assaulted a servant girl, hitting her and
berating her until she collapsed in a heap.283 Maria Schneider poisoned her
stepgrandson. Magdelena Kochen hurled abuse at those who denied her
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favors, while Magdelena Horn harmed the animals of those who rebuked
her. Agatha Sacher’s threats contributed to her rival’s sudden illness at her
wedding, and Catharina Ada assaulted people, cursed them, and poisoned
them, and her daughter Margaretha followed in her footsteps. Fewer of the
later suspects manifested such overtly violent behavior: Agnes Langjahr and
Barbara Gessler exhibited violent anger, but such women seem to have been
a smaller proportion of the suspects and been less overt in their violence.
The legal historian Paul Gehring reported a similar impression in his 1937
study of the Tübingen law faculty’s relationship to the witch trials, noting
that acquittals due to a lack of evidence of a bad reputation rose significantly
over the course of the seventeenth century.284

More indirect evidence of the change in women’s behavior is suggested by
the rising concern for male violence during the late seventeenth century, pre-
cisely the time when official concern about female violence was waning. In
Württemberg, “some time around the middle of the seventeenth century there
was more concern about husbands behaving badly” than there had been
before.285 By the eighteenth century, the provincial church court “distanced
itself from the notion that women were intrinsically evil, that they harbored
hidden malice which could erupt at any time, and “on the whole . . . judges
were more inclined to see marital violence grow out of the impetuousness and
willfulness of men then out of the anger of women.”286 Peasant women, in
fact, came to be seen as “strong proponents of disciplined behavior.”287 Finally,
in literature, it has been noted that “only in the last decades of the [seven-
teenth] century do we find increasing reference to women’s ‘softness.’”288

The witch persecutions arose in part because the men who ran society
thought that women’s sexuality and aggressiveness were an important prob-
lem and that they had to be punished or even killed if they let them get out of
hand. Of course, the witch trials were not the only way that the need for bet-
ter female behavior was communicated or enforced, but the evidence suggests
that over the course of the seventeenth century women were gradually getting
the message.

The witch trials themselves can be seen to have consisted of a series of
checkpoints at which a suspect’s, which 80 percent of the time meant
a woman’s, behavior was evaluated, and if it did not measure up, she was
subjected to a new level of punishment. First of all, communal opinion
judged her, and if she was suspected of causing injury through her ill-will,
she was subject to increasing degrees of social isolation and informal retri-
bution. Second, if some event brought this behavior and judgment to the
attention of the authorities, she would be arrested and interrogated, put in
a position of existential crisis as the quality and length of the remainder of
her life was put in question. Third, if her demeanor under questioning, her
behavior in the precipitating incident, or her reputation in her community
were found sufficiently wanting, she would be arrested and incarcerated in
a cold, uncomfortable cell, possibly in chains, accompanied by criminals of
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various types, and increasingly threatened by what the future probably had
in store. This incarceration could go on for months, costing her family her
upkeep and herself her health, and would be punctuated by further interro-
gations, examinations, and confrontations with accusers. If she failed these
tests, she would then be hung by her wrists bound behind her back, wrench-
ing her shoulders from their sockets, and then questioned. If she maintained
her silence or retracted her confession she might be hung up again, for
longer and with weights, and this could be repeated a third time. While the
goal of this torment was ostensibly to get her to confess to creating a pact,
participating in Sabbaths, and harming her neighbors, what was created was
a fiction that rationalized the transgressions (if any) for which she had fallen
under suspicion by connecting them and any asocial or antisocial impulses
she might have felt to a mythical conspiracy led by the Devil. The torture
chamber was the crucible in which a suspect’s self-conception was fused and
remolded, like an Old Bolshevik compelled to recognize his dissent from the
party line as collusion with the counterrevolution in Soviet Russia. If the
suspect held out, she would go free, possibly with her body broken and quite
probably into a hostile community with few or no remaining means. If, on
the other hand, she succumbed and confessed, she would die, beheaded if
she was contrite and burned alive if she was not. Even someone who got out
early in this game would have gone through a searing brush with pain and
death, and everyone in the community would have seen the danger into
which interpersonal aggression or excessive sexuality could place a woman.
The fact that these trials went on for three generations, so that a woman
born in 1570, her daughter, and her granddaughter would have all have
lived their adult lives in the shadow of the pyre, and a greatgranddaughter
in the fourth generation would have grown up amidst widespread popular
concern, frequent rumors, and occasional accusations, and she herself might
have been caught up for a brief spell as a youngster because of a fantasy or
a dream. As Bob Scribner observed, “changing hearts and minds proved to
be long, hard slog, spread over many generations.”289

Scribner went on to challenge the “‘behavior-modification’ model, encap-
sulated by the notions of ‘social discipline’ and ‘acculturation’” because “it
is usually observed only at the level of injunction” with little indication of
“how the process actually worked.” Here, however, we have seen precisely
that. And to continue, the fact that the persecutions took the form of both
a steady stream of small trials and occasional mass panics would have
heightened their effects. The small trials focused on a particular type of
woman, and everyone knew who was particularly suspect. However, small
trials could draw in quite innocent women, and panics engulfed them by
the dozens. Yet what innocent woman could honestly deny ever having felt
strong anger or desire? The trials combined a relentless specificity with
sudden, blind outbursts that might force any woman to confront the asocial,
amoral side of being human. This dual focus meant that one type of woman
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suffered endless harassment, threat, and persecution, while all other women
were forced to confront the witch-related impulses within them that are
inherent in the human condition.

The persecutions declined in the later part of the seventeenth century in
part because of their very success in promoting the civilizing process. Men
in 1580 could look around and see dangerous witches; a century later they
could not. They stopped believing in witches in part because over the course
of the century women had learned to try to avoid acting like witches. Some
women still did, of course, a few chronically and many on occasion or to
some degree, but a critical threshold, another “tipping point,” had been
crossed. The behavior modification program of the witch persecutions and
the process of internalization of the values that informed them were not the
only reasons for this, of course, for there were other currents promoting the
changing behavior and attitudes of women and defusing the social strains
that set up the interpersonal conflicts central to witchcraft fears and malefic
effects, but the witch persecutions, protracted, brutal, and pervasive, would
seem to have formed the cutting edge.

Interestingly, one of the other developments that fostered the emergence
of the modern woman arose just as the period of witch persecutions came
to an end. We have seen that in 1662 (that decade again!), Johann Spener
introduced the Pietist movement to the duchy, and in 1684, the year after
the duchy’s last mass panic, the first Pietist conventicle, a small discussion
group that met outside of church to discuss religion and pray, appeared in
Göppingen, and other conventicles were soon formed in other towns.290 The
Pietists rejected orthodox Lutheranism as sterile dogmas and empty rituals,
and cultivated instead an individual religiosity that stressed an emotive
understanding of God’s will; strict adherence to Christian morality; the
importance of mystical, prophetic, and apocalyptic visions; the ultimate
authority of the Bible; and the perfectibility of the world. Initially most
members came from the urban elites, but the radicial separatists tended to
be lower on the social scale than the more moderate groups, and the move-
ment gradually broadened so that by the mid-1700s there were “pietistic
groups all over in the villages.”291 The leaders of church and state were
ambivalent about the movement, appreciating its religious zeal but put off
by its challenge to established religion, its exclusiveness, and its emphasis
on inspired insight. Initially they resisted it, but gradually accommodated it,
and eventually assimilated it.292 On their side, most Pietists accepted neces-
sity of the state church and hoped to live within it, reforming it from
within so far as possible, but a radical faction known as separatists held
themselves aloof from it. 

There were a number of striking but enigmatic parallels between this rad-
ical Pietist movement and the supposed witch conspiracy. Women played
a prominent role in both.293 Both centered on ecstatic spiritual experiences
induced by illicit ritual activity, and both stood self-consciously at odds with
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the established religion. Like their opponents, the preachers, both supposed
witches and actual Pietists were connected to a significant degree by family
relationships.294 Most Pietists and some actual convicted witches were rela-
tively well to do, and, finally, both confessed witches and radical separatists
came to be seen by the authorities as having “the predisposition to hyste-
ria that is a common evil that most women are afflicted with.” The signifi-
cance of these similarities is problematic because, as we have seen, the witch
demonology patched together many disparate popular beliefs and practices,
ascribing to them an intellectual coherence and organizational structure
that did not exist, to create an illusory whole, whereas the separatist con-
venticles were quite real. However, their chronological relationship suggests
that they were linked. So, too, does the advice given by Jacob Graeter in
1589 to women tempted to witchcraft to emulate Elisabeth and Maria and:

fix their gaze on God, speak of His works . . . praise his wonders, exhort
each other with spiritual songs and psalms . . . watch out for their neigh-
bors, serve each other . . . and always supplicate and pray.295

These words could have been written about the Pietists; they suggest
that the movement at least in part manifested the internalization of the
goals for women driving the persecutions, while at the same time mani-
festing the desire for ecstatic experience that had been fulfilled by some
of the practices subsumed in the witch demonology and suppressed by
the witch persecutions. However, since the women who participated in
the separatist movement had significantly different personae and stand-
ing in the community than the typical witch suspect, their rebelliousness
and abrasiveness notwithstanding, the two phenomena can hardly have
had a straightforward connection (although one “completely hateful”
woman named Magdelena Elrich was said to have fallen into a “deep
sleep” amounting to a “cataleptic state,” while hearing the scriptures read
and “and after awakening, she had transformed . . . to a dear sister in
Christ”).296 For the most part, though, to the extent that the Pietist move-
ment arose in response to changes in women’s lives caused by the witch
persecutions, it would seem to have helped women cope with the restric-
tions on female behavior the persecutions imposed, not so much on the
women actually targeted by them, but on all the women who hoped to
avoid being targeted by them, or who defined themselves in a more posi-
tive way by how different they were from the type of woman targeted by
them. This in turn suggests that the most significant impact of the witch
persecutions in terms of the history of women may not have been on the
women they immolated, or even women in the rural and artisanal classes
to which most of the victims belonged, but who stubbornly maintained
many behaviors and attitudes reminiscent of, if somewhat more restrained
than, their rural and small-town forbearers, but instead may have been
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their indirect influence on women in the upper bourgeois strata, the
women who set the standards for comportment and self-definition in the
milieu that formed the kernel from which modern urban industrial
society and culture grew.

If the Pietist movement was a primary positive means by which changes in
women’s behavior and attitudes were promoted, improvements in the
duchy’s economic situation in the late seventeenth century were an impor-
tant factor in defusing the social strains that set up the interpersonal conflicts
central to witchcraft fears and malefic effects. Socioeconomic change was
uneven and gradual, but on the whole the half-century following the gov-
ernment’s crisis of confidence around 1660 did not suffer from the desperate
conditions responsible for the growth of the persecutions a century before.297

To begin with, the population remained significantly lower than it had been
before the Thirty Years’ War for most of this period, and as it began to approach
prewar levels after the turn of the century a substantial out-migration relieved
some of the pressure.298 Agricultural depression and periodic wars disrupted
the economy, but gradual improvements in agricultural productivity and 
manufacturing kept the situation in Württemberg’s small towns and villages
from being as bad as they had been earlier.299 The court and nobility, of
course, garnered the richest benefits from the improving economy, enjoying
a glittering lifestyle that became increasingly disconnected from the lives not
only of the masses, but from the provincial elite.300 The honorability also
prospered, however, even if they enjoyed it in a more restrained and tradi-
tional way, while the less well to do gained more reliable food supplies, a more
varied diet, and access to more and cheaper manufactured goods. For the
poor, the founding of a “poor commission” in 1665; the rise of private chari-
table foundations to help the poor, and especially poor widows, in the late
seventeenth century; and the establishment of two “orphan houses” that
functioned as reform schools, workhouses, penitentiaries, and asylums in the
early eighteenth century alleviated some of the worst suffering.301 Later, in the
mid-eighteenth century the ducal government created a commission to dis-
tribute alms to immigrant poor who did not qualify for help from their local-
ities, and in the 1750s it founded a voluntary widows and orphans chest. After
mid-century local government began creating more “hospitals” whose pri-
mary role was to serve as old people’s homes, while fire-fighting services and
fire insurance were introduced in the 1740s and ’50s.302 Most of these
improvements arrived too late to have played much of a role in the decline of
witch accusations, but they did help prevent conditions from developing that
would have fostered their return.

Enlightenment and repression

Had witch accusations surged as conditions deteriorated in the eighteenth
century, it seems unlikely that the ducal government would have responded,
for it adopted an increasingly reflexive rejection of witch suspicions as the
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seventeenth century gave way to the eighteenth. For one thing, the spate of
child-centered witch trials late in the century accelerated its disillusion-
ment, for it became increasingly clear that these involved individual dreams
and fantasies, collective suggestion, and vengeful lies, and while in some
cases the adults whom the children drew in may actually have practiced
magic of one sort or another, it was more often clear that they had not.303

Similarly, the officials began to treat the testimony of elderly women as
equally unreliable. In 1704, for example, the magistrates of Herrenberg tried
Agatha Weil, who “readily acknowledged, yes she was a witch . . . led astray
in her childhood by her mother,” and who, we have seen, claimed to have
“pressed” several people at night (who confirmed that they had noticed a
presence) as well as a number of other acts of maleficium (most of which
were also confirmed by the purported victims).304 The High Council’s
response was to order the magistrates to go through the testimony again
very carefully, and to investigate “if she is sane and mentally integrated, or
if she isn’t melancholy and leads a tedious life.”305 Agatha did acknowledge
that she had misremembered some details, and “varied . . . in the interroga-
tion about the witch congregation,” but the staff of the poor house where
she lived said, “no one . . . perceived her as melancholy.”306 The High Council
ordered the magistrates to re-examine the witnesses and have a doctor or
barber determine if the ailments were enchantments or natural, even
though Agatha had claimed to have used natural means in most cases, and
while the witnesses stuck to their stories, the barber dutifully diagnosed the
ailments as natural.307 The magistrates wrote a long report emphasizing the
variations and contradictions in Agatha’s statements, although they did not
make much of the fact that the barber had contradicted himself at one
point.308 The officials similarly raised no objections when the doctors wrote
a letter saying that Agatha was melancholic after all, but, of course, by
Weyer’s logic any woman who admitted to being a witch was by definition
melancholic, so by the medical standards of the day there was really no
question to begin with. The High Council did not dismiss the case out of
hand at this point – the investigation lasted three months – but the tone of
the councilors’ instructions were always skeptical, emphasizing the mun-
dane possibility over the sensational, and ready to overlook evidence of phe-
nomena and contradictions in testimony that went against their
expectations. Evidence that does not fit with our beliefs, as we have seen, is
processed differently than evidence that does.

A similar process seems to have been at work 35 years later when the High
Council oversaw the investigation of Margaretha Wagner, the girl who
admitted using love magic, went on to describe various types of magic that
she said she had learned from her grandmother, and said that she had gone
to witch dances, and given herself to the Devil. The magistrates noted that
“she must be in the power of Satan, even if one does not want to believe
everything the girl says,” indicating that, in 1740, these local officials still
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saw the Devil as an active agent in the world, but were aware that not every-
thing believed about witches was true, and that the girl might have
answered because of the pressure of her interrogation or because she was
deceived by “an illusion of Satan.”309 However, when Margaretha was sent to
the orphan house at Ludwigsburg for further examination by the preacher and
town doctor, while she initially insisted that everything she had confessed was
true, as the authorities went through the transcripts question by question she
confirmed most of her answers, even complaining that they asked too much
about some things, because she had told them everything she knew back at
Marbach, but denied a few statements, citing as the reason a spanking that had
been administered and the pain of having her hands bound at one point.310

Then, in a later examination, she denied ever having practiced magic,
although she still insisted her grandmother “held to the Devil,” and said she
had concocted her story from hearsay because she was afraid.311

When the High Council got this last report, it ordered the constable of
Ludwigsburg to study the transcripts and interview the officials involved in
the trial. His investigation showed that there were some irregularities in trial
procedure and recording, but while the constable of Marbach had spoken
sharply to Margaretha at times, and that the executioner had spanked her at
one point, this was because she was denying things she had already said or
that other witnesses had already established.312 He determined that the con-
stable of Marbach had started out “speaking nicely to the girl,” that “the
answers had not been suggested to” her, and she had already confessed to
practicing magic before the executioner was called in. While Margaretha
apparently did “wet herself from fear” at one point, “she was not spanked
so hard it could be called a form of torture.” 

On balance it appears that while not all that the girl confessed to was true,
neither was all of it false. Not only did Margaretha confess to and apologize
for having sex with the boys and for using magic, but several of her friends
also said that she was involved with simple sorcery, and other witnesses con-
firmed that she had threatened them with it.313 All of this seems to have
come out before there was any threat of corporal punishment, so it seems
almost certain that she did use love magic and probable that she backed up
her threats with curses or incantations, just as Maria Gekin did, around the
same time, in Güglingen, about 15 miles away. Which, if any, of the other
magic she talked about she actually practiced is not certain; although her
first, partial retraction in the orphan house suggests that she may have done
some. Certainly, some of the spells she recounted were common forms of
popular magic, like getting extra milk from a cow or causing a storm, and
some of her answers suggest that she had first-hand experience with hallu-
cinogenic drugs, or at least knew someone who did, for rather than giving
a stereotyped answer that she smeared a pitchfork with a salve and flew
through the air to a witch dance, she said, to make it work best “you also
smear the temples and the veins of the hands,” and she described feeling
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“as if she sat in a wagon and her feet just scraped over the ground.” Finally,
while her stories about having had sex with the Devil, having been visited by
him in jail, and having “renounced God given herself over to the Devil,”
seem particularly dubious, she did she stick to her claim that her grand-
mother “held to the Devil,” at least in the sense of blaspheming, throughout.

The High Council reprimanded the constable of Marbach for using “illegal
inquisitorial methods,” made him pay the costs incurred by the constable of
Ludwigsburg in investigating his conduct, and ordered Margaretha’s release
the next year, once she had gone through “instruction in Christianity” and
confirmation.314 While there definitely were irregularities in the way that
the constable had handled the investigation, and Margaretha clearly had
made up some of the things she confessed to, the changes in her story after
she arrived in Ludwigsburg and the High Council’s handling of the case
suggest that by the 1740s, the same process that had helped to diffuse the
witch demonology in the 1560s was now working in reverse.315 Faced with
an indefinite sentence in an inhospitable institution, Margaretha rapidly
adapted her testimony to the skepticism of the doctor and preacher, and was
soon using its stock features to undercut her own confession. She started by
denying the one part of her story that was patently false, but, claiming that
she now felt comfortable to tell the truth, went on to contradict not only
her partial confirmations earlier in her stay at Ludwigsburg, but also her
original testimony, including the parts that she had given apparently quite
readily and before she was spanked, and the parts that witnesses had con-
firmed as well. Her step-by-step adoption of skeptical answers suggests that
the enlightened authorities at the orphan house fell victim to the same
process that had led witch hunters astray two centuries before. Just as elite
beliefs then had found support when aligned with commoners’ interests, so
elite skepticism gained strength from the same process. Having tragically
overblown the dangers of witchcraft for two centuries, the elite reacted by
trying to dismiss it altogether.

Maria Gekin, who was investigated for her diabolic incantations and
other claimed witchcraft at almost the same time, was sentenced to an
indefinite stay in the Ludwigsburg penitentiary “because of her almost blas-
phemous words and prayers verified in the protocol,” but when Barbara
Calmbach said that she became ill after Agnes Luzin got her to give her
a nail cutting in 1769, the central officials sharply noted that there were
“no formal facts” and that “we would have wished that the entire inquiry
had not happened.316 The magistrates, they said, should have “applied
more ardor and diligence to discover” Calmbach’s “fraud and malice.” They
let Luzin go and sentenced Calmbach and her father to pay a fine for their
use of magical countermeasures, and most of the other incidents involving
witchcraft in the eighteenth century were actually recorded in the context
of investigations into the healers who diagnosed it, with the officials totally
disregarding the alleged maleficium. For example, in 1752, Jacob Kurzen was
punished for his “magical practices and superstitious cures” that brought
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“godless calumny” on the woman he accused of harming animals, while in
1803 an itinerant man’s claim that a farmer’s animals’ problems were
caused by witchcraft, which he sold him a medication to counteract, was
called by the government simply “fraud.”317

This growing skepticism toward and final curt dismissal of witchcraft alle-
gations was consistent with the way that the government’s general handling
of magic trials evolved over the course of the eighteenth century, as the
skepticism about a diabolical conspiracy that triumphed among the elite
during the crisis of confidence evolved into a reflexive dismissal of anything
related to magic. This hardening disbelief in the duchy’s leaders in turn both
reflected and contributed to the detachment of magical beliefs from popu-
lar culture. The government’s crisis of confidence in the witch demonology
had led it to adopt an attitude of pious skepticism toward the related ele-
ments in social behavior and cultural concepts: while it disapproved of such
activities as both impious and disobedient, it sought to minimize rather
than emphasize their social importance. This orientation gradually weak-
ened but on the whole prevailed among the ruling elite for about a century,
from the climax of the crisis of confidence, in around 1660, to the triumph
of enlightened disbelief, in the 1760s.

We have already discussed in the previous section one of the three phases
that the prosecutions for magic went through during this century, the period
of decline along with the decline of the witch trials between the 1660s and the
1680s/’90s. However, before we consider the last two we must note two crucial
changes that occurred gradually throughout. The first was the steady growth
of cosmopolitan French culture and its influence on the elite, with its enlight-
ened disdain for the “brainless caprices of an ignorant villager . . . the crack-
brained head of a ridiculous shepherd.”318 As French and German presses
poured out the early enlightenment denunciations of magic, the fashionable
elite adopted their condescending view of witchcraft and magic as nothing but
the “foolish superstitions” of “stupid and uncouth” peasants.319

Many enlightened discussions of magic were nothing but satirical polemics
designed to disparage rather than dispute these beliefs, but these rested on
more sober works which systematically rejected the concept of occult or super-
natural causation, except perhaps for biblical miracles. The keystone of the
edifice of the enlightened cosmology was Newton’s success at explaining
physical motion in terms of mechanistic principles of physical interaction.320

The French Cartesians took this view to an extreme by insisting that all phys-
ical processes rely on direct physical contact, essentially separating the physi-
cal world from all spiritual or religious causation, although, as Newton
acknowledged, his system was not entirely material since it had to treat grav-
ity as a regular but perplexing force that acts across empty space. Meanwhile,
enlightened thinkers in Germany focused on reconciling the new cosmology
with the still-strong traditional religious understanding. Christian
Thomasius was the most prominent German contributor to the intellectual
assault on magical beliefs, and in 1721 he published a work in which he
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argued on theological grounds against belief in the Devil’s power to perform
supernatural miracles.321 His desire to reconcile the “revealed insights of the
Bible and the claims of reason” was shared by Christian Wolff, a student of
Leibniz, who brought together “rationalistic developments in England and
France” and a positive attitude toward the historic Christian faith,” concluding
that “piety consists in acting rationally, i.e., in harmony with the nature of
things, while sin consists in acting contrary to that which seems right under
the same set of assumptions.” His philosophy “made it possible for theolo-
gians, pastors, and laity alike to regard themselves as being faithful to the
Christian tradition, on the one hand, while on the other they could pride
themselves on being utterly relevant to the new age that was dawning.” George
Billfinger, a student of Wolff, enthusiastically expounded this synthesis after
his arrival at Tübingen in 1721, and his efforts met “with much success.”322

The extent to which the new approach sought to reconcile faith and reason is
suggested by the writings of Johann Albrecht Bengel (1687–1752), who
“became the very soul of Swabian Pietism, and the center of a school of like-
minded men.”323 He studied mathematics, philosophy, and the classics as well
as theology, and even his eschatology was “mathematically and chronologi-
cally presented.”324 It was in this atmosphere that the concept of superstition
(“Aberglaube”) shifted from designating outmoded and invalid spiritual beliefs
to designating outmoded and invalid beliefs about physical reality, without
any significant change in what was actually considered superstitious.325

These new intellectual currents affected the duchy’s social elite far more
strongly than its provincial masses, but the gradual changes in communica-
tion and education over the century helped diffuse the new perspective into
popular culture.326 In particular, the balance between secular and religious
education changed as the government followed its new set of priorities. On
a high level, the regent Friedrich Karl founded a high school for science and
modern languages in Stuttgart in 1686. On a lower level, primary schooling
appears to have increased, or at least held its own over the century, while
religious instruction decayed significantly. The dukes found the church cof-
fers to be a convenient alternative to the recalcitrant estates as a source of
revenue, and the number of parishes – and hence pastors – remained con-
stant as the duchy’s population climbed.327 Primary education, in contrast,
more autonomous, and literacy’s growing importance as a life skill for all but
the most marginal inhabitants appears to have insured continued progress
in basic education. At any rate, evidence in the trials for magic, particularly
for treasure-hunting, attests to a growing influence of written matter on
popular awareness. At first, its effect was to diffuse and consolidate magical
beliefs, but eventually it became more important as a conduit for enlight-
ened disbelief.

The enlightened rejection of all magic spread only slowly, for it did not
triumph even in the government until the last third of the eighteenth
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century, and popular practices during the transitional century were less
influenced by the advances in scientific knowledge than by the govern-
ment’s specific policies toward magic. These, as already mentioned, went
through three distinct phases, the first of which, the decline in trials from
the 1660s to the 1680/90s, we have already considered in relationship to the
decline of the witch trials. The second phase lasted from about 1700 until
the 1730s, when prosecutions rose some but then remained at moderate
levels. We did not highlight this change in discussing the overall pace of
prosecutions, since in absolute and per capita terms the magic, witchcraft,
and poison trials considered together declined overall (see Figures 8.4 and
8.5), but viewing magic trials by themselves suggests that this period had
more in common with the last phase, representing a rise from the lows of
the 1680s that set the stage for the sudden surge and then marked, though
more gradual, decline in prosecutions during the third phase, which lasted
from the 1740s through the end of the century (Figure 8.6). 
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Figure 8.6 All trials for magic, healing, and treasure-hunting
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Four trends outside the prosecutions seem likely to have contributed to
the gradual buildup of trials from 1690 to the 1730s, and then the sudden
surge in the 1740s and the relatively numerous if declining prosecutions in
the following decades. One was the gradual reconciliation of Pietists and
orthodox Lutherans over the first decades of the century, and their statutory
settlement in the 1730s, which steadily defused the religious tensions
that dominated Württemberg’s spiritual life.328 The second was the fact that
the reconciliation was part of a political development in which the estates
were able to assert their leadership after the sudden death of Duke Karl
Alexander (r. 1733–7), giving them the chance during the regency of his
underage successor to shift the focus from his and his predecessor’s abso-
lutist, cosmopolitan policies to the traditional paternalistic concerns of the
duchy’s indigenous elite.329 The third was the subsequent ascension of Duke
Karl Eugen in 1744, who had acquired an enlightened, reformist worldview
during a stay, in his youth, at Fredrick the Great’s court.330 The fourth was
the crossing of a socioeconomic threshold that, like the one at the turn of
the seventeenth century although less drastically, put the duchy’s populace
under increasing strain. 

How significant the first development was is hard to say, although the
repression of magic was certainly a goal on which the orthodox and the
Pietists could readily agree. That the second may have played a role is sug-
gested by the fact that all of the magic trials in the 1730s took place after
1737, suggesting that officials may have been too caught up on one side
or another of Karl Alexander’s attempt to impose military rule during the
earlier part of the decade to deal with magical crimes, but once the estates
were in control they may have actively promoted this goal.331 This is sup-
ported by the probable effects of the third development, Karl Eugen’s
assumption of power, because while he came of age in 1744, “for the first
decade of his reign he left his administration in the hands of his privy
councilors,” who continued “the policies of the regency.”332 In the 1750s,
though, he “began to take matters into his own hands,” and not only did
rate of prosecution begin to decline again, but also this is when the gov-
ernment’s attitude began to change from what we have called pious
scepticism to what we might call dogmatic disbelief. The fourth trend, the
crossing of a socioeconomic threshold, would clearly seem to relate to
the rising tide of prosecutions, both because it is similar in nature to the
developments that gave rise to the witch prosecutions and because it
related to some specific developments within the popular practice of
magic. We will look first at the threshold that was crossed and then look
at some specific trends in popular practices that connected to the socio-
economic developments.

The duchy’s population, as we have seen, took a century to reach the level
of 1630 again and continued to expand despite periods of out-migration in
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the 1760s and the 1780s, standing at almost 150 percent of the pre-Thirty
Years’ War high, about 650,000 in 1789.333 The fact that it could grow
to this level at all is testimony to the impact of economic development
during the preceding century. As the French wars came to an end in the
1710s and the military disruptions that had prolonged the post-Thirty
Years’ War depression ceased, the economy began to expand. However,
there were continuing problems with “inflation, capital shortages . . .
retarded economic development,” and the growing pressure of the bur-
geoning population.334 While agriculture developed apace, the sheer
number of people it had to support counterbalanced its growth, and man-
ufacturing was hindered by the decline of some of the older centers of
production even as new ones arose elsewhere.335 Taxes and feudal dues
burdened the peasantry, and wages in the putting-out industry were low.
Bad harvest years recurred periodically, and increasing numbers of people
became vulnerable to downswings in the business cycle.336 A surplus of
trained artisans in some areas after mid-century led to “bitter poverty . . .
among most of them,” which posed “an almost insoluble problem.”337

Vagrants and bandits roaming the countryside became such a problem
that the army had to be used against them, and every community con-
tained a proportion of destitute paupers.338 In some towns “the poor out-
numbered all other classes,” and overall about 10 percent of the people in
each district were poor, according to a survey made in 1786.339 The situa-
tion in the latter half of the eighteenth century was not as bad as on the
eve of the Thirty Years’ War, but poverty and insecurity remained grim
realities amid the expansive civilization of the ancient regime.

How these economic developments, in particular the “inflation, capital
shortages,” taxes and feudal dues, low wages, and unemployment, connected
to developments in popular magic are suggested by consideration of the
trends of what we have seen were the two main types of magic in use at the
time: healing and treasure-finding (see Figures 8.6 and 8.7). 

The most obvious trend that that the graphs in Figures 8.6 and 8.7 convey is
the growing importance of treasure-hunting. The increase in healing trials,
as well as the miscellaneous others in the total, is clearly important as well,
but they seem to have grown roughly in proportion to their earlier fluctua-
tions, and on a per capita basis the peak decade for healing trials was the
1660s. Virtually all the treasure-hunting trials took place after the 1680s,
though, and they were the single biggest contributor to the steady build-up
of trials in the early 1700s and the sudden surge in the 1740s. The connec-
tion of treasure-hunting to things like “inflation, capital shortages,” low
wages and the other pressures of participating in a money economy seems
clear, and it is the importance of the money economy (which made possible
the tremendous growth beyond the subsistence level the duchy could
support) that accounts, along with memories of the witch persecutions, for
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the failure of maleficium, the expression of displeasure and means of coer-
cion through the threat of revenge on people’s health (direct well-being and
labor power) and capital resources (animals and, to a lesser extent, buildings
[arson, which Apolonia Walther, for example, at least threatened to use]).
Some people, like Christoph Wieland, who lost his farm in the 1760s, may
have turned to healing as a source of income, but far more, like Hanns Jerg
Stadi, the generally honorable judge whose house needed repairs, turned to
treasure-hunting in the same decade, in this case the use of a magic mirror
in his basement because he couldn’t think how else to raise the money he
needed.340

The importance of treasure-hunting also helps explain the fundamental
changes in elite beliefs that took place at this time and also the steady decline
of magic trials in the second half of the century. The fundamental change in
elite beliefs was the transition from the pious skepticism that they had
exhibited since their crisis of confidence in witchcraft to a dismissive,
dogmatic disbelief. While individual beliefs of the elite’s individual members
about magic naturally varied, and continued to vary through the nineteenth
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Figure 8.7 All trials for magic, healing, and treasure-hunting per 100,000 inhabitants 
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century down to today, there is no question that in the late eighteenth century
a fundamental rejection of magical cognition and perceptions, a disbelief in,
and, indeed, reflexive repression of percepts, insights, experiences, ideas, and
beliefs understood to be magical or supernatural, percepts, insights, experi-
ences, ideals, and beliefs that at least partially, as we have seen, reflect the
knowledge and powers inaccessible to normal consciousness that can be
accessed through deliberate alterations of consciousness, took hold in the
European elite’s management of individual cognition and collective knowl-
edge. The rise of treasure-hunting in the eighteenth century contributed to this
because it was during the period from the 1730s to the 1770s, the peak decades
for prosecutions of this activity, that officials began to use the word “fraud”
routinely, and by the end of this period they focused on fraudulence or, as an
alternative explanation, ignorance almost exclusively.341 As we have seen, they
had always held much magic to be fraud, although more in the sense of the
Devil’s misrepresentation of himself as the cause of a supernatural effect than
in the modern sense of fraud as the deliberate misrepresentation of a natural
effect as a supernatural one. Nevertheless, there had been since antiquity an
awareness that some apparently magical effects were deliberately faked to
fleece a mark (the duchy’s first law against magic cited the “unnecessary costs”
and “shameless lies” as well as the idolatry it involved). 

As Table 8.6 shows, in the first few decades of the eighteenth century,
the government’s main emphasis was on the religious implications of
magical offenses, especially since “superstition” (“Aberglaube”) still had
its traditional religious (and, connected to that, civil) connotations.
During the transitional decades around mid-century, the government
continued to exhibit concern about the religious and moral implications
of magical activities, but began to refer frequently to them as fraudulent
or foolish at the same time. Finally, after 1780 the government ceased
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Table 8.6 Characterizations of magic in trial documents over time

Date Sinful Disobedient Superstitious Fraudulent Foolish

1700s 3 1
1710s 1
1720s 1 1
1730s 2 1 2
1740s 3 1 4 1 3
1750s 4 1 2 2
1760s 3 1 3 2
1770s 1 1 1 1
1780s 1
1790s 1 2
1800s 2 1

Source: Sampled magic cases (see the appendix) plus all unsampled trials read.342
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using religious terms in discussing these cases, and instead focused on
their presumed deceptiveness or irrationality, with some concern about
the disobedience they involved. Just as the crisis of confidence in the
witch demonology was signaled by the drift from “hexerei” to “veneficium,”
the transition for pious skepticism to dogmatic disbelief was marked by
the evolution in officials’ discussion from terms connoting “impious and
disobedient” to “fraudulent and foolish.” By the time Karl Eugen
established his most enduring legacy, the Hohen Karlschule, as a modern
rival to the traditionalist University of Tübingen, in 1781, the govern-
ment’s transition to the enlightened understanding of magic was all but
complete.343

In addition to this quantitative evidence of the elite’s changing sensibil-
ity, and its interconnection with changes in the popular culture they were
trying to remold, the documents contain qualitative evidence as well. In
1721, in reporting the treasure-hunting case that started with the farmer’s
desire to exorcize a ghost from his farmyard, for example, the magistrates
of Dornstetten spoke of the participants “forbidden vexed means” for
procuring money, which involved the “great misuse and desecration of
God’s name.”344 A generation later, in 1751, the magistrates of Herrenberg
said that the “forbidden arts” of the treasure-finders who had been discov-
ered by the watchman at work on Christmas were “highly sinful,” but also
referred to them as “their foolishness” and spoke of their “great simple-
mindedness, false beliefs, frivolousness, [and] greed.”345 One generation
after that, in 1789, the High Council sentenced Maria Scholl to a week in
the penitentiary for her “fraud” in scrying with a glass for treasure during
a large treasure-hunt, and said the groups’ activities manifested their “gross
ignorance.”346

One of the most revealing documents contains the interrogation in
Ludwigsburg 10 years later, in 1799, of a man named Heinrich Köhlern, who
took part in complex, mass-like ceremonies and all-night prayer sessions to
exorcize a ghost that plagued a family, appearing as the apparition of
a woman and causing various poltergeist-like disturbances, and also to get it
to reveal a treasure.347 When asked by the magistrates in their 62nd question
“if he believes that one can invoke spirits,” he answered “he doesn’t believe
it because he has no proof of it,” but when they then asked why he did it,
he said that actually he did sort of believe, and later, in answer to question
175, said “he wanted to test whether the books” that described it were “good
or not.” When pressed once more whether he believed he insisted that he
was conducting a test, but said that he had seen something and received
signs, although he admitted it was not all that he had claimed. The
magistrates asked “if he had had not” prayed too much which caused him to
see things, but this he denied. The magistrates chastised him in question 206,
saying “that one can’t believe that he himself believed in this,” and
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admonished him that “he should admit the truth, which is that he carried
this exorcism out in order to be supported while he was in need.” He then
said that “at first he believed that it is possible, but later he saw that it is
not,” but in answer 208 he contradicted himself by insisting, “there are spir-
its, for many have been seen.” At this point “all his earlier statements and
contradictions could not make him admit that he did not believe.” The
magistrates were convinced that Köhlen must have been a conscious fraud
from start to finish, but his testimony betrays a much more complex reality,
an acknowledgment that some of the things that he was said to have expe-
rienced he had not, and uncertainty about what is really possible, but a con-
viction that there was in the end really something there, that the hours and
hours of prayer and intricately conducted rituals did not simply create a triv-
ial illusion, but instead a contact with something much deeper and more
powerful than that.

The same progression can be seen in discussions of other forms of magic –
indeed, one of the earliest harsh condemnations of “fraudulent” practices
was made against Jacob Schiller for his thief detection using “blessings or
magic arts,” and healers were accused of “shameful supersition” – but the
prominence of treasure-hunting in the eighteenth century would seem to
help explain the decline of trials toward the end of the century in several
ways.348 First of all, the officials’ growing conviction that magic involved
nothing more than fraud and foolishness reflects, in part at least, the fact
that a good deal of treasure-hunting did involve fraud and foolishness.
A number of cases clearly involved cynical swindles by con-men of various
stripes seeking to scam the credulous and the greedy, and commoners
undoubtedly became more cautious as they, like the officials (although more
reluctantly), came to this realization. Secondly, even when not fraudulent,
almost all treasure-hunting activity was ineffective, for, while caches were
occasionally found and we have seen that there are ways in which magical
activities could theoretically facilitate locating hidden treasure, in practice
this is a problem for which magic is particularly poorly suited, especially in
comparison to divining the identity of a guilty party or projecting anger in
a way that it induces illness, and as a result treasure-hunting was very rarely
successful. While some commoners may have been hopeful to a fault, they
were not as a group stupid, and many apparently came to realize that, sadly,
treasure-finding was unlikely to work. Thirdly, as the officials came to
believe all magical activities were essentially fraudulent or foolish, they
found it harder to believe that the people who practiced them could be
anything other than cynical swindlers or dupes, and became ever more
determined to prove that this was the case, even to the point of using phys-
ical coercion (what would have been called torture in a witch trial) to get
suspected con artists to confess. Thus, in 1764 the warden of the
Ludwigsburg penitentiary had the young servant Jacob Schu “beaten with
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ten . . . strokes, and when he remained firm in his badness approximately
seven or eight more, further five or six, and again ten, and finally another
five” in order to “bring him to acknowledge . . . he had no other intention,
then . . . to steal money” from his elderly employer rather than use it to
ransom his dead wife from punishment for incestuous sins he said her ghost
had told him she had committed349. And if we are inclined to agree with the
officials’ conviction that the young man was, in fact, lying and was, in fact,
perpetrating a fraud, we should remember Gallus Dürrner during the 1770
ghost cult incident in Weilheim, who was flogged in order to get him to stop
insisting “the things are godly” and to confess that the cult was nothing but
a treasure-hunting fraud, which he steadfastly, and apparently sincerely,
refused to do.

Furthermore, by the mid-eighteenth century the government had a new
means of punishment and coercion at its disposal: incarceration in the
Ludwigsburg penitentiary. Before that, the duchy had few provisions for
prolonged incarceration, and between the decline of torture and the com-
pletion of the facility came a half-century of relative laxity. Thereafter, how-
ever, sentences could be made much tougher without shedding blood.
Several years in prison was a forbidding prospect, and sometimes the term
was indefinite. Once warned, either personally or by example, a commoner
had good reason to avoid further trouble, and once released, he had even
better reason to avoid going back.

Even apart from the threat of flogging and/or prolonged incarceration,
the repressive power of fines, short jail terms, and just the threat of prose-
cution should not be underestimated. As with the late witch trials, even
probation could have a dampening effect on popular practices. Arrest car-
ried social penalties quite apart from its legal results. Communities often
stigmatized people convicted, or even suspected, of crimes, and we have
seen that there were a variety of informal sanctions that such a stigma
could trigger. This stigma could have life-long effects on the person’s social
standing, and that of his relatives and descendants as well, inhibiting
upward mobility in particular. Thus, even mild repression intimidated
established people, and the law affected the predominant mores of the
marginal majority, making disreputable a set of activities that had previously
been unremarkable.

Just as the witch trials may have influenced the ideals and actions of
established women at least as much as the peasant’s and artisan’s wives who
were their direct objects, so, too, the magic trials did not eradicate all magi-
cal practices, but had an important impact on the place of magic in society
and culture all the same. As late as 1775, one magistrate commented that 
“it is indeed well known that magical healing is in full swing everywhere,
and where not openly then secretly.”350 Nevertheless, these activities were
endowed with a furtive, illicit character that hindered contact between
magicians and local society and, most importantly, precluded the expansion
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of magical practices in step with the burgeoning population and the rapidly
developing urban culture. At the end of the eighteenth century, Württemberg
had three times the population of the 1660s, but only half the number of
magic trials. Official indifference would seem to account for at most only part
of this, for the men who ran the government tended to be responsible pro-
fessionals alert to the need to protect the public from its own credulousness
and the predation of swindlers. So, the marginal place of magic in the duchy’s
overall culture, and in its leading, urban, upper-middle-class sector in partic-
ular, would seem to be the cumulative effect of two centuries of repression
from the witch persecutions in the seventeenth century through the enlight-
ened repression of magic in the eighteenth century, which pushed magical
practitioners to the margins of society, magical beliefs to the backwater of
provincial culture, and magical experiences to the margins of perception.351

Conclusion

There are two final points to make about the repression of magic during
the early modern period. First of all, it did not succeed in eradicating pop-
ular magical practices, as had been hoped.352 Ordinary people have con-
tinued to believe in and employ a wide variety of magical activities down
to today, and a range of public practitioners have continued to offer their
services. In rural areas, traditional forms of magic continued to be prac-
ticed well into the twentieth century, and in urban areas innovative forms
and uses of magic emerged and today command a major section of the
bookstores in most malls. However, the second point is that the repres-
sion of magic was far from ineffective. In the 1400s, European society was
full of people who employed magic routinely and fairly openly, despite
the rather distant religious establishment’s disapproval. In the 1800s only
a subsection of Europe’s society believed in magic, and an even smaller
proportion practiced magic, and that only furtively. Economists empha-
size that “informal (i.e., illegal) black markets” involve “high costs and
risks” that affect “the options and behavior of many members of society,
and thus the development of the entire economy.”353 The same can be
said for the effects of repression on development of the entire culture.
During the early modern period different forms of maleficium went from
being a common weapon used in interpersonal conflicts, which were
employed both consciously and unconsciously, overtly and surrepti-
tiously, to being at most a furtive, barely acknowledged set of forbidden
practices, and far more frequently nothing more than an alleged or imag-
ined fear.354 At the same time, beneficent magic went from being a cen-
tral part of popular culture routinely employed to help with a range of
problems to being a set of individual beliefs apologetically, defiantly, or
only half-seriously practiced, while beneficent magicians went from being
relatively open about, widely know for, and often well respected for the
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services they provided, to being secretive, marginal figures known and
respected within the local community, perhaps, and occasionally able to
develop a successful and visible practice, but always in danger of drawing
too much attention. Finally, during this same period, magic went from
being a vital part of Europe’s intellectual heritage to being a discredited
set of folk beliefs. There were certainly many reasons why magic lost its
intellectual credibility – its vulnerability to fraudulent uses; the many spe-
cific ideas it incorporated that were wrongheaded; its very success at
being integrated with classical science, Ptolomaic astronomy and Galenic
medicine, whose displacement during the scientific revolution undercut
its intellectual explanations; the subjective foundation of its approach to
knowledge – but the fact that involvement with magic brought the suspi-
cion of diabolism and the danger of prosecution must surely count
among them.

As a final set of reflections, it is worth considering both why magic per-
sisted and yet why it was so effectively suppressed. The answer to the sec-
ond question has traditionally been that magic is fundamentally wrong,
irrational and ineffective, and therefore suppressing it is nothing more than
getting people to see the light. The corresponding answer to the first ques-
tion has been that magic provides psychological satisfactions that seduce
people into believing in it. We have seen, however, that much that was con-
sidered magic was valid and efficacious, not only the fact that specific mag-
ical beliefs and practices are true and work, like the conviction that one
person’s anger can cause another person’s illness, or the use of ritual prepa-
rations to enhance skilled performance, but also the fact that magic as a
whole, as a general body of knowledge and set of general practices, both
references and enables manipulation of reality, since it is based on the delib-
erate manipulation of the nervous system and alteration of consciousness in
ways that provide access to knowledge and powers that are not accessible in
our normal waking state. Magic persists because it is real; whether or not this
or that traditional idea is valid, whether or not any aspect of parapsychol-
ogy ends up being vindicated, the cluster of beliefs at the core of magic –
that people’s psyches are intertwined at a visceral level, that thoughts can be
read and projected through occult (hidden) channels, that patterned activity
can enable us to understand and influence reality differently, and in some
ways better, than normal deliberate actions – reference reality because the
cluster of behaviors common to magical practices – deliberate, ritual actions
that alter neural activity and the conscious experiences associated with it –
provide access to reality, both enhancing knowledge of it and enhancing
power over it.

The superficial answer to how magic could be effectively repressed dur-
ing the European transition to modernity is that the specific magical beliefs
of late Medieval Europe, like the specific magical beliefs of most people,
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contain a great deal of invalid information, because of the technical limits
on traditional peoples’ ability to test and refine their understanding of
nature; because a considerable amount of magical knowledge is visceral and
imagic, and therefore depends on metaphor and allegory to be expressed
linguistically; and because magic, the manipulation of the mind, depends
to some extent on creating illusions because of the possibility that in act-
ing on them people will turn them into reality, the way that a sick person’s
belief she will get better may well help her get better. A deeper answer is
that since magic works through deliberate behaviors to manipulate the
mind, by prohibiting certain behaviors, magical practices, and imposing
rigidities in the mind, disbelief, society and culture were able to distance
the great majority of people from magic, making it dangerous, dishonor-
able, and ultimately futile to engage in these practices or express these
beliefs, a process that became a self-reinforcing cycle since belief and inter-
est in magic were further depressed if its effects could not be experienced
firsthand.

However, this explanation, while it certainly contains some truth, dis-
torts things in two ways. First of all, people naturally vary in their ability
to achieve the dissociation necessary to experience magic, and even in tra-
ditional societies most people do not enter a magical state of mind easily,
which is why they need extensive rituals, austerities, or drugs to help
them, and also why they rely, as early modern Europeans did, on special-
ist practitioners. The difficulty people experience accessing magic is not
just because of differences in dissociative ability, though; the fact of the
matter is most people don’t really want to access normally unconscious
information, because it can be threatening to their self-image or force
them to confront social facts that are disruptive. This latter reason is
related to the second distortion in the foregoing answer to the question of
why magic was so effectively repressed during the early modern period: the
fact that there were powerful structural forces in the society and culture
promoting the repression of magic, not simply the perversity or intoler-
ance or insecurities of the ruling classes. In particular, magic is incompat-
ible with some of the fundamental the needs of modern society: the need
for people in densely populated settlements to act predictably, according
to compartmentalized, explicitly stated bureaucratic rules and relation-
ships; the premium in print culture for knowledge that is expressed,
processed, and recorded in explicit, logical, linguistic terms; and the incen-
tives in a capitalist economy for individuals to act as autonomous rational
actors in the marketplace. Together, these developing structures fostered
the redefinition of the self to emphasize an internally cohesive, independ-
ent, self-directed identity, an atomic individual that had no place for
autonomous intelligences within or intrinsic connections with the world
outside.355
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Freud demolished the assumption of an internally integrated person, but
not the ideal of it, for that is the goal of psychoanalysis, and he left in place
the idea of the existentially independent psyche, the mind inside the brain
that is fundamentally separated from the outside world. It is our need to
protect the integrity and autonomy of our individual psyches, to suppress
the autonomous intelligences within and the visceral interconnections with
the world outside, both of which challenge our rational self-control, that
have made it so difficult for educated moderns to understand the realities of
witchcraft and magic for the past 200 years.
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Conclusion

Taking the approach of trying to determine what was real about early mod-
ern witchcraft and magic has revealed a number of significant new insights.
To begin with, maleficium, the aspect of witchcraft of most concern to early
modern commoners, was real. Not every supposed harm inflicted by every
supposed witch was real, of course, for some forms of maleficium, like weather
magic, were, as far as we can tell, impossible, and since much maleficium was
supposed to be perpetrated through occult, or hidden, channels, it was easy
for fears, angers, jealousies, and rivalries to generate unfounded accusations.
However, the great bulk of alleged maleficium concerned illness and other
harm to people and animals, and not only did it involve a number of sur-
reptitious physical activities whose potency has never been in question
(although their significance has generally been minimized), but also it
involved a combination of overt or subliminal communication of hostility
and psychophysical vulnerability to stress that constituted a much more
harmful form of interpersonal conflict than has been conventionally appre-
ciated (see Chapter 1). Particularly noteworthy are the facts that, on the one
hand, this interpersonal influence can be triggered by unconscious as well as
conscious expressions of anger and by subtle as well as overt threat displays,
and, on the other hand, it does not depend for its effect on some sort of sym-
bolic somaticization, or even belief in its power, in order to work, although
of course belief can intensify the effect and symbolic somaticizations do
occur. Instead, it is an effect that can occur spontaneously, when one person’s
impulsive expression of anger triggers the stress response in another,
although it can of course also be triggered consciously, with the explicit hope
that an angry display will cause injury. In either case, and it is particularly
potent when circumstances make it impossible for the recipient to respond
or avoid the perpetrator, so that the stress becomes chronic. 

This type of interpersonal interaction appears to be endemic to small-
scale, face-to-face societies; if it is not a universal, it is certainly very
widespread. In early modern Württemberg, as in much of early modern
Europe, it was one among many forms of interpersonal combat utilized in
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the often-harsh environment of village and small town society. It was
particularly likely to be employed by women, especially elderly women,
because women had more limited options and tended to be better equipped
to engage in maleficium owing to their social/domestic roles and their
superior social, emotional, and linguistic skills (see Chapter 2). Furthermore,
in the situation of acute competition for resources that was prevalent in
Württemberg and neighboring parts of Europe during the “Iron Century,”
the use of maleficium and, more importantly, fears of maleficium intensified
to the point of fueling witch hunts that drew in innumerable innocent
victims who had never worked magic consciously or even unconsciously
exerted a particularly malign effect on others. 

The early modern discourse about witchcraft did not just concern
maleficium, of course. Instead, it linked this traditional village witchcraft to
diabolism, the idea that magical practitioners were bound together in an
underground sect organized and led by the Devil and dedicated to the
destruction of the Christian commonwealth. There is no good evidence that
such a conspiracy existed, but the belief was constructed from numerous
elements that did. To begin with the first stage of supposed recruitment into
this conspiracy, the idea that the Devil approached depressed or angry
people in order to seduce them into his service was both based on and fed
into real experiences that people had as they assimilated a new, universalist
moral orientation in which he served as the embodiment of evil, and a new
set of expectations about internal regulation of feelings and actions (see
Chapter 3). People under torture routinely made up stories about meeting
the Devil to order, but other people confessed to such things because they
really thought they had experienced them. In some cases this was just a way
of talking about the theological or moral implications of the way that they
lived, and in other cases it may have involved a retroactive reworking of
memory to conform to a dawning realization about this, but in still others
it appears to have been a direct experience in which the person worked
through the process of realization in real-time, as a series of sensations,
voices, visualizations, or even complex multisensory experiences that were
projected into the parts of the brain that usually handle sensory input from
the outside, the “sensorium,” but were now in whole or in part filled with
images generated in a different way, through the channels by which mem-
ories and expectations are added to immediate perceptions to create the
image we understand to be external reality.

Similarly, the next step in the stereotyped recruitment process, flight to
and participation in the Sabbath, was based on a range of actual experiences –
vivid dreams, flying dreams, out-of-body experiences, and the effects of
various hallucinogens – in which some people flew to Heuberg or raided
neighboring beer cellars (see Chapter 4). As with encounters with the Devil,
these were not merely folk beliefs or stories people told, but, in some cases
anyway, actual lived experiences. In general, descriptions of these ceremonies
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are rather tame compared to the lurid sexuality and cannibalism of children
described in the demonology, but some people did have sexual experiences
in their dreams and others did “fly” to “devour” their neighbors’ babies as
they slept at night, so even here there was some basis in real experiences for
the demonological fears. The incorporation of such reports into the gener-
alized witch demonology suggests that there was a “ratchet effect” by which
diverse elements that existed in isolation became standard components of
the composite image.

After the Sabbath, witches were supposed by the demonology to return to
normal life ready to perpetrate malefic crimes deliberately, which anthro-
pologists call sorcery, as opposed to the spontaneous and unconscious inflic-
tion of harm they call witchcraft. Here again, not only were various forms
of sorcery known and practiced widely in early modern Europe, but also
they had the potential to inflict real harms (see the section “The realities of
sorcery” in Chapter 5). The basic mechanisms of much sorcery were similar
to the bases of spontaneous maleficium, but with one important addition:
they included ritual activities whose performance artificially enhanced the
practitioner’s power to convey hostility and thus inflict harm. In some cases
these were preparation of material substances, like poisons and sacks with
noxious materials to secrete in their enemies’ space, but most importantly
from our point of view here were a variety of means by which practitioners
could manipulate their own thoughts and feelings in order to project an
effect similar to that caused by spontaneous emotions. Furthermore, there is
much evidence that not just theologians, but ordinary people were aware of
the relationship between such magic and the role of the Devil in the moral
and spiritual universe, and they therefore sometimes invoked him or his
agents in order to draw on his negative symbolic and spiritual power (see the
section “Sorcery and satanism” in Chapter 5). 

There is no good evidence, once again, that the witch demonology
described an actual diabolic cult, an organized, underground sect led by the
Devil and dedicated to subverting Christendom, but the demonology did
involve more than just the scholastic conflation of diverse practices from
around Europe. Instead, it was patterned as a whole after the structure of
shamanic initiation, the psychological process by which magical practition-
ers in a wide variety of cultures enter the spirit world in order to learn how
to heal, divine, and work other magic. Before summarizing this process and
recapitulating its connection to European witchcraft and magic, though,
what is meant here by shamanism must be clarified once more, for the term
is currently surrounded by confusion and controversy. To begin with,
shamanism does not exist as a cohesive set of beliefs and practices charac-
teristic of any particular culture; whether it is understood to describe the
spiritual healing practices engaged in by members of certain Siberian tribes,
at one extreme; any alteration of consciousness used to convey inspired
insights to others, at the other extreme; or one of several intermediate
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definitions that are used, it is an artificial construct created by Western intel-
lectuals, an etic category rather than an emic one (see the section
“Witchcraft and shamanism” in Chapter 5). The definition adopted for this
study is an intermediate position that includes the range of practices
designed to enable the practitioner to enter direct contact with spirits,
whether through soul travel, invocation, or possession, and is based on cog-
nitive rather than ethnographical considerations. In general, initiates dis-
play some predisposition to the calling, whether it is because they are going
through a period of despondency or personal crisis or because they are con-
stitutionally “highly hypnotizable,” naturally endowed with an ability to
dissociate. In any case, the crucial step is that the person is brought to expe-
rience a profound alteration of consciousness caused by driving the nervous
system into the simultaneous discharge of the normally alternating sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic systems and a subsequent collapse into
parasympathetic dominance. During this process, called “tuning the nerv-
ous system,” cognitive structures become fluid, synchronization of various
parts of the nervous system occurs, body consciousness and reality-checking
are distorted or suspended, physiological changes characteristic of both
near-death and intense learning take place, and interactions with
autonomous intelligences generally perceived – dream-like – as animate
beings are experienced. Afterwards, the shaman uses the insights gained
from the experience to work magic, most often healing and divinatory serv-
ices for other members of his or her community. 

While classic shamanic healing involves the shaman returning to the
spirit world to defeat the spirits responsible for patients’ illnesses or to rescue
sick people’s souls and engage in other activities in spirit that are thought to
simultaneously affect the regular world, shamans often return to the spirit
world to renew and expand their magical powers (as witches were thought
to); and shamans sometimes induce profound “tuning” experiences in their
clients as part of the healing process, shamanism as defined here also involves
more limited alterations of consciousness, “fine-tuning” the shaman’s
own and others’ nervous systems, so to speak. We have proposed to call
these limited manipulations “shamanistic” practices to distinguish them
from the more profound “shamanic” experiences of “tuning” that induce
actual perception of and interaction with spirits and the spirit world (essen-
tially entering a waking-dream state). The link between the two is the con-
nection between alterations of consciousness – manipulations of the
nervous system – whether overpowering or subtle, and the ability to access
knowledge and powers that are normally inaccessible to the waking con-
scious mind. Shamanic experience is not necessary in order to utilize
shamanistic practices, which can be learned by rote, improvised from exam-
ples, or developed from experience, but shamanic experience appears to fos-
ter the ability to do so. The witch demonology thus encapsulated the
process by which people entered a state of mind conducive to shamanizing,
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either driving themselves into an initial spontaneous experience or opening
themselves to tutelage by an established practitioner; tuning their nervous
system in order to experience direct contact with spirits; and thereby gain-
ing insight into the causes of human distress and ways to both induce and
heal it. The demonologists understood the basic outline of what was going
on as well as many details, but in their attempt to make sense of the variety
of diverse, specific beliefs and practices people used to attain this neuropsy-
chological experience in Christian terms they mistakenly took it for, and
tortured people into confirming that it was, some sort of centrally organ-
ized, cohesive counterreligion that worshipped the Devil and was widely
practiced by village witches and local healers.

There is evidence of ongoing shamanic practices in the activities of people
across Europe in both elite and popular culture. First of all, learned necro-
mancy was designed to “summon spirits” through extreme rituals involving
extensive preparation and protracted and exacting ceremonies. (Here we’re
still in the section “Witchcraft and shamanism” of Chapter 5.) Secondly,
popular practitioners like the benandanti in the Fruili, the “ladies from out-
side” in Sicily, the taltos in Hungary, the ‘nighttime ladies’ in medieval Paris,
the Waldensian brethren, perhaps, the “itinerant scholars” like Hans
Haasen, of course, and a variety of more idiosyncratic individuals and small
groups reported magical flights and spirit encounters that were associated
with spiritual powers. To some extent their practices may have been
“vestiges” of some sort of pristine primitive shamanism, ongoing traditions
passed down from generation to generation since antiquity, but it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that, like the subliminal and psychophysiological
processes underlying spontaneous witchcraft, shamanism as defined in this
study is not a cultural tradition dependent on continuous transmission, but
instead is a set of psychological experiences manifesting a physiological
process that can happen spontaneously in situations of acute psychological
or physical stress and, once (re)discovered, can be deliberately induced and
taught to others. Whatever continuities late medieval and early modern
shamanic practices in Europe may have had with the distant past, it seems
likely that they owed at least as much to an ongoing process of collective
cross-fertilization and individual improvisation.

Shamanic practitioners and practices clearly existed in late medieval and
early modern Europe, and their experiences contributed the overall structure
as well as some of the details to the witch demonology, but their role in
European society and popular culture was far outweighed by shamanistic
practices and practitioners. Shamanistic practices were extremely widespread;
fused with religious symbols and rituals, they were utilized by most ordinary
people for defense from spiritual dangers and to promote health and well-
being, and the simple sorcery that was one form of maleficium used by some
was another variant of such activity. Shamanistic rituals also formed the
mainstay of the services offered by beneficent popular practitioners. 
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Most popular practitioners were beneficent, in that the services they
offered were generally intended to help people (although helping one per-
son might involve harming another, of course, like when conducting
counter-magic against a suspected witch). Beneficent practices had two
major functions: to divine unknown information, like the identity of a thief
or the location of lost objects, and to improve people’s situation in some
way, like healing the sick or enhancing a skill. Some forms of divination
relied on processes that would seem to us to be entirely random, but from
the point of view of understanding the realities of magic it is important to
recognize that other forms, like scrying and the “sieve and sheers” involved
the creation of dissociative states in which unconscious knowledge could be
manifested as visualizations or ideomotor activity, and even many appar-
ently random processes have subtle biases or leave room for interpretation
that can also bring out unconscious information (see Chapter 6). Similarly,
some forms of manipulative magic aim to achieve what seem to be impos-
sible effects, but the most common form, magical healing, is more effica-
cious, and efficacious in a wider range of ways, than historical accounts
generally suggest (see Chapter 7). Specifically, it had the potential to mobi-
lize and supplement the body’s natural recovery mechanisms in a variety of
ways, some of which depended on the hopes and beliefs of the patient, but
others of which, like spontaneous maleficium, exerted direct physiological
effects that did not depend on conscious mediation or cultural conditioning.

While the realities of the great majority of magical phenomena can be
understood by reference to processes that seem well within current under-
standing of the ways the world works, at certain points such deliberations
run up against reports of phenomena that our understanding of reality can-
not accommodate. Furthermore, in many more places there is a significant
disjunction between what we consider must have really been happening and
what the participants thought was going on. In the latter case the reconcili-
ation would seem to be to recognize that accounting for something in terms
we can accept does not necessarily preclude the activity of processes that we
don’t accept. For example, we can account for someone perceiving and inter-
acting with the Devil as the projection of images, sounds, and even smells
into the sensorium and the animation of these by unconscious neural
modules, but that does not necessarily mean that the source all of the infor-
mation and intention in these percepts and intelligence is internal. We
choose to believe that they are, while early moderns believed that some vital
element in them came from outside, but the essential point is that whether
the Devil miraculously appeared as a physical body, appeared as a spiritual or
paranormal intrusion into the person’s perceptual or cognitive processing, or
was generated entirely by the internal workings of the person’s nervous sys-
tem, in the end all the person could know of him was a representation in the
sensorium animated by an intelligence independent of the person’s normal
consciousness. Whether all the inputs into that intelligence came from the
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person’s brain or some came from elsewhere is beyond our ability to judge
historically; what we can know is that in dealing with the Devil, or invoking
spirits, or traveling to the Venusberg, the person was accessing information
not accessible in normal waking consciousness. In other words, whatever the
source of input from beyond normal consciousness, at some point it must be
translated into sensations registered in the sensorium in order for the person
to have a conscious experience of it. In that sense, a vision is just as real as
seeing an actual body, or, conversely, seeing an actual body is just as much
an illusion as seeing a vision: in the end, all we can know, all we can experi-
ence, is what we assemble inside our brains. 

Modern Westerners assume that the purpose of the sensorium is to model
the outside world as accurately as possible, and all other input is a form of
pollution, but that is actually false: the purpose of the sensorium is to help
us survive to reproduce and rear children, if seeing an angel from God come
to warn us from our evil, self-destructive ways helps us do that, it is just as
valid a use of the sensorium as tracking prey or watching a play, and to
ignore it or explain it away because it might not show up in a photograph
would be the height of folly. Naturally, this process is not always reliable;
sometimes the Devil appears as an angel from God and tries to trick us into
doing wrong. But, then, perfectly rational thought can lead us astray just as
easily, as the followers of a variety of modern “scientific” ideologies attest. If
there is any resolution here, any moral, it is that we should not, and in fact
cannot, choose between rationality and inspiration, for we are hard-wired
for both. The question is not whether we will get input from both, just what
we make of it and therefore choose to do with it.

This approach to the sensorium may help us reconcile the differing con-
cepts of reality concerning voices and visions, but there is still the matter of
reports of anomalous physical events: urns crashing to the ground for no
apparent reason; cloth torn up before peoples’ eyes by, apparently, no one;
people flying through the night, even if in spirit, to “press” their enemies or
touch their friends, who report having sensed the presence. Some of these
may be reasonably explained as misperceptions or altered memories, but in
the end there are reported experiences, in the historical and the experimen-
tal record, that strain these sensible answers. We have stressed repeatedly
that it is impossible on the basis of 300-year-old documents to provide deci-
sive evidence on this question, and these concluding remarks cannot magi-
cally produce some definitive answer. Instead, what it can do is point up the
need, if we are serious about studying magic and witchcraft, for historical
consideration of these issues. It is understandable, but at the same time lam-
entable, that in the past 50 years of modern social-scientific investigations
of early modern witchcraft and magic not one has taken into account the
body of serious scientific work on paranormal phenomena that has been
done in the past century, along with the vigorous skeptical critique of it that
has been ongoing. Without endorsing one side or the other of this debate,
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it is worth pointing out that historians have an important role to play in this
discussion. They can explore how well different theories explain reported
phenomena, they can assess the record of experiments and debates that
determined our current understanding of what is possible and what is real,
and they can place the changing consensus on what is real and what is pos-
sible in the larger context of social and cultural history and the history of
mentalities.

We have taken some initial steps toward the first of these three tasks here
in considering the reality of the various practices and experiences recorded
in Württemberg’s archives, and must leave the second to the history of
science, but the third was the major focus of Chapter 8. Specifically, we saw
there that the modern concept of reality was not formed in a vacuum, or
through some peaceful process in which truth just naturally unfolded.
Instead, the process was bitterly contested, involving a protracted, three cen-
tury campaign of repression in which magical beliefs, practices, and practi-
tioners were misrepresented and vilified, first as nefarious agents of the
Devil and later as nothing but frauds and dupes. In the first phase, the full
power of the state was brought to bear against suspected sorcery and evi-
dence of contact with the Devil, and any involvement with magic was
grounds for suspicion before and evidence during a trial that could lead to
prolonged incarceration, agonizing torture, and a fiery death. Furthermore,
even without charges of witchcraft, magical activities, however benign,
could lead to arrest, incarceration, fines, and banishment from home and
family, and this threat continued to hang over practitioners of magic long
after the witch fires had died down. Furthermore, there were a variety of
forms of repression beyond the force of the law, from the spiritual sanctions
of the church through the moral strictures taught in schools and the myriad
forms of supervision and punishment practiced by local communities to the
individual psychophysiological processes by which the sociocultural
mandate to suppress perceptions and block cogitations connected to magic
ultimately took effect. As a consequence, popular beliefs were undermined,
even if not obliterated; popular practices were suppressed, even if not
eradicated; peoples’ behavior was modified, even if not purified; and a new
definition of self was put in place, a self that, at least in theory, was in
rational control of its own actions and decisions, able to repress any irra-
tional thoughts or illusory perceptions that might well up from within,
and impervious to any direct contact with or irresistible influences from
without.
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Appendix

The lists below are provided to give an overview of the samples as well as the source
documents for references in the notes. A discussion of the Witchcraft and General
Magic samples is contained in the introduction to Part I of the book, and the
Beneficent Magic samples are discussed in the introduction to Part III. All documents
are located in the Hauptstaatsarchiv in Stuttgart. Note that “b.” stands for “Büschel,” or
file, which in A209 generally contains a single case, and in A213 generally contains
several cases, which are distinguished by date.

Sampled Witchcraft Cases

Case ID Archival ID

W1 A209, b. 719 (1565)
W2 A209, b. 1787
W3 A209, b. 2099
W4 A209, b.1884 (1659)
W5 A209, b. 2096
W6 A209, b. 1924
W7 A209, b. 873
W8 A209, b. 2088
W9 A209, b. 1789
W10 A209, b. 449
W11 A209, b. 1856
W12 A209, b. 451
W13 A209, b. 1881
W14 A209, b. 1989
W15 A209, b. 852
W16 A209, b. 1223
W17 A209, b. 767
W18 A209, b. 1431
W19 A209, b. 1780
W20 A209, b. 851a
W21 A209, b. 546
W22 A209, b. 1486
W23 A209, b. 8
W24 A209, b. 434
W25 A209, b. 327
W26 A209, b. 782
W27 A209, b. 11

Note: Cases considered to be witchcraft in drawing this
sample were those labeled as “Hexerei” or some variant
“Pact with the Devil” in the archival index.
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Sampled general magic cases

442 Appendix

Case ID Archival ID Type

Zns A209, b. 525 Beneficent
Z1 A209, b. 679 Witchcraft
Z2 A209, b. 1050 Witchcraft
Z3 A209, b. 1958 Witchcraft
Z4 A209, b. 773 Witchcraft
Z5 A209, b. 22 Beneficent
Z6 A209, b. 1436 Beneficent
Z7 A209, b. 466a Beneficent
Z8 A209, b. 440 Witchcraft
Z9 A209, b. 552 Witchcraft
Z10 A209, b. 39 Beneficent
Z11 A209, b. 1587 Witchcraft
Z12 A209, b. 1388 Beneficent
Z13 A209, b. 757 Witchcraft
Z14 A209, b. 723 Beneficent
Z15 A209, b. 226 Beneficent
Z16 A209, b. 1258 Witchcraft
Z17 A209, b. 1634a Beneficent
Z18 A209, b. 311a Beneficent
Z19 A209, b. 1338 Beneficent
Z20 A209, b. 1092 Witchcraft

Note: General Magic cases were selected from those labeled “Zauberei” or other gen-
eral terms for magic in the archival index. Cases designated “witchcraft” here were
found to be essentially late witch trials where the government’s changing terminol-
ogy led the archival indexer to label them more vaguely as magic. Cases labeled
“beneficent” were mainly instances of the more specific types listed below and mis-
cellaneous others.

Beneficent magic sample

Sampled blessing cases

Case ID Archival ID Date of document

Ss1 A213, b. 8395 1770
Ss2 A213, b. 8406 1761
Ss3 A209, b. 1656 1729
Ss4 A209, b. 1855
Ss5A A209, b. 1424 1589
Ss5B A209, b. 1424 1594
Ss7 A209, b. 307
Ss8 A213, b. 8408 1751
Ss9 A209, b. 460a
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Sampled healing cases

Case ID Archival ID Date of document

Az+ A213, b. 8398 1751
Az1 A209, b. 1878
Az2 A213, b. 8401 1769
Az3 A209, b. 1146
Az4 A209, b. 654
Az5 A209, b. 725
Az6 A213, b. 8407 1752
Az7 A209, b. 368

Sampled treasure-hunting cases

Case ID Archival ID Date of document

Sg1 A213, b. 8406 1762
Sg2 A213, b. 8406 1751
Sg3 A213, b. 8410 1795
Sg4 A209, b. 865
Sg5 A213, b. 8399 1769
Sg6 A209, b. 1982
Sg7 A213, b. 8419 1789
Sg8 A213, b. 8395 1766
Sg9 A209, b. 609
Sg10 A213, b. 8395 1747
Sg11 A213, b. 8417 1770
Sg12 A213, b. 8397 1747
Sg13 A209, b. 1700a

Sampled conjuring cases

Case ID Archival ID Date of document

Gb1 A213, b. 8396 1764
Gb2 A213, b. 8419 1789
Gb3 A213, b. 8411 1765
Gb4 A209, b. 433
Gb5 A213, b. 8409 1739
Gb6 A209, b. 957
Gb7 A213, b. 8397 1747

Note: “Blessing” cases are those labeled “Segensprecherei” in the archival indexes;
“Healing” cases are those labeled “Arznei” or vaguer forms indicating illicit medical
practices; “Treasure-hunting” cases were labeled “Schatzgraberei;” and “Conjuring,”
“Teufelsbeschwörung .”
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b. 451, d. 2.

3. Midelfort, Witch hunting, p. 23. Note that I have substituted “magic” for “witchcraft”
in this quote since, according to Ströhmer, “By ‘zauberey’ the author [of the Carolina]
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demonology . . . like the idea of nocturnal witches’ flight, copulation with the Devil,
or the witch Sabbath.” n.p. (online). See also Schormann, p. 45.
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but in “Oberrat,” p. 114 reports that weather magic was routinely reported in
tortured confessions, where the influence of ideas held by the educated elite
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256–7
healer’s 330

Diana 69, 96, 123, 170, 382
see also Berta, Pechta, Venus

Dice, throwing 251
Dietersweiler 388
Dietsch, Christina 243
Dietscher, Hanns 190, 192, 228–9
Disbelief xiv, xix, 376, 392, 425, 431

dogmatic 422, 424, 426
enlightened 419–20
hardening 419

Disciplined behaviors 411
see Social Discipline, Women

Discourse, printed 70
Disdain, enlightened 419
Disease xv, xix, xx, 11, 15–20, 26, 37,

61–2, 71, 152, 159, 187, 210,
222, 273–4, 277, 280, 285–8,
291–2, 297, 299–301, 305, 312,
399, 401

agents 297
combat 299
coronary artery 16
countering 273
gout or some other 401
infectious 18, 19, 204
organic 18, 39
physical 16, 305
skin 15
see also Ailments

Dishonor 76, 355, 358, 363, 366
Disobedient 162, 172, 419
Disorders 15, 16, 18, 20, 62, 119, 212,

273
autoimmune 18
conversion 12, 13
menstrual 15
mental 91
metabolic 119
multiple-personality 198
organic 12
pathological 127
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Disorders (Continued)
physical 20, 286, 297
physiological 264
psychogenic 298
psychophysical 16, 18, 25, 39
somatization 12
somato-form 296
somatoform 12–15, 17
stress-related 20
see also Ailments

Display rules 26
Disreputability 113
Disreputable

behaviors 47
people 365

Dissociate brain states 146
Dissociated

activities 375
brain states 146
state 88, 92, 198–9, 331

Dissociation 87–8, 91–2, 127–8, 196–9,
201–2, 211, 223, 246, 294–5, 374,
431

due to abuse 199
hypnotic 278, 294
neurological 127
purported 198–9
relaxed 300, 315
somatic 126
state

of 89, 91, 253
of relaxed 300, 315

traumatized children 126
Dissociative

ability 431
skills 253
states 148, 438

Distilled spirits, prescribed 279
Distress 13, 15, 17, 20, 50, 54, 74–5, 126,

260, 274, 294, 331, 396, 401–2
gastrointestinal 12
human 437
psychological 16, 18, 33, 296
somatic 15
see also Ailments

District
honorability 368
seats 254, 351, 360, 362–3, 367–8
supervisor 98

Districts, cloister 60
Divination xv, xix, 7, 165, 186, 216,

219–21, 223, 225–33, 235, 237,

239, 241, 243, 245–7, 249–53,
255–7, 259, 261, 263, 265, 267,
269, 271–3, 303, 307, 310, 312,
319, 341–2, 438

card-based 252
clerical opinion of 225
conducted 232
deliberate 219
fortune-telling 254
harmless 153
historical analyses of 230
judicial 220
practice 381
process of 226

Divinatory
activity 219
powers 220
practices 236
rituals 226, 229, 250
services 221, 436
systems 253
techniques 222, 225, 231, 235
traditional systems 253
see also Astrology, Scrying, Sieve and

Shears, Cards
Divine

inspiration 265
retribution 154, 363

Diviners 70, 155, 187, 189, 220, 227,
230, 249, 256

Doctors 9, 10, 12, 19, 267, 290, 304–5,
307–8, 329–30, 359–61, 363,
397–9, 401, 404, 416, 418

official 397
professional 287
university-trained 256–7, 279, 360, 397

Döffingen 246–7, 271
Donald, Merlin xx
Donauworth 137
Donni di fuora 74, 121–2
Dornhan 387
Dornstetten 12, 233, 237, 245, 252,

426
Dosage 141, 143
Dottingen 8
Dowsers 233–5

novice 235
test 234

Dowsing 233–6, 246, 249, 342
electromagnetic hypothesis 234
instruments 171
rod 233, 235–6, 238
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Dream
content 92, 111, 114, 120
experiences 107, 113, 129, 144, 161,

185, 192
understanding 108

narratives 109
researchers 112
states 33, 123

Dreamers 112, 120, 126
lucid, modern 161

Dreaming 108–10, 112, 126, 129, 144,
146, 148, 212

micro-REM 197
modes 146
normal 202, 206
practices lucid 161
visual 144

Dreams xx, 31, 33, 36–7, 77, 94, 107–16,
118–20, 123, 125–6, 128–9, 133–4,
136, 139–41, 149–50, 154, 180,
187, 189, 191, 197, 206, 210, 220,
401, 409, 412, 416, 435

bad 89
children’s 115, 400
coordinated 36
drugged 141
drunken 137, 140
fantastic 147
high 149
historical 108
inhibiting 144
lucid 126, 129, 146, 202
normal 118, 125, 141
nREM 113
in REM 110
taking place in a 122
vivid 116, 144, 148, 198, 202, 434
waking 146
see also Sleep, REM, nREM

Dreamy state 409
Drink 95–7, 132, 139, 166, 190, 222,

305
alcoholic 135

Drinks, herbal 279, 286, 306, 308
Drivers, ANS 202–3
Droll, Michael 31
Drug

experiences 149
early modern, realness of 142
reported 141

use 130
users 140–1; groups 134, 148

Drugs xix, 131, 139–45, 148–9,
289–90, 431

anticholinergic 141, 143–4, 147,
149

hallucinogenic xix, 68, 130, 143,
146, 203, 391, 417

narcotic 297
psychoactive 133
see also Alkaloids, Anticholinergics,

Consciousness, Hallucingens,
Ointments, Potions

Ducal government 41, 50, 77, 107,
229, 254, 313, 324, 350, 352,
360–1, 370, 383–6, 392, 394,
406–7, 415

see also Government
Dukes of Württemberg 162, 243, 264,

350–2, 356–7, 370–1, 386, 395–7,
420

Dumme, Christoph Ernst 223, 329
Dürrner, Gallus 243, 270, 428

E
Eberhard III, Duke 261–2, 264, 370,

395–7, 406
Eberhard Ludwig, Duke 170, 370–1
Eberlin, Anna 82–8, 90, 186, 205, 

228, 231, 280, 283, 306, 342, 
400, 409

Ebersbach 7, 81, 388
Ebingen 17
Economy 41, 62, 415, 423, 429

agricultural 255
capitalist 431
duchy’s 60
improving 415

Ecstasies xvii
Ecstasy 201, 208, 210, 306

collective 180
Ecstatic

experiences 187, 189, 191, 270, 278,
414

forms 270
spirit communication 277
swooning 292
traditions, vigorous 211
see also Cathartic release,

Simultaneous discharge, Tuning
Education 358, 360, 368–9, 

420
advanced 368–9
elementary 359
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Education (Continued)
primary 420
public 359–60
traditional Württemberg 370

Educational
process, stringent 358
systems 351, 359
see also School

Efficacy xix, 159, 165–6, 209, 211, 225,
248, 257, 287–90, 294, 302, 315,
372, 430, 438

Effringen 237
Eggs 22, 38, 49, 56, 158–61, 165–6,

212, 279, 284, 298, 306
Egypt, ancient 251
Ehrbarkeit 351, 362, 367, 371

see also Elite, Honorability, Notability
Eighteenth century 60, 62, 76, 115,

171, 213, 248–9, 251–2, 301, 320,
323, 349, 354, 360, 366–7, 371,
378–9, 391–2, 395, 398, 402, 406,
408–9, 411, 415, 418–19, 423,
425, 427, 429

communities, early 364
early 135, 233, 361, 380, 415
late 361, 425
mid- 321, 415, 428

Elderly suspects 57, 355, 390
Electromagnetic

field, weak 302
theories 249, 255

Eleusis, Mysteries of 135
Elf-shot 188
Elisabeth, model for women 409, 414
Elite

beliefs 339, 418, 424
culture xvii, 71, 184–5, 323, 363,

370, 398, 402–3
duchy’s 213, 339, 422
educated 170, 177, 373
local urban 351
provincial 62, 331, 362, 366, 371, 415
rejection of magic 429
ruling 419
social 420
see also Bureaucrats, Clergy,

Ehrbarkeit, Honorability,
Notability

Ellwein, Michael 50–1, 404
Elrich, Magdelena 414

Ember nights 96
Emmau 284, 308
Emotional 15, 20, 26–7, 79, 110, 126,

159–60, 297, 355, 371, 376, 434
circumstances 19, 20
cognition 206
communication processes 225
contagion 295
culpability 22
deception 27
distress 32, 58
expression 293
impulses 195
liability 58
memory 292
power, attack’s 22
processing 54

low-level 112
women’s 54

reactions 25, 158, 225, 299
stress 311–12
systems, brain’s 112

Emotions xx, 13, 24–6, 34, 37, 54, 92,
101, 110, 126, 147, 160, 165, 207,
291–3, 298–9

angry person’s 213
basic 26
heightened 32
personal 176
spontaneous 435
strong negative 20
universal 25–6, 34

Employers 98, 103, 106, 164, 174–5,
349, 369, 408

Encountering ghosts 245
Enculturation 40, 73, 114, 118, 159,

359
see also Internalization

Endersbach 77
Endocrine 160, 298, 300

systems 15, 18, 161, 299
Endorphins 208–9, 297–8, 300

release 297, 302
Endriss, Jakob 9, 46, 307, 404
Enemies 28, 33, 35, 37, 43–4, 51, 65,

152–3, 156, 161, 168, 175, 179,
182, 200, 212, 216, 353, 355, 391,
405, 435, 439

harass 44
Energy, nonconscious 288
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Enhanced
accuracy 314
ability 205
dexterity 316–17
endurance 308
job skills 272, 313
learning 207
power 207, 430
productivity 200, 328–9
prowess 205, 208, 319
skilled performance 430
skills 348

Enhancements
artificial 213
personal 317

Eningen 309
Enkephalins 297
Enlightened

culture 371
moderns 270, 339

Enlightenment 337, 378, 415
French 370

Enthusiasm 269
quasi-religious 242

Entrainments 160–1, 207, 299, 300, 302
interconnect 160
nonconscious 295
of organs 299

Environment, supportive interpersonal
209

Epidemics 256–7
Epilepsy 50, 126–7
Epinephrine 208
Epiphany 243
Episcopi, Canon 69, 70, 123, 382
Episcopi tradition 70, 142, 382–3,

390–1, 399
Erectile problems 17

see also Impotence
Ergot 9, 134–5, 141, 144

poisoning 9
accidental 9

Ergotism 9, 134–5
Ergotropic 147, 196, 202, 223

state 196
systems 196, 202

Ergotropic-trophotropic balance 196
Error, job related 20
Esoteric traditions 171, 215
Esslingen 96, 227, 321, 384

Establishments, religious 95, 398–9
Estates

provincial 406
recalcitrant 420

Estates, Württemberg 370–1, 422
Estrogen 54, 58
Etteilla 252–3
Eucharist 89
Europe

eastern 170
late Medieval 430
northeastern 187
southeastern 131, 187

Europeans, earliest 289
Eve 71
Evil 12, 23, 68, 71–3, 76, 94, 113, 117,

172, 175, 177, 241, 258, 280, 283,
361, 411, 434, 439

enemy 77, 82, 173, 238, 323–4, 410
eye 25, 152
forces 175
master 97
role 167

Evil Satan 73
Evil Spirit 75, 79, 80, 82, 89, 92, 121–2,

128, 154, 172, 175, 190, 237–8,
247, 381

Evolution, cultural 108, 279
Examination, theological 396–7
Exchanges

face-to-face interpersonal 24
hostile interpersonal 400
interpersonal 28, 44, 104
ugly 31
verbal 48

Excommunication 357–8
Excrement 168

see also Feces
Executioner 155, 305–6, 343, 417
Executions 7, 55, 153, 263, 352–3, 358,

375, 383–4, 393, 407
Exorcism 273, 303, 321, 341, 343, 427
Exorcists 191, 241, 321, 340
Exorcize 237, 241, 245, 343, 426

bothersome spirits 343
spirits 343

Exotic items 239
Experiences

aural 235
benign 35
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Experiences (Continued)
blissful 196
collective 67
common 200, 240
conscious 78, 197, 225, 430, 439
conversion 117
cosmopolitan 369
direct 92, 165–6, 434
first-hand 192, 417
imaginary 276, 278
imagined 277, 66
integrative 204
life 160, 227
lived 92, 434
magical xix, 142, 390, 429
mental 108
nocturnal 121, 123
real 116, 192, 434–5
reported xix, 123, 146, 198, 439
singular 210, 268
subjective xiv, 220, 222, 224, 239
traumatic 126
vision xvii, 264
witch-related 240
women’s 127

“Experiential” process or model 34, 194
Experients 124–5, 140–2, 144–5, 147
Expressions 3, 12, 25–6, 28, 54, 103,

165, 200, 226, 235, 273, 291, 294,
378, 424

of anger, raw 55
autonomic 25
coded 108
conscious 433
displaced xvi
innate 26
nonverbal 27–8
person’s impulsive 433
physiological 26
practitioner’s 165
ritualized 153
spontaneous 165, 213
symbolic 20
unconscious 290
verbal 23

Expulsion of ideas 375
see also Repression

Exteriorization 127
External

spirit 87
world 31, 210, 247, 335, 375

Eyes 24–6, 30, 75, 81, 84, 87, 130, 189,
195, 284, 314, 342

see also Evil eye
Eÿsinger Hof 238

F
Fabrications 32, 158, 337

imaginative 83
Face-to-face 166

community 364
interactions 25, 170
placed 158
societies 433

Faces 26, 32, 54, 126
negative 26
expressions 24, 26, 164, 293, 295

recognizable 111
features 26

Factions 366, 372
Faculty 81, 119

legal 394
theological 354

Fairies 94, 121–2, 170, 179–80, 
187–8

Fairy beliefs, British 188
Fairy Queen 191
Faith 72, 163, 184, 219, 315, 326
Fake 27, 89, 263

smiles 27
Familiars 29, 188
Families, dysfunctional 46
Fantasies xvi, 108, 115, 123, 131,

136–7, 140, 160, 166, 196, 212,
330, 412, 416

illusions of a corrupt 329
infantile 5
lurid 168
melancholic 391
misogynist 93
rooted xvi
shared 103

Fantastical adventure 242
Fantasy mentation 125
Fantasy-proneness 126
Farm 42, 60, 344, 346, 424

animals 38, 56, 73, 155
harmed 37

dairy 321
hands 42, 60
single 41
see also Animals
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Farmers 42, 60, 62, 236, 240, 344, 362,
426

tenant 362
Fat

cook 310
human 168

Fate 122, 251, 257, 355
Father figure 113, 115
Faust 177, 261, 264
Fear, innate 26
Fears xiv, 5, 6, 17, 18, 20–1, 24–6,

31, 34, 38, 46, 58, 62–3, 65–6,
76, 78, 94, 125, 149, 152, 157,
165, 179, 185, 231, 237, 245,
311, 324, 331, 363–4, 403,
433–4

people’s 324, 403
psychological 31

Feasts 95, 97, 121–2, 128, 388
Feathers 89
Feces 168

human 152, 168, 211
Fee 152, 244
Fees, standard 345
Feet

cloven 71
goat’s 82–3, 409

Fehlen, Johanna 8, 55, 132, 305
Fehlen, Johanna 132, 389
Feind 43
Feldkirch 241
Fellbach 38, 156
Female

aggression 52
aggressiveness 410
behavior 53, 411, 414
figure 192
followers 96
groups 47
healing spirit 211
magicians 187
sexuality 410
suspects 49, 51, 406
vanity 261
violence 411
virtues 105

Females 52–4, 105, 122, 186, 408
see also Women

Ferdinand, Duke 170, 246, 385
Ferner, Hanß 106–9, 112–17, 118, 

305, 400

Fertility 154, 187
Fest der Erscheinung 243
Festivities 68, 95, 107, 113, 122, 128–9,

141, 147, 187, 388
illicit 97
merry and happy 106
nocturnal 96–7
popular 42–3, 95

Feuds, bitter 43
Feuerbach meadow 74, 118, 384
Fever 91–2, 281, 283
Fiery 83, 190, 301, 323–4

display 323, 334
glow 82–3
lights 323
sparks 324
spectacles 324
specter 327

Fight/flight response 23, 26, 32, 147,
196, 294, 297–8

Fine-tuning 296, 306, 335, 436
see also Tuning, Nervous system

Fines 352–3, 357–8, 397, 407, 
428, 440

levy 43
Fingernails 155
Finninger 156
Finnmark 135
Fire-fighting services 415
Fist-shaking 28
Fists 55, 267, 400
Fiume, Giovanna xviii
Fleas 137, 148–9, 158, 179, 212
Flew 33, 36, 68–9, 94, 107, 118, 122–3,

127, 131, 149, 176, 212, 305, 319,
330, 382, 388, 417

people 434
to 36
women’s souls 305

Flight 62, 70, 113–14, 120, 123,
128–9, 139–40, 146, 149–50, 
163, 186, 188, 204–5, 388, 391,
400, 434

dreamy 388
experiences 127

early modern 128
fantastic 123
imaginal 291
out-of-body 161
shaman experiences 186
soaring 128
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Flight (Continued)
soul 194
spiritual 153
stereotypical 388

Flight-fight systems 147
Flight, Slovenia sorcerers’ 187
Flights

experience 149, 191
nocturnal 129, 161

Floating 124–5, 127
Flogging 353

see also Torture
Florence 153, 180
Flour products 135
Flow state 315
Flowers 283
Flown 107, 128, 130, 148, 178, 212,

328
Fluctuations, geomagnetic 255
Fluid, magnetic 301
Flux, critical moment of 146
Fly 83, 95, 97, 127–9, 145, 148, 153,

170, 186, 200, 208, 244–5, 435
Flying 23, 113, 122, 125, 127, 132,

139, 146, 170
dreams 434
female spirits 188
people 439
reported 141
sensation of 144, 147
spirits 96
see also Dreams, OBEs, Out-of-body

experiences
Folk 171, 314, 321

beliefs xvii, 430, 434
culture 113, 210, 255, 284

regional 113
healers 274
healing 275, 287, 289, 299

early modern 302
magic 184
magicians 187
medicine 292
pharmacopoeia 130
practices 274
techniques 153
traditions 73, 215

Folk-magical conceptions 315
Folklore 71, 74, 139, 167, 179
Followers 183, 189, 242–3, 253, 266,

268, 310, 439

Food 9, 10, 21, 41, 45, 96, 115, 128,
138–9

Forest
ranger 88, 162–3, 173–4, 280, 296,

298, 344
ducal 29

regulation 162
see also Poachers

Forester 162, 344, 349
Forests 41, 131, 162, 324, 215
Foretell 208, 220, 250
Forked twig 233
Fortune-telling 171, 180, 191, 250–1,

340, 383
France 154, 188–9, 258, 370, 420
Franck 284, 321, 405
Franck, Jakob (“Schafer J”) 284, 308,

321, 343, 347, 405
Frankhen, Hanß Jacob 98

children 98, 103
Franconia 277

twentieth-century 167
Francophile orientation, ducal court’s

370
Frankfurt 137
Fraud xix, 209, 231–2, 242–3, 245–7,

265, 290, 321, 328–9, 331–3, 381,
419, 425–8, 440

committed 264
conscious 35, 210, 228, 244–5,

268–9, 331, 427
evidence of 261, 264
and malice 418
self-conscious 106

Fraudulence 242, 425
Fraudulent xix, 301, 425–7

practices 427
purposes 239
self-interest 5

Fredrich, Johannes 241, 244
Fredrick the Great 422
Freestanding figures 84, 205

see also Hallucinations
Freiburg, University of 333
French

armies 257
Cartesians 419
culture 370, 406, 419
raiders 258
Wars 319, 406, 423

Freud, Sigmund 108, 112, 432
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Freudenstadt 7, 387
Freudian psychology 12, 108, 409
Freyberger, Catharina 8, 15, 55, 304
Freyin, Anna Maria 242–3, 270, 318
Fridays 284, 322
Friedrich Karl, regent 170, 370, 420
Fritz, Agnes 7
Friuli region of northern Italy 36, 94,

97, 187, 437
Frogs 154–5, 220
Frost, create magically 137, 148, 155
Fuehrman, Johannes 38
Fugger, Anton 155, 220, 223, 236
Fühner, H. 140–1
Fumigation procedures 311
Fungus 9, 134

see also Ergot
Furious Horde 170

G
Galenic medicine 256, 274
Gallows 75, 152
Gaming 261, 365
Gangrene, dry 9
Ganßer 31–2
Gansslen, Michel 11, 308
Garabonciás 190
Gärdnerin, Burga 98, 101, 103, 105
Gärtnerin, Anna 97, 101–6
Gaze 25, 223, 414

bottle 231, 251
patterns 25
signal threat 25

Gébelin, Antoine Court de 251–2
Gebhard, Anna 17, 23, 56, 389, 408–9
Gehring, Paul 411
Geigler, Jacob 228, 230, 237, 281, 283,

309–10
Geiler, Gerg 133
Geisterbeschwörung 216
Gekin, Maria 164–7, 173, 178, 211–12,

388, 417–18
Geldmannlin 172
Geldt-mannlen 320
Gender 3, 47, 51–2, 105, 346–7, 407

aggressive sexuality 409
difference 53
equation 52
oppression xviii
tensions 103

General Decree 393, 396

Generalists 343–5
robust 343

Generalized magic 275, 307, 311, 329
Generalreskrept 361
Generational differences 46
Generations xviii, 13, 42, 47, 72, 95,

105, 111, 167, 170, 178, 183, 
193, 204, 206, 220–1, 248, 258,
274, 334, 355, 363, 398–9, 412,
426, 437

Genetic 53, 199
basis 199

Geological anomalies 234
Geomagnetic

field, earth’s 255, 320
fields 234
forces 332

Geradstetten 8, 46, 307, 387
Gerlingen 260–2, 264–5
German schools 359
German-speaking Alps 189
Germanic 96, 274, 386

charms 278
folklore 171
invaders 152
legend 191
sagas 314
successor states 382
tribes 193

Germany xiv, xvi, 33, 41, 72, 115, 155,
187, 261, 263, 267, 333, 368–9,
419

northern 189
southern 96, 135, 180
southwestern xiv, xvi, 55, 69, 123,

248, 261, 346, 384, 390–2
Gerstenmaier brothers 407
Gesner, Court Physician 361
Gessler, Barbara 9, 15, 38, 49, 56–7,

305, 348, 404–5, 411
Gestenmaier brothers 314–15
Gestenmaier, Jerg 313
Gestenmaier, Johannes 313
Gestenmaier, Ludwig 313, 385
Gestenmaier, Young Jerg 313
Gesture, hostile 56
Gestures 2, 24, 27, 45, 158, 165–6, 179,

226, 271, 273, 295
Ghost

appearances 328
cult 243, 260, 270, 318, 428
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Ghost (Continued)
dead wife’s 244, 322
experiences 248
husband’s 241
random 249
reported 321
sightings 249, 323
stories 242

Ghostlike creatures 240
Ghosts 84, 171, 215, 232, 236–49, 260,

269, 272, 310, 321–3, 327,
329–30, 426, 428

lies about encountering 245
in many forms 241
in Protestant and Catholic doctrine

240
Gifts, suspected poisons 13, 45, 158,

166
Ginzburg, Carlo xvii, xviii, 36, 93–4,

113, 135, 
Glass plate 222
Goat 121, 128, 191
God 14, 74, 76, 85, 113, 138, 177, 179,

182, 184, 193, 219–20, 224, 238,
242, 247, 259–61, 265–7, 269,
276, 279–80, 285, 300, 317–19,
322, 339, 359, 381–3, 399,
413–14, 439

omnipotent 219
renounced 65, 138, 179, 182, 418
word of, rejected 77

Goddess, benign 96
Goddesses 96, 187, 193
Gödelmann, Johann Georg 391
Gold 234–5, 244, 319
Golden cups 118
Good

company 96
lady and her folk 187
spirit, the 262

Good Friday 173
“good words” 308
Goods, cheaper manufactured 415
Göppingen 240–1, 249, 326–7, 413
Gossip 43, 52, 99, 100, 103–5, 365,

372
local 357
malicious 355
village 118
women’s 105

Government 44, 50–1, 75, 99, 105,
108, 130, 134, 138, 153, 240, 242,
245–6, 257, 261–4, 270, 316,
322–4, 326, 331, 350, 356, 361,
378, 381, 390, 392, 397, 399–402,
419–21, 425, 428–9

bureaucracy 397
central 254, 261, 367–8, 378, 383,

385–6, 392–3, 397, 406
decrees 100
local 350, 415
offices 362
officials 321, 350, 359
opposition to Pietism 243
provincial 369, 337
worldly 323

Governmental
policy 402
tyranny 261

Government’s
claim to treasure 248
policy 400
shift 397
see also Administration, Bureaucracy,

Constables, Ducal Government,
Elite

Grabenstetten 249
Graeter, Jacob 414
Grain 9, 14, 134, 220, 399

bleeding 261
kernels of 220
special 134
stores 155

Grandmother 14, 50, 106–7, 113, 118,
136, 416–18

Granier, Urbaine 177
Grass 82, 162

blessing 317
Grave xv, 37, 165, 243, 323

child’s 156
digger 323

Graveyard 76, 173, 237, 283, 323–4,
326

communal 323–4
Gravity 255, 419

moon’s 255
Greases 130
Great Church Ordinance 356, 359,

361, 397
see also Provincial Ordinances
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Greece 135, 152, 170, 187, 255, 274,
381

Grimm, Jacob 328
Grip 56, 311, 400
Gröningen 254, 257, 404
Grossman, Viet 19, 20, 50, 311, 400
Güglingen 164, 417
Guilt 5, 9, 12, 43, 48, 51, 76, 82,

220–1, 230, 311, 355, 358, 390,
399

Guilty
conscience 312
feelings 81
secrets 230

Gültingen 363
Gunpowder 313–14
Gunzenhausen 138
Gut feelings 225
Gypsies 340

H
Haasen, Hans 189–94, 206, 209–11,

213, 250, 276, 279, 282–3, 293,
300, 318, 343–4, 437

Habsburg empire 258
Haeberlin, Georg Heinrch 398
Hahn, Conrad 316, 328–9
Hail 138, 154, 158, 410

storms 76, 155, 324, 384
Hair 44, 155, 401
Hallucinations 8, 9, 30–4, 83–5, 91,

102, 119, 133–5, 140–1, 147, 150,
265, 325, 331

audio 196
auditory 31, 85, 205, 220
aural 85, 87
experience 31

aural 85
hypnogogic 128
mass 324, 327
visual 31, 84, 196, 223
vivid tactile 34

Hallucinatory
episodes 32
experiences 31–3, 148

Hallucinogenic
experiences 11, 143–5
plants 143
substances 202
trips 138

Hallucinogenics 142
Hallucinogens 21, 131, 134–5, 140,

142, 144–5, 147–9, 198, 202, 434
nonanticholinergic 144
potent 139
Solanaceous 140, 142
see also Drugs

Hanau-Lichtenbeg, Count Philipp of
384

Hannß (the Devil) 118–19, 121, 179
Hannß, a barber 137, 148, 179
Hansen, Chadwick xviii
Hansen, Leonberger’s widow 133–4, 167
Harassment 28, 43, 50, 413
Harm 1–3, 6, 11, 17, 23, 37, 48, 56,

62–3, 122, 134, 137–8, 148, 151,
153, 155–7, 165–7, 172, 174, 212,
303–4, 312, 343, 348, 352, 355,
381, 384, 388, 433, 435

direct 312
farm animals 2, 37–40
inflict 21, 28, 33, 56, 63, 153, 168,

312, 391, 435
occult 71

inflicted 391
inflicting 153

interpersonal 33
infliction of 39, 54
magic without 394
people 2, 137, 154
perpetrating 62
potential xiv
real 435
supposed 433

Harmful magic 1, 2, 66, 70, 114, 149,
151–4, 189, 352, 358, 384, 398

proscribed 2
people 137
see also Maleficium

Harprecht, Johann 392, 398
Harvest 36, 121–2, 174
Hassles 16, 17
Hatreds 44, 387
Haufler, Johann Heinrich 231
Hauntings see Ghost
Hay inspector 364
Hazelnuts 326, 328
Headaches 17, 82, 89, 286, 297, 308

migraine 126
psychophysical tension 17
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Heal 151, 186, 190–2, 205, 212, 272–3,
276, 280, 283, 287, 294–5, 342,
349, 435, 437

burns 303, 342
illnesses 180
people 187

Healer stage 278, 292
Healers xvii, 19, 20, 50, 70, 157, 180,

188–9, 193, 222, 275–83, 285,
288–9, 293–5, 300–2, 304–7, 329,
345, 360–1, 406, 408–9, 418, 427

activities of 341, 405
female 348
holy 187
illicit 361
itinerant 360
licit 361
local 437
magical 50, 285
male 347–8, 405
popular 178, 276, 306
public 408
reputed magical 406
sanctioned 307
semi-professional 305
trained 209
unofficial 305
village 307

Healer’s hands 302
Healing xix, xx, 151–2, 165, 186–7,

190, 192, 198, 209, 213, 216, 272,
280, 282, 284–5, 287–8, 290–1,
294–5, 297, 301, 303, 308, 313,
321, 334, 340–1, 343, 348–9,
360–1, 384, 407, 421, 423–4

accelerated 300
activities 257, 275–6, 282, 286–7,

289, 292, 296, 303, 361, 406
women’s 348

advice 349
aid 287
animals 283
arts 190
blessings 295
ceremonies 281, 292

shamanic 187
effect 294
experience, initial 192
forbidden herbal 348
and Herb book 281
illicit 216, 250, 279, 307, 340, 346 

intent 302
learned 190, 281
magic 340
measures 308
mechanism 298
methods 301–2

traditional 290, 301
natural mechanisms 274, 438
organic 210, 303
of people 189, 250, 341
popular 274–5, 282
powers 211, 282, 302

claim 210
practices 274, 281, 285–6, 288,

301–2, 342
spiritual 435

process 273–4, 293, 436
propitious day for 284
rituals 217, 281, 283–4, 294, 296–7,

300, 302, 312
calming 298
performing 281

sessions 285
skills 255
spiritual 301
stone 280, 347
techniques 274–5, 298, 301

classical shamanic 277
most numerous 282

touch therapies 300
traditional 290, 297
unsuccessful 157
see also Cure

Heals people 308
Health xv, 17, 19–22, 26, 37–8, 152,

159, 165, 193, 272, 280, 283,
288, 292–4, 297, 299, 301, 312,
320, 334, 346–7, 375, 396–8,
412, 437

behaviors, maladaptive 19
bodily 16
collective 257
human 288
mental 397
people’s 37, 275, 424
physical 18, 183
problem 304
psychological xix

factors influence 23
processes influence 19

psychosocial factors influence 15
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public 360
restoring 273
somatic 16, 19
status 299

Heart
attacks 18, 256
disease 16, 18, 19, 292
pains 282
problems 19, 190, 293
rate

accelerated 204
lowers 298

see also Cardiac arrhythmias
Heaven 76, 106, 114–15, 240, 242,

255, 257–8, 260–1, 264, 270, 401
Hebrews, ancient 381
Heidenheim 115, 133, 240, 282, 

322, 345
Heidleberg University 177
Heilbronn 266
Helfenstein 384
Hellebore 145

black 132
Helleboreine 132
Helleborus niger 132
Hemisphere

left cerebral 54, 110, 196, 291, 376
right cerebral 54, 110, 196, 291–2,

376–7
Hemispheres

brain switches between 196
cerebral 54, 147, 296, 376; left 196,

376
see also Brain, Cerebral cortex

Hemispheric
activation reverses 196
dominance 196

Henbane 11, 130–2, 143
Herb

book 281
gardens 131

Herbal
concoctions 209, 279
grasses 187
lore 287
remedies 209, 211, 302, 306, 347

Herbals 281, 306
Herber, Juliana 33
Herbs 28, 46, 132, 155, 190, 192, 239,

279, 282–3, 285, 306, 309
a drink 280, 286

local 279
used 279, 285
wholesome 279, 281

Herders 344, 362
cow 13, 17, 28, 276, 342, 344, 362

Heretical movements 95
Heretics 67, 94, 96

see also Anabaptists, Waldensians
Hermann, Hanns 313
“Herr” 367
Herrenberg 10, 33, 169, 233, 236,

309–10, 416, 426
Herrigel, Eugen 315
Herwick, Conrad 10
Herwick, Conrad’s wife’s lameness 11
Hesse 132
Hesse-Kassel 249
Heterodox

rituals 381
spirit 276

Heuberg 96, 133–5, 144, 434
Hexen see Witch
Hexenman see Healers, Witches
Hexentöpfe 155
Hexerei 394–5, 426

see also Witchcraft
Hezler, Stoffel 46
High Council 3, 88, 119, 121, 190,

240–1, 266–7, 316, 324, 327, 329,
351, 354, 368, 387, 392–6, 400–1,
416–18, 426

ducal 3, 137, 328
inquiry 327
records 3
response 416
vocabulary 395
see also Government

High Councilors 330
Hiller, Jacob 244
Himmelreich, Christiane Catarina 252
Hippocampal-sepal areas 203
Hippocampus 204
Hirsau, Cloister 258
Hisler, card reader 252
Historians xviii, xix, 5, 12, 19, 21, 27,

44, 48, 52, 63, 76, 92–4, 115, 117,
130, 140, 158, 165, 167, 181, 183,
225, 230, 340, 362, 440

rationalist 32
romantic 147
traditional 119
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Hit 22, 44–5, 56, 174–5, 308, 400, 410
Hoch, Johann Georg 33
Hofburg 370
Hofen, Georg Jacob 233–5, 342
Höfingen 262
Hogwarts 210
Hohen Karlschule 426
Hohenneuffen 262, 264, 267
Holda 69, 96, 170, 191, 305
Holle, Frau 191
Holstein 175
Horn, Magdelena 9, 21, 38, 40, 45,

56–7, 73, 76, 79, 81, 86–7, 90,
118, 175, 384, 388–9, 400, 411

Holy Roman Empire 2, 68, 384
Holy Spirit 156, 224, 275–6, 283, 286,

318, 321, 382
Homage 177, 314

ritual 115
Home, nursing 321
Honor 104, 355, 363, 366–7, 396

-bound culture 355
-conscious society 73
poor possessed 366

Honorability 367–9, 371, 415
local 362

Honorable people 222, 396
Honorables 367–9
Honoratioren 367

see also Ehrbarkeit, Elite, notability
Horb 282
Hormonal

adjustment 59
balance 58, 312
changes 17
difference 53

Hormones 58, 293, 299
changes in some 291
harmful stress 294
male sex 53
see also Androgens, Estrogen,

Endorphin
Horse

charm 276
inspectors 363
master 8

Horses 37, 99, 101–2, 105, 164–5, 174,
190, 244, 282, 285, 342, 
353, 364

bewitch 165
spook 164–5, 173, 178, 212

Hörterichshof 19
Horticulture 41
Hospitals 88, 415

see also Almshouses
Host, communion 29, 115, 169, 176,

179
Hostile 26–7, 32, 59, 191, 238–9, 254

actions 40
subtext 27

Hostility 65, 19, 23–5, 28, 39, 56, 168,
175, 381, 433

person’s 20
witch’s 157
see also Anger

Huberinus, Kaspar 410
Human experiences, common 34
Humiliation 355, 357–8
Hungarian

“abductions” by witches
122–3, 187

culture 192, 201
practitioners 187
taltos flew 187

witches 187
Hungary xvii, 6, 115, 122, 175–6, 180,

190, 437
Hunters 200, 320, 344–5
Hussites 95
Hutelerin, Jacobina 323–4, 326
Hyoscaymine 143
Hypercognitive 208
Hypertension 15, 16, 292, 297
Hypnagogic 30, 33–4, 110

experiences 113
phase 109

Hypnogogic state 125–6, 128
Hypnopompic 33

experiences 30, 33
phases 109–10, 114
state 148

Hypnosis 158, 198–9, 202, 209, 223,
291, 294–5, 298, 301–2, 311

classic 295
Hypnotherapy, a form of 295
Hypnotic

capabilities 199
effects, pronounced 211
experiences 239
inductions 198, 296, 300
state 198–9
subject 199
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Hypnotizability 199, 296
Hypnotizable

highly 436
people 199, 296

highly 148, 198
Hypochondria 286
Hypothalamus 53, 78, 195
Hysteria 12, 58, 414

I
Id 181–2

collective 181–2
Ideomotor

actions xv, 224–5, 235–6, 438
-based instruments 236
manifestations 249
movements 235
systems 253

Idolatry 382, 425
Ill 2, 3, 8, 9, 15, 19, 22–3, 28–9, 35,

38, 46–7, 49, 55–6, 122, 152,
158, 171, 205, 215, 269, 304,
340, 418

effects 8, 15, 55
person 312
projection of 21

Ill-health 273, 292
Ill-will 12, 411

expressions of 3, 21
projecting 48
witch’s 157

Ill, wished 311
Illness xv, 2, 16, 17, 20–1, 23, 27, 29,

43, 155, 157–8, 176, 188, 190,
202, 207, 209, 212–13, 222, 292,
303, 397, 401, 411, 427, 433, 436

diagnose 360–1
handling 303
inflict 151
initiatory 191
mental 92
person’s 430

Illogical thought 195
Illsfelden 316, 328
Illusion susceptibility 84
Illusions 30, 70, 123, 134, 137, 140,

166, 181, 324, 330, 381–2, 385,
431, 439

aberrant 129
multisensory 127
optical 325

satanic 265
trivial 427
vestibular 127
see also Delusions, Hallucinations,

Images, Misperceptions,
Perceptions

Image magic 152–3, 175
Imagery 291–2, 431

generated 223, 331
self-generated 148

Images 30, 84, 86, 112, 124–5, 131,
149, 153, 170, 210, 223, 225, 227,
236, 243, 253, 291–2, 434, 438

composite 435
dreamy 30
freestanding visual 84
generated 223
hallucinatory 125
hypnogogic 125
hypnopompic 34
mutilate 153
projecting 260
reflected 223
self-standing 83
sustained moving 223
wax 154–5

Imaginal world 278
Imaginative constructions 74
Immune function 298

compromised 19
Immune-related problems 33
Immune system 18, 20, 291–2,

297–300, 312
manipulate 299
see also Cells, Cellular defenses and

emotions
Immunoglobulin 16
Imperial cities 41, 119, 227, 387
Impiety 263, 265
“Impious and disobedient” 426
Impotence 2, 6, 17, 23, 56, 

154–5, 389
Impression, fleeting 223
Imprisonment 156, 262, 358
Impulses 58, 79, 86, 197, 224, 377

antisocial 412
hormonal 78
immoral 402
nerve 13
repressive 383
witch-related 413
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Incantational arts 235
Incantations 2, 29, 152–3, 155, 162–8,

170–1, 173–4, 178, 198, 209,
237–8, 242, 245, 250, 275–6, 278,
285, 287, 292, 294–6, 298, 300,
302, 308, 317–19, 341, 417

collective 181
diabolic 280, 388, 418
forbidden 162
formulaic 278
illicit 50
muttered 247
protracted 285
repetitive 164
verbal 161

Incanting 156, 303
blessings 360
person 164
see also Blessing, Conjure, Exorcize,

Demons
Incarceration 353–5, 407, 412, 428, 440

prolonged 428, 440
see also Confinement, Jail,

Penetentiary
Incense 172, 279, 330
Incubi 33, 80
Indecency 79–81
Indoctrinate 358, 371
Induction 296

deliberate 200, 202, 213
Industrial society, modern 200, 415
Industry 41, 423
Infanticide 353
Infections 119, 299

avert 280
bacterial 299
minor 286

Inflation 61, 423
Influence

baleful 72
behavior 79
benign 216
corrupting 407
curative 301
disruptive 147
exerting 369
indirect 415
inducements xv
interpersonal 295, 433
malign 405

moderating 392, 394
people’s perceptions 83
psycho-physical 334
see Subliminal, Healing, Mirror

neurons, Sorcery, Threat displays,
Visceral

Information
accessing 270, 439
ambiguous 102
bodily 126
channels 225
distorting 376
emotional 24
extraordinary 219
hidden 220
incomplete 32
infrastructures 212
interpersonal 26–7
invalid 431
leakage 36
limited 23
linguistic 32
overt 227
processing, multimodal sensory 297
rejecting 375
semantic 32
sources of 281–2
unconscious 198, 201, 204, 206, 226,

431, 438
unknown 438
unsubstantiated 100
visual 31, 126

Information-processing systems 273
Ingolstadt 136, 139, 141
Inhibition

bilateral 377
reflexive 377
systems 374

Initiation
shamanic 151, 192, 209
witch’s 186–7

Initiations, attempted 133
Injure people 2
Injuring livestock 44
Injury 1–3, 6, 11, 14, 25, 37–8, 44,

48–9, 51, 55, 85, 157, 165, 173–5,
213, 244, 264, 274, 298, 304, 319,
331, 384, 388, 394, 411, 433 

covert 45
inflict 89, 156, 176, 200, 310, 330
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inflicted 49
limited 10
mechanical 38
perceived 85
physical 202
physiological 273

Inputs
cognitive 126
disallowed 377
mysterious 78
neural 203
nonconscious 78
real, excluded 375
verbal 225

Inquiries, informal 352
Inquisitorial

methods, illegal 418
process 386

Inquisitors 67, 94, 157, 180, 194
Insects, poisonous 155
Insfeld 283
Inspectors, community 363–4
Instinctive reactions 78
Institutions, communal

formal 372
informal 42–3

Instructions
conscious 372
explicit 373
informal 372
moral 359
religious 359, 420

Insults 44, 51, 73, 156, 244, 264, 365,
395

Integrability 372, 374
Integrated person 432
Integration 31, 83, 111, 126, 207–8

interpersonal psychic 37
personal 204
psychophysical 292

Integrative brain state 207
see also Brain, Consciousness

Intentionality 116, 160, 207, 375
Intentions, suppressing 372, 375
Interdependence, psychological 37, 151
Internalization 106, 374–5, 377, 400,

410, 413–14
see also Enculturation

Interpersonal 16, 18, 19, 363, 402, 433
aggression 412

altercation 19
ugly 29

animosities 364
attitudes 24–5
bonds 381

cementing 104
charisma 208
communications 20, 226
conflicts 20–1, 23, 60, 63, 175, 226,

292, 302, 386, 413, 415, 429, 
433, 3

normal 45
sharp 43

contact 33
disputes 49
effect 39

unconscious 51
integration 297
interactions 62, 159, 433
relations 20, 375

disturbed 22, 402
tensions 33, 209, 297, 302

Interrogation 51, 123, 130, 174, 194,
222, 355, 412, 416–17, 426

Intoxication xx, 119, 131, 135, 144
Intuition 204, 269
Intuitive skills 256
Inversion 113, 168–9, 183
Invisibility 317
Invocation 154, 178, 183, 201, 238,

275, 285, 341–2, 357, 382, 436
deliberate 67

ritual 237
forbidden 246
idolatrous 381
open 246
performed 343
ritualized 153
spiritual 249
see also Conjure, Incantation

Invoking spirits 439
Invulnerability 272
Ireland 179, 188
Irish

legends 188
popular culture 188

Iron Century 61, 434
Iron spike 171, 239
Irregularities, judicial 394, 417–18
Isolation, social 292, 411
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Istria 154
Italian Alps 191
Italy 74, 94, 97, 143, 154, 169, 175,

179, 181, 369
Itinerant

charlatans 136, 289
man’s claim 419
outsiders 191
scholars 189–92, 201, 210–11, 250,

343, 437
sorcerers 152, 315

Itinerants 147, 254, 340, 343–4, 405
Izelberg 322

J
Jäcklen, Peter 310
Jäger, Fuchs’ wife 222, 226
Jail 14, 81, 98, 105, 121, 136–7, 141,

149, 244, 316, 355, 387, 418
local 353
sentences 357
terms, short 428
time 353
see also Incarceration

James, William 224–5
Jausen, Agnes 281
Jealousy 103, 433
Jergle, Peter 281–2, 284–5, 289, 295–6,

298, 300, 303, 345
Jesuits 236, 254, 257, 392
Jimson Weed 139
Joan of Arc 86
John the Baptist 238, 260, 266, 275
Journeys 122, 134, 204, 210, 277

ecstatic 191
other world 189
protracted 278
see also Flying, OBEs, Shamanism

Judeo-Christian tradition 1, 71, 182,
267, 381

Judicial process 44, 341, 350, 378
see also Trials

Jurisdictions, neighboring 386–7
Jurists 350–1, 394, 396, 398

K
Kählin, Othmar 222, 308
Karl Alexander, Duke 422
Karl Eugen, Duke 422, 426

consultant in Paris 370

Kartenschlagen 251
Keil, Hans 260–8, 270, 354
Keisersberg, Johann Geiler of 96, 131
Keller, Christoph 233, 342
Kellern, Hans Rolf 8, 15, 55
Kepler, Johannes 255
Kerber, Albrecht 38
Kettener, Hans Jacob 97–9, 101–3
Kettlemoth House 98
Key, St. Hubert’s 282
Kieffer 317
King David 266
Kirchekonvents 265

see also Church’s supervisor systems,
Church courts

Kirchenrat 356
Kircher, Fr. A. 224, 233
Kirchheim 113, 317, 342
Kiss “in name of the Devil” 174
Klaniczay, Gábor xviii
Klein 29–31
Klein Ingersheim 88
Klein, Michaels wife 29, 31
Kliegstein, Anna 14
Klingen, Georg 19
Klingen, George 10
Knacker 305–6, 361
Knighthoods, independent 368
Knittlingen 177
Knödler, Johannes 282
Knötzlerin, Maria Juditha 236, 247,

319–21
Knowledge 9, 26, 29, 34–5, 74, 100,

102, 109–10, 112, 132, 139, 151,
154, 159, 167, 170, 174, 186,
193–4, 198, 205–8, 210–12, 222,
225, 269, 355, 358–9, 372, 376–7,
382–3, 430–1

book-based 359
collective 425
common 35
enhanced 208, 430
esoteric 341
extraordinary 186
hidden 188
learned 94
magical 431
occult 191, 305, 323
prior 208, 232
repressed 90
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unexpressed 226
Kochen, Magdelena 11, 13, 45, 56–7,

59, 61, 306, 410
Koenbeckhen, Johann 11, 13
Kohler, Johannes 233
Köhlern, Heinrich 426–7
Köll, Hans 228–9, 231, 280, 283, 306,

342, 409
Körner, Wolf 11
Kramer, Catharina 162
Kramer, Heinrich 1, 69
Kramer, Michel 169
Kressich springs 190, 283
Krieger, Georg 49
Kugel, Hans Jerg 281, 283, 309
Kühler, Ludwig 244
Kurzen, Hanns Jacob 281, 317, 

343, 418

L
Labor

duties 365
hard 353

Ladies
nighttime 188, 437
from outside 121, 187, 437

Lady Abundance 188
Laguna, Andrés de 129, 131–2, 143
Laichlin, Maria 8, 15, 19, 21, 46, 133,

387, 305, 307, 406–7
Laisslin, Johann 400
Lancashire witches 176
Landesordnung 385
Langen, Hanß Jacob 136–41, 147, 149,

157, 179, 206, 212, 344, 388
Langjahr, Agnes 10, 14, 19, 22, 28–9,

49, 56–7, 158–9, 161, 166, 212,
228, 308, 411

Language 23, 86, 109–10, 126, 145,
190, 192, 194, 291, 297

centers 54
foreign 89
unknown 89

Lap 22, 49, 56, 158
Late seventeenth century 42, 212, 248,

251, 316, 359, 361, 370, 380, 400,
405–6, 411, 415

Lauffen 136–8, 222
Laughlin, Charles xx
Lavender water rub 306

Law
code 1

imperial 384
government’s model 352

model 2
codes, medieval 1
faculty 252, 351, 394

Laws 1, 65, 81, 109, 230, 325, 333,
361, 368–9, 373, 382–4, 386, 390,
425, 428, 440

adopted Imperial 382
antidrug 130
basic 101
duchy’s 351, 369
secular 357
see also Government, Provincial

Ordinances
Lawsuits 223, 329, 365
Lawyers 69, 359, 394, 396–7
Laying on hands 301
Leader spirit 68
Learned

associations 203
culture 154, 337
expectations 37, 302
magical traditions 170

Left
cerebral hemisphere 196, 376
frontal lobe 374, 377

Leg, sore 295–6, 298
Legal

forms 392
procedures, systematic 387
scrutiny 394
terms 394
training 368, 394

Legends 189, 192, 240
Leibniz, Gottfried 420
Leichten, Andrea 19, 28, 49, 56
Leipzig 252
Leonberg 11, 260–2
Lerchheimer, August 130, 391
Letters 70, 173, 261, 401
Lice 137, 148–9, 158, 179
Lilienskiold 135
Limbic

activities 195
component 39
structures 26, 161, 207–8

mediating sentiment 160, 298
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Limbic (Continued)
system 23, 26, 78, 110, 147,

161, 195, 206, 209, 225, 
291–3, 296, 299, 376–7

Linguistic
culture 376
principles and dreams 109
representations 377
terms 431
thought 206
see also Psycholinguistic

programming, Rational thought
Lipp, Matthew 321
Lippe 48
Literacy 358, 368, 420
“Little George” from Ladenberg

189–92, 210
Living arrangements controlled  352
Local

communities 40, 77, 95, 162, 340,
349–50, 362–3, 373, 430, 440, 337

elites 103, 330, 378, 337
notability 158, 362, 366, 368
traditions 2, 123, 210

Lord’s Prayer 359
Lorraine xvi, 154
Lost objects 187, 219, 223, 231, 269,

341–2, 438
Lotions 130

black-magic 135
Louis XIV 168, 257–8
Love magic 153, 155, 169, 175, 189, 416

coercive 251
learned 135
manipulative 180
recipes 154

Low Countries 194
LSD 9, 134, 141, 144–5, 149–50
Lucerne 249
Lucifer 173, 175–6

see also Devil, Satan
Luciferan conspiracy 185
Ludwig, Duke 385
Ludwig, Margritha 222, 226
Ludwig William, Duke 370
Ludwigsburg 236, 241–2, 417–18, 426

penitentiary 241, 418, 427–8
Lusts 58, 156

insatiable 409–10
Luther, Martin 71, 108, 131, 233,

258–9, 267, 359, 399

Lutheran
apocalyptic prophesy 258
leaders 72
mainstream 268
orthodoxy 368, 371, 422

Lutheranism 43, 413
Lutherans 73, 259, 321, 356, 369, 398
Luzin, Agnes 281, 349, 418
Lye 9
Lying 229–30

M
MacFarlane, Alan 23
Madonna di Finemundo 179
Magia 1, 4, 216, 394, 398
Magiae Universalis Naturae 224
Magic xiv–xviii, 1, 2, 19, 20, 67,

95–6, 118, 152–5, 159, 162–7,
173, 178–81, 193–4, 231–2,
246–7, 271–2, 303, 309–10,
312–21, 327–9, 339–43, 345–53,
355–9, 373, 375–87, 391, 393–5,
397–9, 403–7, 415–17, 419–35,
438–40

active 246
arcane 228
beliefs xix, 5
black 50, 152, 155, 191, 394
books 170, 191, 349, 407
chest 155
conjuration 276
curing 284
defensive 310, 437, 65
employed routinely 429
experience 431
forbidden 240
formulas 155, 278
health-care-oriented 340
illicit 167, 180, 304, 321
learned 152, 167, 169–70, 191, 212,

252
ceremonial 171, 176

malevolent 155, 185, 359, 2
manipulative 216, 273, 303, 313,

319–20, 334, 438
marginalization of 378
natural 383
nonharmful 2
nonmalefic 216
pagan 170
petty 148
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potions 96, 152
practice 70, 212, 410
practiced 29, 176, 317, 340–1, 348,

405, 416–17, 429
practitioners of 440
protective 1, 271, 304, 319
rejection of 30, 381
repress 350, 381
ritual 175, 183, 315

a healing 169
secret 28
skills, learned 68
spell 50
sympathetic 131, 314
Western 153
words 280
see also Beneficient, Countermagic,

Cross-fertilization, Heal,
Practitioners

Magical
abilities 49, 95
activities 240, 271, 337, 339, 342,

382, 407, 425, 427, 429, 440
illicit 356
participants in xvi
popular 219

acts, forbidden 401
affliction 307
aggression 62
amulets 152
arts 189, 250

devilish 405
assault 312
assumptions 152
attacks 31, 33, 36, 65, 152, 159
beliefs xvi, xvii, 142, 375–7, 419–20,

429–30, 440
understanding 376

ceremonies 172, 308
cognition 425
connections 228
counteraction 312
countermeasures 273, 303–4, 313,

418
crimes 7, 378, 394, 398, 402, 422
culture, common 170, 211
effects 273, 381, 425
enhancements 303, 312–13
events 120, 142
feats 188
fertility warriors, self-proclaimed 94

flights 67, 94, 108, 123, 191, 437
formulas 180, 278
harm 149, 152
healing 273, 302, 308, 319, 347–9,

406, 428, 438
activities 347
efficacy of 287
practiced 342
rituals 273, 341

incantations 275, 318
intensifier 175
manipulations 312
marksmanship 314
mobilization, ritual 165
objects 280

hidden 45
poisoning 134
powers

gain 181
use 53

practices 4, 33, 94, 135, 148, 179–80,
193, 271–2, 316, 341, 345–6,
348–9, 360, 370, 378, 381, 407,
418, 428–31

ancient 153
capital offenses 382
novel 193

practitioners 67, 180, 340, 344, 
346, 378, 383, 408, 434–5

marginalized 429
public 343, 346
Romans persecuted 1
and sorcery 155

rituals 175, 314, 320, 335
soothsaying 384
specialists 221, 321, 339
techniques 153, 219, 303
therapies, efficacy 287
thinking, children 116
traditions, popular 340; see also

cross-fertilization
treasure-hunting 245, 248, 282
world view 142

Magicians 169–70, 187, 189, 227,
244, 278, 340, 359, 383, 391,
397, 428

“cabals,” Paris 180
groups 67, 153,172, 180
learned 152, 178, 391
natural 233, 382
popular, and learned magic 170
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Magicians (Continued)
professional 177
wandering 192
white 175

Magnetic gradient changes 234
Magneus, Olaus 187
“magnificent people” 190–1
Magus, Simon 95
Maladies 11, 15, 16, 20, 23, 28, 56, 

82, 209, 227, 286, 302, 304–5,
396, 402

arthritic 329
counteract 307
cow’s 309
inexplicable 312
physical 307
physiological 17
psychophysical 294, 297
psychosphysical 21
see also Ailments

Male 19, 47, 51–4, 80, 105, 405, 410
magicians 391
poisoners 352
violence 53, 411

Malefic 1, 45, 50, 70, 174, 178, 180,
213, 357, 383

behaviors 63
magic xiv, xviii, 20, 67, 105, 184,

350, 383, 394, 400
popular 148
practice 67

materials 115
practices xviii, 63, 176
witchcraft 26, 62, 176, 213

Maleficium xix, 1–3, 5–7, 9–11, 20, 22,
24, 37, 39–43, 45–53, 55–63,
65–6, 99, 117, 138, 156–7, 159,
169, 172, 174–6, 179, 181, 186,
263, 312, 319, 348, 383–4, 386–9,
394, 433–4

allegations of 3, 56, 117, 418, 433 
collective 180
effects, 413, 415
natural remedies against 343
perpetrated 5, 65
popular 176
spontaneous 294, 312, 435, 438
in Theodosius law code 1
see also Harmful magic, Witchcraft

Malevolent clan shaman 176
Malice 104, 411

Malign
spirits 71, 89, 184, 238
substance 55

Malleus Maleficarum xvi, 1, 46, 69, 70,
123, 155, 314, 409–10

Mandrake 130–1, 143, 155, 306
Mangelwurzel 309
Manipulations

informal 372
limited 212, 436

Manufacturing sector 41, 415, 423
Marbach 135, 173, 331, 417–18
Margaretha from Vöhringen 133–4,

141
Margrave of Baden-Durlach 371
Maria, to be emulated 310, 409, 414
Marital status 46–7
Marketplace, local magical 254
Marksmanship 272–3, 313–14, 349

influence 315
Marriage 42, 79, 81, 219, 352, 365, 371
Martin, Christoph 316–17, 328, 348
Mass (religious ceremony) 117, 168–9,

179, 184, 266, 369, 371, 415
black 93, 168, 180
secret 169

Mass panics 55, 62–3, 119, 355, 387,
390, 398, 412–13, 3

see also Witch persections
Masten, Katharina 10, 14, 22, 56–7, 61,

304, 307, 400, 410
Maulbronn, Cloister 50
Maurer, Barbara 279, 281
Mauritius, Erich 398
Mayer, Maria 38
Meat 106, 121–2, 154
Mechanisms

physiological 13, 296–7, 300, 302
psychophysical 311
restorative 273, 288

Mechanistic model of world 377
Medical

activities 257
establishment 301
hierarchy 397
practices, illicit 361, 216
practitioners 222, 257, 307, 360

low-level 221
professionals 159
regulations 360–1
response 304
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sanctioned 306
services, charity 360
system, official 360–1
systems 274
testimony 396–7

Medical Ordinances, First and Second
361

Medicines 50, 222, 256, 273, 275, 279,
282, 285, 288, 290, 306–7, 341,
345, 360–1, 368, 397–8

active 288–9
herbal 342–3, 406, 408
illicit 421, 424
internal 279–80, 342, 397
popular 287
potency 306
traditional 398
unofficial 287
see also Doctors, Herbs, Physical

remedies, Potions
“Medico” 306–7
Medieval

church 95, 382
churchmen 96
late 350, 409, 437
people 131
see also Middle Ages

Medieval Europe 95, 104
early 278
late 278

Medieval Europeans 65
Meditation 148, 202–3, 298
Mediterranean 194
Mediums 151, 186, 205–6, 247, 277
Megerler, Anton Fuggers cunning

woman 220, 236
Melancholic 77, 186, 391, 416

witch confessions 416
Melancholy 268, 392

severe 266
Memes 182, 211
Memories 30–1, 35, 48–9, 54, 74, 76,

88, 101–2, 110, 116, 126, 147, 208,
223, 265, 277, 317, 332, 423, 434

altered 439
brain constructs 112
constructing 74
early 376
false 326
long-term 111
ritualized 193

social 102
visual and auditory 81

Memory
consolidation 111
functions 144
systems 376

Memory-bank 74
Menopause 57–9
Menstruation 59, 90
Mental

activities 163, 196, 203, 223
life 77
preparation 156
programming 290
scaffolding 375
structures 112

Mentation 87, 109–10, 112, 116
agitated verbal 113
unfocused interior 197

Merchants 41, 162, 193, 368
large-scale 367
wealthy 42, 390

Merlini Cocai Sonnets 251
Mesopotamia, ancient 152
Messmer, Franz Anton 301
Meth, Ezechiel 267
Metzingen 10
Meuse River 258
Meÿer, Catharina 283
Mice 37, 301
Middle Ages xviii, 71, 80, 94, 135,

152–3, 184, 193, 224, 258, 274,
278, 346, 360, 402

early 71, 95, 170, 279, 353, 382
Middle Ages, High 71–2, 190, 382–3
Middle Ages, late 72, 96, 152–3, 170, 277
Midwives 135, 360–1, 363, 397

handbook 361
Miembler, Endriss 79–81, 84–7, 90,

205, 264, 400
Miembler, Katharina 10, 79–81
Milan 187
Milk 2, 8, 45, 135, 165, 173, 175, 228,

281, 309–10, 322, 417
hare 176
steal 7, 176, 228, 230, 237, 309–11

Miller 98, 133, 244
Miller’s helpers 244
Miners, German 233
Minister 76, 138, 243
Mirables 208, 319
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Miracles 96, 208, 242–3, 262–5, 382
biblical 419
fake 264, 268
false 331
manifesting God’s power 381
physical 264

Miraculous
cures 191
results 381

Mirror 171, 222–3, 236–7, 247, 281,
286, 307, 320, 342

magic 424
neurons 293, 295; see also

Connection, visceral interpersonal
Mirror of Domestic Discipline 410
Mirror of Witches, A 391
Miscarriage 155
Misfortunes 5, 23, 28, 32, 48, 70–1, 106,

208, 213, 220, 226, 266, 391, 399
common 303
inexplicable 5, 32
miserable 323
unpredictable 198
see also Afflictions

Misogyny, clerical 66
Misperceptions 51, 326, 332, 381, 439

see also delusions, hallucinations,
illusions, Perceptions

Misrepresentation 35, 49
Missing

objects 208, 231
people 250, 343

“Mistress of Ceremonies” 96
Mittel Scheuthal 244
Möckmühl 116
Modern

educated psyche, traditional 375
psychologists and Devil beliefs 76–7
understanding 337, 370

Modules
cognitive 205
executive 224
higher-order 87
latent 92
lower-level 86
neurocognitive 86–7, 207
quasi-independent 224
unconscious neural 438
see also Brain, Network

Moessinger 401

Monde Primitif 251
Money

economy, rising 423
seed 232, 319, 322

Montaillou 177, 240
Moon 253, 255–6, 275, 284–5, 317
Moral

acceptance, subconscious 365
advice 172
being 73
character 394
frame, customary 76
guides 72
implications 400, 406, 425, 434
improvement 259, 265
lapses 1, 178, 402
offenses 357
orientation 172, 394, 434
outrage 372
spectrum 148–9
strictures 200, 377, 440
suasion 347
supervision 405–6
values 76, 372

Morality 76, 117, 179, 366
Morality, Manichean 117
Morality, official 360
Morals 350, 398

regulations 162
tribunals 265

Morning 283–4
Mortgages, cosigned 43
Morus, Barbara 322
Moselle River 258
Mother 9, 10, 50, 80, 97, 106–7, 113,

118, 138, 154, 167, 169, 186, 189,
348, 416

spiritual 243
Mothers

new 22, 158
unmarried 361

Motor
activities 197
neurons, associated 293
output systems 110

Mound 188
Mountain 96, 184, 189, 191–2, 194,

210, 212, 234
Cosmic 191
see also Venusberg
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Mouse 83–4, 409
Movements

inexplicable 325
nonvolitional 224
sieve’s 224
tiny muscle 226
uncontrollable 89, 133
see also Ideomotor

Mück, Christina 309, 311–12
Muhlmaÿer, Johann Josef Michael 241,

249
Muhlmaÿer, Michael 241
Müller, Thomas Walzen 243
Multisensory experiences 110, 434
Münsignen 313
Muoth 305–6
Murray, Margaret xviii, 93–4
Murrhardt 223, 228–9, 244, 319, 329,

345
Music, beautiful 96
Musician, local 106–7
Mutschler, Georg 240, 328
Mysteries of Eleusis 135
Mysterious

barrages 327
beings 215
bombardment 326
disappearance 229
intruder 316–17
noises 333
see also Ball lightning, Poltergeists

Mystical
gatherings 123
merriments 170
see also Good company, Dances,

Sabbaths
Mysticism 72, 301
Mystics 186, 200

learned 267
Mythomania 116
Myths 97, 129, 135, 181, 185, 192,

210, 277, 301

N
Nachtriben, Hans Jerg 311
Nagold 243, 343
Nails 310, 418

finger 155
horseshoe 29
human 154–5

Naples 177, 191
Narratives 74, 109, 276–9
Natal predilections 257
Nativities 255
Nature vs. nurture 34, 52, 199
Near-death experiences 202, 433

see also Shamanic experiences
Neck 75, 82, 241, 286, 311, 322, 342,

400
Neckar River 177, 257
Neckar Valley, upper 41
Neckargröningen 281
Neckarshausen 321
Necromancers 152, 177, 179
Necromancy 67, 152–3, 170, 172, 193,

212, 220, 238, 437
see also Sorcery, Magic, Ritual

Needles 154–5, 233, 235–6, 329
knitting 232–3, 236, 239, 342

Negative interactions 59
Neighborhood butcher 366
Neighborhoods 42–4, 96, 130, 162,

229
Neighboring

ruler 384
territory 339, 385

Neighborliness 42–3, 340
Neighborly snooping, formalized 363
Neighbors 8–10, 13, 30, 38, 40, 

42–6, 48, 50, 55, 59, 61–3, 155,
157, 162, 166, 183, 185, 222,
226, 228, 281, 313, 327, 343, 347,
349–50, 357, 365–6, 388, 412, 414

bonds 43
estranged 44
hired 43
well-to-do 45, 306
see also Communities, Conflicts,

Enemies, Towns, Villages
Neocortex 147, 196, 293, 374
Nervous system 85, 92, 143–4, 146–7,

161, 163–6, 196, 201–3, 206, 208,
210–11, 223, 235, 246, 274, 291–3,
296, 298, 302, 306, 376, 430, 436–7

autonomic 18, 144, 292, 298–9, 302,
376

central 144, 299
ergotropic 146, 296
fine-tuning the 211
human 143, 335
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Nervous system (Continued)
manipulating people’s 212
parasympathetic 145, 298–9
peripheral 11, 143
person’s 161, 438
practitioner’s 162, 164
sick people’s 296
sympathetic 202, 208, 298
trophotrophic 223
tuning the 202
see also Autonomic, Brain,

Consciousness, ergotropic, 
Fine-tuning, Neural, Tuning,
Fight/flight response, trophotropic

Nethen, Christina 88, 401, 408
Networks, neurocognitive 86, 110,

146–9, 160, 291, 298
conscious 377
external 376
functional 86

Networks, social 42, 94, 99, 180, 193,
341, 344

active 167
clientage 362
external 376
formed 67
informal 215

Neuburg 137
Neuenburg 98, 101
Neuenstadt 395–6
Neuffen 141, 316
Neural

activity, unconscious 235
circuitry 30–1, 149
hardware, shared basic 91
networks 111, 126, 160–1, 298, 300,

374
processing 111, 223
see also Nervous system

Neurological fine-tuning 377
Neuromodulatory balance, shift 203
Neurons 11, 26, 54, 160, 290, 293, 376

cholinergic 143–4
groups 86

Neuropeptides 299, 302
Neurophysiological response 234
Neurophysiology 159, 198

universal 91
Neuroscientists xx
Neurotransmitters 143–4, 203, 299

Neutral spirits 382
Neuweyler 98
New Testament 104
News 68, 70, 100–1, 231, 261, 268
Newton, Isaac 419
Nicholas of Cusa 179
Nider, Johann xvi, 96, 129, 131–2, 146
Niederhofen 266–7, 270
Night dance 121–2, 127–8, 388
Nightshade 11, 130, 132, 143

berries 132
family 202
ordience concerning 130
see also Atropa belladonna, Belladonna,

Drugs
Niklashausen, drummer of 95
Nineteenth century 38, 140, 233, 252,

378, 424
early 290

Nobility, national 370
Nobleman, minor 371
Nobles 168, 171, 351, 368, 415

regional 350
Nocturnal lights 326
Nonconscious 78, 373

interpersonal communication xv
neural processing 236
see also Subliminal, Unconscious

Nonverbal
communication 24, 27–8, 225, 295

implicit 37
cues 24, 26–7
signals 24, 26, 165
signs 29
see also Body language, Subliminal

Nordlingen 61, 257
Nordlingen, Battle of 61
Normandy 154, 169
Norms 26

internalized 350, 356
see also Enculturation, Internalization

Notability 69, 101, 367
Notables, local 45, 74, 367

see also Elite, Government
Noxious

items 22, 158
materials 435
remedies 406

Numerology 253
Nurnberg 138, 190
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O
Oberstdorf xvii
OBEs see Out-of-body experiences
Objects

buried enchanted 175, 303
exotic 171
potent 2, 281, 341 
religious 169
secreted 153, 157
special 275
symbolic 302

Occult 1, 22, 62–3, 65, 135, 205, 208,
233, 235, 274, 319, 381, 419, 430,
433

attacker 216
attacks 5–7, 48, 65
bonds 227
countermeasures 309
energy 301
forces 287, 215
healing traditions 288
injury 11
processes 219, 398
see also Magic

Occupations 344, 367–9
Oceanic oneness 204
Offenses

capital 221, 358
repeated 358, 405

Officials 22, 98, 123, 130, 190, 
261–2, 267–8, 304, 342, 344,
351, 356–7, 363–4, 369, 371,
387–8, 394, 396, 405–7, 416–18,
422, 425–8

communal 363–4, 386
district 351
ducal 2, 162, 262, 367
duke’s forestry 163
executive 352
habits of thought 369
high 351, 369, 371
local 2, 45, 357, 378, 386, 416
minor 344
see also Bureaucrats, Elite,

Government
Ointments 10, 11, 21, 129–30, 136–9,

148, 152, 155, 279, 282
witches 119
see also Drugs, Hallucinogens, Lotions,

Salves

Old
people and the Devil 58
woman, deluded 391

“Old Hag” 34, 194, 309
experience xix, 33–7, 194

Old age 57–8
Omens 220, 250, 258–9, 271

bad 76
natural 220
see also Portents

Oneiroscopy 220
Onstmettingen 331
Opiates, natural 297

see also Endorphin
Optimism 209, 294, 397
Ordeals, judicial 220
Ordered argument, learned 369
Ordinances see Provincial Ordinances
Orientation Association Areas 203–4,

207
Orphan house 415, 417–18

see also Almshouses
Orthodoxy 182, 268, 398

theological 259, 360
see Lutheran

Osiander, Johann Adam 398
Ostracism 364–5, 372, 377–8
Oswald, Magdelena 157
Out-migration 415, 422
Out-of-body experiences 124–9, 146,

148, 202, 204, 434
Outbursts, spontaneous 156
Overpopulation 61, 386
Ovulation 78
Ox 22

P
Pact 2, 3, 65, 75, 157, 176–7, 179–81,

191, 263, 323, 348, 355, 358, 384,
388, 391–2, 394, 398, 405, 412

adventurous students and 177
diabolic 115, 329
formal 176
implicit 1, 70, 178, 235
purported 177
satanic 176
signed 177
see also Devil, Diabolism

Pagan
beliefs, disguised 193
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Pagan (Continued)
deities 382
forms, unchanged 271
philosophy 381
rituals 271
spirits 278

Paganism 94
classical 215

Pagans 177, 382
Pain xiv, 8, 12–14, 17, 49, 56, 208, 234,

256, 284–5, 288–9, 297–8, 300, 308,
311, 329, 355, 374, 400–1, 412, 417 

disorder 12, 13
experience 13, 374
intense 14, 17
network 199
perceived 14
perception 199, 208
reduced 297

by neuropeptides 302
signal 199
stomach 133
suppression 300
see also Ailment, Conversion reaction,

Healing
Pain-reducing effects 297
Palatinate 257
Paleolithic 53, 151, 219, 319
Paleomammalian brain 207
Paleomentation 225
Pamphilë’s transformation 131
Pamphlet literature 6, 70, 118, 132,

239, 261–2, 386, 391
regional 2
see also Broadsides, Tracts

Pamphleteer 70, 410
Panics 348, 412

child-centered 397
see also Mass panics

Paracelsus 23
Paradise, Waldensians and 189, 201
Paralysis 14, 38, 56, 132, 145

conversion symptoms 17
hypnopompic 34
see also Conversion reaction,

Maleficium, “Old Hag”
Paranormal 225, 234, 247, 319, 376
Parapsychology 36, 124, 209, 313, 430
Parasympathetic 144, 196, 202, 209,

298

see also Nervous system, Quiescent,
Relaxation response, Trophotropic

Parenting, bad 117
Parietal lobes 126
Paris 41

medieval 437
Parishes, number of 420
Parody, religious 169
Passau 190, 319
Passauer Kunst 319
Passions xvi, 394, 409

Emotions, Lusts
Pastoral societies 151, 186
Pastors 8, 73, 263, 266, 356–9, 387,

391, 405, 420
Paternosters 277
Pathology xix, 21, 83, 85, 124 
Patients 13, 17, 85, 131, 209–10,

275–9, 282–5, 288–90, 292–5,
297, 300, 302, 306, 308, 345, 
399, 436, 438

see also Doctor, Healer, Sick person
Patient’s spirit 291
Patricians 362, 367

class-conscious 371
Patronage 42–3, 61, 385
Paupers, resident 61

see also Destitute
Peace of Augsburg 68
Peasant

rebelliousness xix
uprising 259

Peasantries, rural 287
Peasantry 362, 367, 423

seventeenth-century 77
Peasants 37, 39, 40, 42, 76, 95, 

147, 152, 156, 165, 305, 371,
401, 428

“stupid and uncouth” 419
well-to-do 171
see also Commoners, Farmers

Peasants, Most 38
Pechta 96

see also Berta, Diana, Venus
Peer pressure, informal 384
Penalties 352, 355, 357–8, 406
Penance 72, 75, 156, 238

preached 261
prescribed 382

Pendulums 224, 232–3, 236, 246, 253
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Penetrate 160–1
Penitentials, Early medieval 152
Penitentiary 353, 415, 426

see also Incarceration, Jail,
Ludwigsburg

Pentateuch 398
Pentecost evening 283
People

bad 305, 322
lonely 293
magical 340
night 96
sick 296–7

Perceptions xiv, xv, xix, xx, 9, 16, 21,
30–1, 82–4, 101, 105, 125–6,
139–40, 159–60, 162–3, 176, 197,
202, 204, 207–8, 236, 247–8, 291,
297, 321, 323, 339, 370, 376–8,
399, 402, 425, 429

auditory 146
aural 240
content of 83
direct 235
extraordinary 83
extrasensory 209
generated 195
illusory 440
impaired 119
misinterpret 375
nonconscious 239
olfactory 84
sensory 196
subliminal 377
suppress 440
visual 30, 83, 126, 240, 248
see also Delusions, Images, Illusions,

Misperceptions
Percepts 30, 160, 208, 248, 298, 425,

438
symbolic 160, 298–9

Perceptual
apparatuses 161
experiences 30, 83, 66
field 83, 160, 298
processes xx, 30 
systems 30

Performance, healer’s 151, 294
Peripheral

blood vessels 134
nerve transmissions 143–4

see also Blood, Nervous system
Persecutions xvii–xix, 44, 96, 385–6,

390, 400, 402, 412–15
intense witchcraft 378, 385–6
see also Mass trials

Persian magu 381
Personal territory 28
Personalities

integrated 366
modern 77

Personality
disorder

histrionic 12
multiple 87

traits
disagreeable 47
negative 59

Perversions of Christianity 67, 93, 168
Perversity, functions 168
Pfalz 249
Pfüllingen 222
Pharmaceutical dabblings 132
Pharmacopoeia 135
Phenomena, extraordinary 209
Philosophy 382, 420

mystical 251
Physicists 325, 333
Physics 256, 325, 333
Physiologic control systems 299
Physiological

effects, direct 15, 287, 293, 306, 335
patterns, new 146
processes 13, 91, 264, 306, 333, 437
systems 160, 298

Physiology 13, 31, 34, 91, 109, 124,
143, 203–4, 256

Piatte, Zuanue delle 191
Pietism 399

German 399
radical 268
separatist movement 414
Swabian 420

Pietist
conventicle 413
movement 391, 413–15

radical 413
Pietistic groups 268, 413
Pietists 413–14, 422

early 399
radical 413
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Pigs 37–8, 400
Pincers, hot 353
Pitchfork 118, 129, 136–7, 148, 168,

179, 212, 316, 417
riding the 388
travel on a 149, 344

Placebo effect 209, 288–92, 302
Placebos 149, 288–91, 297

see also Cells
Planets 255–7, 259
Plants 131, 135, 139–40, 143, 255, 262,

283
a narcotic ranunculaceous 132
psychoactive 130, 306
solenaceous 139
solo-caneaes 11

Plantsch, Martin 69
Plasters 273, 279
Plochingen 249
Poaching 162–3, 361
Pócs xvii, xviii
Poetry, of blessings 277–8
Poisoners 21, 155, 391

suspected 405
Poisoning 7–11, 15, 21–2, 39, 40, 46,

51, 117, 155–6, 352–3, 387, 395,
402–6

accidental 130, 135
alleged 403
attempted 51
suspected 9

Poisonous
drinks and apples 51
substances 404

Poisons xv, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 21, 38,
45–6, 49, 51–2, 55–6, 73, 135,
147, 152, 155–6, 165, 174, 180,
212, 307, 389, 395, 404, 410, 435 

affair of the 168
deadly 130
fly 50
mixing 50
synthetic 9
use 405
victim 8
see also Drugs, Herbs, Maleficium,

Ointments, Potions, Powders
Police 61, 171

patrols 61
systems, state’s 406

Police Ordinance, First 352, 361
Policing 405–6
Polished thumbnails 223
Poltergeist

case, modern 331 ff
events, reported 333
phenomena, combined 329

Poltergeists 223, 228, 316, 325, 327–9,
331–3

Popular
activities 399
beliefs xvi, xvii, 66, 94, 99, 166–7,

189, 213, 402, 414, 440 
celebrations 95
culture xvi, xvii, 67, 71, 95–6, 105,

117–18, 167, 174, 185, 188, 212,
271, 339, 341, 347, 350, 362, 371,
402, 419–20, 426, 429, 437 

experiences 124
magic 337
magic’s adaptability 382
medical traditions 287
practices 96, 170, 222, 274, 287, 357,

382, 406, 421–2, 428, 440
practitioners, Most 438
prophets 267–8
traditions 67, 94, 115, 301
see also Elite beliefs, Magic

Population 41, 60–2, 155, 162, 184,
339, 362, 366–7, 379, 415, 420,
422–3, 429

floating 191
itinerant 344
marginal 210

Portents 259, 264
singular 259
see also Omens

Possession 42, 54, 87–92, 101, 154, 170,
193, 201–2, 206, 229, 315, 436

cases 88–91
cult 180
demonic xix, 73, 89–90
involuntary 205
mediumistic 200
societies 89
young women 90

Postmodernism xviii, xix, 83–4, 108,
375,

Posture 24, 165
bodily 28, 40
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Pot 80, 168
Potency

reproductive 57, 59
spiritual 306

Potions 2, 65, 12, 56, 394 
hallucinogenic 135
herbal 308
toxic 152
see also Drugs, Medicines, Poisons

Potter 223, 228, 329, 344
Poverty 167, 189, 349, 364, 423

bitter 423
endemic 62
relative 210
see also Destitute, Economy, Paupers

Powders 2, 10, 28, 132, 135, 171–2,
237, 247, 279, 305, 315 

a black 280
fumigating 306
“inheritance” 180
noxious 152
smoked 172
white 8, 46

Power
interpersonal 47, 183
lethal 174
magical 30, 68, 122, 157, 167, 186,

188, 192, 280–1, 327, 381, 436
malefic 215
malign 184, 215
nonmalefic 29
occult 11, 94, 280
potent magical 280
psychological 6, 211
repressive 356, 428
spiritual 169, 200, 285, 353, 435, 437
unconscious 213
see also Beneficent, Diabolism,

Healing, Magic, Maleficic,
Shamanism

Practices
antisocial 168
cunning 308
full-service 152
illicit 280, 361
magico-religious 151
men’s 348
pre-Christian 271
preparatory 314
public 342, 347, 352

ritual 381
semi-professional 250
shamanistic 153, 202, 204, 211,

436–7
thriving 408
women’s 347, 408

Practitioners xviii, 94, 151, 166, 180,
186, 200, 211–12, 217, 222, 225,
232, 236, 274, 276, 305, 307,
339–45, 350, 360–1, 381, 405,
435–7, 440

accused 346–7
beneficent 405
of beneficent magic 339
casual 341
female 346–7
full service 346
generalized 343, 345–6
illicit 285, 361
licit 307, 397
local 193, 340
official 361
popular 339, 437
professional 152
public 340–3, 345–6, 408, 429
sanctioned 305
semi-speccialts 250
single-service 342–3, 346
skillful 278
specialized 215, 221, 341, 344–5, 

431
suspected 346
unlettered 193
unofficial 361
unsanctioned 361
unscrupulous 223
well-rounded generalized 342
see also Diviners, Doctors, Healing,

Magic, Shamanism, Sorcery
Pray 83, 138, 178, 184, 242, 267, 270,

275, 283, 293, 295, 322, 409,
413–14

Prayer
book 262
sessions, all night 426

Prayers 164, 169, 178, 181, 190, 198,
211, 239, 242, 260, 271, 275–6,
284, 286, 294–5, 298, 300, 302,
318, 418, 427

collective 283
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Prayers (Continued)
defensive 247
earnest 107
grass 180
intercessionary 302
quiet 294
religious 166
silent 239
special 190
strong 80

Praying 120, 177, 184, 242, 260, 
285

see also Blessing, Incantation
Preacher 29, 38, 49, 70, 72, 74, 82–3,

88, 119–20, 179, 262–3, 267, 305,
316–17, 328–9, 358, 362, 365,
386–8, 397, 414, 417–18

Preaching 357
Precious metals 234, 236, 249, 320
Precognition 247, 253
Prediction, astrological 257–9
Predisposition, cultural 12, 13, 20–1
Preisen, Georg 279, 345
Pressing, magical 135, 161, 173, 212,

309, 439
see also Out-of-body esperiences, “Old

Hag,” “Pushing” people
Pressures

barometric 255
psychological 15, 43, 225, 227, 331
raw emotional 22

Pride 71, 355, 365, 420
professional 254

Priests 72, 98, 132, 154, 169, 186, 242,
277–8, 319–20, 344, 381–2

early Hebrew 381
pagan 382

Priming, psychological 161
Prince, Devil as 113, 118–19, 177, 179,

183
Printers 68
Printing 68–9, 72, 170, 185
Prior suspicions 47, 405
Prison 80–1, 365, 428
Private practitioners 340–1, 348
Probation 353, 358, 397, 405–6, 428
Processions of the dead 96, 145, 170
Processor, serial 197
Professions 305, 361, 367–8, 398
Prognostication 250, 254–5, 257–8

Prohibitions 369, 373–4
Property 6, 42, 59, 61, 167, 176, 228,

230, 233, 237, 353, 364
Prophesies 172, 191, 219–20, 258–9,

262, 264, 268–70
admonitory 259–60
apocalyptic 259
biblical 258–9
discredited 268
divine 260
spiritual 260, 266
spontaneous 219–20

Prophesy, Spontaneous forms of 270
Prophet, false 263
Prophets 267, 269

see also Divination
Prosecutions xiv, 48, 55, 60, 192, 304,

307, 340, 350, 354–5, 357, 380,
382, 384–6, 390, 399, 400, 402,
405–7, 419, 421–2, 425, 428, 430 

changing pace of 339, 380
criminal 44, 352
declining 422
falter 389
formal 377
frequent 405
full-blown 261
intense 392
judicial 340
legal 371
pace of 62, 378–80, 384–5, 421
renewed 353

secular 358
tide of 390, 422
virulent xvi

Prosody 24, 39
Protoindustrial 364
Providential interpretations 391
Provincial intellectual traditions 398–9

see also Episcipi tradition
Provincial Law Code 70
Provincial Ordinances 162, 248, 352,

357, 361, 367, 405
anti-blessing (1643)  361
First (1495) 162 
First Apothacary 361
First Medical (1720) 361
First Police (1549) 352, 361
Fifth (1552) 352, 383
Funeral 367
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Great Church Ordinance (1569) 356,
359, 361, 397 

Second Apothacary (1626) 404
Second Medical (1755) 361
Sixth (1567) 2, 352, 358, 383–4
Seventh (1621) 361
see also Laws

Pseudohallucinations 30
Psoriasis 312
Psychic performance 209
Psychoactive substances 133, 147
Psychoanalytic traditions 78
Psychodynamics 18, 91, 226
Psychogenic 127
Psychokinesis 36

see also Parapsychology
Psycholinguistic programming 163

see also Blessing, Incantation,
Language, Linguistic, Spells,
Sorcery

Psychological
changes 409
characteristics 22
defenses 183
dimensions 21, 375, 401
etiology 15
explanations 63, 91, 290
factors xix, 18–20, 38, 199, 286 
forces 15, 22
influence 19, 26, 288
integrity 185
learning 112
malfunctions 182
manipulation and magic 54
mechanisms 29, 65

repressive 372
phenomena 200
problems 19–21, 296, 301
processes xix, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 63,

381, 435 
repressed 12

state, marginal 168
Psychology xix, 16, 34, 91, 124 

bedeviled 198
cognitive 78
modern depth 301

Psychoneuroimmunology 299
Psychophysical 15, 33

benefits 312
debilities 183

driving mechanism 292
dysfunction 124
endowments 55
manipulations 166
predisposition 60
problems 17, 20
reactions 159, 312, 401

Psychophysical process 12, 17, 226,
331

analogue 206
associational-imagic 377
attentional 144
autonomic 291, 335
autonomous 110
biochemical 255
creative 112
dowsing 235
emotional 78, 86
hidden 383
hypnotic 298
magical 271, 310
mental 87, 103, 126
neurobiological 59, 128
neurocognitive 201–2
neurological 373, 66
neurophysiological 74
novel challenges 110
physical 84, 247, 260, 315, 320, 398,

419
psychophysiological 437, 440
right-brain 377
storage 111
symbolic 91
top-down 350
unconscious 274, 290–2

Psychophysical processes
psychosomatic 12
unconscious thought 269

Psychophysical processing 26, 32,
111–12, 234–5, 249, 373

analogue 206
bodily 127
capacity 204
cognitive 78, 114, 208, 290, 374, 438
conscious 207, 373
cortical 208
emotion-based unconscious 225
emotionally charged 369
mental 372
nonconscious 236, 375
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Psychophysical processing (Continued )
parallel distributed 86, 197
perceptual 197, 374
rational 206
repeated 111
sequential-temporal 110
social-emotional 141
special 373
subconscious 232
symbolic 206
top-level 373

Psychophysiology 349, 372
Psychosocial 26

dynamics 297
factors in disease  xv, 11ff
influence 17
stressors 17

Psychosomatic 15, 302
factors 37
problems 286
reactions 12, 402

Ptolemaic astronomy 256–7
Ptolomaic astronomy and Galenic

medicine 430
Pubic hair 168
Punishment 2, 44, 47–8, 115, 138, 149,

238, 261, 316, 323, 354–6, 358,
404–7, 411, 428, 440 

Punitive experiences 354
see also Fines, Incarceration,

Prosecution, Social discipline,
Trials, Torture

Pupils 25, 130, 143, 360
constricted 25

Purgatory 240
Purposes, benign 1, 292 
“push” people 33, 166, 239

see also “Old Hag,” “Pressing”
Pustules 309, 311–12

Q
Quacks 135, 191
Quarrels 43, 105, 174

bitterness of 44
see also Conflicts, Enemies,

Interpersonal
Querulous tendencies 58
Quiescent

functions, body’s 294
system 298
see also Parasympathetic, Relaxation

R
Raitsen, Gertrudt 276, 286, 291, 295,

303, 342, 347
Random process 227, 438
Rangers, forest 162
Raster, George 309
Rat-catchers 191
“Ratchet effect” 68, 435
Rational

calculation 350
conscious 258

control 440
Rational-linguistic systems 376
Rational thought 439

processes 206
Rational-verbal representations 377
Rationalist 108, 147

doubts 242
interpretations 30
materialism 326, 377

Rationalistic developments 420
Rationalists, traditional xviii, xix, 94
Rationality 439
Rationalization 126
Rationalize 185, 225
Rau, Maria 11, 19, 406
Rauschenberger, Maria 

Magdalena 156
Ravens 220
Reality discrimination 31–2

see also Dreams, Nervous system
Receptor sites 11

see also Cells, Neurons
Receptors 119, 299

nerve-end 143
opioid 297
peptide 299
sensory 300

Rechlin, Anna 31–2
Recipes 130, 132, 143, 145, 149, 279,

306, 308
early modern 143

salve 140
standard 130
see also Drugs, Herbs, Medicines,

Ointments, Poisons, Potions
Reciprocity and fear 43, 363
Recognition 26, 54, 86, 153, 160

conscious 27
retroactive 179
unconscious 53
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Recovery 292, 295, 302, 312
coincidental 301
see also Healing, Medicine

Reflective surface 222–3, 232, 236
see also Scrying

Reform xvi, 117, 259–60, 362, 396, 
406

campaign 72, 117, 185, 213, 257,
349, 360, 380, 406 

moral 264
orderly 266
schools 415
suggested 2

Reformation 68, 95, 259, 347
Reformers 72, 391

Protestant 108
sixteenth century 72

Reformist worldview 422
Refugees 19, 23, 62
Regensburg 136
Regulation, social 162, 360, 362, 364,

434
Regulation, physiological 297

cholinergic 147
increasing 162
low-level homeostatic 78

Reichenbach 237, 387
Reid, Scottish sorcerer 175
Relaxation 144, 163, 196, 294, 

296
response 144, 298, 300, 302
see also Parasympathetic, Quiescence

Religion xx, 43, 72, 183, 193–4, 255, 
269, 271, 274, 280, 318, 339, 
413

prehistoric xvii, xix
Religious

experience 270
early modern 84

rituals
formal 95
involved 169

world 84
early modern 85

REM 109–12, 125, 195–6, 202
cats 111
dream 113
sleep 110–12, 114, 144, 148, 195,

202–3, 211
see also Dreams, Sleep

Remedies, home 289, 340

Renaissance 255
astrological theory 256
intellectuals 131, 255–6
state 383

Renaissance Florence 168, 175–6
Rencklern, Margretha 305, 348, 406, 408
Repatterning 146–7
Repetitions 238, 275, 284
Repetitive

activities 236
thoughts 290

Repress xiv, 362, 365, 372, 440 
Repression 95, 349, 356, 358, 363, 366,

370, 372–8, 406, 415, 428–9, 440,
337

active 376
directionality 376
enlightened 429
informal 371
judicial 381
of magic 350, 363, 372–3, 375–8,

422, 429, 431
psychological 374
reflexive 425
socio-cultural 374
systematic campaign of 339
three centuries 440

Repressive mechanisms 339, 372
see also Denial of magic, Deterrent

effect, Expulsion of ideas, 
Reproductive

problems 20–1
systems 58
see also Impotence

Reputation 43, 47–8, 50, 55, 99, 104,
106, 183, 231, 243, 308, 327–8,
345, 355, 365–6, 371, 390, 406,
408, 411

family’s 327
unsavory 371
woman’s 56

Resources 59–62, 363, 389, 434
capital 424
economic 307
impacted material 363

Resurrection 192
Retaliation 23, 56, 168, 400

extralegal 45
righteous 179

Retina 83–4
see also Eye, Evil eye
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Retribution 61, 364
informal 411
spontaneous physical 1
unnatural 329

Retroactive
falsifications 48
interpretations 400, 402
reworking 434

Retrocognition 247
Retterstein 311
Rettnier, Margaretha 37
Reuss, court physician 361
Reutlingen 118–20, 129, 148–9, 344
Revelations 219, 267, 269

spiritual 258
Revelry 43, 94, 122, 187
Revenge 116, 156, 309, 410, 424
Reverse-shamanism 377
Rewards for moral spies 363
Rhine River 41, 253, 257, 263
Rhine Valley 194
Rhineland 257
Rhodt 387
Rhythmic

activities 202, 296
repetitive 202

activity, subdued 298
group activities 292
movements, gentle 300
sounds 292
stroking 300
structure 292

Rib 157, 190–1, 222
“Richella” 179
Richenbach 311
Richter, Dorothea 75–6, 79, 86–7, 90
Ridicule 105, 372
Right hemisphere processes 376
Rippen, Anna Maria 133
Rites 95, 168–9

arcane 170
blasphemous 168
obscene 93, 97

Ritual
actions 170, 220, 274, 302, 311, 341,

430
activities 172, 247, 279, 287, 298–9,

315, 382, 435
illicit 382, 413
intense 296

acts 239
behaviors, organized 181
circles 171
death 192
experiences 187
healing 297, 299
incantation 165
magic 1, 52, 156, 165, 172 

harmful outlawed 1
learned 193

magicians 186
preparations 161, 315, 430
procedures 240
process 285
systems 375
training 210

Ritualistic activities 315
Ritualized mutilation 153
Rituals 29, 55, 70, 153, 155, 161–2,

165, 168, 170–1, 175, 180, 186,
193, 209–12, 224–8, 230, 232,
237–40, 246–7, 269, 271, 274,
277, 280, 283, 285, 293, 295–6,
300, 302, 310–16

athletes use 198
collective rhythmic 293
complex 152, 170
defensive 308
deliberate 2
empty 413
extreme 437
invocatory 249
involved performing 227
modifying 274
prolonged rhythmic 297
protective 272
restrained 296
sanctioned 276
secret 45, 166
shamanistic 437
unspecified 315

Rivalries 105, 433
Röcklin, Hans 280, 282, 284–5, 289,

303, 342, 347
Rods 137–8, 171, 224, 232–3, 235, 246

buried iron 234
divining 235
trips on the 138

Rogel, Bueschelin 400–1
Rolle, Johann Michael 33
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Romania 187
Rommelshausen 243
Root, sack with a 280
Roots 46, 131, 155, 180, 279–80, 286,

321
Roper, Lyndal xvi, 81, 85 
Rosary 184
Rosenfeld 133, 174
Rosenheim 333–4
Rostock 391
Rothin, Anna Maria 10, 11, 14, 19, 21,

46, 56–7, 306, 308
Rottenberg 282
Rowlands, Alison xvi
Ruchhinbrodt, Margretha 8
Rueff, Anna 13, 17, 18, 28
Rueff, Hans 14, 22, 28, 49, 50, 56–7,

169, 304, 400
Ruethandten, Philipp Jacob 321
Rumor, basic law of 100
Rumors 29, 97, 99–103, 106, 164, 262,

309, 324, 355, 357, 372, 386–7, 389
Rural areas 429
Rustic community spirit 43

see also Communities, Farms,
Peasants, Villages

S
Sabbaths 65, 93, 96–7, 117, 121–3,

129, 138, 140, 148–50, 168,
186–7, 205, 388, 391, 400, 412, 
434–5

children conducted 115
diabolic 212
see also Dances, Diabolism, Festivities,

Fly, Night dance
Sabean 76–7, 79
Sabean, David 76
Sacher, Agatha 12, 28, 14, 23, 28–9, 46,

49, 56–7, 222, 305, 388, 411
Sacraments 89, 184, 121, 267, 327,

357, 381
Sacred

grove 194
objects, misappropriated 169

Sacrifices 314
Sacrilegious 162, 172, 176, 65
Sagittarius 254
Saints 186–7, 193, 277–8, 319, 382
St. Anthony’s Fire 9

St. Boniface 382
St. Christopher 171–2, 236–9, 246,

248, 313, 319–20
St. Hubert’s key 282
St. John the Evangelist 275
St. Killian 224
St. Marta 175
St. Peter 224, 259
Salinaro, Maria 180
Salt 50, 280, 309–10
Salves 2, 11, 14, 28, 80, 119, 129–32,

136, 144–6, 149, 161, 168, 210,
279, 282, 284, 417 

bogus 130
datura-based 141
hallucinogenic 131, 136, 141, 143,

148–9
inert 130, 149
see also Anoint, observed people;

Drugs, Hallucingens, Medicines,
Ointments, Potions, Remedies

Salz 240
Sami 187
Samples of cases explained

beneficent magic 216–17
general magic 4
witch 3

Sanctions 352, 357–8, 440
explicit legal 378
external 365
formal 372, 1
informal 372, 428
mildest 357
public 381
symbolic 358
see also Communal, Repression

Sanskrit poetry 277
Sap 279, 284
Sarrith 173
Satan 2, 7, 70, 74–5, 77, 121, 175–7,

180, 227, 238, 323, 416 
abominable 82
firm stand against 324
an illusion of 417
loathsome 82, 88, 388
renouncing 324
see also Devil, Lucifer

Satanic
arts, use 359
ritual abuse 74
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Satanism 168
Satan’s servants 65
Satirical polemics 419
SATOR talisman 280–1
Sattler, Sigfried 241–2, 322
Saüberlichin, Barbara 408
Sauer, Abraham 130
Sauerzapf, Jakob 231
Sauter, Sara 283–5, 342, 347
Saÿer, Bernhardt’s wife 303
Scapegoat figure 12
Scapegoating process 49
Scapulomancy 220
Scepticism, pious 422
“Schäfer J” see Franck, Hans
“Schafer Jerg” 319
Schaff, “Wild Georg” 173, 313, 316, 349
Schäffer, Jacob 276, 279, 281–4, 286,

289, 291, 293, 295–6, 298, 303,
308, 343, 345, 347

Schatzgraberei 232, 216
Scheelkrautt 283
Schelling, Anna Maria 9, 15, 49, 56,

305, 404
Schiller, Hans Jacob 223, 228–31, 329,

345, 427
Schizophrenia 124
Schizophrenic patients 32
Schlenzer, Hans 243–4
Schlosser, Ursula 49
Schmettlin Konrad 38
Schmid, Magdelena 133–5, 141, 

144, 167
Schmidt, Ursula 31–2
Schmied, Barbara 8, 55, 132, 305, 389
Schnabel, Anna 29–31, 162–3, 167
Schneeberger, Egidins 136
Schnedler, Ludwig 241
Schneider, Maria 9, 15, 37, 46, 56–7,

389, 404, 410
Scholasticism 93, 96, 66
Scholderer, Zimmerman 342
Schölhornin 156, 165
Scholl, Maria 426
Scholl, Maria Agnes 236
Schollen, Anna 45, 306
Schöllhornin 156
Schondorf 8, 77, 156, 169, 282, 305,

307
Schöntal 244

School
inspectors 363
ordinances 72
system 359

Schooling, primary 420
Schoolmaster 362
Schools xviii, 191, 254, 356, 359–60,

364, 368, 420, 440
cloister 358, 368
high 359, 420
Latin 348, 360, 368

Schoolteachers 357
see also Education

Schott, Gaspard 224
Schu, Jacob 241, 244, 322, 427
Schulen, Christina Dorothea 231–2, 251
Schuten, Hannß 295
Schwandorf 243
Schweickhlen, Hans Conrad 14, 27, 

38, 49
Schweickhlen, Christoph 14, 56, 400
Schweizer, Jacob 322
Schwendel, Anna 88
Schwieberdingen 254
Science, Christian 301
Scientific

explanatory systems 326
revolution 383, 430

Scopolamine 11, 143
see also Drugs

Scot, Reginald 23
Scotland 6, 117, 154, 175, 188
Scribes 351, 362, 368
Scribner, Bob 412
Scripts 74, 114, 125

cultural 113–14, 129, 225
social 74

Scriptures 190, 243, 267, 414
Scrofula, cure 300
Scrying 222–7, 230–1, 236, 246, 251,

253, 286, 308, 426, 438
see also Dissociation, Divination

Sebald, Hans xviii, 167
Second Apothecary Ordinance 404
Secret

censors 357, 363, 366
spies 406

Secular 268, 350, 356, 420
administration 356–7
intervention 142
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magistrates 94
order 258
professionals 397

Seeds 145, 154–5
henbane 145
see also Drugs, Magic

Seeger, Catharina 51
Seeger, Georg’s wife 13
Seers 240

lay 265
Segen 276
Seizures 8, 132
Self 77, 85, 87–8, 92, 112, 127, 200,

203, 207–8, 299, 431, 440, 337
autonomous 77
-censorship 355, 365, 374
-confidence, boost 208
-consciousness 315
-control 371; rational 432
-definition 94, 415
-delusion 30, 209, 247
-destructive social role 159
-directed identity 431
-hypnosis 290–1
-knowledge 256
normal conscious 87
-recognition 255
-regulation 306
-restraint 58; personal 40

Semiotic
analysis 91
idiom 374

Semioticians 92
Semiotics xviii, 91, 109
Sensations 9, 21, 34, 36, 124–5, 127,

136, 140, 144, 149, 196, 297, 301,
375, 434, 439

coherent 125
disembodied 204
hypnopompic 35
painful 12
physical 86
physiological 240
real 297
visceral 225
see also Consciousness, Nervous

system, Psychophysical processes
Sense

data 248
modalities 87, 160

Sensibility, elites changing 426
Sensitivity

to elecromagnetic environment 234,
249

to subliminal signals 208
Sensorimotor deprivation 146
Sensorium 247–8, 402, 434, 438–9

see also Perception, Cognition,
Nervous system

Sensory
cues 249

normal 234
deprivation 148, 202–3
experiences 225
input 83, 146, 197, 434

discrete 126
multiple 83
systems 110

modalities 31
organ, earliest 300
systems 12, 26, 31
transfers, cross-modal 160, 298
see also Perception, Cognition,

Nervous system
Sensory-filtering 59
Sentence, indefinite 418, 428
Separatists 413

radical 413–14
see also Pietism, Women

Sermons 70, 72, 76, 118, 121, 263,
265–6, 324, 327, 358, 373, 398–9

church 100
pious 261
preacher’s 268
witch 358
see also Enculturation, Demonology

Serotonin 144, 203
Serrin, Anna 8, 9, 15, 21, 133
Servant 75, 98, 167, 175, 281, 344, 349,

362, 367
girl 10, 14, 22, 56, 97, 133, 164, 174,

239, 241, 244, 410
woman 270

Servants, propertyless 42
Services

basic Sunday morning 73
beneficient 179, 211, 222, 237, 250,

322, 339, 341–5, 360–1, 429–30,
437–8

casual neighborly 407
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Services (Continued)
obligatory communal labor 364
regular 43
see also Catchism, Enculturation,

Repression
Seventeenth century 62, 114–15, 117,

123, 154, 162, 171, 181, 191, 267,
321, 354, 368, 370, 386, 390,
404–5, 411, 413, 416, 422, 429

early 40, 63, 380, 388, 394, 397
late 42, 180, 212, 248, 251, 316, 359,

361, 370–1, 380, 391, 400, 405–6,
411, 415

mid- 129, 233
mid-to-late 115, 118
women in 411

Sex 7, 53, 58–9, 65, 77, 79–82, 85,
88–91, 97, 105, 121–2, 128, 148–9,
168, 176–7, 202, 228, 280, 306,
342, 365, 388, 401, 409, 417–18 

in early modern diabolic possession
90

illicit xv, 135 
indiscriminate 168
involved 115
organs 12

Sexual 78–9, 115, 408–9
activities 128
acts 97
anxieties 90
assignations, semi–furtive 95
dysfunction 15, 16
experiences 435
fear 401
features 94
gratification 206
impurity 90
misbehavior 46
misconduct 90
misdemeanor 365
offenses 241
problems 17
relations 139
transgressions 90

Sexuality 408, 410
children’s precocious 117
excessive 412
lurid 434
unconscious 409
women’s 411

Shaman
clan 154
commands spirits 277
healer stage 278
healers 278, 293
inspired 211

Shamanic 201, 204, 211–13, 
274

activity xvii, 246, 270 
attacks 154
concept of disease 305
cultures 191
divinatory techniques 270
ecstasy 296
experiences 192, 204, 207, 436

mediumistic 205
healers 277, 292
healing 277, 292, 295–6

classic 436
rituals 209

initiation 185–7, 192, 206–7, 209,
211, 213, 301, 435

journey 277
northern Asia’s 279
performances 278

classic 291
practices 170, 187, 202, 206–7, 211,

277, 437
archaic 170
early modern 437
local 211
manifest 206

practitioners 151, 206, 209, 211, 437
societies 199
sorcery 212
soul travel 189
states 208, 210

entered 211
stories 192
traditions 191, 193
trance 223
tribal cultures 296
visions 206

Shamanic ASCs 207
Shamanism xvii, 151, 185–9, 192–5,

197, 201, 209–13, 289, 335,
435–7

beneficent 213
classical 187, 210
highlights 192
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pristine archaic 210, 437
spontaneous initial experience 211,

437
Shamanist 201
Shamanistic 193, 201, 212–13, 246,

270, 274
activities 339
phenomena 194

Shamanizing 436
Shamans 151–3, 170, 185–7, 191–2,

197–201, 210, 245, 277–9, 290,
293, 436

candidate 209
classic 277, 291
nineteenth century 186

Shaman’s status 209
see also Consciousness, Healing,

Practitioners, Sabbaths,
Simultaneous discharge, Tuning

Shame 365
Shapeshifting 140
Shards, pottery 80
Shared experience 37

see Experiential model
Sheep 155, 266
Shelter, public 169, 397
Shenk, Gustav 145
Shepherds 50, 76, 169, 244, 343–5,

362, 404
“ridiculous” 419

Shoot 313–15, 410
Shooting contests 181, 313, 407
Shore, Brad xx
Shot, free 169
Siberia 187
Siberian

healers 289
shamanism, classic 192
shamans 187, 210
tribes 186, 435
see also Shamanism

Sicilian donnas 122–3
Sick person 227, 274, 305, 327
Sieve and shears 224–8, 230, 233, 253,

256, 269, 438
see also Divination

Sign, natural 92
see also Semiotics

Signals
emotionally charged 409

friendly 27
unconscious 230

Silling, David 244, 319
Silver 234, 244, 314
Simultaneous discharge 223, 296, 298,

306, 436
See also Ecstasy, Shamanism, Tuning

Sindelfingen 13, 275–6, 305, 342, 347,
406, 408

Sindlingen 241
Sinful

activities 322
disgrace 114
folly 316
highly 426
life 242
thoughts 358

Single-service providers 343–6
Sinners 239, 314, 324, 357, 363, 399
Sins 58, 68, 72, 75–6, 82, 114, 

168–9, 238, 261, 265, 267, 310,
322–3, 329, 357, 363, 381, 399,
407, 420

collective 90
common 261
human 71
incestuous 428

Sixteenth century 38, 41, 44, 60–1,
68–9, 71, 73, 77, 96, 117, 162,
188–9, 191, 213, 220, 233, 251,
255, 347, 349, 351, 353, 358, 
360, 366, 369, 378, 383, 386, 
390, 409

early 69, 71, 177, 383
late 40, 60, 63, 73, 88, 115, 117, 251,

347, 352, 368, 386
mid- 162, 378, 380

Sixth Provincial Ordinance (1567) 2,
352, 358, 383–4

Skeptical
critique 439
scientists 324

Skepticism 117, 398, 418–19
elite 418
pious 419, 422, 424, 426

Skeptics 36, 129, 225, 235, 259, 301, 334
Skills, linguistic 434
Skin 11, 21, 85, 145, 154, 157–8, 267,

300, 311
human 29, 168
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Skull 169, 173
Slanders 48, 98, 107, 317–18

see also Conflicts, Enemies, Hatreds
Sleep 33, 77, 88, 107–9, 111–12, 121,

126, 129, 132, 139, 144, 146–9,
153, 161, 195–6, 198, 204, 206,
211, 295, 410

deprivation 297
normal 122
nREM 109–10, 113–14, 195–6
paralysis xix, 125, 128, 239 
rapid eye movement 109

Sleepwalking 114, 332
Sleigh-of-hand 290
Slutovsky, Moshe xix, 90
Small-holders 42
Small waves 73
Smallholders 42, 60
Smear 10, 11, 21, 136, 161, 168, 263,

284, 308, 417
see also Maleficium, Ointment, Poison,

Salve
Smells 54, 126, 295, 438
Smile 27, 111
Smith 10, 344–5, 347–9, 401

apprentice 173, 313
Social

bonding 300
discipline 118, 363, 411–12

confessionalized 117; see also
Communal supervision,
Enculturation, Punitive
experiences, Regulation, Rewards
for moral spies

forces xviii, 53 
order 104, 183, 259
relations, disrupted 20
relationships 20–1, 38, 40, 46, 79,

104–5, 273, 397
rules 373
space, women’s 52
standing 428
status 59, 74, 183, 307

low 183
stresses 13, 20
structures 104, 159, 240
superiority 371
support 274, 292–3, 300
tensions 158

displaced 66
weapon, effective 27

Socialization 13, 54, 296, 373
see also Enculturation, Repression

Society
provincial 344, 362, 370, 378, 337
small-scale 168, 211

tribal 287
traditional 431
see also Communities

Sociocultural 5, 52, 440
challenges 60
constraints 226
expectations 53
forces 52
images 53

internalized 53
structures 53
trends xv
see also Enculturation, Repression

Socioeconomic 200, 264, 337
change 415
circumstances 248, 344
conditions 402
developments xiv, 422 
resentments, generalized 103
situation 386
threshold 422
see also Conflict, Economy

Söhnstetten 156, 165
Solanaceae

family 130, 143
hallucinogens 141
see also Anticholinergics, Drugs,

Salves
Soles, a pair of 281
Solomon’s seal 309
Somatic

disorders 16
symptoms 12, 13, 16, 88, 400

Somaticizations 402
symbolic 12, 39, 296, 312, 433
see also Conversion reaction

Somatization 13
direct 311

Somatosensory stimulation 114
Songs 242–3, 246, 275, 349, 408, 414
Soothing activities 298

see also Influence, Relaxation
response

Soothsaying 250, 267, 284, 340, 352,
384

see also Divination
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Sorcerers 154, 166, 168, 175, 183, 215,
345, 359, 382 

a colony of 180
hired 175
professional 152
reputed 29
wandering 190

Sorceresses 131, 154
Sorcery 1, 2, 28–9, 67, 151–9, 161,

163–73, 175, 177, 179–81, 183–5,
187, 189, 191, 193, 195, 197, 199,
201, 203, 205, 207, 209, 211–13,
215–16, 292, 303, 311–12, 319,
335, 381–2, 435 

cases 175–6, 180
diabolic 175, 270
evidence of 2
late medieval trials for 168
malefic 158
mechanistic 153
new form of 67
paraphernalia 28
popular 157, 222
practice of 153, 155, 180, 185
ritual 212, 294
shamanistic 153, 213
suspected 440
temptation to use 156
trials

Florence 175
late medieval 152

see also Consciousness, Conflict,
Curses, Incantation, Maleficium,
Mirror neurons, Poisons, Ritual,
Shamanism, Witchcraft

Sortilegii 272
Soul

flight 188, 200–2, 277
replacing 153

journeying 151
journeys 187, 210
travel 94, 189, 436
see also Out-of-body experiences,

Flying, Shamanism
Souls 76, 96, 125, 172, 177, 186–7,

189, 238, 240, 247, 260, 314,
420

damned 171, 238
departed 191
lost 323
redeemer of 243

sick
people’s 436
person’s 205

trapped 172
see Ghosts, Shamanic healing,

Treasure-hunting
Soup 8, 9, 15, 49, 56, 307, 340
Space

personal 28, 126
temporary home 28

Spain, late medieval 265
Spanish America 183
Spanish Succession, War of 258
“Spar” 43

see also Community, Quarrel
Spatial behavior 24
Specialists

magical 95, 186, 222, 226, 245, 250,
278, 304, 341–5

practitioners 340
religious 339
sanctioned 361
semi-professional 172
spiritual 323, 339
see also Healers, Practitioners,

Shamans, Sorcerers
Spee, Friedrich von 392–3, 398–9
Speech 24, 109, 120

calming effects of rhythmic 163
inner 109

Spell 50, 156, 159, 162, 164–7, 173, 287,
303–4, 308–9, 311–12, 319, 412

casting
overt 22
ritual 21

grass 162, 167, 173–4, 406
harmful 29, 154
impotence 154
invincibility 319
see also Blessing, Curse, Incantation,

Love magic, Magic, Mirror
neurons, Nervous system, Ritual,
Sorcery

Spener, Johann 399, 413
Speyer 387
Sphere, domestic 349
Spinning bees 261
Spirit

adjuration 246
cases 248

allies, enlisting 170
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Spirit (Continued)
contacts 246
doubles 95
flight 277
guarding 238, 342
helpers 153

personal 153
incantation 421, 424
manifestations 80
overarching 200
prophesy 259
queens, Celtic 194
rambunctious 329
traditions 185
troublesome 236, 321
world 88, 97, 151, 170, 185–7,

191–2, 194, 198, 200, 205, 207,
212, 245, 277, 291, 435–6

Spirits 68, 80, 85, 94–7, 123, 141–2,
150–3, 155, 162, 170–2, 176, 186–9,
192, 194, 200–2, 204–5, 207–9,
211–13, 235–43, 245–7, 259–60,
269–72, 274, 276–7, 287, 303,
305–6, 320–3, 381–2, 426–7, 436–7

benign 191
bothersome 273, 343
chaotic 71
contact 186
ethereal 215
in European popular culture 240
helping 186
neutral 382
non-Christian 212, 276, 300
obscure 170
perceiving 201, 206
sacred xvii
summon 170, 437
unidentified 241
unseen 215
water 171
see also Autonomous, Consciousness,

Dreams, Shamanism, Nervous
system

Spiritual
activity 381

illicit 183
agency 176, 227, 235
apprenticeship 193, 236
chameleon 82
contacts 248–9

illicit 212

depravity 92
entities, independent 235
experiences 402, 413
forces 193
intervention, illicit 233, 235
life 422
phenomena 306
practices 186, 194

legitimate 383
presences 247
pretenses 267
progress 92
quests 170
reality, alternate 142
traditions 193
trance 200
universe 435

Spiritualist 224
Spirituality, popular 95
Spitalen 60

see also Almshouses
Spör, Jacob 99, 101–2
Spreter, Johann 70
SSCs (Shamanic states of consciousness)

202
see also Consciousness, Shamanism

St. Christopher see St. Christopher
Stadi, Hanns Jerg 236–7, 247, 281,309,

342, 424
Standards 72, 90, 95, 366, 370, 372,

415
enforcing 366
moral 72
multiple 366
public 363
strict 354
see also Communal, Enculturation,

Repression, Social discipline
Stars 258–60, 266–8

bright 266
fixed 255–6

Stattler, Sigfried 242
Stauffen 326–8, 330
Stealthiness 313, 316–17
Steinach 343
Steiner, Margaritha 174–5, 388, 408
Steinler, Barbara 309–10
Stephens, Walter xvi
Stereotyped

assumption 167
recruitment process 434
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suspects 390
witch experience 139

Stereotypes 68, 74, 117
cultural 409
demonological 140
gender 268

Stereotypical 128, 167
suspects 55

Stick, forked 233
see also Dowsing

Stiefel, Esaias 267
Stiekhels, Simen 189
Stier, Conrad 283, 308, 343
Stift 358

see also Clergy, Tübingen University
Stigma 159, 365, 428

see also Communal, Honor, 
Stimulation, intense 147
Stimuli 24, 26, 32, 58, 146, 149, 

160, 184, 197–8, 202–3, 211, 
225, 268

external 110, 120, 197–8
internally generated 203
perceived 374
repetitive 294
see also Drivers, Perception

Stimulus overload 146
see also Consciousness, Ecstasy,

Nervous system, Simultaneous
discharge, Shamanism, Tuning

Stink 82–3, 244, 409
Stockhenhäuser, Gorg 169
Stocklin, Chonrad 189
Stockperson, emotional effect on

animals 38
Stolen

goods 81, 175, 310–12, 349
recover 191
return 312

objects 188, 220
things 219, 229–31, 243, 269,

310–11, 322
Stomachache 134, 286, 308
Stone 133, 174, 280–1, 284–5, 303,

322, 326, 328, 342
curing 282, 284–5, 342

Storms 70–1, 127, 152, 386, 391, 410,
417

arouse 155
destructive 323
raised 398

Stosser, Agatha 7, 14, 27, 38, 49, 
56–7, 157, 186, 222, 306, 308,
400, 408

Strapado 354
Strasburg 69, 96, 132, 231, 237, 252,

257, 277, 322, 406
Strawberry patch 133–4
Streich, Konrad 17, 23, 56, 389, 401,

408
Strength, unusual 205, 272–3, 313,

316–17, 348
Stress 15, 16, 18–20, 24, 32, 37–8,

91–2, 126, 158–9, 226, 292–3,
297, 311–12, 401, 433

chronic xix, 16, 18, 33, 297 
compounds indicating 203
from countermagic 312
curtails 16
effect 16
inducing 19, 165
inescapable 12
levels 300
moderate 32
personal 202
physical 437
psychological 16, 20, 202, 

228, 296
reaction 17, 32, 39, 298

generalized 165
suppresses 298

reducing 300
Stress-related

organic problems 120
somatic disorders 16

Stress response 15, 16, 18, 23, 25,
32–4, 164–5, 298, 433

see also Arousal, Drivers, 
Ergotropic system, 
Fight/Flight response,
Psychophysical Processes,
Nervous system, Psychosocial,
Psychosomatic

Stressors 16
Strokes

in healing 119, 276, 284–5
with rod, coercive 428
as witchcraft 14, 27, 35

Stroking 282, 289
repeated 296, 298
see also Healing, Malificium,

Rhythmic, Touch
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Stuertzen, Margaretha 14, 22, 49, 56,
304, 400

Stuttgart 69, 88, 96, 106, 177, 227,
231, 236, 251–2, 254, 257–8, 261,
305–6, 319, 323, 362, 366, 370,
384, 390–1, 420

Subliminal 226, 437
cues 227
give-and-take 256
interaction 227

intricate 166
sensitivity 249
signals 208
stimuli 374
see also Communication, Perception,

Unconscious
Submodules 86

see also Networks, neurocognitive
Subordinate groups 54
Substances 105, 203, 239, 273–4, 288,

301, 314
Subvocalization 85–6, 227, 292, 294
Succubi 80–1
Suggestibility xv, 126, 294 
Suicide 11, 19, 71, 77, 256
Suicide’s colon 314–15
Sulz 13, 134, 158, 284, 321, 405
Summers, Montague 93
Sun 255–6, 266, 268, 283, 317, 321
Sunday 138, 261, 263, 283, 285, 359

morning 229
Sunspot activities 255, 257
Sunspots 255, 320
Superego 76–7

see also Devil, Repression, Social
discipline

Superintendent, district 29, 98, 266,
358

Superintendents 98–9, 101, 316,
356–7

biannual reports 357
Supernatural 28, 227, 280, 285, 321,

383, 398, 401, 425
aggression 273
aid 171
attacks 37
bewitching 29
causation 419
delusions xvi
effect 319, 425

entity, presumed 321
features 381
forces 232, 215
injury 343
manipulation 321
miracles 319, 420
phenomena 323, 216
powers 177, 208–9, 273, 318

ascribing 209
processes 313
see also Anomalous, Magic, Miracles

Supersition, shameful 427
Superstition 240, 324, 420, 425
Superstitious 136, 282, 322, 420, 215

art 310
nonsense xviii
people 324
preconceptions 22
see also Enlightenment, Repression

Surgeon 329–30, 397, 400
see also Barber-surgeons

Surgical procedures 282, 297
Surreptitious milking 7, 228
Surveillance, intrusive 399
Susanna Catharina, Johann Brand’s

sister-in-law, 8, 15, 133
Swabia 96, 190

upper 179
Swabian Alb 41, 96
Swabian League 61
Swabian traditions, ancient 211
Swäbisch Gmünd 96
Swindle 241, 427
Swindlers 191, 232, 245, 322, 427,

429
Switzerland 69, 89, 97, 184, 194
Sword blades 223

see also Scrying
Syllogistic reasoning, impared by belief

374
Symbol

processing 159
systems 5, 91

Symbolic
actions 39, 159
penetration 160, 166, 211, 236,

298–300, 437
Symbols xx, 76, 91–2, 159–61, 193, 200,

203, 206, 212, 253, 256, 273–5,
280, 289, 294, 298–300, 374–5 
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cultural 39, 113–14, 161, 166, 182,
297

occult 280
system of 91, 125, 161

Sympathetic nervous system 147, 298
see also Arousal, Ergotropic, Nervous

system, Stress
Sympathies, occult 233, 382
Symptoms 12, 14, 15, 17, 21, 50, 58,

88, 91, 119–20, 132, 145, 210,
286, 305, 307, 400, 402

accusatory 12, 33, 400
conversion 13, 19
exaggerated 88
hysterical 303
see also Stress, Poison

Synchronistic spirituality 201
Synchronization, neurocognitive 147,

293, 296, 436
see also Ecstasy, Shamanism,

Simultaneous discharge, Tuning
Synod 266, 356–7

church 266
ducal 358

T
Tacitus 193
Talismans 280, 282, 289, 310, 314,

319, 321, 342, 407
Taltos 201, 437
Tansy 132, 145
Tares 390, 399
Tarot

card production 252
cards 251–3

traditional 253
see also Cards, Divination

Taverns 70, 98
-keepers 147
rumors 118

Tax-farming 261
Taxes 41, 61, 261, 264, 364–5, 

371, 423
excessive 261

Teach 137, 148, 157, 162, 179, 190,
206, 212

Teachers 356, 390
see also Elite, Education,

Enculturation, Enlightenment,
Repression, Schools

Techniques
bad childrearing 117
a classical hypnotic induction 164
dissociation Messmer’s 301
illicit 222
magical 153, 156, 161, 171, 

193–5, 220–1, 223–5, 228, 
236, 246, 269, 274, 341, 
343

treasure-hunting 249
modern forensic 230
personal divination 220
potent 161
shared 344
swapping 181
therapeutic 275

Teeth 154
Telepathy 36, 247
Teleportation 332

see also Parapsychology
Telocinobufagine 132

see also Drugs
Temples 136, 191, 417
Temporal

dislocation 120
lobes 126, 292

Temporo-parietal junction 126
see also Brain, Out-of-body

experiences
Tension

generational 46
headaches 16

Terror xvi, 117, 160, 330
community of 44
see also Community, Conflicts

Testimony 8, 9, 48–50, 75, 80–1,
102–3, 107, 123, 135–7, 157, 161,
167, 174–5, 192, 316, 326, 388,
416, 418, 423, 427

coerced 130
contested 393
credible xv
generating 99
tortured xv, 55, 68, 174, 245, 270,

394, 427
Testosterone 16, 53
Texts 70, 94, 108–9, 170, 210

ancient medical 301
canonical 200
narrative 109
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Theft 6, 7, 48, 121, 229–30, 272,
303–4, 352, 387–8

committed 311
physical 310
and witch accusations 7
see also Counteraction, Divination,

Lying, Magic
Theodosius 1
Theologians 69, 123, 179, 185, 259,

265, 268, 300, 356, 382–3, 390,
392, 397, 420, 435

early modern 350
late-Classical 381
orthodox 398
see also Demonology

Theology 71, 358, 420, 1
evaluated traditional 399

Theory of mind 207
Therapeutic

effect 289–90
effects, inherent 306

Therapeutic Touch 301–2
Therapies 74, 209, 282, 288–9, 

303
direct physical 282
near-touch 302
spiritual 274, 306
see also Healing

Theta waves 111
Thief 229, 310–12, 438

detection 408, 427
purported magical 316, 348

Thieves 187, 223, 228–30, 232, 250,
312, 341–3, 407

identifying 229–30, 341
Thigh 10, 14, 19, 56, 158, 279
Thoma, Jakob 38
Thomas, Keith xviii
Thomasius, Christian 419
Thorn apple 130–1, 139, 143
Threat display 45
Threats xix, 23–4, 44, 48, 58, 121–2,

156, 165, 176, 180, 213, 365, 372,
417, 424 

explicit 50
interpersonal 39
mortal 147
occult 339
overt 433
signal 25

spiritual 271
vicious 44
see also Conflict, Maleficium,

Psychophysical processes,
Psychosomatic, Subliminal, 

Thresholds 152–5, 157
Thumbscrews 354
Thumm, Theodore 391–2, 398
Thursday-to-Friday nights 284–5
Tipping point 386, 413
Toads 132
Tobacco 202
Tobacco-smoking 364
Tobacco, snorted like 171
Tolmayer, Barbara 7, 387
Torture xvii, 3, 7, 51, 57, 68, 80, 

94, 97, 99, 117, 130, 138, 148,
157, 174, 179, 263, 354–5, 
384, 387–8, 390, 392–4, 396–7,
405, 407, 410, 417, 427–8, 
434,

chamber 174, 354, 412
contaminates evidence 181
judicial 354
magical crimes 393
mock 262
session 174
use 188, 392
wanton 63
see also Beaten, Strappado,

Thumbscrews
Tortured

people 397, 437
suspects 97, 157, 387
see also Beaten, Flogging, Strapado,

Thumbscrews
Torture’s effect on self-conception 412
Touch 2, 14, 27, 140, 166, 174, 244,

300–2, 319, 322, 439 
effects of 300
royal 300
therapies 301
witch’s 11

Touching 45, 274, 282, 289, 301
see also Maleficium, Therapeutic Touch

Town
council 351
councilors 362
courts 351, 363
doctor 307, 329, 360, 404, 417
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governments 351–2
leaders 367
officials 351, 367
scribe 351, 354
society 434

Towns 7, 31, 41–2, 44, 59, 70, 75, 77,
79, 92, 97, 99, 101, 103, 222, 241,
257–8, 276, 305, 307, 313, 331,
344–5, 349, 351–2, 358, 362–3,
366–8, 371, 384, 387

crowded 42
lesser 368
market 351, 371
secondary 367
small 41, 103, 106, 156, 229, 323,

363, 366, 372, 415
Townspeople 40, 95, 344, 371

see also Commoners, Community,
Villagers

Tractatus Tehologius de Magia 398
Tracts 350, 373, 398

see also Pamphlet literature
Tradespeople 136, 147, 344–5, 362
Traditions

learned 67, 193, 314, 320
occult 171

literary 68
local theological 6
materialist-rationalist 288
positivist 288
psychological xvi
regional 193, 278

Tragan 249
Trall, Hanns Greg 169
Tramps 60, 191

see also Destitute, Itinerants, Paupers,
Vagrants

Trance xx, 68, 118, 151, 180, 187–8,
192–3, 197–8, 201, 203, 210, 226,
265, 279, 295 

battles 154
cataleptic 146
degrees of 200
ecstatic 246, 278
effective for inducing 164
experiences 200–1, 209

deliberate 200
hypnotic 85, 198, 202, 294–6, 311
lying in a 122
shaman’s 295

states 128, 148, 151, 164, 172,
198–201, 295

healer’s 295
hypnotic 295

therapeutic 295
see also Catalepsy, Consciousness,

Ecstasy, Flight, Shamanism
Trance-flight experiences 187
Trances, mini- 197
Tranquilizer 132

a mild 145
Transactions, social 74, 102

see also Community, Face-to-face,
Gossip, Interpersonal, Maleficium,
Slander

Transgressions 73, 76–7, 81, 171, 180,
262, 355, 357, 363, 365, 412

collective 357
furtive 407
inconsequential 353
moral 118, 352, 357

Transgressive thoughts 79
Transmission 24–5, 102, 193, 340, 372

continuous 437
cultural 373
explicit 373
implicit 373
oral 278

Trauma 119, 126
mechanical 14
see also Injury, Stress

Traumatic life changes 32
Travel 119, 122–3, 133–4, 137, 151,

164, 185, 187–8, 261
on the pitchfork 148

Treasure 171–2, 187, 191, 232–3,
235–40, 242–8, 271–2, 281, 309,
320–2, 341–2, 426

actually located 249
buried 171, 232
cursed 238
gain 236, 303
hidden 237, 243, 260, 269, 321, 427
hunted 246

Treasure
locating 232, 239, 320
magic 340

Treasure-finders 171, 232, 237, 244–5,
426

professional 244–5
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Treasure-hunters 180, 236, 238–41,
244, 248–9, 319, 343, 346

Treasure-hunting 170, 172, 221, 235,
237, 241, 245–6, 248, 250,
319–20, 322, 328, 340–4, 346,
420–1, 423–7, 4, 216

Treasure-Hunting 424
activities, sponsored 170
conjurations 321
divination 248
fraud 428
and ghosts 171
group 247
incidents 239
rituals 239
scandal 341
trials 423
see also Divination, Incantation,

St. Christopher
Treasure-man 172, 236, 320–1, 323
Treasure-men 320

procure 320
Treasure-seekers 180, 234
Treasure spirit 239
Treatises 68, 373, 386
Trial procedures 392, 417

inquisitorial 99
see also Consultations, Judicial

process
Trials 2, 3, 5–9, 11, 12, 14, 25, 

28, 31, 36, 47, 49, 52, 55, 
57, 62–3, 69, 70, 115–18, 
121, 132, 154–5, 157–8, 
174–5, 221, 307, 354, 379–80,
383–7, 389–90, 392–7, 405–7, 
412, 420–4

adult 117
capital, lawyers required 394
chain reaction 390
child-centered 115, 118
children’s 116–17
earliest 173
early 347, 385, 387, 392, 407
mass 57, 96, 117, 384, 390, 395, 397,

406
poison 402–4, 421
“quick” 392
rate, per capita 389
spun out of control 63
systematic 386
unrecorded 385

see also Mass panics, Punitive
experiences, Torture

Tribute, extorted by magicians 152
Triggering mechanisms, physiological

288
Trinity 137, 139, 148, 179, 238, 275,

321, 388
Trophotropic 144, 196, 202, 296

state 196
see also Parasympathetic, Relaxation

response
Tscholi, Hans 189
Tübingen, town and district  69,

118–19, 241, 346, 399
Tübingen University 2, 3, 69–70, 81,

119, 351, 354, 368, 391, 394,
397–9, 420, 426

law faculty 81, 134, 351, 354, 392–4,
411

medical faculty 397
theologians  391, 398, 420

Tübingen Contract 350, 386
see also Accusatory principle

Tumors 280, 282, 293, 303
Tuning 203, 211, 223, 225, 296, 335,

436–7
autonomic 300
effect, full-blown 306
experiences 436
see also Drivers, Ecstasy, Fine-tuning,

Integrative brain state, Nervous
system, Simultaneous discharge

Turenne, Henri 257
Turf 152
Turkey 118, 127–8, 261
Tuttlingen 31, 346
Twigs 156, 171, 280
Tyrol 390

U
Ulcers 16, 37
Ulm 61, 267, 321
Ulmer, Jerg 311
Ulrich, Duke 70
Ultradian

high 196
low 196

Unconscious
behaviors 62
bias 228
calculations 53
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feedback 253
knowledge 198, 201, 206, 223–4,

227, 230–1, 246, 256, 438
elicited xv

minds 78, 150
misrecording 334
movements 224, 253
processing 224–5, 234, 249, 290–1,

294, 296
re-configuration 35
reactions 234, 269
sub-vocalization 120
thoughts 108

Unconsciousness 197
Underemployment 60–1
Underground xix, 95

conspiracy 383, 397
counterreligion 93
diabolic sect 94
diabolical counter-religion 181
heretical

movements 185; persistent 95
sect, malevolent 65

movement 213
widespread 66

organization 185
sect 95, 181, 434–5

secret 95
Unguents 130–1

noxious 168
see also Salves

“Unhold” 69, 305
“Unholden” 96, 410
Universals, biological 201
University 279, 301, 358–9, 

368–9, 397
Untertürkheim 391
Urach 82, 173, 236, 248, 309, 313
Urban 429

areas 429
communities 3
culture, developing 429
elites 413
guilds 366
society 40
see also Towns

Urine 154, 227–8, 237, 281, 309–10
see also Scrying

Users, early modern 146
see also Drugs, Network

Utterances 24, 120, 242, 276–7, 373

V
Vagrants 60–1, 117, 229, 348, 423

see also Itinerants, Tramps
Vaihingen 50
Valens, emperor 382
Value systems 410
Veins 80, 136–7, 148, 417

also opened a 305
geological 233–4

Veltin, soothsayer in Richenbach 311
“Veneficium” 394–5, 426
Venice 154, 251
Venus, goddess 191
Venusberg 190–3, 201, 206, 210, 276,

301, 318, 343, 439
see also Mountain, Shamanism

Verbal
abuse 44
activity 54
curses 152

public 2
fluency 54
thoughts 291
threats 45

Verbalizations 24, 39, 109, 112
protracted 239
see also Blessings, Charms, Curses,

Language, Prayers, Vocalizations
Versailles 370
Vervain 309
Vespasian, emperor 249
Victims 3, 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 21–2, 29, 69,

89, 115, 123, 141, 154, 187, 229,
245, 269, 313, 388–9, 414, 418 

Victim’s experience 33
Village

courts 43, 48, 351
mayors 352
officials 352, 358

Villagers 38, 40–1, 44, 76, 162, 167,
216, 263, 363–4, 366 

ignorant 419
ordinary 128, 156, 357
see also Peasants, Commoners

Villages 3, 18, 38, 41–2, 44, 59, 60, 65,
103, 105, 162, 167, 200, 229,
344–5, 348–9, 351–2, 358, 362–3,
366–8, 372, 390, 413, 415, 434

overcrowded 41
overgrown 362
peasant 362
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Villages (Continued)
surrounding 351
see also Communities

Villages, Württemberg’s 363
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